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ABSTRACT

This work is concerned with tracing the historical development of the various
functions of the Modern Greek connective pu. This connective has a consider-
able range of functions, and there have been attempts in the literature to group
together these functions in a synchronically valid framework. It is my con-
tention that the most illuminating way of regarding the functional diffusion of
puÑand of any content wordÑis by looking, not only at one synchronic distri-
bution (that of Standard Modern Greek), but at the full range of synchronic dis-
tributions in the sundry diatopic variants (dialects) of Modern Greek, and that
such a discussion must be informed by the diachrony of the form.

This I attempt to do within the framework of grammaticalisation theory,
whereby the development of grammatical forms is considered in the context of
reanalysis and analogical extension of forms. As a diachronicist model, this al-
lows for fluidity between function distinctions, and puts in place a historically-
oriented alignment of semantic transitions which a strictly synchonicist account
would miss. Work on pu has already been done in this framework; however,
such work has considered the distribution of pu in Standard Greek alone, with
only a brief consideration of its ancient antecedents. I contend that the picture
formed of its distribution under such constraints leads to several false generali-
sations.

In order to arrive at a truer picture of the factors determining the develop-
ment of pu, there are three facets that need to be considered in detail:

(a) its synchronic distribution in Standard Modern Greek, a variant
for which extensive corpora and native speaker judgements are
readily available;

(b) its distribution in the various modern dialectsÑto establish the
possible diversification of developments for the particle, and to
ensure that one potential pathway is not privileged as a universal
tendency at the expense of other, divergent developments (a
problem identifiable in treatments of this topic, hitherto looking
only at the standard language);

(c) a detailed investigation of the use of the etymon of the particleÑ
ho@pouÑin Ancient Greek. It is one of the major contentions of
grammaticalisation theory that the past meaning of a particle in-
fluences its subsequent meanings. In order to test the relevance of
this principle fully, it is necessary to investigate the functionality
of ho@pou not in isolation, but in the context of the entire Ancient
Greek grammatical system.
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Due to time and scope constraints, I attempt only these first three tasks in this
thesis. I do not attempt a detail look at areal diffusion or the mediaeval Greek
semantic transitions involved, nor at the use of pu in collocation.
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CONVENTIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Centuries are given in lowercase roman numerals; thus xixÊADÊ= nineteenth cen-
tury. Frequently a vernacular mediaeval text is preserved in manuscripts dating
much later than the putative date of authorship. Given the tendency of scribes
to modify vernacular texts, the work as given to us may reflect the language sit-
uation of its date of copying more faithfully than it does its date of authorship.
For that reason, text datings are given in the format (Date of Authorship/Date
of Manuscript). Where a date occurs at some unknown time between x and y, it
is given as x~y; where a text is known to have been written over the period be-
tween x and y, it is given as xÐy. Thus, the Paris manuscript of the Chronicle of
Morea can be dated as (1370~1388/xv), while MakriyannisÕ Memoirs are dated
as (1829Ð1851). ~x means around date x.

Transliteration of Greek over the range of times covered in this work raises
several problems. The phonetic change-over between Ancient and Modern
Greek took place over an extended period; as a result, any phonetic transcrip-
tion of texts between vÊBC and xÊAD is tentative, and would have to be either
modified from century to century, or conventionalised and treated as more of a
transliteration than a transcription. For instance, the singular accusative noun
gyna¼ka ÔwomanÕ has at various times been pronounced /guna"Ûka/, /gyna"Ûka/,
/gyÈnaika/, /gyÈneka/, /ÄyÈneka/ and /ÄiÈneka/ (its spelling remaining constant),
which in Standard Modern Greek is realised as [ÆiÈneka], and in other dialects as
[ZiÈneka], [üiÈneka] or [ÄuÈneka].

Problems remain after xÊAD: for example, it is impossible to know when gemi-
nation died out in Early Modern Greek texts, given that it still survives in South-
Eastern dialects. The phonetic transcriptions done by modern Greek dialectol-
ogists present problems of their own. For instance, kÿ is used to transcribe the
front allophone of /k/, where it is further front than Standard Modern Greek
[c]; but we seldom have any way of knowing whether the allophone involved is
[tS] (as in Cypriot), [tþ] (as in at least some varieties of Cretan), or some other
posterior coronal.

In the face of such complications, transcription offers few benefits to the kind
of study undertaken here; phonetics is not particularly relevant to this study,
and phonology is relevant only as far as the phonological reduction concomitant
with the grammaticalisation of pu. The only real use for transcription is in citing
linguistic forms in discussion, which would otherwise be hard to keep track of
for readers unfamiliar with the Greek alphabet. Since text examples are glossed
where appropriate, they give rise to no such need, and transliteration would im-
pede legibility of extended texts for readers already familiar with Greek. On the
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other hand, Greek-alphabetÐonly examples would make it difficult for non-hel-
lenists to keep track of examples from this work. For that reason, textual cita-
tions are given in both Greek alphabet and transliteration, while individual
forms under discussion are transliterated. The subject matter of this thesis thus
appears in examples as Îpoy, opo´ or poy, while in-line instances in discussion
appear as ho@pou, opu or pu.

The problem of what kind of transliteration to adopt remains. Given that pho-
netic accuracy is not essential for this study, two different transliterations are
used. The first is used for Ancient Greek; the second, a broad phonemic translit-
eration, is used for Modern Greek.1 Texts from before 1100ÊAD are transliterated
as if they were Homeric Greek. So y is transliterated as /u/, not (Attic) /y/, oy as
/ou/, not /o3ù/, ei as /ei/, not /e3ù/, and so on. It might be argued that the latter
two choices are factitious, since most instances of orthographic oy and ei were
never diphthongal; but the aim here has been a graphemically close translitera-
tion, rather than historical phonetic accuracy. For vowels whose length was not
orthographically indicated (a, i, y), the vowel is given as long only where this is
immediately obviousÑwhen the vowel has a circumflex accent and is not part of
a diphthong. Vernacular texts from after 1100ÊAD are transliterated as if they
were CSMG (Contemporary Standard Modern Greek)Ñe.g. without gemination;
the cut-off point is necessarily arbitrary. Both transliterations use the IPA, and
are detailed in TableÊ1. The unmarked allophone is listed first in the Modern
phonetics value(s) column, and is always used in transliteration.  Modern
proper names are transliterated in a more conventional manner, also given in
TableÊ1.

Greek
grapheme

Ancient
phonetic
value(s)

Modern
phonetic
value(s)

Proper
Name
translitÕn

Greek
grapheme

Ancient
phonetic
value(s)

Modern
phonetic
value(s)

Proper
Name
translitÕn

a a, aù a a ai ai e e

b b v v ei ei i i

g g Ä [Æ, j] g oi oi i i

gi gi Äi [j] y yi ui i i

d d D d Q aùi a a

e e e e � eùi i i

z zd z z ó oùi o o

h eù i i ay au af, av2 af, av

u tH T th ey eu ef, ev ef, ev

i i i [j, ¿] i hy eùu if, iv if, iv

k k k [c] k oy ou u ou

l l l, [´] l mp mp b [Éb, mp] mb, b, mp

1Thus, no distinction is made between vowel /i/ and glide /j/; nasal sandhi and velar/ palatal al-
lophony are not indicated. In the controversy of the phonemic status of [j], I have abided with
the historical and orthographical rendering /Äi/. For simplicityÕs sake, I have chosen to omit
prenasalisation for voiced stops (see Arvaniti (1994) for the current sociolinguistic standing of
prenasalisation.)
2/af/ obtains before voiceless consonants, while /av/ obtains before voiced consonants and
vowels; the same holds for /ef, ev/ and /if, iv/.
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m m m m nt nt d [<d, nt] nd, d, nt

n n n [ø, N, m] n gg Ng g [Ôg, Ng,
Ëï, ï, ÷ï]

ng

j ks ks x gk Nk g [Ôg, Ng,
Ëï, ï, ÷ï]

ng

o o o o gj Nhs Nks nx

p p p p gx NkH Nx nh

r r r r ts ts ts ts

s, q s s [z] s tz zd dz tz

sx skH sx sch W r8 r r

t t t t \ h ¿ Ñ

y u i y | ¿ ¿ Ñ

f pH f f ^ ß È Ñ

x kH x [C] h « @ È Ñ

c ps ps ps `  $ È Ñ

v où o o

Table 1. Greek phonetics and transliterations3

Traditionally, Greek is written in the polytonic systemÑmarking stress with the
three distinct pitch accents of Ancient Greek, and using the rough and smooth
breathing marks to indicate the presence or absence of /h/ word-initially. The
distinctions made in the polytonic system are not pertinent in Modern Greek,
and in the last two decades the monotonic system has become widely adopted,
using only the acute to mark stress, and dispensing with breathing marks. The
monotonic system is being increasingly used for Early Modern Greek works as
well (notably in the Dictionary of Mediaeval Greek Vernacular WritingÑ
though not without controversy), and I use it for all vernacular text extracts
dating from after 1100ÊAD, while retaining polytonic stress for archaistic texts.

Where an individual has chosen their own transliteration for their name (e.g.
Cavafy rather than Kavafis), that transliteration is followed. For place names, I
have used common non-Greek variants in wide use (e.g. Zante, Corfu, Rhodes
rather than Zakinthos, Kerkira, Rodos), and I have preferred Classical translit-
erations over transliteration directly from Modern Greek, where these are like-
wise well-known (e.g. Euboea, Aegina, Elis rather than Evia, Egina, Ilia.) Greek
names have also been preferred for places no longer under Greek dominion,
since the Greek linguistic literature uses these names (e.g. Philippoupolis, Argy-
roupolis, Himara rather than Plovdiv, G�m�sühane, Himer�); I append the con-
temporary placenames on first mention.

Dialect texts are cited in the transcription given in the source texts; this is
usually the Greek alphabet with diacritics, though Italiot Greek texts use Italian

3Stress is usually not marked in transliterating Modern Greek; I have marked stress where nec-
essary to distinguish between contrastively stressed lexemesÑin particular, stressed and un-
stressed lexemes such as (polytonic/monotonic/transliterated) po´/poy/pu (the particle investi-
gated in this thesis) and po /po´/Èpu (Ôwhere?Õ); pÃq/pvq/pos (ÔthatÕ, complementiser) and p©q/
pÃq/Èpos (Ôhow?Õ). I also distinguish between deictic n�/Èna Ôbehold!Õ and connective na/na Ôsub-
junctive markerÕ, although the two are not so distinguished in official modern orthography.
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orthography embellished with diacritics and Greek letters. Where Greek texts
are transcribed in a non-IPA roman orthography (as is regularly the case for
Italiot, and in some instances Tsakonian, Mariupolitan and Cypriot), an IPA
transcription is adjoined. Consistent with practice elsewhere in this work, I cite
dialect texts in monotonic rather than polytonic.4 Allophonic variation already
present in Standard Modern Greek (in particular, palatal allophones of velars
and alveolars) is seldom made explicit in the transcriptions. Furthermore, while
dialectologists transcribe phonetically, native speakers usually transcribe
phonologicallyÑand since few dialects differ phonologically from SMG, they
employ the Greek alphabet without diacritics.5 The approach taken here has
been to transliterate the Greek literally, even though the transliteration clearly
mixes phonemic and allophonic levels.6

Although transcription is idiosyncratic, a de facto standard for Greek-script
transcription is the system employed in the Academy of AthensÕ Historical
Dictionary of Modern Greek (Istorik¿n Lejik¿n thq Nªaq Ellhniküq).7 For Italiot,
the system in RohlfsÕ (1950) Historische Grammatik der unteritalienischen
Gr�zit�t, using the conventions of Italian dialectology, is widespread, though
not universal. Mariupolitan in recent years is transliterated in Cyrillic. These are
the transcriptions most frequently encountered, and are outlined below:

Symbol Common variants IPA Comments
a¬ a - Q
b b
ĝ Æ Used where CSMG would use the allophone [Ä]
g g
ĝ ï Used where CSMG would use the allophone [g]
d d
d. d. êù
« µ
ẑ zÿ Z, ü Greek dialectologists rarely distinguish between palato-

alveolars (as in Cyprus) and alveopalatals (as in at least
some parts of Crete); I thus transcribe this sign as z&, unless
an explicit phonetic description indicates otherwise.

i 9 j

4One further intervention I have made in the texts is to regularise the notation of yod: i », iQ, i¼ and i
are all rendered as i ».
5For example, while Standard Greek realises /k/ as [c] before front vowels, Cretan realises it as
[tþ]. A dialectologist would thus transcribe Cretan /keri/ [tþeÈri] ÔcandleÕ as kÿer¼, while lay
Cretans have no difficulty with transcribing it as ker¼, though in Standard Greek this would be
pronounced [ceÈri].
6For instance, Standard Greek koimüuhke /kiÈmiTike/ [ciÈmiTice] Ôshe sleptÕ is transliterated as
kimiTike; the Northern Greek equivalent [cÈmiTci] is written by Greeks as kÿmo¼uki (since /ki/Ê>
[ci]) is assumed); this is transliterated accordingly as cmiTki. There are instances in Greek dia-
lects where e.g. /ki/ is realised as [ki] (for instance, Northern Karpathos); I ignore those in-
stances here, although the unpalatalised diacritics are kept in the source text.
7DeffnerÕs (1923) phonetic symbols for Tsakonian, used in the Dictionary, have been widely
criticised, and have been tacitly substituted by CostakisÕ (1986) phonemic symbols, which have
prevailed since the inception of the Historical Dictionary.
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Ci Ci9, C′ C
[+pal]

Usually used to indicate that the preceding consonant is
palatal rather than alveolar or velar, when the vowel con-
ditioning the palatalisation has been dropped

k̂ c Used where CSMG would use the allophone [k]
k\ kH
l̂ lÿ ´ Used where CSMG would use the allophone [l]
lú ¨
l. l Used where CSMG would use the allophone [´]
n. n> n Used where CSMG would use the allophone [ø]
n̂ ø Used where CSMG would use the allophone [n]
ĵ kS, kþ Transcribed here as ks&
o¬ v¬ O
p\ pH
ŝ sÿ, xÿ S, þ Transcribed here as s&
t\ tH
tŝ kÿ, ts& tS, tþ Transcribed here as ts&
ts| tẑ, zÿ, tŝ tþ In his phonological analysis, Haralambopoulos (1980)

treats this as /tsH/
y¬ y
x̂ C Used where CSMG would use the allophone [x]
ĉ c& pS, pþ Transcribed here as ps&
C-C Cù

Table 2. Historical Dictionary of Modern Greek transcriptions

Symbol IPA Symbol IPA
d. ê c« tS
u T g« dZ
d D x x
c= c g Ä
g= ï xÿ C
nÿ ø y Æ
ß S l-, lù ´
Ω Z

Table 3. RohlfsÕ Italiot transcriptions

Cyrillic IPA Cyrillic IPA Cyrillic IPA Cyrillic IPA
a a z z o o x x
b b i i p p c ts
v v j j r r dz dz
g Ä y ö r' rJ h tS
kg g k k s s d/ dZ
d d l l t t w S
d' dJ l' ´ t' tJ q StS
d¾ D m m t¾ T [ ja
; e n n u u ] ju
e je n' ø f f

Table 4. Mariupolitan Cyrillic

Greek texts originating in the InternetÑespecially in electronic mail and newsÑ
typically appear in ad hoc romanisation. Such texts are quoted here in the ro-
manisation they originally appeared in, and in typewriter font. Romanisation is
inconsistent from user to user, relying on either phonetic or visual affinity; to
give the most extreme examples, u can be romanised as any one of q,  8,  9,  0,
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u,  c,  or th , while j can appear as j,  3,  x, $,  or ks .8 Thus, such texts are still
accompanied by IPA transcription, as well as Standard Greek orthography.

Consistent with the above, texts are uniformly given in their original script as
well as transcription; for example, Arabic script for the proto-Cappadocian of
the Sufi poets, or LinearÊB for Mycenaean Greek. Examples from other lan-
guages are given in the orthography/transliteration they were published in;
non-Greek texts transcribed in Greek (Arvanitika, Aroumin) are also translit-
erated in the orthography of their corresponding literary language (Albanian,
Romanian)Ña practice more usual for Aroumin than Arvanitika.

When the date of a textual example is pertinent, the date is given in the right
margin, as follows:

(1) (1886)
Mpore¼ na me gªlasan ta m�tia moy, ma san mpüka sto pali¿ maq to sp¼ti,
uarro´sa poy me glykoko¼tazan oi to¼xoi.
bori na me Äelasan ta matia mu, ma san bika sto palio mas spiti, Tarusa pu me
Älikokitazan i tixi.
[Psichari expresses his joy at returning to Istanbul.] My eyes may have deceived
me, but when I entered our old house, I thought [that] the walls were sweetly
gazing at me. (PsichHLQ:83)

For some texts, a printed translation is available in English. In such cases, I note
the translation in the list of texts (AppendixÊD); otherwise, translations are my
own. On occasion, I give both a printed translation and my own for clarification.
I distinguish my translations of the Greek from othersÕ by placing the latter in
italics, as below:

(2) (1829)
Potª den mol´nuhkan tÕ arxe¼a thq patr¼doq moy? o´te eiq thn kybªrnhsin, o´te eiq
eparx¼eq, o´te eiq �toma, opo´ agvnistükame eiq thn Ro´melh, Pelop¿nnhson kai
nhsi� kai Sp�rth, den e¼nai poyuen� kathgor¼a paramikrü dia em�q.
pote Den molinTikan t arxia tis patriDos mu; ute is tin kivernisin, ute is eparxies,
ute is atoma, opu aÄonistikame is tin rumeli, peloponison ke nisia ke sparti, Den
ine puTena katiÄoria paramikri Dia emas.
The archives of my country were never sullied; neither in the government, nor
in the districts, nor in individuals, when we fought in Roumeli, the
Peloponnese and the islands and Sparta, nowhere is there the slightest accusa-
tion against us.
And we have never befouled the pages of our countryÕs history. In our conduct
to the Government, to the provinces, to individuals, when we fought in
Roumeli and the Peloponnese and the islands and Sparta, not the slightest ac-
cusation can be made against us. (MakM 7)

8There is often no one predominant romanisation used. For instance, for u, 0 is used 34% of the
time, 8 26% of the time, and both th  and q 16%. Similarly, for j, 3 is used only 65% of the time.
(Counts done on Hellas-L archives, with probe words ua and jªrv.) PeoplesÕ romanisations are
not necessarily even internally consistent; one will see words like xexasa  jªxasa ÔI forgotÕ,
where x  transliterates both j /ks/ and x /x/. This means that reading Internet-romanised Greek
is impossible for someone who does not already know Greek.
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Standard Greek glosses of dialect texts given in the sources, and cited here for
contrastive illustration, are also italicised. Citations from nonÐEnglish-language
scholarship are consistently given in my own translation.

The term Macedonian is used in this work to refer to both the northern Greek
dialect and the Slavonic language spoken to its north; where confusion might
result, the terms Macedonian Greek and Macedonian Slavonic are employed.

The following abbreviations are used in the text; for abbreviations used to
refer to texts, see AppendixÊD.

ea. early la. late
ACC Accusative ACT Active
CSMG Contemporary Standard Modern

Greek
EMG Early Modern Greek

FEM Feminine GEN Genitive
HDMS Historical Dictionary Centre

Manuscript
IMPERI Imperative Imperfective

IMPERP Imperative Perfective IMPFP Imperfective Past
IMPFS Imperfective Simplex INF Infinitive
MASC Masculine N/AP Not marked for Aspect, Past
N/AS Not marked for Aspect, Simplex NEUT Neuter
NOM Nominative PART Participle
PASS Passive PERFP Perfective Past
PERFS Perfective Simplex PL Plural
PLUP Pluperfect SMG Standard Modern Greek
SG Singular VOC Vocative
+> Conversational Implicature >> Presupposes
>>/ Does not presuppose |- Semantically entails
ä per thousand

Table 5. Abbreviations used



1.ÊINTRODUCTION

O Nhrªaq ªkane to kor¿ido.
«Allaje f�tseq, ªgine ªtsi, ªgine alliÃq kiÕ ¿lo
moyrmo´rize:
ÑDen e¼mai gv o Nhrªaq.
O Hraklüq den to Õfage.
ÑLªge, ü mªneiq demªnoq san motarntªla.
E¼de kiÕ ap¿eide o Nhrªaq, to fanªrvse to mystik¿ toy
peribolio´.
Nereus played dumb.
He changed his face, he turned into this, that, and
the other, and kept muttering.
ÑI ainÕt Nereus.
Hercules didnÕt fall for it.
ÑStart talking, or youÕre staying tied up like a
salami.
Nereus saw this wasnÕt getting him anywhere, so
he revealed the secret of the garden to him.
(TsifMÊ445)

The transition from Classical to Modern Greek was marked by a variety of
grammatical changes. These changes included several grammaticalisations,1

giving rise to salient function words used in Modern Greek. Indeed, it can be ar-
gued that a major component of the typological difference between Classical
and Modern Greek lies precisely in the presence of these function words. The
most noteworthy of these grammaticalisations are:

¥ h"Ûna→ *hina→ na:
Ôin order toÕ (Classical)→
subjunctive marker (well under way in New Testament Greek)
(Burgui�re 1960; Joseph 1983b; Joseph 1990);

¥ ho@pou(→ Èopu)→ opu→ pu:
Relative adverb ÔwhereÕ (pre-Classical)→
relativiser (by 500ÊAD) (Bakker 1974)→
particle introducing (typically factive) complement and adjunct
clauses;2

¥ oude$n→ Den:
ÔnothingÕ→
realis negator ÔnotÕ (by ixÊAD)
(Jannaris 1897; Zampelios 1986 [1852]);

1Grammaticalisation theory is discussed in ¤2.
2The particle pu is cognate to the interrogative Èpu (Ancient Greek pou^) Ôwhere?Õ, but is not di-
rectly derived from it; this is a misconception which appears frequently in the literature (e.g.
Joseph & Philippaki-Warburton 1987:166). See ¤5 for further discussion.
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¥ tHe@loù h"Ûna→ Telo na→ Tena→ Ta:
ÔI want toÕ→
future tense particle (ixÐxvÊAD)
(Jannaris 1897; Kriaras 1969Ð1993).

Of these grammaticalised particles, na and pu in particular have become func-
tionally generalised to such an extent in Modern Greek that, almost every time a
subordinate clause needs to be attached to a matrix, either na or pu is employed.
Frequently both particles turn up, either in competition or in complementary
distribution, as ¤3 illustrates; and both particles have a wide range of semantic
functions, leading a steady stream of Greek linguists from Kora�s in the early
nineteenth century onwards to refer to them as ProteanÑalluding to the myth-
ical sea god who kept changing shape.3

The story of the grammaticalisation of pu has not been as fully elaborated as
that of na and Ta.4 The grammaticalisation of pu up to the point it became a rel-
ativiser (~500ÊAD) is described in Bakker (1974); its subsequent development,
however, was ignored by the authoritative Greek diachronicists of last century,
Jannaris (1897) and Hatzidakis (1975 [1892]), and has only been taken up in the
last two decades.

Recent work on pu has been primarily motivated by Greek linguistsÕ attempts
to provide an account for the Modern Greek complementiser system; the syn-
chronic literature on the subject has been extensive (Christidis 1981; Christidis
1982; Christidis 1983; Delveroudi 1994; Delveroudi, Tsamadou & Vassilaki
1993a; 1993b; 1994 [1993]; Ginzburg & Kolliakou 1997 [1995]; Kakouriotis
1982; Papadopoulou 1994a; Svalberg 1992; Vande Ostinje 1985; Varlokosta
1994a; 1994b; 1994c; 1995 [1993]), but no clear consensus has emerged yet on
the semantic conditioning involved. Only two researchers, Tasos Christidis and
Iris Papadopoulou, have attempted to bring diachronic factors to bear in ac-
counting for the distribution of pu. Both consider pu in the context of the lin-
guistic systems they function inÑparticularly its functional competition with na.
However, both accounts have shortcomings.

Christidis (1981; 1982; 1983; 1986) uses grammaticalisation theory to account
for the distribution of pu, and of puCOMP (pu as complementiser) in particular.
However, he does not consider the diachronic career of the particle in his ac-
count. Instead, he appeals to the property of grammaticalisation known as per-
sistence (¤2.2.2), whereby the etymology of a grammaticalised word constrains
its subsequent grammatical functions. Relying on this property, Christidis con-
siders it sufficient to adduce the etymology of pu (<ho@pou, a stationary locative
adverb) in order to account for the subsequent semantic functions the particle

3Nereus in this chapterÕs epigraph was another sea god who shared ProteusÕ propensity for
shape-shifting.
4Meillet (1921 [1912]) gives Ta as an example of grammaticalisation in his definitional paper on
the subject; na is covered extensively in Haspelmath (1989), and Joseph (1981).
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took on. This means that Christidis examines only the endpoints of the gram-
maticalisation of [o]pu, but not the interval in between.

Papadopoulou (1994a; 1994b) has a more comprehensive framework of
grammaticalisation theory in place, but her account is essentially an expansion
of ChristidisÕ, and displays a similar attitude to diachronic data. No instances
are given of the reanalysis of pu in historical texts, and the use of grammaticali-
sation theory is limited to providing a constraint on the synchronic use of
puCOMP in Contemporary Standard Modern Greek (CSMG).

Several issues arise out of the focus of ChristidisÕ and PapadopoulouÕs re-
search; in giving a comprehensive account of the grammaticalisation of pu, these
issues need to be addressed:
1 Both researchers emphasise result over process in grammaticalisation. The

choice between result and process reflects a larger controversy in grammati-
calisation theory (¤2.4), over whether metaphor or metonymy has explana-
tory primacy. That is to say, does grammaticalisation work by transferring
words to new conceptual domains (metaphoric extension), or by the reinter-
pretation (reanalysis) of words in ambiguous contexts (metonymic exten-
sion)? If the former is the case, then pointing out the endpoints of the gram-
maticalisation makes explicit the conceptual domain transfer involved, and is
explanatorily adequate. But if the latter is the case, then what matters are the
contexts where the grammaticalising particle is used, permitting its semantic
change; the endpoints are not as important as the intervening process.
Papadopoulou acknowledges this dichotomy in grammaticalisation theory,
but argues that the two alternatives are equivalent, with metaphor the syn-
chronic result of metonymy. I contend that metaphoric extension is at best an
epiphenomenon of metonymic extension in this particular case, and that
metonymy can cope with unevennesses in the data which metaphor, in its
propensity to over-generalise, would not consider.

2 Neither researcher pays any attention to the diatopic issues involved in the
distribution of pu; indeed, no diatopic survey of the distribution of pu has
hitherto been prepared. Quite apart from the descriptive importance of such
a survey, diatopic diversity is inherently diachronic (differentiation in space
is often associated with a lag in time), and the diatopic distribution of pu
raises a number of problems for ChristidisÕ and PapadopoulouÕs accountsÑ
particularly in privileging a Peloponnesian-based dialect koine, which has be-
come the standard language of modern Greece merely by historical accident.

3 With the exception of a few papers by Christidis and TzartzanosÕ Syntax
(1991 [1946, 1963]), there has been no systematic attempt at a treatment of
the third major function of pu, other than as relativiser and complemen-
tiserÑnamely, its function in introducing various sentential adjuncts, either
alone or in collocations. While this function of pu has been integrated into
ChristidisÕ and PapadopoulouÕs diachronic accounts, there is no synchronic
description of the conditioning factors on connective pu to compare to the ex-
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tensive (if inconclusive) work on puCOMP. The prodigious paradigmatic
spread of puADJ is an excellent illustration of how pervasive a grammaticali-
sation can become in a language, and I essay a description of the distribution
of pu in the totality of its functions.

4 The accounts on the synchrony and diachrony of pu have hitherto been based
on native-speaker intuition, rather than corpora; indeed, in the absence of
any computerised Modern Greek corpora until recently, Modern Greek
corpus linguistics is still in its infancy. Corpora become particularly useful
with respect to the distribution of puCOMP, since native-speaker intuitions on
the subject appear to admit some variability. A characteristic of this thesis is
its reliance on corpora where available.

5 Minimal attention has been paid to the external factors in the history of
Greek which may have affected the distribution of pu: diglossia, dialect koine-
isation, and language contact. Regrettably, constraints in time and research
scope prevent me from going into areal factors.5 The koineisation which gave
rise to CSMG does not seem to have had a significant impact in determining
the distribution of pu; diglossia probably has done so, but it is difficult in
Modern Greek to extricate diglossia from register and the spread of mass lit-
eracy. There is brief discussion in this thesis on these issues with regard to
corpora representing particular registers, but a proper sociolinguistic account
also has to await further research.

To summarise: in this study, I provide an account of the fortunes of the particle
pu since 500ÊAD. I concentrate on its non-relativiser functions, which constitute
the grammaticalisation of the particle subsequent to its initial grammaticalisa-
tion as a relativiser. This study aims to be more comprehensive than previous
studies; I therefore consider several issues which have not been looked at
closely to dateÑincluding the distribution of pu in dialect, its use to introduce
adjuncts, and the insights that can be brought to the analysis of pu from corpus
linguistics. With regard to general historical linguistics, I attempt to pinpoint
some shortcomings of the metaphor approach to grammaticalisation as applied
by Christidis and Papadopoulou, and to demonstrate the value of looking at lin-
guistic systems comprehensively, in diatopy, diachrony, and functional compe-
tition. (Regrettably, scope does not allow me to investigate the mediaeval career
of pu directly, but the modern diatopy is itself quite illuminating as to its his-
tory.)

In ¤2, I introduce the core concepts and issues of grammaticalisation theory,
which forms the theoretical framework on which my analysis is based. In ¤3, I
give a listing of the various functions pu has in Standard Greek, as well as de-
tailing the extant synchronic accounts of the distribution of pu. In ¤4, I discuss
in some more detail the semantics of the Greek complementiser paradigm, in
which pu is the most difficult element to describe. In ¤5, I give the existing di-
achronic accounts of pu, and describe the diachronic background to the gram-

5My preliminary investigation (Nicholas 1998a) suggests the areal factor is significant.
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maticalisationÑincluding comparable function words in Classical and Middle
Greek.

The chapters up to this point serve as background to the corpus data investi-
gated in ¤6 (complementiser pu) and ¤7 (connective pu). This is accompanied by
an excursus, contrasting pu with words of similar functionality but different
etymology in various dialects, to disprove the privilege of localist etymology,
and detailing the allolexes of pu (¤B). The data considered is synthesised into a
coherent account of pu in ¤8. In ¤A, I give a historical background of Middle and
Modern Greek and its dialects, introducing the diachronic and diatopic distinc-
tions made in the body of the thesis.6

1.1.ÊMethodology
In contrast to the previous work on pu, my work concentrates on the diachrony
and diatopy of the particle. As a result, this is a corpus-driven work. For some
texts, I have drawn up an exhaustive concordance of all instances of pu; for
others, I have merely dipped in to the texts for representative instances.7

Exhaustive concordances have been drawn up for the following texts (with
word-counts in the thousands):
1 Kostas Tahtsis: The Third Wedding (1963; 118). This is a novel which

(sensationally for its time) is written in a variant of Greek admitting more el-
ements of Puristic than had been usual in literature, in an attempt to reflect
more faithfully the language used by the Athenian bourgeoisie. It has been
proposed that Tahtsis was self-conscious in going about this (Kazazis 1981)Ñ
linguistic self-consciousness being hard to avoid in a language as institution-
ally diglossic as Greek.8

2 MakriyannisÕ Memoirs (1829Ð1851; 150). Makriyannis was an illiterate sol-
dier in the Greek War of Independence, who after the war learnt enough
writing to be able to write his memoirs. His writing is adulated by Greek
scholars as a model of demotic writing; although his morphology does display
definite signs of influence from the Puristic official language, his syntax is in-
deed quite oral.9

6This dissertation does not cover all there is to say about the development of pu. I have already
completed in draft form treatments of the areal status of pu, comparing it to similar Balkan
developments (Nicholas 1998a), the use of pu in collocation in various Greek dialects (Nicholas
1998b), and etymologies of connectives similar to pu in outlier dialects, Tsakonian pHi (Nicholas
1998f) and Pontic pi (Nicholas 1998d).
7For the diachronic and diatopic background against which these texts were selected, see ¤A.
8I have had access to soft-copy of this text, for which my thanks to John Burke.
9ÒMakriyannisÕs language is the vigorous common speech of the peasantry of central Greece,
enriched with a host of expressive words and phrases borrowed over the course of centuries
from Turkish and Italian, and vivified by the great treasury of Greek folksong [É] It is, one
might say, a ÔnonconformistÕ Greek, a language untainted by the syntactic contortionism and
lexical necrophily that was to become the bane of the Greek bureaucratic ÔestablishmentÕ [É]
Anger and excitement sometimes make Makriyannis inarticulate. He jumps from a historic past
to the present of a running commentary more often than an English reader finds comfortable;
this has been smoothed down. He may set out on a long sentence, and, half way over, find him-
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3 Jean Psichari: Historical and Linguistic Matters (1886; 25) and My Voyage
(1888, 1905; 65). Psichari was an expatriate Greek linguist of Constantino-
politan descent, and was the first major modern advocate of demotic Greek.
His language is a Neogrammarian demotic, eschewing Puristic elements in
favour of dialectal constructions and coinages which the demoticist estab-
lishment subsequently repudiated. Psichari is another valuable witness of
pre-literary Greek, although it is an eclectic Greek, stamped with the authorÕs
sense of mission.10

4 All texts available to me in the outlier dialects: Silliot, Western Cappadocian,
Pharasiot, Pontic, Mariupolitan, Livisiot, Tsakonian, Apulian Italiot, and
Calabrian Italiot (although I have relied on the partial concordance of TNC
rather than go through TNC exhaustively myself.) The texts are listed in ¤C.

5 Honour and Money (1912; 20) and Hamlet by Konstantinos Theotokas, as
exemplars of Corfiot.

6 The poems of Constantine Cavafy, as exemplars of Constantinopolitan.
Of the works listed, TahtsisÕ has been taken as representative of CSMG, and
more realistically representative than most literary CSMG works, which avoid
Puristic elements. MakriyannisÕ has been used as a model of pre-literary ver-
nacular Greek syntax; being from Roumeli, MakriyannisÕ native dialect is close
to Peloponnesian, so his language usage is as close as we can get to proto-SMG.
These two texts have thus been used as exemplars of the pre-literary and post-
literary standard Greek languageÑendpoints of its development, through which
a global picture of the linguistic variant can be formed.

Other texts have been selected for dialectological reasons. The outliers are in-
vestigated exhaustively; the relative paucity of published outlier dialect texts,
and the importance of these dialects in representing extreme developments of
Greek, make this approach a necessity. I also exhaustively look at Corfiot and
Constantinopolitan, in an attempt to formulate quantitative descriptions of
their aberrant complementation paradigms (¤6.1, ¤6.8), which have not been
the subject of such study before.

I have made more eclectic use of the following:

1 Works by Nikos Tsiforos. Tsiforos, a humorist, used Greek slang extensively
in his works written in the 1960s. The informal register of his work is an ex-

self lost in the syntactical undergrowth, draw breath, and hack his way through.Ó (Makriyannis
1966 [1850]:xxÐxxi)
10ÒFrom the beginning, he faced a dilemma: on the one hand he felt the need to present the na-
tion with a written language based on the common elements of the dialects, and on the other his
ardent desire to become the unique creator of the new national language led him to impose a
specific version of Greek which felt like an organic part of his experience and being. This desire
is responsible for the great number of non-common forms found in the first edition of My
Voyage. He was proud to be a Constantinopolitan, and reminds us that Constantinople Ôis a sig-
nificant centre [É] indeed, it was a centre before Athens was.ÕÓ (Mackridge 1988:41Ð42)
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cellent source of some of the more colloquial constructions, such as irrealis-
pu Ta and bare-pu (¤3.8).

2 Hellas-L. Hellas-L is an electronic mailing list, in which Greek-speakers ex-
change email of a mostly informal nature, in romanised Greek. The partici-
pants are typically university-educated first generation Greek-speakers, ei-
ther studying or working abroad; the number of participants in Greece is in-
creasing, but even these are usually educated overseas.
There are several difficulties with the corpus. First, it is Internet-based dis-
course, and subject to the quirks of that genre, which have drawn a good deal
of discussion; it lies at an uneasy balance between oral and written discourse,
and has idiosyncracies particular to it (Malone 1995). Second (as the exam-
ples cited show), there is a good deal of code-mixing with English involvedÑ
although, I would suggest, not significantly more than is usual in the oral dis-
course of contemporary educated Greeks, and unlikely to range beyond lexis
to syntax. Finally, the ad hoc romanisations used make searching the texts
very difficult; for instance, I have decided to use only pou,  and not poy,

nou,  or noy,  as the usual romanisation of poy (pu) which I search for.11

Notwithstanding, Hellas-L is a voluminous corpus of contemporary collo-
quial Greek (I estimate some 8.5 million words in my disk corpus, excluding
quotations),12 and I use it as a source on the distribution of constructions in
CSMG. I have the archives from 7 November 1996 to 31 January 1998 on disk
(95 Megabytes), and have performed most of my searches on this corpus; I
have supplemented this with searches on earlier archives (ranging back to
March 1994) through the website www.dejanews.com . (The mailing list it-
self has been in existence since 1988.)

3 Archival dialectal material from the Centre for the Compilation of the
Historical Dictionary of Modern Greek (Kªntron Synt�jevq toy Istoriko´
Lejiko´ thq Nªaq Ellhniküq) at the Academy of Athens. I have on computer
some 2300 entries for pu and other Modern Greek complementisers. Of
these, 1500 are copied from index cards which are to be eventually incorpo-
rated into the Historical Dictionary of Modern Greek; these index cards, in
turn, are derived from fieldwork notebooks stored at the Historical
Dictionary Centre. The remaining entries I have culled from those same note-
books. This material has very good geographic coverage of mainstream
Greek.

4 Texts in individual dialects depending on availability, as set out in each sec-
tion.

There has been much Greek dialectal research: the archives of the Historical
Dictionary Centre alone have over 1200 manuscriptsÑmostly fieldwork notes by

11In March 1997 there were in the Hellas-L corpus (as a raw count, including cited discourse)
6728 instances of the string ' pou ',  1730 of ' poy ',  280 of ' nou ',  and 0 of ' noy '  (ex-
cluding instances of nu ÔmindÕ).
12There are 14.5 million words in the corpus, but 416 out for the 990 instances of ' kai pou '  in
the corpus are cited from other participants; I have extrapolated accordingly.
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the CentreÕs dialectologists, ranging back to last century. But little work has
been done to integrate this research into a coherent body: NewtonÕs (1972c)
comprehensive generative treatment of dialect phonology is yet to be matched
in morphology or syntax. At any rate, most of these 1200 manuscripts concen-
trate exclusively on lexicon and phonetics; extended texts were only recorded
regularly from the Õ60s onwards. Greece still does not have a linguistic atlas:
NewtonÕs (1972a) isogloss maps of Cyprus and ContossopoulosÕ (1988) dialect
atlas of Crete have not been matched for any other Greek-speaking region
(despite ContossopoulosÕ persistent lobbying). Sixty years on, the Historical
Dictionary has covered only three of the twenty-four letters of the Greek alpha-
bet, in five volumes. And there are still sizeable gaps in our knowledge of Greek
dialectsÑparticularly those closest to CSMG. Regrettably, little can be done now
to add to our knowledge of Greek dialect; researchers simply have to make do
with what has been preserved.



2.ÊGRAMMATICALISATION

Grammaticalisation is an old notion. The term has been with us since 1912
(Meillet 1921 [1912]), but the concept was adumbrated in work by historical lin-
guists in the previous century (see Heine, Claudi & H�nnemeyer 1991; Hopper
& Traugott 1993 for a historical review). It can be rather a diffuse notion; if not
constrained in a principled manner, it can end up vacuously encompassing all
of historical change. And it is a challenging notion: it has cast doubt on the
Saussurean dichotomy between the diachronic and the synchronic in language,
and the ideal of discrete grammatical categories. Instead, it offers a dynamic
model of language, in which discourse and grammar interact, and in which pro-
cess is as important as endpoint in accounting for the career of linguistic forms.

In this chapter, I outline the contemporary understanding of grammaticalisa-
tion, and note some of the current issues in the field (¤2.1). I then describe the
various formal criteria for grammaticalisation, drawn from work by Lehmann
(1985) and Hopper (1990 [1987]), and show how they apply to pu (¤2.2). After
outlining the cyclic nature of grammaticalisation (¤2.3), another salient aspect
of the phenomenon, I discuss the major outstanding theoretical issue in gram-
maticalisation pertaining to this work: whether metaphor or metonymy should
be regarded as the driving force behind grammaticalisation (¤2.4).

2.1.ÊWhat is grammaticalisation?
Grammaticalisation is the process whereby novel function words come into be-
ing in a language, arising out of the reanalysis of content words or less abstract
function words. As a result, these words become incorporated into the lan-
guageÕs grammar; hence, grammaticalisation. Thus, the Modern English future
auxiliary will grammaticalised out of the Old English content word willan Ôto
wantÕ (Hopper & Traugott 1993:92); the Modern French negator pas grammati-
calised out of the Old French content word pas ÔstepÕ (Hopper & Traugott
1993:58); the Modern Greek future particle Ta  grammaticalised out of the
Middle Greek phrase tHe@lo h"@na ÔI want toÕ (Hopper & Traugott 1993:24), and the
Modern Greek negator Den grammaticalised out of the less abstract function
word oude@n ÔnothingÕ.

A resurgence in grammaticalisation theory1 occurred in the 1970s and 1980s,
thanks to work by researchers such as Giv�n (1979), Lehmann (1985; 1995
[1982]), and Heine (1984). The upsurge in work in the field, however, has also
meant divergence in the primary interests of researchers involved. The most

1The theory itself is also loosely termed grammaticalisation.
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noticable split is between those who, like Traugott (1986) and Heine, still regard
grammaticalisation as primarily a diachronic phenomenon, and those who, like
Giv�n and Thompson (1991 [1988]), reinterpret grammaticalisation as a dy-
namic synchronic phenomenon, interrelating discourse and morphosyntax.

Grammaticalisation is of import to linguistics for several reasons.
1 The grammaticalisation pathways followed in expressing various grammati-

cal notions recur cross-linguistically with remarkable regularity; researchers
therefore hope that the study of grammaticalisation may reveal more about
how humans conceptualise the world, and internally represent abstract no-
tions. This aspect of grammaticalisation is investigated at length by the more
typologically-oriented proponents of the theory, such as Heine, Lehmann,
and Bybee (1985).2

2 Grammaticalisation tends to display a uniform directionality along several
clines: from the more concrete to the more abstract, from the more linguisti-
cally autonomous to the more linguistically dependent, and from well-de-
fined linguistic categories to decategorialisation, in which the lexeme holds
diffuse membership of sundry minor grammatical categories. The recurrence
of these identifying characteristics has been the focus of LehmannÕs work on
grammaticalisation, which I appeal to in ¤2.2, giving a brief rationale for con-
sidering the development of pu a grammaticalisation. Moreover, these char-
acteristics have led researchers like Traugott to adopt a hypothesis of unidi-
rectionality with regard to grammaticalisation (discussed below)Ñwith all
the cognitive consequences this entails.

3 Grammaticalisation adopts a gradualist model of linguistic change. As a re-
sult, it challenges the validity of most synchronicist models of language,
which insist on discrete grammatical categories. Grammaticalisation theory
opens up the possibility of more fuzzy notions of categoriality, and of the
cline rather than the binary opposition as a classificatory mechanism. It
breaks the Saussurean deadlock, and admits diachrony as an explanatory pa-
rameter in synchronic linguistics, particularly where the categoriality of
grammaticalising lexemes is difficult to resolve. This can serve to provide
better explanatory adequacy in accounts of linguistic forms.3

4 Grammaticalisation can be regarded as a synchronic mechanism, linking dis-
course with morphosyntax. This provides a means of integrating pragmatics
(implicature in particular) into the account of linguistic forms. This illumi-
nates not only synchronic linguistics (in showing how deeply discourse and
pragmatic processes affect language structure), but also diachronic linguis-
tics, extending the explanatory mechanisms available to it.

2Indeed, particular grammaticalisations show a tendency to recur even within a single language;
this is discussed in ¤2.3.
3Lord (1993) provides an excellent illustration of this potential of the theory in her account of
West African serial verb constructions.
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Grammaticalisation theory is well suited to account for the development of lin-
guistic forms like pu. Being diachronicist, it can help make sense of the syn-
chronic heterogeneity of such forms, where purely synchronic accounts fall
short. In addition, it provides motivation for the recurrence of similar grammat-
icalisations both across languages and within languages. (Such recurrences are
characteristic of pu with respect to equivalents in older stages of Greek, and
cross-linguistically; they are brought up in passing throughout this work.)
Finally, by going to the heart of the issue of where grammatical forms originate,
grammaticalisation theory makes significant headway in answering one of the
larger questions in linguistics: why is language the way it is?

The most prominent disagreement amongst contemporary grammaticalisa-
tion researchers is whether grammaticalisation is primarily a diachronic or a
synchronic object of study.4 But the dispute most relevant to my object of study
is that outlined in ¤2.4: whether the mechanism effecting grammaticalisation
should be regarded as metaphorical or metonymic.

2.2.ÊHow is pu a grammaticalisation: a checklist
I here outline the various definitional parameters of grammaticalisation, as
identified by various researchers, and briefly illustrate them with instances from
the diachrony of pu. The applicability of these parameters to pu is elaborated to
some extent in later chapters. These parameters, as noted, are almost univer-
sally clines, rather than binary features.

The first set of parameters discussed is drawn from Lehmann (1985; 1995
[1982]), and are of major significance historically, although they have been re-
garded as overly schematic by some researchers. The exposition here is of
LehmannÕs parameters, which form a coherent taxonomy on their own; but the
mechanisms he identified for effecting those parameters are supplemented here
with mechanisms identified by other researchers. I then consider other charac-
teristic parameters of grammaticalisation.

2.2.1.ÊLehmannÕs parameters
According to Lehmann, the primary feature of grammaticalisation is a loss in
autonomy of the linguistic signÑwhich thereby makes the transition from being
a content word to being a function word. Lehmann defines three aspects of lin-
guistic autonomy: weight (the signÕs distinctiveness), cohesion (the extent to
which the sign contracts relations with other signs), and variability (the shifta-
bility of the sign with respect to other signs). Lehmann defines a syntagmatic
and a paradigmatic parameter corresponding to each feature, and names pro-
cesses through which each feature loses in autonomy. The resulting set of pa-

4Some researchers (Hopper & Traugott 1993:xvi) make a terminological distinction between the
two, reserving grammaticalisation for the former, and using grammaticisation for the latter.
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rameters and processes (which, as Lehmann himself notes, are a priori, and
make no empirical taxonomic claim) are summarised in Table 6.5

Parameter Weak
grammaticalisation

Process Strong
grammaticalisation

paradigmatic weight: integrity bundle of semantic
features; possibly
polysyllabic

attrition few semantic fea-
tures; oligo- or
monosegmental

cohesion: paradig-
maticity

item participates
loosely in semantic
field

paradigma-
ticisation

small, tightly inte-
grated paradigm

variability: paradigmatic
variability

free choice of items
according to commu-
nicative intentions

obligatorifi-
cation

choice systemati-
cally constrained,
use largely obliga-
tory

syntagmatic weight: structural
scope

item relates to con-
stituent of arbitrary
complexity

condensation item modifies word
or stem

cohesion: bondedness item is indepen-
dently juxtaposed

coalescenece item is affix or even
phonological feature
of carrier

variability: syntagmatic
variability

item can be shifted
around freely

fixation item occupies fixed
slot

Table 6. Parameters and processes of grammaticalisation (after Lehmann 1985:309)

In the following, I give the parameters, their associated processes, uncontrover-
sial instances of these processes in other grammaticalisations, and their appli-
cability to pu:

¥ÊThe integrity of an autonomous linguistic sign is its semantic and
phonological content. Through attrition, the sign loses both se-
mantic content (a process named semantic bleaching elsewhere
in the literature), and phonological content. One of the most well-
known examples of phonological attrition is the reduction in
Greek of tH(e@lo h"@n)a ÔI want toÕ to Ta ÔFUTUREÕ. Semantic bleaching
is illustrated by the same grammaticalisation: there is no longer a
volitive component to the meaning of Ta, although it originates in
a volitive verb.

For pu, phonological reduction has clearly occured from its classical antecedent,
ho@pou. However, of the changes between ho@pou and pu, only one can be at-
tributed to attrition: the loss of sentential stress. The other phonological
changes in the form of ho@pou were all regular. Loss of sentential stress was or-
thographically represented by shifting stress to the final syllable: Îpoy
(Èopu)→¸po  (oÈpu). One can conclude that ¸po  was unstressed from such evi-
dence as the obligatory notation of stress in disyllabic words in Greek orthogra-

5These parameters are not intended to apply to single linguistic signs in their development, but
to compare two commensurable linguistic systems; for example, the complementation system of
Ancient Greek and Modern Greek. They yield an answer as to which system is more grammati-
calised, as opposed to whether or not a particular word is grammaticalised.
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phy; the lack of sentential stress on the modern Cretan cognate apu (apo´), and
other CSMG disyllabic function words, such as the causal conjunction Äiati
(giat¼)Ñboth of which are orthographically stressed on the final syllable; the
metrical behaviour of ¸po ; and the lack of sentential stress on pu itself in
CSMG.6

The initial unstressed syllable of Early Modern Greek (EMG) opu was dropped
according to a regular phonological rule of Middle Greek (Browning 1983:57);7

however the form ¸po  remains prevalent in Greek texts until xxÊAD, and is also
quite frequent in Greek dialect. The phonological changes in ho@pou→pu pro-
ceeded as follows:

ho@pou
ho@po3ù monophthongisation of /ou/ by v BC
ho@pu raising of /o3ù/ and elimination of vowel length ii BC
o@pu deletion of /#h/ ii BC
Èopu shift from pitch accent to stress accent ii BC
opu loss of sentential stress: phonological attrition by xi AD
pu deletion of initial unstressed vowels xiÐxix AD

Semantic bleaching can be discerned in that, while ho@pou had explicit spatial
content (ÔwhereRELÕ), pu has an extraordinarily wide range of meanings, few of
which have anything to do with location per se. Whatever semantic feature is
claimed to currently bind the various functions of pu together (be it factivity,
presupposition, eventhood, and so onÑsee ¤4) is much more abstract and gen-
eral than spatial location.

6Hatzidakis (1990 [1907]:152Ð153) has this to say on unstressed disyllabic clitics in Modern
Greek:

There is great confusion [as to the location of stress on such words], but the true
cause is that in any case no distinct stress is usually uttered, because pronouncing
our speech in sentences as is natural, and not with each word stressed separately,
we tie the small and insignificant elements with the directly following word tightly,
and say them without stress, and just as we say ÄeronÈtaki Ôold man (DIM)ÕÑ
ÄerontopaÈlikaro ÔbachelorÕ (Ôold.manÐladÕ), tu papaDoÈpulu Ôof PapadopoulosÕ
(Ôof.the priest-sonÕ), so too do we say oxÈjalo Ôno moreÕ (Èoxi Èalo), xoriÈsalo Ôwithout
doubtÕ (xoÈris Èalo), naÈpas Ôyou should goÕ (na pas), opunaÈpis Ôthat you should sayÕ
(opu na pis) etc. So it is procliticisation, namely elision of stress, and not stress
movement that is concealed under the seeming dislocation of stress in the afore-
mentioned words.

7The first instance of the bounded relativiser (o)pu in Modern GreekÑalready phonologically re-
duced to puÑoccurs in a land deed in Sicily:
(1) (1042)

oi de gireo¼ e¼pon p�nteq omo´ emo¼q gign¿skomen ¿ti ap¿ to liu¿strvton o xale¼te
kaphndo´ra kai kateba¼nei ton mªga r´aka ªvq o´ eiq taq k¿gkaq eiq ton r´aka poy
kateba¼nei ek ton farxo´nin eiq to zeyjor´akon
i De Äirei ipon pades omu emis ÄiÄnoskomen oti apo to liTostroton o xalite
kapinDura ke kateveni ton meÄa riaka eos u is tas kogas is ton riaka pu kateveni ek
ton farxunin is to zefksoriakon
And the old men said all together: ÒWe know that from the cobbled road called
Kapindoura, and it [the boundary] goes down along the great stream until the
valleys up to the stream which descends from Farh .un to the confluence (Cusa;
Diplomi della chiesa di Monreale vii)
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¥ÊThe paradigmaticity of an autonomous linguistic sign is the de-
gree to which it enters into paradigms, and how well integrated it
is in the paradigm (through such clearly defined relations as oppo-
sition and complementary distribution.) As an example, French
verbs avoir and �tre are much more tightly integrated into the
conjugational paradigm than their Latin antecedents habere and
esse.8 Through paradigmaticisation, the form becomes inte-
grated into homogeneous and typically smaller morphological pa-
radigms. Since paradigmaticisation reduces the semantic motiva-
tion for the use of the sign, it is characteristically accompanied by
an increase in irregularity in the paradigm.
Although this is not stated explicitly by Lehmann, increase in
paradigmaticity appears to correspond to decategorialisation
(Hopper 1991 [1988]:30Ð31): the passing of lexemes from major
to minor syntactic roles (content words to function words), with
the attendant loss of syntactic attributes. An example is the shift of
English thanks from a noun to a prepositional formant in thanks
toÑwhere it cannot be pluralised, qualified by a possessive, and so
on. Decategorialisation occurs along Ôgrammaticalisation chainsÕ
(Heine 1992), best characterised as a cline of properties clustering
around points corresponding to traditional discrete grammatical
categories. The major characteristic of these chains is that the
transition from one stage of the chain to another is gradual: adja-
cent stages share some linguistic features, but their categoriality
can be diffuse, with prototypical members of grammatical cate-
gories (e.g. full lexical verb and auxiliary verb) situated only at the
endpoints of the chain.

Modern Greek pu has higher paradigmaticity than ho@pou had, simply by virtue
of the fact that it is involved in many more paradigms than ho@pou ever was.
Even for the paradigms where ho@pou was already in use in Classical Greek, pu is
more tightly integrated into the system. For example, the obligatory relativiserÐ
correlative of pseudo-relatives like tote pu Ôthen that (=Êwhen)Õ does not have a
good equivalent in Classical Greek; each demonstrative would usually be relativ-
ised by its own correlative. There are several paradigms in which pu is very
tightly integrated indeed; for example, its use in temporal collocations, after
prepositions like mexri and me to, where it is in clearly defined complementary
distribution with na. And certain key paradigms in which pu is involved have be-
come more homogeneous than they were in Classical Greek; for example, tem-
poral expressions in late Classical Greek could be constructed using subordina-

8The French verbs are fully-fledged auxiliaries, and are obligatory in forming all perfectives and
passives; Latin esse is only used as a formant of a few tenses (perfective passives, subjunctive
futures), and habere only starts being used as a tense formant in Late Latin.
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tors, participles, or determiners and infinitives, whereas their modern equiva-
lents (in which pu figures prominently) use only subordinators.

¥ÊThe paradigmatic variability of an autonomous linguistic sign is
the possibility of other signs (including ∅ ) substituting it in the
paradigm; in other words, the number of signs the given sign is in
a paradigmatic relation with. The number of such signs is reduced
through obligatorification, as a result of which paradigmatic
choice becomes grammatically constrained, and the grammatical
category represented by the sign becomes increasingly obligatory
in the grammar. As an example, while Latin de was to some extent
intersubstitutable with ab  ÔfromÕ or ex Ôout ofÕ, and omissible
(replaced by ablative case morphology), French de is typically nei-
ther omissible nor substitutable, and encompasses the genitive as
well as the ablative. Obligatorification is also associated with the
systematic encoding in grammaticalisations of what were hitherto
statistical tendencies in morphsÑfor example, the association of
the Late Latin demonstrative ille with noun definiteness, eventu-
ally giving rise to the (obligatorified) Romance definite articles.9

Another process reducing paradigmatic variability, not mentioned
explicitly by Lehmann, is specialisation (Hopper 1991 [1988]:
25Ð28; Hopper & Traugott 1993:113Ð116), whereby one member
of a paradigm becomes semantically generalised, and displaces all
other members of its paradigm. An example of this is French
negation, where the variety of emphatic forms in Old French was
reduced to pas, point, mie and goute by xviÊAD, and to pas as the
unmarked negator in contemporary French (with only point re-
maining as a marked negator.) Hopper considers specialisation
more general than obligatorification, in that forms become obliga-
tory only in the final stages of grammaticalisation, and specialisa-
tion is a general linguistic process not specific to grammaticalisa-
tion.

Some functions of pu have displayed specialisation; for example, one can con-
trast the large number of Classical Greek relativisers, both generalÑho@s, ho@sper,
ho@stisÑand locativeÑe@ntHa, ho@pou, ho@peùi, ho@poi, ho@potHen, ho@tHen, hou^, ho"ßÑwith
Early Modern Greek opu doing the work of all of the above.10

There is no known variant of Greek, diatopic or diachronic, in which pu has
become obligatorified in the complementiser or adjunctiviser paradigms (with
the exception of certain adjunct functions, such as resultatives and impreca-
tives.) In this respect, pu differs from the development of similar particles,

9This is a characteristic of grammaticalisation considered by other researchers as pragmatic
strengthening, and discussed as such below.
10External factors have since added a second general relativiser to CSMG, and layering (see be-
low) has distinguished the locative and non-locative relativisers.
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Romance *quod/quia and Germanic *ð¾t. But as is often pointed out by gram-
maticalisation researchers, nothing in a grammaticalisation inherently propels it
to run to completion in a language; there are many examples of grammaticalisa-
tions of long standing in language which have not reached a putative endpoint.
The fact that other complementisers and adjunctivisers also came into being in
Late Middle/Early Modern Greek has contributed to keeping pu in check.

On the other hand, the wide-spread use of pu in most clause subordinations in
CSMG is characteristic of obligatorification, and is an instance of expansion,
the tendency of a sign to drop contextual restrictions on its occurence, and to
become ubiquitous in a language. In Modern Greek, pu and na take up a large
component of the work of subordination; the restriction of the paradigm to
those two elements accords both great textual frequency. Expansion is a feature
caused by grammaticalisation, and typical of its late stages.

Paradigms are significantly affected by the introduction of newly grammati-
calising forms. As Bybee (1988:253) points out,

a developing gram [grammatical morpheme] surely must constrict the domain of
application of existing grams of similar meaning, for every time it is used another
gram is not.

Bybee illustrates this with the English future system: shall has not ended up a
marker of obligation (but for 1.SG) because of its own grammaticalisation, but
because of the grammaticalisation of will (and going to) into the predictive fu-
ture function at the expense of shall. So the system into which a form grammati-
calises is as important for its eventual meaning as the formÕs etymon, particu-
larly since a major component of grammatical meaning is paradigmatic
(although see Bybee (1988) for refutation of some of the stronger claims made
by structuralism about meaning-as-opposition, in the light of grammaticalisa-
tion theory.) I believe this to have been a major factor in the semantic develop-
ment of pu.

¥ÊThe structural scope of an autonomous linguistic sign is the size
of the syntactic constituent it helps to form. Through condensa-
tion, the size of the constituent is reduced, until it ultimately
reaches the level of the morpheme. For example, habere in Latin
could take nominalised VPÕsÑthat is, it operated at the clause
level. Its reflex, French auxiliary avoir, operates at the VP level.

There has been some condensation between ho@pou and pu, but it has not oc-
curred in a consistent manner. Thus, both ho@pou and its modern reflex Èopu
quite often introduce clauses containing non-zero subjects; pu does so only in-
frequently, in oblique relative clauses, adjuncts, and complements; the subject
is usually dropped.11

11The construction p anaTema ton Ôdamn him!Õ (¤7.7.4) arguably displays further condensation,
in that pu here governs an exclamation (which however still acts like a verb, in taking a clitic ob-
ject); but this construction is too idiosyncratic to count.
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¥ÊThe bondedness of an autonomous linguistic sign is the closeness
with which the sign is connected to another sign in a syntagmatic
relation; through coalescence, bondedness can increase from
juxtaposition to merger, and takes place at both a phonological
and morphological level. Coalescence involves one of the better-
known clines of grammaticalisation: juxtapositionÊ> cliticisationÊ>
agglutinationÊ> fusion. Univerbation, wherein a phrase is re-
duced to a single word, is also an instance of coalescence.12

Whereas ho@pou was clearly an independent lexeme, one could make a case for
pu having become cliticised. One of the more tangible instances of this is the
phonological phenomenon present in many varieties of Greek (although not
CSMG), whereby /u#e/→/o/ (Andriotis 1951). In most variants of Greek this
phenomenon occurs only when the first word is either pu or the clitic pronouns
mu, su, and tu (¤B.4.1). Phonologically, in these varieties pu is patterning with
pronominal clitics. Similarly, in CSMG, the rule V2→¯ /V1#_ applies only when
V1 is the final segment of pu, Èpu, a personal pronoun (either clitic and full), Ta,
or na; this set of words is less clearly clitic than the previous set (if only because
of the inclusion of full pronouns), yet is still indicative.13

¥ÊFinally, the syntagmatic variability of an autonomous linguistic
sign is the readiness with which the sign can be shifted around in
its syntagm; through fixation, the sign becomes fixed to one slot
in the phrase. For example, while Latin admitted word orders like
epistulam scriptam habeo and habeo epistulam scriptam for ÔI
have a letter (which is) writtenÕ, its Italian counterpart, meaning ÔI
have written a letterÕ, admits the reflex of habeo only before the
verb: ho scritto una lettera.

In CSMG, pu is pretty much fixed to the beginning of its clause; exceptions exist,
but are rare, and usually associated with poetic register. However, Ancient
ho@pou seems to have been no less fixed as a clause-initial marker.

Clearly pu scores better on the paradigmatic criteria for grammaticalisation
than on the syntagmatic. This is because pu, and grammaticalisations like it, are
not prototypical: they involve not a change from the lexical to the grammatical,

12Traugott (1995) has recently argued that grammaticalisations like Japanese demo and English
indeed, in which affixes or noun phrases become discourse connectives, violate constraints on
the directionality of coalescence.
13There is a catch in talking of clitics in Greek: phonologically, every monosyllabic grammeme in
the language is clitic. So Joseph & Philippaki-Warburton (1987:216):

In fact, virtually all monosyllabic elements which modify a phrase and precede the
head of the phrase are unstressed proclitic elements. [É] Also among the proclitic
elements of Greek are the indicative complementisers pu and pos, both meaning
roughly ÔthatÕ.

Furthermore, as Haberland & van der Auwera (1990:153) point out, if pu had become fully cliti-
cised as na and Den have, then its should be able to appear as a preverbal clitic, in the word order
S pu V (cf. S na V, S Den V); but this is not the case, and Haberland & van der Auwera conclude
Òthere is reason to suspect that there is a Endstation Clitic for pu, which it has not yet reached.Ó
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but from the grammatical to the more grammatical.14 Since the origin of pu was
itself a function word (all the way back to ProtoÐIndo-European, as argued in
¤5), there is not much room for the structural scope of the morpheme, in partic-
ular, to be further restricted.

2.2.2.ÊOther characteristics
A problem with LehmannÕs parameters pointed out by Hopper (1991 [1988]) is
that they are characteristic of late grammaticalisation, by which time grammati-
calisation is unambiguously recognisable. Hopper (1990 [1987]; 1991 [1988])
supplements LehmannÕs parameters with a further five, which he is careful to
characterise as ÔheuristicÕ, rather than definitional. Of these, Specialisation and
Decategorialisation have already been discussed as counterparts to LehmannÕs
postulated processes, and Layering (ÔAccumulationÕ in Hopper (1990 [1987])) is
discussed in ¤2.3. Divergence and Persistence are discussed in this section.
There are also other features of grammaticalisation, which are not necessarily
definitional, but are nonetheless characteristic of it.15

Frequently, when a word undergoes grammaticalisation, its etymon continues
its life in the language as an autonomous lexical unit. As a result, one can speak
of divergence between the lexical form and the grammaticalising form
(Hopper 1991 [1988]:24Ð25): the two forms are cognate, but belong to different
grammatical categories, and thus develop differently. An example of this is Old
English an ÔoneÕ, which diverged into the Modern English numeral one and the
indefinite article a(n); a(n), being unstressed, was not subjected to the Great
Vowel Shift as one was. Closer to home, divergence has taken place between Èopu
and pu, both reflexes of Ancient ho@pouÑwith Èopu continuing on from ho@pou, and
not subjected to the attrition pu was.16

Persistence (Bybee & Pagliuca 1986; Hopper 1991 [1988]) accounts for the
current meaning and function of a grammaticalising form in terms of its ety-

14While grammaticalisation was considered to involve change from the lexical to the gram-
matical, change from the grammatical to the more grammatical has been included rather late;
the standard definition is Kury¬owicz (1965:69): ÒGrammaticalization consists in the increase of
the range of a morpheme advancing from a lexical to a grammatical or from a less grammatical
to a more grammatical status, e.g. from a derivative formant to an inflectional one.Ó
15A persistent problem with defining grammaticalisation is that few of these parameters by
themselves can be claimed to be exclusive to grammaticalisation, as opposed to semantic or
syntactic change in general. (Hopper (1991 [1988]:32Ð33) points out that all five of his parame-
ters apply to the change from mistress to Mrs/Miss, which few would characterise as a gram-
maticalisation!) These appear to be necessary but not sufficient conditions for grammaticalisa-
tion; what is additionally required is that these parameters give rise to morphs deeply inte-
grated (by some measure) into the grammatical system of a languageÑwhich Mrs is not: the
endpoint, as well as the process, is definitional.
In all, grammaticalisation seems to be more of a gestalt notion, or defined by Wittgensteinean
family resemblence, than amenable to formal definitionÑat least as currently understood.
16A related phenomenon is polygrammaticalisation (Craig 1991 [1988]), in which one
etymon can give rise to two independent grammaticalisations; the example Craig discusses is
the lexeme bang ÔgoÕ in Rama, which has given rise (independently, as Craig claims) to both the
goal postposition ba and the prospective aspect marker bang.
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mology as a lexical form. Persistence accounts for restrictions or extensions in
the usage of a form, which would otherwise seem unmotivated. LordÕs (1993:
65Ð114) extensive discussion of the polysemy of the Twi particle de, which can
mark a variety of case functions including patients, instruments, accompani-
ments and factives, is grounded explicitly in its etymology as the lexical verb
ÔtakeÕ. This explains, inter alia, why some Twi ditransitives mark patients with
de (as in 2a), but others do not (as in 2b):

(2a) o- de gya bere ne nua
he de fire bring his brother
He brought fire to his brother (Lord 1993:75)

(2b) *o- de nh�«ma ky�rew m�
he de letter write me
He wrote me a letter (after Lord 1993:94)

The arbitrary-seeming restriction follows straightforwardly from the semantics
of de ÔtakeÕ as a serial verb in older Twi: one takes fire to bring it to someone, in
both temporal and syntagmatic order, but one does not take a letter before it is
written, since it is the writing that brings the letter into being.17

What is crucial to recall about persistence is that it does not operate by means
of long-forgotten lexical meanings reaching across the aeons to steer the devel-
opment of grammaticalising forms. This is impossible, given that the speakers
of a language have no memory of the etymology of their grammatical forms.18

(Indeed, it is this fact which led Saussure to draw the synchronicÐdiachronic di-
chotomy which has underlain much of twentieth-century linguistics.) Rather,
persistence arises through the polysemy of the grammaticalising form in its
early stagesÑthat is, before divergence, when the lexical and grammaticalising
forms still act as allosemes of the one meaning: one alloseme is imbued with the
semantic properties of the other, before it becomes a distinct sign.19

So in the Twi example, the restrictions on de resulted from the earlier serial-
verb usage of de, when de was polysemous between its meaning ÔtakeÕ and its
grammatical functions, and the subcategorisation restrictions on ÔtakeÕ still ap-
plied to the form de as a whole. In the case of English futures, the natural mech-
anism whereby persistence eventuates is metonymy and the semanticisation of

17Similarly, Bybee & Pagliuca (1986) account for the semantic differentiation between the
Modern English future markers will, shall, be going to in terms of their etymologies.
18Unless, that is, the etymology is synchronically available to them through divergence. The ac-
count of the diachrony of pu is complicated by the fact that divergence has made available to the
Greek linguistic system a distinct locative Èopu, which has a discernable link with older opu, and
etymological and phonetic connections allow a connection between CSMG pu and the inter-
rogative locative Èpu. So any locative-like behaviour in the grammaticalisation of pu might have
resulted from synchronic interference from Èopu and Èpu, rather than persistence per se.
The phenomena of folk etymology and back-formation are additional proof that speakers have
no memory of etymology.
19The mechanism which carries lexical meanings across to grammaticalising forms is still not
universally agreed upon, and is discussed in ¤2.4.
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implicatures (¤2.4), which constitute an important extension to grammaticalisa-
tion theory.

Persistence is a crucial contribution of grammaticalisation theory to linguistic
theory; it explains the modern meaning of grammaticalising forms in terms of
their etymology, and provides a mechanism for this retention of etymological
meaning to have taken place. Since the research undertaken here is primarily on
the meaning shifts of pu, this is the property of grammaticalisation most fre-
quently appealed to.

Another characteristic of grammaticalisation, and language change in general,
is that it is not teleonomic (McMahon 1994:325Ð334). That is to say, language
changes do not ÔknowÕ ahead of time their future careers; particular changes do
not happen in order to facilitate later developments. Rather, later developments
take advantage, after the fact, of previous developments. For example, homor-
ganic clusters develop because of phonological assimilation having already oc-
curred, rather than with the anticipatory aim of making articulation easier and
to simplify the languageÕs phonology. Furthermore, as already mentioned, there
is nothing inherent in language change compelling it to run to completion.20 A
grammatical form need not grammaticalise all the way down a cline: it need not
be reduced to phonological emptiness, or become the only member of its para-
digm. As a corollary, one cannot predict a language change with certainty, al-
though there are strong expectations of possible pathways.21

Teleonomy is an easy trap to fall in to in talking about language change; it
provides an intuitive solution to the problem of how change arises, in anthro-
pomorphising linguistic forms. Such solutions are, nonetheless, false, and nec-
essarily so: neither linguistic forms nor, indeed, language speakers should be
imbued with such intelligence or forethought. And one must constantly be on
guard to avoid such solutions.

The hypothesis of unidirectionality, finally, is pervasive in grammaticali-
sation theory, and claims that the direction of change in grammaticalisation is
cross-linguistically unidirectional and irreversible. The hypothesis underlies
LehmannÕs parametric definitions; for each parameter, there is an assumption
that change will only occur in one direction: from less to more paradigmaticity,
from more to less paradigmatic variability, and so on.

Unidirectionality involves shifts not only along the clines already discussed,
but also along certain semantic clines identified in work by Traugott (1982;
1989; 1990 [1987]). The tendencies considered, which are held to extend to gen-
eral semantic change, and not only grammaticalisation, include:

20There is a good case to be made for the Hebrew locative Õasher running further in its gram-
maticalisation than pu, though starting from very similar etymology; I detail this claim in ¤8.1.
21There is huge intuitive appeal to teleonomy, which is why much of the terminology of lan-
guage change has a teleonomic tingeÑÔrenewalÕ, Ôrun to completionÕ, ÔendpointÕ, and so forth.
The linguist needs to be careful that the use of this now-accepted terminology does not lead to a
covert acceptance of teleonomyÑa problem I believe underlies the notion of language change as
problem solving (see below).
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I. Meanings based in the external described situation [i.e. truth-con-
ditional meanings related to the real world]Ê> meanings based in
the internal (evaluative/perceptual/cognitive) situation. Amelior-
ation and pejoration are examples of this.

II. Meanings based in the external or internal described situationÊ>
meanings based in the textual and metalinguistic [i.e. illocu-
tionary] situation. For example, the development of Old English
ßa hwile ße Ôthe time thatÕ (referring to the real world) to connec-
tive while ÔduringÕ (which operates in the domain of textual cohe-
sion).

III. (As a result of tendencies I and II) Meanings tend to become in-
creasingly based in the speakerÕs subjective belief state/attitude
towards the proposition; this tendency is called subjectification
by Traugott, and incorporates the development of evaluative (or in
Hallidayan terminology, interpersonal) meaning.22 An example of
this is the shift of while from temporal (dealing with objective
reality) to concessive (involving speaker attitude, and thus sub-
jective).

These tendencies apply trivially to pu: pu codes cognitive evaluation in its role as
a marked complementiser, and contributes to textual meaning as a relativiser.

These principles are held to be general (though not exceptionless), although
the semantic derivations invoked are not always obvious.23 Indeed, the general
principles of unidirectionality can be exploited to embark on internal recon-
struction of polysemous lexemes in a language, tracing the relative priority of
their various meanings (Traugott 1986). Counterexamples have been adduced to
unidirectionality (such as the lexicalisation of up in to up the ante). Grammatic-
alisation theorists hold that the counterexamples are statistically insignificant;
this is not a contention universally accepted in the field. The unidirectionality of
grammaticalisation is probably best regarded as comparable to the unidirec-
tionality of lenition in phonological change: a much better than chance occur-
rence in language change, which may be invoked in linguistic explanation, but
which also admits exceptions, casting uncertainty onto the reconstructive enter-
prise. In the account given here, unidirectionality is accordingly used only in
very general terms, in working out the likely ordering of developments.

22Properly, interpersonal meaning subsumes evaluative meaning. Traugott (1982) had made
use of a cline of PROPOSITIONAL (IDEATIONAL)Ê> TEXTUALÊ> INTERPERSONAL meaning, ap-
pealing to the three types of meaning identified by Halliday in systemic grammar (Eggins 1994).
In her newer formulation, the first part of the cline is subsumed by tendency II, and the second
part by tendency III.
23For example, the cline ChomskyÕs very wordsÊ> the very back of the roomÊ>  the very
thought of writing a dissertation puts me into a cold sweat is held by Traugott (1990 [1987]) to
proceed from less to more subjective, because the extremity being asserted by the speaker is less
and less subject to external verification.
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2.3.ÊThe cyclicity of grammaticalisation
Two characteristic and interrelated traits of grammaticalisation are renewal
(renouveillement) and the cyclical nature of grammaticalisation. Both these
traits were first discussed by Gabelentz in 1891, although they were more fully
developed later by Meillet, whose definition of renouveillement has been influ-
ential (Hopper & Traugott 1993:20). Renewal involves the replacement of old
grammatical forms, subject to attrition and no longer distinctive, by new, pe-
riphrastic expressions. Meillet in particular emphasised the need for renewal to
provide more vivid articulation to grammatical categories than was provided by
the Ôworn outÕ older forms (compare the recent history of English intensifiersÑ
awfully, frightfully, incredibly, pretty, really).24 An example of renewal is given
by the Latin future: it originates in a combination of an Indo-European verb
nominalisation and a copula, e.g. *vide # bhwo # Ôsee I.amÑI am to seeÕ.25 By Clas-
sical Latin, the form had undergone attrition to videbo, and was renewed by the
new development of the form videre habeo ÔI have to seeÕ. Renewal is involved
in pu, and expressions based on pu, taking root in novel paradigms and dis-
lodging earlier expressions; since renewal is not in itself a causal factor, how-
ever, I do not pay this aspect much attention in my account.

The synchronic result of renewal is layering (Hopper 1991 [1988]:22Ð24):
the coexistence in a grammar of successive grammaticalisations conveying the
same grammatical function. It is usual for a novel grammaticalisation to coexist
with its antecedents in a language, before specialisation makes one or the other
predominate. Thus the Modern English tense system features Ablaut (take,
took), the ÔweakÕ alveolar suffix (look, looked), modal auxiliaries (will take), and
several newer auxiliary-like formations (is going to take, kept on taking). There
can also be coexistence of earlier and later stages of the same grammaticalisa-
tionÑakin to divergence, as discussed above. Thus in Cretan, the future particle
Ta or Da, equivalent to CSMG Ta< Telo na, coexists with the non-univerbated
(and thematically marked) na V Telo Ôto V I wantÕ. There can even be contamina-
tion between the two layers: thus, one occasionally encounters in Cretan Ta V
Telo:

(3) Na¼skeq syntekn�ki ua thne b�lv uªlei.
neskes sideknaki Ta tine valo Teli.
Yes, compadre, I will put it. (GrigA 29; Hania)

Frequently, some semantic, pragmatic or register distinction is made between
the coexisting forms; for example, there is a register distinction between je
prendrai and je vais prendre, while persistence contributes a distinction in im-

24However, later research has stressed that grammaticalisation arises spontaneously, without
being called upon to fill some hole in a grammatical systemÑand without waiting until such a
hole arises; see discussion below.
25ÒThus, in Latin the imperfect and future of the denominative stative rube #re are rube #bam and
rube #bo #, respectively, which are most simply analyzed as an ÒinfinitiveÓ *rube # followed by in-
flected forms of the root *bheuh2- Ôbe, becomeÕ.Ó (Jasanoff 1978:121)
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mediacy and intentionality between I will take and IÕm going to take. In that
form, layering is very significant in an account of pu, as it is almost always used
in the same paradigm as earlier and later equivalents; determining the semantic
nuancing between the layered forms is the major component to determining the
unifying semantics of pu.

GabelentzÕs other insight was that renewal was not a linear process, as was
previously assumed by linguists (whereby the classical Indo-European lan-
guages represented an evolutionary endpoint.) Renewal, rather, is cyclical:
particular forms are renewed again and again in a language, so that a grammat-
icalisation, having Ôrun its courseÕ and undergone attrition to zero, can never re-
sult in a language losing a way of expressing its grammatical function. Renewals
are seldom identical to the forms they replace (for example, the Indo-European
ÔbeÕ-future was renewed by a Vulgar Latin ÔhaveÕ-future, which is now being re-
newed in Modern French by a ÔgoÕ-future); so Gabelentz spoke of spirals, rather
than cycles of renewal.26

While it is accepted that cyclicity is necessary to balance out unidirectionality
in language, the mechanism whereby cyclicity is effected has not yet been
agreed upon (Heine, Claudi & H�nnemeyer 1991:245Ð247). For example, it has
not yet been determined whether it is an instance of the Ôpush chainÕ or the Ôdrag
chainÕ effect. (That is, whether the novel form fills in a gap left by the attrition of
its precedent, or arises while the precedent is still extant, and displaces it.) The
increasing tendency to regard grammaticalisation as spontaneous rather than as
problem-solving, however, favours a Ôdrag chainÕ account.27

Cyclicity is pertinent to pu, in that many developments of pu recapitulate ear-
lier developments in the languageÑof which some, indeed, occurred indepen-
dently to ho@pou (¤5.1.5). When an older and a younger form have comparable
functions in a language, the question arises whether this is an instance of cyc-
licity, with the two forms independently innovated, or whether there is conti-
nuity between the two functions. This issue arises with pu, particularly in its
parallels with the Ancient participle.

26This is different to the kind of cyclicity addressed in Katz (1996), in which the same lexeme
grammaticalises from A to B, and then ÔbackÕ to A. (The particular case considered by Katz is the
proto-Semitic copula grammaticalising to the Biblical Hebrew 3SG pronoun, which in turn is
grammaticalising in Modern Hebrew into a copula.) Given unidirectionality, the grammaticalis-
ing changes brought onto a form cannot be completely undone: Semitic *haja/ hawa is not the
same morpheme as Modern Hebrew hu.
27The difficulty in distinguishing between Ôpush chainÕ and Ôdrag chainÕ causation obtains in the
diachronic accounts of many other linguistic systems; the Middle English Great Vowel Shift is a
classic instance. The strongest statement that grammaticalisation is incompatible with problem-
solving has been by Bybee & Pagliuca (1985:75): ÒWe must dispose of the notion that commu-
nicative necessity motivates the development of grammatical categories. This cannot be so, be-
cause not all languages grammaticize the same categories.Ó
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2.4.ÊMetaphor and metonymy

2.4.1. Reanalysis and analogy
There are three primary mechanisms bringing about language change (Harris &
Campbell 1995). Of these, language contact is a language-external factor, and
is not considered in this section. The other two have complementary roles to
play. Reanalysis (Langacker 1977) involves a change in the internal analysis by
a language-hearer of the structure of an utterance (be it syntactic, semantic,
morphological, or phonological);28 while this gives rise to a novel linguistic
structure, the utterance itself remains unaltered. Reanalysis results from the
structural ambiguity of such utterances: they licence a novel interpretation of
their structure.29 (Note that there need not be a semantic ambiguity in such ut-
terances.) Analogy is the process whereby this novel linguistic structure is ex-
tended to contexts where it was not previously admissible.

In Saussurean terms, reanalysis involves syntagmatic change, while analogy
involves paradigmatic change. Since the surface structure of an utterance is not
altered by reanalysis, reanalysis is not detectable in historical texts; a researcher
can only realise a linguistic innovation has occured when analogy takes place,
and the novel linguistic structure is used in a context which would not admit the
prior, unreanalysed structure. By definition, only reanalysis creates novel
grammatical structures; analogy is what makes the structures gain ground in
the language.

To illustrate, consider the reanalysis of Greek po^ùs from a causal connective
(ÔhowÕ) to a complementiser (ÔthatÕ) (Nicholas 1996). In (4a), both the ÔhowÕ and
ÔthatÕ interpretations of po^ùs are possible:

(4a) (~70ÊAD)
O»k ½nªgnvte ¨n të b¼bló Mvysªvq ¨pç to  b�toy p©q eµpen a»tö ¸ Ue¯q lªgvn
Ç|Eg× ¸ Ue¯q |Abra�m kaç Ue¯q |Isa�k kaç Ue¯q |IakÃb;È
ouk ane@gnoùte en te^ùi b"@bloùi moùuse@oùs ep"$ tou^ ba@tou po^ùs e"ßpen auto^ùi ho tHeo$s
le@goùn Òego$ù ho tHeo$s abraa$m ka"$ tHeo$s isaa$k ka"$ tHeo$s iako@ùbÓ?
Have you not read in the book of Moses, in the passage about the bush, how
God said to him, ÔI am the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God
of JacobÕ? (NT Mc 12:26)

This phrase could be read as either have you not read how God said or have
you not read that God said. Therefore, reanalysis of po^ùs from ÔhowÕ to ÔthatÕ
may well have taken place in such a clause. However, since the reanalysed and
unreanalysed versions of the clause are identical, it is impossible to detect

28However, Hopper & Traugott (1993) in their discussion limit reanalysis to morphosyntax; see
below.
29The novel analysis is not necessarily the optimal analysis a linguist would adopt, as Joseph
(1992b) points out. The most direct evidence of this are folk etymologies like woodchuck for
Cree o≈ek; but reanalysis can also result in such effects as the effacement of the relation be-
tween letÕs and let us in such expressions as LetÕs you and I go (cf. *Let us you and I go). So re-
analysis can have the effect of increasing, as well as decreasing, opacity in the language: it is not
always motivated by some notion of communicative efficacy or linguistic economy.
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whether the reanalysis had already occurred when this sentence was written,
and whether in Mark the EvangelistÕs mind this instance of po^ùs was a comple-
mentiser or not.

As I have argued elsewhere (Nicholas 1996:199), (4b) constitutes an analogi-
cal extension of po^ùs to a context where the old, manner reading of po^ùs is inad-
missible: see [that] it does not bite, not see how (=the manner in which) it
does not bite.

(4b) (100~120)
U�natoq t¼ ¨stin; Mormol´keion. Strªcaq a»t¯ kat�maue? ýdo , p©q o» d�knei.
tHa@natos t"@ estin? mormolu@keion. stre@psas auto$ kata@matHe; idou^, po^ùs ou da@knei.
What is death? A bugbear. Turn it about and learn what it is; see, ∅  it does
not bite. (Epict II 1:17)

Instances of the reanalysis and analogical extension of ho@pou, both from locative
to relativiser, and from relativiser to its other functions, are discussed in ¤5.

Reanalysis and analogy are the nuts-and-bolts of language change in general;
as such, they are essential to grammaticalisation (qua language change), but are
not specific to it. For instance, the textbook cases of analogy involve such non-
grammaticalisations as the generalisation of the English -s plural, forming
shoes instead of shoon, and books instead of *beek, by analogy with stone/
stones.30

An important logical feature of reanalysis is that it is abductive; in fact, ab-
duction is characteristic of language change (see Andersen 1973).31 Abduction is
logically fallacious, since it admits false conclusions.32 Precisely for that reason,
however, abduction is essential in language change, since it is the only way
novel concepts can be introduced into the system. In the theory formulated by
Andersen, a child learning a language abduces, from the Result (the speech of
its elders) and a Law (its innate Universal Grammar), the Case (the grammar of
its native language). When the child abduces incorrectly, it formulates a differ-
ent grammar from the same utterances, and language change results.

Similarly, people abduce the meaning or syntax of an utterance (the Case)
from what they physically hear from their interlocutor (the Result) and their
knowledge of the language (the Law). When they abduce incorrectly, a mis-

30Heine, Claudi & H�nnemeyer (1991 [1988]:169) claim that grammaticalisations like demon-
strative→definite article and ÔoneÕ→indefinite article do not involve reanalysis, since Òthe syn-
tactic status of the determinerÐhead phrase remains unchanged.Ó But the authors have clearly
invoked a much narrower, explicit syntactic understanding of reanalysis than espoused by, say,
Hopper & Traugott (1993).
31Abduction, together with induction and deduction, are types of logical strategy. Deduction is
the inference of a Result given a Law and a Case (e.g. All men are mortal; Socrates is a man;
therefore Socrates is mortal), and induction is the establishment of a Law from Cases and
Results (e.g. Socrates is a man; Socrates is mortal; (so are Plato and Aristotle); therefore all
men are mortal). Deduction is the logical strategy underlying mathematics and logic, while in-
duction underlies the sciences (laws established by experimentation.) Abduction involves es-
tablishing a Case given a Law and a Result (e.g. Socrates is dead; All men are mortal; therefore
Socrates is a man.)
32e.g. Socrates is dead; All fruit flies are mortal; therefore Socrates is a fruit fly.
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match obtains between the speakerÕs intended meaning or syntax and the hear-
erÕs interpretation. The hearerÕs novel interpretation of the utterance constitutes
reanalysis.

2.4.2. Implicature and grammaticalisation
When reanalysis is syntactic or morphological, the source of the reanalysed
meaning inheres in the linguistic structure, which is subject to two analyses.
The kinds of reanalyses involved in the grammaticalisation of pu, however, are
primarily shifts in meaning. The source of these alternative readings does not
inhere in the linguistic raw materials in the same way. Indeed, following the
synchronic perspective of the discourseÐmorphosyntax connection, one of the
more interesting developments in recent grammaticalisation theory has been
the link made between grammaticalisation and pragmatic and discourse pro-
cesses. These processes, it is believed, deliver the alternative readings triggering
meaning-based reanalysis.

In particular, many of the reanalysed meanings of grammaticalising mor-
phemes are held to originate in implicatures associated with the mor-
phemesÑthat is to say, default assumptions about a situation, which can be
cancelled out by further information (defeasible), rather than being truth-
conditional entailments inhering in lexical semantics.33 Traugott (1988) has ar-
gued that semantic bleaching is only a feature of late grammaticalisation, and
early grammaticalisation is rather characterised by pragmatic strengthening, as
hitherto pragmatic information becomes semanticisedÑincorporated into the
morphemeÕs lexical semantics.

Modern English since, for example, which has both a temporal and a causal
meaning, is a reflex of Old English sißßan, used exclusively in its temporal
meaning (Hopper & Traugott 1993:75Ð77; Traugott & K�nig 1991 [1988]:195Ð
199). Nonetheless, sißßan occasionally appears in texts with what might be con-
strued as a causal meaning:34

(5) (~880)
Ac ic ße wille nu giet get¾can ßone weg sißßßßßßßßan Ýu ongitst ßurh mine lare
hw¾t sio soÝe ges¾lÝ biÝ, & hw¾r hio biÝ.
But still I will now teach you the way since you see that true happiness comes

33Cole (1975) and Dahl (1985) seem to have been the first to formulate this view. However,
DahlÕs treatment is programmatic, and ColeÕs treatment has a different focus to subsequent at-
tempts, stressing the role of syntactic congruity with the reanalysed meaning. The hypothesis is
more fully elaborated in the later writings of Traugott and colleagues, on which this discussion
is based.
34Readers familiar with Greek may notice the similarity with the development of Greek ap hou^
Ôfrom whichÕ→ afu Ôsince (TEMPORAL); since (CAUSAL); but (DISCOURSE CONNECTIVE)Õ. As
grammaticalisation theorists would argue, this is not accidental: it is characteristic of grammati-
calisation that the same pathways recur across languages, since they involve the same reana-
lyses. Traugott & K�nig (1991 [1988]:195) mention instances in German, French, Spanish,
Swedish, Rumanian, Dutch, Estonian, and Finnish.
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through my teaching, and where it is. (Boethius; cited in Hopper & Traugott
(1993:76))35

However, full extension of since to causal contexts occurs only as late as xvÊAD.
The implicature-based account for this reanalysis runs as follows. The abduc-

tion post hoc ergo propter hoc (temporal succession implies causality) is a
commonplace, stereotypical implicature.36 The post hoc ergo propter hoc im-
plicature can be invoked for any temporal sequence expressionÑincluding
sißßan. The difference between sporadic Old English causal sißßan and xvÊAD

causal since is that only in xvÊAD did the implicature become conventionalised,
and associated with the particular linguistic form since.

So, novel semantics in grammaticalisation is held to derive from implicatures
associated with the particular linguistic form: these implicatures are conven-
tionalised, and pass from pragmatics to the lexical semantics of the form.

2.4.3. Metaphor
Metaphor is considered a major mechanism in meaning change in general; as
such, it would be expected to play a role in grammaticalisation. In the particular
context of meaning change, metaphor can be described as the mapping of
meaning from one semantic domain to a domain somehow isomorphic with it;
the isomorphism is analogical or iconic in nature. In more lay language, ÒThe
essence of metaphor is understanding one kind of thing or experience in terms
of another.Ó (Lakoff & Johnson 1980a:455)

One of the best examples of metaphorical semantic change is illustrated in ex-
pressions like behind the times or behind schedule. The preposition behind is
primarily spatial; but its meaning became extended to temporal meaning in
such expressions, with spatial posteriority conceptually mapped onto temporal
posteriority through an isomorphism between space and time. It has been ar-
gued (primarily by Lakoff) that such metaphorical extension increases the ex-
pressivity of language, as humans conceptualise abstract semantic domains in
terms of more familiar domains. Such metaphorical mappings are discussed
extensively in past work by Heine and Bybee; Heine, in particular, has articu-
lated a view of grammaticalisation akin to such usage of metaphor:

One of the main claims made here is that underlying grammaticalization there is a
specific cognitive principle [É] By means of this principle, concrete concepts are
employed to understand, explain or describe less concrete phenomena. In this
way, clearly delineated and/or clearly structured entities are recruited to conceptu-

35In this case, sißßan translates Latin quoniam ÔbecauseÕ, and the causal meaning is consistent
with the choice of the stative verb biÝ rather than the contingent verb is.
36For example, one derives from I pushed him; then, he fell the reading he fell because I pushed
him. As an implicature, the abduction does not inhere in the lexical semantics of temporal ex-
pressions; it is rather established contextually, and is defeasibleÑthat is, it can be cancelled out
by the addition of further context. (For example, I pushed him; then, he fell, because he tripped
as he was moving back.) Entailment, on the other hand, is not defeasible, and is the kind of in-
ference involved in lexical semantics; for example, I am a bachelor entails I am not married,
and under no context can this inference be cancelled out.
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alize less clearly delineated or structured entities, non-physical experiences are
understood in terms of physical experiences, time in terms of space, cause in terms
of time, or abstract relations in terms of kinetic processes or spatial relations, etc.
(Heine, Claudi & H�nnemeyer 1991 [1988]:150)37

Under this view, grammaticalisation is problem-solving, facilitating the concep-
tualisation of abstract notions. Metaphor thus becomes the natural semantic
mechanism for grammaticalisation. The major thrust of research done by Heine
and his fellow researchers (Heine 1992; Heine, Claudi & H�nnemeyer 1991;
Heine & Reh 1984) has been to identify the types of source concepts and propo-
sitions giving rise to grammaticalisations cross-linguistically; for example, body
part terms like back giving rise to spatial terms, giving rise in turn to temporal
terms. This type of metaphor is much more abstract than its commonplace
phrasal equivalent: it maps between domains like SPACE and TIME, rather than,
say, CUNNING PEOPLE and FOXES. Also, this type of metaphor is held to hold pri-
marily in a psychological, cognitive domain, whereas metonymy (discussed be-
low) operates in a pragmatic domain.

This work is related to the earlier work by researchers such as Anderson
(1971) and Lyons (1977), on the localist hypothesis. This hypothesis maintains
that spatial expressions are somehow linguistically more basic than other ex-
pressions, and therefore serve as templates for developing other expressions.
Localism resembles the research programme undertaken by Lakoff & Johnson
(1980a; 1980b), in which metaphor is taken to be a basic cognitive mechanism
for conceptualising the world: many of their conceptual metaphors are spatial
in nature.

In the strongest form of the hypothesis, spatial expressions are held to be the
basic source for the development of all linguistic categories. Typological work
has established that this cannot be the case. Thus, in HeineÕs framework, loca-
tion is not the most basic category, but is an essential component of the basic
grammaticalisation chain PERSONÊ> OBJECTÊ> PROCESSÊ> SPACEÊ> TIMEÊ>
QUALITY. This chain is interpreted as licensing conceptualisations (categorial
metaphors, in Heine, Claudi & H�nnemeyerÕs terminology) such as SPACE IS

AN OBJECT and TIME IS SPACE. But this does not mean that expressions drawn
from this chain underlie all reanalysis without exceptionÑlet alone that spatial
terms underlie all reanalysis.

So while the spatial expression ÔX is next to YÕ is a common source of posses-
sive constructions cross-linguistically (applying, for instance, to Russian u
X.DAT Y.NOM  ÔY is by XÕ), PROCESSES such as ÔacquireÕ and ÔseizeÕ are just as
plausible a source (as in English have, cognate with Latin capio ÔseizeÕ)Ñand are
not primarily spatial in nature. And spatial terms themselves frequently arise
from more basic terms in the grammaticalisation chain, such as body parts; for

37Heine, Claudi & H�nnemeyer add the proviso that grammaticalisation is not necessarily mo-
tivated by the lack of sufficiently expressive resources in a language.
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example, Ewe megb� Ôback (of body)→behind (spatial)Õ (discussed in Heine,
Claudi & H�nnemeyer 1991:65Ð69).

This suggests that localism as a hypothesis must be so weakened, in order to
match typological data, as to no longer constitute an autonomous theory. SPACE

is an origin for grammaticalisationÑand an origin worth looking at in the con-
text of the grammaticalisation of pu, given its etymon. But outside the domain of
case marking (which was AndersonÕs (1971) particular concern), it is not an es-
pecially privileged source, and can be subsumed in discussion under the more
general mechanisms applying in grammaticalisation.

2.4.4. Metonymy
While metaphor has an established place in grammaticalisation theory, some
researchersÑnotably Traugott (1991 [1988])Ñhave questioned its primacy. In
particular, since metaphor is analogical, it is held to belong to the analogical
phase of grammaticalisation, and not its reanalysis stage. That is to say, the
proper semantic/pragmatic counterpart to analogy should be metaphor. But if a
counterpart to morphosyntactic reanalysis is to be found, metaphor will not
serve.

The semantic mechanism proposed for this function has been called meto-
nymy (Traugott & K�nig 1991 [1988]:210)Ñby extension of its namesake se-
mantic shift, whereby physical contiguity links prior and novel referents (for
example, The Crown referring to royal authority, or Old English gebed
ÔprayerÕÊ> [rosary] beadsÊ> generic beads.) The term metonymy here refers to
conceptual contiguity, between the previously accepted reading of an expres-
sion and the implicatures arising from the expression used in specific linguistic
contexts. Whereas metaphor is iconic, relying on isomorphism between two se-
mantic domains, metonymy is indexical, pointing to contextual relations be-
tween established and novel meanings.38

As an example of the distinction between metonymy and metaphor, consider
Hopper & TraugottÕs (1993:82Ð84) discussion of the English going-to future.39

A metaphorical account would simply point to the isomorphism between mo-
tion-towards-a-goal in space, and time passing up to an event on a timeline.
Hopper & Traugott, however, point out that intentionality arises as a defeasible
conversational implicature from utterances involving go. Thus, I was going
(=on my way) to be married generates the implicature I intended to marry,
which in turn generates the implicature I will marry in the immediate future;
and the implication is defeasible (I was going (=on my way) to be married, but

38The discourse process giving rise to the semantic expansion in metonymy is called Context-
Induced Reinterpretation by Heine, Claudi & H�nnemeyer (1991:71Ð72). The distinction
between metonymy and context-induced reinterpretation is rather fine, and I do not adopt it in
this work.
39Readers familiar with Greek might wish to recast these examples with piÄeno ÔgoÕÑbearing in
mind that a fully-fledged go-future/inchoative has developed in some Greek dialects, and has a
limited presence in CSMG, in expressions like pao na trelaTo (I.go to become.crazy) IÕm going
crazy.
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on the plane I changed my mind and decided to join the Army.) Hopper &
Traugott believe the future interpretation of going to arose from (a)Êthe
(pragmatic) contiguity of the literal meaning of go to and the implicature, and
(b)Êthe (morphosyntactic) contiguity of go and to, each contributing its own
implicature of futurity.40

So in (6), reference is still made to spatial motion: in Christian theology, sin-
ful souls embark on a journey to hell after death.

(6) (1482)
Thys  onhappy sowleÉ was goyng to be broughte into helle for the synne
and onleful lustys of her body. (Monk of Evesham; cited in Hopper & Traugott
(1993:83))

However, this motion is undertaken unvolitionally, as implied by the use of the
passive broughte; and the destination helle is not the immediate object of
goyng, but is syntactically removed from it. The latter fact weakens the spatial
content of goyng to, and the former weakens its intentionality. As a result, the
implicature of futurity gains in prominence against the meanings of directional-
ity and intentionality.

So the shift towards futurity in Late Middle English utterances like this oc-
curs, not as a result of metaphorical analogy (which would operate on go alone),
but in the semanticisation of implicatures (pragmatic contiguity) arising out of
specific phrasal contexts (morphosyntactic contiguity). Full grammaticalisation
ensues when metaphorical analogy, as Hopper & Traugott term it, extends the
going-to future to contexts which do not admit intentionality, such as I am
going to like Bill. But by this stage, the metaphor Hopper & Traugott are talking
of is not the same metaphor researchers like Lakoff had in mind. The concep-
tual, Lakoffian leap from directionality to intentionality to futurity was already
made (in rather less dramatic fashion) in metonymic terms, in expressions like
(6); the extension of this future to I am going to like Bill through metaphorical
analogy is no more dramatic an analogical shift than the innovation of the plural
shoes instead of shoon, at around the same time.

Metonymy can also help give a principled account of how persistence is ef-
fected, and how the semantics of the etymon are related to the semantics of the
grammaticalising form. There are three major hypotheses dealing with this. The
first is the containment hypothesis (so called by Willett 1988:80Ð84), which
features in earlier work on grammaticalisation (e.g. Giv�n 1973), and predicts
that the novel meaning of a grammaticalising form is contained within its et-
ymon.41 This means that the etymon is semantically richer than the grammati-

40Morphosyntactic contiguity was not considered in Traugott & K�nig (1991 [1988]), the origi-
nal paper where metonymy is discussed; but it is included in their definition of metonymy,
whereby Òthe contiguity involved is based in the discourse world.Ó
41Specifically, Giv�n refers to the transfer of the temporal traits of verbs like come and g o
(ÔcontainedÕ in their lexical semantics, as they are non-defeasable) into their grammaticalised
functions. For instance, with come one is at the reference point before one is at the deictic
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calising form, so the type of semantic change involved is associated with seman-
tic bleaching.42 The second is TraugottÕs (1988) hypothesis of pragmatic
strengthening, also termed the Ôloss-and-gain modelÕ (Sweetser 1988); this
underlies the metonymy model, and postulates that the grammaticalising form,
while losing some lexical meaning, gains meaning through its transfer to a new
grammatical domain, typically as a result of the semanticisation of implicatures.

Lastly, as an extension of the loss-and-gain model, the implicature model
allows that Òthe entire conceptual substance may be eliminated in favor of a
completely new conceptual structureÓ (Heine 1993:94). HeineÕs formulation is
an expansion on DahlÕs (1985) earlier model, which was a starting point for
metonymy: the new meanings added to the grammaticalising form are sec-
ondary meanings not contained in the etymon, but added through conventional-
ising implicatures; therefore a succession of such additions can result in the
etymological meaning being entirely effaced. For example, in the discussion of
the going-to future in this section, the main semantic component influencing its
career was intentionality, which itself was an implicature added on to the etymo-
logical meaning of motion. As a result of its further grammaticalisation, the
going-to future now has no semantic component involving motion at all: it only
contains the secondary meaning of intentionality, and the tertiary meaning of
futurity.

The three hypotheses on meaning retention are summarised elegantly by
Heine (1993:88Ð95), who schematically points out the interrelatedness of the
three models as follows:

abÊ> b Bleaching (semantic component a is bleached, b remains)
abÊ> bc Loss-and-gain model
abÊ> bcÊ> cd Implicature model

For the example of the going-to future, a can be considered physical motion, b
directionality (approaching a goal in either time or space), c intentionality, and
d futurity. As this formulation shows, each hypothesis is relevant to under-
standing meaning shift, although only the implicature model accounts for the
full range of possible shifts in grammaticalisation, including the complete elimi-

centre; this notion of anteriority is part of the lexical definition of come, and should apply to any
grammatical usage of come.
In fact, Giv�n (1973) reads like an anticipation of metaphoricist accounts of grammaticalisation:
his account of the development of allative and venitive tense markers explicitly says that the
grammaticalisation Òpreserves the presuppositional scheme of ÔcomeÕ and ÔgoÕ, but transfers its
medium from space to time.Ó (p. 918)
42Willett in his paper considers both containment and implicature implausible mechanisms for
grammaticalisation; for implicature in particular, he believes Òit appears unlikely that one
member of a paradigm could somehow imply all of the others.Ó (p. 81)
However, Willett is only considering DahlÕs (1985) early and sketchy proposal, which had not
yet incorporated the notion of analogical extension; and the current formulation of metonymic
change treats it as only an early component of grammaticalisation, considering semantic gen-
eralisation (which Willett points out it does not handle in a principled way) independently, as
bleaching.
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nation of the etymological meaning, as well as its persistence at least at earlier
stages.43 Clearly it is metonymy, in the guise of the semanticisation of implica-
tures, which serves as the source from which novel meanings concretely
originate in the grammaticalisation process.44

2.4.5. The relative status of metaphor and metonymy
As should be clear from ¤2.4.4, the integration of metaphor and metonymy
sought by Hopper & Traugott (1993) is flawed; and this is because of vagueness
in the notions of both metaphor and metonymy. In the following, I elaborate on
the conflicting notions involved, and on the need for a resolution, before de-
scribing what seems to be the most plausible resolution currently formulated.

The notion of metaphor in their discussion of going to is much weaker than
the conventional notion: it is little more than analogical extension in a
paradigm. In addition, Hopper & TraugottÕs refutation of metaphor as a mech-
anism for reanalysis is faulty: they posit that, since metaphor is an analogical
process, it must be restricted to the analogical, paradigmatic phase of grammat-
icalisation. But the reanalysis of a form, being a reinterpretation, can be moti-
vated by a cognitive metaphor just as much as by structural ambiguity.
Metaphor is effected by drawing an analogy; but Hopper & Traugott infer that
the source of the analogy in the metaphorical extension must be the same
grammaticalisation as its target: that you need I am going to get married to
analogise a future onto I am going to like Bill. This is untrue: the source of the
metaphorical analogy can just as well be a cognitive schema, like SPACE IS TIME.
In that instance, metaphor can indeed operate in reanalysis.

Also, the concept of metaphor Hopper & Traugott argue against is not what
Heine, Claudi & H�nnemeyer  (1991; 1991 [1988]) currently espouse. The model
of metaphor they describe is explicitly defined as complementary to metonymy,
and has been refined to cope with divergence and reanalysis, by means of poly-
semous forms and clines of metaphorical categoriesÑso that there can be enti-

43As a corollary of this, there can be cases where the various grammaticalised reflexes of a single
etymon no longer share any single semantic feature, in which case it is more appropriate to
speak of heterosemy than polysemy; see discussion in Lichtenberk (1991), and compare the dis-
cussion of serial verb polysemy in Lord (1993) and grammaticalisation chains (Heine 1992).
44Sweetser (1988) proposes an explicitly metaphoric basis for the loss-and-gain model, whereby
metaphorical mapping preserves certain salient inferences associated with the etymon, pro-
jecting the schematic/topological structure of the source domain into the target domain. In the
going-to future, for instance, the inferences preserved are the linearity of motion, the location of
ego at the source of the path, and movement towards a distal goalÑall falling out from the
topology of go.
But the metaphorical account of persistence seems forced: it is redolent of speakers remem-
bering etymologies, requiring people to reflect on typological schemas in the abstract when
planning their vocabulary. Contrast this to the metonymic model, where inferences are pre-
served in the lexeme because it is simply the same lexeme, used in a particular context. This re-
quires people simply to reinterpret the discourse they are given, and appears to be a more nat-
ural way for persistence to be effected.
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ties, for instance, intermediate between OBJECT and SPACE (although this does
not explain the specifics of how the transition from OBJECT to SPACE is made.)45

To be fair, Hopper & Traugott do not make a concerted ÔattackÕ against
metaphor; they acknowledge it serves a complementary role to metonymy, but
other than attributing to it a paradigmatic role, they do not say explicitly how
the two processes are complementary. Traugott & K�nig (1991 [1988]) contend
that metaphor is primary in the development of inflections (including aspect,
tense and case markers), while metonymy is primary in the development of
connectives. But Hopper & Traugott (1993) choose to illustrate the superiority
of metonymic over metaphoric accounts of reanalysis with the going-to futureÑ
a tense/aspect marker. In fact, Traugott (pers. comm.) has since come to the
conclusion that in almost all cases metaphor is a result of semantic change, and
not a motivation for it.46 So if one is disinclined to regard the mechanism of lan-
guage change as involving reflective problem-solving (as I am), then one would
disprefer metaphor as an account of this mechanism.

Furthermore metaphor, as an aid in conceptualisation, fits more naturally
with the claims that grammaticalisation is a form of problem-solving than does
metonymy; Traugott & K�nigÕs (1991 [1988]:212) claim that metonymy, in con-
ceptualising something in terms of something else available in the discourse
world, also counts as problem-solving, is not convincing. Problem-solving is a
reflective activity, which would be expected to conscript deliberate analogical,
metaphorical leaps. The kind of casual Ôinference-hoppingÕ involved in
metonymy does not fit in with problem-solving. It does, however, fit in with the
spontaneous, unbidden initiation of grammaticalisation, increasingly pointed to
in the literature.47

Metonymy is defined by Hopper & Traugott in a somewhat diffuse manner,
encompassing both pragmatic and morphosyntactic contiguity in a manner not
explicitly delimited. Nonetheless, it does the work of creating novel linguistic
meanings, in the same way as reanalysis does the work of creating novel linguis-
tic structures. Furthermore, metonymy does this in a more realistic manner
than a purely metaphoric model would predict, encompassing pragmatic and
discourse processesÑa much more concrete and credible source for the reanal-
ysed readings of utterances than the fairly abstract cognitive schemata espoused
by the metaphoric theory.

45The notion of an entity intermediate between object and space ties in, for example, with the
arrow paradox, as my colleague Christina Eira points out to me.
46This fits in with the view I espouse below, that metaphor is best regarded as an epiphe-
nomenon of grammaticalisation.
47RaddenÕs (1985) observation that English has recruited eleven spatial prepositions to do
causal work, which it has held on to even after acquiring five exclusively causal prepositions
from French and Latin, is an excellent illustration of this: there was no problem in expressing
causality, to be ÔsolvedÕ by these spatial connectives.
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What is left for metaphor to do?

The question is, if metaphor is not the natural analogue of analogy, then what is
the relative status of metaphor and metonymy in grammaticalisation? Does
metaphor still have an explanatory role to play, and to what extent should it be
invoked in accounts of grammaticalisation?

While metaphor does not have much left to do in Hopper & TraugottÕs ac-
count of going to, it undeniably has an explanatory role in grammaticalisation.
This is particularly so for the more concrete links in the grammaticalisation
chain, such as spatial terms, as described at length in works like Heine & Reh
(1984) and Heine, Claudi & H�nnemeyer (1991). A meaning shift like back of
body→ back of house can still be understood in terms of reanalysis: the word
back is arguably reanalysed in back of body from an anatomical designation to
an abstract spatial term, which can then be extended to back of house by
straightforward analogy. But unlike going to, this reanalysis is not contingent on
linguistic context, and can be explained as conceptualisation; the role of conti-
guity in this process is much less prominent.

And in a grammaticalisation like that discussed by Emanatian (1992), where
Chagga icha Ôto come fromÕ is an incipient future in phrases like na�ch��lika
mko�ngi ÔheÕll marry another wifeÕ (lit. ÔheÕs coming to marry another wifeÕ), re-
analysis has little visible role to play at all. In EmanatianÕs account, the verb
icha is used because motion towards a deictic centre is indicated (in time rather
than space); only the deictic centre is not the speakerÕs here-and-now, but the
point in time at which the event will be realisedÑsomething that would be made
explicit in tense terms in an expression like Ôhe will have come to marry another
wifeÕ. It is implausible to attribute this generalisation of the deictic centre of
icha to reanalysis: in normal utterances, discourse would have overwhelmingly
the here-and-now as a deictic centre. This is clearly metaphorical extension, and
since only this shift enables the future use of a come-verb (as opposed to a per-
fective use, as in French je viens de), one cannot speak of the analogical exten-
sion of an established future usage, either.48

Nevertheless, not all grammaticalisations require metaphor in its full, La-
koffian sense. As seen, the grammaticalisation of going to required only a sim-
ple analogical extension, the conceptual leap having taken place in the met-

48The Chagga venitive future belongs to a group of linguistic formations in which ego is not
viewed as moving forwards in time (Moving-Ego model), but rather time is viewed as moving
backwards, towards ego (Moving-World model; cf. e.g. English when tomorrow comes; this
coming Friday, and Greek tin erxomeni paraskevi Ôthis coming FridayÕ; it can also engender
allative pasts, as in Catalan vaig + INF) (Fleischman 1982).
There is no obvious reanalysis which could transfer motion from an animate participant in a
sentence onto time; this is metaphorical transfer of the quality of motion, from animates to
time, from the outset. The fact that constructions following the Moving-Ego model are much
more frequent than those following the Moving-World model is significant, however, and sug-
gests that the Moving-Ego model is somehow more ÔnaturalÕ; its reinforcement by reanalysed
motion-verb utterances, with a normal, ego-centric deictic centre (ego conceived of as the entity
moving), would certainly contribute to this.
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onymic reanalysisÑmuch more gradual than Lakoffian metaphor. And as
pointed out by Emanatian (1992:23) herself, expansion grammaticalisations,
involving development from the grammatical to the more grammatical (as is the
case with pu itself), frequently do without metaphorical extension.

Another reason the relative role of metaphor and metonymy needs to be es-
tablished, more methodological in nature, arises with the granularity of ac-
counts of grammaticalisation. Consider a likely pathway for the grammaticalisa-
tion of pu from relativiser to complementiser: an utterance like (7a) could read-
ily undergo both syntactic reanalysis, giving (7b), and metonymic semanticisa-
tion of implicature, as shown in (7c).

(7a) E¼da thn arko´da poy x¿reye
iDa tin arkuDa pu xoreve
I saw the bear REL was dancing
I saw the bear who was dancing.

(7b) E¼da thn arko´da poy x¿reye
iDa tin arkuDa pu xoreve
I saw the bear COMP was dancing
I saw the bear dancing (Complement raising)

(7c) (I saw the bear who was dancing) +> (I saw the bear while it was dancing) +>
(I saw that the bear was dancing)
Defeasibility: EIDA thn arko´da poy ªtrvge, all� den thn e¼da ¿ti ªtrvge [iDa tin
arkuDa pu etroÄe, alla Den tin iDa oti etroÄe] (I saw the bear who (pu) was
eating, but I didnÕt see that she was eating; intonation is required to preclude
the complement reading of pu here.)

The problem is, what do we now do with the fact that pu has become a comple-
mentiser in these utterances? In Hopper & TraugottÕs model, ÔmetaphorÕ is now
employed to extend the lexeme to novel contexts, just as going to was Ômeta-
phoricallyÕ extended to non-intentional contexts. But going to did not displace
the will- or shall-futures; rather, other implicatures, such as expectation and
imminence, underwent persistence in the going-to future, and lent it a distinc-
tive function in the paradigm. Yet analogical extension shifts forms away from
their usual contexts, and their attendant implicatures. So what is the mecha-
nism that ensures persistence, when analogical extension operates?

To speak of the ÔmetaphoricalÕ extension of pu from utterances like (7b) to
other complements, says little. What kind of complements is the transition of pu
licenced to? All complements? This has occurred in only a limited number of
Greek dialects. All factive complements? Something akin to this has happened
in the bulk of Greek dialects; but the factors unifying the various instances of
puCOMP in CSMG have proved elusive for researchers (¤4.) All perception-verb
predicates? But then we still need to account for the emotive and cognitive
predicate usages of pu. If metaphor is driving the extension, there is no obvious
mechanism in place that limits how far the extension goes. As the very similar
development of Hebrew Õasher shows (Giv�n 1991 [1988]), it is possible for a
locative to end up covering all complementation, realis and irrealisÑsomething
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which clearly has not taken place in Greek. But if metaphor is an extension of
some much more local and less wide-ranging analogies, then one would expect
different ranges of expansion in different linguistic variantsÑas indeed is the
case for Greek.

Level and metalevel

So the relative role of metaphor and metonymy remains at issue. Various opin-
ions have been expressed on this; Papadopoulou, for example, considers meta-
phor the synchronic manifestation of metonymy, while Lichtenberk (1994:824)
considers metaphor a Ôconceptual backgroundÕ for metonymy.49

At any rate, clearly the same grammaticalisation phenomena are being ex-
plained on two levelsÑas metaphor and as metonymy. Of the two, metonymy
seems to have a better handle on the nuts and bolts of actual reanalysis;
metaphor is more of an after-the-event account of reanalysis, on a more abstract
conceptual level. So for instance, one can describe the origin of causal since in
metonymic terms, as Traugott & K�nig (1991 [1988]) do, by pointing to the se-
manticisation of causal implicatures in utterances like Since Susan left him,
John has been very miserable. Alternatively, one can describe it in metaphoric
terms, as an instance of the TI M E-TO-CAUSE metaphor (Heine, Claudi &
H�nnemeyer 1991:75; 1991 [1988]:166).50 But the metaphoric account is clearly
more abstract, and more removed from the realities of language use (if not
langue). Indeed, in positing metaphor and metonymy as coexisting in grammat-
icalisation, Heine, Claudi & H�nnemeyer (1991:74) state that Òconceivably,
metonymy is the more basic component of this process in that metaphor is
grounded in metonymy.Ó

There are two apparent alternatives as to how the two mechanisms integrate:
¥ Metaphor, as an underlying cognitive framework, delimits the possible direc-

tions metonymic change can occur in, and thus steers the reanalysis process.

49Lichtenberk also points out, quite perspicaciously, that metaphor has received much more at-
tention than metonymy in the literature for the simple reason that it is easier to identify: it does
not require extensive diachronic attestation of a language, and painstaking examination of those
texts to identify plausible contexts for reanalysis.
Haspelmath (1992), on the other hand, doubts that either metaphor or metonymy are essential
to grammaticalisation, as opposed to semantic change in general, and holds that the crucial se-
mantic change in grammaticalisation is semantic bleaching. This is the original approach to
meaning shift in grammaticalisation, identified above as the containment hypothesis; however,
it is vague as to the precise mechanism of reanalysis, and tends to be consigned by many re-
searchers to late grammaticalisation. Furthermore, as Willett (1988:81) points out, it cannot be
taken as a given that all components of grammatical meaning derive in embryo from some lex-
ical etymon.
50Traugott & K�nig (1991 [1988]:209) question the applicability of ÔmetaphorÕ to TIME-TO-
CAUSE, since Òit is difficult to see in what sense a causal is an analog of a temporal.Ó While a
mapping of sorts can be devised between time-lines and causality-lines (more accurately,
causality-trees), it is not immediately obvious. It might still be argued that temporal precedence
is the easiest way of conceptualising causality (particularly given that philosophers have not
agreed on any other definitional characteristic of causality)Ñbut the point has been made: the
schemas Heine, Claudi & H�nnemeyer appeal to are not purely metaphors.
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For since, the presence in cognition of schemas like TIME-TO-CAUSE con-
strains the possible metonymic extensions since can undergo in actual utter-
ances. This is the approach taken by Lichtenberk (1994), and hinted at by
Heine, Claudi & H�nnemeyer:

It might turn out that it is [the metaphoric component in the process of grammati-
calization] which is responsible for defining the direction of conceptual change, but
this is an issue that requires much further research. (Heine, Claudi & H�nnemeyer
1991 [1988]:167)

¥ Metaphor is an epiphenomenon, an emergent layer of interpretation of
metonymic extensions. As an epiphenomenon, metaphor does not steer the
grammaticalisation process at all: speakers do not embark on reanalyses with
schemas like TIME-TO-CAUSE in mind. Metonymy thus has the primary ex-
planatory function, while metaphor provides a secondary, more abstract
analysis of grammaticalisation which, while psychologically plausible, is not
causal in most (if any) cases. This is consistent with Heine, Claudi & H�nne-
meyerÕs (1991:74) view that metonymy is associated with the micro-level of
analysis, and metaphor with the macro-level; but it stresses that the chain of
metonymies ultimately resulting in a metaphoric, conceptual shift proceeds
without any external cognitive inputÑat the most, it is an Ôinvisible-handÕÐ
type phenomenon, of the kind described by Keller (1994 [1990]). See also
Traugott & SchwenterÕs (1995) recent proposal, marking the logical endpoint
of TraugottÕs preceding research:

[É] metaphor is predominantly a product where meaning change as opposed to
individual, often creative innovations, is concerned. By contrast, metonymy, being
associative and pragmatically involving context-induced inferencing, is an ongoing
process which may result in a new product (Heine et al.Õs term for it is Òcontext-in-
duced reinterpretationÓ), but is potentially present in all language use [É] This new
product may look like metaphor (hence the intuitive appeal and validity of
metaphorical approaches as espoused by Heine et al., Sweetser, and others), but
has resulted from the process of context-induced reinterpretation. (Traugott &
Schwenter 1995:264Ð265)51

51The question remaining is, if metonymy is not ÔsteeredÕ by some notion of metaphor, and one
cannot appeal to teleonomy, then how is one to account for the unidirectionality of grammati-
calisation? While there has been some speculation on the role of the principle of Informative-
ness and Relevance theory (e.g. Traugott & K�nig 1991 [1988]:191), a fully elaborated theory has
yet to be developed.
Indeed, there are several phenomena pointed out in the metaphor framework which the
metonymy framework is yet to account for fully; for example, the tendency for grammaticalising
lexemes to be generic rather than basic-level terms (GO rather than WALK, WANT/WILL rather
than VOLUNTEER, etc.)
Noam Chomsky likes to justify his approach to linguistics (doing formal syntax to account for
the language acquisition device; his analogy was made e.g. in his talks in Sydney, January 1995)
by drawing an analogy between nineteenth century physics and chemistry; however dangerous
the analogy between linguistics and the ÔhardÕ sciences, it is instructive here. As a more abstract
analysis of real world phenomena, MendeleevÕs Periodic Table explained the behaviour of the
elements in chemistry some seventy years before physics caught up with it, and itself explained
the Periodic Table in terms of Quantum Theory. Likewise, the metaphor framework has ac-
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To suggest that conceptualisation is always irrelevant to grammaticalisation,
and is not involved in at least steering it in some cases, goes too far: the
metaphorical Moving-World model directly underlies venitive futures and alla-
tive pasts, and in general the TIME-IS-SPACE model seems to be present in ev-
eryday thinking. Nonetheless, the epiphenomenal view describes the grammati-
calisation of pu better, particularly given the problem discussed above of how to
constrain the ÔmetaphoricalÕ expansion of puCOMP, and the fact that pu is a ÔlateÕ
grammaticalisationÑinvolving motion from the abstract to the more abstract,
rather than from the concrete to the abstract. In grammaticalisations of the type
discussed here, analogical leaps are required to spread the novel usage into a
paradigm; but these leaps cannot be too wide, because persistence must still be
allowed to operate. The usage must still be able to carry with it the bulk of its as-
sociated implicatures, in order to constrain its subsequent development. The
picture which best matches the development of pu is one of many metonymic
extensions, each extending usage further, but each retaining enough of the im-
plicatures associated with pu or ho@pou to ensure persistence.

This contrasts with the established grammaticalisation account of pu by Chri-
stidis and Papadopoulou, in which the sundry usages of pu are unified as one
great metaphorical leap from STATIONARY-IN-SPACE to GIVEN-IN-DISCOURSE.
There are obvious attractions in such an account: it makes a single story of a
great heterogeneity of data, it gives a secure grounding to a notion of polysemy
of pu, and gives a cognitive justification for a seeming quirk in the factive re-
striction of complementiser-pu, compared to its Romance and Germanic coun-
terparts. But this account does not do the data justice. There are instances of pu
in CSMG which are clearly not given (or factive, or assertive, or whichever other
label is used to unify the diverse usages); and the dialects in which complemen-
tiser pu has been generalised are left out in the cold by such an account. And (at
least to my intuition) the metaphor GIVENNESS-IS-STATIONARITY does not have
the same immediate cognitive reality as TIME-IS-SPACE.

A series of minor metonymies fits such data better than one great, sweeping
metaphor;52 and purely in terms of explanatory adequacy, it offers a more de-
tailed and illuminating story of what transpired. The SPACE-IS-DISCOURSE

metaphor can here be considered an epiphenomenon, resulting from the persis-
tence of givenness (or factivity or assertivity) in the metonymic extension of pu,
but not itself a causal factor in the current distribution of the particle. It would

counted for various phenomena in grammaticalisation; it now remains for the metonymy
framework to catch up, and account for these phenomena in its own, more micro-level terms.
52In fact, Ômany metonymiesÕ are what Heine has recently argued give rise to the Ôsweeping
metaphorsÕ: Òthe macro-level [associated with metaphor] perspectivizes the fact that, given
enough micro-level extensions [metonymies], conceptual shift will cross boundaries between
cognitive domains, like that between the domain of concrete, Ôreal-worldÕ phenomena and that
of abstract grammatical functions.Ó (Heine 1995:40Ð41)
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not be useful, in accounting for the totality of dialectal data, to think of it as
ÔsteeringÕ the grammaticalisation.53

2.5. Conclusion
We have seen that grammaticalisation is a process encompassing a range of
phenomena, conspiring (McMahon 1994:325Ð330) towards the result of inte-
grating linguistic signs more tightly into the grammar of a language. These phe-
nomena recur from grammaticalisation to grammaticalisation, although they
are not in themselves definitional. They are characterised by statistical unidi-
rectionality and gradualism; as a result, grammaticalisation theory represents a
challenge to synchronicist thinking on grammatical categories, and allows for
fuzzy or clined categoriality. Grammaticalisation theory also provides a dia-
chronically-driven, more coherent account of the polysemy of morphs, and
thereby allows diachrony to be readmitted into the domain of grammatical ex-
planation.

There are two major and interrelated issues current in grammaticalisation
theory: the way in which pragmatic processes of semantic enrichment con-
tribute to grammaticalisation, and the interaction of metaphor and metonymy
(including context-inducted semantic enrichment) in grammaticalisation. The
controversy between metaphor and metonymy is of particular relevance to an
account of pu: existing accounts are metaphoricist, whereas the account I pro-
vide here distances itself from such all-encompassing semantic generalisations,
and is metonymicist instead.

Grammaticalisation is not an all-encompassing theory of language change,
and recently linguists have challenged its theoretical underpinnings. As may
have already become obvious, some aspects of the theory are still in need of
elaboration and refinement: grammaticalisation has tended to be primarily em-
pirical, and LehmannÕs commendable attempt at formalisation has several

53A similar view should be adopted towards the prototype structure of language change (e.g.
Aijmer 1985; Winters 1989), which Papadopoulou appeals to as an explanatory parameter. It is
true that the diachronic evolution of linguistic forms, and the resulting polysemies, can (and
often should) be conceived of as prototype-structured domains, in which certain elements are
more prototypical, and have more of the defining features of the particular linguistic form
(though the etymon need not be a prototypical element (Heine 1992:352)), while others are
more distantly related, exhibiting something like WittgensteinÕs family resemblances. But this
prototype-based structure does not in itself explain the development, and is a consequence of
phenomena like HeineÕs (1992) grammaticalisation chains, which in turn are a result of the
gradualness of grammaticalisation, particularly as it is mediated through mechanisms like met-
onymy and semantic bleaching.
So while prototype theory provides a very good model for sketching the results of grammaticali-
sation, it cannot provide a causal model for grammaticalisation; its relation to the mechanisms
of grammaticalisation is, again, epiphenomenal:

It should be pointed out at this stage that, rather than forming an explanatory pa-
rameter for grammaticalization, family resemblance can be viewed as an outcome
of grammaticalization, resulting from the cognitive and pragmatic manipulation
leading to the emergence of new grammatical uses of erstwhile lexical forms
(Heine 1992:350).
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problems with it. The interaction between pragmatics and grammaticalisation is
even more in need of formalisation; although this is not an aspect of the theory I
am able to pursue in this piece of work, it is a fertile field for future research.

More recently, Joseph (1997) has challenged grammaticalisation as providing
the unique origin for grammatical morphemes; his counterexample is the
Modern Greek nominative clitic pronoun, which he contends arose purely by
analogy with its accusative counterpart. As it turns out, the origin of ho@pou is an
even stronger counterexample to the origin of grammatical morphs in grammat-
icalisation (¤5.1); yet its subsequent career is quite typical of grammaticalisa-
tion.



3.ÊTHE FUNCTIONS OF pu
3.0.ÊOverview
In this chapter, the various functions pu is associated with are explored in a
well-attested and well-known variant of GreekÑCSMG. This is necessary before
embarking on an account of how pu came to acquire those functions, or a dia-
topic account relying on more fragmentarily attested local variants: one moves
from the known to the unknown.

My account of the distribution of pu is based on Mackridge (1985) and Tzar-
tzanos (1991 [1946, 1963]). TzartzanosÕ Syntax remains the authoritative de-
scription of Modern Greek syntax, although it is written in a traditional frame-
work, which lacks the benefit of recent syntactic analysis or cross-linguistic in-
sights; Mackridge provides a special study of pu within his descriptivist overview
of Modern Greek. These two sources are supplemented by Joseph & Philippaki-
Warburton (1987), a formal grammar of Modern Greek, and Holton, Mackridge
& Philippaki-Warburton (1997), a descriptive reference grammar.

Apart from trivial invented examples and the constructed sentences in Joseph
& Philippaki-Warburton, all these worksÕ examples are taken from real text:
TzartzanosÕ, from folk song and fables, and contemporary vernacular literature;
MackridgeÕs, from contemporary literature, the Greek press, and spoken dis-
course. I occasionally supplement these with spoken discourse I have recorded.
As there are subtle distinctions involved in the usage of pu, it is safer to rely on
found data than constructed examples, which may only reflect the authorÕs
idiolect.

The taxonomy outlined by Mackridge is the basis of the taxonomy I use in this
chapter, with some elaboration and further subdivision, and supplemented by
TzartzanosÕ taxonomy and discussion. My taxonomy can be summarised as fol-
lows:

I. Relative locative adverb
1. Indefinite
2. Definite

II. Relativiser
1. Pseudo-relativiser
2. Cleft
3. Pseudo-Cleft

III. Complementiser
1. Emotive complements
2. Cognitive-Physical factive complements
3. Non-factive complements
4. Subject complements
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IV. Adjunct connective
1. Cause or reason clauses
2. Circumstance clauses
3. Result clauses
4. Contrast clauses
5. Realis concessive clauses
6. Temporal clauses

V. Discourse connective
VI. Collocations

1. With preposition/subordinator
2. ÔRedundantÕ
3. Discourse connectives
4. Other

VIa. Subjunctive marker
VII. Combined with na

1. Generalising relative clauses
2. Purposive relative clauses
3. Potential result clauses
4. Irrealis concessive clauses
5. Optative clauses
6. Exclamatory clauses

a. Cleft exclamatory
b. Bare exclamatory

VIII. Irrealis expressions
1. pu Ta-exclamatory adjuncts
2. Bare pu-exclamatory adjuncts

IX. Combined with definite article

Of the classes identified here, all have been identified by Mackridge but for II.4
and III.4 (JosephÊ& Philippaki-Warburton), II.2, IV.5, V and IX (Tzartzanos),
IV.2, VII.6b and VIII (Nicholas). The last three taxa are the only original ele-
ments I contribute to the taxonomy; however, this entire chapter is a resyn-
thesis of the previous attempts at a taxonomy, and there is some reorganisation
involved.1 The discussion here is also rather more detailed than that of either
Mackridge or Tzarztanos; it includes a wider range of examples, and incorpo-
rates more recent research into the semantics of particular functions (particu-
larly causals and concessives.)

My taxonomy is based on exhaustive corpus research of Makriyannis and
TahtsisÑtexts at the temporal and stylistic endpoints of CSMG (1830sÐ1960s),
as well as findings from the informal texts by Tsiforos and in Hellas-L (see dis-
cussion in ¤1.1); it thus represents an exhaustive listing of functions of pu.

The original meaning of pu, retained in the phonologically unreduced allo-
morph Èopu, is a relative locative adverb (Ôwhere, whereverÕ) (I). The most
widespread use of pu in Modern Greek is as a relativiser (II); thus, in the text
The Third Wedding, the generic relativiser function accounts for 74% of all in-
stances of pu, while in MakriyannisÕ Memoirs, it accounts for 65%. The gram-
maticalisation of ho@pou from function I to II proceeded throughout Middle
Greek, and had reached its completion by 500 AD (see ¤5 for discussion). The

1While I have completed an analysis of collocations (VI) (Nicholas 1998a), this analysis has been
excluded from the scope of this work.
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relativiser rubric includes headless relatives (a function obsolete in CSMG), and
pseudo-relativesÑrelativisations of adverbs, which can be seen as a stepping
stone between relativiser and conjunction usages of pu (eki pu Ôjust whenÕ, tora
pu Ônow thatÕ).2

The development studied here is the spread of pu beyond relativiser functions,
to complement and adjunct functions (IIIÐIV). In any discussion of these,
MackridgeÕs caveat should be borne in mind:

While grammarians class these uses of pu as different from its relative functions,
there is often a noun or pronoun in the main clause which might be construed as
an antecedent: indeed, it may be that most speakers would consider pu to be no
different from a relative pronoun in such circumstances. (Mackridge 1985:254)

It is often difficult to distinguish between the various semantic functions at-
tributable to pu: a causal adjunct can just as easily be temporal, and a resultative
can also be analysed as a predicate complement. This ambiguity is remarked
upon explicitly by Tzartzanos:

Since the particle pu has many uses and meanings, it appears in many instances
with two or three meanings in the same sentence; and in many contexts, it is diffi-
cult to determine its exact meaning, or it seems to be redundant. (Tzartzanos 1991
[1946, 1963] ¤282 LXXXIV v)

The kind of polysemy involved in pu, where one function fades into another, is
characteristic of grammaticalisation, and inevitably frustrates any attempts at a
well-defined taxonomy: there are always instances of pu, or for that matter of
any polysemous particle, which do not fall within the prototypical semantic
range of one or the other meanings of the particle, but which instead fall in
some fuzzy semantic cline intermediate between the two. This is crucial for an
appreciation of the synchronic semantics of pu; but as I contend in subsequent
chapters, this fuzziness is a synchronic rather than diachronic fact. And al-
though these clines explain the current semantic range of functions of pu, they
do not explain how those functions were originally acquired.

Where the semantic category is relevant, pu-complements and pu-adjuncts are
typically factive. What factive means precisely, and to what extent factivity fits
the actual distribution of pu, is a topic of some complexity, which I study in
more detail in ¤4.3 In general terms, pu-clauses being factive means that they
are presupposed to be true; for adjuncts, this is in itself an adequate description

2The definition of Ôrelative clauseÕ I use is rather broadÑeven broader, in fact, than MackridgeÕs.
Thus, I vary from Mackridge in considering some constructions under his ÔOther collocationsÕ
rubric to be temporal relative clauses; for instance:
(1) «Exete Ãra poy üruate;

exete ora pu irTate?
you have time REL you came
Have you been here long? (ÔHas it been for you a [long] time since when you
came?Õ) (Mack 257)

3Even as a separate chapter, ¤4 is far from exhausting the topic of the semantics of the Greek
complementation paradigm.
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of the distribution of pu. In complementation, pu is in complementary distribu-
tion with unmarked realis complementisers oti and pos, and with the irrealis
connective na; the semantic differentiation involved is that the pu-clauses are
factive. In other cases, however, pu is in seemingly free variation with these con-
nectives.

As a complementiser, pu is obligatory after predicates of emotion in CSMG
(III.1) and marked for factivity after predicates of perception and knowledge
(III.2). In some Greek dialects (although not CSMG), it also appears as a non-
factive complementiser, after predicates of saying and thinking, and has become
the unmarked realis complementiser (III.3).

As a connective, pu is also factive, as already mentioned (IV). The types of ad-
junct it can introduce include causes/circumstances, results, contrasts, conces-
sions, and temporal adjuncts. The distinctions between these various meanings
are vague, and judgements on which rubric a pu-adjunct belongs to can be prob-
lematic; quite often an instance of pu is ambiguous between two such functions.
Again, this type of fuzzy polysemy is characteristic of grammaticalisation.

pu is sporadically used as a textual connective (V). Such a development would
be interesting as a broadening of syntactic scope; yet there is evidence to sug-
gest that the majority of cases (using opu rather than pu) constitute a separate
development from the remainder of functions considered, and originate directly
in the locative Èopu.

Collocations of pu with various prepositions and subordinators form a sepa-
rate class (VI), as the pathway through which they originated is the same for
most of them. This class also includes collocations of pu with adverbs, and dis-
course marker usages of collocations of pu (VI.3). Collocations are not included
in this research (see Nicholas 1998a); they are most significant for showing the
productive use of pu as a nominaliser, following on from its complementiser
function, and for engendering several more idiosyncratic usages.

The spread of pu into the irrealis domain is considered in three categories.
First, pu enters into the class of Greek Ôsubjunctive markersÕ (VIa), which can be
followed by subjunctive clauses (¤3.0.1); in CSMG, this occurs mostly with in-
definite rather than irrealis denotation, so that the factivity of pu is challenged,
but not severely so.

Second, pu enters into the collocation pu na (VII) (considered separately by
both Tzartzanos and Mackridge in their taxonomies under their articles on na.)
In Greek, na is an irrealis particle, traditionally associated with the subjunctive
mood; so pu na clauses are not factive, and unlike VIa there is an explicit modal
marker indicating this. The types of clause considered here include potential re-
sults, concessions, optative phrases, exclamatory phrases, and purposive and
generalising relative clauses.

Third is the collocation of pu and Ta, the future marker, used to introduce ir-
realis adjuncts to exclamatory sentences (VIII); I also consider analogous irre-
alis adjuncts in which Ta is absent. This category is significant in that it violates
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the factivity constraint on pu-clauses, without an overt marker of irrealis
modality in the sentence (VII), and without the violation being restricted to
referentiality (VIa).

The final class involves collocations of pu and the definite article to (IX),
which are quite rare in Modern Greek; the reason for this relates to the factivity
of pu.

Though this is a disparate grouping of senses, there are certain cohesive fac-
tors at work:
1 None of these usages are distant from the relativiser usage of puÑeither syn-

tactically, in terms of native speaker intuition, or semantically: the functions
are bound together in a polysemic whole.

2 Wherever applicable, and whenever irrealis na is not juxtaposed, pu-clauses
are factive (with the exception of the clauses in VIII, and to a lesser extent
VIa), and are frequently marked for factivity.

3 The classes of predicates after which pu appears obligatorily and optionally in
CSMG as a complementiser broadly correspond to the the true-factive and
semi-factive classes of predicates, respectively (Karttunen 1971):4 there is
thus an independent semantic motivation for the distribution of pu as a com-
plementiser.

4 In its grammaticalisation pu has come to either overlap or contrast with na in
a wide range of functions. In a real sense, many usages of pu can be unified as
a figure against the ground of na. There are cases where pu and na co-occur or
compete; it is as if the two great grammaticalisations of Modern Greek are
waves spreading out from their own foci, and overlapping in some fields
(such as temporal adjuncts, or complements of verbs of perception.) I argue
in subsequent chapters that a good deal of the meaning of pu in the Modern
Greek grammatical system has arisen by virtue of its paradigmatic relation
with na.

My main concern in this work is to trace the semantic changes and diversifica-
tion in the history of pu, rather than a detailed synchronic account of its seman-
tics, which has not yet been settled. An outline of the semantic issues involved,
however, is an essential preliminary to such an account.

In what follows, each of these functions is described in detail, along with ex-
amples drawn from Tzartzanos, Mackridge, and my own corpora, and notes on
any complications arising.5

3.0.1.ÊThe Greek verb system
The discussion below occasionally refers to the verb tense used after pu; mostly,
this is done to distinguish realis from irrealis and counterfactual clauses. In

4These are explained in ¤4.
5TzartzanosÕ examples are followed by an indication of his source; the most prominent of these
are PassowÕs and PolitisÕ collections of folk songs.
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doing so, I use a structuralist rather than traditional framework of analysing
Modern Greek tense.

There are in Modern Greek four morphologically primitive finite verb forms:
that is, tense forms which vary for person, and which are realised as inflections
as opposed to clitics or auxiliaries. Following traditional usage, these distinct
verb forms are called tenses. The distinction between them, however, involves
not only time, but aspect and modality as well.

In traditional Greek grammar, the primary distinctions were those of tense
and mood; verb forms were thus referred to as Present Indicative, Aorist
Subjunctive, and so forth. Following a structuralist taxonomy, first used by Mi-
rambel (1978 [1959]), and here expressed in HesseÕs (1980) formulation, verb
forms are distinguished according to aspect and tense; while there are also
modality distinctions between verb forms, these are considered secondary in the
taxonomy.

In this taxonomy, aspect is distinguished between Perfective and
Imperfective, and tense between Simplex6 and Past. Amongst non-finite
verb forms, the Imperative is also subject to aspect distinctions, although not
tense distinctions. One may illustrate the taxonomy with the active verbs ÈDeno
ÔbindÕ and aÄaÈpo ÔloveÕ, representing the two conjugations of Greek verbs, which
are distinguished by stress placement on the citation form:

Active
Imperfective Perfective

Simplex ÈDen-o aÄaÈp-o ÈDes-o aÄaÈpis-o
Past ÈeDen-a aÄaÈp-usa ÈeDes-a aÈÄapis-a
Imperative ÈDen-e aÈÄap-a ÈDes-e aÈÄapis-e

Perfective aspect is associated with a stem change, and Past tense (mostly) with
stress moving leftwards.

The passive counterparts of these verb forms are as follows:

Passive
Imperfective Perfective

Simplex ÈDen-ome aÄap-iÈeme DeÈT-o aÄapiÈT-o
Past DeÈn-omun aÄap-iÈomun ÈDeT-ika aÄaÈpiT-ika
Imperative (ÈDen-u) Ñ ÈDes-u aÄaÈpis-u

The mood of these verb forms is not uniform. The litmus test for mood in
Modern Greek is the use of the irrealis modal particle na. In complements, na
introduces irrealis- or action-complements: Telo na pao ÔI want to goÕ, arxizo na
piÄeno ÔI start goingÕ. When used with a matrix verb, it indicates a subjunctive
mood, such as optativity or hortativity: na fiÄo Ômay I leave!Õ, na pame ÔletÕs goÕ.
More generally, irrealis modality in Greek is associated with a small number of

6After Hesse (1980), Simplex is used instead of Present, since the Simplex forms are used to
form the future tenses of Greek. Simplex by itself can be used to refer to the future, so that the
time distinction is properly Past versus Non-Past. (The term Simplex is preferred here as more
compact than Non-Past.)
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subordinatorsÑthe most prominent of these being na. Since in traditional
grammar those subordinators are associated with subjunctive mood, they are
termed subjunctive subordinators: they include as ÔhortativeÕ, an  ÔifÕ, prin
ÔbeforeÕ, and indefinite relativisersÑopios ÔwhoeverÕ, Èopu ÔwhereverÕ, otan
ÔwhenÕ.

A verb without a subjunctive subordinator, on the other hand, has indicative
mood: fevÄo ÔI am leavingÕ, pame Ôwe are goingÕ. The correlation between mood
and modality in Greek is close; however, in complementation the distinction
between na- and nonÐna-complements is more one of state vs. event than realis
vs. irrealis (arxizo na piÄeno ÔI start goingÕ introduces a real event, elpizo oti
piÄeni ÔI hope that she is goingÕ introduces a hypothetical state).7 Furthermore,
subjunctive mood in Greek includes not only irrealis, but also indefinite deno-
tationÑas with the indefinite relativisers.

Imperfective verb forms are unmarked as to mood:
¥ The Imperfective Simplex can be used in either realis or irrealis contexts:

Deno ÔI am bindingÕ, na Deno Ôlet me keep binding; may I keep binding!Õ, Telo
na Deno ÔI want to keep bindingÕ. IMPFS is the traditional citation form of
Modern Greek verbs, and is the unmarked verb form in realis contexts,
having non-past rather than past reference.

¥ The irrealis distribution of the Imperfective Past is more restricted. While
it can be used normally as a matrix verb in realis contexts (eDena ÔI was
bindingÕ), in irrealis contexts, IMPFS is marked as an unrealised optative:
compare iTela na eDena ÔI would have wanted to bindÕ with iTela na Deso ÔI
wanted to bindÕ, and na eDena Ôwould that I had bound!Õ. IMPFP thus cannot
be used in all the irrealis contexts other tenses can.

With perfective verb forms, on the other hand, there is a clear mood distinction:
¥ Perfective Simplex (PERFS) is an irrealis tense, which can appear only

after subjunctive subordinators. Thus, na Deso Ôlet me bind; may I bind!Õ, as
Deso Ôlet me bindÕ, an Deso Ôif I bindÕ, prin Deso Ôbefore I bindÕ, opios Desi
Ôwhoever bindsÕ, Èopu Deso Ôwherever I bindÕ. In realis matrix contexts, on the
other hand, PERFS is not used: *Deso ÔI bindÕ.8 PERFS is the unmarked verb
form in subjunctive contexts: cf. Telo na Deso ÔI want to bindÕ with Telo na
Deno ÔI want to keep bindingÕ.

¥ Just as PERFS is overwhelmingly used in irrealis contexts, so the irrealis dis-
tribution of the Imperfective Past is severely restricted. While it can be
used normally as a matrix verb in realis contexts (eDesa ÔI boundÕ), it cannot
be used in CSMG in irrealis matrix verbs at all (*na eDesa).9 As an irrealis, it
is restricted to counterfactual conditional and concessive adjuncts, and to

7For more discussion of the semantics of Greek complementation, see ¤4.
8There is only one construction in which PERFS can appear without a subjunctive subordinator:
Desi De Desi Ôwhether he binds or notÕ. This is analogous both semantically and formally to
English willy-nillyÑand is of course semantically still subjunctive.
9na eDesa was acceptable in EMG, with the unrealised optative meaning now conveyed by
IMPFP na eDena.
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complements of epistemic predicates: an to eDesa Ôif I had bound it (which I
did not)Õ, ke na to eDesa Ôeven if I had bound it (which I did not)Õ, pistevo na to
eDese ÔI believe he has bound itÕ.

To summarise the association of mood and verb form in Greek:

Perfective Imperfective
Simplex Irrealis Realis or Irrealis (complementary distribution)
Past Realis Realis or Counterfactual (ÊÈÊÊÈÊ)

Compound tenses are formed by the auxiliary verbs exo ÔhaveÕ, ime ÔbeÕ, and the
future particle Ta. They include a Perfect (exo ÔhaveÕÊ+ Infinitive),10 a Plu-
perfect (ixa ÔhadÕÊ+ Infinitive),11 three futures (Simplex: TaÊ+ PERFS; Con-
tinuous: TaÊ+ IMPFS; Perfect: TaÊ+ Perfect), and two conditionals (TaÊ+
IMPFP or Pluperfect). The future/conditional differentiation between Past and
Simplex tenses mirrors the irrealis/counterfactual distinction for those tenses
after na.

PERFS, as seen, is strongly associated with irrealis modality, so that clauses in
PERFS are not presupposed as being true in the world. On the other hand, the
most salient characteristic of pu-clauses (in the absence of a subjunctive subor-
dinator) is that they are presupposed. So instances where pu can be followed di-
rectly by PERFS, without an interceding na, are infrequent and noteworthy,
demonstrating a shift in the modality of pu away from presupposition and to-
wards indefinite or irrealis denotation (¤3.6).

3.1.ÊRelative locative adverb

3.1.1.ÊIndefinite locative
The original meaning of (o)pu (Classical ho@pou) is the indefinite locative relative
adverb ÔwhereverÕ. In this meaning, it still appears in its phonologically unre-
duced form Èopu. It is thus a distinct lexeme from pu, having undergone phono-
logical divergence, but is included in this account for completeness:

(2a) «Opoy g´rizeq, ap�ntaineq �ntreq, gyna¼keq, paidi�
Èopu Äirizes (IMPP), apadenes adres, Äinekes, peDia.
Wherever you went, youÕd meet men, women, children. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iÊ1:
Passow)

There are rare instances in folk song where it is phonologically reduced to pu in
this function; this is not possible in CSMG, nor is it characteristic of the prose
discourse of most Greek dialects (¤7.1.1):

(2b) Ap¿ ta jªna, poy breuÃ, mhn´mata so´ stªlnv.
apo ta ksena, pu vreTo (PERFS), minimata su stelno.
From exile, wherever I end up, I send you messages. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iÊ1;
Passow)

10The ÔinfinitiveÕ survives in CSMG only as a compound tense formant.
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Since Èopu can have indefinite denotationÑunlike puÑit can take both Ôindica-
tiveÕ and ÔsubjunctiveÕ tenses. The two simplex tenses PERFS (subjunctive) and
IMPFS (indicative) are not in complementary distribution: PERFS can be used
wherever IMPFS can, but PERFS clauses allow for unrealised matrix clauses,
which IMPFS do not (3a, 3b). This suggests that IMPFS is here marked for realis
modalityÑcharacteristic of the PERFS/IMPFS opposition in Greek.

(3a) «Opoy br¼skv Repoymplik�no, (??ua) ton prosb�llv.
Èopu vrisko (IMPFS) republikano, (??Ta) ton prosvalo.
Wherever I find a Republican, I (??will) insult him.

(3b) «Opoy brv Repoymplik�no, (ua) ton prosb�llv.
Èopu vro (PERFS) republikano, (Ta) ton prosvalo.
Wherever I may find a Republican, I (will) insult him.

3.1.2.ÊDefinite locative
Èopu/pu is also used as the definite locative relative adverb ÔwhereÕ. In this usage
it is difficult to distinguish from the generic relativiser, if there is a noun in the
matrix clause which could be considered a head. Thus, in (4a) Èopu is clearly an
adverb, since there is no head it could be referring to in the clause; and it is defi-
nite, since Èopu can only refer to a single place (people are not normally buried
in more than one location).

(4a) «Opoy idüq dyo kyparr¼sia kai sth mªsh dyo smyrtiªq, eke¼ mªsa e¼mai uammªnoq.
Èopu iDis Dio kiparisia ke sti mesi Dio smirties, eki mesa ime Tammenos.
Where you see two cypress trees and two myrtles between them, thatÕs where I
am buried. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iÊ2; unattributed folk song)

Example (4b), however, could be interpreted as either an adverb or a locative
relativiser, depending on whether the Èopu-clause is considered dependent on
the noun sofita ÔatticÕ:

(4b) Peua¼nei h k¿rh sth sof¼ta toy spitio´, ¿poy eke¼noq thn e¼xe fylak¼sei.
peTeni i kori sti sofita tu spitiu, Èopu ekinos tin ixe filakisi.
The girl dies in the house attic, where he had imprisoned her. (Tz ¤282
LXXXIV iÊ2; Kambanis)

As a headed relativiser of place or (less frequently) time, both Èopu and pu can
occur. According to Mackridge (1985:250), Èopu is more frequent in higher reg-
isters and is encouraged by prescriptivists as more distinctive (e.g. Papazafiri
1994 [1987]:68); it is more frequent in non-restrictive relative clauses; and it
requires an inanimate antecedent. Furthermore, it is possible for Èopu to be
marked explicitly for motion from (ap Èopu Ôfrom where, whenceÕ), but not for
motion to (*s Èopu Ôto where, whitherÕ).

In all meanings other than locative, Èopu has been phonologically reduced to
pu, although the reduction seems to be characteristic of the koineisation of

11In the passive, the Perfect and Pluperfect can be realised by either Ôhave/hadÕ and the passive
infinitive, or ime/imun Ôam/wasÕ and the past passive participle.
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Modern Greek, and is absent from most texts written before this century. This
confirms that pu, in all remaining functions considered below, has undergone
divergence, and is a distinct lexeme from Èopu.

3.2.ÊRelativiser

3.2.1.ÊSimple relativiser
In Modern Greek, the primary function of pu is as a relativiser. The head noun
in a pu-relative clause can have any case role whatsoever with respect to the rel-
ative clause verbÑas illustrated by the following examples:

(5a) subject:
O �nurvpoq poy ürue e¼nai o ue¼oq moy.
o anTropos pu irTe ine o Tios mu.
The man who came is my uncle. (Mack 249)

(5b) direct object:
O �nurvpoq poy e¼deq e¼nai o ue¼oq moy.
o anTropos pu iDes ine o Tios mu.
The man whom you saw is my uncle. (Mack 249)

(5c) indirect object:
O �nurvpoq poy toy d�neisa ta left� e¼nai o ue¼oq moy.
o anTropos pu tu Danisa ta lefta ine o Tios mu.
The man to whom I lent the money to is my uncle. (Mack 249)

(5d) oblique (with):
Oi dr�steq xrei�sthke na k¿coyn tiq alys¼deq poy üsan demªna ta kibÃtia.
i Drastes xriastike na kopsun tis alisiDes pu isan Demena ta kivotia.
The culprits had to cut the chains with which the boxes were tied. (Mack 249;
Tahidromos magazine, 1979Ð3Ð29)

(5e) oblique (for):
Gia eke¼neq poy ypürje uaym�sioq erastüq, ua ütan opvsdüpote apa¼sioq s´zygoq.
Äia ekines pu ipirkse Tavmasios erastis, Ta itan oposDipote apesios siziÄos.
For those women for whom he was a marvellous lover he would certainly have
been an awful husband. (Mack 249; Karagatsis)

(5f) oblique (through):
Eke¼ e¼nai h p¿rta poy mpüke o klªfthq.
eki ine i porta pu bike o kleftis.
ThereÕs the door through which the thief entered. (Mack 249)

(5g) oblique (punctual locative):
Ft�same sto sp¼ti poy kau¿tan o poihtüq.
ftasame sto spiti pu kaTotan o piitis.
We reached the house in which/where the poet stayed. (Mack 249)

(5h) oblique (proximal locative):
To sxole¼o poy kont� toy ütan ªnaq pl�tanoq.
to sxolio pu koda tu (CLIT) itan enas platanos.
The school near which [Ôthat near itÕ] there was a plane-tree. (Mack 249)

(5i) oblique (temporal):
De zo´me pia sthn epoxü poy den mporo´seq na k�neiq mp�nio gymn¿q.
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De zume pia stin epoxi pu Den boruses na kanis banio Äimnos.
We no longer live in the age when one couldnÕt go swimming in the nude.
(Mack 249)

(5j) oblique (manner):
O tr¿poq, poy ua th foro´sa thn es�rpa, ua symplürvne th shmas¼a toy xrÃmatoq.
o tropos, pu Ta ti forusa tin esarpa, Ta siblirone ti simasia tu xromatos.
The way that IÕd wear the shawl would complete the colourÕs meaning. (Tz
¤282 LXXXIV i 3 b: Drosinis)

(5k) oblique (causal):
Ua moy peiq thn ait¼a, poy egelo´seq.
Ta mu pis tin etia, pu eÄeluses.
You will tell me the reason why/for which you were laughing. (MinB 481)

(5l) oblique (topic):
E¼nai h d¿ja, poy toy e¼xan pei.
ine i Doksa, pu tu ixan pi.
That is the glory which they had told him about. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV i 3 b:
Papantoniou)

(5m) possessive:
«Ena near¿ xanoym�ki poy oi xo´fteq toy ütan bammªneq me kin�.
ena nearo xanumaki pu i xuftes tu (POSS ADJ) itan vamenes me kina.
A young harem girl whose palms were dyed with henna [Ôthat her hands were
dyedÕ]. (Iordanidou, cited in Haberland & van der Auwera 1990:130)

(5n) object of comparison:
O mauhtüq poy o KÃstaq e¼nai chl¿ter¿q toy.
o maTitis pu o kostas ine psiloteros tu (CLIT).
The student that Con is taller than.

Relative clauses in Modern Greek may contain resumptive clitic pronouns.
Grosso modo, the use of resumptives follows the Keenan & Comrie (1977) rela-
tivisation hierarchy (although see Joseph 1983a), with resumptives usual for in-
direct objects (5c), obligatory for possessors and objects of comparison (5m,
5n), disallowed for subjects, and optional for direct objects. There is an exten-
sive recent literature on the conditions for the latter (Asselman 1991; Bakker
1974; Haberland & van der Auwera 1987; Haberland & van der Auwera 1990;
Stavrou 1984); conditioning factors invoked have included restrictiveness of the
relative clause, syntactic ambiguity with subjects, topicality, focus, and textual
coherence. Interesting as this topic is, it does not impinge directly on the devel-
opment of pu in Greek to other functions, and is not discussed here further.

The vagueness of the head noun role results from the fact that Greek deletes
prepositions which might have preceded the head, when it is relativised
(Haberland & van der Auwera 1987:147): for example, (5f) corresponds to o
kleftis bike apo tin porta eki Ôthe thief went through the door thereÕ, but no
trace of the preposition survives in the relativisation (cf. English ThereÕs the
door through which the thief entered; thereÕs the door the thief entered
through). (In this regard, Greek oblique relatives do not fall within the
KeenanÊ& Comrie hierarchy.)
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Faced with this, traditional grammarians like Tzartzanos and Triandafyllidis
characterised pu as polysemous: in their view, pu by itself meant ÔwhenÕ, ÔwhereÕ,
Ôthrough whichÕ etc., as well as functioning as a simple relativiser. In that way,
the meaning of the preposition is not lost on deletion; it is incorporated in the
meaning of pu. According to Haberland & van der Auwera (1990:149),

this way the problem of the Ônonrecoverable deletionÕ is solved, but the cost is poly-
semy. We think that the cost is bearable: that pu is polysemous must be accepted in
any case.

However, this ultimately leads to having to postulate a distinct pu for each
deleted preposition, which is unworkable. And even with a polysemous pu, the
sense of the prepositions remains Ônon-recoverableÕ: the only means a Greek-
speaker has of disambiguating the semantic role of the head in examples like
(5d) or (5e) is lexical and real-world knowledge (Joseph 1980; Theophano-
poulou-Kontou 1982). From the viewpoint of a semantic analysis of the func-
tionality of pu, at any rate, introducing such a new and diffuse polysemy would
not be helpful, and I do not follow such a route in my account.

A relative pu-clause can even have a clausal antecedent (contrary to
Mackridge 1985:253, who restricts this capacity to the relativiser o opios):

(6) Aq ta xar�joyme [ta l¿gia soy] sto noy maq, poy den kost¼zei kai par�.
as ta xaraksume sto nu mas, pu Den kostizi ke para.
Let us inscribe them [your words] onto our mindsÑwhich doesnÕt cost any
money, either. (PsichV1 120)

Rival relativisers

There is one competitor to pu as a relativiser in CSMG: the declinable pronoun o
opios (Holton, Mackridge & Philippaki-Warburton 1997:441Ð443). Originally, it
seems to have been a loan from Old French, first turning up in French-influ-
enced Greek texts dating from xiv AD (Bakker 1974; Nicholas 1998b). Even-
tually, it was taken up by Puristic Greek, and thence transferred into the ver-
nacular. While frowned upon by prescriptive demoticists (Tzartzanos 1991
[1946, 1963] ¤114), it is freely used in CSMG; the fact that it has explicit marking
of the syntactic relation between head and matrix through declension makes it
less ambiguous, and thus preferred in formal contexts.

Syntactic behaviour of relativiser-pu

There is frequently no formal marker of the relation between head and relative
clause in pu-clauses. As a result, the relation between relative clause and head
can become tenuous (unlike o opios). For example, in (7) the head epomeni Ônext
dayÕ is not the temporal locus of the relative clause; rather, the relative clause is
the deictic centre of epomeni. Yet the interpretation Ôthe day afterÉÕ, rather than
Ôthe day after, whenÉÕ, is only retrievable through world-knowledge:
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(7) thn epomªnh poy Õdivjeq thn Kater¼na.
tin epomeni pu Diokses tin katerina.
the next day REL you dismissed the C.
The day after you dismissed Catherine (literally Ôthe next day that you dismissed
CatherineÕ) (Mack 251; Karagatsis)

It is possible for the head noun to become separated from its relative clause
through the interpolation of other sentential elements, without any stylistic
markedness (Joseph & Philippaki-Warburton 1987:24).12

(8a) Mia kopªla mpüke poy foro´se k¿kkinh fo´sta
mia kopela bike pu foruse kokini fusta
a girl came in REL wore red skirt
A girl came in who was wearing a red skirt

The major motivation for this phenomenon is heavy shift, giving rise to extrapo-
sition (Joseph & Philippaki-Warburton 1987:114): a relativised nominal fol-
lowed by other arguments of the matrix predicate would be hard to parse, so the
relative clause head stays in place, while the relative clause is shifted to the end
of the clause. Thus, (8b) can be recast as (8c):

(8b) S´sthsa mia gyna¼ka poy th gnÃrhsa sto Par¼si
sistisa mia Äineka pu ti Änorisa sto parisi
I introduced a woman REL her I.met in.the Paris
sto Gi�nnh xueq
sto Äiani xtes
to.the John yesterday
I introduced a woman I met in Paris to John yesterday

(8c) S´sthsa mia gyna¼ka sto Gi�nnh xueq poy th gnÃrhsa
sistisa mia Äineka sto Äiani xtes pu ti Änorisa
I.introduced a woman to.the John yesterday REL her I.met
sto Par¼si
sto parisi
in.the Paris
I introduced a woman to John yesterday that I met in Paris

3.2.2.ÊPseudo-relativiser
In the examples given so far, pu-clauses have modified head nouns. However,
Greek adverbs of place or time are often followed by an adverbial pu-clause, fur-
ther specifying the place or time. While Tzartzanos treated such clauses in a
very disparate manner, Mackridge (1985:253) consistently considers these pu-
clauses to be relativising their preceding adverbs. Mackridge calls this class of
pu pseudo-relativisers (as proper relativisers qualify nominals). For instance:

(9a) Eke¼ poy brisk¿tan h pali� tabªrna tÃra ycÃnetai mia ue¿rath polykatoik¼a.
eki pu vriskotan i palia taverna tora ipsonete mia Teorati polikatikia.
Where (Ôthere thatÕ) the old tavern used to be, now a huge block of flats rises
up. (Mack 253)

12According to Sakellariadou (1972:62), such utterances are more acceptable when the head is
animate.
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(9b) Pªrasan e¼kosi xr¿nia ap¿ t¿te poy prvtopüga sthn Ell�da.
perasan ikosi xronia apo tote pu protopiÄa stin elaDa.
Twenty years have passed since (Ôsince then thatÕ) I first went to Greece. (Mack
253)

(9c) TÃra poy tªleivseq th diatribü soy, ti ua k�neiq;
tora pu telioses ti Diatrivi su, ti Ta kanis?
Now that youÕve finished your thesis, what are you going to do? (Mack 253)

In effect, pseudo-relative pu forms compound subordinators: thus, apo tote pu
corresponds to ÔsinceÕ; tora pu to Ônow thatÕ; and eki pu to ÔwhileÕ, both as a tem-
poral and contrast marker.

While pseudo-relativised adverbs are equivalent in function to subordinators,
the collocation of adverb and pu is compositional in its meaning. Pseudo-rela-
tivised adverbs are also semantically distinct from subordinators with respect to
definiteness. The adverbs are demonstrative, or have a specific referent: tora
ÔnowÕ, eki ÔthereÕ, tote ÔthenÕ, etsi Ôin that mannerÕ. They thus give rise to subordi-
nators which themselves are definiteÑwhereas their equivalent simple subordi-
nators are unmarked as to definiteness. So eki pu must always have a definite
referent, and can never mean ÔwhereverÕ; whereas its simple equivalent Èopu can
be either definite or indefinite. The same holds for tote pu, which must refer to a
past, realis event, as against otan ÔwhenÕ, which can introduce an irrealis event.

This property also extends to the expression aftos pu Ôhe whoÕ. This expression
formally corresponds to the Modern Greek headless relative opios ÔwhoeverÕ. But
opios is indefinite, while aftos pu, incorporating a personal pronoun, is usually
definite in reference. The distinction is pervasive in Greek, as illustrated by the
following song lyric:

(10) Ayt¿q poy spªrnei d�krya kai tr¿mo uer¼zei thn aygü uanatik¿.
aftos pu sperni Dakria ke tromo Terizi tin avÄi Tanatiko.
He who sows tears and terror harvests death at dawn. (Ta L¿gia ta Xammªna)

As it stands, the lyric refers to a specific person; with opios, the lyric would be a
gnomic statement (Ôwhosoever sows tears and terrorÉÕ)

I also include under the rubric of pseudo-relatives the construction etsi pu Ôthe
way thatÕ (etsiÊ= Ôthus, in that mannerÕ), exemplified by (11a) and (11b):

(11a) «Etsi poy p�ne ta pr�gmata, de ua teleiÃsoyme prin apÕ ta Xristo´genna.
etsi pu pane ta praÄmata, De Ta teliosume prin ap ta xristuÄena.
The way (Ôin that manner thatÕ) things are going, we wonÕt finish before
Christmas. (Mack 257)

(11b) Poioq �ntraq ua gyr¼sei, saq parakalÃ, na thn koit�jei ervtik� ªtsi poy nt´netai,
ªtsi poy fªretai, ªtsi poy mil�ei;
pios adras Ta Äirisi, sas parakalo, na tin kitaksi erotika etsi pu dinete, etsi pu ferete,
etsi pu milai?
IÕd like to know what man would turn round in the street to give her a second
glance, the way she dresses, the way she behaves, the way she talks.
(TahÊ9)
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In this construction, the pu-clause modifies etsi, an adverb of manner. This may
be obscured by the English gloss; but pu-clauses can be deleted from all the
pseudo-relative clauses, leaving their head adverb in place while still making
sense: eki [pu vriskotan i palia taverna] tora ipsonete mia Teorati polikatikia
Ôthere now a huge block of flats rises upÕ, etsi [pu pane ta praÄmata], De Ta
teliosume prin ap ta xristuÄena Ôthat way we wonÕt be finished before Christ-
masÕ. So semantically the pu-clauses behave as relativisations, in etsi pu as well
as the other pseudo-relatives.

However, Mackridge classes the etsi pu-construction as a distinct non-com-
positional collocation, rather than a pseudo-relative. Although he provides no
justification for this, there is a semantic distinction between etsi pu and other
pseudo-relatives: etsi pu has a more complex semantics than merely further
qualifying manner. This connective introduces circumstance clauses: Ôthe way
things are going, we wonÕt be finished before ChristmasÕ is equivalent to Ôgiven
that things are going in such a way, we wonÕt be finished before ChristmasÕ. In
fact, etsi pu is more restricted than English the way that: it cannot be used to
indicate manner instead of circumstance, as the following indicates:

(12) EnÃ oi dyo ekfr�seiq e¼nai typikÃq panomoi¿typeq, to ªtsi poy fªrei shmasiolog¼a
pio per¼plokh ap¿ to na prosdior¼zei aplÃq ton tr¿po, {*ªtsi poy/¿pvq/kauÃq/kat�
ton tr¿po poy} kai h fr�sh me to poy prosdior¼zei to eke¼.
eno i Dio ekfrasis ine tipikos panomiotipes, to etsi pu feri simasioloÄia pio
periploki apo to na prosDiorizi aplos ton tropo, {*etsi pu/opos/kaTos/kata ton
tropo pu} ke i frasi me to pu prosDiorizi to eki.
While formally the two formations are identical, etsi pu has a more complex
semantics than merely further qualifying manner, the way that the pu-clause
further qualifies eki.

So while syntactically etsi pu is still a pseudo-relative, the semantics of etsi pu is
enriched compared to other pseudo-relatives; its meaning is no longer strictly
compositional. This is also the case for eki pu: from its original locative meaning
of Ôthere, whereÕ, it has developed into a temporalÑÔwhen, just asÕ (13b, 13a),
and a contrastiveÑÔwhereasÕ (13c), Ôrather thanÕ (13d).

(13a) Eykair¼a monadikü, th stüsane oi moysoylm�noi sto Eskü Sex¼r kai perimªnane to
strat¿ toy Bohmo´ndoy. KiÕ eke¼ poy phga¼nane vra¼a kai kal� oi lebªnteq toyq
k�noyne ªna gioyro´si poy toyq z�lhse.
efkeria monaDiki, ti stisane i musulmani sto eski sexir ke perimenane to strato tu
voimunDu. ki eki pu piÄenane orea ke kala i levedes tus kanune ena Äiurusi pu tus
zalise.
It was a unique opportunity; so the Muslims set themselves at Eski Süehir and
waited for BohemundÕs army. And just as/just where the braves were ad-
vancing nice and proud, they raided them so as to set their heads spinning.
(TsifCÊ30)

(13b) KiÕ eke¼ poy k¿nteye na gennüsh, mhn�ne toy basili� na p�h na polemüsh.
ki eki pu kodeve na Äenisi, minane tu vasilia na pai na polemisi.
And just when/*where she was about to give birth, they send word to the
king to go to war. (MinB 428; Pisinonda, Zante, Heptanesa)
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(13c) All� kanªnaq den jªrei ti ªgine mªsa sthn ÇKatalanikü etaire¼aÈ kai ton pet�jane
[ton Fantr¼g] ap¿ arxhg¿. Kei da poy ütane genik¿q koymantad¿roq ston kair¿ toy
B�lter, e¼xe m¿no ton t¼tlo afªnthq M�ltaq kai Ga´doy.
ala kanenas Den kseri ti eÄine mesa stin Ôkatalaniki eteriaÕ ke ton petaksane apo
arxiÄo. ki Da pu itane Äenikos kumadaDoros ston kero tu valter, ixe mono ton titlo
afedis maltas ke ÄavDu.
No-one knows what happened in the Catalan Company, but they threw him
[Fadrille] out from his leadership. Whereas (Ôthere indeed thatÕ) he was gen-
eral comander in WalterÕs time, he [now] had only the title of Lord of Malta and
Cauda. (TsifFU 210)

(13d) «Ante na pern�te [sthn As¼a] na me jefortvn¿saste kai na ta Õxoyme kai kal�, giat¼
eke¼ poy ua talaipvrhuÃ egÃ, kal´tera na talaipvrhuüte ese¼q. Gkªgke;
ade na pernate na me ksefortonosaste ke na ta xume ke kala, Äiati eki pu Ta
taleporiTo eÄo, kalitera na taleporiTite esis. gege?
Go on, go across [to Asia], so as you can be rid of me and we can maintain
friendly relations, because rather than me get in trouble [Ôthere that I will
get in troubleÕ], itÕs better that you get in trouble. Understood? (TsifCÊ20)

The connection between space and time is obvious in (13a): the Crusaders are
attacked at the spot through which they are Ôadvancing nice and proudÕ. As
(13b), (13c) and (13d) show, however, there is no longer any necessary sense of
spatial identity between the pu-clause and its matrix.

So pseudo-relatives are a class of relativisations which, because their heads
are syntactically peripheral to their matrices, end up filling a subordinator role
in their sentences. As incipient distinct linguistic signs, they are subject to auto-
nomous semantic development, which can be described as novel grammaticali-
sations.

3.2.3.ÊCleft
It is usual cross-linguistically for relative and cleft formations to use the same
morpheme; Greek is no exception. Thus, Greek has cleft sentences of the type il-
lustrated below:

(14a) O Gi�nnhq e¼nai poy syn�nthseq
o Äianis ine pu sinadises
John is REL you met
ItÕs John that you met

In such utterances, a nominal is extracted from a matrix clause, which in turn is
converted into a pu-clause connected to the nominal by a copula. This construc-
tion is not far removed from those constructions where the relative clause is
extraposed from its head (8a); so (14a) could also be read as ItÕs John, whom
you metÑwhere pu sinadises is a relative clause describing o Äianis, the subject
of ine. The difference between the two interpretations is marked in speech by a
clear final intonation break before the pu-clause for the relativiser interpreta-
tion. Context almost always suffices to determine whether the sentence is exis-
tential (with the copula as the main verb) or cleft, and whether the first nominal
has the strong focus characteristic of clefting or not.
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The copula in clefts agrees in person and number with the nominal preceding
it, so that grammatically the clefted nominal is fully the subject of the nominal
(as distinct from English clefting, where the subject is dummy it):

(14b) Vst¿so, to giatr¿ kai to dikhg¿ro, egÃ e¼mai p�le poy toyq
ostoso, to Äiatro ke to DikiÄoro, eÄo ime pale pu tus

I I.am yet REL them
spoyd�zv.
spuDazo.
I instruct
But the doctors and the lawyersÑitÕs me that ends up instructing them
(PsichV1 119)

There is little constraint on which nominal in a sentence can be clefted. As (14a)
and (14b) show, subjects can be clefted; direct objects can be as well (14c) (note
that the clefted object appears in the nominative, as the subject of the copula)Ñ

(14c) O Gi�nnhq e¼nai poy ua deiq
o Äianis ine pu Ta Dis
John (NOM) is REL you will see
ItÕs John that you will see.

as can prepositional phrases.13

(14d) To ªunoq tvn Ellünvn e¼nai ªjypno ªunoq? m¿no sto züthma thq glÃsshq
to ÔeTnos ton elinonÕ ine eksipno eTnos mono sto Ôzitima tis ÄlosisÕ

only in the language question
e¼nai poy ta mperdªbei.
ine pu ta berDevi
is REL them (NEUT) mixes up
The ÔHellenic NationÕ is a smart nation; itÕs just in the ÔLanguage QuestionÕ
that it gets things mixed up. (PsichV1 192)

(14e) Nai, kai akribws se  ekeino to shmeio einai pou  h Paideia leei ston

Loukiano, oriste edw ki o Aisxinhs pou h mana tou htane kamparetzou

(tumpanistria  leei) xarh se mena (thn Paideia) egine megas kai tranos.

Nai, kai akribÃq se eke¼no to shme¼o e¼nai poy h Paide¼a lªei ston Loykian¿, or¼ste
edÃ ki o Aisxünhq poy h m�na toy ütane kamparetzo´ (tympan¼stria lªei) x�rh se
mªna (thn Paide¼a) ªgine mªgaq kai tran¿q.
ne, ke akrivos se ekino to simio ine pu i peDia lei ston lukiano, oriste eDo ki o
esxinis pu i mana tu itane kabaredzu (tibanistria lei) xari se mena (tin peDia) eÄine
meÄas ke tranos.
Yes, and itÕs at that point precisely that Education says to Lucian, Ôlook here,
even Aeschines whose mother was a cabaret girl (a drummer, he calls it) be-
came high and mighty thanks to me (Education).Õ (Nikos Sarantakos, Arxaies

mamades (Re: H mama tou Loukiavou) ; Hellas-L, 1997Ð04Ð10)

In such instances, since the entire prepositional phrase precedes the copula, the
nominal cannot become the subject of the copula. Indeed, reminiscent of
pseudo-relatives, clefting in Greek can even extract adverbials from their matrix
clause:

13Joseph & Philippaki-Warburton (1987:99) find such usage ÔmarginalÕ, but it does not offend
my linguistic intuition.
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(14f) T¿teq e¼nai poy mpükame sto jenodoxe¼o toy staumo´.
totes ine pu bikame sto ksenoDoxio tu staTmu.
then is REL we entered in the hotel of the station
It was then that we entered the station hotel. (PsichV1 49)

3.2.4.ÊInverse cleft and pseudo-cleft
There are two other constructions akin to clefting in Greek. In the first (called
here inverse cleft), the subject of the copula in the cleft construction is simply
placed after the copula, so that the nominal is adjacent to the pu-clause:

(15a) Den e¼moyn egÃ poy thn ªkamna k�poy k�poy na jexn� tiq pollªq
Den imun eÄo pu tin ekamna
not I.was I REL her made
p¼kreq thq zvüq thq.
pikres tis zois tus.
It wasnÕt me that made her occasionally forget the many sorrows of her life.
(PsichV1 44)

This construction is harder still to distinguish from a straightforward relative
clause than the direct cleft. The nominal is now in a syntactically marked posi-
tion (assuming SV word order), not with respect to the putative relative clause,
but with respect to the putative copula matrix. So a relative reading is the least
marked option syntactically. In this case, the cleft reading is established by
pragmatics: a relativising interpretation would make the main assertion of the
sentence existential (Ôit was not meÑand incidentally I made her forgetÕ), which
can be ruled out by context as infelicitous.

On the other hand, it is impossible to settle on the cleft reading (15b) against
the relativising reading (15c) in the following sentence:

(15b) MÕ ¿la thq ta xr¿nia e¼tan eke¼nh poy mÕ ªsprvxne.
m ola tis ta xtonis itan ekini pu m esproxne

she was that one REL me was pushing
Despite her age, it was she who kept pushing me. (PsichV1 44)

(15c) MÕ ¿la thq ta xr¿nia ∅ e¼tan eke¼nh poy mÕ ªsprvxne.
m ola tis ta xtonis ∅ itan ekini pu m esproxne

she was that one REL me was pushing
Despite her age, she was the one who kept pushing me. (PsichV1 44)14

The gloss of (15c) points to the second strategy Greek uses as an alternative to
clefting. This is what Joseph & Philippaki-Warburton (1987:100) term pseudo-
clefting, and it is syntactically as well as semantically indistinguishable from
relativisation.15 In this strategy, the extracted nominal is equated by copula not

14The difference lies only in the syntactic analysis of ekini: in (15b), it is the dislocated subject of
the copula itan, while in (15c), it is the complement of the copula. (In spoken form, however, the
syntactic dislocation in (15b) would be accompanied by prominent sentential stress on ekini.) Of
course, the ambiguity of this construction is parallel to that of English cleft sentences: ItÕs the
woman that I saw is equally ambiguous between the cleft reading and the relativising existen-
tial reading There is the woman whom I saw.
15What makes pseudo-clefting distinctive is its close analogy to other clefts; it is used in the
same contexts, with the same thematic meaning; the matrix assertion, involving an anaphor and
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with a pu-clause, but with a pronoun modified by the pu-clause containing the
erstwhile matrix:

(16) Ayt¿ poy xrei�zetai sth zvü toy e¼nai peiuarx¼a.
afto pu xriazete sti zoi tu ine piTarxia.
that REL he needs in his life is discipline
What he needs in his life is discipline.
A bit of discipline is good for people. (Tah 198)

As already seen, there is nothing unusual about pronouns being qualified by pu-
clauses in Greek: this is how Greek forms the equivalent of definite headless
relatives. And just as there is nothing distinctive about What he needs is disci-
pline in English, where what is a definite headless relative, so too there is
nothing distinctive about afto pu xriazete ine piTarxia in Greek. This is in con-
trast with clefting, which is syntactically markedÑmore so in English (with its
use of a dummy subject) than in Greek. So there is a continuum of clefting in
Greek. Direct cleft constructions are syntactically distinct, but are not very far
from relative clauses; inverse clefts like (15b) are even closer formally to relative
clauses; and pseudo-relatives exploit what are formally and unambiguously rel-
ative clauses.

3.3.ÊComplementiser

3.3.1.ÊSyntactic issues involving pu-complements

As a complementiser, pu introduces realis complements. It is semantically
marked for factivity with respect to the unmarked realis complements intro-
duced by oti or pos (¤4). However, pu-complements differ syntactically from oti-
and pos-complements; pu behaves much more like irrealis na, the grammaticali-
sation with which it competes so frequently, than like its realis counterparts. In
addition, the sundry functions of puÑrelativiser, complementiser, and adjunct
connectiveÑare frequently identical in surface syntactic structure. Properly, one
should speak of the categories in fuzzy terms; they are discussed as discrete en-
tities for convenience of exposition, but instances in text are often ambiguous in
such a way that disambiguation is not crucial.

One salient syntactic characteristic of pu-complements is that perception pu-
complements obligatorily raise their subjects. Raising is a usual characteristic of
na-complements (17c) (although unraised complements as in (17d) are accept-
able), but atypical and marked for pos/oti-complements (17e) and unacceptable
for emotive pu-complements (17f, 17g):16

a copula, is still thematically subordinate to the relative clause assertionÑsomething not normal
for relativisation.
16The tense change between (17a) and (17c) is required by the interplay of mood and tense in
Greek.
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(17a) «Akoysa ton Pªtro poy/*¿ti/*pvq ªfeyge
akusa ton petro pu/*oti/*pos efevÄe
I heard the P. (ACC) pu/*oti/*pos he was leaving (IMPFP)
I heard Peter leaving

(17b) «Akoysa *poy/¿ti/pvq ªfeyge o Pªtroq
akusa *pu/oti/pos efevÄe o petros
I heard *pu/oti/pos he was leaving (IMPFP) the P. (NOM)
I heard that Peter was leaving

(17c) «Akoysa ton Pªtro na fe´gei
akusa ton petro na fevÄi
I heard the P. (ACC) na he is leaving (IMPFS)
I heard Peter leaving

(17d) «Akoysa na fe´gei o Pªtroq
akusa na fevÄi o petros
I heard na he is leaving (IMPFS) the P. (NOM)
I heard Peter leaving

(17e) Blªpv thn arko´da ¿ti xore´ei
vlepo tin arkuDa oti xorevi
I see the bear (ACC) oti it is dancing (IMPFS)
I see that the bear is dancing

(17f) *X�rhka ton Pªtro poy ªfeyge
xarika ton petro pu efevÄe
I was happy the P. (ACC) pu he was leaving (IMPFP)
*I was happy that Peter was leaving

(17g) X�rhka poy ªfeyge o Pªtroq
xarika pu efevÄe o petros
I was happy pu he was leaving (IMPFP) the P. (NOM)
I was happy that Peter was leaving

In raised sentences like (17a), the raised subject preceding the pu-clause is for-
mally identical to a head preceding a pu-relative clause: (17a) can be glossed as
ÔI heard Peter who was leavingÕ just as easily as ÔI heard Peter leavingÕ. There is a
good semantic motivation for raising of perception complements: I heard Peter
leaving entails I heard Peter, so it is natural to take Peter as the object of heard.
This leaves I heard Peter leaving construed as I heard Peter, who was leaving,
since leaving is now supplementary information about Peter. And in turn, I
heard Peter, who was leaving can be reanalysed as I heard Peter leavingÑ
which is likely what also happened with akusa ton petro pu efevÄe.17

Greek is Pro-Drop: the reduced form of an object is a clitic, while the reduced
form of a subject is zero. As a result, when nominal reduction occurs with pu-
complements, perception verbs retain an explicit anaphor to which the pu-

17As I postulate in ¤8, raised perception complements result from the reanalysis of relative
clauses.
For a more detailed discussion on raising in Greek, see Kakouriotis (1980), Joseph (1976). Note
that unlike English, Greek raises out of finite rather than infinitival complements: the pu-, oti-
and na-clauses are fully tensed and conjugated.
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complement is anchored, as in (18a)Ñalthough it would be difficult to interpret
a clitic as head of a relative clause. Other verbs taking pu-complements do not
retain such an anaphor, as in (18b):

(18a) {Ton/*∅} �koysa poy ªfeyge
ton/*∅ akusa pu efevÄe
him/*∅ I heard pu he was leaving
I heard him leaving.

(18b) X�rhka poy ªfeyge ∅
xarika pu efevÄe ∅
I was happy pu he was leaving (he)
I was happy that he was leaving.

This means that, with other pu-complements, there is no ÔheadÕ for the comple-
ment to be anchored to: the complement is not syntactically ambiguous with a
relative clause. For perception pu-complements, however, such a head is always
present.

Another characteristic of pu-complements is that pu-complements cannot be
preposed, whereas oti-complements can be preposed if topicalised (by a corefer-
ential clitic) and preceded by a definite article:

(19a) *Poy se blªpv xa¼romai
*pu se vlepo xerome
IÕm happy to see you18

(19b) To ¿ti se blªpv to jªrv
to oti se vlepo to ksero
the that I see you it I know
I know it, that I can see you

This seems to indicate that pu-complements are syntactically more tightly
bound to their matrix predicates than oti-complements.

3.3.2.ÊEmotive complements
Following predicates of emotion, pu and na are in complementary distribution,
and (in most peopleÕs CSMG) oti and pos are disallowed. pu is factive (¤4): it
presupposes the truth of its complements, and as a result, the truth of the com-
plement is preserved when the matrix verb is negated. (E.g. I am not happy that
you left still implies you left.) On the other hand, na is not factive, but makes a
general, time-independent claim about the complement:

(20a) Xa¼romai poy se blªpv
xerome pu se vlepo
IÕm happy to see you (I am seeing you right now, and I am happy for it)

(20b) Xa¼romai na se blªpv
xerome na se vlepo

18The sentence is only admissible in CSMG with the meaning ÔI am happy when I see youÕ.
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IÕm happy to see you (I am happy whenever I see youÑalthough I am not neces-
sarily seeing you right now)

In referring to a specific versus a generic event, pu is realis, and na is irrealis. So
after emotive predicates, pu is obligatory for realis complementsÑwhich is not
the case for other predicate classes.

The class of emotive predicates should be taken in a broad sense to refer to
any subjective judgement on the complement; it thus includes such predicates
as the verb fteo Ôbe responsible, be someoneÕs faultÕ and the adverb kala Ô[itÕs just
as] wellÕ. Whether a pu-clause is a complement or a causal adjunct (with which
emotive complements are traditionally conflatedÑe.g. by Tzartzanos) is pri-
marily a semantic judgement. It is definitional to the predicate BE SOMEONEÕS
FAULT, for example, that there is something one is responsible for (21a),
whereas it is not part of the definition of GIVE that there be a reason for giving
(21b); so pu introduces a complement for the former, but an adjunct for the
latter.

(21a) De fta¼v egÃ poy x�lase to aytok¼nhto
De fteo eÄo pu xalase to aftokinito
not I.am.at.fault I pu broke the car
ItÕs not my fault the car broke down.

(21b) DÃse moy ªna s´ko, poy dic�v
Dose mu ena siko, pu Dipsao
give me a fig pu I.thirst
Give me a fig, IÕm thirsty. (MinB 466; Lykoudi, Zante, Heptanesa)

oti/pos do not seem to be in common use after emotive predicates; they are cer-
tainly disallowed in my idiolect, and I have no recollection of hearing or reading
them in extant use. However, occasional counterexamples can be found (22a,
22b):

(22a) Lypo´mai pvq etapeinÃuhka t¿so
lipume pos etapinoTika toso
IÕm sad to have been so humiliated. (Tz ¤241; Drosinis)

(22b) Aisuan¿tan ntropü pvq h Asümv ua Õfeyge apÕ to sp¼ti toy
esTanotan dropi pos i asimo Ta fevÄe ap to spiti tu.
He felt ashamed that Asimo would be leaving his house. (Tz ¤282 CII 2 b;
Papantoniou)

The insistence of Puristic on oti-complements after emotive predicates (22c)
may have been a contributing factor here:

(22c) (1888)
=Aq múq sygxvrüs� ¸ k. Cyx�rhq Îti metaxeiriz¿meua tîn bªbhlon gl©ssan t©n
¨fhmer¼dvn
as mas siNxorisi o kirios psixaris oti metaxirizomeTa tin vevilon Älosan ton
efimeriDon
Let Mr. Psichari forgive us for using the unholy language of the press [Puristic]
(Palamas: book review; PsichV1 214)
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But it seems likelier that this represents variation within the vernacular, and
Christidis (1981) reports the acceptability to some speakers of oti introducing
imperfective emotive pu-complements. To those speakers, (22d) would be ac-
ceptable, but (22e) would not.19

(22d) Lyp�mai ¿ti o arxhg¿q thq ajivmatiküq antipol¼teyshq den prosªrxetai stiq
synedri�seiq
lipame oti o arxiÄos tis aksiomatikis adipolitefsis Den proserxete (IMPFS) stis
sineDriasis
I am sorry that the Leader of the Opposition is not attending the meetings

(22e) Lypüuhka *¿ti den ürue na me dei
lipiTika *oti Den irTe (PERFP) na me Di
I was sorry ∅  he didnÕt come to see me20

A problematic instance of pu usage is brought up by Tzartzanos (1991 [1946,
1963] ¤117) with regard to the interjections anaTema Ôdamn!Õ and alimono Ôwoe!Õ
These interjections can be followed by pu-clauses, as shown below:

(24a) Ax! an�uema poy ako´ei gyna¼kaq l¿gia!
ax! anaTema pu akui Äinekas loÄia!
Oh, damn him who hears a womanÕs words! (Tz ¤117; Passow)

(24b) Allo¼mon¿ toy, poy ako´ei gyna¼kaq l¿gia.
alimono tu, pu akui Äinekas loÄia.
Woe to him who hears a womanÕs words (Tz ¤117; Passow)

Tzartzanos considers these to be headless relatives, and this is how the phrases
have been glossed. But it is also possible to consider these interjections as emo-
tive predicates; both take animate objectsÑanaTema in the accusative, alimono
in the genitive/dative; so a clausal complement would not be inconsistent with
the interjections. This case is strengthened by the fact that Tzartzanos adds a
third interjection to his listÑkrima Ô[itÕs a] pityÕ, treated here as an emotive
predicate, and for which a headless relative interpretation is much less attrac-
tive.21

19To both Christidis and myself, (22d) is not acceptable.
20to oti (with the definite article preceding the complementiser) can also introduce emotive
complements in the general case. As (23) shows, however, when this explicitly nominal com-
plement is used, the complement is an oblique argument of the predicate, and not a direct ob-
ject.
(23) Lyp�mai gia to ¿ti �rghsa

lipame Äia to oti arÄisa
I regret for the fact that I was late
I regret the fact that IÕm late

This is true for all emotive predicates of which the complement is not a subject, and implies that
the pu-complements of these predicates are likewise obliques rather than direct objects.
21In a clause like krima pu piÄes ÔitÕs a pity that you wentÕ, it would be nonsensical to treat pu
piÄes as a headless relative (*ÔitÕs a pity [for?] you, who wentÕ).
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3.3.3.ÊCognitive-Physical factive complements
The group of complements considered here is heterogeneous; the defining fac-
tor is that these are predicates which, in CSMG, can take either pu-complements
or oti/pos-complements. All these pu-complements are factive. Furthermore,
they all belong to the semantic class identified by Ransom (1986Ñsee discus-
sion in ¤4) as Cognitive-Physical. They include two major subclasses: per-
ception predicates, such as akuo ÔhearÕ and vlepo ÔseeÕ; and cognitive predi-
cates, such as ksero ÔknowÕ and Timame ÔrememberÕ.

The syntax of perception verbs has already been discussed. A clear-cut se-
mantic differentiation exists between pu-complements and oti-complements
after such verbs: pu denotes immediate perception (25a), whereas oti makes an
indirect evidential claim (25b):

(25a) Ton �koysa poy erx¿tan
ton akusa pu erxotan (IMPFP)
I heard him coming

(25b) «Akoysa ¿ti erx¿tan
akusa oti erxotan
I heard that he was coming.

Furthermore, pu is factive, whereas oti (and na) are not:

(26a) Den ton �koysa poy erx¿tan
Den ton akusa pu erxotan (IMPFP)
I didnÕt hear him coming (Implication: He did come).

(26b) Den ton �koysa na ªrxetai
Den ton akusa na erxete (IMPFS)
I didnÕt hear him coming (No implication: He did come.)

(26c) Den �koysa ¿ti erx¿tan
Den akusa oti erxete (IMPFP)
I didnÕt hear that he was coming (No implication: He did come.)

After cognitive predicates, pu contrasts with oti. In broad terms, when such a
predicate is used with a pu-complement, the normally non-factive complement
becomes factive; furthermore, it is no longer explicitly asserted, but becomes
presupposed. Thus, while (27a) is a yes-no question, (27b) is a rhetorical ques-
tion, since the proposition Ôwe went to ParisÕ is never questioned:

(27a) Uym�sai ¿ti pügame sto Par¼si;
Timase oti piÄame sto parisi?
Do you remember us going to Paris?
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(27b) Uym�sai poy pügame sto Par¼si;
Timase pu piÄame sto parisi?
Remember when we went to Paris?22

And whereas (28a) is a straightforward negation, (28b) strongly hints that the
person in question should remember the trip, since it is known to have taken
place.23

(28a) De uym�tai ¿ti pügame sto Par¼si
De Timate oti piÄame sto parisi
He does not remember that we went to Paris

(28b) De uym�tai poy pügame sto Par¼si
De Timate pu piÄame sto parisi
He does not remember that we went to Paris (Òoh sure he doesnÕtÓ)

With perception predicates, pu-complements are fairly frequent in text (7% in
TahtsisÕ The Third Wedding); they are much less plentiful for cognitive predi-
cates (1.6% in The Third Wedding), and the semantic content of cognitive pu-
complements is more difficult to capture (¤4.3.2, ¤4.4).

There are two uncharacteristic cognitive predicates which always take pu-
complements: the imperatives ase (or afise) and vale, which literally mean Ôlet!;
leave out!Õ and Ôput!; add!Õ, but with pu-complements mean Ônever mind that;
leave alone thatÕ and Ôadd to that the fact that; moreoverÕ:

(29a) Ma tÃra ªxv xr¿nia na pa¼jv [mantol¼no]. De moy Õxei me¼nei pia myal¿ ki ¿rejh gia
tªtoia pr�mata. «Ase poy den ªxv kai mantol¼no.
ma tora exo xronia na pekso. De mu xi mini pia mialo ki oreksi Äia tetia pramata.
ase pu Den exo ke madolino.
But itÕs years since I held a mandoline in my hands. I donÕt have the concen-
tration or the mood for such things nowadays. Come to that, I donÕt even
have the mandoline. (Tah 138)

(29b) Giati ka0e fora pou lew oti erxomai, dhmiourghtai kykloforiakh

symforhsh sto Anatoliko apo tis 0aymastries mou pou tsalapatiountai na

me gnwrisoun!!! Ase pou  ka0esthroun oles oi pthseis gia Skandinayia,

mia oles erxontai na me gnwrisoun (diabases TI eipe o Aggelos!!!)

Giat¼ k�ue for� poy lªv ¿ti ªrxomai, dhmioyrgütai kykloforiakü symf¿rhsh sto
Anatolik¿ ap¿ tiq uaym�striªq moy poy tsalapatio´ntai na me gnvr¼soyn!!! «Ase
poy kauesthro´n [sic] ¿leq oi ptüseiq gia Skandinay¼a, mia ¿leq ªrxontai na me
gnvr¼soyn (di�baseq TI e¼pe o «Aggeloq!!!)
Äiati kaTe fora pu leo oti erxome, DimiurÄite kikloforiaki simforisi sto anatoliko
apo tis Tavmastries mu pu tsalapatiude na me Änorisun!!! ase pu kaTisterun oles i
ptisis Äia skanDinavia, mia oles erxode na me Änorisun (Diavases ti ipe o agelos!!!)
Because every time I say IÕm coming over, thereÕs a traffic jam at Athens
International Airport from my admirers thronging to meet me!!! Never mind
that all the flights to Scandinavia are delayed since they all come to get to know
me (you read exactly what Angelos said!!!) (Sotirios Skevoulis, O Bobolis

...wrimazei... ; Hellas-L, 1996Ð11Ð08)

22The pu-clause is not interpreted as an adjunct since it situates the time of what is remem-
bered, not the time at which the matrix proposition takes place. The affinity between the tempo-
ral and complement readings is nonetheless obvious.
23Fuller discussion on this topic is given in ¤4.3.2.
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(29c) Na jªr� kane¼q tªleia thn arxa¼a th glÃssa, lªei o symbibasm¿q, ü na uªl� na m�u�
¿loyq toyq kan¿neq thq nªaq, e¼nai yperbolü. B�le poy ªxei to pr�ma kai th
dyskol¼a toy.
na kseri kanis telia tin arxea ti Älosa, lei o ÔsimvivasmosÕ, i na Teli na maTi olus tus
kanones tis neas, ine ÔiperboliÕ. vale pu exi to prama ke ti Diskolia tu.
Knowing the ancient language perfectly, says Compromise, or wishing to learn
all the rules of the modern, is an ÔexcessÕ. Add to this that it is a task not with-
out difficulty. (PsichV1 144)

Although these are odd predicates to act as complement-taking verbs, they are
still arguably compositional in meaning, with a metaphorical transfer from the
domain of objects to propositions: Ôleave alone the proposition thatÉÕ; Ôconsider
also the proposition thatÉÕ

One could argue that ase is in fact Emotive: one highlights a fact, but makes a
value judgement that it is not worth further discussion, because its contribution
to the point being made is self-explanatory. Similarly, vale introduces a new fact
into the discussion as further confirming the speakerÕs argument; but the value
judgement is not as obvious here, and it is more straightforward to consider pu
in vale pu a cognitive nominaliser, as done above.

3.3.4.ÊNon-factive complements
In CSMG, predicates of saying (linguistic predicates) and non-factive predicates
do not as a rule allow pu. There are several dialects where this is not the case,
and pu has become the generic realis complementiser, displacing pos to a
marked role; this is discussed more extensively in ¤6.

There are some indications that the barrier between cognitive factive and lin-
guistic factive use of pu is not absolute in CSMG. For example, (30a) is an utter-
ance that was addressed to me while I was in Athens, November 1995:

(30a) De soy e¼pa poy o T�soq ªxei ªnan j�derfo sthn Aystral¼a;
De su ipa pu o tasos exi enan ksaDerfo stin afstralia?
DidnÕt I tell you how Tasos has a cousin in Australia?

The speaker (my neighbour in Athens) is of Greek Macedonian descent; but
rather than attribute this utterance to a dialect substratum, it is more plausible
to explain pu as a marker of presuppositionÑand in this case, givenness: I
should have known that Tasos had a cousin in Australia, since the speaker had
earlier spoken to me of this, in the same way as (28b) implies the addressee
should remember the trip to Paris. Similarly, (30b) stresses that the comple-
ment of leo is given, and makes a point of it by topicalising the complement with
a clitic:24

24The clitic ta in (30b) appears in the neuter plural normally reserved for a generic object (cf.
idioms like ta vrikame Ôwe have found themÊ= we have reconciledÕ), and is thus not strictly
speaking coreferential with the clausal complement. A more literal gloss would be Ôwe have said,
that she filled his bedroomÉÕ Making the object of the speech verb generic, however, underlines
that the clausal complement is given.
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(30b) KiÕ �lloyq ªxei f�ei [h «Artemiq] all� ton mikr¿ ton «Admhto poy ntr�phke giat¼
bgüke Admhto´ kai Çapasxolo´se ton aderf¿ thqÈ, ton laxt�rhseÉ Ta Õpame poy
toy gªmise to br�dy toy g�moy toy thn kam�ra me f¼dia.
ki alus exi fai ala ton mikro ton aDmito pu drapike Äiati vÄike aDmitu ke
Ôapasxoluse ton aDerfo tisÕ ton laxtariseÉ ta pame pu tu Äemise to vraDi tu Äamu tu
tin kamara me fiDia.
Artemis has killed other people too, but she came down with a vengeance on
young Admetus, who embarrassed her because he turned out to be an
ÔAdmetessÕ and Ôpreoccupied her brotherÕ [i.e. they had a homosexual relation-
ship.] WeÕve already talked about how she filled his bedroom with snakes on
his wedding night. (TsifM 187; the story of Admetus has been recounted on pp.
145Ð147)

Compare also the fixed expression De les pu Ôwhy donÕt you say (admit) thatÉÕ,
which uses pu after a verb of saying (Nicholas 1998a).

3.3.5.ÊSubject complements
The pu-complements considered until now have all been the direct objects of
their matrix predicates, which constitute a closed class. But pu-complements
can also constitute the subjects of their predicates. The class of predicates al-
lowing clausal subjects is much more open, and in this role pu is in competition
with to oti (oti preceded by a definite article); pu is associated with low register
and oti with high register. Thus, subject-pu is particularly common in the slangy
prose of Tsiforos (31a, 31b), whereas a to oti-expression would be preferred in
higher registers (31c, 31d):

(31a) SÕ ayt¿n [ton Klob¼k] ofe¼letai sümera poy h Gall¼a e¼nai kauoliki�.
s afton ofilete simera pu i Äalia ine kaTolikia.
to him it is owed today that France is Catholic
It is thanks to him (Clovis) that France is today Catholic. (TsifHF 29)

(31b) «Etsi ejhge¼tai poy oi aytokr�toreq mªnane pol´ l¼go kair¿
etsi eksiÄite pu i aftokratores menane poli liÄo kero
thus it is explained that the emperors remained very briefly
kai met� xan¿ntoysan ad¿jvq kai ap¿ lep¼di.
ke meta xanodusan aDoksos ke apo lepiDi.
That is the explanation why the emperors remained briefly, and afterwards
perished ingloriously by the blade. (TsifHF 25)

(31c) H kyra-Ek�bh epªmene ¿ti ayt¿ poy Õkane ton patªra thq nÕ apofas¼sei na thn p�rei,
ütan tÕ ¿ti e¼xe fardi� lek�nh.
i kira ekavi epemene oti afto pu kane ton patera tis n apofasisi na tin pari, itan t oti
ixe farDia lekani.
Mrs Hecuba insisted that what made her father marry her (her mother) was the
fact that she had a wide pelvis.
Hecuba insisted that her father married her mother only because she had wide
hips. (Tah 63)

(31d) To oti  htav ce 8ech va boh8hcei evav Ellhva filo 8a mnopouce va

ofeiletai  kai ce anlh cugkupia

To ¿ti ütan se uªsh na bohuüsei ªnan «Ellhna f¼lo ua mporo´se na ofe¼letai kai se
aplü sygkyr¼a
to oti itan se Tesi na voiTisi enan elina filo Ta boruse na ofilete ke se apli siNgiria
The fact that he was in a position to help a Greek friend might be due to a
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mere coincidence (George Baloglou, Re: Gia tov Kara0eodwrn ; Hellas-L, 1996Ð
11Ð10)

Subject complements are always factive, whether they involve pu or oti; non-
factive complements use na or to na instead. There is a syntactic difference be-
tween pu and to oti: p u-subjects follow the predicate, and are thus indistin-
guishable from pu-objects and pu-adjuncts, whereas to oti-subjects may precede
their predicate, just like normal subject NPÕs in SVO utterances (compare 31a,
31d.)

For some sentences the clausal subject can be dropped without anomaly. As a
result, in utterances such as (32), pu is ambiguous between marking a subject
complement and marking an adjunct.

(32) Gyna¼ka, e¼pe ke¼noq? poy ªfyga, me bgüke se kal¿.
Äineka, ipe kinos; pu efiÄa, me vÄike se kalo.
Wife, he said, the fact that I left turned out to my advantage/when I left, it
turned out to my advantage. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV v note iv; Laograf¼a 5. 453)

3.4.ÊAdjuncts
The semantic distinctions between different types of pu-adjunct are hazy.
However, one factor unites them semantically: they are all realis. The causes,
circumstances, results, contrasts, realis concessives, and temporal loci marked
by pu are all true in the world. This contrasts pu-adjuncts with those adjuncts
introduced by pu na (optatives, potential results, irrealis concessives) or na by
itself (conditionals and irrealis concessives.)25

The ambiguity between the types of adjunct-pu inheres (at least synchroni-
cally) not in polysemy, but in underspecification of definition.26 It is useful for
exposition and diachronic explanation to isolate distinct meanings for pu, such
as cause, result, and temporal. But synchronically, the only information pu
supplies in introducing adjuncts is this: two propositions are involved; the pu-
clause is semantically subordinate to the other; both clauses are true of the
world. This rules out conditionals as a potential function of pu; but it can only
be world knowledge, and occasional textual signals (collocation with tetios/tosos
for resultatives, ke for concessives) that determines whether a particular pu-
clause is say, temporal or causal.27 More often than not such ambiguity does not

25na also introduces temporals in South-Eastern dialects, which need not be irrealis.
26Support for an underspecification analysis comes from IngriaÕs (in prep.) analysis of ke, which
turns up in a similar range of adjunct functions. As Ingria concludes,

kai [ke] has an underspecified semantics, compared to that of overt subordinating
conjunctions such as ma [ma ÔbutÕ], t¿te [tote ÔthenÕ], giayt¿ [Äiafto ÔthereforeÕ], etc.
This allows it to be used in situations where these conjunctions can appear, since
its semantics is non-distinct from theirs in the appropriate respects. One way of
characterizing the situation is to view each of the various subordinating conjunc-
tions in Modern Greek as indicating a particular rhetorical relation (in the sense of
Mann [(Mann & Thompson 1988)] etc.), while kai can mark any one of a range of
rhetorical relations.

27Since post hoc ergo propter hoc is a common assumption, moreover, pu can easily be am-
biguous between those two meanings.
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matterÑnamely, it does not impede communication. Yet when the ambiguity
does matter, Greek has alternative connectives one can resort to, for virtually all
adjunct functions in question.

Another possible ambiguity is that between adjuncts and relative clauses. This
is a phenomenon hardly specific to Modern Greek: the grammars of many lan-
guages, from Classical Greek to Modern English, point to the existence of resul-
tative relative clauses, concessive relative clauses, and so forth. This highlights a
natural tendency for relative clauses to be enriched with added semantics, as
hearers imbue relative clauses with more specific relations to the main clause;
e.g. a relative clause which also conveys a result of the matrix, a cause for the
matrix, and so on.

Faithful to the discussion of such ambiguity in traditional grammar,
Tzartzanos (1991 [1946, 1963] ¤266 2) spends some time discussing ÔimpureÕ
relative clausesÑincluding causal, purposive, resultative, conditional, and con-
cessive clauses. But since pu already introduces purely causal, resultative or
concessive clauses, without acting as a relative clause, the distinction between
causal relative clause and causal adjunct becomes a matter of finding a candi-
date head, and deciding how tightly the clause is bound to that head. The deci-
sion can only be made case-by-case; given the paradigmatic expansion of pu,
this synchronic arbitrariness is inevitable.

3.4.1.ÊIntroducing cause or reason clauses
Traditional grammarians regard the use of pu with emotive predicates (¤3.3.2)
as causal. However, pu is used as a causal with other predicates, where it clearly
has an adjunct role. In (33), for example, the pu-clause could not be considered
a complement of the predicate TAKE:

(33) Mia xelvno´la brüka kai thn püra, poy th uªlei h Jeftªraina sto sp¼ti, gian� trÃh
toyq c´lloyq.
mia xelonula vrika ke tin pira, pu ti Teli i ksefterena sto spiti, Äia na troi tus psilus.
I found a small turtle and took it, because XefterisÕ wife wanted it for her
house, to eat the fleas. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 2; Drosinis)

Greek also has explicitly causal connectives: low register Äiati, and high register
epiDi and Dioti (from Puristic).

A difference in syntactic scope can be determined between pu and epiDi, in
(34a) and (34b): the epiDi-clause has a clear intonation break before it (marked
here by a comma), which is not possible before pu. Furthermore, the negation of
the matrix clause obligatorily includes the pu-clause, whereas the epiDi-clause
may be excluded from the negation if the intonation break intervenes. And the
pu-clause cannot be preposed, unlike the epiDi-clause (34c).28

(34a) Den ton pr¿dvse kanªnaq poy den pe¼raze �nurvpo
Den ton proDose kanenas pu Den piraze anTropo

28Example (34d), where the pu-clause is preposed, is not acceptable in CSMG:
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It is not the case that {someone betrayed him because he did no harm to any-
one}→ ItÕs not because he did no harm to anyone that someone betrayed him.

(34b) Den ton pr¿dvse kanªnaq, epeidü/giat¼/*poy den pe¼raze �nurvpo
Den ton proDose kanenas, epiDi/Äiati/*pu Den piraze anTropo
It is not the case that {someone betrayed him}, because he did no harm to
anyone→ Noone betrayed him, because he did no harm to anyone.

(34c) Epeidü/*poy/*giat¼ den pe¼razen �nurvpo, den ton pr¿dvse kanªnaq.
epiDi/*pu/*Äiati Den pirazen anTropo, Den ton proDose kanenas
Because he did no harm to anyone, noone betrayed him. (Tz ¤242 1 a:
Papantoniou)

So pu-causals behave like pu-complements: they preserve their truth under
negation (factive), and cannot be preposed.

Work has been done by Sidiropoulou (1989) on distinguishing two major
causals of Greek, epiDi ÔbecauseÕ and afu ÔsinceÕ. Sidiropoulou finds that afu in-
sists on the antecedent being the unique cause for the consequent, whereas epiDi
makes no such requirement. (This is consistent with the temporal etymology of
afu.) Since afu-causes are the only possible cause, no alternative cause can be
hypothesised in their sentences. Thus, afu-clauses cannot be metalinguistically
negated (35a) or contrastively focussedÑeither by isolating adverbs (akrivos
ÔpreciselyÕ) (35b), clefting (35c), or sentential stress (35d).29 pu patterns with afu
in all these tests:

(35a) De sÃpase epeidü/afo´/poy toy m¼lhseq, all� epeidü/*afo´/*poy barªuhke na soy
tsakÃnetai
De sopase epiDi/afu/pu tu milises, ala epiDi/*afu/*pu vareTike na su tsakonete
He fell silent not because you talked to him, but because/*since he was tired
of arguing with you

(35b) SÃpase akribÃq epeidü/*afo´/*poy toy m¼lhseq
sopase akrivos epiDi/*afu/*pu tu milises
He fell silent precisely because/*since you spoke to him

(35c) E¼nai epeidü/*afo´/*poy toy m¼lhseq poy sÃpase
ine epiDi/*afu/*pu tu milises pu sopase
ItÕs because/*since you spoke to him that he fell silent

(35d) SÃpase epeidü/*afo´/*poy toy MILHSES
sopase epiDi/*afu/*pu tu milises
He fell silent because/*since you SPOKE to him

Indeed, as Sidiropoulou points out for the equivalent of (35a), the consequent of
a pu-cause may have an alternative under metalinguistic negationÑbut the pu-
cause itself may not: it is not encompassed by the negation at all (35e).

(34d) Paidi� moy, poy e¼mai ftvxü, k�mete eysplaxn¼a.
peDia mu, pu ime ftoxi, kamete efsplaxnia
My children, because I am poor, give alms. (MinB 434; Pisinonda, Zante)

29In this regard, epiDi and afu correspond to their English counterparts because and since.
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(35e) Den sükvse KYMA, poy ªxei aªra! (= �llo ütan to apotªlesma:) KRYVNAME me ton
aªra!
Den sikose kima, pu exi aera! krioname me ton area!
The SURF didnÕt rise because it was windy! (= There was a different result:)
We were COLD because it was windy! (Sidiropoulou 1989:292)

These two facts, the closer binding of pu-causes to their matrix, and the equiva-
lence of pu and afu, point to a contamination between temporal and causal pu.30

A distinct class of causals is formed by the collocation ine pu ÔitÕs becauseÕ. The
phrase ine pu introduces main clauses:

(36) Ako´q to urüno ton pol´, opo´ boggo´n ta d�sh,/kai to darm¿ poy g¼netai, ta ma´ra
moirol¿gia;/E¼nai pÕ apoxvr¼zontai th d¿lia thn patr¼da.
akus to Trino ton poli, opu vogun ta Dasi,/ke to Darmo pu Äinete, ta mavra
miroloÄia?/ine p apoxorizode ti Dolia tin patriDa.
Hear you the laments, so great that the forests moan, and the chest-beating
taking place, and the dark laments? ItÕs because theyÕre parting from their
unfortunate country. (Pol 9)

The ine pu construction has an affinity with the subject-pu construction dis-
cussed in ¤3.3.5: if the pu-clause is analysed as the subject of an existential ine-
copula, then ine pu X corresponds to X is the case, which would lead naturally to
the inference X is the reason why. Whether the implicature is based on causal-
pu or complementiser-pu, in any case, it is now thoroughly conventionalised; ine
pu has only causal denotation, and cannot be used with the other meanings of
pu (ÔitÕs whenÉÕ, ÔitÕs so thatÉÕ, ÔitÕs even thoughÉÕ, etc.)

3.4.2.ÊIntroducing circumstance clauses
Some instances of pu classified by Tzartzanos as causal or manner31 display a
rather attenuated sense of causality. In those cases, I have had recourse to a
more general meaning of adjunct-pu: the pu-clause is related to and semanti-
cally subordinate to the main clause, in some semantically unspecified manner.
The best way of describing pu in such a context is as giving a circumstance
under which the main clause takes place, or a background against which it is to
be understood.32 This is illustrated by the following sentences, where it makes

30Sidiropoulou relies on her own linguistic intuitions; I believe not all SidiropoulouÕs judge-
ments would be accepted by all Greek speakers (for example, in my idiolect pu-adjuncts can be
metalinguistically negated), and the test sentences seem to me strained. A corpus-based study
might unearth interesting results.
Koutoupi-Kiti (1996) is another discussion of Greek causals, formulating distinctions between
Äiati and epiDi. Her conclusion is that epiDi is higher on the clines of direct causality, subordina-
tion, and ideational meaning, whereas Äiati is more prone to express indirect causation,
parataxis, and subjective/interpersonal meaning. In addition, epiDi tends to introduce more
topical causes, and is factive. Clearly causal-pu patterns with epiDi; indeed, since epiDi is a
Puristic loan and Äiati isnÕt, it may be that epiDi displaced pu in CSMG. This is not a subject I
have investigated in this research.
31Tzartzanos (1991 [1946, 1963]) refers to pu as being equivalent to me to na Ôby -ingÕ; but cir-
cumstance is overall a better description of such clauses than manner.
32Although my use of circumstance is novel with respect to TzartzanosÕ and MackridgeÕs taxo-
nomies, it is anticipated by Thumb (1964 [1910] ¤282.2): Òpo  [pu] Ôwhile, since, in that,Õ to de-
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no sense to substitute pu with an explicitly causal expression (epiDi, Äiati, or be-
cause in English), although one can substitute the less explicit expression afu:

(37a) Kai ti kªrdoq ªxei poy svpa¼nei;
ke ti kerDos exi pu sopeni?
and what profit she has pu she is silent
So whatÕs the use in her keeping silent? (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV I 4 a; Drosinis)

(37b) Ti kat�labeq poy to Õspaseq;
ti katalaves pu to spases?
What you understood pu you broke it
What did you gain by breaking it?/ What did you get out of breaking it? (Tz
¤282 LXXXIV I 4 a)

(37c) (1833)
Na dÃsete eiq toyq aplo´q [É] ap¿ pentak¿sia vq x¼lia gr¿sia, opo´ Õnai to
t�laron e¼kosi kai mis¿ gr¿si.
na Dosete is tus aplus [É] apo pendakosia os xilia Ärosia, opu ne to talaron ikosi ke
miso Ärosi.
Give the simple people [É] from five hundred to a thousand groschenÑwhere
a talaron is worth twenty and a half groschen. (MakM 302) [Background infor-
mation]

(37d) (1832Ð1840)
Eiq thn Ãra eke¼nh püga kÕ egÃ eiq tÕ «Argoq, opo´ ümoyne eiq K¿ruo, moy lªne to
k¼nhm� toyq.
is tin ora ekini piÄa k eÄo is t arÄos, opu imune is korTo, mu lene to kinima tus.
At that time I, too went to ArgosÑIÕd been in Corinth (ÔI too went to Argos,
where I was in CorinthÕ)Ñand they told me of their revolt. (MakM 290)

A special case is constituted by pu-clauses displaying a causal link not at the
real-world, but at the illocutionary level. In terms of Rhetorical Structure
Theory (Mann & Thompson 1988; Nicholas 1994), the adjunct does not state
why the matrix event occurred, but why the matrix proposition was utteredÑor,
from the hearerÕs point of view, why the hearer should accept the matrix
proposition. This kind of relation is called JUSTIFY (Justification), and is partic-
ularly prevalent after imperative (21b, 38a), and exclamatory sentencesÑboth
affirmatives (38b) and exclamatory rhetorical questions (39a, 39b).33

(21b) DÃse moy ªna s´ko, poy dic�v
Dose mu ena siko, pu Dipsao
give me a fig pu I thirst
Give me a fig, IÕm thirsty. (MinB 466; Lykoudi, Zante, Heptanesa)

termine more precisely the circumstances or the concurrence (identity) of different actions.Ó
Householder, Kazazis & Koutsoudas (1964:173) consider this a Òslightly specialized typeÓ of re-
sultative, associated with an expression of surprise.
33Sidiropoulou (1989:286) identifies these two levels of causation, naming them metalinguistic
(metaglvssikü) and positive (taktikü), by analogy with the two types of negation. Although she
does not discuss pu, she does mention that epiDi can only convey positive causation, while afu
can also convey metalinguistic causationÑwhat I would call ÔcircumstanceÕ or ÔjustificationÕ; this
explains why pu in such clauses is intersubstitutable with afu, but not with epiDi (ela Do afu se
Telo, Dose mu ena siko afu Dipsao, etc.)
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(38a) «Ela dv poy se uªlv
ela Do pu se Telo
come here pu you I want
Come here, I want you. (Mack 255)

(38b) Ñ«Agie Pel�gie! Me toyq aforismo´q oi st¿loi den katastrªfontai. Uªloyne kai
m�xh.
ÑNa xauüte poy den piste´ete sthn pantodynam¼a toy Kyr¼oy hmÃn.
ÑaÄie pelaÄie! me tus aforismus i stoli Den katastrefode. Telune ke maxi.
Ñna xaTite pu Den pistevete stin padoDinamia tu kiriu imon.
ÒSaint Pelagius! Fleets are not destroyed by excommunication. They need
battle, too.Ó
ÒGet lost, for not believing in the omnipotence of Our Lord!Ó (ÔMay you become
lost that you donÕt believe in the omnipotence of Our LordÕ) (TsifC 275)

(39a) ÔTi na mhn k�nv ªtsi, Xristianü moy,Õ thq lªv, ÔTi na mhn k�nv ªtsi poy sªrnetai
d�gkeioq kai mpore¼ na to x�sv to kor¼tsi moy mªsa sÕ eikostªsereiq Ãreq;Õ
Ôti na min kano etsi, xristiani mu,Õ tis leo, Ôti na min kano etsi pu sernete Dagios ke
bori na to xaso to koritsi mu mesa s ikosteresis ores?Õ
ÒItÕs all very well saying donÕt carry on like that, my good woman,Ó I told her,
Òwhat do you expect me to do? ∅ ThereÕs typhoid about [ÔWhat I should not act
like that, when dengue fever is aboutÉÕ] and in twenty-four hours my baby
may be gone for good!Ó (Tah 76)

(39b) Giat¼ moy ªkameq ayt¿ to kak¿; Ti kak¿ kai jekak¿, lªei, poy ese¼q huªlate na me
f�te!
Äiati mu ekanes afto to kako? ti kako ke ksekako, lei, pu esis iTelate na me fate!
ÒWhy did you do me this ill?Ó ÒWhat do you mean, ÔillÕ?Ó he says. ÒIt was you lot
who wanted to eat me!Ó (ÔÒWhat ill and un-ill,Ó he says, Òwhen you wanted to
eat me!ÓÕ) (MinB 470; Lagopodo, Zante, Heptanesa)

An exclamatory rhetorical question is used to deny the question proposition;
thus, RHETORICAL-QUESTION(p) means Not-p! So in a rhetorical question, the
pu-clause provides the justification for denying p. Frequently, p is an utterance
the addressee has made; so the rhetorical question is also quotative, with ti
Ôwhat; whyÕ preceding the quotation, adjusted to make ego the deictic center.34

This use of ti and rhetorical questioning occurs in both (39a) and (39b). In
(39a), the effective force of the utterance is: I reject your advice not to carry on
like that. The reason I do so is that there is dengue fever about. In (39b), on the
other hand, the rhetorical questioning of the single word kako ÔillÕ has the effect
of dismissing the interlocutorÕs claim; so the utterance means: I reject your
characterisation of what I did as ÔillÕ. The reason I do so is that you lot wanted
to eat me.

Greek makes a distinction between justifications that already hold, and irre-
alis justifications which may yet come to pass. In the examples seen so far, the
justification clause is factive: it is already true of the world that PelagiusÕ inter-
locutors do not believe in the omnipotence of the Lord, that there is dengue
fever about, that the mob wanted to eat the speaker. With such exclamatory
justifications, pu is the expected connective. It is also possible, however, for the

34i.e. ti na min kano etsi Ôwhat I should not act like thatÕ, rather than ti Òna min kanis etsiÓ Ôwhat
ÒYou should not act like thatÓÕ.
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justification clause to describe a state the speaker wishes to avoid, when the ma-
trix expresses a warning. In that case, the situation does not yet hold of the
world, and it is only possible to use Äiati, instead of the factive pu; such an ad-
junct is characterised here as an irrealis justification, and Äiati here corresponds
to English or else rather than because:35

(40) Se proeidopoiÃ gia teleyta¼a for�: mh moy janak�neiq s´gxysh san th shmerinü,
kai m�lista mprost� sto U¿dvro, giat¼ f¿nissa K�strv ua g¼nv kai ua se k�nv
kommat�kia!
se proiDopio Äia teleftea fora: mi mu ksanakanis siNxisi san ti simerini, ke malista
brosta sto ToDoro, Äiati fonisa kastro Ta Äino ke Ta se kano komatakia!
IÕm warning you for the last time: donÕt you ever again make a scene like you
did today, and in front of Theodore, or else IÕll become the Murderess Kastro
and chop you to pieces!
IÕm warning you for the last time. DonÕt make another scene like todayÕs, es-
pecially in front of Theodore, or thereÕll be murder in this house. IÕll chop you
into little pieces like mincemeat! (Tah 13)

Since circumstance pu-clauses make little explicit semantic claim about the
connection between main and adjunct clause, they are prone to ambiguity. In
particular, they are often ambiguous with relative clauses. For example:

(41a) P¿te ua paq gia r´zi poy soy Õpa;
pote Ta pas Äia rizi pu su pa?
When FUT you go for rice pu to you I told
When will you go get some rice like I told you? (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV i 4)

I analyse this pu-clause as an adjunct, giving the justification for the matrix ut-
terance. But this could readily be analysed as a relative clause modifying the the
clause Ôgo for rice [which is what I told you]Õ; or, as Tzartzanos does, we could
consider ÔriceÕ the head, reading the phrase as Ôwhen will you go get some rice,
about which I told youÕ. The same problem is present in (41b):

(41b) Pügeq sthn Aggelikü, poy ªlegeq;
piÄes stin ageliki, pu eleÄes?
Did you go to Angelica, like you said you were going to? (Ôwhich is what you
were sayingÕ/Ôwhere you were sayingÕ) (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV i 4)

A final salient sub-class of circumstance clauses is that involving the demon-
stratives tetios Ôsuch aÕ, tosos Ôso muchÕ, and etsi Ôin such a wayÕ. At first sight,
these clauses appear just to be relative or pseudo-relative pu-clauses (usually
copular), with the demonstrative preceding a nominal head:

(42a) Tªtoia koimismªnh ki anypr¿koph poy ütan, an ua Õmene m¿nh thq,
tetia kimismeni ki aniprokopi pu itan an Ta mene moni tis,
such sleepy and good-for-nothing pu she was
xvr¼q ªstv ki ayt¿ to sp¼ti, ua katanto´se zhti�na stoyq dr¿moyq.
xoris esto ki afto to spiti, Ta kataduse zitiana stus Dromus

35This class of utterances is explicitly identified by Fiedler (1987:61) as a Balkanism; he calls
them sonst-Satzen Ôor elseÐclausesÕ.
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Being such a sleepy-head and a good-for-nothing, if sheÕd stayed on her own,
without even that roof over her head, sheÕd have ended up a beggar on the
streets.
With her stupidity and her lazy good-for-nothing ways, sheÕd soon end up
begging on the streets if she was left alone, without so much as the house to
depend on. (Tah 304)

Formally in (42a), tetia kimismeni ki aniprokopi Ôsuch a sleepy-head and good-
for-nothingÕ is a noun phrase, and the pu-clause following it a simple relative
clause. But as a relative clause, Ôthat she wasÕ does not contribute much to the
sentence meaning; and the gloss makes it obvious that the whole pu-clause, in-
cluding its ÔheadÕ, is in fact a circumstance adjunct: ÔGiven that she was such a
sleepy-head and good-for-nothingÕ. Indeed, when the adverbial etsi is used in-
stead of the adjectival tetios, as in (42b), the English counterpart spoilt as she is
behaves in exactly the same way:36

(42b) UÕ antªjei �rage ªtsi kalomauhmªnh poy e¼nai, me to kauar¿ thq to dvm�tio, me to
mp�nio thq kai to kal¿ thq to fa�;
T adeksi araÄe etsi kalomaTimeni pu ine, me to kaTaro tis Domatio, me to banio tis
ke to kalo tis to fai?
Will she even cope, spoilt as she is, with her clean room, her bath and her
good food?
Would she able to stand it, I wondered, after the soft life sheÕd been living with
us, with her nice clean room, her bath, her two square meals a day? (Tah 203)

This can even occur without a preceding demonstrative (as is also the case in
English):

(42c) Xhro´la poy e¼mai to glent�v kal´tera, �ei sto di�lo poy ua b�lv gv jan�
kap¼stri sto sbªrko moy.
xirula pu ime to Äledao kalitera, ai sto Diaolo pu Ta valo Äo ksana kapistri sto
sverko mu.
Widow that I am [=ÔBeing a widowÕ], IÕm having a much better time of it. Hell,
IÕm not putting a yoke on my neck again. (TsifC 161)

Such circumstance clauses are the clearest instances of a hybrid form interme-
diate between relativisations and clausal pu-adjuncts; they are the only pu-ad-
juncts which have a fully-fledged nominal head.

3.4.3.ÊIntroducing result clauses
In Modern Greek, pu is the native resultative connective; CSMG has imported
the Puristic oste alongside it, so the resultative use of pu has become curtailed.
In CSMG, pu  is used as a correlative to the demonstratives tetios (Ôsuch a
[quality]Õ) (43a), tosos (Ôso (much) [adjective]Õ) (43b), or toso (Ôso much [ad-
verb]Õ) (43c), or in contexts where such a demonstrative is implicit in an em-
phatic indefinite article (43d).

36The case where etsi pu introduces a circumstance without an interceding nominal head has al-
ready been looked at in ¤3.2.2.
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(43a) Kelade¼ me tªtoion p¿non, poy ta dªntra mara¼nontai amªsvq.
kelaDi me tetion ponon, pu ta Dedra marenode amesos.
It sings with such sorrow, that the trees wither at once. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii
3; Karkavitsas)

(43b) O Stªfanoq kªrdise t¿sa left� sto Pro-p¿ poy de xrei�zetai pia na doyle´ei.
o stefanos kerDise tosa lefta sto propo pu De xriazete pia na Dulevi.
Stephen won so much money on the soccer pools that he doesnÕt need to
work any more. (Mack 256)

(43c) P�li se lig�ki to f¼di ton ªsfije [ton k�boyra] t¿so, poy apelp¼sthke.
pali se liÄaki to fiDi ton esfikse [ton kavura] toso, pu apelpistike.
Again after a little while the snake squeezed him [the crab] so much, that he
despaired. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 3; fairy tale collected by Megas)

(43d) «Enoivsa mia laxt�ra poy k¿nteca na peu�nv
eniosa mia laxtara pu kodepsa na peTano.
I got such a fright that I almost died. (Mack 256)37

The use of resultative-pu without a correlative demonstrative is unacceptable in
CSMG, but is widespread in pre-literary Greek (44a). And oste in CSMG is not
subject to the correlative constraint (44b):

(44a) Meg�lh arrÃsteia mÕ e´rhke, mÕ ªrrije toy uan�toy, poy pªsan ta janu� malli�
meÄali arostia m evrike, m erikse tu Tanatu, pu pesan ta ksanTa malia.
A great disease befell me, it cast me onto my death-bed, so that my blond hair
fell out (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 3; Passow)

(44b) H istorikü mnümh den e¼nai ap¿ tiq aretªq thq fylüq maq [É] Ãste e¼nai kªrdoq p�nta
na thn ton¼soyme.
i istoriki mnimi Den ine apo tis aretes tis filis mas [É] oste ine kerDos pada na tin
tonisume.
A historical memory is not one of the virtues of our race [É], so that it is al-
ways profitable to stress it. (Mack 272; L. Politis)

Resultative clauses involving the combination puÊ+ na are also widespread, and
are discussed in ¤3.7.3.

3.4.4.ÊIntroducing contrast clauses
As seen, pu is semantically underspecified as an adjunct marker; in the most
general case, it provides nothing more specific than a circumstance, or back-
ground information, to the main clause. When this information comes in con-
trast to the main clause, the pu-clause can be considered a contrast clause:

(45a) Ap¿ce koimüuhke pol´, poy �lleq bradiªq jypn�ei synªxeia.
apopse kimiTike poli, pu ales vraDies ksipnai sinexia.
Last night she slept a lot, whereas other nights sheÕs continually waking up.
(Mack 256; unattributed)38

37mia here is interpreted as Ôsuch aÕ, rather than ÔaÕ. In speech, this instance of mia would have
sentential stress, unlike the indefinite article mia; so it should not be considered as the same
lexeme.
38I do not find (45a) acceptable in my idiolect. The reason for this is that a contrast clause,
marked by a connective like eno, is usually a distinct intonation unit, with a clear intonation
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(45b) Ti kayxiªsai pvq ªxeiq thn timi¿terh gyna¼ka tsh xÃraq, poy egÃ ªxv to daxtyl¼di tsh
kai th xrysü tr¼xa, poy e¼xe sthn amasx�lh.
ti kafxiese pos exis tin timioteri Äineka tsi xoras, pu eÄo exo to DaxtiliDi tsi ke ti
xrisi trixa, pu ixe stin amasxali.
How can you boast that you have the most honest wife in the land, when I have
her ring and the golden hair she had in her armpit? (MinA 392; Volimes, Zante,
Heptanesa)

3.4.5.ÊIntroducing realis concessive clauses
Following from the contrastive meaning, pu-adjuncts can also be employed to
express concessives.39

(46a) Na ido´me ¿mvq, ua uelüsh na se kratüsh, poy den ªxeiq pistopoihtik¿;
na iDume omos, Ta Telisi na se kratisi, pu Den exis pistopiitiko?
But letÕs see, will he want to keep you, even though you have no certificate?
(Tz ¤253,1; Xenopoulos)

(46b) Den janagyr¼zv sp¼ti toy, poy na ton idÃ kremasmªno.
Den ksanaÄirizo sto spiti tu, pu na ton iDo kremasmeno.
IÕm not going back to his house, even if I see him hang. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 5;
Xenopoulos)

Concession is not strongly marked by pu, and there is a continuum ranging from
the unspecified (circumstance) to the specific (concession). Circumstance con-
stitutes the unmarked reading. For instance, it is more natural to read (46a) as
Ôwill he want to keep you, given that you have no certificate?Õ Similarly,
Tzartzanos gives (46c) as a ÔcontradictoryÕ instance of pu; but it is less forced to
read it as ÔHow can you get me to marry her, given that (when) IÕm poor and
sheÕs rich?Õ than as Ôalthough IÕm poor and sheÕs richÕ.

(46c) PÃq ua me k�meiq na thn p�rv [th bas¼lissa], poy e¼mai ftvx¿q kai ke¼nh plo´sia;
pos Ta me kamis na tin paro, pu ime ftoxos ke kini plusia?
How can you get me to marry her [the queen], when IÕm poor and sheÕs rich?
(MinB 471; Maherado, Zante, Heptanesa)

break between the contrast and matrix clauses. (In fact, the CONTRAST relation is considered in
the Rhetorical Structure Theory framework to be multi-nuclearÑthat is, paratactic.) As dis-
cussed for causal-pu, adjunct-pu tends not to form a distinct intonation unit, but to bind tightly
to its matrix. To me, a contrast reading of (45a) would force a greater break before pu than I
would find acceptable.
39There is some terminological confusion in TzartzanosÕ exposition of the functions of pu. In
¤282 LXXXIV, he distinguishes between a contradictory (enantivmatik¿q) usage of pu (iiiÊ4) and
a concessive (paraxvrhtik¿q) usage (iiiÊ5); the former uses pu by itself, while the latter uses pu
na. However, in referring back to ¤253,1 and ¤253,2 respectively for definitions, he makes it
clear that contradictory does not mean contrast (antiuetik¿q), but is merely a special case of
concessive. The difference between ÔcontradictoryÕ and ÔconcessiveÕ pu is that the former intro-
duces a clause known to be true (corresponding to English even though), as in (46a), while the
latter (discussed more fully in ¤3.7.4) introduces an irrealis clause (corresponding to English
even if), as in (46b).
As these examples show, we are not dealing with a contrast relation, in which neither clause is
semantically dominant. There is a clear sense of nuclearity, with the pu-clause semantically sub-
ordinate: the distinction is between realis and irrealis concession. This differentiation is not
clearly made by Tzartzanos; of the three examples he gives to illustrate ÔcontradictoryÕ pu, two
subordinate, while the third is paratactic.
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Most of the Greek concessive particles include the word ke, which acts as em-
phatic ÔevenÕ as well as ÔandÕ: an ke Ôif evenÕ, ke as Ôeven letÕ, ke an Ôeven ifÕ, ke na
Ôeven naÕ; so the concessive word contains an emphatic (cf. even though, even
if). Alongside these, molonoti and molon pu Ôwith all thatÕ, parolo pu Ôdespite all
thatÕ, agala Ôif wellÕ, and eno Ôwhile (Puristic)Õ are either high register or explicitly
concessive.40 Faced with this competition from alternative expressions, in-
cluding a substantial factive subset (molon pu, molonoti, agala, eno, an ke, parolo
pu; cf. English although, even though), pu is not an effective way of marking
concession.

The best evidence that pu has concessive force is that Greek has employed the
same strategy as with other concessives in strengthening the meaning of pu to
make it unambiguously concessive: it has prefixed pu with ke. The collocation ke
pu has exclusively concessive force, and (given compositionality) could not be
concessive unless pu already bore such a meaning, since ke functions here only
as an emphatic.

(46d) Kai poy püga kai ton parak�lesa, t¼pote de uªlhse na moy k�mh.
ke pu piÄa ke ton parakalesa, tipote De Telise na mu kami.
Even though I went and asked him, he was unwilling to do anything for me.
(Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 4; unattributed)

However, ke pu belongs to a semantically distinct subclass of factive concessives:
Nikiforidou (1991) distinguishes Ôfactual concessivesÕÑi.e. factives such as an ke,
parolo pu, molonoti and akoma ke an, and English even though, for which both
the antecedent and consequent are trueÑfrom another class, Ôspeech-act con-
cessivesÕ (which I term here illocutionary concessives, for consistency with
terminology I use elsewhere.) These concessives, which correspond to the
English sentential adverbs even so and nevertheless are also factive; but while
the factive consequent is contrary to expectation on the real-world level, illocu-
tionary concession has its consequent contrary to expectation on the illocution-
ary level: ÒI will grant (you) (the truth of) what was just said; nevertheless I am
still going to say/think/do what I was going to anywayÓ (Nikiforidou 1991:109).
Concessives like an ke and even if are ambiguous between a real-world and illo-
cutionary interpretation; Nikiforidou claims concessives involving ke as Ôeven
allowing thatÕ in Greek are only illocutionary. Compare the following:

(47a) Kai na f´gei o Gi�nnhq egÃ ua me¼nv
ke na fiÄi o Äianis eÄo Ta mino
Even if John leaves, I will stay (Irrealis concession)

(47b) An kai ua f´gei o Gi�nnhq egÃ ua me¼nv
an ke Ta fiÄi o Äianis eÄo Ta mino
Even though John will leave, I will stay (Factive concession)

40Of these expressions, those involving na, as, an and ke are studied in some detail by
Nikiforidou (1991).
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(47c) EgÃ ua me¼nv kai aq f´gei o Gi�nnhq
eÄo Ta mino ke as fiÄi o Äianis
John may well leave; even so, I will stay/ I will stay, no matter that John
will leave (Illocutionary concessive)

The difference between factive and illocutionary concessionÑand for that
matter irrealis and illocutionary concessionÑis subtle; it lies in two features.
First, the antecedent of the illocutionary statement is given information and a
topic; the speaker concedes the truth of the antecedent, but goes on to the con-
sequent anyway. This contrasts with the irrealis concessive, where the specula-
tive antecedent is necessarily not given information; and the factive concessive
antecedent can also present novel information, even though its truth is presup-
posed.

Second, for illocutionary concession, the antecedent is explicitly claimed to be
irrelevant, rather than merely in contrast to the consequent (Nikiforidou
1991:111). This can be tested for, I propose, by inserting the present tense clause
Den exi simasia Ôit doesnÕt matterÕ into a past tense concessive. In a real-world
concessive, the relevance of the antecedent to the consequent is bound to the
time of the event; the present tense Ôit doesnÕt matterÕ sounds odd, and the past
tense Den ixe simasia Ôit didnÕt matter, it wouldnÕt have matteredÕ is preferrable.
In an illocutionary concessive, the antecedent is irrelevant to the consequent at
the time and for all time; so the present is acceptable:

(48a) Ak¿ma kai an ªtreje, den ??ªxei/e¼xe shmas¼a: den pr¿labe to tra¼no
akoma ke an etrekse, Den ??exi/ixe simasia: Den prolave to treno
Even if he ran, it ??doesnÕt/wouldnÕt have mattered: he missed the train

(48b) An kai ªtreje, den ??ªxei/e¼xe shmas¼a: den pr¿labe to tra¼no
an ke etrekse, Den ??exi/ixe simasia: Den prolave to treno
Even though he ran, it ??doesnÕt/wouldnÕt have mattered: he missed the train

(48c) Aq ªtreje, den ªxei shmas¼a: den pr¿labe to tra¼no
as etrekse, Den exi simasia: Den prolave to treno
I will grant you that he ran, yet it doesnÕt matter: he missed the train

The semantics of the concessive markers, Nikiforou argues, arises composi-
tionally. Leaving out ke, which is a focus marker, an and na are conditionals; so
ke an/ke na are focussed conditionals, making them irrealis concessives (cf. ifÊ>
even if). On the other hand, as is a hortative and permissive marker, corre-
sponding to English let. As a concessive, as allows the antecedent illocution (ÔI
will let you say that XÕ), though the consequent is declared anyway. (48c) is not
far from Let him run; heÕll still miss the train or He can run all he likes; heÕll
still miss the train. Furthermore, since granting permission presupposes that
permission has been asked for, it follows that a permissive-turned-concessive
presupposes its antecedent (what it grants) (Nikiforidou 1991:114).

ke pu is an illocutionary concessive which Nikiforidou has not remarked on.
Illocutionary concessive antecedents are given; pu-clauses are also characteristi-
cally given in CSMG. pu is not a conditional marker; it ranges in function from
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causal to temporal to circumstance; so compositionally, it does not make the
strong claim of relevance between antecedent and consequent which a condi-
tional does. And the irrelevance of the antecedent is time-independent:

(48d) Kai poy ªtreje, den ªxei shmas¼a: den pr¿labe to tra¼no
ke pu etrekse, Den exi simasia: Den prolave to treno
I will grant you that he ran, yet it doesnÕt matter: he missed the train

But in examples like the following, no causal link is possible between antecedent
and consequent, and ke as is acceptable but ke pu is not. For example, running
can cause you to catch a train on time (48d); yet claiming to have passed an
exam cannot cause you to actually pass it (49d). So clearly ke pu, unlike ke as,
claims some degree of relevance between antecedent and consequent.41

(49a) Den ªxei per�sei stiq ejet�seiq ki aq/*an kai/*ak¿ma kai an lªei ¿,ti uªlei
Den exi perasi stis eksetasis ki as/*an ke/akoma ke an lei Èoti Teli
He has not passed his exams no matter/*although/even if what he says
(Ôand let him say what he wantsÕ)42

(49b) *Kai poy /*an kai/*ak¿ma kai an lªei ¿,ti uªlei den ªxei per�sei stiq ejet�seiq
*ke pu/*an ke/akoma ke an lei oti Teli Den exi perasi stis eksetasis
He has not passed his exams *what though/*although/*even if he says
what he wants

(49c) Den ªxei per�sei stiq ejet�seiq ki aq/an kai lªei pvq tiq pªrase
Den exi perasi stis eksetasis ki as/an ke lei pos tis perase
He has not passed his exams no matter that/although he says he did

(49d) *Kai poy/an kai lªei pvq pªrase stiq ejet�seiq, den tiq pªrase
*ke pu/an ke lei pos perase stis eksetasis, Den tis perase
He has not passed his exams no matter that/although he says he did

(49e) H Sakor�fa püge pol´ kal� stoyq agÃneq ki aq mhn/an kai den püre to xrys¿
i sakorafa piÄe poli kala stus aÄones ki as min/an ke Den pire to xriso
Sakorafa went very well in the games no matter that/although she didnÕt
win gold

(49f) *Kai poy den püre to xrys¿, h Sakor�fa püge pol´ kal� stoyq agÃneq
*ke pu/an ke Den pire to xriso, i sakorafa piÄe poli kala stus aÄones
Sakorafa went very well in the games no matter that/although she didnÕt
win gold

In fact, in requiring a causal link between antecedent and consequent, ke pu is
more restrictive than a normal factive concessive like an ke (49d, 49f). This is
corroborated by the fact that ke as-concessives are frequently independent sen-
tences in Greek, and are punctuated as suchÑas is the case for nevertheless and

41The examples are paired, because ke pu-concessions are preposed, whereas ke as-concessions
are postposed.  (So ke pu is impossible in (49a), and ke as is impossible in (49b).) Other conces-
sions can be placed in either ordering.
42The factive concessive is unacceptable here because the antecedent, having indefinite denota-
tion, is considered non-factive.
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even so in EnglishÑshowing that ke as is more paratactic than hypotactic; this is
impossible for ke pu-concessives.

The restriction at work here seems to be that, for a connective C, the conces-
sion ke C (X, Y) is possible only if C (X, not-Y) is a meaningful claim.43 The re-
striction on pu involves causality; though the putative cause may be irrelevant in
the specific case, it must be relevant in a possible world. Not getting gold cannot
cause one not to go well in the gamesÑDen piÄe kala i sakorafa stus aÄones pu
Den pire xriso is an odd claim. (49f) is similarly odd. Boasting that one did well
in exams is evidence that they did well, but not a cause: pu lei pos perase tis
eksetasis, tis perase is odd. So is (49d).

So ke pu holds a rather restricted niche amongst Greek concessives: it is an il-
locutionary concessive, which accepts an antecedent as given, like ke as, and
which states it is irrelevant to the consequent, but which also presupposes that
the antecedent is relevant in some possible world, presumably through caus-
ality.44

3.4.6.ÊIntroducing temporal clauses
In this function, pu refers to real events, in the past or present; this is consistent
with the factivity of pu. Many pu-clauses with temporal purport are covered by
the classes of pseudo-relativiser or temporal relativiser: they locate the time at
which a non-clausal head occurred, and thus cannot be considered temporal
adjuncts of an entire sentence. So of the fourteen examples of temporal-pu given
by Tzartzanos (¤282 LXXXIV iii 1), four are pseudo-relatives, one is ambiguous
with an emotive complement, and seven have an identifiable head noun, from
which the pu-clause is in some instances separated by a cleft relative, as in
(50a).

(50a) Dyo xr¿nia e¼nai, poy apol´uhke
Dio xronia ine, pu apoliTike
two years it is pu he was fired
ItÕs been two years since he was fired. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 1; Drosinis)

Despite the gloss of pu as since, the pu-clause is semantically bound to two
years rather than the entire predicateÑeven though it is the head which fixes

43To illustrate: Ôif he says what he wants, he has passed the examsÕ is not meaningful, so neither
is akoma ke an lei oti Teli Den exi perasi stis eksetasis Ôeven if he says what he wants, he hasnÕt
passed the examsÕ. Likewise, Ôif S didnÕt get gold, she didnÕt go well in the gamesÕ is a meaningful
claim; so is akoma ke an Den pire i sakorafa xriso, piÄe kala stus aÄones Ôeven if S didnÕt get gold,
she did go well in the gamesÕ.
44Thumb (1964 [1910] ¤278.2) reports a variant on the ke pu concessive, involving a copulaÊ+
adjective predicate in the concessive clause. The concessive is structured as ke or etsi Ôin that
wayÕ, adjective, pu, copula:
(49e) Fobo´ntane, ªtsi/kai meg�loq poy ütane

fovutane, etsi/ke meÄalos pu itane
he feared thus/and great pu he was
He was afraid, great though he was

This construction survives in CSMG, although I consider the etsi-variant to be properly a cir-
cumstanceÑsee (42b), and the ke-version an extraposed variant of the ke pu-concessive.
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the time of the pu-clause.45 In all, we are left with just two good examples of pu
introducing a distinct temporal adjunct in Tzartzanos:

(50b) Po´ üton o kyr-Monax�khq, poy katªbhkeq apÕ to sp¼ti;
pu iton o kir monaxakis, pu katevikes ap to spiti?
Where was Mr Monahakis, when you came down from the house? (Tz ¤282
LXXXIV iii 1; Papadiamantis)

(50c) Taso´la mÕ, ti maq ªfereq, poy Õrueq na proskynüseiq;
tasula m, ti mas eferes, pu rTes na proskinisis?
Tasoula dear, what have you brought us, now that youÕve come to do obei-
sance? (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 1; Passow)

3.5.ÊDiscourse connective

3.5.1.ÊÈopu
In his listing of functions, Tzartzanos gives instances of pu used as a textual
connective (¤282 LXXXIV iii 7). The transition of pu from a connective used
within the sentence to a discourse connective connecting sentences, is a signifi-
cant development: it represents an increase of syntactic scope to the discourse
level, characteristic of discourse markers.

There are, however, some problems with this analysis. First, all TzartzanosÕ
examples come from a single source: the folk tales Marietta Minotou collected
in Zante in 1929 and 1933 (MinA, MinB); while there are also CSMG instances,
they are relatively infrequent. This makes the phenomenon suspect as regionally
restricted. Second, the lexeme appears in this function almost always as oÈpu or
opu; according to Tzartzanos it appears as pu Òvery rarelyÓÑas in (51a): 1Êout of
84 instances in MinA:

(51a) Tsh lªei. Ko¼taje mhn paq kai meu´shq kai me ntropi�shq. Poy aytü lªei? Ç«OxiÈ.
tsi lei. kitakse min pas ke meTisis ke me dropiasis. pu afti lei ÒoxiÓ
He says to her ÒLook out you donÕt go and get drunk and embarrass me.Ó And
she says ÔNo.Õ (MinB 498; Gaitani, Zante, Heptanesa)

So one should look for the origin of this usage not in the relativiser pu, but in the
locative Èopu; this function is, after all, very similar to English whereupon,
likewise locative in origin. If the origin of the connective was in pu, it would be
difficult to explain why the connective reverted to the form Èopu.

Finally, not all the usages encountered in Minotou and taxonomised by
Tzartzanos appear to be acceptable in CSMG. Tzartzanos finds textual-opu used
as an equivalent to the connectives ÔandÕ (ke)Ñ

(51b) Ua p�v, lªei, na idÃ. Opo´ pragmatikÃq xtyp�ei th p¿rta kai toy ano¼gei h ¼dia h
kyr¼a.
Ta pao, lei, na iDo. opu praÄmatikos xtipai ti porta ke tu aniÄi i iDia i kiria.
IÕll go and see, he said. And he actually does knock on the door, and the same
lady opens it. (MinB 419; Kourmalidi, Zante, Heptanesa)

45But see ¤7.3.2 for an alternate analysis.
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ÔsoÕ (lipon)Ñ

(51c) Thn aygü p�ei o taberni�rhq kai blªpei thn katastrofü. Opo´ arx¼nhse na uymÃnh.
tin avÄi pai o taverniaris ke vlepi tin katastrofi. opu arxinise na Timoni.
At dawn, the innkeeper went and saw the damage. So he started getting angry.
(MinA 403; Muzaki, Zante, Heptanesa)

(51d) Na gªnoyme, lªei, adªrfia? pªnte eme¼q kai ªnaq es´ ªji. «Opoy loip¿n ta
symfvnüsane.
na Äenume, lei, aDerfia; pede emis ke enas su eksi. Èopu lipon ta simfonisane.
ÒLetÕs become brothersÓ, he said. ÒThereÕs five of us and one of you; that makes
six.Ó So they agreed. (lipon also means ÔsoÕ.) (MinA 396; Muzaki, Zante,
Heptanesa)

ÔbutÕ (ala)Ñ

(51e) Arp�zei ªna mpoyko´ni kai katªbhke. P�ei sto kal´bi thq. Opo´ se l¼go n� soy to
basil¿poylo mªsa.
arpazi ena bukuni ke katevike. pai sto kalivi tis. opu se liÄo Èna su to vasilopulo.
She grabbed some dough and got out. She went to her hut. But in a little while,
up comes the prince. (MinA 428; Volimes, Zante, Heptanesa)

ÔbutÕ in the sense of resuming a topicÑ

(51f) «Opoy aq afüsoyme tÃra thn kakomo¼ra ayto´nh kiÕ aq pi�soyme ta paid�kia.
Èopu as afisume tora tin kakomira aftuni ki as piasume ta peDakia.
But let us leave that unfortunate for now and letÕs talk about the children.
(MinB 430; Pisinonda, Zante, Heptanesa)

and Ôuntil finallyÕ (ospu telos)Ñ

(51g) DÃueq to Õxei [h u�lassa to kibÃtio], eke¼ueq to Õxei, opo´ to blªpoyne ap¿ ªna
pal�ti.
DoTes to xi, ekiTes to xi, opu to vlepune apo ena palati.
[The sea] pushed it [the chest] hither, [the sea] pushed it thither, until even-
tually they saw it from a palace. (MinA 425; Volimes, Zante, Heptanesa)

So the primary function of opu is to indicate narrative sequence; but in
MinotouÕs text it branches out to more semantically enriched meanings: result,
contrast, rhetorical conclusion, and temporal conclusion. However, the distinc-
tion Tzartzanos makes between ÔandÕ and ÔsoÕ is artificial, since both are used to
denote narrative sequence in context, and there is no necessary resultative con-
notation to distinguish the two. As far as I can tell, in CSMG Èopu can only be
used to denote narrative sequence. So (51f), which denotes narrative resump-
tion rather than sequence, and (51g), which denotes temporal conclusion, are
unacceptable in CSMG.

Indeed, while discourse connective Èopu does occur in CSMG, it seems to be
significantly restricted compared with MinotouÕs texts, and is only found in an
informal story-telling register. Even in as chatty a racounteur as TsiforosÕ texts,
instances are few and far between:
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(52a) H IzampÃ kau¿tane sto Kastªllo ntel «Oro, aixm�lvtoq toy kr�toyq kai gkr¼niaze
giat¼ thq e¼xe trypüsei to mpintª kai den ªgrafe o proäpologism¿q per¼ Çallagüq ü
kalafat¼sevq mpintª pistÃseiqÈ. «Opoy p�noy sth gkr¼nia thq, ªrxetai ªnaq
kabal�rhq trex�toq.
i izabo kaTotane sto kastelo del oro, axmalotos tu kratus ke griniaze Äiati ixe tripisi
to bide ke Den eÄrafe o proipoloÄismos peri ÔalaÄis i kalafatiseos bide pistosisÕ.
Èopu panu sti grinia tis, erxete enas kavalaris trexatos.
Isabeau was sitting at the Castello del Oro as a prisoner of the state, and she
was grumbling because her bidet had a hole in it, and the budget did not include
any measures on Ôcredit towards change or caulking of bidetsÕ. Whereupon in
the midst of her grumbling, up comes a knight running. (TsifFU 147)

The example of narrative Èopu given by Setatos (1994:135) seems to confirm the
restriction of the particle to narrative sequence:46

(52b) «Etsi fÃnazan kai tsakÃnontan, ¿poy ªrxetai o dieyuyntüq kai toyq dial´ei.
etsi fonazan ke tsakonodan, Èopu erxete o DiefTidis ke tus Dialii.
They kept yelling and arguing like that, whereupon the manager comes and
breaks them up.

3.5.2.Êpu
The narrative usage of opu is distinct from the usage of pu to connect clauses,
exemplified by (53a):

(53a) (Kimon brings to Athens from Skyros what he claims to be TheseusÕ skeleton)
Kai f�gane ¿loi thn param´ua toy K¼mvna. Poy poioq jªrei
ke faÄane oli tin paramiTa tu kimona. pu pios kseri

the big fairy tale of K. REL who knows
t¼noq skelet¿ na koyb�lhseÉ
tinos skeleto na kuvaliseÉ
whose skeleton he may have brought
And they all fell for KimonÕs fairy tale. And who knows whose skeleton he really
brought overÉ (Literally: ÔAnd they all fell for the fairy tale of Kimon. Who
brought over who knows whose skeletonÕ) (TsifM 482)

Although this is an instance of written Greek, the punctuation makes it obvious
that the author considered these to be independent clauses; and these clauses
can be read quite naturally with final intonation at the end of the first clause.
But as the gloss indicates, the pu-clause still has a referent to which it can be an-
chored as a head: kimona ÔKimonÕ. So this pu-sentence is still a relative clause,
which has become separated from its matrix intonationally, though not seman-
tically. As such intonational separation is not normally possible for relative
clauses, this indicates a reanalysis underway.

As (53b) shows, it does not take much for the head of such a separated pu-
clause to become clausal (cf. 6), and for the pu-clause to lose much of its depen-
dence on its antecedent clause:

(53b) M¿no poy pªuane se k�mposo ap¿ dhlhthr¼ashÉ «Isvq h IsabªlaÉ
Poy den g¼netai, kau¿son eygenüq kyr¼aÉ

46SetatosÕ gloss of the meaning of Èopu, fysikü synªpeia (natural consequence), points to a resul-
tative meaning; but this is inconsistent with the present tense of the Èopu-clause.
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mono pu peTane se kaboso apo DilitiriasiÉ isos i isavelaÉ
pu De Äinete, kaToson evÄenis kiriaÉ
But she died shortly afterwards, of poisoningÉ Isabella might have done itÉ
Which is impossible, as she was a noble ladyÉ (TsifFU 69)

(6) Aq ta xar�joyme [ta l¿gia soy] sto noy maq, poy den kost¼zei kai par�.
as ta xaraksume sto nu mas, pu Den kostizi ke para.
Let us inscribe them [your words] onto our mindsÑwhich doesnÕt cost any
money, either. (PsichV1 120)

Relativisers are a popular means throughout the history of Greek of establishing
coherence between sentences. This is true of pu in Modern Greek. It is, for ex-
ample, a trademark of Greek football commentary that utterances are strung to-
gether by relativisation, of the style ÔX passes the ball to Y, who kicks to Z, who
trips over WÉÕ This phenomenon is endemic to Puristic loan o opios, which had
the added advantage of prestige.47

In hypercorrect speech, o opios went further; unlike pu, it can introduce sen-
tences, in its neuter singular form, without a referent in the preceding clause.
This phenomenon was associated with the ascendancy of Puristic, and is now no
longer heard; it was pervasive enough, however, for Kriaras (1957:193) to con-
sider it unnecessary to provide any examples of it, when comparing it to similar
usage of relativisers in Middle Greek.48 Fortunately, TsiforosÕ prose does occa-
sionally provide such examples:

47Frequently, the noun that o opios refers back to at the start of the new sentence is no longer
obviousÑparticularly if several possible referents are of the same gender, and the relativiser is
separated from its referent. In such instances, the noun is recapitulated after o opios, which now
acts as an adjective. This is a usage strongly associated with Puristic, and regarded as stylisti-
cally clumsy, so literature does not contribute any instances. It is found in officialese Greek, or
attempts in that direction (Holton, Mackridge & Philippaki-Warburton 1997:319):
(54a) To ypoyrge¼o paroys¼sase to nomosxªdio sto koinobo´lio, to opo¼o nomosxªdio

perie¼xe tr¼a mªrh
to ipurÄio (NEUT) parusiase to nomosxeDio (NEUT) sto kinovulio (NEUT), to opio
nomosxeDio periixe tria meri
The ministry presented the bill to the parliament, the which bill contained
three parts.

(54b) Oi m¿noi oi opo¼oi paroysoi�zonto vq legevn�rioi ütan ªnaq Rapoyt¼kaq,
arbanit¿blaxoq, me pªnte arbanit¿blaxoyq diko´q toy ki ªnaq agnÃstoy
prole´sevq ki ªnaq Koyrd¼staq, apÕ ton Almyr¿, o opo¼oq Koyrd¼staq e¼xe l�bei
mªroq sto Makedonik¿ AgÃna ypªr thq Ell�doq vq ant�rthq.
i moni i opii parusiazodo os leÄeonarii itan enas raputikas, arvanitovlaxos, me pede
arvanitovlaxus Dikus tu ki enas aÄnostu proelefseos ki enas kurDistas, ap ton
almiro, o opios kurDistas ixe lavi meros sto makeDoniko aÄona iper tis elaDos os
adartis.
The only ones presented as legionaries were a Raputikas, an Albanian Vlach,
with five Albanian Vlach relatives of his, and one person of origins unknown,
and a Kurdistas, from Almiros, the which Kurdistas had taken part in the
Macedonian Struggle on the Greek side as a guerilla. (Matousis, cited in
Exarhos 1994 [1992Ð93]:117)

48ÒQuite frequently a contemporary uneducated villager deciding to speak a ÔbetterÕ language
uses in sentence connection the modern equivalent of oper, to opion.Ó
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(55) Ñ[Toyr�n Sax] Kai saq synel�bomen kai sklab�kion.
Ñ[Loydob¼koq U′] To opo¼on, skl�boq saq e¼mai mpore¼te na me fone´sete
parakalÃ pol´.
Òke sas sinelavomen ke sklavakion.Ó
Òto opion, sklavos sas ime borite na me fonefsete parakalo poli.Ó
[Turan Shah:] ÑAnd we have also captured you as our slaveling.
[Louis IX:] ÑWherefore, I being your slave, I would kindly request of you that
you kill me. (TsifC 312)

This extract contains comically inappropriate use of Puristic, so that the hyper-
correction of using to opion as a connective fits in with the prose naturally. This
behaviour testifies to a general tendency in Greek to make discourse connec-
tives out of relativisers.

3.6.ÊSubjunctive marker
Up to this point, pu has been considered in realis, factive contexts. In what fol-
lows, pu is considered in irrealis contexts. Normally, this requires it to be fol-
lowed by an explicit irrealis markerÑtypically na. However, there are a number
of instances where pu by itself can have irrealis force. The major group includes
exclamatory adjuncts, and is considered in ¤3.8.2; in a smaller group considered
here, however, bare pu is morphologically, as well as semantically irrealis.

As detailed in ¤3.0.1, the PERFS tense is restricted to appearing after a small
class of subjunctive markers. The most prominent of these is na; others include
as ÔletÕ, an ÔifÕ, prin ÔbeforeÕ, otan ÔwhenÕ, Ta ÔFUTUREÕ, min Ôsubjunctive negatorÕ,
mipos Ôwhether; just in caseÕ, and the indefinite relatives, such as opios ÔwhoeverÕ
and opote ÔwheneverÕ. In each case, the verb expresses an irrealis situation; the
non-referentiality of indefinite relatives associates them in Greek with irrealis
mood.49

Now, (o)pu formerly belonged in the class of indefinite relatives as a headless
relative; in this sense, it could take PERFS (56). Indeed, locative Èopu in Modern
Greek still does so (3b):

(56) Poy eipü to ÇuªlvÈ eiq emª prªpei kai na Õnai �jioq.
pu ipi (PERFS) to ÔTeloÕ is eme prepi ke na ne aksios.
Whoever tells me ÔIÕm willingÕ must also be worthy. (Pol 72B)

(3b) «Opoy brv Repoymplik�no, (ua) ton prosb�llv.
Èopu vro (PERFS) republikano, (Ta) ton prosvalo.
Wherever I find a Republican, I (will) insult him.

pu in CSMG is usually not associated with PERFS; if an irrealis or referentially
indefinite perfective clause needs to be introduced by pu, the particle na is
added on (¤3.7). But there are instances where bare pu can be followed by
PERFS. This is by no means commonplace, and seems not to be a universally ac-
cepted feature of CSMG; Hesse (1980:108) characterises it as Ònow almost ob-
soleteÓ. All the same, it marks a reanalysis of pu, as a result of which pu enters a

49There are some exceptions to this for na, which are not considered here.
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new distributional class. Referentially indefinite instances of this usage are
given below:

(57a) K�ue ti poy dv moy fªrnei ªna uªma, mia
kaTe ti pu Do mu ferni ena Tema, mia
each something pu I see (PERFS)
tragik¿thta na ekfr�sv.
traÄikotita na ekfraso.
Each thing I see brings me a subject, a tragic situation to express. (cf. Èoti Do
Ôwhatever I seeÕ) (Mack 258; Tsatsou)

(57b) Kai k�ue poy sto k´ma boytüjh to koyp¼, sto mªtvpo toy d¼nei h k¿rh ªna fil¼
ke kaTe pu sto kima vutiksi (PERFS) to kupi, sto metopo tu Dini i kori ena fili
And every time he dips the oar in the water, the girl kisses him on the fore-
head. (Tzartzanos ¤282 LXXXIV iii 1; Tipaldos)

In those variants of Greek where pu does not belong to the class of subjunctive
subordinators, either PERFS has to be replaced by IMPFS, which is unmarked for
mood, or Ta has to be interpolated to license the use of PERFS. The future
marker Ta is preferred over the irrealis marker na, because pu-PERFS clauses
tend to be temporally indefinite rather than irrealis outright, and so are more
compatible with Ta as a future (and thus indefinite) time marker, than with na
as a modal marker.

There are also instances, such as (57c) and (57d), where the pu-expression is
simply a referentially indefinite relative clause, with a non-pronominal head.

(57c) Ua ejarthue¼ ap¿ to baum¿ poy yp�rjei synenn¿hsh metaj´ toyq.
Ta eksartiTi apo to vaTmo pu iparksi sinenoisi metaksi tus.

from the degree REL exist (PERFS)
It will depend on the degree to which there will be an understanding between
them. (Mack 258; Tahidromos magazine, 1979Ð8Ð16)50

(57d) (1886)
Klªfthq opo´ epixeirüsei kÕ ektele¼ mÕ epithdei¿thta kai mÕ epityx¼an m¼an
kalosxediasmªnhn ªxpaglh kleci�, omoi�zei strathg¿n opo´ sxedi�zei kai ektele¼
ªxpaglh m�xh.
kleftis opu epixirisi (PERFS) k ekteli (IMPFS) m epitiDiotita ke m epitixian mian
kalosxeDiasmenin expaÄli klepsia, omiazi stratiÄon opu sxeDiazi (IMPFS) ke ekteli
(IMPFS) expaÄli maxi.
A thief who purposefully and successfully attempts and executes a well-
planned and marvellous theft resembles a general who plans and executes a
marvellous battle. (LaskEcce 86)

Example (57d) shows that this reanalysis is not a recent phenomenon; it is
taken from a text in educated Heptanesian dialect last century. In (57d), the
head kleftis ÔthiefÕ appears without either a definite or indefinite article; this is a
device used in Greek to emphasise that a noun is generic in its reference.

50Setatos (1989:24) notes that Òthis may have been written in Tahidromos, but it is not spoken
[by people].Ó This is a narrowly prescriptive observation; it is more consistent to say that it is
not acceptable to most Greek-speakers, but is acceptable to a minority (including the
Tahidromos writer.) One suspects that pu-expressions equivalent to indefinites would be more
widely acceptable than examples like (57c).
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As already seen, indefinite expressions in GreekÑincluding such generic
nounsÑare associated with irrealis mood; this justifies the usage of PERFS in
(57d), although most Greek speakers would nonetheless avoid PERFS in this
context.

3.7.ÊIn combination with na
A large class of expressions, considered in this section, involves irrealis clauses
introduced by pu. Because pu is not normally associated with irrealis mood (as
discussed in ¤3.6), na is interpolated between pu and the clause. Thus, pu na in-
troduces irrealis relative clauses (¤3.7.1, ¤3.7.2) and adjuncts (¤3.7.3, ¤3.7.4). It
also introduces optative clauses (¤3.7.5), which can be considered the irrealis
counterpart of exclamatory clauses introduced by pu alone (¤3.7.6). (Exclama-
tories are discussed here because of the close relationship with optatives.)

3.7.1.ÊGeneralising relative clauses
As seen in ¤3.6, certain pu-clauses are akin to indefinite relativisers in taking
PERFS. Such pu-clauses are treated as irrealis because their head is not referen-
tial, but rather genericÑjust as indefinite relatives, which also take PERFS, make
generic claims, rather than claims about specific referents (Veloudis 1983Ð
1984).

There are also sentences which make a generic claim about a referent, rather
than a specific claim:

(58) O Kast�nio den ütan �nurvpoq, poy ta dªxetai tªtoia.
o kastanio Den itan anTropos, pu ta Dexete tetia.
Kastanio wasnÕt the kind of man who puts up with things like that. (Tz ¤282
LXXXIV ii 3; Papantoniou, 1927)

As the gloss indicates, such relative clauses makes generalising, non-referential
claim about the type of entity the head is. That is to say, the pu-clause is not de-
scribing anTropos ÔmanÕ, but the kind of man Kastanio is.

Sentences like (58) are unusual, because they grammatically treat a claim
about a generic referent as realis, rather than irrealis;51 the tense of (58) is
IMPFS, and na is absent, so there is no marker of irrealis mood in the sentence.
Properly in CSMG, non-referential relative clauses require the presence of na.
The relative clause is thereby analogous to indefinite relativiser clauses.52

(59a) Uªlv mia daktylogr�fo poy na jªrei agglik�
Telo mia DaktiloÄrafo pu na kseri aglika
I want a typist who knows English

51While Kastanio is a real person, anTropos Ô[the kind of] manÕ, a noun phrase lacking either a
definite or an indefinite article, is an abstraction. As Marmaridou-Protopapa (1984) points out,
leaving out the indefinite article in Greek signals the noun phrase is non-specific, whereas
leaving it in is unmarked as to specificity. This process has already been seen at work with (57d).
52na can have modal force by itself, and pu na-relative clauses can also be analysed as bearing a
modal force of expectation.
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Relativised by a pu na-clause, the noun phrase mia DaktiloÄrafo is non-specific,
and non-referential. If the pu na-clause is replaced by a pu-clause, the result is
perforce referential in CSMG, alluding to a specific entity:

(59b) Uªlv mia daktylogr�fo poy jªrei agglik�
Telo mia DaktiloÄrafo pu kseri aglika
ThereÕs a typist I want, who knows English

That pu na-clauses relativise non-referential heads is confirmed by (59c), where
a pu na-clause relativises the explicitly non-referential indefinite pronoun kapios
ÔsomeoneÕ.

(59c) Ej�lloy e¼nai kai parhgorhtik¿ na jªreiq pvq k�poioq dik¿q soy e¼nai kont� soy.
K�poioq poy na se katalaba¼nei.
eksalu ine ke pariÄoritiko na kseris pos kapios Dikos su ine koda su. kapios pu na
se katalaveni.
And itÕs consoling to know that someone from your family is close by. Someone
who understands you.

According to Hesse (1980:108), the matrix clause of generalising relative
clauses is Òmostly negative or virtually negative (e.g. interrogative) or expresses
some kind of need; the properties of the thing wanted are then described in the
relative clause.Ó More specifically, as Veloudis (1983Ð1984:112) argues, general-
ising relative clauses occur as complements of intensional rather than exten-
sional predicatesÑpredicates, that is, which select not for a specific entity in the
world, but for an entity in any possible world that would satisfy certain criteria.
Thus, look for (a) and need (a) are intensional, whereas buy is typically exten-
sional. Verb modalities which allude to possible worlds are also intensional, and
allow generalising relative clauses; these include negations, as Hesse found, as
well as Ôvirtually negativeÕ (e.g. irrealis) moods: interrogatives, hortatives and
imperatives, ÔsubjunctiveÕ clauses (including purposives and resultatives), fu-
tures, conditionals, and counterfactuals (Veloudis 1983Ð1984:114Ð123). (See
also discussion in ¤3.7.2.)53

With negative matrix clauses, in particular, pu na-clauses are emphatic; they
deny, not only that the matrix is true for all plausible referents, but that it is true
for any conceivable referent. Thus, compare (60a) and (60b):

(60a) Den üuela na k�nv pr�jh poy den thn ªkane desp¿thq
Den iTela na kano praksi pu Den tin ekane Despotis
I did not wish to commit an act which a bishop had not committed

(60b) Den üuela na k�nv pr�jh poy na mhn thn ªkane desp¿thq
Den iTela na kano praksi pu na min tin ekane Despotis
I did not wish to commit any act which a bishop might not have committed
(Kazantzakis; cited in Hesse 1980:111)

53Because of their restriction to intensional predications, Veloudis refers to such relative clauses
as intensional relatives (diatenüq anaforikü).
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That the referent in such relative clauses is generic is underlined by the fact that
tetios Ôsuch aÕ can usually follow the clause head without any distortion in
meaning (61c); this demonstrative has the function of stressing the kind of ref-
erent that would satisfy the proposition made, rather than just the specific ref-
erent:

(61c) Uªlv mia daktylogr�fo tªtoia, poy na jªrei agglik�
Telo mia DaktiloÄrafo tetia, pu na kseri aglika
I want a typist such that she knows English
(Generalising interpretation:) I want the kind of typist who knows English
(Resultative interpretation:) I want a typist who is of such a calibre, that as a
result she knows English54

Even when ostensibly the referent of the clause has been established as specific
from the previous utterance, a pu na-relative clause still makes a statement
about the kind of entity the head is, rather than the head itself:55

(62a) Kai diabasmªnoq [o Onfroy� nte Tor¿n] kiÕ üjere kai tÕ arabik� fars¼ kiÕ ªkane kai
ton diermhnªa stiq synantüseiq me ton Salant¼n, all� m�paq! M�paq poy na ton
b�zhq sthn Akadhm¼a tvn laxanikÃn kai na ton ªxoyne tÕ ant¼dia gia uelümata.
ke Diavasmenos ki iksere ke t aravika farsi ki ekane ke ton Dierminea stis sinadisis
me ton saladin, ala mapas! mapas pu na ton vazis stin akaDimia ton laxanikon ke
na ton exune t adiDia Äia Telimata.
And he [Honfrois de Toron] was well-read, and knew Arabic fluently, and even
served as interpreter in meetings with SaladinÑbut a dolt! A dolt such that if
youÕd put him in the Academy of Vegetables, the endives would end up using
him as their gopher. (TsifC 234)

The referent of mapas ÔdoltÕ is ostensively Honfrois; yet there is no article before
mapas, and mapas is relativised by a pu na clause. So the relativisation is generic
(Ôa dolt such that you would place himÉÕ) rather than specific (Ôhe was a dolt
whom you would placeÉÕ)

For most instances of pu na-relative clauses, it is possible to omit pu, leaving
na as the sole relativising connective. This usage is rather similar to the use in
languages like English of the infinitive (the functional equivalent of na) to
qualify noun phrases rather than to act as a verb complement (infinitival rela-
tive):

(62b) To tra¼no, eytyxÃq, den e¼nai aytok¼nhto na to stamato´n ¿poy uªloyn kai na
magar¼zoyn.
to treno, eftixos, Den ine aftokinito na to stamatun Èopu Telun ke na maÄarizun.
A train, fortunately, isnÕt a car, to be stopped wherever people please and ∅  let
them befoul it. (Mack 291; Ioannou)

3.7.2.ÊPurposive relative clauses
Generalising relative clauses are distinct from a separate class of pu na-relative
clauses: purposives. In these clauses, the relative clause expresses the purpose

54As Hesse points out, this demonstrative is also strongly associated with resultative clauses, so
that generalising and resultative pu na-clauses (¤3.7.3) are rather close to each other.
55This is why the head fails to be preceded by a determiner, as discussed in ¤3.7.1.
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of the head. There is a wide range of semantic colouring relative clauses can
take onÑcausal, temporal, contrastive, and so forth (¤3.4); the difference with
purposives is that, purpose being irrealis, purposive relative clauses are associ-
ated only with pu na, rather than pu. (As sentential adjuncts, purposives are
headed by na or Äia na Ôfor toÕ.)

In contrast to generalising relative clauses, purposives make no demand of in-
tensionality on their matrix predicates; compare (63a), which has a generalising
relative clause after an intensional predicate, with (63b), which is extensional
(and in which the generalising relative clause is unacceptable), and (63c), where
the same extensional predicate can take a purposive relative clause (examples
taken from Veloudis 1983Ð1984):

(63a) «Ecaja gia ªna aytok¼nhto poy na kost¼zei g´rv sto ekatomm´rio
epsaksa Äia ena aftokinito pu na kostizi Äiro sto ekatomirio
I looked for a car which would cost around a million (= the kind of car)

(63b) *Püra ªna aytok¼nhto poy na kost¼zei g´rv sto ekatomm´rio
*pira ena aftokinito pu na kostizi Äiro sto ekatomirio
*I bought a car which would cost around a million (= the kind of car)

(63c) Püra ªna aytok¼nhto poy na me ejyphrete¼ sth doylei� moy
pira ena aftokinito pu na me eksipireti sti Dulia mu
I bought a car to be of service to me in my job

In its purposive sense, pu is omissible: one can just as easily say pira ena
aftokinito na me eksipireti sti Dulia mu. This is not possible for generalising rela-
tive clauses (Veloudis 1983Ð1984:113): one cannot say *epsaksa Äia ena
aftokinito na kostizi Äiro sto ekatomirio, as this could only be interpreted as a
purposive (Ôin order for it to cost around a millionÕ).56

However, VeloudisÕ constraint on pu elision holds only for sentences where
the intensionality is conveyed by the predicate, as in epsaksa Ôlook forÕ. Where
intensionality is conveyed by grammatical means, like negation, a na-relative
clause is perfectly acceptable, as in (62b)Ña clause by no means purposive.

Notwithstanding these distributional differences, purposive and intensional
pu are semantically close to each other, which is why they are conflated in tradi-
tional grammar accounts (most recently in Gogos (1989), in which five of the six
examples given of ÔRelative Clauses of Purpose or ResultÕ are in fact inten-
sional.)

56This property is consistent with the semantics: the na-element is dominant in the purposive,
since the purposive is only incidentally a relative clause (it could just as easily function as a
sentential adjunct), whereas the pu-element is dominant in the generalising expression, which is
still a type of relative clause, anchored to a specific head. In addition, purposives can be either
perfective or imperfective, whereas generalising clauses (not restrictable to a specific time
frame) can only be imperfective.
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3.7.3.ÊPotential result clauses
In a result clause, pu (¤3.4.3) introduces actual results, whereas pu na introduces
potential or intended results, as illustrated by (64a).

(64a) Ua prªpei h kybªrnhsh na l�bei opvsdüpote mªtra ªtsi poy na lyue¼ to pr¿blhma.
Ta prepi i kivernisi na lavi oposDipote metra etsi pu na liTi to provlima.
The government will definitely have to take measures such that the problem
may be solved. (Mack 296)

Using the future particle Ta instead of na in (64a) would assert that the problem
will be solved; no such assertion is made with na.

Most clauses of this type are similar to generalising relative clauses (¤3.7.1);
indeed, both Mackridge and Tzartzanos conflate them. I distinguish them be-
cause potential results have a stronger affinity still to realis results. In fact, the
potential/actual distinction between pu and pu na frequently breaks down, as in
the following examples:

(64b) Gr�fei r¼meq t¿so plo´sieq poy na moi�zoyn me logopa¼gnia.
Ärafi rimes toso plusies pu na miazun me loÄopeÄnia.
He writes rhymes so rich that they are just like puns. (example given in Hesse
1980:105ÑHesse adds that pu miazun Òwould mean rather the same.Ó)

(64c) Kai proq timün toyq [tvn arxa¼vn ellünvn], arg¿tera th meleto´sane [th selünh]
Çastronomik� kai episthmonik�È se tªtoio shme¼o, poy na thn apall�joyne ap¿
param´uia kai nÕ afüsoyne tiq paliªq myuologikªq dojas¼eq, m¿no gia toyq pio
pneymatik� kauysterhmªnoyq.
ke ptos timin tus, arÄotera ti meletusane Òastronomika ke epistimonikaÓ se tetio
simio, pu na tin apalaksune apo paramiTia ke n afisune tis palies miToloÄikes
Doksasies, mono Äia tus pio pnevmatika kaTisterimenus.
And to their [the Ancient Greeks] credit, later on they studied it [the moon] as-
tronomically and scientifically to such a degree that they rid her of fairy tales
and left the old mythological beliefs for the intellectually retarded. (TsifM 405)

In (64b), na contributes nothing to the meaning: the similarity of the rhymes to
puns cannot be irrealis (Ôwould be just like punsÕ), and na may simply be used
affectively, to attenuate the remark. Similarly, there is nothing either potential
or intended about Greek skepticism in (64c). In fact, according to Hesse
(1980:105), pu na-clauses serve simply Òto express logical consequence, whether
it actually occurs (occurred) or not.Ó So, whereas the pu expression is marked for
realis, the na equivalent is unmarked, rather than marked for irrealis modality.

3.7.4.ÊUnrealisable concessive clauses
In ¤3.4.5, we saw pu used as a realis concessive. The pu na-counterparts of these
clauses introduce a condition regarded by the speaker as outlandish or unrea-
sonable,57 as shown by (46b) and (65)Ñand equivalent to English expressions
like not if you were the last man on earth!

57These are the clauses Tzartzanos classes as concessive rather than contradictory (¤3.4.5).
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(46b) Den janagyr¼zv sp¼ti toy, poy na ton idÃ kremasmªno.
Den ksanaÄirizo sto spiti tu, pu na ton iDo kremasmeno.
IÕm not going back to his house, even if I see him hang. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 5;
Xenopoulos)

(65) EgÃ den ton pa¼rnv ayt¿n poy na me k�nei
eÄo Den ton perno afton, pu na me kani
I not him (CLIT) take him pu na me make
xrysü
xrisi
golden (FEM)
IÕm not marrying him, even if he gilds me. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 5; ÔFortunioÕ,
Elefthero Vima newspaper, 1931Ð09-06)

This contrasts with irrealis concessives introduced by [ke] na Ô[even] naÕ, which
bear no restriction as to how unreasonable the concessive may be. Thus, a [ke]
na-concessive can be expected to be true (66a), or hypothetical (66b), as well as
unfeasible like pu na-concessives (66c):

(66a) Kai oi gone¼q moy na mh se uªloyn, egÃ u� Õruv na se p�rv.
ke i Äonis mu na mi se Telun, eÄo Ta rTo na se paro.
Even if/though my parents donÕt want you, IÕll come and get you. (MinBÊ436;
Lithakia, Zante, Heptanesa)

(66b) Kai na gyr¼sv tÃra sto nhs¼, p�li de ua hsyx�sv.
ke na Äiriso tora sto nisi, pali De Ta isixaso.
Even if I returned now to the island, I would find no peace. (Tz ¤253 2 b;
Karkavitsas)

(66c) Den ton ªpairna, na moy xar¼zane ton oyran¿ me tÕ �stra
Den ton eperna, na mu xarizane ton urano me t astra
I wouldnÕt marry him, even if they gave me the heavens and the stars. (TzÊ¤282
LXXVII 9; Papadiamantis)

(46b) and (65) give a strong impression that the pu-propositions are not just
concessive, but also contain an optative expression disparaging its referent. For
example, (46b) can readily be interpreted as ÔIÕm not going back to his houseÑ
and may I see him hanged!Õ This association is strong in Greek, although it does
not always holdÑas shown by (66d) and (66e), which have no necessarily deni-
gratory or optative component:

(66d) «Ama mªneiq edÃ, den aneba¼neiq [sthn Akr¿polh], poy na soy dÃsoyne tr¼a
katost�rika kai na se parakalªsei ap¿ p�noy ki h gk¿mena.
ama menis eDo, Den anevenis, pu na su Dosune tria katostarika ke na se parakalesi
apo panu ki i gomena.
If you stay here, youÕre not walking up [to the citadel] even if they give you 300
drachmas AND your girlfriend begs you to. (Tsiforos (source unattributedÑex-
ample cited in Hesse 1980:111))

(66e) ¿la toy [toy Amal�rixoy] soy lªgane ÇPanagi� moy, to´toyq e¼nai pr¼ntshpaq, den
g¼netai alliÃq poy na xtyphuüte x�moyÈ.
ola tu su leÄane ÒpanaÄia mu, tutos ine printsipas, Den Äinete alios pu na xtipiTite
xamu.Ó
Everything about him [Amalarich] told you ÒBy Our Lady, this is a prince; it
cannot be otherwise, even if you knock yourselves to the ground!Ó (TsifC 177)
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Nonetheless, there is an obvious connection between unrealisable concessives
and the pu na-optative expressions considered immediately below.

There are other irrealis adjuncts introduced not by pu na, but only by na, as
detailed in Tzartzanos (1991 [1946, 1963] ¤282 LXXVII); these include condi-
tionals, hypothetical concessives, temporal and manner clauses (where, once
more, the pu-variant is marked for realis, but the na-version is not necessarily
marked for irrealis), and topic clauses. So pu na is not only an extension of pu
(which is in competition with na); pu na is itself in competition with na.

3.7.5.ÊOptative clauses
A major class of pu na-relative clauses is that which expresses a wish (67a) or,
more frequently, a curse (67b, 67c) about the referent:

(67a) (~1610)
Bitzªntzoq e¼nÕ o poihtüq kÕ eiq th geni� Korn�roq,/poy na breuü akrim�tistoq, sa ua
ton p�rh o X�roq.
vitsendzos in o piitis k is ti Äenia kornaros,/pu na vreTi akrimatistos, sa Ta ton pari
o xaros.
The poet is Vincenzo, and by clan Cornaro, whom may God find sinless, when
Death takes him. (Erotok V 1544)

(67b) MÕ aq ¿cetai h Fr¿sv! Ayt¿ to kolob¿ to f¼di, poy na th dv, ueÕ moy, na sªrnetai sto
xÃma sa f¼di!
m as opsete i froso! afto to kolovo to fiDi, pu na ti Do, Te mu, na sernete sto xoma
sa fiDi!
But itÕs FrosoÕs fault! That croptailed snake, whom may I see, my God,
crawling on the earth like a snake!
But that Frosso was to blame for everything! That slimy snake, please God I
may live to see her crawl on the ground like the snake she is! (Tah 98)

(67c) Brªuhke sthn Pªmpth Stayrofor¼a, Septªmbrh müna, synarxhg¿q, leg�toq,
antipr¿svpoq toy p�pa kai koymantad¿roq, o Illoystr¼ssimo [Pel�gioq], poy na
Õdine o Ue¿q na Õpefte se asbest¿lakko par� th laxt�ra poy �nace sthn
xristianos´nh!
vreTike stin pempti stavroforia, septemvri mina, sinarxiÄos, leÄatos, adiprosopos tu
papa ke kumadaDoros, o ilustrisimo, pu na Dine o Teos na pefte se asvestolako para
ti laxtara pu anapse stin xristianosini!
So in the month of September, there came to the Fifth Crusade, as co-leader,
legate, representative of the pope and commander, the Illustrissimo
[Pelagius]Ñwhom God should have made fall in a pit of lime, rather than
allow the suffering he unleashed on Christendom! (TsifC 272)

This is consistent with the usage of na in main clauses to express wishes (68a)
or curses (68b): the relative clause is subjunctive (optative), and so contains na.

(68a) Sternü moy gnÃsh, na sÕ e¼xa prÃta!
sterni mu Änosi, na s ixa (PERFP) prota!
My late knowledge, would that I had you beforehand! (If I knew then what I
know nowÉ) (Proverb)

(68b) Barªuhka pia! Na p�rei o di�boloq kai tiq giortªq kai to kal¿ toyq
vareTika pia! na pari (PERFS) o Diavolos ke tis Äiortes ke to kalo tus
IÕm sick of it! May the devil take parties and what theyÕre worth
IÕm fed up. To hell with name-days and all the rest of the nonsense. (TahÊ20)
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pu na is usually associated with curses, whereas bare na is usual with wishes,
and is generally more productive than pu na; so (68a) would sound odd with pu
na in CSMG. As with na-optatives, the tense in the pu na-clause determines how
realisable the wish is considered: a simplex tense means the wish is merely ir-
realis, whereas a past tense means the wish is counterfactual, and known not to
be realisableÑcompare counterfactual (68a) with irrealis (68b).

The examples above are syntactically still relative clauses. But frequently the
optative pu na-clause is separated from any putative head, and is best regarded
as a distinct optative sentential adjunct. A pu na-clause can even become a pure
main clause, as in (69a) and (69b), without any dependency whatever from any
other clauseÑsomething impossible for any pu-clause.

(69a) Poy na mh sÃsei!
pu na mi sosi!
OPT not he lasts
Damn him! (ÔMay he not last!Õ)

(69b) ÇPoy na mhn ªsvna kai na mhn ªftana na se gennüsv gie moy!È ªlega me to noy moy.
Òpu na min esona ke na min eftana na se Äeniso Äie mu!Ó eleÄa me to nu mu.
ÒWould that I did not last and did not get to give birth to you, my son!Ó I said
to myself.
Better IÕd not lived to bring you into the world, my son, I said to myself. (Tah
122)

In other cases the pu na-clause is introduced by an interjection; since the inter-
jection has no syntactic status, the pu na-clause is still a distinct main clause:

(70a) Mvrª, poy na p�rh h eyxü, e¼pe.
more, pu na pari i efxi, ipe.
Oh, the blessing take it, he said. (Euphemism for pu na pari o Diaolos Ôthe devil
take [it]Õ) (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iv; folk tale from Thrace collected by
Papahristodoulou)

(70b) Mpa! poy na dagk�sh th glÃssa toy!
ba, pu na Dagasi ti Älossa tu!
Ha! He should bite his tongue! (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iv; Karkavitsas)

And there are instances where the pu na-optative clause is parenthetically em-
bedded within other main clauses, but must be considered an adjunct, rather
than a relative clause. This is either because there is no candidate head nominal
(71a), or because the only such candidate is a clitic, which (as already noted)
cannot be the head of a relative clause in CSMG (71b):

(71a) Koimüsoy, poy na se xarü o nioq, poy ua se p�rei!
kimisu, pu na se xari o nios, pu Ta se pari!
sleep, OPT rejoice in you the young man, who will marry you
Sleep, and may the young man who marries you rejoice in you! (Pol 153)

(71b) Den ton xvne´v, poy na ton alªsh o m´loq!
Den ton (CLIT) xonevo, pu na ton alesi o milos!
I canÕt stand himÑmay the mill grind him up! (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iv;
Xenopoulos)
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There is one case where pu is optative without a following na; this case is id-
iosyncratic, however, since the predicate it introduces is not morphologically a
verb. The word anaTema Ôanathema; damnÕ is a noun and an interjection in
Modern Greek; but it can take clitic objects. It appears p anaTema has become
lexicalised in CSMG:

(72) J´pna, pÕ an�uem� se!
ksipna, p anaTema se!
Wake up pu anathema you (ACC)
Wake up, damn you! (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iv; Papantoniou)

One can see some motivation for the emergence of pu na as opposed to optative
na, in that na is much more functionally overloaded. Thus, if pu were omitted in
parenthetical optative clauses like (71a) and (71b), the na-clause would sound
more like an out-of-place purposive (ÔSleep, so that the young man who marries
you may rejoice in you!Õ)

The dependence of pu na on a matrix has given rise to a salient subclass of op-
tative expressions: echoic optatives, in which the predicate of the pu na-clause
echoes that of the matrix:

(73a) Kai gia to´to ua x�sv egÃ to �log¿ moy, poy na saq x�sei o Ue¿q;
ke Äia tuto Ta xaso eÄo to aloÄo mu, pu na sas xasi o Teos?
And is it for this that I am to lose my horse?Ñwould that God lost you!
(=Êdestroyed you) (Polyl 65)

(73b) MÕ ªkaceq, poy na kaüq san to ker�ki thq Lamprüq!
m ekapses, pu na kais san to keraki tis labris!
You have burnt meÑand may you burn like an Easter candle! (Tz ¤282
LXXXIV iv; unattributed folksong)

(73c) Erx¿tan o Dhmütrhq moy, to mikr¿tero apÕ ta paidi� moy, kai mo´lege:ÑÔMam�ka, mÕ
ªdeire p�li h ue¼a Fr¿sv!Õ Poy na th de¼rei o ue¿q! Kai ua th de¼rei.
erxotan o Dimitris mu, to mikrotero ap ta peDia mu, ke mu leÄe:ÑÔmamaka, m
eDire pali i Tia froso!Õ pu na ti Diri o Teos! ke Ta ti Diri.
My Dimitris, my youngest child, used to come to me and say: ÔMummy, Auntie
Froso beat me again.Õ May God beat her! And He will.
Dimitris, the youngest, would come and tell me: ÒMama, auntie Frosso beat
me again today!Ó. If only God would strike her like she struck my children!
And He will, mark my words. (Tah 88)

3.7.6.ÊExclamatory clauses
The cleft exclamatory is a realis counterpart to the optatives considered above.
This construction involves a pu-clause modifying a noun (74a), adjective (74b)
or adverb (74c), which has been extracted from that clause, so what is syntacti-
cally a dependent clause is semantically the matrix: it is identical to the cleft
construction of ¤3.2.3, but lacks the copula of the latter (Holton, Mackridge &
Philippaki-Warburton 1997:424).
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(74a) V! syfor� poy mÕ e´rhke!
o! sifora pu m evrike!
Oh disaster pu me found
Oh, what a disaster has fallen upon me! (MinB 519; Gerakario, Zante,
Heptanesa)

(74b) «Hsyxa poy e¼nai ta boyn�, üsyxoi poy e¼nai oi k�mpoi.
isixa pu ine ta vuna, isixi pu ine i kabi.
peaceful pu are the mountains, peaceful pu are the plains
How at ease are the mountains, how at ease are the plains! (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV
v 2; unattributed folk song)

(74c) Vra¼a poy tragoyde¼ h Mar¼ka!
orea pu traÄuDi i marika!
beautifully pu sings M.
How beautifully Marika sings! (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV v 3; invented example)

The word ti ÔwhatÕ can be placed before the clefted element:

(74d) Ti ¿morfh poy Õsai, m�tia moy!
ti omorfi pu se, matia mu!
what beautiful pu you are my eyes
How beautiful you are, my darling! (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV v 3; Passow)

The exclamatory clause need not always display a positive attitude towards its
referent; it can also be used in an ironic sense, as shown by (75):

(75) Mªra poy brüke na tajidªcei.
mera pu vrike na taksiDepsi.
day pu she found to travel
A fine day she picked to travel! (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV v 1; invented example)

The alo pu-construction is related to the cleft exclamatories: like them, it clefts
an elementÑalo Ôanything elseÕÑfrom a (negative) matrix clause, binding it to
that matrix with pu. But while alo pu-expressions are exclamatory, the clefted
element is not focussed. So in (76), the sense is not ÔIt was anything else that
Peter did not wantÕ, and alo is not contrastively stressed.

(76) «Allo poy den üuele ki o Pªtroq!
alo pu Den iTele ki o petros!
anything else pu not wanted also P.
ThatÕs exactly what Peter wanted! (i.e. it was a pleasant surprise, or, ironically,
it was the last thing he wanted.)

This presumably follows from the difficulty of focussing a non-referential ex-
pression like alo.

A second class of exclamatory clauses, called here Ôbare exclamatoryÕ to distin-
guish from cleft exclamatories, involves a bare pu-clause, conveying disbelief
and usually contempt, and following a matrix interjection or exclamation. This
kind of clause (not included in either TzartzanosÕ or MackrdigeÕs survey) re-
sembles (38b) from ¤3.4.2:
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(38b) Ñ«Agie Pel�gie! Me toyq aforismo´q oi st¿loi den katastrªfontai. Uªloyne kai
m�xh.
ÑNa xauüte poy den piste´ete sthn pantodynam¼a toy Kyr¼oy hmÃn.
ÑaÄie pelaÄie! me tus aforismus i stoli Den katastrefode. Telune ke maxi.
Ñna xaTite pu Den pistevete stin padoDinamia tu kiriu imon.
[ÔMay you become lost that you donÕt believe in the omnipotence of Our LordÕ]
ÒSaint Pelagius! Fleets are not destroyed by excommunication. They need
battle, too.Ó
ÒGet lost, for not believing in the omnipotence of Our Lord!Ó (TsifC 275)

As analysed there, the pu-clause is a justification for the matrix exclamation; it
is thus an adjunct, rather than an independent exclamation, and it remains an
adjunct semantically even if the pu-clause becomes an independent intonation
unit. In bare exclamatories, on the other hand, the pu-clause introduces not a
justification for the exclamation, but rather a new exclamation, of parallel im-
port and juxtaposed with the ÔmatrixÕ exclamation. So in the following examples,
there are two exclamatory clauses: one ÔmatrixÕ exclamation, and one intro-
duced by pu. Since the exclamatories appear in a paratactic relation, pu is here
glossed as and:

(77a) ÇFtoy soy na xaue¼q!È thq fvn�zv ªjallh. ÇPoy maq parist�neiq kai thn os¼a!È
Òftu su na xaTis!Ó tis fonazo eksali. Òpu mas paristanis ke tin osia!Ó
ÒGet the hell out of here!Ó I yelled at her in a fury. ÒAnd you pretend to us to be
a saint!Ó
ÒArenÕt you ashamed of yourself, you miserable old cow,Ó I screamed at her,
Òpretending to be so damn holy!Ó (Tah 194)

(77b) MÕ ªxei k�nei rez¼li sth geitoni�. Ton pezebªgkh! Poy moy uªlei kai paid¼! To m�ti ua
toy bg�lv! A´rio ki¿laq ua p�v na k�nv ªktrvshÉ
m exi kani rezili sti Äitonia. ton pezevegi! pu mu Teli ke peDi! to mati Ta tu vÄalo!
avrio kiolas Ta pao na kano ektrosiÉ
HeÕs made me the laughing stock of the whole neighbourhood, thatÕs what heÕs
done. The bastard! And then he gives me another brat of his! IÕll scratch his
bloody eyes out! Tomorrow first thing IÕll go and get an abortion, thatÕs what
IÕll do!É (Tah 94)

(77c) EnÃ fobªrizan ton k¿smo ap¿ thn P¿li,/ toyq rümajen o Kantakoyzhn¿q, toyq rümaje
o kyr Gi�nnhq./ Kai poy to e¼xe skop¿ na p�ei me toy kyr Gi�nnh/ to mªroq! Kai ua
tÏkamne.
eno foverizan ton kosmo apo tin poli,/ tus rimaksen o kadakuzinos, tus rimakse o
kir Äianis./ ke pu to ixe skopo na pai me tu kir Äiani/ to meros! ke Ta to kamne.
While they were threatening everyone from Constantinople,/ Kantakuzinos
demolished them, Lord John demolished them./ And to think heÕd planned to
join/ Lord JohnÕs party! And he would have done it (Cav 248)

Clearly, the pu-clause is not a justification for the matrix exclamation; it rather
describes some state of the world which the speaker holds in contempt. So while
justifying pu-clauses have the import ÔGet lost! I say this because you do not be-
lieveÉÕ, as in (38b), (77a) means ÔGet the hell out of here! I have contempt for
the fact that you pretend to be a saint!Õ. Similarly, (77b) means ÔThat bastard! I
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have contempt for the fact that he wants a kid!Õ58 And (77c) expresses in-
credulity and disappointment.

There is a complex taxonomy of exclamatory utterances involving pu in some
way; most of them are outlined in ¤3.8. Bare exclamatories are a distinct class
from the irrealis exclamations considered in ¤3.8.2: the pu-clause is being as-
serted (albeit contemptuously), rather than negated. In that respect, bare ex-
clamatories resemble the uncontrolled pu Ta-exclamatories considered immedi-
ately below.

3.8.ÊIrrealis pu

3.8.1.ÊIrrealis pu Ta
Ta, the CSMG future and conditional marker, also plays a part in constructing
irrealis pu-clauses. The most obvious way it does so is through the use of Ta with
IMPFP, which gives an (irrealis) conditional tense. In such usage, Ta corre-
sponds to would rather than will in English. So while potential-resultÐclauses
use na and IMPFS or PERFS, unrealised-resultÐclauses use Ta and IMPFP, giving
a conditional clause:

(78) (1829Ð1840)
KiÕ ap¿ t¿sa �rmata, kan¿nia, skoyti� kiÕ �lla anagka¼a toy polªmoy, opo´ ua
ütan to taxtik¿n dipl¿, den ªmeine t¼potaq.
ki apo tosa armata, kanonia, skutia ki ala anagea tu polemu, opu Ta itan (IMPFP)
to taxtikon Diplo, Den emine tipotas.
And from so many arms, cannons, uniforms and other necessaries of war, that
would have been double the regular armyÕsÑnot a piece remained.
And of all those weapons, cannon, clothing, and other warlike supplies which
the regulars had in double supply, not one item was left. (MakM 186)

But there is an entire group of constructions involving pu Ta, which is irrealis in
an unexpected way. In this group, the matrix clause is a derogatory, typically
optative or imperative expression, and its pu Ta-adjunct is a clause which the
speaker explicitly intends to be understood as either true but immaterial, or out-
right false. The verb of these pu Ta-clauses is not in a Past, but in a Simplex
tense. That is to say, the adjunct verb does not appear in the explicitly irrealis
conditional tense of (78), but in the future tense.

No study of this construction, nor of its bare pu-counterpart in ¤3.8.2, has
been attempted to date. However, it is of great importance in properly de-
scribing the semantic range of pu. While pu is strongly associated with factivity,
and requires the interpolation of na to admit irrealis clauses; the few exceptions
already seen are irrealis in mood, but more indefinite than irrealis in denota-
tion. Yet this construction can actually assert the falsehood of its argument. This
is despite the fact that there is no explicit negator present. The irrealis nature of
Ta does not explain away this falsehood: the literal meaning of the pu Ta-ad-

58The involvement of the speaker in the pu-clause exclamation is underlined by the use of the
ethical dative mas Ôto usÕ and mu Ôto meÕ.
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juncts is that I will do X, whereas their speaker meaning is I will not do X. As
shown in ¤3.8.2, there are even constructions where Ta is absent, but the argu-
ment of pu is still negated; the only indication of irrealis mood left is quotative
intonation. The consequence is startling: pu is normally factive, but in these
constructions, it is anti-factive. Furthermore, this anti-factivity is not an inci-
dental discourse implicature; it is conventionalised, and strongly associated
with the particular collocations involved. In what follows, I list some of the
more salient instances of the pu Ta exclamatory construction.

The first such construction uses the verb xeso Ôshit on (PERFS)Õ. The full con-
struction is na (CLITIC)i xeso NPi, pu Ta VP(1SG): ÔMay I shit on NP(TOPIC), that I
will VPÕ. The construction corresponds roughly to the Australian English ex-
pression fuck that for a joke if IÕm gonna VP, or yeah, like IÕm really gonna VP:
it expresses contempt towards the NP object of xeso, refusal to carry out the ac-
tion in the pu Ta-clause (which in the Australian English expression is marked
as irrealis by placing it in a conditional), and some implicit statement of contin-
gency of the action on the NP. The pu Ta-clause is thus reminiscent of the resul-
tative (or resultative relative) function of pu: the pu Ta-predicate is in some way
a result of the NP, which the speaker rejects.

The following example from MakriyannisÕ Memoirs provides an excellent il-
lustration of the construction:59

(79a) (1829Ð1840)
(Makriyannis accuses his comrade Gouras during the Greek Revolutionary War
of abusing his position to profiteer.)
ÇTªloq p�ntvn es´ kiÕ o Mamo´rhq sy ua g¼n�q Memetalüq, es´, kiÕ ayt¿q Mpra�mhq?
kÕ em�q ua maq p�rete e¼lvteq! Na thn xªsv tªtoia leyteri�, opo´ ua k�mv egÃ
esªna pasi�! È
Òtelos padon esi ki o mamuris si Ta Äinis memetalis, esi, ki aftos braimis k emas Ta
mas parete ilotes! na tin xeso tetia lefteria, opu Ta kamo (PERFS) eÄo esena pasia!Ó
ÒSo youÕre going to turn into Mehmet Ali, and your friend Mamouris is going to
turn into Ibrahim Pasha [two leaders of the Ottoman army]; and youÕre going to
make us your serfs! Fuck that kind of liberty, if IÕm going to make you a
pasha!Ó
ÔAnd to cap that, you and Mamouris between you will be Mahomet Ali and
Ibrahim and have us as your helots. I shit on such a freedom where I have to
make a pasha of you!Õ (MakM 185)

The import of MakriyannisÕ statement is as follows:
¥ In the process of the Greeks gaining their liberty, Giouras and

Mamouris are gaining excessive power.
¥ The result of Ôthat kind of libertyÕ is that Giouras will be Makri-

yannisÕ overlord.
¥ Makriyannis refuses to have Giouras be his overlord.

59I have been unable to find an instance of this particular construction in the often heated dis-
cussions in the Hellas-L corpus, although there are several instances of ÔMay I shit on XÕ by itself
to express contempt.
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¥ Ergo, fuck that kind of liberty whereby Makriyannis would have to
make Giouras his overlord.

The peculiarity with the construction is that, even if the pu Ta-clause is inter-
preted as a normal resultative connective or relativiser (ÔwherebyÕ), the result is
unrealised rather than potentialÑas far as the speakerÕs desires are concerned,
at least. So the pu Ta-clause would make more sense as a conditional (TaÊ+ Past)
than as a future (TaÊ+ Simplex): opu Ta ekama (PERFP) eÄo esena pasia Ôwhereby
I would make you a pashaÕ, rather than Ôwhereby I will make you a pashaÕ.60

One might explain the anti-factive as factive contingent on the fulfilment of
the matrix condition; but such contingency is not normal to factive expres-
sionsÑthe earliest definition of factivity is indeed preservation of truth under
negation of the matrix (Kiparsky & Kiparsky 1971). It is simpler to admit that
these constructions are indeed anti-factive, and explain them as a contingent
diachronic development (as I attempt in ¤7.8.1), than force them into a factive
schema they clearly do not belong in.

A euphemism for xeso in this construction, and in the expression of deroga-
tion in general, is vraso ÔboilÕ. This usage of vraso is illustrated in (80)Ñwith an
instructive difference from (79a):61

(80) Ua moy phq ¿ti ªtsi proode´oyne oi «Arabeq! Na thn br�soyme meiq tªtoia pr¿odo
poy ua maq k¿ch to loyfª!
Ta mu pis oti etsi prooDevune i araves! na tin vrasume (1PL) mis tetia prooDo pu
Ta mas kopsi to lufe!
Now, you might say, thatÕs how the Arabs make progress. Stuff that kind of
progress if itÕll cut out our loot! (TsifC 290)

60An element which could have been used instead of Ta to mark the adjunct as irrealis (and un-
desirable) is na. However, the matrix clause in the pu Ta-construction, being an optative, itself
contains na. So while na might have been a less problematic particle than Ta, its use would have
led to confusion, in this construction at least.
The continuation of (79a) is of interest, because it contains an utterance made with similar im-
port, but formulated quite differently:
(79b) ÇÑTi koybenti�zeiq ªtzi; moy lªgei.  Ñ«Etzi koybenti�zv! «Otan ta p�r�q es´ ayt�

kai oi f¼loi soy, na me ft´s�q!È
Òti kuvediazis etsi?Ó mu leÄi. Òetsi kuvediazo! otan ta paris (PERFS) esi afta ke i
fili su, na me ftisis!Ó
ÒWhat are you talking like that for?Ó he tells me. ÒThatÕs the way I talk! When
you and your friends get that [the 800,000 groschen Gouras has requested
from the government], you can spit on me!Ó
ÔWhat are you chattering about?Õ says he. ÔChattering about!Õ say I. ÔWhen you
and your friends get hold of these things you can spit on me!Õ (MakM 185)

Again, the event Makriyannis wishes to prevent appears in PERFS, the subjunctive mood. But
whereas in (79a) it appeared within a future tense (preceded by Ta), here it appears after otan
ÔwhenÕ. A when-expression is more irrealis than a future-expressionÑalthough it still implies an
expectation of fulfilment, which would be absent if instead Makriyannis had used a conditional
marker, such as an ÔifÕ or ama Ôwhen; ifÕ. In context, however, the otan-construction and the pu
Ta-construction are treated as equivalent.
61The difference here is certainly independent of the choice of the lexeme vraso or xeso; they are
intersubstituable in both instances.
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Example (79a) cannot be read with its literal, affirmative meaning: the speaker
derogates the situation, and the speaker is the agent of the pu Ta-event, which
therefore will not take place. In (80), by contrast, the speakers have no control
over the pu Ta-event; and much as they do not wish it to take place, there is
some expectation that it will. In fact, the pu Ta-clause can be read quite literally
as an affirmative relative clause: ÔLet us denigrate such progress which will cut
out our lootÕ. So while (79a) and (80) are identical in structure, and both express
derogation, the control the speaker has over the derogated action determines
the likelihood of the action. So a pu Ta-exclamation can either be truthful or not,
depending on the degree of speaker control; the former case is called here
Uncontrolled-pu Ta, and the latter Controlled.

The interpretation of such utterances is a matter of conversational implica-
ture. The pu Ta-clause represents an inconvenienceÑit is signalled as such by
the derogatory matrix. Humans are assumed to wish to avoid inconvenience; so
if the speaker is the agent in the pu Ta-clause, they are presumably avoiding the
action described. If the speaker, on the other hand, is an affected party in the pu
Ta-clause, as in (80), and has no control over the situation, then the clause must
be read literally, as describing something that may well happen.

Instances of the construction up to this point are ambiguous with relativisa-
tions; from this point on, they are notÑthe matrix presents no candidate head
for the pu-clause to relativise. So the construction cannot be considered merely
an idiosyncratic relativisation: it is an autonomous connective usage of pu.

An anti-factive (ÔuncontrolledÕ) reading of the pu Ta-clause requires that the
speaker have no control over the pu Ta-event, and not merely that the speaker
not be the agent. This is illustrated by the next group of constructions, whose
matrix clause contains a derogatory utterance equivalent to Ôget lostÕ or Ôgo to
hellÕ; these expressions are usually introduced by the colloquial imperatives a,
ade and ai Ôgo!Õ These occur in response to a request; their matrix expresses con-
tempt to the interlocutor, and the pu Ta-clause sarcastically echoes the inter-
locutorÕs request. So in these utterances, too, pu Ta superficially looks like as-
serting its argument, but in actuality denies it. This is illustrated well by (81a),
where the speaker is still the subject of the pu Ta-clause:

(81a) O Konr�doq toy Momfer� j´nise ta mo´tra.
ÑTi zhte¼te, perikalÃ;
ÑThn T´ro, ap�nthse o Gky. [É]
O Konr�doq shkÃuhke ap�nv.
ÑA p�gaine re, lªei, poy ua soy dÃsv thn T´ro. EgÃ polªmhsa re kokoni¿rko na thn
kratüsv kai ua sthn dÃsv esªna toy kiotü; A p�gaine.
o konraDos tu momfera ksinise ta mutra.
Òti zitite, perikalo?Ó
Òtin tiro,Ó apadise o gi. [É]
o konraDos sikoTike apano.
Òa paÄene re,Ó lei, Òpu Ta su Doso tin tiro. eÄo polemisa re kokonioriko na tin
kratiso ke Ta stin Doso esena tu kioti? a paÄene.Ó
[ÔÒBe going, you,Ó he says, Òthat I will give you Tyre.ÓÕ]
Conrad of Montferrat scowled.
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ÒAnd what would you be after?Ó
ÒTyreÓ, Guy replied. [É]
Conrad got up.
ÒGet lost!Ó he said. ÒAs if IÕm going to give you Tyre! I fought to hold on to it,
you great big girlÕs blouse, and you want me to give it to you now, you coward?
Get lost.Ó (TsifC 228)

In (81b), the pu Ta-clause is also denied though superficially assertedÑeven
though grammatically the speakers do not have control over the pu Ta-proposi-
tion.

(81b) ÑPerikalÃ k�nte pªra kau¿so per¼ ta KorvnomeuÃnh endiafªretai o mpamp�q
[d¿ghq thq Benet¼aq].
ÑA p�aine re, ªkanan oi Fr�gkoi, poy ua maq faq ton t¿po.
Òperikalo kante pera kaToso peri ta koronomeToni enDiaferete o babas.Ó
Òa paene re,Ó ekanan i fragi, Òpu Ta mas fas ton topo.Ó
[ÔÒBe going, you,Ó said the Franks, Òthat you will devour the land from us.ÓÕ]
ÒDo kindly step aside, as Daddy [the doge of Venice] is interested in Coron and
Modon.Ó
ÒGet lost!Ó the French said. ÒAs if youÕre going to gobble up our land from
under us!Ó (TsifFU 35)

This is because, although grammatically the Venetians are doing the gobbling
(and are the agents of the pu Ta-clause), pragmatically the French are in control
of the situation, because they still own the forts of Coron and Modon. In actu-
ality, the French are saying Ôas if weÕre going to let you gobble up our land from
under us.Õ So controllability is a pragmatic rather than syntactic property.

In (82a) and (82b), on the other hand, the pu Ta-events are not under the
control of the speaker:

(82a) (Baldwin IIIÕs army unsuccessfully attacks Nur-en-DinÕs)
O Noyr en Ntin katayxaristüuhke.
ÑToyq ek�name noikokyra¼oyq. «Aei sto di�olo pali¿paido [Baldoy�noq G′] poy ua
polemüseiq es´ emªna.
o nur en din katafxaristiTike.
Ñtus ekaname nikokireus. ai sto Diaolo paliopeDo pu Ta polemisis esi emena.
[ÔGo to hell bad child, that you will fight me.Õ]
Nur-en-Din was ecstatic.
ÒWeÕve made proper householders of them. Piss off you pipsqueak [Baldwin
III]! As if you were going to fight with me!Ó (TsifC 170)

(82b) (Poseidon expresses surprise to Zeus that Hermes has embarked on a career of
thieving by stealing his brother ApolloÕs cattle. Zeus responds:)
O kal¿q klªfthq ton aderf¿ toy klªbei prÃta. Aq sto di�olo, poy ua moy phq emªna
per¼ kleci�. EgÃ e¼mai khdem¿naq saq, re. Thn tªxnh ua moy m�uete;
o kalos kleftis ton aDerfo tu klevi prota. as sto Diaolo, pu Ta mu pis emena peri
klepsia. eÄo ime kiDemonas sas, re. tin texni Ta mu maTete?
[ÔGo to hell, that you will tell me about theft.Õ]
A good thief robs his brother first of all. Talk to me about theft? Get stuffed! IÕm
your bloody guardian. Are you going to try and teach me how to suck eggs?
(TsifM 208)

Baldwin III has indeed fought with Nur-en-Din, and Poseidon has indeed talked
about theft to Zeus. So the truth of the pu Ta-clauses cannot be denied: these are
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uncontrolled exclamatories. The effect of the pu Ta-clause here is rather to be-
little its referent. Baldwin may indeed have fought with Nur-en-Din, but the
battle was disastrous, and Nur-en-Din is satisfied that Baldwin is no match for
him. Poseidon may indeed have talked to Zeus about theft, but Zeus pulls rank
on him, and declares him unfit to lecture him on morality. Yet even with factive
denotation, uncontrolled-pu Ta is grammatically odd by Greek standards: a
conditional would still be more consistent with such utterances than a future. A
conditional gloss into English displays this: ÔPiss off you pipsqueak, who would
fight with meÕ; ÔYou would talk to me about theft! Get stuffed!Õ62

The final example of a pu Ta-construction is straightforwardly anti-factive: the
speakers are in control of the pu Ta-event, and the constructions express their
unwillingness to carry out the events, and the contempt in which they are held.
In (83) the speakers respond with ridicule to a suggestion made; they echo the
suggestion sarcastically, much as was the case with the Ôget lostÕ-responses in
(81a) and (81b):

(83) ÑKalª ti lªte poy uÕ afüsoyme toyq �ntreq maq gia tr¼a pali¿kastra;
kale ti lete pu T afisume tus adres mas Äia tria paliokastra?
[ÔWhy, what are you saying, that we will leave our husbands for three
lousy castles?Õ]
ÒWhatever are you talking about? Us, abandon our husbands for three lousy
castles?Ó (TsifFU 96)

Although the choice between factive and anti-factive readings of pu Ta (con-
trolled/uncontrolled) is still a matter of conversational implicature, the fact that
the negative reading results in a denial is semantically conventionalised. Under
no circumstances can a pu Ta clause with an invective matrix communicate
grudging acquiescence. If the pu Ta-clause is preventable by the speaker, the pu
Ta-construction signifies that it will in fact be prevented, and is not subject to
defeasibility:

(84) Aei sto di�olo, (∅ /??kai/*poy) ua soy dÃsv thn T´ro!
ai sto Diaolo, (∅ /??ke/*pu) Ta su Doso tin tiro!
To hell with it, IÕll hand Tyre over to you!

This requirement of preventionÑthat a Controlled pu Ta-clause is necessarily
falseÑdoes not follow from conversational implicature. So it represents a con-
ventional implicatureÑthe first step towards the lexicalisation of this anti-fac-
tive sense.

3.8.2.ÊIrrealis bare pu
The previous section considered expressions using pu Ta to introduce irrealis
propositionsÑtypically because, from context, the speaker both denigrates the

62Although English does not use the same kind of modal machinery in its equivalent expres-
sions, expressions like you canÕt possibly do that! (when someone just has) or like you can
really do that! point to a similar conflict between rhetorical and real-world modality. (My
thanks to Christina Eira for this observation.)
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eventuality and expresses refusal to carry the event out, or to allow it. There is
another group of expressions, in which the speaker clearly intends the pu-clause
to be understood as false. These clauses describe not actions, but facts. The
clauses are denied in the absence of any explicit marker of either negation or ir-
realis mood; the only such marker appears to be quotative intonation. This
group of constructions, like the pu Ta-group, involves an imperative or exclama-
tory matrix clause and a pu-adjunct.

The first such construction involves Èna, a ÔdeicticÕ particle. Èna is frequently
used in collocation with pu (Nicholas 1998a), with pu indexing the proposition it
was introducing, acting as a complement of Èna:

(85) (Discussion of the origin of the Amazonian river deity Yuxubal in the practice of
Orinoco ferries ÔsacrificingÕ livestock to the riverÕs piranhas.)
N�, loip¿n, poy pollo´q ueo´q kai ag¼oyq toyq genn�ei kai toyq synthre¼ h an�gkh.
Èna, lipon, pu polus Teus ke aÄius tus Äenai ke tus sidiri i anagi.
So, as you can see, (Ôbehold thatÕ) many gods and saints are born and main-
tained by necessity. (TsifM 301)

Here, however, Èna indexes not a clause, but an expression of contempt or,
paralinguistically, an insulting gesture (typically the mudza, the spread-palm
equivalent of the Anglo ÔfingerÕ), and corresponds to Ôtake that!Õ The ensuing pu-
clause is not a complement of Èna, but rather provides justification for the in-
sultÑin a way analogous to the justifying circumstances discussed in ¤3.4.2 (cf.
38b). A factive instance of a paralinguistic justification along these lines is given
in (86a).

(38b) Ñ«Agie Pel�gie! Me toyq aforismo´q oi st¿loi den katastrªfontai. Uªloyne kai
m�xh.
ÑNa xauüte poy den piste´ete sthn pantodynam¼a toy Kyr¼oy hmÃn.
ÑaÄie pelaÄie! me tus aforismus i stoli Den katastrefode. Telune ke maxi.
Ñna xaTite pu Den pistevete stin padoDinamia tu kiriu imon.
[ÔMay you become lost that you donÕt believe in the omnipotence of Our LordÕ]
ÒSaint Pelagius! Fleets are not destroyed by excommunication. They need
battle, too.Ó
ÒGet lost, for not believing in the omnipotence of Our Lord!Ó (TsifC 275)

(86a) Fr´aje h Dümhtra. P�ei ston «Olympo kai toyq kat�ftyse.
friakse i Dimitra. pai ston olibo ke tus kataftise.
ÑN� re, poy k�nete to mes�zvn me thn diki� moy thn k¿rh.
Èna re, pu kanete to mesazon me tin Dikia mu tin kori.
lo! DISRESPECT pu act as intermediary with my own daughter
Demeter was livid. She went to Olympus and spat on the gods.
ÒTake that, damn you, for playing pimp with my own daughter.Ó (TsifM 370)

There is no semantic difference in pu between (86a) and (38b): in both cases,
the matrix is an expression of derogation, and the pu-clause is a justification for
the derogation, which happens to hold trueÑconsistent with the factivity of pu.
But there are also utterances, like (86b), where the pu-justification cannot pos-
sibly be considered true:
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(86b) Mpükane oi �nurvpoi sta kar�bia toyq, toyq faskelÃsane Çn� poy e¼saste seiq
gia prokopüÈ, anoixtükane kai p�ne p¼sv.
bikane i anTropi sta karavia tus, tus faskelosane ÒÈna pu isaste sis Äia prokopiÓ,
anixtikane ke pane piso.
[Ôlo! that you are for progressÕ]
The guys got into their boats, they gave them the mudzaÑÒTake that! As if
any good will ever come of you lotÓÑthey went out to sea and headed home.
(TsifC 202)

The Byzantine sailors donÕt give the Crusaders the mudza because they think
some good will come of themÑbut precisely because they do not think so. So
the justification here is anti-factive, rather than factive; and the hearer needs
recourse to conversational implicature in order to work out whether the speaker
is being serious (factive) or ironic (anti-factive).

A broader class of such utterances has as its matrix clause the interjection ade
Ôgo on!Õ, already encountered with pu Ta-exclamatories. In that instance, ade in-
troduced a pu Ta-exclamatory, so that whether the pu Ta-clause was denied or
not depended on speaker control. When ade is used to introduce bare pu-
clauses, however, the argument of the pu-clause is denied whether or not the
speaker has any control over it, and whether or not the pu-proposition has the
speaker as a subject. This is because what is being denied by the speaker is not
an action, but a fact: there is no refusal being expressed by the speaker, which
might be contingent on speaker control, but only disbeliefÑas shown in (87a):

(87a) ÑÇ«Ante, bre kyra-Ek�bh,È thq lªv, Çpoy piste´eiq se tªtoieq prolüceiq!ÈÑÇKai
bªbaia piste´vÉÈ.
Òade, vre kira ekavi,Ó tis leo, Òpu pistevis se teties prolipsis!Ó Òke vevea pistevoÉÓ.
[ÔÒGo on, hey Mrs Hecuba,Ó I tell her, Òthat you believe in such supersti-
tions!ÓÕ]
ÒÒOh come on, Mrs Hecuba,Ó I told her, ÒAs if you believe in such supersti-
tions!Ó ÒOf course I doÉÓ.
ÒGo on with you, Hecuba,Õ I said, Ôsurely you donÕt believe that old wivesÕ
tale!ÕÑÔOf course I believe itÉÕ (Tah 261)

This disbelief is also illustrated by (87b)Ñwith the added advantage that this pu-
clause has its verb in PERFP, the Modern Greek tense least associated with ir-
realis mood (¤3.0.1). This confirms that there is nothing irrealis about the sur-
face form of this construction:

(87b) (Discussion of the similarity between Poseidon in Greek mythology and St
Nicholas in Greek Orthodox tradition.)
Ti all�jame, loip¿n; «Ante, re, poy all�jameÉ
ti alaksame, lipon? ade, re, pu alaksame (PERFP)É
[ÔGo on, hey, that we have changedÉÕ]
So how have we changed, then? Yeah, sure weÕve changedÉ (TsifM 302)

While ade-expressions constitute the most prominent grouping of such quota-
tive expressions of disbelief, there are other possible expressions in the matrix
clause. In (88a), the matrix clause consists of the interjection ba Ôbah!ÕÑstrongly
implying that the pu-clause that follows is indeed ÔhumbugÕ:
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(88a) F´gane ta kor¼tsia, �deiase to sp¼ti, gkr¼niaze o AntÃnhq.
ÑTi kat�labeq tÃra poy me¼name dyo ko´koi;
ÑKal´tera kai na Õxv to kef�li moy üsyxo.
Mpa poy to Õxe. O do´kaq jan�pese sto mesofo´stano kai t�raje thn Attikü kai to
«ArgoqÉ
fiÄane ta koritsia, aDiase to spiti, griniaze o adonis.
Ñti katalaves tora pu miname Dio kuki?
Ñkalitera ke na xo to kefali mu isixo.
ba pu to xe. o Dukas ksanapese sto mesofustano ke tarakse tin atiki ke to arÄosÉ
The girls left, the house was emptied, and Antonio grumbled.
ÑAre you satisfied, now that weÕre left all alone like two cuckoos?
ÑAll the better! This way, I can sleep easy. [ÔThat I may have my head
peaceful.Õ]
Oh no she didnÕt! [ÔBah! that she had it.Õ] The duke started messing around
with petticoats again, and struck at the whole of Attica and ArgosÉ (TsifFU
352)

In (88b), the matrix clause is ti les kale Ôwhat are you talking about?Õ We have
already seen this clause as matrix to a pu Ta-clause in (83). In this case, the pu-
clause explicitly (and disparagingly) echoes the interlocutorÕs utteranceÑal-
though the person of the verb has been adjusted accordingly, from argises

(2SG) to arghsa  (1SG), so that this is not properly quotation.

(88b) > argises pantws na apantiseis:-)kapoion rwtas fainetai:-)

Ñ«Arghseq p�ntvq na apantüseiq :-) K�poion rvt�q fa¼netai :-)
ÑarÄises pados na apadisis [smiley] kapion rotas fenete [smiley]

Ti les kale pou arghsa;;;; Molis dieukrinhses

Ti leq kalª poy �rghsa;;;; M¿liq dieykr¼nhseq
Ñti les kale pu arÄisa???? molis Diefkrinises
what you.say good.man (VOC) pu I.was.late
thn erwthsh (ka0ws thn prwth fora pou thn esteiles htan mpourdelo kai

thn erÃthsh (kauÃq thn prÃth for� poy thn ªsteileq ütan mpoyrdªlo kai
tin erotisi (kaTos tin proti fora pu tin estiles itan burDelo ke
den eixa katalabei ti rwtouses), apanthsa entos oligwn leptwn. :)

den e¼xa katal�bei ti rvto´seq), ap�nthsa ent¿q ol¼gvn leptÃn. :)
Den ixa katalavi ti rotuses), apadisa edos oliÄon lepton. [smiley]
ÑBut you were late answering. :-) You must be asking someone else. :-)
ÑMate, what do you mean, ÔlateÕ? As soon as you clarified the question (because
the first time youÕd sent it, it was a shemmozle, and I hadnÕt understood what
you were asking), I answered within a few minutes. :) (Charalambos P.
Karaolides (response to Ioannis Iliopoulos): Re: O nonos...;  Hellas-L, 1995Ð
09Ð04)

The final example of an irrealis bare-pu exclamatory adjunct comes from a dra-
matic play, and had baffled Tzartzanos when he was writing his Syntax:

(88c) «Anoijª to, na ido´me. A! ntropü e¼nai, kahmªnh. Kalª, �noijª to, poy e¼nai ntropü! Ta
sento´kia tvn yphretriÃn e¼nai gian� ta c�xnoyn oi kyr¼eq!
anikse to, na iDume. a! dropi ine, kaimeni. kale, anikse to, pu ine dropi! ta sedukia
ton ipiretrion ine Äia na ta psaxnun i kiries!
[ÔÒWhy, open it up, that it is a shame!ÓÕ]
Open it up, so we can have a look. Oh, itÕs shameful, you poor dear! Why, open
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it upÑshameful indeed! MaidsÕ chests are there for ladies to search through! (Tz
¤282 LXXXIV v; Xenopoulos)63

For this utterance to make sense, the second and third sentences need to be
spoken ironically, in quotative intonation (the sentence is taken from a play):
ÔOh, ÒitÕs shamefulÓ, you poor dear! Why, open it upÑÒShamefulÓ indeed!Õ In
this case, the matrix clause kale anikse to Ôwhy, open itÕ is not an expression of
disbelief or contempt at allÑunlike the preceding instances. The disbelief has
rather been supplied by the use of quotative intonation in this and the preceding
clause.64

In all, we have seen seven types of exclamatory usages of pu, summarised in
Table 7.

Section Name Form Assertion Value Judgement
¤3.4.2 Justify-pu pu Affirmative Neutral
¤3.7.5 Optative pu na Optative Mostly Negative
¤3.7.6 Cleft Exclamatory (ti)É pu Affirmative Mostly Positive
¤3.7.6 Bare Exclamatory pu Affirmative Negative
¤3.8.1 Uncontrolled-pu Ta pu Ta Affirmative Negative
¤3.8.1 Controlled-pu Ta pu Ta Negative Negative
¤3.8.2 Irrealis-pu pu Negative Negative

Table 7. Exclamatory usages of pu

3.9.ÊDefinite article + pu
This final class of usages of pu does not in itself constitute a novel function.
Rather, as with the ÔsubjunctiveÕ usage of pu considered in ¤3.6, it is a morpho-
logical innovation involving pu.

pu cannot be preceded by a definite article in CSMG. This is in constrast with
oti: to oti is a common though formal complementiser, as described in ¤3.3.5.
The other two major complementisers of Greek also have a long history of asso-
ciation with the definite article. In Early Modern Greek, the complementiser pos
was almost obligatorily preceded by the definite article to (89a) (see Nicholas
1996), although the use of to pos as a counterpart to to oti is marginal in CSMG,
and its acceptability is a matter of idiolectal variation.

(89a) (1370~1388)
Mis¼r Ar¼go nte «Andoyloq, do´kaq thq Benet¼aq/ ap¿krisin toyq ªdoken, o´tvq toyq
apokr¼uh,/ to pvq to pr�gma ¿poy zhto´n arªsei thq Benet¼aq.
misir ariÄo de adulos, Dukas tis venetias,/ apokrisin tus eDoken, utos tus apokriTi,/

63Tzartzanos includes this example in NoteÊiv at the conclusion of his discussion of puÑalong-
side other instances of pu where Òthe precise definition is difficult to determine.Ó It is the final
example given, and his comment is limited to Ò(puÊ= ? The meaning is: Ôit is not shameful at
allÕ).Ó This comment is the only mention I am aware of of irrealis pu-exclamatories in the litera-
ture.
64This utterance comes the closest to the bare pu-exclamatories considered in ¤3.7.6; but the pu-
clause here is still clearly subordinate semanticallyÑeven if the matrix Ôopen it up!Õ is not par-
ticularly germane to the pu-adjunct; and the pu-clause is anti-factive, whereas bare pu-exclama-
tories are paratactic rather than subordinate, and factive. Nevertheless, the boundary between
the two constructions is obviously not rigid.
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to pos to praÄma Èopu zitun aresi tis venetias.
Sir Enrico Dandolo, Doge of Venice, gave them an answer, thus he answered
them: that the thing which they sought was pleasing to Venice. (MorH 361Ð
363)

And to na-clauses are the most productive (although not the most unmarked)
way of nominalising actions, corresponding to both the English gerund and the
nominal use of the infinitive. The article is present (though not mandatory) only
when the na-clause is a subject (89b), but not when it is a preposed objectÑun-
like to oti (89c) (Joseph & Philippaki-Warburton 1987:21):

(89b) To na de¼reiq ªnan Ital¿ sthn epoxü eke¼nh, ¿xi m¿no
to na Diris enan italo stin epoxi ekini, oxi mono
the na you beat up (PERFS) an Italian
den epªfere st¼gma, allÕ ütan pr�jh hrvismo´
Den epefere stiÄma, al itan praksi iroismu
Beating up an Italian in those days wasnÕt a disgrace; on the contrary, it
was an act of heroism. (Tah 262)

(89c) (*To) na p�me maz¼ uªlv
(*to) na pame mazi Telo
the na we go together I want
To go together is what I want us to do.

Finally, the CSMG relativiser in competition with pu, o opios, incorporates the
definite article. So members of the same paradigms as pu frequently take de-
terminers. Instances of pu taking a definite article, however, are extremely
rareÑand would be unacceptable to most CSMG speakers. To account for this
fact, both Roussou (1992:131) and Varlokosta (1994:83) predict it is impossible
for pu-clauses to be preceded by a determiner, as the syntactic slot for a deter-
miner in a pu-clause is normally occupied by an empty elementÑfor Roussou a
clausal determiner, for Varlokosta an empty nominal complement to the pu-ma-
trix.65

There are two classes of definite articleÊ+ pu combinations which turn up in
Modern Greek. Those involving pu as a relativiser or adjunct connective seem
restricted to what Tzartzanos (1991 [1946, 1963] ¤282 LXXXIV ii 1) calls Òpoetic
speechÓÑspecifically, syntactic experimentation on the part of poets. For ex-
ample, the following verse in the poetry of Calvo, written in the 1820s, uses the
feminine plural article before pu:66

(90a) Cyxa¼, að poå ¨doj�sate t¯n |Asvp¯n kaç tÕ Òlsoq to  Marau©noq.
psixe (FEM.PL), e pu eDoksasate ton asopon ke t alsos tu maraTonos.
O souls, that (Ôthe thatÕ) have glorified the Asopus river and the copse of
Marathon. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV ii 1; Calvo)

65Wiedenmeyer (1995) has another formulation: both to and pu are clausal determiners, but to
appears instead of pu where the clausal determiner needs to bear inflection.
66The feminine plural article e (hai) is an archaism.
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Calvo wrote in an eclectic mix of archaic and vernacular Greek; and this ex-
ample seems to be an experimental attempt to bring pu in line with o opios. In
example (90b), on the other hand, the experiment seems to involve interpo-
lating a relative clause between the determiner and the noun, after the pattern
of German and Classical Greek:

(90b) JexnÃ to poy me trÃei sar�ki
ksexno to pu me troi saraki.
I forget the REL me eats sorrow
I forget the sorrow which gnaws at me.
Cf. German Ich vergesse den mich bei§enden Schmerz ÔI forget the me biting
painÕ;
Classical Greek Lanu�nomai t¯n Ûn trÃgei me p¿non lantHa@nomai to$n ho$n tro@ùgei me
po@non ÔI forget the which gnaws at me painÕ

A few speakers (although probably not enough to call this a feature of CSMG)67

seem to accept to pu-complement clauses for subject complements; Varlokosta
(1994:84) provides the following illustrations:

(91a) Moy arke¼ to poy ürueq
mu arki to pu irTes
to.me suffices the that you.came
It is enough for me that you came

(91b) To poy ürueq, moy arke¼
to pu irTes, mu arki
the that you.came to.me suffices
It is enough for me that you came

One infrequently also finds such examples in print:

(91c) Bªbaia, ua prªpei na lhfue¼ sobar� ypÕ ¿ch, to poy ed¿uh h synªnteyjh kai ¿ti kai
sto parelu¿n, o k. P�gkaloq ªxei Òaifnidi�seiÓ thn koinü gnÃmh me par¿moieq
dhlÃseiq
vevea, Ta prepi na lifTi sovara ip opsi, to pu eDoTi i sinedefksi ke oti ke sto
parelTon, o kirios pagalos exi ÒefniDiasiÓ tin kini Änomi me paromies Dilosis
Of course, the fact that the interview was given must be taken seriously under
consideration, as well as the fact that Mr Pangalos has caught public opinion
by surprise before with similar statements (Nªoq K¿smoq (Melbourne), 1998Ð4Ð
16, p.Ê2)

Roussou (1992) predicts such sentences should be unacceptable, since pu-com-
plements are not true subjects but only internal arguments. Varlokosta
(1994:85), on the other hand, argues that subjecthood is irrelevant here, since
these pu-clauses are probably in some type of topic position insteadÑalthough
she still cannot explain why (91b) is marginal but its to oti-equivalent (to oti
irTes) is completely acceptable.

The other group of instances of definite article preceding pu involves the to
pu-phrase as the object of a preposition. There are three contexts in which this

67This feature is unacceptable in my idiolect, and as I report in ¤7.9, is also absent from the 8-
million word corpus of Hellas-L.
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can occur. The first is where a preposition precedes a normal relativiser, as ex-
emplified by (92a):

(92a) V es´ ueª toy anapamo´, gia ton opo´ h tryg¿na sm¼gei pist� stoy tr´gona to �sma
th fvnü thq.
o esi Tee tu anapamu, Äia ton opu i triÄona smiÄi pista stu triÄona to asma ti foni
tis.
O thou god of rest, for whom (Ôfor the thatÕ) the female cricket faithfully
blends her voice to the male cricketÕs song. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV ii 1; Skipis)

This instance once again seems to be an experimental imitation of o opios: Äia
ton opio is entirely acceptable, while Äia ton [o]pu is not. Although the failure of
pu in CSMG to take prepositions may seem to motivate constructions like (92a),
such constructions have not caught on, given the availability of o opios.

The second context involves headless relatives, and is illustrated by (92b):

(92b) Xar� ston opo´ gl´tvse, xar� ston pÕ ¿xei f´gei.
xara ston opu Älitose, xara ston p oxi fiÄi.
Joy to him who (Ôto the thatÕ) escaped, joy to him who (Ôto the thatÕ) has fled.
(Tz ¤282 LXXXIV ii 1; Gryparis)

This kind of usage is encountered occasionally in EMG texts, when the headless
relative opu was still extant.

The final context involves pu-clauses as clausal objects of prepositions or
preposition-like constructions. While they are absent from formal Greek (which
uses to oti for this purpose), they can be seen from time to time in more in-
formal discourse, such as TsiforosÕ texts:

(92c) K�ti e¼xe [o Napolªontaq], ekt¿q dhladü, to poy ütane strathg¿q-ua´ma.
kati ixe, ektos DilaDi, to pu itane stratiÄos Tavma.
There was something to him [Napoleon]Ñapart, that is, from the fact that
he was a wonder-general. (TsifHF 297)

(92d) O Sampl¼t ªpiase toyq «Ellhneq na ta Õxh kai kal� maz¼ toyq.
ÑRe paidi�. «Ejv dhladü ap¿ to poy ua saq all�joyme ta sÃbraka, den pr¿keitai
na saq peir�joyme.
o sablit epiase tus elines na ta xi kala mazi tus.
re peDia. ekso DilaDi apo to pu Ta sas alaksume ta sovraka, Den prokite na sas
piraksume.
Champlitte started talking to the Greeks to get them on side.
ÒNow lads! Apart from the fact that we will force on you a change of under-
wear, we arenÕt going to harm you.Ó (TsifFU 36)

(92e) Milhmªna pr�mata, symfvnhmªna pr�mata, ap�nv sto poy ütane na dÃsoyne
k�paro, ti toy kapn¼zei toy �gioy Pel�gioy kai mpa¼nei sth mªsh.
milimena pramata, simfonimena pramata, apano sto pu itane na Dosune kaparo, ti
tu kapnizi tu aÄiu pelaÄiu ke beni sti mesi.
Everything had been discussed, everything had been agreed, and just as they
were about to shake hands, who-knows-what got into Saint Pelagius, and he
intervened. (TsifC 274)

There are already several prepositional collocations using pu without the de-
terminer; the last example in particular, (92e), is an expanded instance of the
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pano pu collocation extant in CSMG (Nicholas 1998a). In order to form the
preposition ÔonÕ in CSMG, the adverb [a]pano ÔaboveÕ takes the preposition s[e]
ÔtoÕ; e.g. pano s to Ärafio Ôabove to the deskÊ= on the deskÕ. Normally, pu cannot
be the argument of a preposition, so se has to be dropped if pano se ÔonÕ is to be
adjoined to pu: pano (*se) pu Ôabove (to) thatÊ= on (the event) thatÊ= whenÕ. The
utterance in (92e) shows that, at least in TsiforosÕ linguistic intuition, pano pu is
equivalent to pano s to pu, and the definite article is consistent with the colloca-
tion: while se cannot precede pu, it can precede a determiner, which may thus be
regarded as a sort of buffer. So other such collocations may involve the pu-
clause as a nominalised clausal object.

There is a split between the two types of definite article collocation. That
which involves relative clauses or adjuncts is restricted to poetic language, and
involves the analogical extension of a use of the determiner before small clauses
already restricted to the Kunstsprache. Prepositional instances, on the other
hand, are a part of CSMGÑalbeit marginally so; this seems to result from the
frequent collocation of prepositions and determiners in their normal, nominal
use.

3.10.ÊÒToo-hard basketÓ
The classification outlined in this chapter is more comprehensive than that
given by either Tzartzanos or Mackridge; therefore, it covers more of the func-
tions pu holds in Greek. In addition, the categories are necessarily ÔfuzzyÕ, and
overlap. So the majority of examples Tzartzanos (1991 [1946, 1963] ¤282
LXXXIV v Note iv) gives as problematic can be dealt with within this framework
as representing either ambiguous cases, where two distinct interpretations are
possible, or vague cases, which lie in some intermediate position in a fuzzy cline
between two prototypical meanings of pu.

There remain the following two instances in TzartzanosÕ list where no dis-
cernable function can be attributed to pu. Those instances of pu, where
Tzartzanos describes pu as ÒredundantÓ, may well be evidence of its grammati-
calisation beyond the range of semantic classification, to the point where it is
merely an extremely loose textual connective.

(93a) «Eftase me ta poll� chl� sto sp¼ti eno´ bosko´. ÇMÕ afünete, lªei,
eftase me ta pola psila sto spiti enu vosku. Òm afinete, lei,
na koimhuÃ ap¿ce edÃ; E¼mai ualassopnimªnh.È
na kimiTo apopse eDo? ime Talasopnimeni.Ó
To loip¿ t¿so pol´ poy th symp�uhse o bosk¿q poy
to lipo toso poli pu ti sibaTise o voskos, pu
so so much pu her liked the shepherd that
thn ekr�thse.
tin ekratise.
he kept her
After climbing a great height, she ended up at a shepherdÕs house. ÒWould you
let me sleep here tonight?Ó she said. ÒIÕve been shipwrecked.Ó So, the shepherd
liked her so much, that he kept her. (MinA 424; Volimes, Zante, Heptanesa)
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(93b) «Akoyse, mprª gyna¼ka, kai mªna. Extr¿q toy den ümoyna, se e¼pa kai poy se lªgv.
akuse, bre Äineka, ke mena. extros tu Den imuna, se ipa ke pu se leÄo.
Now, wife, will you listen to me! I was no enemy of hisÑIÕve told you so and I
am telling you so. (Ôand pu I am telling youÕ) (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV v; folk tale from
Thrace collected by Papahristodoulou)

Both these examples are from folk tales; they seem to point to some regional de-
velopment of pu, since such usage is unknown in CSMG. In (93a), we may
simply be dealing with a speech error, with the first, redundant pu anticipating
the second, resultative instance.68 No similar explanation suggests itself for
(93b), however, and I am unable to explain it.

3.11.ÊSummary
It is worth taking stock of the functionality of pu described in this lengthy expo-
sition.

The primary function of pu in CSMG is to introduce embedded clauses, and pu
is in evidence wherever embedded clauses are in use in Greek: relative clauses,
adjuncts, complements, prepositional collocations. It is not the only particle
with such a function in Greek; and in structuralist fashion, pu can be defined
with respect to the other members of its paradigm. In complementation, pu
competes with pos, oti, and na; the semantics underlying this competition are
looked at more thoroughly in ¤4. In introducing adjuncts and collocations, pu is
predominantly in competition with na.

The overriding semantic factor involved in determining the distribution of pu
is its realis character. In adjuncts (and collocations such as mexri pu versus
mexri na for ÔuntilÕ), na denotes an irrealis clause, and pu a realis clause; the pu
na combination denotes irrealis counterparts to pu-clauses. In complementa-
tion, the conditioning can be expressed more strongly as factivityÑpresupposi-
tion of truth of the complement: na-complements are irrealis, pos- and oti-
complements realis but non-factive, and pu-complements factive. There are
some questions about how closely the notion of factivity actually applies to
complementiser-pu; these are considered in ¤4.

There are some secondary functions of pu not encompassed by the summary
just given:
1 pu is not restricted to embedded clauses, but can introduce matrix clauses as

a discourse connectiveÑas a narrative discourse marker in its own right
(typically in the guise of its etymon, Èopu ÔwhereÕ); in collocation with various
forms of the verb leo ÔsayÕ as a discourse marker (Nicholas 1998a); or in col-
location with na, introducing optatives.

2 pu is not factive or realis throughout its functions; as an adjunct to various
exclamatory clauses, it can actually be anti-factive. Although this function is
marginal in the overall scheme, it nonetheless needs to be taken into account.

68As has been suggested by Brian Joseph (pers. comm.), the first pu may be clefting the resulta-
tive.
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3 There is some variability about the morphological behaviour of pu in CSMG.
Its status as a ÔsubjunctiveÕ subordinator (able to be followed by PERFS
verbs), and the possibility of preceding it with a determiner after a preposi-
tion, vary idiolectally; so too does its admissibility after verbs of saying.
Complementation is even more variable in Greek dialect; several Greek dia-
lects appear to have made pu a generic realis complementiser, displacing pos
and oti.

The result of these developments is detailed in FigureÊ1; the shaded areas are
those which lie outside the normal functional range of CSMG pu, either because
they have become independent of a matrix, or because pu has become non-fac-
tive. (The directionality of these changes, indicated by the arrows in FigureÊ1, is
discussed further in ¤7.)
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Figure 1. Developments in functionality of pu

So the story of pu is complex. A full account of its development needs to include
a prodigious amount of data, from Early Modern Greek and Modern Greek dia-
lect, as well as various registers of CSMG. The task of expounding on at least
some of that data, and attempting to integrate it within one coherent whole, is
what ensues in the next few chapters. Before that can be attempted, I outline in
¤4 our current understanding of the most involved semantic problem involving
puÑthat of the semantics of CSMG complementation. Given a better under-
standing of complementation, a fuller summary of the functionality of pu can be
attempted.



4.ÊFACTIVITY

Factivity is a notion often appealed to in the preceding chapter, though a de-
tailed definition has been delayed until this point. The definition given here is
brief and sketchy, and does not encompass the most recent thinking on presup-
positionality. The purpose of the current study is to trace the diachronic devel-
opment of pu, rather than resolve its synchronic semantics; so this treatment is
necessarily cursory. The reason for discussing factivity is that the complexity of
CSMG complementiser semantics has been the major driving force in the dis-
cussion of pu to date; and this complexity must be explained in any account of
the development of the particle.

After a brief outline of factivity and assertivity, I give a survey of the types of
predicates after which the various Greek complementisers are used, concen-
trating on pu. I then describe the major recent attempts at a description of the
semantics of CSMG complementation, which rely to a lesser or greater extent on
these notions.

4.1.ÊFactivity

4.1.1.ÊFactivity proper
An utterance A entails utterance B (AÊ|Ê- B), if B follows directly from the lexical
semantics of A, and is true in all possible worlds: no context can be devised to
disprove it. So I am a bachelor means I am not married: since bachelor means
unmarried man, no context can be devised in which the first utterance is true,
and the second false. This is in contrast to implicature: the implicature AÊ+> B
holds if B follows from the conventions of discourse, and the default assump-
tions associated with A. For example, I pushed him; then he fell leads to the
implicature He fell because I pushed him. The implicature results not because of
the lexical semantics of thenÑwhich is non-causalÑbut because of the post hoc
ergo propter hoc assumption that temporal relations are also causal. In contrast
to entailments, implicatures are defeasible: they can be cancelled by sufficient
addition of context, and are not true in all possible worlds.

Presupposition is a stronger logical connection than entailment.1 Consider
the utterances She managed to stop in time and She tried to stop in time. The
first utterance entails the second: if one manages to stop in time, then one has
tried to stopped in time, in all possible worlds. However, the negation of the

1The following discussion is drawn largely on LevinsonÕs (1983) textbook on pragmatics.
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former utterance also entails the latter: the utterance She didnÕt manage to stop
in time still implies that an attempt was made.

This behaviour is inconsistent with a simple propositional calculus. In such a
calculus, A⇒ B and ÂA⇒ B can only obtain when B is universally true. Obviously,
the utterance She tried to stop in time does not constitute a universal truth.
Therefore, a logical machinery other than entailment is needed to capture the
relation between such utterances.

This phenomenon is prevalent in language; the issue first arose when logi-
cians like Bertrand Russell tried to tackle the logical meaning of the definite ar-
ticle. RussellÕs famous example The King of France is bald entails the existence
of a King of France; but its negation does not deny such an existence: The King
of France is not bald still entails that there is currently a King of France. In-
tuitively, both utterances presuppose, as a background assumption, the exis-
tence of a King of France; this relation has therefore become known as presup-
position (AÊ>> B.)

A factive predicate is a predicate which presupposes its complement. So the
definition of factivity is contingent on the definition of presupposition. In the
definition given above (preservation of entailment under negation), the class of
factive predicates is a subset of the class of predicates entailing their arguments,
as entailment is a necessary condition for presupposition.2

The foregoing definition treats presupposition in semantic terms, as a truth-
conditional property of language; since the late Õ70s, however, a more pragmatic
view of presupposition has gained ground (Levinson 1983:186ff), whereby pre-
suppositions were not entailments but defeasible implicatures, and presupposi-
tion is rather to be understood as a background assumption.

While presupposition is an intricate and controversial field, on which thinking
has changed a lot in the past three decades, the foregoing definition is adequate
for our present purposes.

4.1.2.ÊSemi-Factivity
According to its semantic definition, presupposition is a constant about a
lexeme; yet once more pragmatic notions of presupposition are introduced, pre-
suppositions become defeasible,3 and are associated with particular lexical
forms. For particular contexts, one class of factive predicates preserves its pre-

2Kiparsky & Kiparsky (1971) give a number of syntactic tests for determining the factivity of a
predicateÑincluding paraphrasing a factive complement by replacing the complementiser that
with the fact that. Ultimately, however, factivity was regarded as a semantic quality, tied up with
presupposition, and testable by such semantic tests as the preservation of entailment under
negation (I donÕt regret that I agreed to come overÊ>> I agreed to come over), questioning (Do
you regret that you agreed to come over?Ê>> You agreed to come over), and projection (nesting
within another predicate) (John appears to regret evicting his grandmotherÊ>> John evicted his
grandmother.)
3e.g. I donÕt regret coming, because in fact I never came at all.
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supposition, while another systematically does not. This is lexically-conditioned
defeasibility.

By 1971, several semantic tests had been devised for presupposition. These in-
volved the preservation of entailments under several changed contexts. We have
seen the most prominent testÑpreservation of entailment under negation:

(1a) John doesnÕt regret that he has not told the truth |Ê- John has not told the truth

(1b) John doesnÕt know that he has not told the truth |Ê- John has not told the truth

Karttunen (1971b) found there are two distinct classes of predicate in entail-
ment-preservation. One classÑpredicates of emotion, like regretÑpreserve
their entailments under all the tests he devised; these were called true fac-
tives.4  The other class, involving predicates of knowing and perception, consis-
tently fail several preservation tests. These predicates were called semi-fac-
tives. For example, semi-factives do not preserve the entailment of their com-
plements when their epistemic modality is downgraded (rather than negated
outright):

(2a) It is possible that I will regret later that I have not told the truth. >> I have not
told the truth. [True factive; presupposition preserved.]

(2b) It is possible that I will realise later that I have not told the truth. >>/  I have not
told the truth. [Semi-factive; presupposition not preserved.]

Similarly, in questioning, true factives preserve their entailments, whereas
semi-factives are ambiguous between a presupposing and a non-presupposing
interpretation:

(3a) Did you regret that you had not told the truth? >> You had not told the truth.

(3b) Did you find out that you had not told the truth? >> You had not told the truth.
[Context: we already know the answer to this question.]

(3c) Did you find out that you had not told the truth? >>/   You had not told the truth.
[Context: we want to find out the answer to this question.]5

4Given added context information, true factives do not always preserve their entailments. In
Karttunen (1971b), forget is included with the true factives; because of its semantic status as
cognitive, I include it with the semi-factives.
5The conditioning in (3b, 3c) is entirely pragmatic: the preservation of the complement is con-
tingent on whether the speakers know the complement to be true. So under a pragmatic view of
presupposition, there is no such thing as a Ôsemi-factiveÕ predicate as a lexical class. If presup-
position involves lexically conditioned defeasibility, then certain lexemes allow an entailment to
be cancelled under a given context, while others do not; and different lexemes can behave dif-
ferently under different contexts. So Gazdar (1979:154) formulates a proof, exploiting his theory
of presupposition interpretation, to establish that the failure of semi-factives to pass the test in
(2b) follows directly from its semantic status as a verb of knowing (i.e. from the entailment X
finds out YÊ|Ê- X knows Y.)
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The important result is that the factivity of emotive and cognitive predicates is
different: emotive predicates are ÔmoreÕ factive, in a sense, because they preserve
their entailments under more syntactic contexts. This difference is reflected not
only in the tests formulated for English (although putatively language-uni-
versal) by Karttunen, but also in complementiser choice in Greek. Furthermore,
the difference between emotive and cognitive predicates is underlyingly se-
mantic (a property exploited by pragmatic presupposition theory); so comple-
mentiser choice is best viewed as depending primarily on the semantics of the
matrix predicate.

4.1.3.ÊAssertivity
An independent semantic factor was introduced by Hooper (1975) to explain the
distinction between true factives and semi-factives. The notion of assertivity she
introduced has proved a very useful factor in explaining complementiser choice
and complement behaviour, particularly in Greek.

Assertive predicates are defined by Hooper as a class of predicates matching
certain syntactic criteria, with an underlying semantic justification: assertive
predicates

are all affirmative in nature; they imply in one manner or another that the speaker
or subject of the sentence has an affirmative opinion regarding the truth value of
the complement proposition (Hooper 1975:95) .

So assertive predicates do not entail or presuppose the truth of their comple-
ments; rather, they affirm, or assert it. Assertivity and entailment are logically
independent: it is possible to assert a proposition, without its truth having be-
come established factÑas in I believe the earth is flat. Conversely, it is possible
for a proposition be entailed, without it being asserted: Hooper contends that
this holds for true factives.

The major syntactic criterion distinguishing between assertive and non-as-
sertive predicates is that assertive verbs can be parenthetically postposed after
their complements:

(4a) HeÕs coming to the party, I think
HeÕs coming to the party, I admit.
HeÕs coming to the party, I notice.
*HeÕs coming to the party, itÕs likely.
*HeÕs coming to the party, I doubt.
*HeÕs coming to the party, I regret.

An affirmative utterance necessarily contains at least one assertion: that of the
truth of its matrix predicate. For instance, I regret that heÕs coming to the party
contains the assertion of the regret-predicate. Assertive predicates also assert
their complement, so that an assertive-predicate utterance contains two asser-
tions: the matrix and the complement. Hooper finds that, in English at least, if a
complement is separately asserted, it can precede its matrix. The effect of this
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movement is to change which of the two propositions in the clause is the main
assertionÑwhich appears first.

So in the clauses in (4a), the matrix clause becomes a parenthetical remark: it
is still asserted, but it is now less salient than the complement assertion. Non-
assertives do not allow such a change, because they only contain one assertion.
Their complement proposition is either too weakly claimed to count as an asser-
tion (non-negative non-assertives); denied (negative non-assertives); or presup-
posed instead of independently asserted (true factives).6

Assertives are divided into strong and weak. Semantically, these differ in
the force with which they assert their complements; I think it is going to rain is
a much weaker assertion than I insist it is going to rain. This semantic differ-
ence is manifested syntactically; for example, only weak assertive complements
can be tag-questioned:

(4b) *I assert that inflation will continue, wonÕt it?
I think this car needs a tune-up, doesnÕt it?

The weak assertive matrix is somehow ÔtransparentÕ to processes like tag-ques-
tioning: its assertion is so weak that it can be passed over. In addition, weak as-
sertives allow neg-raising in their parenthetical reading: when the negator is
raised to the matrix, it is again as if the matrix assertion is so weak as to be
transparent:7

(4c) I think these living conditions are not suitable = I donÕt think these living con-
ditions are suitable.
He said the door wasnÕt closed properly  He didnÕt say the door was closed
properly.

Table 8 lists some representative predicates and their associated assertivity and
factivity:

6The pragmatic view of presupposition holds that presupposed utterances are in some sense
background informationÑthey can be taken as mutually assumed knowledge between speaker
and hearer. But if a proposition is background knowledge, it will also be backgrounded in dis-
courseÑit will not have attention drawn to it, it will not appear in focus but in topic position,
and so on. Assertion is a form of foregrounding: if a proposition is asserted, it is brought to the
fore as a claim presented for scrutiny, rather than assumed by the interlocutors. So a presuppo-
sition should not normally be asserted; and since true factives are more ÔpresupposingÕ than
semi-factives, true factives should be somehow commensurately less assertive. Assertivity is
thus consistent with pragmatic presuppositionality.
7As Kakouriotis (1982:114) points out, the weakening of assertivity goes further with the Greek
predicate Taro ÔreckonÕ; it is not possible to negate Taro-clauses at all. Thus, Taro oti Ta vreksi ÔI
reckon itÕll rainÕ, but *Den Taro oti Ta vreksi ÔI donÕt reckon itÕll rainÕ. This is characteristic of the
tendency of weak assertives to grammaticalise into epistemic markers, and thereby lose much of
their syntactic flexibility (cf. Thompson & Mulac (1991 [1988]) on English I think).
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Non-factive
Assertive Non-Assertive

Weak Assertive Strong Assertive
Mental Verbal Mental

think
believe
suppose
expect
imagine
seem

admit
argue
claim
explain
guarantee
hypothesise
imply
indicate

insist
mention
predict
reply
say
suggest
swear
write

agree
beÊafraid
beÊcertain
beÊobvious
decide
estimate
hope
presume
suspect

non-negative:
beÊlikely
beÊpossible
negative:
beÊunlikely
beÊimpossible
doubt
negated strong
assertive:
deny

Factive
Assertive (semi-factive) Non-Assertive (true factive)

findÊout
know
learn
notice

realise
remember
reveal
see

regret
forget
amuse
suffice
bother

makeÊsense
care
beÊodd
beÊinteresting

Table 8. Some representative predicates classed according to assertivity (after Hooper 1975:92)

Assertivity is underlyingly a semantic, rather than a syntactic factor. As a conse-
quence, the boundaries between predicate classes are not clear-cut, and certain
predicates behave exceptionally or inconsistently both semantically and syntac-
tically. Furthermore, the boundaries between classes vary cross-linguisticallyÑ
for instance, between Spanish and English (for which Hooper uses different
syntactic criteria.)

4.2.ÊA semantic framework for verb complementation
The distinctions between factives and non-factives, and between assertives and
non-assertives, are largely reducible to predicate semantics. It is useful to have a
framework within which the semantic features of different complement-taking
predicates can be contrasted. To that end, I use the scheme in Ransom (1986);
Ransom has a well-defined, vectorial approach to predicate semantics, and
while NoonanÕs (1985) rival approach has more detail for Action predicates, for
Truth predicatesÑwhich are more important for this studyÑRansomÕs grid is
quite appropriate.

Ransom classes predicates semantically according to four dimensions. The
first is their information modalityÑthat is to say, the modality (stativity and
volitionality) of their complements. There are four information modalities.
OCCURRENCE predicate complements can only be non-stative:

(5a) *Sherry watched Joe being 21 years old
*Sherry watched Joe be an Aries
Sherry watched Joe being taken by surprise
Sherry watched Joe play chess
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ACTION predicate complements are further restricted, in that they must be not
only non-stative, but also volitionally controllable by an agent:

(5b) *Sherry forced Joe to be 21 years old
*Sherry forced Joe to be an Aries
*Sherry forced Joe to be taken by surprise
Sherry forced Joe to play chess

TRUTH predicates can take either stative or non-stative complements:

(5c) Sherry knows that Joe is 21 years old
Sherry knows that Joe is an Aries
Sherry knows that Joe was taken by surprise
Sherry knows that Joe plays chess

FUTURE TRUTH predicates require their complements to have a future time ref-
erence with respect to the matrix; so they cannot take permanent states as
complements:

(5d) Sherry predicted that  Joe would be 21 years old soon
*Sherry predicted that Joe would be an Aries soon
Sherry predicted that Joe would be taken by surprise soon
Sherry predicted that Joe would play chess soon

In graphical form, the selectional restrictions on informational modality are
given in Figure 2.8

Truth

Future Truth

Permanent 
States

Occurence

Action

Transitory 
States

Volitional 
Events

Non-volitional 
Events

Figure 2. Information Modalities

The second dimension is evaluation modality, and involves the degree of
truth associated with the complement. The degree of assertivity of a predicate is

8Papadopoulou (1994:138), in her discussion of the semantics of Greek complementation, re-
places RansomÕs Information Modality axis with a two way opposition of STATE and EVENT and
the binary feature [±manipulable], which separates between Truth [−manipulable] and Future
Truth [+manipulable], and Occurrence [−manipulable] and Action [+manipulable], respec-
tively.
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commensurate with evaluation modality, and is incoprorated here into the eval-
uation modality scale.

In RansomÕs scheme, there are four evaluation modalities. Predicates which
entail their complement are PREDETERMINED; for example, the entailment of the
complement forces the unacceptability of I regret that Bart wrote the book,
*but he may not have. Since entailment is conventionally a necessary condition
for factivity, all factive predicates are Predetermined.

Predicates which do not entail their complement, but present it as likely or ex-
pected, are DETERMINED. This class comprises of non-factive assertives, which
give an Ôaffirmative opinionÕ of the truth of their complement. Thus, It seems to
me that Bart wrote the book, but he may not have is acceptable. These predi-
cates entail that their complement is expected or probable; so It seems to me
that Bart wrote the book, *but thereÕs no expectation that he did is unaccept-
able. Both strong and weak assertives belong to this class, which also contains a
small number of non-assertives, both negative (which do not assert their com-
plement, but do present it as likely that it is not the caseÑe.g. doubt), and affir-
mative (e.g. it is likely, it is probable).

Predicates which entail not that their complement is probable, but that it is
possible, are UNDETERMINED. So, one can say I hope that Bart wrote the book,
but thereÕs no expectation he did. Since these predicates retain the presumption
of possibility, one cannot say I hope that Bart wrote the book, *but itÕs not pos-
sible he did.

Finally, predicates which take indirect questions as complements (and make
no entailment as to the possibility of their complements) are INDETERMINATE.
For example, one can say I wonder whether Bart wrote the bookÑor not, but
not I hope whether Bart wrote the book.

Evaluation modality gives an axis of complement truthfulness along which
matrix predicates can be placed; this is illustrated in FigureÊ3.

PredeterminedDetermined
Strong Assertive

W
eak Assertive

Non-Assertive

UndeterminedIndetereminate

(Factive)

Figure 3. Evaluation Modalities

The third dimension of RansomÕs classification (which is syntactic in nature
rather than semantic) is whether the complement is the subject (APPRAISALS), or
the object of the matrix (REACTIONS). The final dimension is the semantic class
of the predicate: whether it is EMOTIVE (including any predicate making some
subjective evaluation of its predicate), LINGUISTIC (verbal), or COGNITIVE-
PHYSICAL (involving both mental activity and events in the real world). Ransom
explicitly associates Emotive Predetermined Truth predicates with true factives.
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In Table 9, I include representative instances of predicates classified in
Ransom according to these four dimensionsÑincluding assertivity in the evalua-
tion modalities. Appraisals are italicised rather than listed separately. Many of
the cells are empty: languages do not exploit all the potentialities of semantic
space available to their matrix verbs.

LINGUISTIC

Truth Future Truth Occurrence Action
Predetermined admit

inform
predictable

Determined:
Strong
Assertive

agree
claim
confess
confirm
promise
say
suggest
swear
warn
rumoured
said

predict advise
agree
ask
choose
order
promise
say
suggest
swear
urge
advisable

Determined:
Weak Assertive
Determined:
Non-Assertive

deny forbid
refuse

Undetermined pray pray permit
permissible

Indeterminate ask predict

COGNITIVE-PHYSICAL

Truth Future Truth Occurrence Action
Predetermined aware

discover
forget
know
learn
realise
remember
understand
certain
correct
false
happen
obvious
turnÊout

anticipate
foresee
forewarn
sureÊto

cause
feel
hear
make
notice
perceive
see
show
begin
continue
cease
comeÊabout
happen
persist

begin
cause
condescend
entice
force
get
know
make
manage
oblige
essential
impossible
obligatory
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Determined
Strong
Assertive

allege
assume
convince
decide
explain
feel
findÊout
hear
maintain
mean
presume
see
sense
show
suspect

wait
about
tend

aim
cause
convince
decide
force
help
hesitate
remind
seeÊfit
tempt
threaten
write
best
important
urgent

Determined
Weak Assertive

believe
guess
imagine
think
suppose
appear
seem

expect

Determined
Non-Assertive

doubt
pretend
likely
probable

likely to

Undetermined conjecture
consider
possible
uncertain

look capable
ready
possible

able
allow
haveÊpermission
ready
try
difficult
easy

Indeterminate conjecture
question
wonder
questionable
uncertain
unknown

anticipate
foresee

watch conjecture
question
wonder
questionable
uncertain
unknown

EMOTIVE

Truth Future Truth Occurrence Action
Predetermined amazed

annoyed
appreciate
hate
like
lucky
proud
regret
sad
tolerate
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Predetermined foolish
funny
great
important
interesting
right
smart
surprising
sad
wonderful

Determined
Strong
Assertive

afraid
fear

Determined
Weak Assertive
Determined
Non-Assertive
Undetermined hope

worried
hopeful

afraid
desire
eager
hope
prefer
want
preferable

enjoy
hate
like
amusing
annoying
exciting
interesting

prefer
want
preferable

Indeterminate worried
disturbing

Table 9. Semantic classifications of complement-taking verbs (Ransom 1986:176Ð182).

If now we map TableÊ8 onto TableÊ9, we get the distributions of assertivity and
factivity shown in FigureÊ4.9 As is clear from the Truth modality axis, predicates
fall into a gradient factivity/assertivity hierarchy: True FactiveÊ> Semi-FactiveÊ>
Strong AssertiveÊ> Weak Assertive. Predicates lower in this hierarchy are also
lower in the Evaluation Modality hierarchy (PredeterminedÊ> DeterminedÊ>
UndeterminedÊ> Indeterminate), and in the semantic class hierarchy (Emo-
tiveÊ> Cognitive-PhysicalÊ> Linguistic). To obtain coherent hierarchies, the gaps
in the grids (most prominent in emotive predicates) are given ÔdonÕt-careÕ
values.

The information modality hierarchy (TruthÊ> Future TruthÊ> OccurrenceÊ>
Action) is more problematic, as there is a conspicuous reversal of the hierarchy.
In Predetermined Occurrence Cognitive-Physical predicates, the Physical predi-
cates (such as cause) are non-assertive (*He went to church, I caused), whereas
the Cognitive predicates (such as see) are not only assertive, but also factive; as
a result, they are higher in the hierarchy than their Future Truth counterparts,
like anticipate. If Future Truth is swapped with Occurrence in the hierarchy,
and Cognitive predicates are separated from their Physical counterparts, the
gaps in the grid allow the assertivity/factivity hierarchy to follow the informa-

9I acknowledge the influence of Star TrekÕs three-dimensional chess in the creation of this dia-
gram scheme.
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tion modality hierarchy. This reversal should not be surprising: being future,
Future Truth predicates like anticipate are less anchored in the here-and-now
than predicates like see, and so seem less ÔrealisÕ. The relative position of
Occurrence and Future Truth is thus somewhat fluid in this study.10

Predetermined

Weak Assertive

Strong Assertive

Non-AssertiveDeterm
ined

Undetermined

Indeterminate

Truth
Future 
Truth Occurrence Action

Emotive

Cognitive-
Physical

Linguistic

True Factive

Semi-Factive

Strong Assertive (non-factive)

Weak Assertive (non-factive)

No predicates exist in this category¿

¿

¿ ¿ ¿

¿

¿ ¿ ¿
¿ ¿ ¿ ¿

¿ ¿ ¿

¿ ¿ ¿

¿ ¿
¿ ¿

¿ ¿
¿

¿¿ ¿ ¿
¿ ¿

¿
¿ ¿

Truth Occurrence Action
Future 
Truth

Truth Occurrence Action
Future 
Truth

Predetermined

Weak Assertive

Strong Assertive

Non-Assertive

Undetermined

Indeterminate

Predetermined

Weak Assertive
Strong Assertive

Non-Assertive

Undetermined
Indeterminate

Determ
ined

Determ
ined

Figure 4. Assertivity and factivity in RansomÕs semantic scheme11

10Hooper (1975) does not list Cognitive Undetermined Truth predicates in her allocation of
predicates as to assertivity and factivity; however, they do not seem to be assertives. They ap-
pear rather to group with the affirmative non-assertives Hooper identified: be likely, be con-
ceivable, be probable, and be possible:
(6) ??He will come, I speculate

??He will come, I conjecture
*He will come, I consider

11The Linguistic Future Truth Predetermined cell is occupied by the single predicate pre-
dictable, which is not mentioned in Hooper (1975), but is strong assertive given the acceptability
of That Hilda will pass the exam is predictable.
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4.3.ÊComplementiser competition

4.3.1.ÊOverall complementiser competition
Now that we have a framework for describing the semantics of complement-
taking verbs, we can describe how the various Modern Greek complementisersÑ
pu, pos, oti,12 na, an, mipos, ke, ∅ Ñcompete with each other. I use RansomÕs
framework to delimit the semantic domain in which each complementiser is
used.

Frequently a predicate can take two different complementisers, with different
modality values. What is attempted here is a mapping of complementiser to
modality; so the underlying assumption is that modality is determined by com-
plementiser. This extends to factivity: if a predicate is used non-factively with
oti, and factively with pu, the immediate conclusion is that factivity is deter-
mined by the use of pu, rather than by the predicateÑas Christidis (1981) con-
cluded. This is an assumption I return to later.

The term ÔcomplementiserÕ is here used as a semantic cover-all, rather than a
syntactic term: it is used to denote members of the paradigm of utterances
which connect complement clauses to a matrix. This is despite the fact that ke is
the conjunction ÔandÕ,13 and the syntactic status of na, while still controversial, is
considered by most linguists not to be a complementiser.14

For reasons of space and scope, detailed discussion is given for only those
cells of the grid where pu can appearÑor where detailed argumentation is
needed to establish that pu alters the modality of a predicate normally associ-
ated with a given cell. In other cells, the complementisers used are named in
summary form only, and without examples (see Nicholas 1998c for more exten-
sive discussion). A similar analysis of Greek complementation, involving just pu,
oti and na, is essayed by Papadopoulou (1994:142Ð189).

As an aid to following the discussion, each section is preceded by a picture on
the complementiser grid of the cells being discussed.

12Unless noted otherwise, wherever oti is admissible, so is pos, the difference between the two
being restricted to register:

There is no difference in meaning between oti and pos, but the fact that the former
is of more learned origin while the latter is genuinely demotic means that oti is
used more in formal styles, pos in less formal. The use of pos is generally more re-
stricted than that of oti, the former being found most often with simple verbs such
as leo ÔI say, tellÕ, ksero ÔI knowÕ, nomizo ÔI thinkÕ, maTeno ÔI learn, find outÕ, and kano
ÔI pretendÕ. (Mackridge 1985:269)

13Its behaviour as a subordinator is confirmed by the fact, inter alia, that the ordering of the
matrix and complement is not arbitrary (Delveroudi 1994:282): arxizi ke katalaveni ÔheÕs begin-
ning to understandÕ makes sense, whereas *katalaveni ke arxizi ÔheÕs understanding and begin-
ningÕ does not.
14Philippaki-Warburton (1992) convincingly rebuts arguments that na is a complementiser; ac-
cording to her, na belongs within the INFL node in Government-Binding Theory, rather than the
COMP node. But see Tsoulas (1993) for counterarguments defending the complementiser status
of na.
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Indeterminate and Action

Indeterminate predicates use only an ÔifÕ and mipos ÔwhetherÕ to introduce their
verbs.

Non-Indeterminate Action predicates can take either na or ke. Of these, na is
unmarked, while ke has the effect of forcing the predicate to become Predeter-
mined, since the utterance takes on the form of a conjunction: in an utterance
like ton Dietaksa ke irTe ÔI ordered him and he cameÕ, both the ÔmatrixÕ Dietaksa
ÔorderedÕ and the ÔcomplementÕ irTe ÔcameÕ must be trueÑas distinct from ton
Dietaksa na erTi ÔI ordered him to comeÕ, where there is no predetermination of
the complement.

Non-Predetermined Occurrence and Future Truth

Undetermined and Determined Occurrence predicates take na. Used with these
predicates, pu and ke raise their information modality to PredeterminedÑal-
though ke is not admissible with all of these predicates:

(7a) mu aresi pu vlepo Teatro, *ala Den iparxi prosDokia pos to vlepo tora ÔI like the
fact that I am watching the theatre, *but there is no expectation that I am
watching it nowÕ
?mu aresi ke vlepo Teatro ÔI like the fact that I am watching the theatreÕ

(7b) sixenome pu vlepo Teatro, *ala Den iparxi prosDokia pos to vlepo tora ÔI abhor the
fact that I am watching the theatre, *but there is no expectation that I am
watching it nowÕ
*sixenome ke vlepo Teatro ÔI abhor the fact that I am watching the theatreÕ

Undetermined Future Truth predicates likewise take na; Undetermined Future
Truth Linguistic predicates can additionally take oti. The acceptability of ke after
Undertermined Future Truth predicates is variable: only some Emotive predi-
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cates allow it, and Linguistic predicates do not. As always, ke has the effect of
making its matrix Predetermined.

Cognitive Determined Future Truth predicates can take either oti or na, with a
clear preference for oti; na seems to be marked for doubt. Zero-complementa-
tion can occur for Cognitive Determined Reactions. Linguistic Determined
Future Truth predicates, on the other hand, can take only oti or ∅ . According to
my Sprachgef�hl, at least, Determined Future Truth predicates cannot take ke-
complements.

Predetermined Occurrence and Future Truth

The combination of Predetermined and Future Truth modality is problematic. If
something is predicted as being true in the future, it is not normally true in the
present, and thus cannot be Predetermined for any but the most vacuous pre-
dictions.15 So the only way to ensure that a Future Truth modality predicts a
truth is to displace the act of prediction into the past, as in He had predicted
correctly that Phar Lap would win the race.

In such a context, Greek does not admit na, which forces a Determined rather
than Predetermined reading. It also does not admit ke at all. Instead, oti or pu
appear, and the complement needs to be topicalised by a coreferential clitic (to).
Alternatively, the matrix predicate can be contrastively stressed; if it is not
stressed, the predicate retains a Determined reading:

(8) eÄo ton proiDa na fevÄi, ma bori ke na min efiÄe telika ÔI foresaw him leaving, but
he may not have really have left in the endÕ
eÄo proiDa oti efiÄe, ma bori ke na min efiÄe telika ÔI foresaw that he left, but he
may not have really have left in the endÕ
eÄo proiDa oti efiÄe, ??ma bori ke na min efiÄe telika ÔI FORESAW that he left, but
he may not have really have left in the endÕ
to oti efiÄe to proiDa, *ma bori ke na min efiÄe telika ÔI foresaw the fact that he
left, but he may not have really have left in the endÕ
to proiDa pu efiÄe, *ma bori ke na min efiÄe telika ÔI foresaw the fact that he left,
but he may not have really have left in the endÕ

15Recall that permanent states, like one plus one equals two, cannot be the complements of
Future Truth predicates.
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There are two types of Predetermined Occurrence predicates: Cognitive (predi-
cates of perception), like vlepo ÔseeÕ, and Physical (predicates of compulsion/
manipulatives), like anagazo ÔforceÕ. The latter can only take na or ke:

(9) ton anagasa na fiÄi ÔI forced him to leaveÕ
ton anagasa ke efiÄe ÔI forced him to leaveÕ
*anagasa pos efiÄe ÔI forced that he leftÕ

Predicates of perception, however, can take any of na, ke, pos/oti, ∅ , pu, or to
otiÑnamely, any Modern Greek complementiser. In addition, predicates of per-
ception need not be Predetermined Occurrence; they can also be Determined
Truth (*I saw him be male; I saw that he was male). In fact, complementiser
choice is associated with the modality of the complement. For simplicity, all in-
stances of predicates of perception are dealt with together in this section.

As can be seen in the following, na has the effect of demoting the verb from
Predetermined to Determined (it cancels any presupposition of the comple-
ment), while oti is Predetermined only in case the matrix predicate is stressed,
as in (8), or the complement is topicalised. Only pu, ke and to oti preserve the
entailment of the complement under all conditions:

(10a) eÄo ton iDa na fevÄi, ala bori ke na min itan aftos ÔI saw him leaving, but it might
not have been himÕ
eÄo iDa oti efevÄe, ala bori ke na min itan aftos ÔI saw that he left, but it might not
have been himÕ
eÄo iDa oti efevÄe, *ala bori ke na min itan aftos ÔI SAW that he left, but it might
not have been himÕ
eÄo to iDa oti efevÄe, *ala bori ke na min itan aftos ÔI saw that he left, but it might
not have been himÕ
to oti efevÄe to iDa, *ala bori ke na min itan aftos ÔI saw the fact that he left, but it
might not have been himÕ
eÄo ton iDa ke efevÄe, *ala bori ke na min itan aftos ÔI saw him and he was
leaving, but it might not have been himÕ
eÄo ton iDa pu efevÄe, *ala bori ke na min itan aftos ÔI saw him as he left, but it
might not have been himÕ

That the truth claim associated with na is weaker than that for other perception
complementisers is clearer in negative sentences:

(10b) Den ton iDa na koliba ÔI did not see him swimÕ

(10c) Den ton iDa oti kolibuse ÔI did not see that he was swimmingÕ

In [(10b)], the implication is that he may have swum but he may have not, while in
[(10c)] the implication is that he did swim but the act was not witnessed by the
speaker. (Joseph & Philippaki-Warburton 1987:182)

So an evaluation modality hierarchy emerges: ke, pu, to otiÊ> pos/otiÊ> na.
A further distinction underlies the choice between perception complemen-

tisers: pu, ke and na are only used when the complement is perceived directly,
whereas oti is applied to reported perception, or hearsay. As a result, in CSMG
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the pu-, ke- and na-complement can only be imperfective (one perceives an ac-
tion while it is happening), whereas oti-complements can be perfective.

(10e) ton akusa na fevÄi ÔI heard him leaveÕ (IMPFS)
ton akusa pu efevÄe ÔI heard him leaveÕ (IMPFP)
ton akusa ke efevÄe ÔI heard him leaveÕ (IMPFP)
akusa oti efiÄe ÔI heard that he feltÕ (PERFP)

The fact that raising is usual for pu, na, and ke, but not for oti, is relevant.16 With
raising, the complement subject becomes the object of the perception verb, and
direct perception is possible: one directly perceives nominals, and indirectly
perceives only clauses (facts). Thus ton akusa; ton akusa pu efevÄeÑI heard him;
I heard him leave. With oti-complements, the failure to raise means that all that
is perceived is the predicate (akusa oti efiÄeÑI heard that he left). Since the ut-
terance bears no grammatical marker that the complement subject was directly
perceived, indirect perception is possible. Indeed, when the pu-complement
subject is not raised, and the complement is topicalised and perfective, the pu-
complement actually conveys indirect perception (Papadopoulou 1994:178):

(10f) To �koysa poy o Gi�nnhq brabe´thke
to akusa pu o Äianis (NOM) vraveftike (PERFP)
it I heard that John was awarded
I HEARD that John received an award17

So ignoring exceptions like evidential perception (below) and (10f), there is also
a perception modality distinction at work: pu, ke, na direct, pos/oti, to oti indi-
rect. This distinction properly inheres in raising, as (10f) shows, but raising is
endemic to pu as a relativiser.

As for Information Modality, na-complements can only be non-stative, as de-
fined by Ransom (10g).18 pu-, oti-, ke- and ∅ −complements are subject to no
such constraints, and can also introduce permanent states:

(10g) *ton iDa na ine ikosi xronon ÔI saw him being 20 years oldÕ
ton iDa pu /ke itan ikosi xronon ÔI saw that he was 20 years oldÕ
iDa oti itan ikosi xronon ÔI saw that he was 20 years oldÕ
ton iDa pu /ke itan arsenikos ÔI saw that he was maleÕ
iDa oti itan arsenikos ÔI saw that he was maleÕ

16On raising in Greek, see Ingria (1981:194Ð218), Joseph (1976), Joseph (1990), Joseph (1992a),
and Kakouriotis (1980).
17This is corroborated by Delveroudi, Tsamadou & Vassilaki (1993a:45): Òon the other hand, [iDa
pu perpatise ÔI saw that she walked (PERFP)Õ] would be possible only with the meaning ÔI saw her
footprintsÕ.Ó
The violation of the correlation between direct perception and pu is significant. Yet while such
utterances are possible, I have not seen any instances in found textsÑother than the class of evi-
dential perception detailed immediately below.
18Christidis (1982:59) argues that complements such as na kaTete akinitos Ôsitting stillÕ, for
which na is admissible, are stative, though volitional or transitory. In the framework used here,
however, sitting still still counts as an Action: I forced him to sit still. So ton iDa na kaTete
akinitos ÔI saw him sitting stillÕ does not count as a stative complement.
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vlepi ta psaria ∅ lipane ap to karfi  ÔHe sees the fish were missing from the nailÕ
(Tz ¤218 2; folk tale collected by Megas)

So while in English verbs of perception like hear can be either Predetermined
Occurrence or Determined Truth, in Greek they can take on three guises. Fol-
lowed by na, they are Determined Occurrence. Followed by oti, they are Deter-
mined Truth. Followed by pu, ke, or ∅,  finally, they are Predetermined Truth.
The major semantic difference is between oti-complements, describing medi-
ated experience, and the others, which describe immediate experience.19

19Setatos (1985; 1994) has proposed finer semantic differentiations between the sundry com-
plementisers appearing after perception verbs, although he does not give a systematic exposi-
tion. For the matrix vlepo __ erxode Dipla sto kafenio ÔI see __ they are coming up to the caf�Õ, he
makes the following associations (Setatos 1994:502) (Note that in this matrix and the following,
there is no raising):

¥ oti: neutral, ascertainment of event;
¥ pu: [I see] their arrival, which leads me to entertain thoughts, but it is their

business, etc.;
¥ pos: [I see that they have arrived] which provokes various emotions in me,

but what can I do about it;
¥ ke: I watch and they come; equipotent meanings;
¥ na: my glance catches their arrival, and I donÕt know what to do, etc.;
¥ ∅: [I saw them come] as I expected.

More succinctly, he makes the following remarks on the matrix vlepo __ erxete i katastrofi ÔI see
__ the disaster is comingÕ (Setatos 1985:181):

¥ oti: realisÑcf. Christidis;
¥ pos: personal opinion;
¥ na: mere opinionÑna opens up possibilities;
¥ pu: interest;
¥ ∅: indifference.
¥ ke: logical [consequence, presumably];

It seems Setatos makes the following distinctions:
¥ oti is unmarked, and constative;
¥ pos expresses a subjective, rather than objective determination;
¥ na expresses a conjecture or uncertainty of some kind;
¥ ke asserts both matrix and complement with equal force, and presents the

complement as a logical consequence;
¥ pu hints at some unspecified emotional reaction to the complement;
¥ ∅  hints that the complement is unremarkableÑeither to be expected or not

interesting.
Of these distinctions, the conjecture in na follows from its weakened Evaluation Modality, char-
acteristic of na throughout the complementation grid (see discussion of Determined Truth
predicates, below). The equal force of ke follows from its syntactic identity as a coordinating
conjunction; Delveroudi (1994) makes this the main distinguishing characteristic of comple-
mentiser-ke. The emphasis on the inevitability of the ke-complement seems to derive from its
assertivity: if the ke-clause is being asserted so strongly, then it cannot possibly be cast in doubt;
the inference that it is inevitable arises naturally. The use of ∅  to express indifference seems to
result from the assertivity reversal associated with ∅:  the matrix vlepo appears to become par-
enthetical much the same way as if it were postposed (erxete vlepo i katastrofiÑthe disasterÕs
coming, I see), which weakens vlepo to an evidential, and the complement to a given.
For the three remaining complementisers, SetatosÕ distinctions appear artificial. That pu would
convey some unspecified emotional reaction is reasonable, in light of the fact that its predomi-
nant use as a complementiser is after emotive verbs; but I can report no such contamination be-
tween emotive and perceptual pu in my idiolect, and the very fact that the putative emotion is
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One can summarise as follows:

pu ke to oti oti/pos na
Direct + + − − +
Predetermined + + + − −
Stative + + + + −

There is another type of perception pu-complement not remarked on until now.
The normal perception pu-complement involves direct perception, and Occur-
rence, with a distinct (raised) nominal direct object. But there is another class of
pu-complements, in which there is no raised object, and the objects may be sta-
tive:

(11a) Eides pou  n logikn sou exei sobara loopholes;

Epeidn bgnke to '86 prepei va to diabasa kai to '86;

E¼deq poy h logikü soy ªxei sobar� loopholes ;
Epeidü bgüke to ogdontaªji prªpei na to di�basa kai to ogdontaªji;
iDes pu i loÄiki su exi sovara loopholes?
epiDi vÄike to oÄDodaeksi prepi na to Diavasa ke to oÄDodaeksi?
See how your logic has serious loopholes in it?
Just because it came out in Õ86, does that mean I must have read it in Õ86? (ÔThe
MarsistÕ, Re: souiti........ ; Hellas-L, 1997Ð02Ð04)

(11b) Etsi ki emeine auto to "Master of Information"... Eides pou  2 xronia

meta afou efyga  ap' th Macromedia AKOMA me kynhgaei? ;-))))

«Etsi ki ªmeine ayt¿ to ÇMaster of InformationÈÉ E¼deq poy d´o xr¿nia met� afo´
ªfyga apÕ th Macromedia AKOMA me kynhg�ei; :-)
etsi ki emine afto to ÒMaster of InformationÓÉ iDes pu Dio xronia meta afu efiÄa
ap ti Macromedia akoma me kiniÄai? [smiley]
[Story of how writer got the spurious title ÔMaster of InformationÕ while working
at Macromedia.] ThatÕs where that ÔMaster of InformationÕ came fromÉ See, ∅
two years after I left Macromedia, and itÕs STILL pursuing me! (Costa Flocas,
FW: You made one happy little lady! ; Hellas-L, 1997Ð09Ð13)

(11c) Afou kata ba8os mas "paei" kai va deis pou  suvtoma 8a zhthsei dhmosiws

sugvwmh-etsi sta8oulh mou;- kai 8a evarmovistei sto klima ths listas.

Afo´ kat� b�uoq maq Çp�eiÈ kai na deiq poy s´ntoma ua zhtüsei dhmos¼vq
sygnÃmhÑªtsi Stauo´lh moy;Ñkai ua enarmoniste¼ sto kl¼ma thq l¼staq.
afu kata vaTos mas ÔpaiÕ ke na Dis pu sidoma Ta zitisi Dimosios siÄnomiÑetsi
staTuli mu?Ñke Ta enarmonisti sto klima tis listas.
After all, deep down he likes us, and youÕll see, ∅  soon he will apologise publi-
callyÑright, Stathis darling?Ñand blend in to the mailing list ethos. (Yannis
Koutalos, Re: My last to you! ; Hellas-L, 1997Ð11Ð03)

(11d) Mprabo...Oute mia apobolh.. koita na  deis pou  oi upoxrewseis eginan  kai

shmeio gia pswro.u.perhfaneia...

Mpr�boÉ O´te mia apobolüÉ ko¼ta na deiq poy oi ypoxreÃseiq ªginan kai shme¼o

unspecified by any element in the sentence makes its existence suspect. As for the oti/pos dis-
tinction, this seems to me to be an epiphenomenon of their register associationsÑhigh register
being associated with pretensions of objectivity and neutrality, while low register is associated
with tentative expressions of opinion and tendentiousness. That oti can be used after quite ten-
tative expressions of subjective opinion, such as pistevo ÔbelieveÕ, makes it unlikely that the ob-
jective/subjective distinction inheres in oti/pos.
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gia cvroäperhf�neiaÉ
bravoÉ ute mia apovoliÉ kita na Dis pu i ipoxreosis eÄinan ke simio Äia
psoroiperifaniaÉ
[Sarcastic] Good for you! Not expelled even once from school! To think, ∅
obligations have ended up a point to boast about! (Lida Anestidou, Re:

souiti........ ; Hellas-L, 1997Ð02Ð04)

This kind of complementation (which I do not believe has been identified in the
literature before) I term evidential perception; as the examples show, in
such usage a perception predicateÑin this case vlepo ÔseeÕÑis used to express a
strictly cognitive notion of understanding rather than perception.20 In this in-
stance, pu is used with the complement to highlight that the complement should
be obvious to the listener; vlepo has made a shift from cognitive to evidential (Ôit
should be obvious thatÉÕ) This obviousness, tantamount to givenness, may be
enough to justify the use of pu here from a synchronic point of view.

Consistent with this evidential use, evidential vlepo is mostly used in the
second person (evidentiality is projected onto the listener as a rhetorical device;
the third person is not interactional, and the first person involves a vacuous
claimÑif someone says something, it should be obvious to them). It is also per-
fective (presumably because understanding is assumed to have been accom-
plished), and either interrogative (indicative) or jussive (subjunctive, impera-
tive) (the statement is used as a request for or encouragement of agreement.)21

20English see is, of course, also used in this metaphorical extension of perception to under-
standing. The lack of actual sensory perception is what distinguishes evidential perception from
indirect pu-perception as in (10f).
21The interrogativity and imperativity of the examples is lost in the translations for idiomaticity;
the literal glosses are: ÔDo you see that your logic has loopholes?Õ; ÔDo you see that two years
after I left M. it is still pursuing me?Õ; Ôand you should see that soon he will apologise publi-
callyÕ; ÔLook to see that obligations have ended up a point to boast aboutÕ.
In Hellas-L from November 1996 to January 1998, the following text counts for instances of
evidential perception obtain:

Jussive 2.SG PERFS deis pou 42
Jussive 2.PL PERFS deite pou 5
Jussive 2.SG IMPP des pou 7
Interrogative 2.SG PERFP eides pou 19
Interrogative 2.PL PERFP eidate pou 3
Interrogative 2.SG IMPFS blepeis/vlepeis pou 4
Interrogative 2.PL IMPFS vlepete pou 1
Non-Interrogative 2.SG PERFP eides pou 3
Non-Interrogative 1.SG PERFP eida pou 3

There are 87 instances of evidential perception-pu in the corpus; 84 of them have a second
person referent, 82 of them are perfective, and 81 of them are either interrogative or jussive.
20 of the 42 2.SG PERFS instances appear in the emphatic collocation kita na Dis pu Ôlook to see
thatÉÕÑcf. (11d), which is only associated with evidential perception: *kita na Dis ton petro Ôtake
a look at PeterÕ.
Evidential perception can also be expressed with a negative matrix, in which case it corresponds
to Ônever mind thatÉÕ:
(11e) Den ton jªreiq to gio moy. Mh blªpeiq poy egÃ ªxv katantüsei aplü mªxri ahd¼aq kai

de d¼nv pia pent�ra gia toyq t´poyq. Eke¼noq ejakoloyue¼ nÕ anükei ston k¿smo mªsa
ston opo¼o meg�lvse.
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Undetermined Truth

Greek does not seem to have a Linguistic Undetermined Truth predicate, unlike
English pray. Of the other Undetermined Truth predicates, the Cognitive vary
between oti/∅  (Reactions) and na (Appraisals), and the Physical take only na;
ke is unacceptable.

Emotive predicates are variable; elpizo ÔhopeÕ takes both oti-/∅  and na-com-
plements, with a preference for na, while anisixo Ôbe worriedÕ takes only oti. (In
distinction to other predicates, there does not seem to be a clear semantic dif-
ferentiation between elpizo na and elpizo oti.) Again, ke is unacceptable.

Predetermined Truth

In Predetermined Truth predicates, na cannot appear at all; na-complements
after such predicates, if acceptable, switch them to Action or Determined predi-
cates.

One semantic difference between na- and pu-complements of Emotive Ap-
praisals, arising from this fact, is that only pu is factive:

(12a) Den ine perierÄo pu ine ikosi xronon, *an ke fisika bori na ine ke meÄaliteros ÔIt
isnÕt odd that he is 20 years old, though of course he might be even olderÕ

Den ton kseris to Äio mu. mi vlepis pu eÄo exo katadisi apli mexri aiDias ke De Dino
pia pedara Äia tus tipus. ekinos eksakoluTi n aniki ston kosmo mesa ston opio
meÄalose.
You donÕt know my son well. Never mind that (ÔDonÕt see thatÕ) I have ended
up nauseatingly informal and donÕt give a dime any more about formalities. He
continues to belong to the world he was brought up in.
You donÕt know my son! DonÕt imagine heÕs like me. IÕve let myself go so
much, itÕs a disgrace. I donÕt give a damn about how I look and what I do. But
he still keeps to the ways he was brought up in. (Tah 62)
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(Complement preserved under negation)
Den ine perierÄo na ine ikosi xronon, an ke fisika bori na ine ke meÄaliteros ÔIt
isnÕt odd for him to be 20 years old, though of course he might be even olderÕ
(Complement not preserved under negation)

Now, as Vande Ostinje (1985:158) points out, na-Emotive predications like the
following are not necessarily irrealis:

(12b) lipame na ton vlepo na ipoferi ÔIÕm sorry to see him suffering [like that]Õ
ksafniazese na ti vriskis eki, se toso ftoxo periÄiro ÔYou are astonished to find her
there, in such spartan surroundingsÕ

The most salient distinction in this case between Emotive na- and pu-comple-
ments is rather that the time reference of a pu-complement is specific, whereas
that of a na-complement is left open-endedÑas shown in (13a) and (13b):

(13a) Xa¼romai poy se blªpv
xerome pu se vlepo
IÕm happy to see you (I am seeing you at this particular time, and I am happy
for it)

(13b) Xa¼romai na se blªpv
xerome na se vlepo
IÕm happy to see you (I am happy whenever I see youÑalthough I am not neces-
sarily seeing you right now)

So in (12b), the na-complements stress that the emotive reaction obtains as a
matter of principle, independent of specific time: one is sorry to see him suffer
at any time (including, as it happens, the present); one is astonished to find her
in such surroundings at any time (including the present). A pu-complement, by
contrast, anchors the reaction to the specific referent time: one is sorry at that
particular time to see him suffer. Admittedly, the distinction is rather fine, and
in examples like (12b), as opposed to (13b), the distinction is more a matter of
emphasis (any time) than temporality.

The general rule in Greek is that oti is used after Linguistic and Cognitive
predicates (there being no Physical Predetermined Truth predicates), with ke
and ∅ admissible after Linguistic and Cognitive Reactions, except for ksexno
ÔforgetÕ. (Problems of subject conjunction prevent ke after appraisals.)

(14a) paraDexome oti/ke/∅  ime ikosi xronon  ÔI admit I am twenty years oldÕ
ksero oti/ke/∅  ine ikosi xronon ÔI know heÕs 20 years oldÕ
ksexasa oti/*ke/*∅  ine ikosi xronon ÔI forgot heÕs 20 years oldÕ
emaTa oti/ke/∅  ine ikosi xronon ÔI learned heÕs 20 years oldÕ
katalava oti/ke/∅  ine ikosi xronon ÔI understood that heÕs 20 years oldÕ
TimiTika oti/ke/∅  ine ikosi xronon ÔI remembered heÕs 20 years oldÕ
ine fanero oti/*ke/*∅  ine ikosi xronon ÔIt is obvious heÕs 20 years oldÕ

Here, oti-complements are factive in the semantic senseÑthat is, they can pre-
serve their truth under negation:
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(14b) Den iksere oti ine ikosi xronon ÔShe didnÕt know heÕs 20 years oldÕ
Den ksexase oti ine ikosi xronon ÔShe didnÕt forget heÕs 20 years oldÕ
Den katalave oti ine ikosi xronon ÔShe didnÕt realise that heÕs 20 years oldÕ
Den TimiTike oti ikosi xronon ÔShe didnÕt remember that heÕs 20 years oldÕ

pu is used after Emotive Reactions, while Emotive Appraisals can use either pu
or oti. To my judgement, ke and ∅  are not admissible for any of these.

(14c) xarika pu/*oti/*ke/*∅  ine ikosi xronon ÔI was happy heÕs 20 years oldÕ
metaniosa pu/*oti/*ke/*∅  ine ikosi xronon ÔI regretted that heÕs 20 years oldÕ
ine lipiro pu/oti/*ke/*∅  ine ikosi xronon ÔIt is sad that heÕs 20 years oldÕ

To summarise:

Reaction Appraisal
Emotive pu pu, oti
Cognitive ke, ∅ , oti, (pu) oti
Linguistic ke, ∅ , oti oti

This is the picture in broad perspective; there are, however, complications, with
the pu/oti boundary violated on both sides. Thus, Christidis (1981:171) notes
that, for some speakers, oti is acceptable after Emotive Reactions, although only
in imperfective contexts:

(15a) Lyp�mai ¿ti o arxhg¿q thq ajivmatiküq antipol¼teyshq den prosªrxetai stiq
synedri�seiq
lipame oti o arxiÄos tis aksiomatikis adipolitefsis Den proserxete stis sineDriasis
I am sorry that the Leader of the Opposition is not attending the meetings
(Imperfective)22

(15b) Lypüuhka poy/*¿ti den ürue na me dei
lipiTika pu/*oti Den irTe na me Di
I am sorry he didnÕt come to see me (Perfective)

The complementiser oti also follows Emotive Reactions in the guise of the fac-
tive and topicalising complementiser to oti. This complementiser can be used
with all Predetermined predicates (15c), although for Emotive Reactions the
complement becomes oblique, and not a direct object of the verb (15d):23

(15c) to oti ime ikosi xronon to paraDexome ÔI admit the fact that I am twenty years
oldÕ
to oti ine ikosi xronon to ksero  ÔI know the fact that heÕs 20 years oldÕ
to oti ine ikosi xronon to ksexasa ÔI forgot the fact that heÕs 20 years oldÕ
to oti ine ikosi xronon to emaTa ÔI learned the fact that heÕs 20 years oldÕ
to oti ine ikosi xronon to katalava ÔI understood the fact that heÕs 20 years oldÕ
to oti ine ikosi xronon to TimiTika ÔI remembered the fact that heÕs 20 years
oldÕ

22Example (15a) was not acceptable to Christidis; nor is it acceptable to me.
23This indicates that pu as an emotive complementiser is also not a direct object of the predi-
cate, and reinforces its connection with causal adjuncts.
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to  oti ine ikosi xronon ine fanero  ÔThe fact that heÕs 20 years old is obviousÕ24

ine lipiro  to oti ine ikosi xronon ÔThe fact that heÕs 20 years old is sadÕ

(15d) xarika Äia to oti ine ikosi xronon ÔI was happy that heÕs 20 years oldÕ (=Ôfor the
fact that heÕs 20 years oldÕ)
metaniosa Äia to oti ine ikosi xronon ÔI regretted that heÕs 20 years oldÕ (=Ôfor
the fact that heÕs 20 years oldÕ)

Finally, pu is admissible after Cognitive (and much less frequently, Linguistic)
Predetermined Truth predicates as a marked complementiser. What pu is
marked for in such contexts is a rather involved matter, with different predi-
cates triggering different semantic factors; discussion of the details involved is
postponed until ¤4.3.2.

Determined Truth

The final region of the complementation grid to consider are Determined Truth
predicates. The normal complementiser after such predicates is oti, although ke
and ∅  are also admissible with all Non-Negative Reaction predicates. Normally,
when na appears with such predicates, it converts them to Action modality,
where acceptable.

The Emotive Determined Truth predicate fovame ÔfearÕ can take a pu-comple-
ment; in that case, however, the predicate becomes Predetermined, and the
predicate exactly parallel to the other Predetermined Emotive Reactions:

(16) fovame pu Ta Äino ikosi xronon ÔI am scared by the fact that I will turn 20
years oldÕ

As well as oti, Truth complements of the predicate fovame can appear with the
introductive min ÔlestÕ, which patterns semantically and morphologically with
naÑalthough na itself cannot be used, since it converts the Evaluation Modality
of the Truth complement to Action.

When the Determined Truth predicate has a weaker Evaluation ModalityÑ
namely, when it is either affirmative or weakly negative non-assertive, or weak
assertiveÑna can appear with the effect of downgrading their evaluation
modality. According to Kakouriotis (1982:118), weak assertives with na are fur-
ther weakened, to the point of being no longer assertive.

24CSMG has no productive subject clitic to topicalise the subject complement here.
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Comparison with English

The complexity of the preceding discussion might leave one longing for the sim-
plicity of something like RansomÕs chart of the distribution of complementisers
in English, outlined in TableÊ10.

Truth Future Truth Occurrence Action
Predetermined that that ¯/that INF
Determined that that INF INF
Undetermined that INF INF INF
Indeterminate whether whether whether whether-INF

Table 10. Distribution of complementisers in English (Ransom 1986:88).

This table gives a clear overall trend: the higher the information or evaluation
modality, the likelier the choice of that as against the infinitive. As an overall
trend, this is likewise discernible in the Greek data, with oti the equivalent of
that and na the equivalent of the infinitive. Table 10 is nonetheless an idealisa-
tion; complexity similar to that outlined in Greek obtains, when one identifies
further semantic factors involved in complementiser choice.

When complementation is studied at the level attempted above, the data be-
comes reminiscent of lexical diffusion (McMahon 1994:50Ð56)Ñthe process by
which linguistic change does not necessarily spread to all members of a
paradigm instantaneously, but can hop from lexeme to lexeme.25 There are
ÔhiccupsÕ in the Greek dataÑfor instance, the acceptability of pistevo na ÔbelieveÕ
but not nomizo na ÔthinkÕ, although both are Weak Assertive Truth Cognitive
predicates (Nicholas 1998c); these are at least suggestive of a process of na
spreading in time through the complementation grid, with the synchronic status
a snap-shot rather than a necessary, internally consistent endpoint.

Summary of Greek complementation

The distribution of Greek complementisers is summarised in FigureÊ5.26 To say
that the distribution is complex is an understatement; but there is not one com-

25Lexical diffusion is the reason why, for example, while the reflexes of Middle English [Eù]
(orthographic ea) are normally [iù] (as in peak), some words remainÑsuch as steakÑin which
the reflex is the older [EI].
26Just as RansomÕs table of complementiser distribution in English (Table 10) is a schematic
simplification of the actual situation in English, so too PapadopoulouÕs (1994a:138) table of
complementiser distribution is a drastic simplification of Figure 5:

Truth Future Truth Occurrence Agent
Predetermined pu oti na
Determined
Undetermined
Indeterminate an

Table 11. PapadopoulouÕs (1994a:138) distribution of Modern Greek complementisers
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plementiser competition going on, but ten, involving the five effective comple-
mentisers of GreekÑpu, ke, ∅,  oti, and na. If we isolate particular complemen-
tiser distributions, we can get a clearer picture of what is going on. This is done
by viewing separately the distribution of oti (FigureÊ6) and na (FigureÊ7).

In broad terms, the choice between oti and na is determined by whether the
complement is realis or irrealisÑor, to use Philippaki-Warburton & VeloudisÕ
(1984) terms, extensional versus intensional. More concretely, as can be seen
from these figures, the occurrence of oti as against na is likelier:

¥ The higher one moves in the Information Modality hierarchy
(the CSMG equivalent of the come to pass predicate, etixe Ôit
was fortuitousÕ, takes only na)Ñoti does not occur at all for
Occurrence or Action;

¥ The higher one moves in the Evaluation Modality hierarchyÑna
does not occur at all for Predetermined predicates;

¥ The higher one moves in the Semantic Class LINGUISTICÊ>
COGNITIVEÊ> EMOTIVE;

¥ As one moves from Appraisals to ReactionsÑalthough this is a
determining factor only for Cognitive Undetermined Truth
predicates.

On the other hand, Papadopoulou finds RansomÕs grid inadequate to represent the full semantic
diversity of complement-taking predicates, and prefers NoonanÕs (1985) 11 semantic categories.
However, the factors used in the grid presented hereÑAssertivity, Evaluation Modality,
Information Modality, Semantic ClassÑare adequate to express those of NoonanÕs distinctions
which involve oti or pu, as follows:
¥ Utterance: Linguistic
¥ Propositional Attitude: Weak Assertive and Non-Assertive Cognitive Determined Truth
¥ Physical Perception: Cognitive Predetermined Occurrence
¥ Knowledge/Acquisition of Knowledge: Cognitive Predetermined and Strong Assertive

Determined Truth (This category includes predicates of indirect perceptionÑwhich is
consistent with the Cognitive Strong Assertive Determined Truth class)

¥ Evaluative: Emotive Predetermined Truth
¥ Fearing: Emotive Determined Truth
¥ Pretending: Non-Assertive Linguistic Determined Truth (in fact, pretense presupposes

the falsity of the complement; we have not had recourse to a separate anti-factive position
in the Information Modality axis)

¥ Volitive: Emotive Undetermined
¥ Manipulative: Physical Predetermined Occurrence and Determined Action
¥ Modal: Physical Determined Occurrence and Non-Assertive Physical Determined Truth
¥ Aspectual: Physical Predetermined Action
The last four classes involve na exclusively (Papadopoulou 1994a:181), and have some overlap in
RansomÕs terms. These are, of course, the positions on the grid for these predicate classes with
their unmarked complementiser; a change of complementiser, as already seen, forces a change
of grid position.
An added advantage with RansomÕs formulation rather than NoonanÕs is that RansomÕs is ex-
plicitly scalar, while NoonanÕs make only qualitative distinctions. Thus, complementiser choice
can be represented in a grid with RansomÕs parameters, much more readily than NoonanÕs.
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Figure 5. Distribution of Modern Greek complementisers

There remain many instances of Determined and Undetermined Truth and
Future Truth predicates where na and oti coexist; the most that can be said
without a special study is that na is marked for doubt, and weakens the Eval-
uation Modality of the predicate, which appears to be a continuum rather than a
discrete scale.

While in broad terms the competition between oti and na matches that in
English between that and the infinitive, there are some differencesÑnotably the
use of na with predicates like elpizo ÔhopeÕ and piTano ÔprobableÕ introducing
states, and the new class of Non-Assertive Cognitive Truth, as in pistevo na Ôbe-
lieve toÕ.

Of the remaining complementisers, ke is restricted to Predetermined mo-
dality, but can take on any Evaluation modality; so it spans across the oti/na di-
vide. Zero-complementation is broadly tied to assertive predicates (as is its par-
enthetical counterpart), although it appears to be incompatible with Appraisals,
and has extended to Undetermined Cognitive predicates like ikazo ÔspeculateÕ.
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The complementiser whose distribution is of real interest in this study is pu. As
is clear from FigureÊ5, pu may be said, without loss of generality, to be restricted
to Predetermined stative predicates (Truth and Future Truth). Even within
those limits, pu competes with both oti and ke. Furthermore, the prevalence of
pu varies with the semantic factors already identified. Thus, after Emotive
Reactions pu is virtually mandatory, whereas after Linguistic Reactions its pres-
ence is marginal. Similarly, after Reactions pu is much more prevalent than after
Appraisals.27

There are other factors involved which have not yet been considered. For ex-
ample, pu has been claimed to be factiveÑa more restrictive condition than Pre-
determined. Syntactic factors other than reaction/appraisal need to be consid-
ered: namely, whether the complement has been topicalised, and whether the
complement subject has been raised. There are also pragmatic factors in-
volvedÑsuch as whether the complement proposition is a given in the dis-

27This is true of other complementisers as well. For example, in my idiolect zero-complementa-
tion seems more natural with Weak Assertives than with any other category of predicatesÑ
notwithstanding TzartzanosÕ (1991 [1946, 1963] ¤218 2) claim that they are more frequent with
perception verbs.
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course. So while the complementiser grid given above is very detailed, it is still
not adequate to delimit the distribution of pu in CSMG. The next section gives
more detail on these finer semantic differentiations.
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4.3.2.ÊComplementiser competition between pu and oti
The competition between pu and oti only applies to complementation, as oti
hardly ever introduces adjuncts or forms collocations in CSMG. And the se-
mantic distinctions drawn between pu- and oti-complements in ChristidisÕ
(1981) influential paper are quite subtle. Furthermore there is significant varia-
tion in the distribution of complementiser-pu amongst Modern Greek dialects,
and between Puristic and CSMG. Nevertheless, the very complexity of the dis-
tribution of pu against oti has been the driving force behind most recent work on
the semantics of pu.

Christidis (1981) represents the first substantial attempt to tackle the distri-
bution of pu amongst all predicates in concrete terms. For cognitive predicates
this involves determining the semantic property for which pu is marked, as oti is
the unmarked complementiser for such predicates. Christidis thus outlines a
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disparate set of semantic distinctions between pu- and oti-complements for a
variety of predicates. The differences are as follows:
¥ For ksexno ÔforgetÕ, a pu-complement implies that the event in question

should not have been forgottenÑthat the memory is deliberately re-
pressed, fictitiously repressed, or should have been recalled vividly.

(17a) Jªxase poy/??¿ti ton e¼xe synantüsei sto Par¼siÑprotim�ei bªbaia na mh to
uym�tai giat¼ aisu�netai ªnoxoq.
ksexase pu/??oti ton ixe sinadisi sto parisiÑprotimai vevea na mi to Timate Äiati
esTanete enoxos.
HeÕs forgotten meeting him in ParisÑof course, heÕd rather not remember it,
because he feels guilty. (Memory deliberately repressed)

Furthermore, pu is preferred in introducing continuous events:

(17b) Jªxase poy/??¿ti jhmerobradiaz¿tan sto sp¼ti maq.
ksexase pu/??oti ksimeroraDiazotan (IMPFP) sto spiti mas.
HeÕs forgotten how/??that he would spend day and night at our house.

(17c) Jªxase poy/??¿ti ta p¼name maz¼.
ksexase pu/??oti ta piname (IMPFP) mazi.
HeÕs forgotten how/??that we used to drink together.

Christidis explains this as follows:

Such situations [continuous events], for obvious reasons, constitute strong repre-
sentations in memory, and are directly accessible. Precisely because they have that
characteristic, [É they] are constrained to the emotive sense of the verbÑwith the
conjunction pu. Since it is not natural for the subject to no longer remember the
referent of the complement ([ÔrememberÕÊ=] the epistemic sence of the verb
[ksexno])Ñand that pragmatic factor is responsible for the ÔunnaturalnessÕ of
[examples with oti-complements]Ñthe subject must have become obliviousÑre-
pressing, for some reason, the knowledge of the situation to which the complement
is referring. (Christidis 1981:136)

In other words, pu introduces a proposition the speaker believes the subject
should not have forgottenÑparticularly if it was a continuous activity which
should have become imprinted on the subjectÕs memory. So pu makes a stronger
claim than that the complement is true: it claims that (as far as the speaker is
concerned) the complement should be known to be true by the subject. Chris-
tidis therefore considers ksexno pu to be an emotive verb, as it involves a subjec-
tive judgement. This accounts for the choice of complementiser, as pu is associ-
ated most strongly with Emotive predicates.

But while ksexno pu does imply a negative reaction to the subject, imputing ei-
ther negligence or deceit, it still seems odd to call ÔforgetÕÑor even Ôpretend to
forgetÕÑan Emotive predicate. One can point to the counterexample of kano
taking a pos-complement, and not a pu-complement, when it means ÔpretendÕ
rather than Ômake; doÕÑas do, for that matter, predicates of lying like leo
psemata Ôtell liesÕ. The obviousness or givenness of the complement to the
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speaker seems a way of looking at this complement more consistent with the
other usages of pu.
¥ For perception predicates, the distinction between pu and oti lies in the

fact that pu describes direct perception, whereas oti describes indirect per-
ception, and emphasises cognition (hearsay, inference, etc.) over percep-
tion itselfÑgiving the matrix epistemic force.28

(10e) ton akusa na fevÄi ÔI heard him leaveÕ
ton akusa pu efevÄe ÔI heard him leaveÕ
ton akusa ke efevÄe ÔI heard him leaveÕ
akusa oti efiÄe ÔI heard that he feltÕ

¥ For Timame ÔrememberÕ, pu deals with recalled, inchoative memory, while
oti deals with possessed, stative memory. That is to say, pu-complements
must spring immediately to mind (direct recall), whereas oti-complements
are more abstract, and can be brought to mind after some conscious intel-
lectual effort (indirect recall).

(18a) Uym�mai, san na ütan xueq, poy/??¿ti ton e¼xa synantüsei sto Par¼si.
Timame, san na itan xTes, pu/??oti ton ixa sinadisi sto parisi.
I remember having met him in Paris as if it was yesterday.

(18b) Uymüuhka, ´stera ap¿ pollü prosp�ueia, ¿ti/??poy ton e¼xa synantüsei sto
Par¼si.
TimiTika, istera apo poli prospaTia, oti/??pu ton ixa sinadisi sto parisi.
After much effort, I remembered that IÕd met him in Paris.

Similar restrictions on continuous complements apply as with ksexno:

(18c) Uym�mai poy/??¿ti ta p¼name maz¼ k�ue br�dy sthn tabªrna.
Timame pu/??oti ta piname mazi kaTe vraDi stin taverna.
I remember how/??that we used to drink together every night at the taverna.

To elaborate on ChristidisÕ criterion: an event recollected from personal experi-
ence is likelier to be introduced by pu (18c), whereas facts are introduced by oti.

(18d) Uym�mai ¿ti/??poy o Alªjioq Komnhn¿q ypürje prin enniak¿sia xr¿nia ªnaq mªgaq
Byzantin¿q aytokr�toraq.
Timame oti/??pu o alexios komninos ipirkse prin eniakosia xronia enas meÄas
vizadinos aftokratoras.
I remember that/??how Alexius Comnenus was a great Byzantine emperor
nine hundred years ago.29

Since pu involves direct recall, it introduces a situation the speaker holds in no
doubt; the truth of the complement follows directly. With oti-complements, the
complement is necessarily true if the matrix is perfective, as the process of indi-

28ChristidisÕ accounts ignores evidential perception.
29In (18d), pu would imply not only that the speaker was in Alexius ComnenusÕ inner circle in
1080, but also that he had some tangible experience of ComnenusÕ greatnessÑthat his greatness
manifested itself in a specific event, rather than being an abstract fact.
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rect recall is already complete (19a). If the matrix is imperfective, the process of
recall is not complete, and the truth of the complement cannot yet be held to be
certain.30 So imperfective Timame oti is not factive (19b):

(19a) *Uymüuhka ¿ti ton e¼xa synantüsei sto Par¼si, an kai mpore¼ na ªkana l�uoq.
TimiTika (PERFP) oti ton ixa sinadisi sto parisi, an ke bori na ekana laTos.
I remembered that I had met him in Paris, although I might have been wrong.

(19b) Uym�mai ¿ti ton e¼xa synantüsei sto Par¼si, an kai mpore¼ na k�nv l�uoq.
Timame (IMPFS) oti ton ixa sinadisi sto parisi, an ke bori na kano laTos.
I remember that I had met him in Paris, although I may be wrong.31

So propositions introduced by pu after Timame are analogous to those intro-
duced by pu after ksexno; for that very reason, Christidis argues, they are un-
likely to have been forgotten (being vividly recallable), and imply that the ref-
erent should not have forgotten them.
¥ Christidis explains the distribution of pu for the remaining Semi-Factive

predicates, such as ksero ÔknowÕ and katalaveno Ôunderstand; realiseÕ, in a
similar way. Just as Timame-complements are distinguished between di-
rectly recalled, concrete events (pu) and intellectually recalled, abstract
facts (oti), so too these other semi-factives distinguish between ÔindirectÕ
intellectual knowledge (oti) and ÔdirectÕ experiential, internalised knowl-
edge (pu). The distinction between the two types is that the former denotes
Òthe process of EgoÕs acquiring a piece of new information through an ex-
ternal sourceÓ, while the latter involves Òthe process of EgoÕs becoming
aware of the existence of something inside himself (e.g. an idea/belief)Ó
(McCawley 1978:274).

Intellectual knowledge is thus acquired and inchoative: knowledge has come in
the form of known facts, and there is a well-defined process by which such
knowledge comes to be known. Experiential or internalised knowledge, on the
other hand, is possessed, and arises ÔinternallyÕ. Since such knowledge does not
arise at a well-defined moment, it is impossible for a pu-complement to be in-
choativeÑsomething these propositions have in common with the other class of
pu-complements, emotive responses (20a). And since conditional utterances
like (20b) place knowledge of the complement in the future, they cannot involve

30As Papadopoulou (1994:154) puts it with regard to the analogous Acquisition of Knowledge
predicates, ÒThe truth of the complement proposition is negotiable in the present [É] because
acquisition of consciousness, Ôcoming-to-knowÕ is a culminating process, whose culminating
point lies on the deictic now or beyond and cannot thus be considered as decided upon. [É] The
past tense ÔmovesÕ both types of situation back in time, both ÔpointsÕ (realize) and Ôculminated
processesÕ are presented as concluded and, are thus seen as equivalent to states, facts, that true
factives typically are.Ó
31Varlokosta (1994c:68) counterargues that imperfective Timame oti is still factive if qualified by
kala ÔwellÕ: Timame kala oti ton ixa sinadisi sto parisi, *an ke bori na kano laTos ÔI remember well
that I had met him in Paris, although I may be wrongÕ. Christidis would presumably answer
that, if the adverb well can be used to characterise the process of recall, then the process itself
must be complete enough to be subject to evaluation; so Timame kala is in fact crypto-perfective.
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internalised knowledge: the speaker will not be able to realise when they will
come to possess this knowledge.

(20a) Arx¼zv na katalaba¼nv ¿ti/*poy den me sympaue¼.
arxizo na katalveno oti/*pu Den me sibaTi.
IÕm beginning to realise that she doesnÕt like me.

(20b) An katal�bv ¿ti/*poy den me sympaue¼ ua f´gv.
an katalavo oti/*pu Den me sibaTi Ta fiÄo.
If I realise she doesnÕt like me, IÕll leave.

If pu were used in these utterances, the proposition she doesnÕt like me would
have been pragmatically presupposedÑi.e. it would have been given. So the
question of realising the proposition could not ariseÑmaking pu unacceptable.

For internalised knowledge to be articulated, it must be already known to the
speaker, and presupposed. In that case, the speaker has absolute commitment
to the truth of the complement. Where knowledge of the complement is indirect,
and the matrix does not contain an assertive adverbial like kala ÔwellÕ, it is still
possible to defeat the presupposition of truth of the complementÑas was the
case with Timame in (19b).
¥ Finally, oti is more readily used than pu in Emotive Appraisals (comple-

ment subject), while the reverse holds with Emotive Reactions (comple-
ment object). The semantic distinction Christidis draws between the two is
that, while reactions give Òa direct emotive reaction as a result of an
eventÓ, appraisals, being impersonal (the experiencer is not a complement
of the predication), give Òa more permanent emotive/value position
against an eventÓ (Christidis 1981:145). In other words, pu gives a direct,
personal response, whereas oti involves a more indirect, considered and
impersonal response. This distinction is extended by Christidis (1981:172)
to those examples, not acceptable to all speakers, where oti can be used
after imperfective reactions (15a): the reponse is, again, relatively Ôperma-
nentÕ, being imperfective, rather than a direct, instantaneous reaction, as-
sociated with a perfective matrix.

¥ One further class of predicates needs to be mentioned: these are factive
cognitive predicates which never take pu-complements. They include
lamvano iposi Ôtake under considerationÕ, adilamvanome ÔrealiseÕ, anakalipto
ÔdiscoverÕ, apokalipto ÔrevealÕ, Diapistono ÔdetermineÕ, and anafero Ômen-
tionÕ:32

32As stated here, the set includes cognitive predicates; Delveroudi, Tsamadou & Vassilaki
(1993a:42) also include the factive linguistic predicates veveono ÔaffirmÕ, eksiÄo ÔexplainÕ, omoloÄo
ÔadmitÕ, DiaDiDo Ôspread the rumourÕ and paraDexome ÔadmitÕ. In the framework adopted here,
these predicates are excluded from taking pu-complements because they are linguistic rather
than factiveÑas is also the case with the prototypical linguistic predicate, leo ÔsayÕ.
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(21) Antilüfuhka/«Elaba yp¿ch moy to gegon¿q ¿ti/¿ti/*poy den endiafªretai gia th
doylei� toy.
adiliftika/elava ipopsi mu to ÄeÄonos oti/oti/*pu Den enDiaferete Äia ti Dulia tu.
I realised/took under consideration the fact that/that he is not interested in
his job.

These predicates involve the intellectual acquisition of knowledge. As Giv�n
(1973) discusses, the subject of discover does not know the complement to be a
fact until the time of the matrix; so all these predicates are somehow associated
with the intellectual acquisition of knowledgeÑsome more than others, as take
into consideration properly deals not with newly acquired, but newly attended
knowledge. As Delveroudi, Tsamadou & Vassilaki (1993a:41Ð42) put it, Òit is
significant in this regard that the verbs that only take oti are those whose se-
mantics is characterised by conferring the status of existence to a predicative
relation.Ó

A problem with this set is that two predicates belonging to it, maTeno ÔlearnÕ
and katalaveno Ôunderstand; realiseÕ, can take pu-complementsÑalthough much
more infrequently than other semi-factives. So this may be another case of lex-
ical diffusion; the fact that all these predicates are of Puristic origin, whereas
maTeno and katalaveno had survived in the pre-literary language, may also be
significant.

There is also a non-prototypical predicate set: the nominal cause predicates
loÄos ÔreasonÕ and etia ÔcauseÕ. These predicates always take pu rather than oti in
CSMG; the reason seems to be that complements after such predicates are con-
flated with relativisations (o loÄos pu irTa Ôthe reason that I cameÕ). For that
reason, such predicates are tabulated in text counts, but are differentiated from
their verbal counterparts: kano Ômake, causeÕ is listed as a Predetermined
Physical Occurrence Verbal, and as a category for which pu is unacceptable in
CSMG, while loÄos is listed as a Predetermined Physical Occurrence Nominal,
for which pu is acceptable in CSMG. To preclude cross-category confusion, these
nominals are excluded from aggregate complementiser counts.

It cannot always be determined in written texts whether a perception predi-
cate refers to direct or indirect perception. For that reason, the following modi-
fied grid is used in this work to plot the relative distribution of complementiser-
pu; as should be clear, emotive appraisals and reactions are differentiated, as
are acquisition of knowledge predicates from static knowledge predicates; on
the other hand, perception predicates are undifferentiated, and placed between
emotive and cognitive truth predicates. In addition, the category of Linguistic
Truth is made to include Strong Determined predicates (leo ÔsayÕ). Finally,
Future Truth predicates tend to be statistically insignificant in text, and are
omitted.
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Figure 8. Modified complementiser-pu grid

This grid is used in conjunction with the larger grid of Fig.Ê4. The diagram has
the drawback that it relies on CSMG intuitions as to the Information Modality of
verbsÑfor example, that ksero pu is always predetermined. This is unlikely to be
the case in those dialects where pu has become the unmarked realis comple-
mentiser; and intuitions unnecessarily bias the investigator. Therefore, when
investigating given texts, all occurrences of a given verb are given the same in-
formation modality. For example, all instances of proleÄo Ôforesay, predictÕ are
considered strong assertives, whether followed by pu or oti. Because we are not
considering na-complements, which frequently modify both the Information
and Evaluation Modality of verbs, this does not change the apparent distribu-
tion significantly.

4.3.3. The Third Wedding
To illustrate the claims made for the distribution of pu in CSMG against an ac-
tual text, I analyse the complementation system with regard to the text The
Third Wedding, which is taken as representative of CSMG.

There are 80 instances of complementiser-pu in the text, which encompasses
around 118,000 words; there are 1131 instances of pu overall in the text, so that
complementiser-pu has a textual frequency of 0.7ä, and involves 7% of all in-
stances of pu. Instances of pu as against oti and pos are distributed as follows:

Complement 80
CSMG-Obligatory 72
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 51/2/2 (93%)
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS 20/7/2 (69%)
CSMG-Optional 8
PREDETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 0/2/5 (0%)
PERCEPTION 4/27/28 (7%)
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 4/140/102 (1.6%)

STATIC 4/99/61 (2.4%)
KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION 0/41/41 (0%)

CSMG-Unacceptable 0

Following the grid outlined in ¤4.3.2, the distribution of complementiser-pu
may be plotted as follows:
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Figure 9. Complementiser-pu in The Third Wedding

This distribution is just what we anticipate of CSMG. The distribution of pu is
restricted to Predetermined Modality; the following example looks like an ex-
ception, but on closer investigation turns out not to be a complementiser in-
stance at all:

(22) (Nina needs to deceive a guard at hospital that Petros, who is wanted by the
government, and has just entered the room, is someone else.)
ÇDhmütrh!È, toy fvn�zv, koitÃntaq ton sta m�tia gia na mpei sto n¿hma. ÇPeq ston
k´rio pÃq se lªne. De me piste´ei poy toy lªv pvq tÕ ¿nom� soy e¼nai Dhmütrioq
L¿ggoq.È
ÒDimitri!Ó, tu fonazo, kitodas ton sta matia Äia na bi sto noima. Òpes ston kirio pos
se lene. De me pistevi pu tu leo pos t onoma su ine Dimitrios logos.Ó
ÔDimitris!Õ I shouted, looking hard at him so that he should catch on. ÔTell the
officer here your name. He doesnÕt believe me when I tell him your name is
Dimitris LongosÉÕ (Tah 298)33

Hence there are no instances in this text of Determined or Undetermined predi-
cates taking puÑeven though this is permitted in CSMG, as a means of
switching the category of a predicate from Determined to Factive.

The distribution of pu is gradient through Information Modality and Semantic
Class: the hierarchies EMOTIVEÊ> COGNITIVEÊ> LINGUISTIC, REACTIONÊ> AP-
PRAISAL, and PERCEPTIONÊ> COGNITION are maintained. The values gravitate to
the extremes of the scale: 93%Ê> 69%Ê> 7%Ê> 2.4%Ê> 0%. For those instances
where pu is marginal in CSMGÑLinguistic predicates, Future Truth, and Truth
AcquisitionÑthere are no instances of pu at all. This text thus adheres quite
strictly to the CSMG tendencies already described; in particular, pu is highly
marked as a perception complementiser.

Of the 8 instances where pu follows a verb of perception or knowledge, 6 have
negative and/or interrogative matrices, and 7 are in the second person. All of

33Clearly, from the translation, the pu clause should be considered a temporal adjunct, rather
than the complement of pistevo. This is not as obvious in Greek, which tolerates clausal-ditran-
sitivity (i.e. a verb having both an animate and a clausal direct object), for both pu- and (though
less frequently) pos- and oti-complements. What decides against a complement interpretation is
that, under such an interpretation, Nina would actually be saying Ôthe officer does not believe
[me,] the fact that I am telling him your name is D.L.ÕÑwhereas the proposition being disbe-
lieved is the complement, not of pistevo, but of leo ÔsayÕ.
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these factors differentiate the speakerÕs stance on the complement from the ref-
erentÕs. A second person referent is distinct from the speaker, so the speakerÕs
knowledge of the complement (which is presupposed by her) is contrasted with
the referentÕs ignorance. (We have already seen this property exploited in evi-
dential perception, of which there are two instances in the text.) Likewise, nega-
tive and interrogative matrices contrast the speakerÕs presupposition of the
complement with the referentÕs ignorance of it (real or imputed).

So the conditions under which a marked pu-complement appears illuminate
what pu is marked for: it differentiates the speakerÕs knowledge from the ref-
erent. In particular, Tahtsis uses a pu-complement after a predetermined cogni-
tive truth predicate, not when the speaker presupposes the complement, but
when this presupposition is marked by contrast with a referent other than the
speaker. This deictic component needs to be included in any account of com-
plementiser-pu semantics.

4.3.4.ÊMakriyannisÕ Memoirs
As a counterweight to The Third Wedding, which represents CSMG after it was
koineised and subject to Puristic influence, one may consider MakriyannisÕ
Memoirs, widely regarded as an exemplar of mainstream Greek before Puristic
influence (at least with respect to syntax.) There are 72 instances of comple-
mentiser-pu in the text, and 1610 instances of pu overall in the text, so that
complementiser-pu has a textual frequency of 0.5ä, and 4% of all instances of
pu. Instances of pu as against oti and pos are distributed as follows:

Function Memoirs,
First period
(1829Ð1840?)

Memoirs, Second
Period (1844-
1851)

Total

Complement 51 21 72
CSMG-Obligatory 18 9 27
PREDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE
REACTIONS

16/10/0 (62%) 7/7/1 (47%) 23/17/1 (56%)

PREDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE
APPRAISALS

2/2/0 (50%) 2/2/0 (50%) 4/4/0 (50%)

CSMG-Optional 28 9 37
PREDETERMINED TRUTH
LINGUISTIC

0/1/0 (0%) 0/0/0 (0%) 0/1/0 (0%)

PERCEPTION 15/16/1 (47%) 6/12/0 (33%) 21/28/1 (44%)
PREDETERMINED TRUTH
COGNITIVE

13/61/2 (17%) 3/22/1 (11%) 16/83/3 (16%)

STATIC 6/12/1 (32%) 2/10/0 (17%( 8/22/1 (26%)
KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN 7/49/1 (12%) 1/12/1 (7%) 8/61/2 (11%)

CSMG-Unacceptable 5 (0.1) 3 (0.1) 8 (0.1)
DETERMINED ACTION LINGUISTIC 0/3/0 (0%) 0/4/0 (0%) 0/7/0 (0%)
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH
LINGUISTIC

5/147/8 (3%) 1/80/3 (1%) 6/227/11 (2%)

STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH
COGNITIVE

0/12/0 (0%) 0/4/1 (0%) 0/16/1 (0%)

WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH
COGNITIVE

0/5/0 (0%) 1/13/0 (7%) 1/18/0 (5%)
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NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED
TRUTH LINGUISTIC

0/9/0 (0%) 0/6/0 (0%) 0/15/0 (0%)

NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED
TRUTH COGNITIVE

0/0/0 (0%) 0/2/0 (0%) 0/2/0 (0%)

UNDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE
REACTION

0/8/0 (0%) 1/2/0 (33%) 1/10/0 (9%)

The distribution of complementiser-pu may be plotted as follows:
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Figure 10. Complementiser-pu in MakriyannisÕ Memoirs

What is immediately noticeable, by contrast with The Third Wedding, is the
elimination of the polarisation in the complementiser distribution. Where
Tahtsis uses extremes of the scale (93%Ê> 69%Ê> 7%Ê> 2.4%Ê> 0%), Makriyannis
effaces both the tendency away from oti for emotives, and the tendency away
from pu for linguistic and cognitive predicates (56%Ê> 50%Ê> 44%Ê> 26%Ê>
2.5%Ê< 11%). The high count in Knowledge Acquisition predicates, largely due to
the use of pu with maTeno Ôlearn, be informedÕ (7 out of 8 instances), is charac-
teristic of colloquial knowledge acquisition predicates avoiding pu much less
than their learned counterparts in CSMG.

The concentration of pu in Emotive Reactions is somewhat less than expected:
Makriyannis occasionally uses forms like xerome oti Ôglad thatÕ, which are unac-
ceptable in CSMG. These are probably loans from Puristic, although the promi-
nent usage of oti as a causal connective (now also unacceptable in CSMG, but
constituting 712 out of 1143 occurrences of oti in the MemoirsÑ63%) may also
have contributed. (Recall that complements of emotives are frequently consid-
ered causal.)

The Predetermined/Determined barrier for pu is also leaky in this text: pu
turns up (very rarely) after Determined Linguistic verbs (leo ÔsayÕ, milo ÔspeakÕ),
Weak Assertive Cognitives (fadazome ÔimagineÕ) and Undetermined Emotives
(elpizo ÔhopeÕ). As can be seen from the contexts for these predicates, cases can
be made for a factive reading for all these instancesÑalthough none of them is
overwhelmingly convincing.

So where TahtsisÕ text is characteristic of CSMG, in imposing the distinctions
discussed quite rigorously, there is a certain laxity in the way the distinctions
are followed in Makriyannis. This serves as a warning about something that be-
comes quite obvious in ¤6: the CSMG conditions on the distribution of comple-
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mentiser-pu, intricate though they may be, are not a diatopic reality for Greek as
a whole.

4.4.ÊThe factivity of pu
Kai met� to´to Ãrisen na metevrisuo´sin,
na syntyxa¼n� m¿noq e¼q, nÕ apilogütai �lloq
kai p�lin �lloq e¼q proq e¼q dia thn eytaj¼an
¼na mh gªn� s´gxysiq ü taraxü tyxo´sa.
And then he bade them all to start to jest:
when each one spoke, another should reply,
and then another, always taking turns,
to keep things orderly, and to preclude
all unforseen disorder or confusion.
(Quad 115Ð118)

We have the facts about the semantic conditioning on complementiser-pu; but
what unifies these disparate usages? I give extensive discussion of ChristidisÕ
findings on the subject, since his account has been the most pervasive in
modern thinking on the subject. I then allude briefly to other attempts at re-
solving the same issue, some of which have been more coherent than others,
and have raised new challenges to theory.

4.4.1.ÊChristidis

pu

Before proceeding any further, let us summarise the semantic factors identified
by Christidis (1981) in ¤4.3.2:

Predicate Class pu oti
Perception direct sensation indirect/epistemic perception
ksexno ÔforgetÕ emotive epistemic
Timame ÔrememberÕ direct recall indirect/intellectual recall
Semi-Factives internalised knowledge intellectual knowledge
Emotives direct reaction indirect appraisal

Table 12. Semantic factors determining pu/oti complementiser choice (after Christidis 1981)

According to Christidis (1981), semantic presupposition is not a sufficient con-
dition for pu-usage, since oti-complements can still preserve their truth under
negation (14b).34 Rather, in all cases oti/pos is used when the predicate has epis-

34This preempts the arguments made by subsequent researchers against ChristidisÕ analysis,
such as Ginzburg & Kolliakou (1997 [1995]) and Varlokosta (1994c:69): Christidis never claimed
that oti-complements cannot be presuppositional.
Christidis (1981:120Ð121) also argued that the converse is the case: pu-complements do not al-
ways presuppose the truth of their complements. His example involves the perception predicate
vlepo ÔseeÕ. lipame pu efiÄe ÔI regret that he leftÕ can be paraphrased as efiÄe, ke lipame Äi afto Ôhe
left, and I regret itÕ; but ton iDa pu efevÄe ÔI saw him leavingÕ cannot be paraphrased as efevÄe, ke
ton iDa Ôhe was leaving, and I saw himÕ. Christidis (1982:59), however, acknowledges that it is
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temic force, and makes an evaluation of some sort on the truth of the comple-
ment. For pu-complements, on the other hand, the question of the truth of the
complement is not posed (t¼uetai)Ñi.e. subjected to a truth valuationÑbut pre-
supposed (proäpot¼uetai),35 with ÔpresupposedÕ understood pragmaticallyÑthe
truth of the proposition is not questioned or evaluated, but rather consitutes the
background to the sentence assertion. Thus:
¥ For perception predicates, pu merely reports a perception; oti treats the

matrix as an epistemic justification for posing the complement.
¥ For ksexno ÔforgetÕ, pu conveys an emotive, subjective response to the com-

plement, which is not itself questioned; oti makes an epistemic claim about
a fact, whose truth can be questioned.

¥ For Timame ÔrememberÕ, and semi-factives in general, pu introduces di-
rectly recalled, internalised knowledge, whose truth is not questioned; oti
makes an epistemic claim that a proposition is known thanks to an intel-
lectual process of recall.

¥ For emotives, pu conveys a reponse to the complement, whose truth is not
questioned; oti states the complement independently as a truth in the
world, and then presents a valuation of it.

But for a predicate to comment somehow on the truth of its complement, and to
ÔposeÕ it, is tantamount to saying that it asserts that truthÑwhich reduces the
choice between oti and pu, and ChristidisÕ new notion of ÔpresuppositionÕ, to one
of assertivity. Christidis (1981) does so explicitly at the end of his paper:

So we can say that, while complements expressed with oti/pos express an assertion
(namely, they are complements of assertive verbs, verbs which state that the
speaker or subject has a positive opinion as to the truth value of the complement),
complements introduced by pu presuppose an assertionÑthey are complements of
non-assertive verbs. (Christidis 1981:155)36

na-complements of perception verbs, not pu-complements, that fail to be presupposed after per-
ception predicates; and that his 1981 argument was mistaken.
The argument is raised again by Varlokosta (1994c:67), who believes the following sentence to
be acceptable, and proof that pu does not presuppose its clause:
(23) Ton e¼da poy ªfeyge, an kai ütan skot�di kai mpore¼ na k�nv l�uoq.

ton iDa pu efevÄe, an ke itan skotaDi ke bori na kano laTos
I saw him leaving; however it was dark and I may be wrong

Christidis (1982) finds the cancellation of vlepo pu-complements pragmatically anomalous, so
presumably (23) would not be acceptable to him. It is not acceptable in my idiolect, either. For
her own part, Varlokosta notes that such presupposition cancellation only occurs with percep-
tion predicates, which she concludes are inherently non-factive. (Varlokosta does not accept
ChristidisÕ claim that factivity is a property of the complementiser rather than the matrix.)
35The description employed by Christidis, and largely inspired by that of Josephs (1976) on
Japanese complementation, suggests directness/indirectness as a criterion; Christidis
(1981:150), however, believes this criterion is epiphenomenal to the epistemic/non-epistemic
distinction.
36This is despite the fact that some predicates appearing with oti fail the syntactic test for as-
sertivity: they cannot be parenthetically placed after their complements. Thus:
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So pu is tied up not with factivity, but with non-assertivity. This is corroborated
by the fact that there are factive predicates which fail to take pu, like lamvano
ipopsi Ôtake under considerationÕ; according to Christidis (1981:148), this is be-
cause these are exclusively epistemic predicates, which cannot refer to inter-
nalised knowledge, but only to intellectual processes. As a result, these predi-
cates must always ÔposeÕ the truth of their complementsÑeven if the comple-
ments are true under negation.

pu vs. na

When Christidis adds na-complements to his scheme (Christidis 1982; 1983), he
opposes both na and pu to pos/oti as not making a truth claim; the difference
between the two is that pu always presupposes its complement, whereas na
never does. More specifically, for each predicate type, na denotes the following:
¥ Cognitive Truth: na expresses doubt or lack of knowledge about the com-

plement. Thus, na makes no truth claim, and involves no presupposition.
(This is consistent with the analysis above, that cognitive-na is non-as-
sertive).

¥ Action: na introduces an action. Thus it cannot make a truth claim, since
its complement is not a proposition. Where the Action predicate is
Predetermined, it still cannot be considered factive, since such predicates
do not preserve their complements under negation (John didnÕt remember
to post the letter/→ John posted the letter); they are rather implicative
(Karttunen 1971a), implying the truth of their complement (John remem-
bered to post the letter→ John posted the letter). So the issue of presup-
position does not arise for na-complements.

¥ Physical Occurrence: na expresses involvement in an action. Again, a truth
claim cannot be made.

¥ Perception: na communicates the direct perception of an on-going, non-
delimited process. In that it involves direct perception, na behaves the
same way as pu; the distinction is that one cannot see someone being tall
using na (*ton iDa na ine psilos), since the state described is permanent: it
is anchored to a well-defined temporal duration, and is not ÔunderwayÕ but
fixed in time. No such problem arises when one sees what is a transitory
state (ton iDa na ine kurasmenos ÔI saw him being tiredÕ).

(24) *ton ixe sinadisi sto parisi, ksexase. ÔHeÕd met him in Paris, he forgot.Õ
*o Äiannis apetixe stis eksetasis, ine lipiro. ÔJohn failed his exams, itÕs sad.Õ
*Den enDiaferete Äia ti Dulia tu, elave ipopsi tu. ÔHe wasnÕt interested in his work,
he took into consideration.Õ

Christidis is not concerned about these discrepancies. He considers the use of oti with the prop-
erly non-assertive verbs above to be Ôborderline-assertiveÕ.
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¥ Emotive: na introduces a reaction to a possible, non-delimited state. As
with pu, the question of a truth claim does not arise; but unlike pu, the na-
complement is not presupposed.

In all these cases, the referent is not a realised, temporally specific event; it is
either irrealis, or temporally unbounded/underway. For pu-complements, the
event is always realis, and bound to a specific time. Thus, pu is anchored to a
real, delimited event, whereas na is not. This explains the distribution of pu and
na after the following three predicates:

(25a) Ton e¼da poy/*na ªfyge
ton iDa pu/*na efiÄe (PERFP)
I saw him leave

(25b) Aisu�nomai na/*poy x�nomai
esTanome na/*pu xanome
I feel myself perishing

(25c) Ton pr¿seja poy xamogelo´se/??na xamogel�ei eirvnik�
ton proseksa pu xamoÄeluse (IMPFP)/??na xamoÄelai (IMPFS) ironika
I noticed him smiling sardonically

If na serves to point out that a perception complement is underway, Christidis
(1983:116) reasons, the complement cannot be in the past tense (25a) or perfec-
tive: it can only appear in IMPFS. Indeed, perfective na-complements are unac-
ceptable after perception predicates, although they are acceptable after all other
ÔirrealisÕ predicates: thus, *ton iDa na fiÄi ( PERFS) ÔI saw him leaveÕ, but ton
anagasa na fiÄi ÔI forced him to leaveÕ. When the predicate can only take as an
argument a temporally unbound event underway, as in (25b), pu is unaccept-
able. But when the predicate involves an act of observation, which locates the
complement in space and time, as in (25c), the complement becomes temporally
anchored, having been ÔlocatedÕ; so it takes pu.

The distinction between na and pu led Christidis (1982; 1983:120) to conclude
that na, being temporally unbounded and describing on-going processes, is as-
sociated with ÔdynamicÕ situations, and is more verb-like as a nominaliser. In
contrast, pu, being temporally delimited and describing permanent states, is as-
sociated with ÔstaticÕ situations, and more noun-like as a nominaliser. The
static/dynamic distinction follows Lyons (1977:I 483), according to whom static
situations includes states, while dynamic situations include events, processes,
acts and activities, the distinction being that between what Òis conceived of as
existing rather than happeningÓ and what Òhappens (or occurs or takes place)Ó.

In associating static situations with nouns and dynamic situations with verbs,
Christidis appeals to Giv�nÕs (1979:321) continuum of time-stability. All Ôper-
ceptsÕ which can be talked about in language are situated along this continuum;
nouns are aligned along one end of the continuum, as prototypically time-stable
entities, while verbs are aligned along the other, as prototypically time-unstable
and subject to rapid change. According to Christidis, permanent states, closer to
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nouns in this continuum, are associated with the more Ônoun-likeÕ pu; while
processes and actions, closer to verbs in the continuum as more transitory tem-
porally, are associated with the more Ôverb-likeÕ na.37

Nominals and definiteness

Complementiser choice correlates with the degree to which the complement is a
noun phrase. Thus, pu-complements, being factive, can be substituted by simple
nouns (lipiTika pu apetixe o Äianis ÔI was sad that John failedÕ→ lipiTika Äia tin
apotixia tu Äiani ÔI was sad about JohnÕs failureÕ). While this cannot occur for
oti-complements (pistevi oti Ta apotixia tu Äiani ÔHe believes that John will
failÕ /→ pistevi stin apotixia tu Äiani ÔHe believes in JohnÕs failureÕ), oti-comple-
ments can be pronominalised and topicalised (to pistevi oti Ta apotixi o Äianis
ÔHe believes it, that John will failÕ). This is not possible for na-complements (*to
pistevi na apotixi o Äianis ÔHe believes it, that John might failÕ).

As a nominaliser, Christidis (1983; 1986) argues, pu is not only more Ônoun-
likeÕ, but generates definite noun phrasesÑexplaining the presuppositions it
evokes as a factive complementiser. As noted in ¤4.1.1, a highly salient presup-
position in language, exemplified by utterances like The King of France is bald,
is the presupposition generated by a definite article that its referent exists. If
the X (or Greek to X) presupposes that X exists, and pu is the clausal equivalent
of the/to, as a definite nominaliser, then pu X must also presuppose that X is
true.38

Corroboration that pu is a definite nominaliser comes from the very fact that
it is associated with time-delimited states, anchored in space and timeÑand
thus specific. As further corroboration, the simple noun phrases which can sub-
stitute for pu-complements are definite: lipiTika pu apetixe o Äianis ÔI was sad
that John failedÕ→ lipiTika Äia tin apotixia tu Äiani ÔI was sad about the failure
of JohnÕ, lipiTika Äia to ÄeÄonos oti apetixe o Äianis ÔI was sad about the fact that
John failedÕ (Christidis 1986:137). By contrast, Christidis claims, oti-comple-
ments are indefinite. This is consistent with the discourse interpretation of defi-
niteness as reflecting the given/new information dichotomy (Prince 1981): defi-
nite pu-complements represent given information, while indefinite oti-comple-
ments represent new information.

If Christidis is correct, then to oti (which is morphologically definite, since it
includes the definite article) should be completely equivalent with pu, mutatis

37This distinction is echoed in the two Spanish copulas estar and ser (discussed in Giv�n
1979:322Ð323): the former is associated with temporary locations and states, while the latter is
associated with permanent states and nouns. Thus, est� enfermo Ôhe is sickÕ as against e s
enfermo Ôhe is an invalidÕ.
38For more extensive argumentation on the commonality between factivity and definiteness, see
Melvold (1991).
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mutandis.39  Discussion in ¤4.3.2 strongly suggests this is not the case; recall
also from ¤3.9 that to na is also used, and while morphologically definite, it is no
more time-delimited than simple na-clauses. So while pu probably does incorpo-
rate definiteness in its lexical meaning (as indicated by the almost complete ab-
sence of to pu-clauses), definiteness is not adequate to characterise the distribu-
tion of pu.

Christidis (1986:137) extends the definiteness of pu-complements to the other
major function of pu, relativisation: relative clauses constitute definite noun
phrases, inasmuch as relativisers are associated with definite articles. This asso-
ciation is diachronic (a form equivalent to the definite article, to, acted as a rela-
tiviser in Greek from antiquity until the Early Modern period), cross-linguistic
(definite articles and demonstratives are frequent origins of relativisers), syn-
chronic (the declinable Modern relativiser o opios contains the definite article),
and pragmatic (relative clause information tends to be backgrounded, presup-
posed information).

The crucial point in ChristidisÕ account for our purposes is where he ties in the
synchronic semantics of pu and na with their diachrony. The etymology of pu
and na corroborates the dynamic/static dichotomy nicely, according to Chris-
tidis (1983:121Ð122): pu was originally the stationary locative relativiser ho@pou
ÔwhereÕÑconsistent with its ÔstaticÕ function, while na was originally the direc-
tional locative relativiser h"@na ÔwhitherÕÑconsistent with its ÔdynamicÕ function.
Furthermore, the locative origin of the two ÔconcreteÕ complementisers contrasts
with the non-locative origin of the ÔabstractÕ complementisers oti and pos
(Christidis 1982:68).

The dynamic/static dichotomy Christidis set up for pu and na has determined
subsequent thought on the grammaticalisation of the two particles; any account
of these must take his work as a starting point. Yet ChristidisÕ account is unsatis-
factory in several respects. Christidis (1981), which provides the crucial data for
determining the distribution of complementiser-pu, is lengthly and diffuse; the
reader has to tease out its results, and its wording encourages misunder-
standings, as with the putative presuppositionality of oti.40 Its conclusion as to
the unifying semantic factor involved is unsatisfactory: it calls the factor fac-
tivity; but it becomes obvious that this is not semantic factivity, but either non-
assertivity, pragmatic presupposition (which may or may not be givenness), di-
rectness, nominalhood, or some combination of all of the above. The value
Christidis settles on, truth claim, alludes to all of these, and fits none.

The difficulty with ChristidisÕ other papers is that, by contrast, they are too
abstract, rather than too specific. Christidis (1982; 1983) in particular describes

39Recall that the complements of emotives are obliques rather than direct objects, so that pu
there corresponds to Äia to oti Ôfor the thatÕ.
40Witness for example the attempts of Ginzburg & Kolliakou (1997 [1995]) to grapple with the
implications of ChristidisÕ account.
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na by contrast with pu; so he clearly needs to abstract out a more workable,
background notion of the distribution of pu. The characteristics he works to-
wardsÑnominalhood, presupposition, definitenessÑare valuable observations,
but still fall short of an adequate account.

In part, this is because an adequate account, explaining why complementa-
tion in Greek is the way it is, probably involves a good deal of diachronic messi-
ness, with lexical diffusion of the various complementisers, and with comple-
mentisers taking on different valencies for different semantic contexts, rather
than one overriding value (¤8.2). The distribution is paradigmatic for pu and na,
with pu taking on the ÔstrongerÕ value in the complementation grid and na the
ÔweakerÕ value, for a given predicate. But the semantic factor distinguishing be-
tween stronger and weaker value varies for different parts of the complemen-
tiser gridÑwhich is why it can only be summarised as presupposition vs. no
presupposition.

The details of the diachronic diffusion of complementisers into their respec-
tive paradigms is a matter to be investigated with EMG data, and is thus not in-
cluded in this study (although there are some speculative comments in ¤8.1.)
ChristidisÕ account involving dynamic vs. static etyma, however, can be evalu-
ated with respect to Ancient Greek, and this is attempted in ¤5. The results from
that study contradict Christidis. Even if the overall driving semantic opposition
between the two particles were founded in their etymology, it is doubtful that it
would be determined by it. The paradigms the particles encountered as they ex-
panded in Greek would have forced modifications and adjustments of their dis-
tribution on the spot; and while such an account is not as satisfyingly global, it
can account for many of the idiosyncracies seen in these distributions.

A major such adjustment seems to have taken place in Greek complementa-
tion; in contrast to other syntactic domains, pu found itself in paradigmatic
competition not only with na, but also oti/pos/∅  and ke. The most clearcut se-
mantic differentiation, unsuprisingly, is that for emotives, where pu contrasts
only with na. Where pu contrasts with oti, the differentiation is often subtle, and
involves characteristic properties of pu in a piecemeal way. This suggests a dy-
namic diachronic development, rather than an ordered semantic situationÑas
seems to have developed with pu/na, in comparison.

4.4.2. Other accounts
There have been six accounts of Greek complementation attempted, each situ-
ating pu with respect to a different semantic facet. Kakouriotis (1982) works
with the distinction between topic and presupposition; Vande Ostinje (1985)
with degree of speaker commitment; Svalberg (1992) with immediacy/direct-
ness and realis mood; Ginzburg & Kolliakou (1997 [1995]) with eventhood;
Delveroudi, Tsamadou & Vassilaki (Delveroudi 1994; Delveroudi, Tsamadou &
Vassilaki 1993a; Delveroudi, Tsamadou & Vassilaki 1993b; Delveroudi,
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Tsamadou & Vassilaki 1994 [1993]) with directionality of assertion; and
Varlokosta (1994a; 1994b; 1994c; 1995 [1993]) with givenness.

A full exposition of these accounts lies outside the scope of this treatment
(Nicholas 1998c); the discrepancies between dialects dealt with in this work are
far grosser than the minute distinctions valid for CSMG. Each of the last three
accounts are particularly promising, though originating in different theoretical
models. Ginzburg & Kolliakou have a rather neat formal model of complement
semantics (exploiting the binary features ±event, ±proposition, and ±fact), and
the distinction between pu-events and oti-facts is one that finds echoes else-
where in the distribution of pu; yet it is too restrictive to account for the full
range of complements in Greek.

The account by Delveroudi, Tsamadou & Vassilaki has the fullest coverage of
any account, fitting complementiser-ke rather naturally into its scheme. For pu,
their account is a somewhat different statement of assertivity: the grounds for
knowing the matrix to be true lie in the complement (i.e. She is angry that you
came: the grounds for asserting she is angry lie in the fact that you came),
whereas for oti the grounds for knowing the complement to be true lie in the
matrix (She knows that you came: the grounds for asserting that you came lie
in her epistemic status.) This distinction is neatly characterised as deji¿strofh
versus arister¿strofh (rightward, leftward) assertion.

VarlokostaÕs account appeals to factivity-as-givenness, and exploits a more
rigorous notion of givenness: she explans pu-complements as encoding the
speakerÕs assumption that the complement is familiar to the addressee, particu-
larly if the complement was established as a background issue in the current
discourse. This accounts for the fact that Greek does occasionally use pu to mark
givenness where it is not normally usedÑe.g. linguistic predicates.41

The distributional facts for complementiser-pu are as follows; I adduce the
relative frequency of pu against oti/pos in the text I regard as most characteristic
of CSMG, The Third Wedding (¤4.3.3).
¥ After Emotive Reactions, pu is obligatory. (93%)
¥ After Emotive Appraisals, pu is preferred. (69%)

41Of the other three accounts, KakouriotisÕ independently asserted primacy of assertivity over
factivity is not in the end in contradiction to ChristidisÕ (admittedly confusingly expressed) po-
sition.
Vande OstinjeÕs approach relies on faulty data, but introduces an interesting parameter of
speaker commitment to the truth of the complement. The speaker/referent distinction has
proved crucial to explaining the distribution of complementiser-pu in The Third Wedding; but
as it turns out such an account does not distinguish pu-complements from topicalised oti-com-
plements, and again does not represent a significant advance over ChristidisÕ analysis.
Svalberg uses a notion of immediacy which is somewhat complex (involvement of the matrix
subject in the complement event; spatial and temporal coincidence of matrix subject and com-
plement event; degree to which the matrix subject assesses and valuates the complement.)
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¥ After Perception predicates, na is preferred, then oti/pos, then pu.
oti/pos are marked for indirect perception, while na and pu mark direct
perception; pu is factive. (6.8%)

¥ After Cognitive predicates of Static Knowledge,42 p u is marked.
(2.2%)

¥ After Colloquial Cognitive predicates of Acquired Knowledge, pu
is even more highly marked. (0%)

¥ After Learned Cognitive predicates of Acquiring Knowledge, pu is
unacceptable. (0%)

¥ After Linguistic predicates, pu  is marked to the point of being
marginal. (0%)

¥ After all Non-Predetermined predicates, pu is unacceptable in CSMG.
(0%)

Three questions arise from this data. First, what in particular is pu marked for
with the semi-factivesÑthe Cognitive predicates? Second, what semantic factor
determines the possible matrices of pu-complements? Finally, how are the in-
sights on the conditioning for complementiser-pu relevant to an understanding
of the overall semantics of pu?

Markedness of complementiser-pu

The first attempt to resolve this question is ChristidisÕ. The paper identifies two
major interrelated factors: directness rather than indirectness (direct/indirect
perception, direct/indirect recall, direct/indirect reaction), and internalised
rather than intellectual knowledge or recall. Christidis dismisses directness as
an epiphenomenon of what he holds is actually going on: oti evaluates the truth
value of its complement, posing it for epistemic/intellectual scrutiny, while pu
does not make a truth valuation, but rather treats its complement as back-
ground to the matrix assertion. As a corollary, oti is assertive, while pu is non-
assertive. So factivity is not a sufficient condition for pu use; the factive must
also be non-assertiveÑwhich is normally the case for true factives, but a marked
situation for semi-factives.

Svalberg accords directness (ÔimmediacyÕ) a primary role in her account, and
gives it a specific epistemological basis; but while this is a valid alternative way
of looking at the data, it does not significantly alter our understanding of it: di-
rectness and truth valuation are reducible one to the other.

In Ginzburg & KolliakouÕs scheme, pu marks for eventhood rather than
propositionhood or facthood. The scheme has some problems with covering the
entirity of the data; more significantly, though, eventhood is probably not all
that distant conceptually from the other two parameters hitherto associated

42This category includes Static Knowledge (know, agree, remember, etc.) and Knowledge Loss
(forget).
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with puÑdirectness, and absence of truth valuation. This is perhaps more ap-
parent with complements: indirectness and truth valuation both translate to
epistemicÑi.e. propositionalÑknowledge,43 and oti in Ginzburg & KolliakouÕs
scheme is analysed as [+proposition].

Delveroudi, Tsamadou & Vassilaki and Varlokosta independently arrive at the
other major conditioning factor for marked pu, already anticipated in Kakou-
riotisÕ work, and in the association between pu-complements and topic: pu-
complements are in some sense given. For Delveroudi, Tsamadou & Vassilaki,
the pu-complement is theme to the matrix rheme (although they do not use
those terms). For Varlokosta, the pu-complement is givenÑassumed-familiar,
rather than novel.

So there have been two sets of factors identified as conditioning the distribu-
tion of marked complementiser-pu. The factors within each set appear to be re-
ducible one to the other in some way; but they cannot be so reduced across the
setsÑtruth valuation/directness/eventhood, on the one hand, and theme/topic/
givenness, on the other. However, the lack of truth valuation is defined by
Christidis as constituting the pragmatic background to an assertion; this pro-
vides a connection between the two factor sets, although the precise nature of
the connection is yet to be specified.

Predicates taking complementiser-pu

Traditionally, the conditioning factor for complementiser-pu has been called
factivity; this is the term used in ¤3. Factivity is a more restrictive condition
than Predetermined evaluation modality, and as seen in ¤4.3 all instances of
CSMG complementiser-pu are Predetermined.44 Yet as early as Christidis
(1981), we have known that factivity is an insufficiently strong condition to de-
scribe the distribution: learned predicates of acquiring intellectual knowledge,
such as anakalipto ÔdiscoverÕ, do not allow pu, although they are factive.

What is required is a semantic factor which unites the conditioning for
marked-pu considered above, with the cases for which pu is unmarkedÑtrue
factives, and excludes pu from acquired knowledge predicates. The only com-
plete attempt in this direction remains ChristidisÕ, and what essentially consti-
tute its reformulations by Svalberg and Ginzburg & Kolliakou: pu denotes truth
non-valuation/directness/eventhood. The formulations by Delveroudi, Tsa-
madou & Vassilaki and Varlokosta do capture true factives, but they do not con-

43On the interrelationship of factivity, lack of truth valuation, and eventhood, see e.g. Melvold
(1991:97): ÒExpressions which represent an assertion have as their extension a truth value.
Expressions which represent a presupposition, on the other hand, are definite descriptions of
events. They are neither true nor false; rather they refer or fail to refer to an object in the world,
namely an event.Ó
44This sets aside the problematic case of pu after leo; yet the instances of Linguistic-pu investi-
gated clearly shows the predicate to be Predetermined rather than Determined in those in-
stances.
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sider the discrepancy with emotive appraisals taking oti; and the implicit claim
in their accounts that true factive complements are always topical is suspect.

4.5.ÊConclusion: Implications for semantics of pu
The semantics of complementiser-pu is the tail that wags the dog of the overall
semantics of pu. For non-complementiser usages, pu is in complementary dis-
tribution with na alone, where pu is realis and na irrealis. Because of this single
division, the semantic character of nonÐcomplementiser-pu admits much flex-
ibility of definition, and can be readily brought in line with whatever is decided
for the much more complex semantics of complementiser-pu. If we claim com-
plementiser-pu is factive, we can equally claim non-complementiser-pu is fac-
tive: there are no non-factive realis usages of pu that this would leave out. If we
constrain complementiser-pu further, delimiting it through eventhood or given-
ness, we are likewise unlikely to run into any problem in delimiting non-com-
plementiser-pu correspondingly.

The problem with rejecting factivity in favour of other descriptive parameters
is that these other parameters are conceived in terms of complementation; they
are not necessarily relevant to the distribution of nonÐcomplementiser-pu, par-
ticularly as the latter is in complementary distribution not with oti, but with na.
So directness is not really useful in the description of pu introducing adjuncts or
collocations. Since lack of truth valuation is what pu and na have in common, it
too is not useful. Nor does the alternative course of thought, involving theme or
givenness, seem useful; relative clauses, at least, can be rhemes or novel.

So for all the useful work on complementation that has happened in the past
decade, when it comes to a more global view of the semantics of pu we still have
no advance on ChristidisÕ (1986) conclusion: pu generally presupposes its clause
(for some sufficiently liberal sense of presupposition), and in that regard is se-
mantically equivalent to a definite article. Yet as seen with the irrealis exclama-
tories in ¤3.8, there are senses of pu which are not only non-factive, but not even
realis; and no elaboration of semantic factors can hope to encompass both these
exclamatories and emotive complements.

The position taken in this study is that it is futile to search for an overriding
semantic factor determining the entirety of functions of pu; these functions lie
in a family resemblance, and this results from the diachronic career of the par-
ticle. It is clear that, in given senses, the semantics of pu is determined by its
etymology, as Christidis has speculated. It is also clear that the majority of us-
ages of pu can be unified by factivity. But not all the usages can or should be so
united; as a dynamic process, grammaticalisation takes pu into different para-
digms, where it encounters different linguistic and semantic pressures. A proper
account of pu should encompass both the rulesÑsuch as the factivity of puÑand
the exceptionsÑsuch as the irrealis exclamatories or the knowledge acquisition
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predicates. It should also encompass the diachronic and diatopic variability in
the usage of puÑwhich is considerable, and of which CSMG is only one instance.



5.ÊANCIENT & MIDDLE GREEK

In the preceding chapters, we have seen an outline of the synchronic distribu-
tion of pu in CSMG. The ensuing chapters characterise its diatopic diversifica-
tion. This chapter addresses an essential aspect of the grammaticalisation: the
development of ho@pou up to its becoming a general relativiser around vÊAD. This
account is vital in situating the beginnings of the grammaticalisation, within
which much of the present range of meanings was determined. This account
also includes some mention of the functional antecedents of puÑincluding the
participle and hoùsÑand the provenance of its major functional competitor, na.

The chapter concludes with what remains to date the only detailed examina-
tion of the post-relativiser diachrony of pu: TzartzanosÕ (1991 [1946, 1963]) in-
ternal reconstruction of its various functions. There are some problems with
TzartzanosÕ diachronic account, and it does not call on historical or dialect texts.
Furthermore, his account is not synchronically complete or faultless. Never-
theless, his internal reconstruction represents a starting point for the type of ac-
count intended in this study.

In a few instances (indicated in the text) I have drawn data from texts in-
cluded in the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae CD-ROM. In the remainder of in-
stances, all of the data, and indeed much of the analysis, has been drawn from
the major references in the field (Bakker 1974; Bechtel 1924; Buck 1955; Jan-
naris 1897; Mandilaras 1973; Monteil 1963; Robertson 1934 [1923]; Schwyzer
1950; Smyth 1959 [1920]; Thumb & Scherer 1959). I have checked the examples
(drawn from both inscriptional and literary Greek) throughout with the original
sources; this is particularly important with the older references, as they rely on
outdated editions or disputed editorial decisions. My contribution has been to
criticise the findings where appropriate (particularly with Jannaris and Bakker),
and to synthesise them with regard to the overriding question of this thesis:
what light these findings shed on the development of pu in Greek.

5.1. The history of ho@pou1

5.1.1. Indo-European antecedents
The story of relativisation in GreekÑindeed, in most Indo-European lan-
guagesÑis the story of four ProtoÐIndo-European stems: *yo, *kwo, *so and
*to.

1The following discussion is based mainly on MonteilÕs (1963) monograph.
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Of these, *kwo was an interrogative, and has engendered most Indo-European
interrogatives, including Latin quis, Old Church Slavonic kuto,  and the
Germanic hw-forms (including English wh-words). In Greek, PIE *kw went to p
before back vowels, and t before front vowels; thus, Classical reflexes of *kwo in-
clude t"Ûs Ôwho?Õ (cf. Latin quis), po@te Ôwhen?Õ, and po^ùs Ôhow?Õ (In Ionic, *kwo- re-
flexes started with k rather than pÑe.g. ko@te Ôwhen?Õ)

The stems *so and *to were demonstrative; their reflexes include Old English
se Ôneuter articleÕ and ß¾t ÔdemonstrativeÕ, whence Modern English the and that.
In Greek, their reflexes include demonstratives such as to@te ÔthenÕ, and the defi-
nite article ho, heù, to@, which is also employed as a relativiser in Homeric Greek,
Ionic, and Middle and Early Modern Greek.

The normal Classical Greek relativiser was ho@s, he@ù, ho@, which was a reflex of
PIE *yo. Since other old Indo-European relativisers were also derived from this
stem (Vedic y�#, y1« , y�d, Avestan y<, y1, y1t, Old Church Slavonic iz &e, jaz&e,
jez &e), *yo is usually considered to have been a relativiser; but this presumes that
relativisation was extant in ProtoÐIndo-European, and it does not explain the
anaphoric use of *yo cognates (Lithuanian j�s, j�, Latin is, ea, id, Sanskrit aya@m,
iya@m, ida@m).2 Monteil (1963:14) thus concludes *yo was anaphoric, with the rel-
ativiser function an early secondary development.3

So Greek contrasted reflexes of *yo, *kwo, and *so/*to, of which the first were
relativisers, the second interrogative, and the third demonstrative. Greek
formed two further categories of pronouns. The unstressed or stress-shifted ver-
sions of *kwo reflexes were used as indefinites (e.g. pote@ Ôsome timeÕ, po@ùs Ôsome-
howÕ). The prefixing of ho- (< *yo) to *kwo reflexes formed indirect interroga-
tives, which were also used as relativisers.

This meant that Greek had extensive paradigms of correlative pronouns,
sharing the same suffixes (usually old case endings); this is illustrated in
TableÊ13.

Relative Demonstrative Interrogative Indefinite *yoÊ+ *kwo
ho@s ÔwhoÕ ho, heù, to@ ÔtheÕ;

ho@sde, he@ùde, to@de
ÔthatÕ

Ñ Ñ Ñ

Ñ Ñ t"Ûs Ôwho?Õ t"Ûs ÔsomeoneÕ ho@stis ÔwhoeverÕ
ho"ßos Ôof which
sortÕ

to"ßos Ôof that sortÕ po"ßos Ôof what
sort?Õ

poio@s Ôof a certain
sortÕ

hopo"ßos Ôof which
sortÕ

hou^ ÔwhereÕ Ñ pou^ Ôwhere?Õ pou ÔsomewhereÕ ho@pou ÔwhereÕ
ho"ß Ôthither
whereÕ

Ñ po"ß Ôwhither?Õ poi Ôtowards
somewhereÕ

ho@poi ÔwhitherÕ

heùi Ôwhere; asÕ teùi Ôhere, this wayÕ pe^ùi Ôwhere?
how?Õ

peùi Ôsomehow; to
some placeÕ

ho@peùi Ôby which
way; asÕ

2Properly speaking, these derive from an anaphoric *h1e, (h1)ih2, (h1)id, of which *yo is appar-
ently an o-stem variant (Beekes 1995:202Ð205).
3For a summary of scholarship on the origin of Indo-European relativisers, see Shields (1990).
On the broader question of how subordination should be reconstructed for ProtoÐIndo-
European, see Jeffers (1987)Ñwho concludes that *yo in ProtoÐIndo-European marked two
clauses as belonging in the same syntactic constituent.
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ho@tHen ÔwhenceÕ to@tHen ÔthenceÕ po@tHen Ôwhence?Õ potHe@n Ôfrom
somewhereÕ

hopo@tHen ÔwhenceÕ

ho@te ÔwhenÕ to@te ÔthenÕ po@te Ôwhen?Õ pote@ Ôat some
timeÕ

hopo@te
ÔwheneverÕ

hoùs ÔasÕ to@ùs Ôin this wayÕ
(rare)

po^ùs Ôhow?Õ po@ùs ÔsomehowÕ ho@poùs ÔasÕ

ho@sos Ôas muchÕ to@sos Ôthat muchÕ po@sos Ôhow
much?Õ

poso@s ÔsomeÕ hopo@sos Ôas
muchÉ asÕ

hosa@kis Ôas many
times asÕ

tosa@kis Ôthat many
timesÕ

posa@kis Ôhow
many times?

Ñ hoposa@kis Ôas
many times asÕ

Ñ Ñ podapo@s Ôfrom
what country?Õ

Ñ hopodapo@s Ôof
whatever coun-
tryÕ

heùl"Ûkos Ôof which
ageÕ

teùliko@sde Ôso oldÕ peùl"Ûkos Ôhow
old?Õ

peùl"Ûkos Ôof some
ageÕ

hopeùl"Ûkos Ôof
whatever ageÕ

ho@teros Ôthe one
of the two whichÕ
(rare)

he@teros Ôthe other
oneÕ

po@teros Ôwhich of
the two?Õ

Ñ hopo@teros
Ôwhichever one of
the twoÕ

Table 13. Ancient Greek correlative pronouns

A noteworthy feature of the table is the incomplete paradigm for ho@s: there is no
corresponding interrogative *po@s. However, though the nominative *po@s is unat-
tested, other interrogatives point to various oblique case endings attached to
*po@s: po"ß is a locative, pe^ùi a dative, and po^ùs an instrumental.

5.1.2. Early Greek locative relativisation
In Homeric Greek, most locative relativisation was done by two relativisers
which were not to survive into Modern Greek: ho@tHi, which occurs 93 times in
Homer, and e@ntHa (not derived from *yo at all), occurring 58 times as a rela-
tiviser and 66 as an anaphor. Of these, ho@tHi is restricted to Homer and the
Arcadian dialect; e@ntHa, on the other hand, survived in use into Classical Greek
(2 instances in Aristophanes).

The major competition to e@ntHa came from relativisers based on *yo and *yoÊ+
*kwo. For these, the unmarked case endings were the locatives -oi (and its
Ablaut variant -ei) and -aùi (Attic-Ionic -eùi). In dialects other than Ionic-Attic,
-oi pronouns were used to denote both motion towards and stationary place
(Buck 1955 ¤132.3).4 In Ionic-Attic, another case ending was innovated, to dis-
tinguish the two functions: the genitive -ou ending.

The forms ending in -ou (hou^, ho@pou) are also of case origin. With the exception of
the two examples [in Homer] Il III 15; Il XVI 306 (which may be subsequent
Atticisms) [Footnote: Il III 15 may be reconstituted with ho@poi or ho@peùi; in Il XVI
306, the verse will not scan with ho@pou], they are not encountered anywhere but
Ionic and Attic: these two dialects seem to have sought out a distinction between
non-motion and motion, both of which are neutralised in the other dialects
through ho@poi (just as en in the prepositional domain).5 To express non-motion,
Ionic-Attic uses a form of the partitive genitive denoting a portion of space; as for

4For more information on the dialect distribution of adverbial locative endings, see ¤5.1.4.
5Attic distinguishes eis ÔtoÕ from en ÔatÕ.
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ho@pou (which could not be the genitive of a non-existent *ho@pos), it results from a
mechanical creation modelled on ho"ßos/hopo"ßos. (Monteil 1963:387)

The partitive genitive Monteil refers to is a genitive normally used to express
that the referent is a portion of something greaterÑas in a glass of wine:

(1a) (viiiÊBC)
|Adrüstoio dÕ Ôghme uygatr©n
adre@ùstoio d e@geùme tHugatro^ùn
AdrastosÕ and he.married of.the.daughters (GEN)
And he wedded one of the daughters of Adrastos (Il XIV 121)

(1b) (viiiÊBC)
n¿hse dâ dÁoq |Odysse´q,/ plhs�menoq dÕ oÂnoio dªpaq de¼dektÕ |Axil¶a
no@eùse de$ d"ßùos odusseu@s,/ pleùsa@menos d o"Ûnoio de@pas de"Ûdekt akHile^ùa
But noble Odysseus marked it, and filled a cup with wine and pledged
Achilles (Il IX 224)

In Greek, this partitive could also be used to denote Òlocalisation which one can
specify over a great space [É] a precise localisation in space, either for a con-
crete object or something comparable to spaceÓ (e.g. time) (Humbert 1945:268Ð
270). So the genitive can be used to denote a locationÑspatial or temporalÑ
when that location is understood as part of a greater whole. This usage is al-
ready extant in Homeric Greek:

(2a) (viiiÊBC)
ãsper¼oq dÕ ¥n Ôpeita, loess�menoq potamoÁo,/ ðdr© ½pocyxue¼q, protç =Ilion
½poneo¼mhnÉ
hesper"Ûos d a$n e@peita, loessa@menos potamo"ßo,/ hidro^ù apopsukHtHe"Ûs, prot"Ý "Ûlion
aponeo"ÛmeùnÉ
So then at evening, having bathed in the river (Ô[in the waters] of the river,
[in part] of the riverÕ) and refreshed me of sweat, I might return to Ilios. (Il
XXI 560)

(2b) (viiiÊBC)
to dÕ a»to  lyk�bantoq ¨le´setai ¨nu�dÕ |Odysse´q
tou^d autou^ luka@bantos eleu@setai entHa@d odusseu@s
Ulysses will come here in this same year (Ô[in a day] of this same yearÕ) (Od
XIX 306)

The genitive is also used to denote temporal location in Mycenaean:

(2c) (xv~xiiiÊBC)
Di]]- JV- UNcp- 1
di-wi-jo-jo Ôme-noÕ qe-ra-si-ja OLE S 1
diò¼oio mhn¯q qWhras¼Q (?) ¨la¼òoio 1/0/0
diw"Ûoio meùno$s (GEN) qWeùras"Ûaùi ela"Ûwoio 1/0/0
In the month Diwios, to the Hunter-Goddess (?), 1/0/0 measures of oil (KN
Fp 5)

So the use of the genitive as a locative ending in ho@pou must date after the ex-
tension of the partitive genitive to locationsÑwhich is fairly early in Greek, as
the usage is well established in Homer, and anticipated through its temporal
equivalent in Mycenaean.
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There are two consequences for the story of pu. First, ho@pou is not an element
of Proto-Greek, but a dialectally restricted innovationÑalien to the three dia-
lects of Greek which were extinct by Middle Greek: Arcado-Cypriot, Aeolian,
and Western Greek. Locative relativisers in those dialects have either dative, in-
strumental, or locative-case endings (¤5.1.4). Where the endings are potentially
genitive-based, they are ablatives rather than stationary (Doric ho^ù, ho@poù
ÔwhenceÕ) (Buck 1955 ¤132.8).

(3) aý dâ mî pr�jaien ¹ k²¿smoq³,Ñ ½poteis�ntvn Ô. kastoq tÑ²©³ k¿sm(v) sta²t¶raq³Ñ
pe²n³takat¼oq túi p¿li ²¹³p© ka syl�sh²i³
ai de$ me$ù pra@ùksaien o ko@smos, apoteisa@ntoùn e@kastos to^ù ko@smoù state^ùras
pentakat"Ûos ta^ùi po@li opo^ù ka sula@seùi
and if the body of chief magistrates does not act, let each one of the body pay
fifty staters to the city, wherever he obtains it from (Coll 5100.16)6

The innovation of a genitive locative (which extends to other stems, like a@llou
(CSMG aÈlu) ÔelsewhereÕ and pantakHou^ (CSMG paÈdu) ÔeverywhereÕ) is specific to
Proto-Ionic.7

The second consequence relates to JosephÕs (1997) challenge to grammaticali-
sation theory. Joseph disputes that grammaticalisation can derive all function
words from content words, as function words can arise by analogy instead. He
illustrates this with the Modern Greek nominative clitic tos, which he derives
analogically from accusative clitic ton, rather than as an independent reduction
of nominative afÈtos ÔheÕ. As Monteil finds, the hop- relativisers of Greek are an
even clearer instance of function words arising by analogy: there has never been
a nominative *ho@pos, whence the various oblique case forms ho@peùi, ho@poi,
ho@poùs etc. could be derivedÑcertainly not as late as Proto-Ionic, when ho@pou
was formed.8 Whatever its subsequent career, ho@pou started life not as a gram-
maticalisation in the proper meaning of the word, but as an analogical forma-
tionÑconfirming JosephÕs contention.9

6The identification with the genitive is MonteilÕs (1963:387); however, while the Cretan GEN.SG
of o-stem nouns is indeed -où as against Attic -ou, a much more plausible etymon seems to be the
Proto-Indo-European Ablative (*-Ød; early Latin -Ød, Sanskrit -±d), which Buck (1910) explicitly
identifies as the etymon for the Doric ablatives.
7In Modern Greek, the -ou ending extends yet further: the Ancient ablative po@tHen ( ÈpoTen)
Ôwhence?Õ was remodelled, by analogy with Èpu, to ÈpuTe. This ending was in turn analogically
extended to other nouns, such as oÈluTe Ôfrom every whereÕ, and aÈluTe Ôfrom elsewhereÕ.
8As there was alternation in Indo-European between *kwo- and *kwi- (e.g. Latin quod/quid;
Hittite kwis but Sanskrit kas), the missing nominative may be ho@tis (<Ê*yoÊ+ *kwis), rather than
*ho@pos (< *yoÊ+ *kwos); ho@tis is a rare (Homeric) variant of ho@stis. However, the oblique case
forms point to an -os declension, and the oblique case forms of t"Ûs ÔwhoÕÊ< *kwis seem incompat-
ible with ho@pou, ho@poi (Genitive Ionic te@o, teu,̂ Attic tou^ Ê< *kweso; Dative Ionic te@oùi, Attic
(indefinite) toùiÊ< *kwe(sm)eiÑcf. Old Church Slavonic neuter dative c&esomu) (Beekes 1995:206).
So ho@tis is a problematic nominative to postulate: alternation of *kwo- and *kwi-  within the
same declension paradigm does not seem to be characteristic of Indo-European.
9For completeness, mention should be made of unstressed pou. This word, which properly
meant ÔsomewhereÕ, came to acquire an epistemic function, conveying uncertainty about an ut-
terance (ÔI suppose, I thinkÕ) (Denniston 1954:490Ð495). This function was already present in
Homer (4a), and is characteristic of Plato, particularly in ironic use (4b).
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5.1.3. The function of the ho- prefix

We have evidence that the *yoÊ+ *kwo combination is of some antiquity in
Greek; the following appears to be a Mycenaean instance of the combination,
although the tablet is substantially undeciphered:

(5) (xiiiÊBC)
qyNnZr- hR.- ]I- ofL- jM- 1
a-wa-ra-ka-na-o pa-ma-ko jo(?)-qi wo-to-mo pe-re 1
|Aòarakan�ó (?) f�rmakon (?) Îti ò¿tomoq fªrei 1
awarakana@oùi pHa@rmakon ho@ti (jo@kWi) wo@tomos pHe@rei 1
To Awarakanaos (?), whatever medicine (?) Wotomos brings, 1 (PY Un 1314)

*yoÊ+ *kwo pronouns have three functions in Classical Greek. The first is as in-
definite free relatives, where they occur with the subjunctive and the particle a@n

(4a) (viiiÊBC)
l¼hn g�r kat� k¿smon |Axai©n oµton ½e¼deiq,/ ÎssÕ Ôrjan tÕ Ôpau¿n te, kaç ÎssÕ
¨m¿ghsan |Axaio¼,/ øq tª poy · a»t¯q pare×n · Òlloy ½ko´saq!
l"Ûeùn ga$r kata$ ko@smon akHaio^ùn o"ßton ae"Ûdeis,/ ho@ss e@rksan t e@patHo@n te, ka"Ý ho@ss
emo@geùsan akHaio"Û,/ ho@ùs te@ pou e$ù auto$s pareo$ùn e$ù a@llou akou@sas!
for thou singest well in order the fate of the Achaeans, both what things they
did, and suffered, and what things the Achaeans laboured; as if perchance
either being thyself present, or having heard from another. (Il VIII 491)

(4b) (400~387ÊBC)
Îstiq g�r n¿mvn diafuore´q ¨stin sf¿dra poy d¿jeien ¥n nªvn ge kaç ½noütvn
½nurÃpvn diafuoreåq eµnai.
ho@stis ga$r no@moùn diapHtHoreu@s estin spHo@dra pou do@kseien a$n ne@oùn ge ka"Ý anoe@ùtoùn
antHro@ùpoùn diapHtHoreu$s e"ßnai.
a destroyer of laws might very well be supposed to have a destructive influ-
ence upon young and foolish human beings. (Pl Cri 53c)

Geldart (1870:199) sees a connection between this epistemic pou and CSMG pu:
(4c) (424ÊBC)

ALANTOPVLHS: t¼ dÕ ½gkyloxe¼lhq ¨st¼n;
DHMOSUENHS: a»t¿ poy lªgei,/

Îti ½gk´laiq taÁq xersçn árp�zvn fªrei.
alantopo@ùleùs: t"Û d agkulokHe"Ûleùs est"Ûn?
deùmostHe@neùs: auto@ pou le@gei,/

ho@ti agku@lais ta"ßs kHers"Ýn harpa@zdoùn pHe@rei.
SAUSAGE-SELLER: But what are the crooked claws?
DEMOSTHENES: That, I take it,

means/ that with crooked fingers he seizes and
carries his prey.

SAUSAGE-SELLER. But what [mean] the mandibles?
DEMOSTHENES: ThatÕs self-evident./

His fingers, crooked to carry off their prey. (Rogers)
SAUSAGE-SELLER. ÔOld crooked-clawsÕ?
DEMOSTHENES: Speaks for itself.

Old crooked-claws goes everywhere, grabs everything..
(Ar Eq 203)

Under the conventional interpretation, auto@ pou le@gei means Ôthat, I suppose, meansÉÕ, or,
ironically, Ôthat obviously meansÕ (as Rogers has rendered it.) Geldart prefers to see pou here
as a relativiser: ÒÔWhat does agkulokHe"Ûleùs mean?Õ ÔJust what it saysÕÓ (precisely that which it
says)Ñwhich is how the utterance would read in Modern Greek. But there is no corroboration
for such an interpretation, and the pathway for the reanalysis bringing about pu is quite dif-
ferent, as becomes clear in this chapter. Geldart also sees a parallel between epistemic pou and
pu as an emotive complementiser; but this ignores the modern syntactic status of pu.
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(corresponding to English ever). Monteil (1963:389) finds there are only around
ten such locative instances in his corpus,10 so this is a minor function of ho@pou.

(6) (400~387ÊBC)
Ôpeita, Îpoy ¥n t´x� t©n legomªnvn, ¨nªbalen W¶ma Òjion l¿gó braxå kaç
synestrammªnon øsper dein¯q ½kontistüq
e@peita, ho@pou a$n tu@kHeùi to^ùn legome@noùn, ene@balen r8e^ùma a@ksion lo@goùi brakHu$ ka"Ý
sunestramme@non ho@ùsper deino$s akontiste@ùs
But then, at some chance point in the conversation (Ôwherever it might
happen to be amongst the things being saidÕ), like a brilliant marksman he
shoots in a telling phrase, brief and taut (Pl Prt 342e)

The second function involves indirect questions. Ancient Greek distinguishes
between indirect questions proper (i.e. complements involving interrogative
speech acts), where only *yoÊ+ *kwo pronouns are used (7a), and instances
where the complement is not interrogativeÑwhere *yo-pronouns are used
(7b):11

(7a) (~450ÊBC)
eýr¿mhn toåq Ògxista oýkªontaq t¶q l¼mnhq Îkoy eÂh ¸ xo q ¸ ¨joryxue¼q. oà dâ Ôfras�n
moi ñna ¨jeforüuh
eiro@meùn tou$s a@gkHista oike@ontas te^ùs l"Ûmneùs ho@kou e"@eù ho kHou^s ho eksorukHtHe"Ûs.
ho"Ý de$ e@pHrasa@n moi h"Ûna eksepHore@ùtHeù
I asked those who dwelt nearest to the lake where the stuff was that had been
dug out. They told me whither it had been carriedÉ (Hdt II 150)

(7b) (431ÊBC)
o»k oµsuÕ oò kak©n ¨lülyuaq
ouk o"ßstH ho"ß kako^ùn ele@ùlutHas
NEG you.know whither bad (GEN.PL) you.have.arrived
You do not know the degree of misfortune to which you have arrived
if you but knew how deeply you are involved in sorrowÉ (Eur Med 1306)

In (7b) the addressee is not posing a question, as he is ignorant of the topic;
neither is the speaker, as he already knows the answer. Since the complement is
not an interrogative speech act, it is introduced by ho"ß rather than ho@poi. The
distinction between indirect and direct interrogatives was so strong that, when a
speaker echoed an interlocutorÕs question, this was grammatically treated as an
embedded speech act, and a *yoÊ+ *kwo word was used:

(7c) (423ÊBC)
STRECIADHS: ½llÕ ï Lakeda¼mvn po  Õstin;
MAUHTHS: Îpoy Õstin; aæth¼.
strepsia@deùs: all heù lakeda"Ûmoùn pou^ stin?
matHeùte^ùs: ho@pou stin? hauteù"Û.
STREPSIADES: But whereÕs Sparta?
STUDENT: (ÔWhere is it?Õ) Here (Ar Nu
214)

10MonteilÕs corpus is comprised of the works of Homer, Hesiod, Pindar, Herodotus, Aeschylus,
Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, and Lysias.
11This bar does not apply to all *yo-words: ho@s can introduce indirect questions, but it occurs 3
to 4 times less frequently in that function than ho@stis (Monteil 1963:150).
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The third usage of *yoÊ+ *kwo is the hardest to characterise: it involves *yoÊ+
*kwo pronouns as relativisers, headed or free, without the indefinite particle a@n.
This usage involves all *yoÊ+ *kwo pronouns, and the easiest starting point is to
consider the most frequent such pronounÑi.e. the semantic contrast between
ho@s (< *yo) and ho@stis (< *yoÊ+ *kwo).

ho@stis

Traditionally (e.g. in K�hner & Gerth (1963 [1898Ð1904])), ho@stis is treated as
an indefinite pronoun. Monteil (1963:131Ð145) considers this an over-simplifi-
cation, and instead distinguishes three types of use for ho@stis. In the first, which
is rare (4 examples out of 202 in Homer), ho@stis stresses that the identity of the
referent is irrelevant, and is equivalent to English whoever (CSMG opiosDipote).
In this usage ho@stis is headless, and equivalent to the instances with the subjunc-
tive and a@n mentioned above; so it corresponds here best to the traditional Ôin-
definiteÕ characterisation (cf. 6).

(8a) (viiiÊBC)
kaç poll�ki d¿skon ½lüt�/ to¼ó, ¸poÁoq Ôoi kaç
ka"Ý polla@ki do@skon ale@ùteùi/ to"Ûoùi hopo"ßos e@oi ka"Ý

whatever.kind he.may.be and
Îtey kexrhmªnoq Ôluoi
ho@teu kekHreùme@nos e@ltHoi
whatever (GEN) needing he.may.come
For I [É] oftentimes gave to such a wanderer, whatever kind of man he might
be, and whatever he came in need of. (Od XVII 421)

The two other types encompass the third, non-interrogative and non-subjunc-
tive usage of *yoÊ+ *kwo mentioned immediately above. In the second type,
which Monteil calls d�finissant (defining), the head is either empty or indefi-
nite; the relative clause defines which of the set denoted by the head is intended.
The relative clause is thus restrictive; the head by itself is indefinite (it does not
uniquely identify a referent). The full noun phrase is definite (the relative clause
identifies that referent), but non-specific (the referent cannot be named). To use
logical terminology, the relative clause is intensional, rather than extensional.
The following illustrate this usage of ho@stis in both headless (8b) and headed
clauses (8c):

(8b) (viiiÊBC)
dÃsv g�r d¼fr¿n te d´v tÕ ¨ria´xenaq ñppoyq ²É³ Îstiq ke tla¼h oò tÕ a»tö k doq
Òroito.
do@ùsoù ga$r d"ÛpHro@n te du@où t eriau@kHenas h"Ûppous [É] ho@stis ke tla"Ûeù ho"ß t auto^ùi
ku^ùdos a@roito.
For I will give him a chariot, and two horses of arching neck, [É] to whoso-
ever shall dare the deed, and for himself shall win glory. (Il X 307)
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(8c) (viiiÊBC)
Òfrvn dî keÁn¿q ge kaç o»tidan¯q pªlei ½nür,/ Îstiq jeinod¿kó Ôrida
a@pHron de$ù ke"ßno@s ge ka"Ý outidano$s pe@lei ane@ùr,/ ho@stis kseinodo@koùi e@rida

man whoever
profªrhtai ½ªulvn
propHe@reùtai ae@tHloùn
That man indeed is foolish and worth nothing, whoever proposes a strife in
contests with his host (Od VIII 210)

In (8b), the identity of the recipient of the gift is not irrelevant (although ho@stis
is translated by whosoever). Nonetheless, while the entire noun phrase is defi-
nite (= Ôthe man whoÉÕ), it is also non-specific (the recipient is defined by at-
tribute, rather than identified.) Similarly in (8c), the entire noun phrase refers
to a definite individual, who is defined by the attribute given in the relative
clause; by itself, the head ane@ùr ÔmanÕ is indefinite.

The defining function is the major function of ho@stis in Homeric Greek; it is
because the head is indefinite if present at all (8c) that such clauses are tradi-
tionally characterised as indefinite. It is from this function that the indirect in-
terrogative ho@stis is derived. While the reverse process, where the interrogative
gives rise to the relativiser, is more usual cross-linguistically, this is improbable
for Greek, as ho@stis is not used as a direct interrogative.12 The following example
points to the reanalysis of the non-specific relativiser into an indirect interroga-
tive:

(8d) (viiiÊBC)
eÂpÕ ÏnomÕ Îtt¼ se keÁui k�leon müthr te patür te
e"ßp o@nom ho@tt"Û se ke"ßtHi ka@leon me@ùteùr te pate@ùr te
say! name which you there called mother and father
Tell us the name that your mother and father gave you there/ Tell us what
name your mother and father gave you there
Say, what is the name whereby they called thee at home, even thy father
and thy mother (Butcher & Lang)
Tell the name, whatever both thy mother and father there called thee
(Buckley) (Od VIII 550)13

The third type of ho@stis, which Monteil calls actualisant (actualising), is incip-
ient in Homer, and reaches fruition in Classical Greek. ho@stis-clauses start to
introduce subordinate clauses on which the realisation of the matrix clause is
contingent:14

12The possible pathways are DIRECT INTERROGATIVEÊ> INDIRECT INTERROGATIVEÊ> RELA-
TIVISER (which cannot apply in this instance, as *yoÊ+ *kwo is never interrogative, and inter-
rogativity is incompatible with a *yo head), and RELATIVISERÊ> INDIRECT INTERROGATIVE (>
DIRECT INTERROGATIVE). Given its restricted distribution and role in the grammar, it is im-
plausible that the indirect interrogative itself is etymologically primary.
13A defining relativiser is particularly suited to reanalysis as an indirect interrogative: one asks
questions when one knows the general class the referent belongs to (i.e. that it is a name), and
its defining property (that it is the name of the addressee, given by his parents), but not its
specific identity (that it is Odysseus). The referent of Ôwhat is your nameÕ is thus definite but
non-specific until the question is answered; and the same holds for ho@stis.
14In (8e), for instance, seeing a leader is contingent on that leader being able to ward off de-
struction. As far as I can tell, this is merely another way of stating that the relative clause is in-
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(8e) (viiiÊBC)
p�pthnen dÕ ½n� p´rgon |Axai©n eÂ tinÕ Âdoito/ ïgem¿nvn,
pa@pteùnen d ana$ pu@rgon akHaio^ùn e"Û tin "Ûdoito/ heùgemo@noùn,

if someone he.would.see of the chiefs
Îq t¼q oð ½rîn ãt�roisin ½m´nai.
ho@s t"Ûs hoi are$ùn heta@roisin amu@nai.
who
and he looked along the tower of the Achaians if perchance he might see any of
the leaders, that would ward off destruction from his comrades (Il XII 334)

But this logical contingency serves to highlight the definiteness of the ho@stis-
NPÑthe contingency defines the antecedent, uniquely identifying it as the value
fitting the intensional predicate.

So the head of the relative clause is first individuated rather than describing a
class of entitiesÑas in superlative expressions:

(8f) (viiiÊBC)
pªplon dÕ Îst¼q toi xariªstatoq Ædâ mªgistoq/ Ôstin ¨nç meg�ró ka¼ toi polå f¼ltatoq
a»të,/ t¯n uâq |Auhna¼hq ¨pç go´nasin h»k¿moio.
pe@plon d ho@st"Ûs toi kHarie@statos eùde$ me@gistos/ e@stin en"Ý mega@roùi ka"Û toi polu$
pH"Ûltatos aute^ùi,/ to$n tHe$s atHeùna"Ûeùs ep"Ý gou@nasin eùuko@moio.
and the robe that seemeth to thee the most gracious and greatest in thy
palace, and dearest unto thyself, that lay thou upon the knees of beauteous-
haired Athene (Il VI 271)15

Then the head becomes specific (and arguably definite, although the speaker
still cannot name the referent):

(8g) (viiiÊBC)
to´toyq mân dî oµda? så dâ tr¼ton ÒndrÕ ¹n¿maze,/ Îstiq Ôti zv¯q kater´ketai e»rªÝ
p¿ntó/ Æâ uanÃn?
tou@tous me$n de$ù o"ßda; su$ de$ tr"Ûton a@ndr ono@mazde,/ ho@stis e@ti zdoùo$s kateru@ketai
eure@i po@ntoùi/ eùe$ tHano@ùn;
These indeed I know; but do thou name the third man, who is still detained
alive in the wide sea, or dead; (Od IV 552)

Finally, by Attic, the head of the ho@stis-clause can be properly definite, and the
relativisation non-restrictive:

(8h) (472ÊBC)
paÁq dÕ ¨m¯q t�dÕ o» kateidÃq ûnysen neö ur�sei,/ Îstiq \Ellüsponton ðr¯n do lon ®q
desmÃsasin/ ûlpise sxüsein Wªonta
pa"ßs d emo$s ta@d ou kateido@ùs e@ùnusen neo^ùi tHra@sei,/ ho@stis helle@ùsponton hiro$n
dou^lon ho$ùs desmo@ùsasin/ e@ùlpise skHe@ùsein r8e@onta
my son in ignorance/ discovered it, by youthful pride; who hoped/ to check

tensionalÑÔa leader such that would ward off destructionÕ, or using the CSMG intensional rela-
tiviser pu na, iÄemonas pu na prostatepsi tus sidrofus tu. Defining relative clauses, as already
claimed, are also intensional.
It may be that MonteilÕs distinction between actualising and defining relative clauses is imma-
terialÑwhat matters is the reanalysis from intensional to extensional relative clauses. As the
semantic transition is not a major concern of my research, I do not pursue this issue further
here.
15This sentence is said by Hector to his mother Hecuba; he presumably already knows which
robe he is describing.
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the sacred waters of the Hellespont/ by chains, just as it were a slave. (Aesch
Pers 745)

The head of the ho@stis-clause can in fact be as definite as a personal pronoun:

(8i) (423?ÊBC)
±Hq kaç så fa¼n� dek�doq, o» sof¯q gegÃq,/ Îstiq k¿raq mân uesf�toiq Fo¼boy zygeçq/
jªnoisin ùdÕ Ôdvkaq ÷q zÃntvn ue©n.
he^ùs ka"Ý su $ pHa"Ûneùi deka@dos, ou sopHo$s gego@ùs,/ ho@stis ko@ras me$n tHespHa@tois
pHo"Ûbou zduge"Ýs/ kse@noisin ho^ùd e@doùkas hoùs zdoùntoùn tHeo^ùn.
This is the brand of folly you have shown./ First, bowing to PhoebusÕ words,
like one who thinks/ the gods exist, you gave your girls to strangers. (Ôyou
who on the one hand, bowing to PhoebusÕ wordsÉÕ) (Eur Supp 220)

But by this time, there is no significant functional distinction between ho@s and
ho@stis: ho@stis can now be used in any context ho@s can.16 Just like ho@s, ho@stis is
now extensional: it serves to index an entity in the world, rather than defining it
by description. The distinction becomes rather one of emphasis, since ho@stis is
phonologically ÔweightierÕ than ho@s.

(8j) (~450ÊBC)
÷q dâ tö MÁni to´tó tö prÃtó genomªnó basilªi xªrson gegonªnai t¯ ½pergmªnon,
to to mân ¨n a»tö p¿lin kt¼sai ta´thn ítiq n n Mªmfiq kalªetai? Ôsti g�r kaç ï
Mªmfiq ¨n tö steinö t¶q Aýg´ptoy?
hoùs de$ to^ùi m"ßùni tou@toùi to^ùi pro@ùtoùi genome@noùi basile@i kHe@rson gegone@nai to$
apergme@non, tou^to me$n en auto^ùi po@lin kt"Ûsai tau@teùn he@ùtis nu^ùn me@mpHis kale@etai;
e@sti ga$r ka"Ý heù me@mpHis en to^ùi steino^ùi te^ùs aigu@ptou;
Then, when this first king Min had made what he thus cut off to be dry land, he
first founded in it that city which is now called MemphisÑfor even Memphis
lies in the narrow part of Egypt (Hdt II 99)

In time, ho@stis comes to displace ho@s as the unmarked relativiser, in a instance of
Meilletian affaiblissement of the older form; in the New Testament, ho@stis has
essentially replaced ho@s in the nominative.

hopo@teros

We have sketched the development of ho@stis, from an indefinite and a defining
to an actualising relativiserÑor in other terms, from an intensional to an exten-
sional relativiser. (Incidentially, intensionality unifies the indefinite headless
ho@stis with the defining bounded ho@stis.)

But of the *yoÊ+ *kwo pronouns, ho@stis is atypical, because both the ho@s and tis
elements are declinable.17 For the other *yoÊ+ *kwo pronouns and adverbs, in-
cluding ho@pou, the *yo element is an indeclinable prefix, and there is no evi-
dence that it ever was declined. What has taken place with these elements is il-
lustrated by Monteil (1963:174Ð175) with the case of hopo@teros Ôwhichever one

16According to Rydbeck (1967:102), the differentiation between ho@stis and ho@s was always
unique to Attic anyway, and was not characteristic of Ionic.
17e.g. MASC.NOM.SG ho@stis, MASC.GEN.SG hou@tinos, FEM.NOM.SG he@ùtis, FEM.NOM.PL ha"Ûtines,
etc.
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of the twoÕ. In ho@stis, tis can be analysed as an indefinite (whence the ÔindefiniteÕ,
intensional meaning of ho@stis); there is no need to appeal to an interrogative
meaning of tis. By contrast, po@teros does not become an indefinite in Greek until
Plato; so in Homeric hopo@teros, the *kwo element can only have been analysed
synchronically as an interrogative. Furthermore, in Homeric Greek the
hopo@teros-clause always follows its matrix when used as an indirect interroga-
tive, and always precedes its matrix when used as a headless relative.

Monteil thus concludes hopo@teros was initially an indirect interrogative, which
was reanalysed as a relativiserÑthe opposite direction to the reanalysis of ho@stis.
As an indirect interrogative, under Ancient Greek SOV order, hopo@teros would
normally follow its matrix. In this post-verb position there would be no obvious
motive for reanalysis.

(9a) (viiiÊBC)
a»t�r Ôpeita/ klüroyq ¨n kynª� xalküreÝ p�llon ãl¿nteq,/ ¸pp¿teroq dî pr¿suen
½fe¼h x�lkeon Ôgxoq.
auta$r e@peita/ kle@ùrous en kune@eùi kHalke@ùrei pa@llon helo@ntes,/ hoppo@teros de$ù pro@stHen
apHe"Ûeù kHa@lkeon e@gkHos.
then they took the lots, and shook them in a bronze-bound helmet, to know
whether of the twain should first cast his spear of bronze. (Il III 317)

By contrast, when it was syntactically detached from its matrix, Monteil con-
tends, through topicalising left-dislocation, hopo@teros was reanalysed as a
nominal:18

(9b) (viiiÊBC)
Ze  p�ter, =Idhuen medªvn! k´diste! mªgiste!/ ¸pp¿teroq t�de Ôrga metÕ ½mfotªroisin
Ôuhke, t¯n d¯q ½pofu¼menon d nai d¿mon =Aidoq eÂsv
zdeu^ pa@ter, "ÛdeùtHen mede@oùn! ku@diste! me@giste!/ hoppo@teros ta@de e@rga met
ampHote@roisin e@tHeùke, to$n do$s apopHtH"Ûmenon du^ùnai do@mon a@ùidos e"Ûsoù
Father Zeus, that rulest from Ida, most glorious, most great; whichsoeÕer it
be that brought this trouble upon both peoples, vouchsafe that he may die
(Ôgrant him to dieÕ) and enter the house of Hades (Il III 321)

There is no obvious reason why a relative hopo@teros-clause, whether subject, or
direct object as in (9b), should consistently appear in front of its matrixÑunless
as a result of such a reanalysis. The syntactic distribution of hopo@teros repre-
sents a neat functional split between the interrogative and the relative.

So hopo@teros is a distinct phenomenon to ho@stis. But we have already claimed
that an indirect interrogative is an unlikely origin for a relativiser. The impetus
for the formation of hoÊ+ po@teros must thus be analogy with ho@stis. In ho@stis, tis is
an indefinite, but it is homophonous with the interrogative t"Ûs Ôwho?Õ. There was
no indefinite po@teros extant in Homeric Greek, to act as the analogue of tis. But
there was an interrogative po@teros, and this was pressed into service to fill the
analogy with ho@stisÑa reanalysis carried out Òinaccurately from the genetic

18The reanalysis would thus be something like: I find out which one should cast his spearÊ>
Which one, I find out, should cast his spearÊ> Whichever one I find out should cast his
spear (should dieÉ)
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point of view, but ingeniously in practiceÓ (Monteil 1963:177). That the prefix is
indeclinable must be a result of it being an analogical formation, rather than a
morphologically autonomous elementÑparticularly if the analogy was with a
neuter form like ho@ti, or a variant of ho@stis in which ho@s was invariant (ho@tis
(MASC.NOM), ho@teo (MASC.GEN)).

Locatives

The pathway of development exemplified by hopo@teros is confirmed by the other
*yoÊ+ *kwo pronouns. For example, hopo"ßos Ôof which kindÕ is predominantly an
indirect interrogative in Homer, while the relativiser functions fully develop
only in Classical Attic (Monteil 1963:203). Here too, the indirect interrogative
must constitute the original function. There is no reason to think the same de-
velopment did not take part for the *yoÊ+ *kwo locatives. The *yoÊ+ *kwo loca-
tives in Homer behave as follows, by my count:

interrog. relative
ho@pou 1 1
hopo@tHi 1 1
hopo@tHen 3 0
ho@p(p)eùi (locative)19 8 6
ho@p(p)eùi (instrum.) 0 4

Table 14. Relativiser/Interrogative counts in Homer for *yoÊ+ *kwo locatives

The table shows that for the locatives, the indirect interrogative function is still
dominant in Homer. The ambiguity between the two functions is illustrated
neatly in (10):

(10) (viiiÊBC)
®q aýxm¶q ½pªlampÕ e»ükeoq, ín ÒrÕ |Axilleåq/ p�llen dejiterë, fronªvn kak¯n
+Ektori d¼ó,/ eýsor¿vn xr¿a kal¿n, Îp� eÂjeie m�lista.
ho$ùs aikHme^ùs ape@lamp eue@ùkeos, he@ùn a@r akHilleu$s/ pa@llen deksitere^ùi, pHrone@oùn
kako$n he@ktori d"Ûoùi,/ eisoro@oùn kHro@a kalo@n, ho@peùi e"Ûkseie ma@lista.
so flashed there forth a light from the spear Achilles poised in his right hand,
devising mischief against noble Hector, eyeing his fair flesh to find the fittest
place. (Il XXII 321)

The clause ho@peùi e"Ûkseie ma@lista Ôwhere it would yield mostÕ could be either a
sentence and an indirect interrogative (Ôto find the answer to the question:
where would it yield most?Õ), or a nominal and a free relativiser (Ôto find (the
place) where it would yield mostÕ).

The overall functional distribution of *yoÊ+ *kwo locatives in Classical Greek
may be tabulated as follows; the count includes *yo locative relatives for com-
parison:

19Removing duplicate (formulaic) instances (3 for each function).
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Relativisers *yo
REL

*yo+*kwo
REL

*yo+*kwo
INTERROG

*yo+*kwo
INDEF

*yo+*kwo
TOTAL

ho"ß/ho@poi 23 16 16 4 36
hou^/ho@pou 86 69 20 1 90
he^ùi/ho@peùi 71 33 12 4 49
ho@tHi/hopo@tHi 107 4 0 0 4
ho@tHen/hopo@tHen 85 7 22 0 29

Table 15. Relativiser counts in MonteilÕs corpus by function

Indirect interrogatives account for a significant proportion of instances of *yoÊ+
*kwo locatives. But there is a drop in time in the proportion of interrogativesÑ
particularly with -eùi, as compared to its Homeric usage, and the newer rela-
tiviser hou^/ho@pou. When used as relativisers, *yoÊ+ *kwo locatives are charac-
terised by the late function of *yoÊ+ *kwo pronouns: Òthe hopo- series is in op-
position to the simple series not as different in nature, but as more expressive
and insisting [i.e. emphatic]Ó (Monteil 1963:389). This confirms that the relative
function is a late development for these locatives. Indeed, as MonteilÕs counts
indicate, *yoÊ+ *kwo relativisers were fast catching up to *yo- relativisers in
distribution in Classical Greek, so that they could no longer be said to be textu-
ally marked.20

Like Attic ho@stis, ho@pou functioned as an indefinite relativiser (ÔwhateverÕ)
(11a), as an indirect interrogative (11b), and as an emphatic definite relativiser
(11c).

(11a) (413ÊBC)
Îpoy dÕ |Ap¿llvn skai¯q �, t¼neq sofo¼;
ho@pou d apo@lloùn skaio$s e^ùi, t"Ûnes sopHo"Û?
Where Apollo is ignorant shall men be wise? (Eur El 972)

(11b) (vÊBC)
§rÕ ¥n parÕ æm©n, À jªnoi, m�uoimÕ Îpoy/ t� to  tyrr�noy dÃmatÕ ¨stçn Oýd¼poy;
a^ùr a$n par humo^ùn, o^ù kse@noi, ma@tHoim ho@pou/ ta$ tou^ turra@nou do@ùmat est"Ýn oid"Ûpou?
Might I learn from you, sirs, where is the house of Oedipus? (Soph OT 925)

(11c) (367~347ÊBC)
eµta ¨n të toia´t� p¿lei Îpoy mî l¿gó Ôrgó te ðkanoç f´lakeq eµen, ½ret¶q pªri
gignÃskonteq ðkan©q, uaymast¿n ti ta´thn tîn p¿lin ½f´lakton oÇsan p�sxein Ù
pollaç p�sxoysi t©n n n p¿levn;
e"ßta en te^ùi toiau@teùi po@lei ho@pou me$ù lo@goùi e@rgoùi te hikano"Ý pHu@lakes e"ßen, arete^ùs
pe@ri gigno@ùskontes hikano^ùs, tHaumasto@n ti tau@teùn te$ùn po@lin apHu@lakton ou^san
pa@skHein ha$ polla"Ý pa@skHousi to^ùn nu^ùn po@leoùn?
In a state like this, where there are no custodians competent in act as in
thought from their competent acquaintance with virtueâ is it surprising, I ask
you, if a state left so unguarded has the fortunes of too many of our states of
today? (Pl Lg 964c)

20The exception to this tendency occurs when the *yoÊ+ *kwo relativisers were trisyllabic; here
it seems, metrical and stylistic factors came into effect. Although Monteil does not consider the
possibility, the scarcity of hopo@tHi is probably also associated with the fact that ho@tHi was a pri-
marily Homeric relativiser: the relativising function of *yoÊ+ *kwo pronouns was still under de-
velopment in Homeric Greek.
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Discounting the two suspect Homeric instances, all our examples of ho@pou date
from vÊBC onwards, in Attic-Ionic textsÑHerodotusÕ 19 instances representing
Ionic; so we lack the insight into the early history of ho@pou given us by Homeric
ho@stis. However, it is unlikely that the semantic development of ho@stisÑ
ÔwhateverÕÊ> NON-SPEFICIC RELATIVISERÊ> INDIRECT INTERROGATIVE; EMPHATIC

RELATIVISERÊ> UNMARKED RELATIVISERÑwas duplicated independently for
ho@pou: ho@pou received its semantics, as well as its form, from analogy with
ho@stis.

5.1.4. Locative Endings
In preceding discussion, the behaviour of locative relativisers ending in -oi, -ou
and -eùi has been investigated, without a proper study of the origin of those
endings. In this section, the various locative suffixes used in Ancient Greek dia-
lects are studied; this clarifies the paradigm into which Attic-Ionic innovated
the genitive-based ending, and shows some interesting counterexamples to the
posited factive development of stationary locatives. The evidence for the specific
Attic-Ionic development is also investigated carefully.

o-stem Locatives

The sundry endings of locative relativisers originate in Proto-Greek, and ulti-
mately ProtoÐIndo-European case endings. The pertinent PIE case endings for
o/e-stem nominals, illustrated with the stem *kwo-, and its Greek reflexes, are
(Rix 1976:117):

ProtoÐIndo-European Greek
GEN.SG -s(ı)o *kwosıo;

*kwoso > *kwoo
*po"ßo;
po^ù, pou^ (Ionic)21

ABL.SG -et *kwoet > *kwØt po^ù (Cretan)
DAT.SG -eı *kwoeı > *kwØı *po^ùi
INSTR.SG -∑91 *kwo∑ 91Ê> *kwØ° po^ùs22

LOC.SG -i *kwoi po"ß

Many of these case endings ceased being productive by Proto-Greek: the
Ablative and Genitive merged, as did the Locative and Dative. The Instrumental
is still distinctive in Mycenaean Greek (at least in its plural form), but by
Homeric Greek had already merged with the dative, with a few isolated excep-
tions. The only domains where these case endings are still traceable in Classical
Greek and Ancient Greek dialects are pronominal and adverbial endings, such
as are considered here.

Locative expression endings were sharply differentiated between the Ancient
Greek dialects. Arcadian and Cypriot used archaic suffixesÑ-tHi and -pi respec-
tively (Bechtel 1924 I 376, I 439). The other Greek dialects used as locative rela-

21Although ou was occasionally originally diphthongal, in most instancesÑas in thisÑit was a
conventional orthographic rendering of [o3ù].
22In Greek, oùeù contracts to où (Rix 1976 ¤59.c); the -s may be analogically taken from the geni-
tive (Palmer 1980:284).
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tivisers various case endings affixed to *yo and *yoÊ+ *kwo pronouns. Of these,
the obvious choice is the old locative ending, -i, which affixed to *yo gave *yoiÊ>
ho"ß. Peculiarly, however, the forms ho"ß and ho@poi are restricted in Greek dialect,
particularly in stationary denotation. Thus, although secondary references con-
fidently assert the dialects used these forms as stationary relativisers (Buck 1955
¤132.3 is only one instance), I have not been able to identify a single unambigu-
ously stationary instance amongst the examples cited in the literature and avail-
able to me.23

That ho"ß and ho@poi must nevertheless have enjoyed currency as stationaries
can be deduced from the following secondary evidence:

¥ The -oi locative ending, inasmuch as it survived with nominals in
Classical Greek, was stationary rather than directional (Smyth
1959 [1920] ¤229b, 1535): e.g. o"Ûkoi Ôat homeÕ, pHaleùro"ß Ôat Pha-
lerumÕ. This distinction is also in place in Mycenaean, which used
the allative suffix -de for directionals, and dative/locatives for sta-
tionaries (Palmer 1963:49).

¥ Many dialects of Greek feature stationary locative relativisers
ending in -ui(s) and -eiÑwhich are also of locative case origin,
with -ei held to be an Ablaut variant of -oi.

¥ Some dialects feature other stationary adverbs ending in -oi, or at
least -oi-adverbs corresponding to Attic-Ionic -ou . The list
includes Lesbian "Ûpsoi ÔheavenwardsÕ (Attic-Ionic hupsou^),
Corinthian e@ksoi Argolian e@kHtHoi ÔoutsideÕ (Attic-Ionic e@ksoù, with
an ablative ending), and Corinthian and Argolian e@ndoi ÔinsideÕ
(Attic-Ionic e@ndon, with an accusative ending). That at least some
of these adverbs were stationary is shown by the following
example, from Argolis:

(12a) Mars´aq eñleto st´lvn ²kat³ajo�n t�n Ôxuoi kaç t�n Ôndoi XUUU=Ð ���
marsu@as he"Ûleto stu@loùn kataksoa$n ta$n e@kHtHoi ka"Ý ta$n e@ndoi 1339
Marsyas contributes towards the polishing of the columns on the outside and
on the inside 1339 coins (IG IV 1484.66)

¥ Several dialects, including Lesbian (12b, 12c) and Doric (12d, 12e)
use poi as an epistemic marker ÔpresumablyÕ, in the same way as
Attic and Ionic uses pou (4a).

(12b) ¹ dâ ½pokte¼naq| e»�ghq Ôstv k³aç k�uaroq. [vac.] aý dª poi ¨n n¿mv tinç Òl²lo ti
gr�fhtai| ¨n�ntion t© n³¿mv to´tv, Òkyron Ôstv?
o de$ apokte"Ûnas eua@geùs e@stoù ka"Ý ka@tHaros. ai de@ poi en no@moù tin"Ý a@llo ti gra@pHeùtai
ena@ntion to^ù no@moù tou@toù, a@kuron e@stoù;
and the killer shall be deemed guiltless and pure. If perchance something else

23Thumb & Scherer (1959 ¤313.4a) state that ho@poi is attested in Eretreia, Euboea (Ionic) in the
meaning ÔwhereÕ, but do not give a corpus reference.
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is written in some other law, contrary to this law, it shall be null and void;
(Plassart & Picard 1913:157.12)24

(12c) (vii~viÊBC)
ÀnassÕ |Auan�a polem�doke,/ Ò poi Korvnüaq med²É³
o^ù nass atHana@a polema@doke,/ a@ poi koroùne@ùas med[É]
Queen Athena, warlike one, who perhaps as ruler of CoroneaÉ (Alc 325)

(12d) (476ÊBC)
MoÁsa dÕ oÜtv poi parª/sta moi neos¼galon eær¿nti tr¿pon/ Dvr¼ó fvn�n ¨narm¿jai
ped¼ló/ ½gla¿kvmon?
mo"ßsa d hou@toù poi pare@sta moi neos"Ûgalon heuro@nti tro@pon dor"Ûoùi pHoùna$n
enarmo@ksai ped"Ûloùi aglao@koùmon;
In such wise, methinks, was I aided by the Muse,/ when I found a mode,
bright with the sheen of newness, for linking up the voices of my gladsome
chorus to the measure of the Dorian sandle. (Farnell) (Pi O 3.4)

(12e) (431Ð400ÊBC)
aý dª poi strate¼aq dª� koinúq, boyle´esuai Lakedaimon¼vq kaç |Arge¼vq ÎpQ ka
dikai¿tata kr¼nantaq toÁq jymm�xoiq.
ai de@ poi strate"Ûas de@eùi koina^ùs, bouleu@estHai lakedaimon"Ûoùs ka"Ý argeiÛoùs ho@paùi ka
dikaio@tata kr"Ûnantas to"ßs ksumma@kHois.
If it shall be anywhere necessary to make an expedition in common, the
Lacedaemonians and Argives shall consult upon it and decide, as may be most
fair for the allies. (Th V 79)25

It is unlikely that the development Ôin some directionÕÊ> Ôper-
chanceÕ occurred in Doric and Aeolian, in parallel to Ôsome-
whereÕÊ> ÔperchanceÕ in Attic-Ionic; so poi must have had the
meaning ÔsomewhereÕ in those dialects.

¥ HesychiusÕ vÊAD dialect dictionary explicitly glosses ho@poi as Òe@ntHa,
ho@pou, pou^Ó, and ho"Ûka (emended by at least some scholars to ho"ß
ka) as ho@pou a@n ÔwhereverÕ (Doric kaÊ= Attic a@n). Since Hesychius
renders non-Attic words into literary Attic, rather than into the
contemporary vernacular, there is no reason to think ho@pou here is
directional (though ho@pou already starts being used as a direc-
tional in Attic): in some unnamed variant of Greek, ho"ß, ho@poi
must have been stationary and equivalent to Attic ho@pou.

¥ Greek grammarians explicitly say that -oi in other dialects is
equivalent to Attic -ou. For instance, a Byzantine grammar
(Cramer 1963 [1835Ð1837]:I 418) states:

Aeolians say hupsou^ ÔheavenwardsÕ as hupso"ß by changing u into i; in the same way,
Attic pantakHou^ ÔeverywhereÕ corresponds to pantakHo"ß, oudamou ̂ ÔnowhereÕ to
oudamo"ß, pou^ to po"ß; not always, but frequently.

24This instance of poi, which the editors (p.Ê159) regard as the Òfirst epigraphic instance of the
equivalence in Aeolian of poi and pouÓ, may not be epistemic but locative (Ôsomewhere in a lawÕ);
if so, this strengthens even further the case for poi being stationary outside Attic-Ionic.
25The same epistemic/locative ambiguity as in (12b) (Ôanywhere/perchanceÕ).
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While -oi itself is thin on the ground as a locative suffix, its Ablaut variant -ei
(Buck 1955 ¤132.2), and to a lesser extent -ui (which might be a cognate: Buck
1910:¤132.4; Palmer 1980:45) are widespread amongst the dialects.

a-stem Locatives

Another group of locative suffixes prospered in all Greek dialects. These involve
the ±-stem nominals of Proto-Greek, derived from PIE *-e∑92  (Rix 1976 ¤140),
rather than the o-stem nominals. For pronominals in Greek, the ±-stem is asso-
ciated with feminines, while the o-stem is associated with masculines and
neuters. The phonetic development of these forms is complicated by the fact
that Proto-Greek *± went to eù in Ionic and (in most environments) Attic. The
relevant ProtoÐIndo-European and Greek case endings involving the ±-stem
are:

ProtoÐIndo-European Non-Ionic Ionic-Attic
DAT.SG -eı *kwe∑92eı > *kw±eı pa^ùi pe^ùi
INSTR.SG -e∑91 *kwe∑92e∑91Ê> *kw±° pe^ù *pa^ù26

LOC.SG -i *kwe∑92iÊ> *kw±ı pa^ùi pe^ùi

Three ±-stem adverbs are attested in Greek dialects: -eù, -aùi/eùi, and -aù/eù. In
themselves, these adverbs are tangential to an account of ho@pou; the main value
of referring to them is the different pathway along which they developed. This is
largely because of the phonological merger between the instrumental and the
locative for the ±-stem.

The merger is present for all three suffixes. -eù is etymologically instrumental,
but most instances of its use are clearly locative. The other two adverb endings,
-aùi and -aù (Ionic -eùi and -eù) are, according to Buck (1910 ¤132.5a) of dative-
locative and ÒprobablyÓ instrumental origin, respectively. Buck adds, however,
that, given the increasing tendency in Ancient Greek to reduce aùi, eùi, oùi to aù,
eù, où, Òfor the most part it is impossible to distinguish this (-aù) from the com-
moner type in original -aùi, to which many forms in -aù may equally belong.Ó27

One should add that, by Classical Greek, the instrumental and locative had
both been subsumed into the dative in productive morphology (precisely be-
cause of their phonological proximity), so that it would be very easy to conflate
the locative and instrumental meanings. In Classical Greek the dative carried
out both instrumental (Smyth 1959 [1920] ¤1503Ð1520) and locative functions
(Smyth 1959 [1920] ¤1530Ð1538); so e@balle@ me l"ÛtHois (DAT) meant Ôhe hit me

26In West Greek and Boeotian, aùeù contracts to eù, whereas in Attic aùeù contracts to aù (Rix 1976
¤59.b, ¤60.c). Thus, Proto-Greek *pHusa@eùte Ôyou (PL) blowÕ goes to pHusa^ùte in Attic, but pHuse^ùte
in Boeotian. This is why Palmer (1980:284) explicitly identifies as Doric Òthe old instrumentals
in -eù like e^ù ÔwhereÕ.Ó
27For Attic, Threatte (1981Ð1996 ¤64.01.b) dates the merger between the two endings as Ònot
much before the beginning of the second century BC [É] a phenomenon which supports the
origin of these advers as datives.Ó
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with stonesÕ, and na"Ûein o@resin (DAT) Ôto dwell among the mountainsÕ
(Soph OT 1266).28

If the dative also did the work of locative and instrumental, then an adverbial
expression dative in form and locative in meaning would be susceptible to re-
analysis as an instrumental, and vice versa. This is precisely what happened
with he^ùi/ho@peùi, formally a dative.29 Notwithstanding the existence of ambiguous
instances such as (13a), it is to the preexisting distribution of the dative in gen-
eral in Greek that this double function should be attributed.30

(13a) (viiiÊBC)
p�pthnen dâ Õkastoq Îp� f´goi aýpån Ïleuron.
pa@pteùnen de$ he@kastos ho@peùi pHu@goi aipu$n o@letHron.
and each looked about where (how) he might escape bitter destruction. (Od
XXII 43)

On the other hand, ho"ß/ho@poi was not susceptible to formal reanalysis as an in-
strumental. The reason for this is morphological accident: o-stem nominals had
a short o (LOC.SG -oi, DAT.SG -oùi, INSTR.SG -où(s)), while a-stem nominals had a
long a (LOC.SG -aùi, DAT.SG -aùi, INSTR.SG -eù, (apparently) -aù). The a-stem loca-
tive and dative could readily be conflated, and whether through the general
functionality of the Greek dative or phonological reasons, the a-stem locative
and instrumental could also be conflated. The o-stem locative, on the other
hand, retained a short o distinct from the long où of the dative and instrumental.
There was thus no mechanism whereby the o-stem locatives could be conflated
with the dative and instrumental. So -aùi/eùi could convey manner, and the two
other locative endings, locative -oi and genitive -ou, could not.

That there was liberal traffic between a-stem locatives and instrumentals is
shown clearly by the dialectal data:

28In Classical prose as opposed to poetry, the locative dative without a preposition was re-
stricted to proper names (e.g. plataia"ßs Ôin PlataeaeÕ; this also includes the locative case remnants
like pHalero"ß.)
29One should also note the possibility (Hatzidakis 1992 [1915, 1930]:II 462) that these forms are
originally instrumental, and took on the dative -i ending by analogy, the instrumental no longer
being productive in Greek.
30The use of -aùi as a locative adverb ending is of considerable antiquity: ta (taùi) is the only
locative discernible in the Mycenaean Linear B texts, although the reading given is by no means
certain:
(13b) (xv~xiiiÊBC)

ahwrs-  3- qjrs-  22
ta-pa-e-o-te ÔVIR 10Õ a-pe-o-te ÔVIR 4Õ
túi pare¿nteq Òndreq 10 ½pe¿nteq Òndreq 4
ta^ùi pareo@ntes a@ndres 10 apeo@ntes a@ndres 4
ten men present (there present?), four absent. (KN B 823)

The interpretation is SchererÕs (Thumb & Scherer 1959 ¤339.7a); Ventris & Chadwick
(1959:171), who gloss the verb as ÔpresentÕ, suggest (somewhat less plausibly) ta@rpHa eo@ntes, with
ta@rpHa an unattested adverbial formation from tarpHu@s ÔoftenÕ. Palmer (1963:456) is inclined to
think ta-pa-e-o-te is a distinct verb.
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Locative -aùi:

(14a) (after 183ÊBC)
kÆq t¯n W¿on t¯n ½p¯ \Rigrún katarªo²ntÑa³ k¥n W¿on kÆpç t¯n kriuu¯n koÁlon ¨q t�n
dej²i�n³Ñ §i {dvr WeÁ ¨q t¯nq t©n òaj¼vn ~ronq?
k eùs to$n r8o@on to$n apo$ r8igra^ùn katare@onta k a$n r8o@on k eùp"Ý to$n kritHtHo$n ko"ßlon es ta$n
deksia$n a^ùi u@doùr r8e"ß es to$ns to^ùn waks"Ûoùn o@ùrons;
and (the boundary continues) onto the stream flowing from Rigras, and along
the stream, and onto the (unknown adjective) vale, to the right of where the
water flows, on to the Axian mountains; (Coll 5016.11; Crete)

(14b) (175~174ÊBC)
mî ¨jªstv dâ \Esti× ½llaxúi katoike(Á)n, ½llÕ · ¨n Delfo²Á³q.
me$ù ekse@stoù de$ hestio$ù allakHa^ùi katoike"ßn, all e$ù en delpHo"ßs.
And Hestio shall not be permitted to dwell anywhere but in Delphi. (Coll
2085.4; Delphi)

Manner -aùi:

(15a) Aýgl�taq tôi Karne¼o²iÑ t³¿dÕ ÒgalmÕ ½nªueke, peÑnp�ki nik�saq t¯²n³Ñ m²aif³¯n kaç
potªu²e³Ñ ke³ ²t¯n³ dolix¯n triÑ�kiq, |Auana¼oiq d²â É³ Ñ²É h?³úiper Syrma¼a ²É³
aigla@tas to^i karne"Ûoi to@d a@galm ane@tHeke, penpa@ki nika@sas to$n maipHo$n ka"Ý pote@tHe
ke to$n dolikHo$n tria@kis, atHana"Ûois de$ [É] ha^ùiper surma"Ûa [É]
Aegletes erects this sculpture to Carnaean Apollo, having won in the maipHo@s
five times and formerly the long course thrice, and in the Athena Games [É] as
(?) in the Syrmaean Games [É]. (IG V 1 227.7; Laconia)

(15b) t¯n toÁxonÑ l´santa t�n p�rodon poi¶sai ¨q t¯n na¯nÑ ²t³a´tai
to$n to"ßkHon lu@santa ta$n pa@rodon poie^ùsai es to$n nao$n tau@tai
and, the wall being demolished, the side-entrance into the temple should be
made in the same way. (IG XII 3 248.14; Anaphe)

(15c) aý mü tiq a»t¯q do¼h mÑî »pÕ ½n�nkaq, titoyòªsuv sÑtat¶ra kat�n uys¼an òek�stÑan
kaç t© kr¼vq t�n diple¼aÑn? portifvnân dÕ §iper t©n ÒlÑvn.
ai me@ù tis auto$s do"Ûeù me$ù up ana@nkas, titouwe@stHoù state^ùra kata$n tHus"Ûan weka@stan
ka"Ý to^ù kr"Ûoùs ta$n diple"Ûan; portipHoùne$n d a^ùiper to^ùn a@loùn.
if one will not give unless under compulsion, he shall be fined a stater for each
sacrifice, and shall give twice the number of rams; and he shall be brought to
court as with the other matters. (Coll 5128.8; Crete)31

(15d) (mid vÊBC)
xr¶uai dâ toÁdde §Ñi t�de t� gr�mmatÕ Ôgrapse,Ñ t©n dâ pr¿uua, ¹púi tiq Ôxei, ·
½Ñmfant´i · p�r ½mfant©, mî ÔtÕ ÔÑndikon Ämen.
kHre^ùtHai de$ to"ßdde a^ùi ta@de ta$ gra@mmat e@grapse, to^ùn de$ pro@tHtHa, opa^ùùi tis e@kHei, e$ù
ampHantu@i e$ù pa$r ampHanto^ù, me$ù e@t e@ndikon e^ùmen.
These regulations shall be followed from the time of the inscription of this law,
but as regards matters of a previous date, in whatever way one holds
(property), whether by virtue of adoption or from the adopted son, there shall
be no liability. (Coll 4991 IX.19; Crete)32

(15e) ²É³r aÇtoq Kron¼da²iqÉ³/ ²ÉÏp³pai ke uªlh tr.²É³
[É]r au^tos kron"Ûdais [É] o@ppai ke tHe@leù tr[É]
É (Zeus) himself, the son of Cronus,É however he wishesÉ (Alc 112; Lesbos)

31Bechtel (1924:II 760) gives the translation Ôvor Gericht laden, wie in Beziehung auf die andren
Dinge.Õ
32Translation from Buck (1910:274).
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Manner -aù:

(16a) (vÊBC)
Dam¿nonÑ ½nªueke |Auana¼a²i³Ñ poli�xoi nik�haqÑ taytú, hútÕ o»dâqÑ pªpoka tôn n n.
damo@non ane@tHeke atHana"Ûai polia@kHoi nika@has tauta^ù, ha^ùt oude$s pe@poka to^n nu^ùn.
Damonon erects (this memorial inscription) to Athena the protector of the city,
having gained victory in such as way as noone ever has until now. (IG V 1
213.5; Laconia)33

(16b) (vÊBC)
kaç Parpar¿nia ¨n¼keÑ |Enymakrat¼daq paÁdaqÑ st�dion kaç d¼aylonÑ kaç dolix¯n
kaç ¸ kª²lej³Ñ miúq ½mªraq hamúÑ ¨n¼ke.
ka"Ý parparo@nia en"Ûke enumakrat"Ûdas pa"ßdas sta@dion ka"Ý d"Ûaulon ka"Ý dolikHo$n ka"Ý ho
ke@leks mia^ùs ame@ras hama^ù en"Ûke.
And Enymakratides won at the Parparos Games in the boysÕ competitions at the
stade-length course, the double-stade course and the long course, and the race-
horse in the same day was likewise victorious. (IG V 1 213.48; Laconia)

(16c) ¨n toÁq a»toÁq dikastaÁq ê ka ál©i
en to"ßs auto"ßs dikasta"ßs ha^ù ka halo^ùi
amongst the same judges as he was convicted (Jahreshefte des
�sterreichischen Arch�ologischen Instituts XIV (1911).168:19 (cited in Bechtel
1924:II 33); West Locria)

(16d) kaç t¯ uªumion toÁq \Ypoknamid¼oiq Lo%roÁq ta» Ñtú tªleon eµmen Xaleiªoiq toÁq sån
|Antif�ta ³ÊòoikhtaÁq.
ka"Ý to$ tHe@tHmion to"ßs hupoknamid"Ûois loqro"ßs tauta^ù te@leon e"ßmen kHaleie@ois to"ßs su$n
antipHa@ta woikeùta"ßs.
Lex Locrorum Hypocnemidorum colonis lata eadem de Chaliensibus, qui
Antiphata duce in coloniam venerunt, valent.
And the law of the Hypocnemidian Locrians shall hold to the same extent as
with the Chalians, who colonised the area under Antiphatas. (IG IX 1 334.46;
West Locria)

Locative -aù:

(17a) ¨jªsÑtv dâ Uers¼²p³pv kaç Òlla Ïppa ke uªlh t©²n³Ñ Ârvn stúsa²i³ t¯ c�fisma
ekse@stoù de$ tHers"Ûppoù ka"Ý a@lla o@ppa ke tHe@leù to^ùn "Ûroùn sta^ùsai to$ psa@pHisma
and Thersippus shall also be permitted to erect other copies of the decree in
temples, wherever he wishes. (IG XII 2 645a.49; Lesbos)34

The manner interpretation of -aùi, in turn, gave rise to a purposive function in
Cretan:

(17b) (mid vÊBC)
aý dâ kaÑ tetn¿khi · mî nynÑat¯n Äi ÜhÝ ¨pidiªuuai,Ñ kal¶n ½ntç mait´²r³Ñvn dy©n ¨n
taÁq pªnÑte, §i de¼ksei ¹p¶ kÕÑ Äi
ai de$ ka tetno@keùi e$ù me$ù nunato$n e^ùi epidie@tHtHai, kale^ùn ant"Ý maitu@roùn duo^ùn en ta"ßs
pe@nte, a^ùi de"@ksei ope^ù k e^ùi
And if he has died or is unable to be present, let the other be summoned in the

33Buck (1910:227) gives the translation Ôhaving won victories in such a manner as never any one
of those now living.Õ
34Both Buck (1910 ¤132.5) and Bechtel (1924:I 100) contend that Lesbian -aù is derived from
-aùi.
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presence of two out the five witnesses, to show them where he is (Coll 4998
II.9)

(17c) (before 100ÊBC)
¨fÕ ùn kaç t¯ pl¶uoq t©n politún, ½ko´santenÑ t� pepragmateymªna kaç t�n ²Î³lan
añresin t© ½nÑdr¿q, Ùn Ôxvn tygx�nei eýq t�n ám�n p¿lin, ½pedªÑjato meg�lvq? Îpai
oÇn kaç á p¿liq t©n Knvs¼vnÑ fa¼nhtai e»x�ristoq ý¿nsa kaç t¯q kal¯q k½gaÑu¯q t©n
½ndr©n ½podexomªna kaç tim¿nsa
epH ho^ùn ka"Ý to$ ple^ùtHos to^ùn polita^ùn, akou@santen ta$ pepragmateume@na ka"Ý ta$n ho@lan
ha"Ûresin to^ù andro@s, ha$n e@kHoùn tugkHa@nei eis ta$n hama$n po@lin, apede@ksato mega@loùs;
ho@pai ou^n ka"Ý ha po@lis to^ùn knos"Ûoùn pHa"Ûneùtai eukHa@ristos io@nsa ka"Ý to$s kalo$s k
agatHo$s to^ùn andro^ùn apodekHome@na ka"Ý timo@nsa
So the assembled citizens, on hearing what had occurred and all about that
manÕs goodwill, which he happens to hold towards our city, did greatly applaud
it; so that the city of Knossos may thus be seen to be grateful and to applaud
and honour good and virtuous men (Ditt 721.20)

As can be seen, the extension of -aù from instrumental to locative has been
slight, and the Lesbian development has been cast in doubt by scholars. On the
other hand, the originally locative -aùi is in extensive use as both an instru-
mental and locative. Indeed, the distribution of ho@pai, particularly in Ancient
Cretan, is reminiscent of the distribution of ho@pou in Classical Greek, although
ho@pai as a purposive takes on an irrealis function absent from ho@pou.

This is interesting as a counterexample to the localist view of the development
of pu. A stationary locative like ho@pai acquires an irrealis function in Cretan, in-
dependent of any allative function. (It is true that -aùi was used directionally in
Greek dialects, but this was a late development; Buck (1910 ¤132.5) says it is
restricted to Phocian, although there are also instances in Heracleia.) Rather, it
acquires the irrealis because of the morphological conflation of the instrumental
and the locative. This, one might retort, is a contingent fact, and one that should
not negate the underlying factivity of stationaries. Yet language is full of such
contingent developments; and the point to be made is that such contingent de-
velopments consistently frustrate attempts to impose schematic templates on
linguistic developments.

Locative endings in Attic-Ionic

Of the plethora of locative endings described above, Attic-Ionic used just three:
-ou, -oi, and -eùi (< -aùi).35 As already argued, -ou is genitive in origin, and an in-
novation specific to Proto-Ionic; it is present not only in literary Attic and Ionic,
but also in Ionic inscriptions:

(18a) (357~356ÊBC)
kaç ûm po# ál¼Ñskvntai, p�sxein a»Ñt¯q ÷q polem¼oq kaçÑ nhpoineç teun�nai
ka"Ý e@ùm poù36 hal"Ûskoùntai, pa@skHein auto$s hoùs polem"Ûos ka"Ý neùpoine"Ý tetHna@nai

35There is some vestigial usage in Ionic of -tHi (Bechtel 1924:III 229Ð230), but not of ho@tHi or
hopo@tHi.
36In some variants of the Ancient alphabet, o was an orthographic realisation of [o3ù], realised in
the standard Ionic alphabet as oy.
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and if they are captured anywhere, he shall suffer as an enemy, and he shall
be executed with impunity (Ditt 194.7; Amphipolis)

(18b) Îpoy ¥n ²u³�nhi, ¨pî²n ¨³Ñjenixuêi, mâ ýªnai gynaÁkaq p²r¯³q t²în oý³Ñk¼hn Òllaq [ túq
miainomªnaq.
ho@pou a$n tHa@neùi, epe$ùn eksenikHtHe^ùi, me$ ie@nai guna"ßkas pro$s te$ùn oik"Ûeùn a@llas e$ ta^ùs
miainome@nas.
Wherever he might die, before his corpse is carried out for burial, no woman
may enter into the house other than those defiled [by his deathÊ= his relatives]
(Ditt 1218.23; Keos)

(18c) (ivÊBC)
²¸ ½nai³rairhmªnoq t¯n k¶²pon t¯ xvr³¼on kauar¯n parªjei ²t¯ perç túq³ p laq, Îpoy ï
k¿proq ²¨jeb�ll³eto.
ho anairaireùme@nos to$n ke^ùpon to$ kHoùr"Ûon katHaro$n pare@ksei to$ per"Ý ta^ùs pu^ùlas,
ho@pou heù ko@pros ekseba@lleto.
The person who purchases the garden shall render clean the space around the
gates, where the dung is discarded. (IG XII 8 265.4; Thasos)

Bechtel (1924:III 228) further notes that Òon the basis of pou^, ho@pou the Attic
were the first to have built the form hou^.Ó37 hou ̂ is absent in Ionic; the one ex-
ception, Democritus 40, is textually suspect.38 Now, as argued above, the use of
the genitive was an analogical extension to the stems po- and hopo-, as these
stems do not have a nominative form *po@s, *hopo@s from which a genitive could
be productively formed. The analogy needs to have been made with ho@s: the rel-
ativiser ho@s does exist in the nominative, and does have a productive genitive:
hou^ is Classical Greek for ÔwhoseÕ, as well as ÔwhereÕ.

But locative hou^ is not an innovation of Proto-Ionic, but of Attic alone: it is a
form younger than pou^ and ho@pou. So the latter locatives can not even have been
formed by analogy with a locative hou^: the application of the genitive to those
pronouns was completely schematic, drawing its analogy between the case end-
ings of the pronouns and the general Greek o-stem case endings.

Palmer (1980:283) disputes the traditional account of -ou as a genitive case
ending. His argument is that, were -ou truly a genitive, uncontracted locative
forms should be attested, i.e. po"ßo, ho"ßo, ho@poio. (The -oio genitive is Mycenaean
(Palmer 1963:47) and Homeric; the contraction of its variant -oo to -où and -ou
[o3ù] is dialect-specific.) Instead, Palmer derives -ou from the adverbial particle
*-u, inferrable from Attic pa@nu ÔveryÕ< pa^ùn ÔeverythingÕÊ+ *-u , Ionic pa@gkHu
ÔveryÕ< pa^ùn ÔeverythingÕÊ+ kHi Ôemphatic particleÕÊ+ *-u; cf. Sanskrit ú Ôand, also,
further; on the other hand (pronominal, prepositional and adverbial emphatic)Õ.
As the reflex of *kwo was a nominal, it needed to have some case inflection to
which *-u would be attached. The only likely scenario is that this was the loca-

37According to Bechtel, this conclusion was first arrived at by Wackernagel in his Sprachliche
Untersuchungen zu Homer in the 1890sÑa reference I have regrettably been unable to obtain.
38So Bechtel, referring to the second edition of H. DielsÕ Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker (The
Fragments of the Pre-Socratic Philosophers). I have been unable to find a corresponding in-
stance of hou^ in the sixth edition of the work (1952; Berlin: Wiedmann) available to me; pre-
sumably, this hou^ was suspect enough to have been excised by that edition.
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tive ending: *kwoıu > pou^. This development is phonologically feasible, as Greek
tended to drop intervocalic yods (Rix 1976 ¤69).

Now, Attic and Ionic in classical times had long abandoned the -oio genitive,
and were using -ou instead. The only variant of Ionic in which -oio can be found
in productive use is the Ionic superstrate of Homeric Greek. To demand an un-
contracted locative *ho@poio< *kwosıo or *ho@teo, *ho@teu< *kweso (Ablaut), there-
fore, is to demand that a genitive-based locative turn up in Homer. The distribu-
tion of locatives in Homer is telling: there are only two genitive-based instances
of a *yoÊ+ *kwo form, both textually suspect. As for *kwo forms, there are 14 in-
stances of interrogative pou^ against 5 of po@tHi; *po"ßo, as well as po"ß, are unat-
tested.

That the instances of ho@pou are suspect indicates that -ou^ is a late innovation,
subsequent to the authoring of the Homeric epics itself. And even though pou^ is
textually frequent, it may well turn out that it is likewise a late, Ionic accretion
in the textÑperhaps an Ionicisation of po"ß, as pou ̂ is metrically incompatible
with the older po@tHi, and could not have replaced it in the poem. The absence of
pou^ in the other Greek dialects certainly suggests that pou ̂is a late innovationÑ
late enough to be located after the reduction of *-o(ı)o to -ou. So a locative *po"ßo
need not have ever existed for pou^ to be genitive in origin.

In addition, the Ionic paradigm of -ou adverbs includes both pronominals like
pou^ and ho@pou, and adverbs transparently derived from nouns, like hupsou^ Ôhigh
upÕÊ< hu@psos ÔheightÕ and autou^ Ôat the same spotÕÊ< auto@s Ôthe sameÕ. It is be-
laboured to call hupsou^ genitive in origin, as Palmer (1980:283) does, but pou^ of
non-genitive originÑespecially as hupsou^ is also attested in Homer in contracted
form (9 instances)Ñand not as *hupso"ßo. It is much simpler to explain hupsou^ as
a genitive than as *hupsoi-u; since the spread of the -ou locative paradigm is
clearly analogical, and would have started with the most representative mem-
bers of the paradigm, pou ̂ and ho@pou, Proto-Ionic speakers clearly understood
these forms to be genitives. To postulate that these genitive suffixes are in fact
reanalysed fused adverbial suffixes introduces an extra and unneeded level of
indirection between Proto-Ionic and Proto-Greek. The semantic differentiation
in Attic-Ionic between -oi and -ou is also difficult to justify if *-oiu was merely a
morphological amplification; whereas if the two suffixes were distinct members
of a morphological paradigmÑlocative vs. genitiveÑthey could easily be set up
in paradigmatic opposition.

In sum, even if -ou originated in an adverbial *-u suffix, its subsequent be-
haviour indicates that, between early and late Proto-Ionic, it might as well al-
ways have been a genitive ending; and the negative evidence Palmer invokes
from Homer is not convincing enough to adopt this more involved scenario. The
genitive account of -ou is thus retained here.39

39Similar difficulties arise in SchwyzerÕs (1950:I 621) analysis; he also contends that a genitive
origin for -ou in ho@pou is Òonly apparentÓ, since po"ßo is absent in Homeric Greek, and the normal
Homeric genitive would at any rate be te@o. Ruling out the proto-forms *kwoso, *kwosu, and
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The innovation of -ou functionally displaced the other locative endings in
Attic-Ionic; Bechtel (1924:III 228) uses the term abgel�st Ôtaken over fromÕ.
Thus, -ou forced -oi into a purely directional meaning (ÔwhitherÕ: 19), while -ou
took on the stationary meaning (ÔwhereÕ: 7c):

(19) (423ÊBC)
ÂuÕ Îpoi xrüzeiq.
"ÛtH ho@poi kHre@ùzdeis.
Lead on where you please. (Rogers)
Oh, take a running jumpÉ! (Ar Nu 891)

(7c) (423ÊBC)
STRECIADHS: ½llÕ ï Lakeda¼mvn po  Õstin;
MAUHTHS: Îpoy Õstin; aæth¼.
strepsia@deùs: all heù lakeda"Ûmoùn pou^ stin?
matHeùte^ùs: ho@pou stin? hauteù"Û.
STREPSIADES: But whereÕs Sparta?
STUDENT: (ÔWhere is it?Õ) Here (Ar Nu
214)

-oi was not widely used as a locative in any case, as already seenÑbeing absent
from Western Greek and Arcado-Cypriot. In fact, it is even absent in Homeric
Greek, which uses po@se (Il XVI 422, Od VI 199, Od X 431), hoppo@se (Od XIV 157)
as directionals instead (Schwyzer 1950:I 157). This underscores how recent the
Attic-Ionic distinction between directional -oi and stationary -ou is.40

Table 16 indicates the distribution of locative relativisers in various ancient
texts. Sophocles and Euripides were tragedians, writing in a genre demanding
elevated diction (i.e. dialect mixing); Aristophanes, on the other hand, as a co-
median, wrote in fairly pure Attic dialect. Lysias was amongst the first major
Attic orators.

*kwowo, Schwyzer appeals to a ProtoÐIndo-European u-stem locative, initially *pu^ùÊ< *kw¿; the
same u-stem has been invoked to explain the Doric -ui locatives (Palmer 1980:45). According to
Schwyzer, this -uù was analogically extended to other pronouns, like *autu^ù, where it was reana-
lysed as the genitival ending -ou, before u itself moved to y in Attic-Ionic.
SchwyzerÕs account also has problems: although the split between Doric ui, us and Proto-Ionic
*uù is regular (Schwyzer 1950:I 200), the theory relies on the reflex of Proto-Greek *oo (oy) being
pronounced identically to the reflex of Proto-Greek uù (y #). But while Attic y is already fronted in
the earliest inscriptions (viiÊBC), so that KY [k+V] never appears as %Y [k=V] (Schwyzer 1950:I 183),
Old Attic script, which used a single vowel to render oy, used not Y but OÑleading linguists to
reconstruct the phonetic value of o y  as [o£ù]. So the reanalysis Schwyzer has in mind is
anachronistic, requiring as it does *u to be reanalysed as oy centuries before oy was pronounced
as [u] rather than [o£ù]; it must therefore be dismissed.
40This distinction never applied to the locative-cum-instrumental -eùi suffix, which was used in
both senses, whether in Attic or in its Doric manifestation as -aùi. The Proto-Ionic innovation of
-ou had no effect on the directionality of -eùi, unlike -oi. The reason is apparently that -ou and
-eùi are associated with different nominal stems (o  vs. a), which in the Greek pronominal
paradigm also meant different genders (MASC/NEUT vs. FEM). -ou dislocated -oi because they
both belonged in the same paradigm (o-stem endings), and could be set up in complementary
distribution. But since -ou belonged to a different paradigm from -eùi, Proto-Ionic speakers seem
not to have regarded the two as being in conflict.
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Il; Od Hes Pi Hdt Aesch Soph Eur Ar Lys TOTAL
ho@tHi 93 1 2 2 9 107
e@ntHa 58 6 23 25 8 33 48 2 203
ho"ß 7 10 6 23
ho@poi 4 10 7 12 3 36
he^ùi 20 2 2 3 13 14 17 71
ho@peùi 18 1 2 7 5 7 8 1 49
hou^ 8 11 49 10 8 84
ho@pou (2) 19 8 22 21 13 5 90

Table 16. Relativiser counts in MonteilÕs corpus by author

The counts are consistent with the claims made in the literature that -ou was an
Ionic innovation (absent in Homer, Hesiod and Pindar), and hou ̂an Attic inno-
vation (also absent in Herodotus). By the time of Attic, the Homeric locative
ho@tHi had been displaced from the language; e@ntHa retained a strong presence in
the tragedians, but was falling into disuse in the more colloquial language of
comedy and rhetoric, and so must have also become old-fashioned. While the
stationary/directional pair hou/̂ho"ßÊ~ ho@pou/ho@poi was well established, the
locative/instrumentals he^ùi/ho@peùi, which transcended the distinction, were still
strong in AristophanesÑalthough as Monteil (1963:391) notes, nine of his 25 in-
stances are instrumentals spoken by Doric characters. LysiasÕ language, finally,
shows the locative system essentially reduced to two elements: directional
(ho@poi), and stationary (hou/̂ho@pou).

5.1.5. Semantic broadening of ho@pou
Early instances of the semantic broadening of ho@pou occur when the ho@pou-
clause denoted abstract rather than concrete location, which would normally be
denoted by a preposition like par ho"@stisi Ôamongst whomÕ (20a) or en ho"ßs Ôin
whichÕ (20b).

(20a) (409ÊBC)
Îpoy uÕ ¸ xe¼rvn t½gauo  meÁzon suªnei,/ k½pofu¼nei t� xrhst�, xº deil¯q krateÁ,/
to´toyq ¨gÃ toåq Òndraq o» stªrjv potª?
ho@pou tH ho kHe"Ûroùn t agatHou^ me"ßzdon stHe@nei,/ k apopHtH"Ûnei ta$ kHreùsta@, kH où
deilo$s krate"ß,/ tou@tous ego@ù tou$s a@ndras ou ste@rksoù pote@;
I shall never abide/ the company of those where the worse man/ has more
power than the better, where the good/ are always on the wane and cowards
rule. (Soph Ph 456)

(20b) (414ÊBC)
�don dÕ æp¯ filorniu¼aq p�nteq mªlh,/ Îpoy xelid×n Än tiq ¨mpepoihmªnh
e^ùidon d hupo$ pHilornitH"Ûas pa@ntes me@leù/ ho@pou kHelido$ùn e^ùn tis empepoieùme@neù
So fond they are of birds that all are singing/ songs where a swallow figures
in the verse (Rogers) (Ar Av 1301)
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In (20c), Bakker (1974:87) reads ho@kou as equivalent to kat hou@stinas Ôat whom,
amongst whomÕ; as the translation indicates, this is an early instance of the ex-
tension of ho@pou to a directional meaning.41

(20c) (~450ÊBC)
Îkoy dâ porey¿menoi gino¼ato kaç katÕ oÜstinaq ½nurÃpoyq, t¯n to´tvn karp¯n
árp�zonteq ¨sitªonto?
ho@kou de$ poreuo@menoi gino"Ûato ka"Ý kat hou@stinas antHro@ùpous, to$n tou@toùn karpo$n
harpa@zdontes esite@onto;
Whithersoever and to whatsoever people they came, they seized and de-
voured its produce; (Hdt VIII 115)

Temporal meanings developed in Greek only for the stationary -ou locatives.
The development of temporal meanings for locatives is not necessarily an inno-
vation specific to Greek, since Indo-European use the same cases (locative and
accusative) to denote location in time and space.42 However, for the allative and
ablative locatives, this development has not taken place in Greek; temporals are
instead formed with spatial prepositions. Thus, ÔuntilÕ is he@oùs, eis ho@ Ôto whatÕ,
not ho"ß, ho@poi ÔwhitherÕ; ÔsinceÕ is eks hou ̂ Ôfrom whichÕ, eks ho@tou Ôfrom whenÕ,
not ho@tHen, hopo@tHen ÔwhenceÕ (although Aristophanes does use e@ntHen ÔthenceÕ in
such a meaning once); and he^ùi (a^ùi) is only used as a temporal in ancient Cretan
and Heracleian (Bechtel 1924:II 759):

(15d) (mid vÊBC)
xr¶uai dâ toÁdde §Ñi t�de t� gr�mmatÕ Ôgrapse,Ñ t©n dâ pr¿uua, ¹púi tiq Ôxei, ·
½Ñmfant´i · p�r ½mfant©, mî ÔtÕ ÔÑndikon Ämen.
kHre^ùtHai de$ to"ßdde a^ùi ta@de ta$ gra@mmat e@grapse, to^ùn de$ pro@tHtHa, opa^ùi tis e@kHei, e$ù
ampHantu@i e$ù pa$r ampHanto^ù, me$ù e@t e@ndikon e^ùmen.
These regulations shall be followed from the time of the inscription of this
law, but as regards matters of a previous date, in whatever way one holds
(property), whether by virtue of adoption or from the adopted son, there shall
be no liability. (Coll 4991 IX.19; Crete)43

Monteil (1963:390) concludes that Òif the temporal usage is rarer [in Greek], it
is without doubt because Greek already had an adequate gamut of temporal
conjunctions.Ó While functional pressure is not an adequate explanation for
why a grammaticalisation fails to take place, it is true that the temporal usage of
hou^ and ho@pou was not widespread in Classical Greek, either; the following are
representative instances.

41There are indeed instances in Xenophon (Cyr 3.1.37) and Sophocles (Tr 40, Aj 1237) where the
manuscripts (and editors) vary between ho@poi and ho@pou.
42e.g. Sanskrit yátra, originally the locative of the relativiser ya Ôin or to which place, where,
wherein, wherever, whitherÕ, which already in the Rig-Veda also means Ôon which occasion, in
which case, if, whenÕ. In Greek, pe@rusi Ôlast yearÕ and aie"Û ÔforeverÕ are of locative origin. An ex-
ample of the temporal accusative is Greek te@ùmeron/sa@ùmeron ÔtodayÕ (Palmer 1980:283Ð4).
43Translation from Buck (1910:274).
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(21a) (~442ÊBC)
o» g�r ÔsuÕ Îpoy/ l¿gvn gÕ ½ko sai z©n
ou ga$r e@stH ho@pou/ lo@goùn g akou^sai zdo^ùn
NEG because is where of words anyway to hear living
potÕ ÆuªlhsÕ ¨m©n.
pot eùtHe@leùs emo^ùn.
ever he.wanted of ours
For there was not [a time] when he ever wanted to hear words of ours [while]
living, anyway.
So long as he lived, he never would heed our words,/ Never. (Soph Aj
1069)44

(21b) (359~355ÊBC)
Îpoy g�r ¨n to´toiq tiq l¿goq gªnoito perç Spartiat©n, o»dªna d´nasuai kr´ptein t¯
mî o»x ïdªvq ¥n kaç ºm©n ¨su¼ein a»t©n.
ho@pou ga$r en tou@tois tis lo@gos ge@noito per"Ý spartiato^ùn, oude@na du@nastHai kru@ptein to$
me$ù oukH heùde@oùs a$n ka"Ý oùmo^ùn estH"Ûein auto^ùn.
for whenever among these classes any mention was made of Spartiatae, no
one was able to conceal the fact that he (Cinadon) would be glad to eat them
raw. (X HG 3.3.6)

These two instances are good examples of temporal usageÑespecially (21a):
Ôthere is no case whereÕ is tantamount to Ôthere is no time whenÕ in (21a),
while spatially locating the mention of Spartans in (21b) is not as pertinent to
establishing CinadonÕs state of mind as the fact that his sentiments were uttered
on every such opportunity. As expected, the reanalysis of locative to temporal
contains several ambiguous instances; (21c), for example, is given by LiddellÐ
ScottÐJones (1940) as an instance of temporal ho@pou, but a locative interpreta-
tion is still licit:

(21c) (~550ÊBC)
ptvxe´ei dâ f¼loyq p�ntaq, Îpoy tinÕ Âd�.
ptoùkHeu@ei de$ pH"Ûlous pa@ntas, ho@pou tin "Ûdeùi.
and [he] beggeth of all his friends wheresoever (whenever?) he may set eyes
upon them. (Thgn 922)

The locatives hou^ and ho@pou are also used to denote causes and circumstances
in Classical Greek. According to Monteil (1963:390),

this value, frequent enough with temporal subordinators [É] can in effect be an ex-
tension of any circumstantial value (Ôin a circumstance whereÕ, whence Ôgiven
thatÕ), and it is not necessary to presume an intermediate temporal stage between
it and the locative value.

In other words, ho@pou has undergone two semantic developments: SPATIAL

LOCATIONÊ> TEMPORAL LOCATION (a development characteristic of Indo-Euro-
pean), and CONCRETE SPATIAL LOCATIONÊ> ABSTRACT LOCATION (to be in a cir-
cumstance; cf. English where)Ê> CAUSE. If anything, it seems the circumstance

44The collocation ou ga$r e@stH ho@pou Ônot, because, there.is whereÉÊ= for there is no time
whenÉÊ= neverÕ, illustrated in (21a), is used frequently by Sophocles, and parallels the
established formula ouk e@stin ho@stis Ônot there.is whoÉÊ= there is nobody whoÉÕ (Monteil
1963:142). See K�hner & Gerth (1963 [1898Ð1904] ¤554.4, Note 9).
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reading may have led to the temporal reading, rather than vice versa; in (21a),
for example, ho@pou seems to have gone from ÔwhereÕ to Ô[a time] whenÕ via Ôa
circumstance whereÕ.

The various shades of the causal/circumstance meaning of ho@pou are illus-
trated as follows.

(22a) (~450 BC)
kaç ï ½rxî t¶q x©rhq ta´thq, tîn oð Pªrsai satraph¼hn kalªoysi, ¨stç ápasªvn t©n
½rxªvn poll¿n ti krat¼sth, Îkoy Tritanta¼xm� tö |Artab�zoy ¨k basilªoq Ôxonti t¯n
nom¯n to ton ½rgyr¼oy mân prosüie ãk�sthq ïmªrhq ½rt�bh mestü.
ka"Ý heù arkHe$ù te^ùs kHo^ùreùs tau@teùs, te$ùn hoi pe@rsai satrapeù"Ûeùn kale@ousi, est"Ý hapase@oùn
to^ùn arkHe@oùn pollo@n ti krat"Ûsteù, ho@kou tritanta"ÛkHmeùi to^ùi artaba@zdou ek basile@os
e@kHonti to$n nomo$n tou^ton argur"Ûou me$n prose@ùie heka@steùs heùme@reùs arta@beù meste@ù.
The governorship, which the Persians call ÔsatrapyÕ, of this land is by far the
greatest of all the governorships; seeing that the daily revenue of
Tritantaechmes son of Artabazus, governing the province by the kingÕs will,
was an artaba full of silver (Hdt I 192) (circumstance)

(22b) (~450ÊBC)
ta ta eý mân Ôsti ½lhuªvq o»k oµda, t� dâ lªgetai gr�fv? eÂh dÕ ¥n pún, Îkoy kaç ¨n
Zak´nuó ¨k l¼mnhq kaç Üdatoq p¼ssan ½naferomªnhn a»t¿q ¨g× ørvn.
tau^ta ei me$n e@sti aleùtHe@oùs ouk o"ßda, ta$ de$ le@getai gra@pHoù; e"Ûeù d a$n pa^ùn, ho@kou ka"Ý
en zdaku@ntHoùi ek l"Ûmneùs ka"Ý hu@datos p"Ûssan anapHerome@neùn auto@s ego$ù ho@ùroùn.
I know not if this be truly so; I write but what is said. Yet all things are pos-
sible; for I myself saw pitch drawn from the water of a pool in Zacynthus.
(Hdt IV 195) (justificationÑillocutionary causation)

(22c) (~450ÊBC)
Îkoy dâ æmeÁq oÜtv periªxesue t¶q ïgemon¼hq, oýk¯q kaç ¨mâ múllon æmªvn
periªxesuai
ho@kou de$ hume"ßs hou@toù perie@kHestHe te^ùs heùgemon"Ûeùs, oiko$s ka"Ý eme$ ma^ùllon
hume@oùn perie@kHestHai
When you set such store by the command, it is but reasonable that I should
set yet more (Hdt VII 160) (contingent circumstanceÑclose to conditional)45

(22d) (408ÊBC)
À gªron, ¨gÃ toi pr¯q sâ deima¼nv lªgein?/ Îpoy sâ mªllv sün te lypüsein frªna.
o^ù ge@ron, ego@ù toi pro$s se$ deima"Ûnoù le@gein;/ ho@pou se$ me@lloù se@ùn te lupe@ùsein
pHre@na.
O old man, I truly am afraid to speak to you, as I will sadden your mind.
Sir, I shrink from speaking,/ knowing almost anything I say will displease
you/ or offend you. (Eur Or 545) (causal)

There is a gradience between the purely circumstantial meaning of (22a), where
no causal relation is posited, and the straightforwardly causal (22d).

There is much ambiguity between the causal/circumstance and temporal us-
ages of ho@pou; indeed, LiddellÐScottÐJonesÕ (1940) dictionary refers to Òa sense
involving Time or OccasionÓ, (i.e. circumstance) as distinct from Òof Cause,
whereasÓ (my emphases). While Monteil counts (23a) as a temporal instance,
for example, it is much more akin to a circumstance, and could indeed still be
interpreted as a locative:

45Despite the use of when in the translation, this instance of ho@kou is clearly non-temporal.
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(23a) (458ÊBC)
æmÁn dÕ ¨pain© gl©ssan e{fhmon fªrein,/ sigún uÕ Îpoy deÁ kaç lªgein t� ka¼ria.
hum"ßùn d epaino^ù glo^ùssan eu@pHeùmon pHe@rein,/ siga^ùn tH ho@pou de"ß ka"Ý le@gein ta$
ka"Ûria.
I charge you, hold your tongues religiously./ Be silent if (where/when) you
must, or speak in the way that will/ help us. (Aesch Ch 582)46

And LiddellÐScottÐJones gloss the collocation ou ga$r e@stH ho@pou (21a), counted
by Monteil as temporal, as Òthere is no case in which, i.e. in no caseÓÑnamely,
as a circumstance.

So by the end of the Classical period, we have a complex locative relativisation
paradigm reduced to a locative/stationary and an emphatic/non-emphatic con-
trast; the stationary locatives have already taken on temporal, circumstance,
and causal connective functions; and the static/directional distinction has
begun to break down.

5.1.6. The history of h"Ûna
As apparent in previous chapters, pu receives its meaning in Modern Greek
largely through paradigmatic contrast with na; the fact that na putatively origi-
nates from an old Greek directional relativiser has prompted ChristidisÕ and
PapadopoulouÕs localist accounts of the grammaticalisation of the two words.
For that reason, an account of the development of h"Ûna is crucial to this re-
search.

The etymology of h"Ûna is problematic. In Classical Greek, h"Ûna has two func-
tions: a locative adverb (almost always relative), and a purposive connective.
The word h"Ûna resembles Sanskrit ye#@na, the instrumental relativiser, and this is
the Ôbest-guessÕ derivation given in both Pokorny (1959) and Debrunner &
Wackernagel (1957 [1896]). But the stem vowels of the two words ("á, e#) do not
correspond regularly. To resolve this difficulty, Monteil (1963) derives h"Ûna from
the athematic variant of *yo,  *«1y- (=Ê*h1i-), cognate to Latin ita ÔsoÕ, and
anaphorics such as Sanskrit aya@m, Latin is.47

46The temporal meaning is stronger in the following examples:
(23b) (~390ÊBC)

¨nuymoymªnoyq Îti sf¿drÕ ¥n ïmÁn ºrg¼zesue kaç ¨timvreÁsue, Îpoy parep¼ptomen, ÷q
eýk¯q toåq ½diko´ntaq
entHumoume@nous ho@ti spHo@dr a$n heùm"ßùn oùrg"ÛzdestHe ka"Ý etimoùre"ßstHe, ho@pou
parep"Ûptomen, hoùs eiko$s tou$s adikou@ntas
reflect that you would be highly incensed with us, and would punish us when
we fell in your way, as criminals deserve. (Lys XXVII 15)

(23c) (409ÊBC)
x~poy dika¼vn k½gau©n ½ndr©n kr¼siq,/ o»k ¥n l�boiq moy múllon o»dªnÕ e»seb¶.
kH o@ùpou dika"Ûoùn k agatHo^ùn andro^ùn kr"Ûsis,/ ouk a$n la@bois mou ma^ùllon oude@n
eusebe^ù.
When there is a competition of men just and good, you will find none more
scrupulous than myself. (Soph Ph 1050)

47ChantraineÕs (1970Ð1974) etymological dictionary, in agreement with MonteilÕs derivation,
compares h"Ûna to the Ancient Cypriot anaphor (h)"Ûn, which corresponds in turn to Old Latin im
ÔhimÕ. Outside of these, the athematic anaphoric *h1e/i- (as distinct from *yo) has not left any
reflexes in Greek.
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The -na suffix corresponds to other Indo-European instrumentals and loca-
tives (Sanskrit devéna Ôby a godÕ,48 yéna, Ôby which means; in which direction,
whitherÕ, téna Ôin that direction, in that mannerÕ;49 Latin pone ÔbehindÕ; Old High
German hina ÔthitherÕ; Old Irish cen ÔwithoutÕ).50 Monteil (1963:377) thus pro-
poses an instrumental origin of h"Ûna. The locative meaning of the reflexes is not
a problem for Monteil, since the Indo-European instrumental is fairly broad in
denotation, and instrumentals with locative function are commonplace (as al-
ready seen with he^ùi.)

Both the locative and purposive functions of h"Ûna are already entrenched in
Homeric Greek. The following are examples of Homeric purposive h"Ûna.

(24a) (viiiÊBC)
t¼ptÕ aÇtÕ, aýgi¿xoio Di¯q tªkoq, eýlüloyuaq;/ Ä ñna Übrin Âd� |Agagmªmnonoq |Atre¼dao;
t"Ûpt au^t, aigio@kHoio dio$s te@kos, eile@ùloutHas?/ e^ù h"Ûna hu@brin "Ûdeùi agame@mnonos
atreiÛdao?
Why now art thou come hither, thou daughter of aegis-bearing Zeus? Is it to
behold the insolence of Agamemnon, son of Atreus? (Il I 203)

(24b) (viiiÊBC)
soç dÕ ùde mnhst¶req æpokr¼nontai, ñnÕ eýdëq/ a»t¯q sö uymö, eýd©si dâ p�nteq
|Axaio¼:
so"Ý d ho^ùde mneùste^ùres hupokr"Ûnontai, h"Ûn eide^ùis/ auto$s so^ùi tHumo^ùi, eido^ùsi de$
pa@ntes akHaio"Û:
Thus the suitors answer thee, that thou mayest thyself know it in thy mind,
and that all the Greeks may know it. (Od II 111)

The other prominent Greek etymological dictionary, Frisk (1955Ð1972), while admitting the
derivation of h"Ûna is ÔunclearÕ, also offers the comparison with Sanskrit y�na, t�na, the possible
derivation from *yo, and the comparison with h"Ûn. Frisk also offers a comparison with the ac-
cusative interrogative t"Û-na (the regular reflex of Indo-European *kwim (Beekes 1995:206)
would be *t"Ûn); but how that accusative would translate into a purposive is unclear. An accu-
sative derivation would seem to favour the locative meaning of h"Ûna as etymologically primary;
but as seen below, the stationary meaning of h"Ûna is prior to the directional, and would require a
locative rather than an accusative ending.
48-na is the regular instrumental singular suffix of a-stem nouns in Sanskrit (< *-neh1, the in-
strumental of Indo-European *n-stems (Beekes 1995:176)), and had also spread to *-o-stems
(vr@8k-en .a Ôwith the wolfÕ), amongst which *yo is counted. However, Lithuanian vilk� Ôibid.Õ points
to an Indo-European *o-instrumental *-oh1 (Beekes 1995:192), so that the Sanskrit suffix is a
later developmentÑand its applicability to Greek is perforce uncertain.
49The semantic development of yéna and téna (detailed in Monier-Williams 1979 [1899]) is in-
teresting for the parallels it presents to both h"Ûna and ho@pou. While the most ancient Indic text
(Rig-Veda) has yéna in the instrumental meaning Ôby whom or by which, by means of which, by
which wayÕ, the Mahabharata adds the locative Ôin which direction, whither, whereÕ; ManuÕs
Lawbook adds Ôin which mannerÕ; the Mahabharata and the Kath±sarits±gara the causal relativ-
iser Ôon which account, in consequence of which, whereforeÕ, which already in the Rig-Veda also
appears as the causal connective Ôbecause, since, asÕ; and authors unattributed in Monier-
WilliamsÕ (1979 [1899]) dictionary also use yéna as a resultative/purposive: Ôthat, so that, in
order thatÕ.
The semantic progression is thus: INSTRUMENTALÊ> MANNERÊ> {LOCATIVE; CAUSE; RESULT}.
50PokornyÕs (1959) etymological dictionary of Indo-European relates Old Irish cen< * kÊöi-na and
old High German hina, reconstructing *kÊöo-, * kÊöe- as an Òego-deicticÓ, and * kÊöi-na as Ôfrom
whereÕ. MonteilÕs attempt to relate these locative instances of -na to the Sanskrit instrumental
have not been echoed elsewhere, and Debrunner & WackernagelÕs (1957 [1896]) Sanskrit
grammar identifies no other possible Indo-European cognate to yéna than Greek h"Ûna.
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In Homeric Greek, locative h"Ûna occurs 17 times. It is a relativiser (with one
anaphoric exception); it is usually headed, or has a correlative demonstrative
locative, like te^ùi and e@ntHa ÔthereÕ (pseudo-relative). There are rare instances in
Homer where locative h"Ûna has no antecedent, but instead introduces the com-
plement of a verb of motion (25a) or a perception, cognitive or linguistic verb
(25b).

(25a) (viiiÊBC)
n n dÕ ¨uªlv katauªsuai ñnÕ o» pyr¯q ñjetÕ ½ytmü.
nu^ùn d etHe@loù katatHe@stHai h"Ûn ou puro$s h"Ûkset autme@ù.
but now I wish to lay them up, where the vapour of fire will not reach them.
(Od XIX 20)

(25b) (viiiÊBC)
½llÕ ÏcesuÕ ñna tÃ ge kaue´deton ¨n fil¿thti.
all o@psestH h"Ûna to@ù ge katHeu@deton en pHilo@teùti.
But see where they sleep together in love (Od VIII 313)

Such usage is much more frequent in Ionic-Attic, where h"Ûna frequently ex-
presses motion towards:51

(7a) (~450ÊBC)
eýr¿mhn toåq Ògxista oýkªontaq t¶q l¼mnhq Îkoy eÂh ¸ xo q ¸ ¨joryxue¼q. oà dâ Ôfras�n
moi ñna ¨jeforüuh
eiro@meùn tou$s a@gkHista oike@ontas te^ùs l"Ûmneùs ho@kou e"@eù ho kHou^s ho eksorukHtHe"Ûs.
ho"Ý de$ e@pHrasa@n moi h"Ûna eksepHore@ùtHeù
I asked those who dwelt nearest to the lake where the stuff was that had been
dug out. They told me whither it had been carriedÉ (Hdt II 150) (linguistic
predicate; directional)

(26a) (~450ÊBC)
½napyu¿menoq dâ toåq xÃroyq katab�llein ¨kªleye ñna ¨pithde¿taton eÂh
anaputHo@menos de$ tou$s kHo@ùrous kataba@llein eke@leue h"Ûna epiteùdeo@taton e"Ûeù
in such places as (where) enquiry showed to be the fittest he bade them store it
[provisions] (Hdt VII 25) (cognitive predicate; static)

(26b) (414?ÊBC)
f¿bó dÕ Ù mî xr¶n eýsorún kauümeua/ sigë, tªloq dâ púsin Än aæt¯q l¿goq,/ ste¼xein
ñnÕ Äsan, ka¼per o»k ¨vmªnoiq.
pHo@boùi d ha$ me$ù kHre^ùn eisora^ùn katHe@ùmetHa/ sige^ùi, te@los de$ pa^ùsin e^ùn hauto$s lo@gos,/
ste"ÛkHein h"Ûn e^ùsan, ka"Ûper ouk eoùme@nois.
Yet we remained in silence, for fear that we shouldnÕt look; but finally everyone
made the same decision, to go to where they were, even though we were not
allowed to.
And still we waited,/ because you had forbidden us to look,/ but we suddenly

51The use of ho"ß by Euripides in (7b) closely parallels that of h"Ûna by Sophocles in (25c), indi-
cating the equivalence of the two locatives:
(25c) (~442ÊBC)

o»x ¸rúq ñnÕ eµ kako ;
oukH hora^ùs h"Ûn e"ß kakou^?
NEG you.see whither you.are bad (GEN.PL)
CanÕt you see the degree of misfortune that you are in?
Your situationÕs desperate; canÕt you see? (Soph Aj 386)
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decided to find out/ and hurried to the inlet. (Eur IT 1344) (motion predicate;
directional)

The stationary usage of h"Ûna persists in Attic prose and later Greek, although it
is characterised in LiddellÐScottÐJones as ÒrareÓ:

(26c) (399ÊBC)
ka¼toi eÂper ½pªkteine Fr´nixon, Ôdei a»t¯n ¨n të a»të stül�, ñna per Uras´boylon
²kaç |Apoll¿dvron³, |AuhnaÁon pepoihmªnon Ü¨ggegr�fuaiÝ.
ka"Ûtoi e"Ûper ape@kteine pHru@nikHon, e@dei auto$n en te^ùi aute^ùi ste@ùleùi, h"Ûna per
tHrasu@boulon ka"Ý apollo@doùron, atHeùna"ßon pepoieùme@non eggegra@pHtHai.
If, however, he had killed Phrynichus, he ought to appear as having been
made an Athenian in the inscription on the same slab as (where) Thrasybulus
[and Apollodorus] does; (Lys XIII 72)

The two functions of h"Ûna, purposive and locative, had distinct careers. The
locative function of h"Ûna occupies 10% of all usage of h"Ûna by prose authors and
Aristophanes, and 13% in Homer; however, it takes up 50% of usage in Euri-
pides, and even more in Pindar, Aeschylus and Sophocles. In Aristophanes, at
least a quarter of all instances of locative h"Ûna occur in stylistically-marked pas-
sagesÑincluding parodies of Euripides. This means that, certainly by vÊBC, loca-
tive h"Ûna was (hypercorrectly) marked for high styleÑi.e. obsolescent in the ver-
nacular. Conversely, purposive h"Ûna is avoided in Pindar, Aeschylus, Sophocles,
and the Attic inscriptions, but frequent in Aristophanes; this indicates that pur-
posive h"Ûna was regarded as colloquial. So in the spoken language, the purposive
had displaced the locative. The subsequent career of h"Ûna bears this out: the
locative had died out by Middle Greek, while the purposive was to engender the
wide usage of na in Modern Greek.

Now, given the locative use of h"Ûna, the origin of the purposive would seem
straightforward: it is a cross-linguistic commonplace that directional expres-
sions give rise to purposives, for evidence of which one need not venture any
further than the English infinitival to. Christidis (1982:69) and Papadopoulou
(1994a:123) explicitly appeal to this property in their account of na.52 This origin
for h"Ûna was at one time accepted amongst hellenists: K�hner & Gerth (1963
[1898Ð1904] ¤553.1 Note 1), for example, consider the locative meaning
Òoriginal,Ó comparing its expansion to that of wo ÔwhereÕ in dialectal German
(comparable in turn to pu). As an instance of the reanalysis of locative to pur-
posive h"Ûna, K�hner & Gerth propose the following:

(27a) (viiiÊBC)
soç dâ g�moq sxed¿n ¨stin, ñna xrî kal� mân a»tîn/ Õnnysuai, t� dâ toÁsi parasxeÁn,
oñ kª sÕ Ògvntai!
so"Ý de$ ga@mos skHedo@n estin, h"Ûna kHre$ù kala$ me$n aute$ùn/ he@nnustHai, ta$ de$ to"ßsi
paraskHe"ßn, ho"Û ke@ s a@goùntai!
but thy marriage is near, when (where, in order that) it is fit that thou
shouldst put on beautiful garments thyself, and shouldst give some to others,
who will conduct thee. (Od VI 27)

52Christidis also cites German zu, Persian be, and Bantu purposives.
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But more recent scholarship points away from such an account. The first piece
of evidence is that the purposive meaning of h"Ûna is already entrenched in
Homer; of 138 purposive instances in Homer, Monteil (1963:380) finds only 11
cases ambiguous with the locative. The proportion of locative to purposive h"Ûna
in Homer is not substantially different from that in Aristophanes; so the process
giving rise to the purposive was already complete as early as Homeric Greek.
Any ambiguous instances of h"Ûna in later authors do not imply the reanalysis
was ongoing; they merely characterise the dynamic semantic enrichment typical
of relativisation (temporal, purposive, causal relative clauses, etc.)

The second piece of evidence is that Homeric h"Ûna was not directional. As
Monteil (1963:379) explicitly states,

h"Ûna is insensitive to the movement/non-movement distinction (po"ß?/pou^?), but
expresses non-movement more readily. Homer presents only one example [out of
17] (25a) where the notion of movement appears; this developed principally in
vÊBC.

Indeed, the Homeric examples where Monteil identifies ambiguity between
locative and purposive meaning are consistently stationary:

(27b) (viiiÊBC)
|AllÕ Òge, xrümata mân myxö Òntroy uespes¼oio/ ue¼omen a»t¼ka n n, ñna per t�de toi
s¿a m¼mn�.
all a@ge, kHre@ùmata me$n mukHo^ùi a@ntrou tHespes"Ûoio/ tHe"Ûomen aut"Ûka nu^ùn, h"Ûna per
ta@de toi so@a m"Ûmneùi.
Come, let us place these riches on the field in the hollow of that divine cave,
where /so that they may indeed be guarded in safety.
But come, let us now straightway put the chattels in the recess of the divine
cave, that even these may remain here safe: (Od XIII 364)

But if h"Ûna became predominantly directional (indeed, directional at all) only in
vÊBC, while Homeric Greek already had a fully developed purposive h"Ûna, and the
Homeric instances of a locative/purposive ambiguity are all stationary, then
h"Ûna cannot be an instance of DIRECTIONALÊ> PURPOSIVE. And the directional
meaning h"Ûna acquired need not be invoked as influencing the subsequent ca-
reer of the purposive h"Ûna, as this career can be fully accounted for in terms of a
purposive alone.

Monteil (1963:380Ð382) pursues an alternative origin of purposive h"Ûna:
prompted by the comparative data, he considers both the locative and purposive
meanings independent developments from an original instrumental. Amongst
the evidence he adduces for this is the fact that the originally instrumental ha^ùi,
ho@pai (the Doric equivalents of he^ùi, ho@peùi) developed into purposives in Cretan,
and that Latin ita, which he considers cognate to h"Ûna, is primarily an instru-
mental (ÔsoÕ), which nonetheless can also introduce purposives. Examples of in-
strumentals/manner adverbs becoming purposives are by no means rare; this
development also took place with the major Greek instrumentals, hoùs/ho@poùs,
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although it is only incipient in Homer (Monteil 1963:346).53 The instrumental is
thus a more plausible origin of the purposive meaning of h"Ûna than the direc-
tional.54

Both accounts of the origin of h"Ûna are problematic.55 The evidence for an in-
strumental origin of h"Ûna is not as strong as Monteil makes it out to be: only the
Sanskrit evidence is beyond dispute, and even there the spread of the -na in-
strumental from *n-stems to the pertinent *o-stems is a local phenomenon. The
Latin instrumental form ita, which Monteil adduces, is a parallel development
which might not represent the same suffix; and the Latin, Germanic and Celtic
-na locatives are treated by Pokorny (1959) as a different phenomenon. How-
ever, those locatives are no better evidence for a directional h"Ûna: the Celtic-
Germanic data in fact points to -na as an ablative, and not the required allative.
The etymological meaning of h"Ûna for both accounts is absent in Homer; the
Attic directional seems to be a secondary development, analogically extending
the locative to allative verb complements.

But the close parallel with Sanskrit yéna on the one hand, and on the other the
fact that Homeric Greek had an entrenched instrumental (hoùs) to displace in-
strumental h"Ûna, but no distinct directional to displace directional h"Ûna (ho@poi is
later than Homer), indicate that the instrumental is indeed the original
meaning of h"Ûna. And there is no good evidence for an early directional interpre-
tation of h"Ûna, which might have determined its transition to a purposive. This
means that a localist view of the complementary distribution of pu and na in
Modern Greek is not tenable: there is nothing localist about the development of

53One could also mention English so as an instance of such a development.
54An instrumental meaning for h"Ûna does not seem to have survived into attested Greek. Monteil
gives one instance of h"Ûna in Pindar which is ambiguous between causal (ÔbecauseÕ), temporal
(ÔwhenÕ), and instrumental (manner: ÔhowÕ) readingsÑbut certainly not locative; this would con-
stitute weak evidence of an originally instrumental meaning.
(27c) (473ÊBC)

keÁnoq ½mfÕ |Axªron-Ñti naiet�vn ¨m�nÑ gl©ssan eærªtv kelad¶-Ñtin |Orsotr¼ainaÑ ñnÕ
¨n ½g©ni barykt´poyÑ u�lhse Korinu¼oiq sel¼noiq.
ke"ßnos ampH akHe@ronti naieta@oùn ema$n glo^ùssan heure@toù kelade^ùtin orsotr"Ûaina h"Ûn en
ago^ùni baruktu@pou tHa@leùse korintH"Ûois sel"Ûnois.
may he, dwelling by the Acheron, find my tongue celebrating in song be-
cause/when/how/[where?], in the contest of the heavy-sounding trident-
wielder [Poseidon], he bloomed with Corinthian celery [prize of the Isthmian
games].
As for him, dwelling on the banks of Acheron, let him mark my ringing voice
proclaiming where in the contest of the loud-thundering Shaker of the trident
his glory bloomed with the Corinthian parsley-crowns: (Farnell)
may he, who now dwelleth beside the stream of Acheron, find an ear for my
voice that ringeth loudly here on earth, where, in the contest of the loudly
roaring wielder of the trident, he burst into bloom with the Corinthian crown
of wild celery. (Sandys) (Pi N IV 142)

Both translators cited have not hesitated to translate h"Ûna as ÔwhereÕ here; but FarnellÕs ren-
dering is clumsy, while Sandys has had to insert a vacuous antecedent (Ôon earthÕ) to make the
locative reading coherent.
55As seen, the very stem of h"Ûna has been disputed; only its suffix is discussed here.
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h"Ûna. As I contend in the conclusion of this work, this is a fatal blow to a localist
view of pu itself.

5.2. Middle Greek ho@pou56

5.2.1. Continuation of classical extensions
By the end of the Classical period, we have the onset of the effacement of the
ho@pou/ho@poi distinction (20c), and the spread of ho@pou to temporal, circumstan-
tial, and causal usages. Two features characterise the development of ho@pou in
Early Middle Greek (Hellenistic Koine). The first is that the distinction between
*yo and *yoÊ+ *kwo relativisers is effaced in favour of the latter: by the time of
the New Testament, ho@stis was displacing ho@s in the nominative,57 and ho@pou
has displaced hou^. Thus, while in the New Testament hou^ occurs primarily in
Luke, a ÔliteraryÕ author, ho@pou is predominant in the New Testament overall
(Robertson 1934 [1923]:969). The following counts I have prepared compare
the distribution of ho@pou, and hou^ in three functions: as a locative relativiser, as
a genitive possessive relativiser, and as a genitive relativiser acting as the com-
plement of some preposition.58 The books of the New Testament are ordered
from higher to lower linguistic level, relative to the Classical linguistic ideal.

ho@pou hou^ (LOC) hou^ (GEN) hou^ (PREP)
Luke 5 5 2 17
Acts 1 9 7 13
Hebrews 3 2 1 7
Other Epistles 6 6 13 23
Matthew 13 2 3 9
Mark 15 0 2 2
John 30 0 6 4
Revelation 8 1 3 2

Table 17. Counts of ho@pou and hou^ in the New Testament

The counts correlate with the level of education associated with the respective
authors; locative hou^ dominates in the literary authors (Luke, Acts, Hebrews),
and is largely absent in the vernacular authors (Matthew, Mark, John,
Revelation). Genitive hou^, on the other hand, retains a steady presence in all

56The following discussion is based mainly on Bakker (1974).
57As the extensive discussion in Rydbeck (1967:98Ð118) shows, the traditional assertion that
ho@stis displaced ho@s is something of an overstatement. There was clearly no semantic differentia-
tion between the two; but ho@stis is only used in non-neuter nominative contexts, where the defi-
nite article does not have an initial t to distinguish it from ho@s. (Cf. the respective forms of the
definite article and relativiser in DAT.FEM.SG (te^ùi/he^ùi) and NOM.FEM.PL (hai/ha"Û). So in the ab-
sence of a semantic difference, the distribution of ho@s and ho@stis was motivated by an avoidance
of homonymy with the definite article. For the most part, this also characterises MalalasÕ usage
in viÊAD (Weierholt 1963:20).
58In the last function, the combination frequently acted as a single connective (e.g. me@kHris hou^
Ôuntil whichÊ= untilÕ, apH hou^ Ôfrom which, sinceÕÊ> CSMG afu ÔsinceÕ), and so need not count as
an Atticism.
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New Testament authors. So it is apparent that the locative hou^ was dying out in
the vernacular, whereas the genitive hou^ was not.

ho@pou occurs readily with a definite antecedent by this stage of its develop-
ment; any trace of its Homeric indefiniteness is long gone:

(28) (90~99)
ta ta ¨n Bhuan¼Q ¨gªneto pªran to  |Iord�noy, Îpoy Än ¸ |Iv�nhq bapt¼zvn.
tau^ta en beùtHan"Ûaùi ege@neto pe@ran tou^ iorda@nou, ho@pou e^ùn ho ioùa@neùs bapt"Ûzdoùn.
This took place in Bethany beyond the Jordan, where John was baptizing.
(NT Jo 1:28)

The second characteristic feature of Middle Greek is that the ho@pou/ho@poi dis-
tinction has been completely effaced in favour of ho@pou. Both ho"ß and ho@poi are
absent from the Septuagint and the New Testament; as the following examples
from the New Testament show, ho@pou was entrenched as a directional rela-
tiviser:

(29a) (90~99)
Îpoy ¨g× æp�gv æmeÁq o» d´nasue ¨lueÁn.
ho@pou ego$ù hupa@goù hume"ßs ou du@nastHe eltHe"ßn.
where I am going, you cannot come. (NT Jo 8:21)

(29b) (90~99)
Îtan dâ ghr�s�q, ¨kteneÁq t�q xeÁr�q soy, kaç Òlloq zÃsei se kaç oÂsei Îpoy o»
uªleiq.
ho@tan de$ geùra@seùis, ektene"ßs ta$s kHe"ßra@s sou, ka"Ý a@llos zdo@ùsei se ka"Ý o"Ûsei ho@pou ou
tHe@leis.
but when you are old, you will stretch out your hands, and another will gird
you and carry you where you do not wish to go. (NT Jo 21:18)

The third Classical locative ending, -eùi, is also absent from the New Testament.
The semantic expansion of ho@pou also continued on other fronts. There are

more instances of broader senses of location for ho@pou, which would formerly
have been expressed by prepositional phrases:

(29c) (~65)
kaç mî dyn�menoi prosenªgkai a»tö di� t¯n Ïxlon ½pestªgasan tîn stªghn Îpoy Än,
kaç ¨jor´janteq xal©si t¯n kr�batton Îpoy ¸ paralytik¯q katªkeito.
ka"Ý me$ù duna@menoi prosene@gkai auto^ùi dia$ to$n o@kHlon apeste@gasan te$ùn ste@geùn
ho@pou e^ùn, ka"Ý eksoru@ksantes kHalo^ùsi to$n kra@batton ho@pou ho paralutiko$s kate@keito.
And when they could not get near him because of the crowd, they removed the
roof above him (Ôwhere he wasÕ); and when they made an opening, they let
down the pallet on which the paralytic lay. (NT Mc 2:4)

(29d) (96)
eµta gennaÁoq gen¿menoq aÂrei t¯n shk¯n ¨keÁnon, Îpoy t� ¹stú to  progegon¿toq ¨st¼n
e"ßta genna"ßos geno@menos a"Ûrei to$n seùko$n eke"ßnon, ho@pou ta$ osta^ù tou^ progegono@tos
est"Ûn
This, on reaching full growth, takes up the nest containing the bones of its pre-
decessor (ÔwhereÊ= in which the bones of its predecessor areÕ). (1ÊClem 25:3)
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There also persist instances of ho@pou used to denote circumstance:

(30a) (100~120)
o»dªn, Ôfh, t©n meg�lvn Òfnv g¼netai, Îpoy ge o»dÕ ¸ b¿tryq o»dâ s kon
oude@n, e@pHeù, to^ùn mega@loùn a@pHnoù g"Ûnetai, ho@pou ge oud ho bo@trus oude$ su^ùkon
Epictetus replied: Nothing great comes into being all at once; why, not even
does the bunch of grapes, or a fig. (Epict Gnom I 15.7)

(30b) (96)
mªga kaç uaymast¯n oÇn nom¼zomen eµnai, eý ¸ dhmioyrg¿q t©n áp�ntvn ½n�stasin
poiüsetai t©n ¸s¼vq a»tö doyleys�ntvn ¨n pepoiuüsei p¼stevq ½gau¶q, Îpoy kaç diÕ
¹rnªoy de¼knysin ïmÁn t¯ megaleÁon t¶q ¨paggel¼aq a»to ;
me@ga ka"Ý tHaumasto$n ou^n nom"Ûzdomen e"ßnai, ei o deùmiourgo@s to^ùn hapa@ntoùn
ana@stasin poie@ùsetai to^ùn hos"Ûoùs auto^ùi doulesa@ntoùn en pepoitHe@ùsei p"Ûsteoùs agatHe^ùs,
ho@pou ka"Ý di orne@ou de"Ûknusin heùm"ßùn to$ megale"ßon te^ùs epaggel"Ûas autou^?
Now, when the Creator of all things has even made use of a bird to disclose
the magnitude of His promises to us, need we find it such a great wonder that
He has a resurrection in store for those who have served him in holiness and
in the confidence of a sound faith? (1ÊClem 26:1)

cause:

(30c) (57)
Îpoy g�r ¨n æmÁn z¶loq kaç Ôriq, o»xç sarkiko¼ ¨ste kaç kat� Ònurvpon peripateÁte;
ho@pou ga$r en hum"ßùn zde^ùlos ka"Ý e@ris, oukH"Ý sarkiko"Û este ka"Ý kata$ a@ntHroùpon
peripate"ßte?
For while there is jealousy and strife among you, are you not of the flesh,
and behaving like ordinary men? (NT 1ÊCor 3:3)

and (apparently a novel usage) contrast:

(30d) (100~125)
d¿jaq o» trªmoysin blasfhmo nteq, Îpoy Òggeloi ýsx´Ý kaç dyn�mei me¼zoneq Ïnteq
o» fªroysin katÕ a»t©n par� Kyr¼ó bl�sfhmon kr¼sin.
do@ksas ou tre@mousin blaspHeùmou^ntes, ho@pou a@ggeloi iskHu@i ka"Ý duna@mei
me"Ûzdones o@ntes ou pHe@rousin kat auto^ùn para$ kur"Ûoùi bla@spHeùmon kr"Ûsin.
they are not afraid to revile the glorious ones, whereas angels, though
greater in might and power, do not pronounce a reviling judgement upon
them before the Lord. (NT 2ÊPetr 2:11)

ho@pou-clauses, like relative clauses in general, could be also enriched in other
manners; for example, they could become purposive, using the future indica-
tive:

(30e) (~65)
po  ¨stin t¯ kat�lym� moy, Îpoy t¯ p�sxa met� t©n mauht©n moy f�gv ;
pou^ estin to$ kata@luma@ mou, ho@pou to$ pa@skHa meta$ to^ùn matHeùto^ùn mou pHa@goù?
Where is my guest room, where I am to eat the passover with my disciples?
(NT Mc 14:14)
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5.2.2. Pathway to relativiser

Papyri

Eventually, ho@pou became a relativiser proper; this is the development crucial to
its modern functionality. However, ho@pou as a relativiser is conspicuously ab-
sent from the most vernacular texts of the period, the papyri. The following
three examples have been proposed in the literature as such instances (see re-
view in Bakker 1974:91); all of them are doubtful:

(31a) (iiiÊAD)
¨nebal¿meua eýq t¯ ploÁon \Iªrakoq to  politiko  to  f¼loy soy, Îpoy Ômeneq ¨nu�de
ÒnÕ ²Ònv?³ ¨n të oýk¼Q a»to , ¨la¼oy b�dia tªssera.
enebalo@metHa eis to$ plo"ßon hie@rakos tou^ politikou^ tou^ pH"Ûlou sou, ho@pou e@menes
entHa@de a@n [a@noù?] en te^ùi oik"Ûaùi autou^, ela"Ûou ba@dia te@ssera.
we loaded four vadia of oil into the ship of Hierax the politician your friend,
where you stayed up there in his house. (PBaden 43.6Ð10)

The meaning is that the addressee stayed at HieraxÕs house; the redundant
mention of Ôin his houseÕ reinforces the locative denotation of ho@pou, and sug-
gests that its locative meaning was becoming attenuated.

(31b) (iii~ivÊAD)
t¿pon dâ par�sxeq po  m¼nvsin
to@pon de$ para@skHes pou^ m"Ûnoùsin
And you gave them a place where they could stay. (PGen 75.13Ð15)

This is still a locative rather than a generic relativiser, but it does indicate a
conflation of interrogatives and relativisers. This occurred sporadically in
Ancient and Middle Greek (e.g. t"Ûs) (Buck 1955 ¤131); however, that Early
Modern Greek consistently uses opu rather than Èpu as a relativiser indicates
that the conflation had not yet generalised.

(31c) (vi~viiÊAD)
¨pªtrec²a³ të æmetªrQ ueofil¼Q ûtoi kaç �thsa a»tîn øste ½p¯ liuopl�kvn poi¶se
t¯ ¸²s³p¼²ti³n soy (?) ¨misuÃsv k(aç) tªktonaq balÁn
epe@trepsa te^ùi humete@raùi tHeopHil"Ûaùi e@ùtoi ka"Ý e@ùiteùsa aute$ùn ho@ùste apo$ litHopla@koùn
poie^ùse to$ hosp"Ûtin sou (?) emistHo@ùsoù ka"Ý te@ktonas bal"ßùn
I gave permission to your holiness, and I requested from you that I might build
your house out of stone slabs, I will rent out, and appoint architects. (PBas
19.2Ð4; emended by Kapsomenakis (1938:99))

Kapsomenakis considers the reading soy ÔyourÕ not to make sense, and reads it
as being either poy (pou) or toy (tou), as a relativiser: Ôand I requested from you
that I build the house which I will rent outÕ. Kapsomenakis is inclined to accept
pou here; but given overall usage in papyri, tou is far likelier.

Rejected by Bakker

The annotated list of examples below traces examples of ho@pou from the Middle
Greek literary corpus identified as relativising by Jannaris (1897) and Ryd�n
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(1963:196), but rejected in BakkerÕs (1974) monograph as instances where the
head is the subject or direct object of the relative clauseÑthe criterion estab-
lishing that the relativisation is no longer a semantic extension of the locative
sense, but a relativiser proper.

In the first set of examples, ho@pou has moved from a broadly locative sense to
a sense which is not locative, but still oblique and not subject or objectÑnamely,
the instrumental:

(32a) (viÊAD)
eµta met� t¯ ka sai a»t¯n t¯n fo rnon o»x eÈren Ônua ~feilen sfogg¼sai t¯n
fo rnon, t©n ½delf©n to to kryc�ntvn, pr¯q t¯ peirúsai a»t¿n.
e"ßta meta$ to$ kau^sai auto$n to$n pHou^rnon oukH heu^ren e@ntHa o@ùpHeilen spHogg"Ûsai to$n
pHou^rnon, to^ùn adelpHo^ùn tou^to krupsa@ntoùn, pro$s to$ peira^ùsai auto@n.
Sed cum succendisset illum, non invenit cum quo deberet extergere furnum;
fratres enim ipsum pannum absconderant, ut tentarent eum.
After he fired up the oven he didnÕt find anything with which to wipe the
oven, as the brothers had hidden it to tempt him. (Jo.Mosch Prat 2949B)

e@ntHa was a classical locative relativiser, which could be used as a hypercorrec-
tion of ho@pou. Here e@ntHa is used as a free relativiser, but the denotation is not
local, but instrumental: Ôsomething with whichÕ, not Ôsomeplace whereÕ. In this
instance, ho@pou has escaped any semblance of a locative meaning, and is moving
up the hierarchy of case roles towards SUBJECT.

(32b) (~480)
o»dâ g�r eµxª tipote to  aý©noq to´toy Ülhn eý mî Waf¼da Îpoy t� u�llia Ôsxizen
oude$ ga$r e"ßkHe@ tipote tou^ aio^ùnos tou@tou hu@leùn ei me$ù r8apH"Ûda ho@pou ta$ tHa@llia
e@skHizden
He owned nothing in this world, except a knife with which he cut reeds
(Apophth.Patr 300D)

This is another instance like (32a), where ho@pou denotes an instrument; here
ho@pou appears as itself, rather than in hypercorrected guise.

(32c) (~650/xiÊAD)
eýserx¿menoq di� t¶q p¿rthq, Îpoy plhs¼on ¨stçn t¯ sxol¼on t©n paid¼vn.
eiserkHo@menos dia$ te^ùs po@rteùs, ho@pou pleùs"Ûon est"Ýn to$ skHol"Ûon to^ùn paid"Ûoùn.
and entered the gate, where there was a childrenÕs school nearby. (Leont.N
v.Sym 1708C=145.23)

In this example, Bakker sees ho@pou as showing Òhow the local sense of ho@pou
could change into that of what usually is denoted by a relat. pronoun: here
ho@pou is even accompanied by an adverb.Ó The clarifying adverb pleùs"Ûon ÔnearbyÕ
is not characteristic of classical ho@pou-relativisation, and sounds disfluent in the
English translation; however, it is idiomatic in Modern Greek (opu itan koda to
sxolio ton peDion). Nonetheless, this example is still clearly local, although the
adverb signals that ho@pou could no longer be considered exclusively local, and
required disambiguating adverbs.

The next set of examples is ambiguous between a locative and a properly rela-
tivising function:
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(33a) (96ÊAD)
p¿rrv genªsuv ½fÕ ïm©n ï grafî aÜth, Îpoy lªgei? Tala¼pvro¼ eýsin oð d¼cyxoi
po@rroù gene@stHoù apH heùmo^ùn heù grapHe$ù hau@teù, ho@pou le@gei; tala"Ûpoùro"Û eisin hoi
d"ÛpsukHoi
Far be from us that scripture, where it says: Miserable are the two-souled
Far be from us those words of Scripture: How miserable are the irresolute
(1ÊClem 23:3)

Jannaris identifies this as the first instance of relativiser ho@pou (Ôthat Scripture,
which saysÉÕ). Now, in the New Testament and Clement, the subject of le@gei
ÔsaysÕ referring to Scripture can be either the author (God, a prophet), or the
scripture itself. If the subject is rational, then ho@pou means merely Ôin whichÕ (Ôof
Scripture, in which God/the prophet saysÕ), and is another case of an abstract
locative. So Bakker (1974:90) postulates that ho@pou cannot be a simple rela-
tiviser, because Òthe words ho@pou le@gei do not mean Ôwho saysÕ, but Ôwhere it is
saidÕ, or Ôwhere the Scripture saysÕ, or Ôwhere God saysÕ.Ó

If on the other hand the subject of le@gei is the same as the head of the ho@pou-
clause (Ôthe Scripture, where the Scripture saysÕ), then nothing prevents a
simple relativiser interpretation even though the referent is inanimate (Ôthe
Scripture which saysÕ). However, a locative interpretation is possible even if
Ôthe ScriptureÕ is the subject of le@gei, and the inanimate subject makes it less
likely the two clauses have the same subject.59

In all, (33a) is ambiguous; the lack of other clear examples from the period of
relativiser-ho@pou means it is unlikely to mark the beginning of the reanalysis.

(33b) (525Ð550)
kaç e»rªuhsan Ôggista ½llülvn katªnanti t¶q ág¼aq Uªklhq t¶q ¨n S´kaiq eýq t¯n
t¿pon to  We´matoq Îpoy lªgetai t¯ byu�rin.
ka"Ý eure@tHeùsan e@ggista alle@ùloùn kate@nanti te^ùs hag"Ûas tHe@kleùs te^ùs en su@kais eis to$n
to@pon tou^ r8eu@matos ho@pou le@getai to$ butHa@rin.
They drew very close to one another opposite St TheklaÕs in Sykai at that part
of the Bosphorus which is called Bytharion. (Jo.Mal 405.4Ð5)

This instance is representative of several other places in Malalas where Ôwhere it
is calledÕ (ho@pou le@getai or e@ntHa le@getai) is used to give a place name.60 While

59A complication is pointed out by Bakker in the Latin and Coptic translations of Clement,
which have a simple relativiser here (whereas the Syriac translation has a locative). The Latin
translation is known to date from before 150ÊAD; since ho@pou was not being used as a simple
relativiser in the papyri at that time, Bakker considers it impossible for this reading to be au-
thentic. He considers it likelier that the Latin translator (or a subsequent copyist) intervened in
the text to make the reference clearer than the locative would allow.
60Shortly before his death in 1995, the Danish Byzantinist Jorgen Raasted informed me by e-
mail that he had found a note on a manuscript page he had dated from the eighth century, and
had placed in Southern Italy, which contained the equivalent expression in Latin: ubi dicitur
Sanctus Petrus Ôwhere it is called St PeterÕ. Raasted considered this evidence of the Greek de-
velopment, calqued into Latin in the Greek-speaking region.
However, Compernass (1917:117) finds instances in Late Latin of ubi ÔwhereÕ used as the subject
of a relative clause, consistently with a locative antecedent, and in exactly the same pattern as
(33b), though not from Greek-speaking regions; e.g. from the Passio Fidelis, Exanti et
Carpofori (written in Como in Northern ItalyÑalthough I have not been able to trace this work
in the standard references on hagiography or mediaeval Latin): dumque venissent in locum, ubi
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Bakker (1974:91) admits Òit is striking to see how close this use of ho@pou and
e@ntHa (= ho@pou) is to what is usually denoted by a relat. pronounÓ, he does not
consider this a certain instance of the relativisation, because it still has locative
denotation.61 So this is still not a certain instance of reanalysis.

(33c) (viÊAD)
tin� n´kta oÇn Ôrxetai ²¸ nekr¯q ½naxvrhtîq³ kat� toåq Üpnoyq, kaç fa¼netai tö n n
patªri ïm©n, tö kalö kaç ½gauö poimªni ½bbé |Ioylianö, lªgvn? L�be tin�q, kaç
de ro  Ôpar¿n me ¨k to  t¿poy Îpoy keÁmai, eýq t¯ Ïroq t¯ leg¿menon ï =Elafoq.
lab×n oÇn ¸ Patîr ïm©n, ½nülyuen eýq t¯ Ïroq Îpoy a»t¯q eµpen.
tina$ nu@kta ou^n e@rkHetai kata$ tou$s hu@pnous, ka"Ý pHa"Ûnetai to^ùi nu^ùn pate@ri heùmo^ùn, to^ùi
kalo^ùi ka"Ý agatHo^ùi poime@ni abba^ùi iouliano^ùi, le@gon; la@be tina$s, ka"Ý deu^ro e@paro@n me
ek tou^ to@pou ho@pou ke"ßmai, eis to o@ros to lego@menon heù e@lapHos. labo$ùn ou^n ho
pate$ùr heùmo^ùn, ane@ùlutHen eis to$ o@ros ho@pou auto$s e"ßpen.
Nocte vero quadam venit in somnis, et apparuit ei qui nunc est, patri nostro,
bono et optimo pastori, abbati Juliano, dicens: Sume tecum aliquos, et veni,
tollens me de loco ubi jaceo, in monte qui vocatur Cervus. Sumpsit igitur
quosdam ex nobis Pater noster, et ascendit in montem quem ille dixerat.
So one night [the dead anchorite] came in a dream, and appeared to our cur-
rent Father, the good and noble pastor Abbot Julian, saying: ÒTake some men,
and come take me from the place where I lie, in the mountain called The Deer.Ó
So taking some of us along, our Father went up to the mountain where/which
he said. (Jo.Mosch Prat 2941A)62

This instance is fully ambiguous: ho@pou could mean Ôthe mountain which he
said/spoke ofÕ (which is how the Latin translators in MigneÕs 1860 edition in-
terpreted it), or it could mean Ôthe mountain where he said to go toÕ, retaining a
locative meaning. Because a locative meaning is still possible, this is not a clear
instance of reanalysis.

The final instance involves ambiguity between the locative and a different
meaning ho@pou had acquired, that of circumstance.

(33d) (~650/xiÊAD)
o» p�ntaq dâ Æsp�sato, ½llÕ Îpoy ï ueo  x�riq ¨gnÃrisen a»tö.
ou pa@ntas de$ eùspa@sato, all ho@pou heù tHeou kHa@ris egno@ùrisen auto^ùi.
He did not kiss all of them, but only those whom the grace of God made
known to him. (Leont.N v.Sym 1717A=151.4)

While ho@pou could be interpreted here as an animate free relative (ÔwhomeverÕ),
Bakker feels it makes more sense to treat this as a circumstance: Ôin each case
thatÉ, wheneverÉÕ. KruegerÕs translation, however, consider this an animate

Sylvula vocabatur non longe ab urbe Como Ômeanwhile they arrived in a place, where it is
called Sylvula, not long from the town of Como.Õ So RaastedÕs instance probably reflects an in-
dependent development in Late Latin.
61The diversity of translations of this passage is instructive: the 1831 editor of Malalas, Niebuhr,
translates this as qui Bytharium dicitur Ôwhich is called BythariumÕ, as do Jeffreys, Jeffreys,
Scott et al.; but in his 1912 doctoral dissertation, Wolf (cited in Bakker) renders this as An der
Stelle des Sundes, wo manÕs die kleine Tiefe heisst Ôat the location of the stream, where one
calls it the small deep.Õ
62Erroneously given in Bakker (1974) as 2914A.
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referent, as does the workÕs editor Ryden. There is thus disagreement on
whether ho@pou here is a circumstance, or a fully-fledged relativiser.

Accepted by Bakker

In the following instances, Bakker accepts the presence of a relativiser proper:

(34a) (~480)
kaç met� xr¿non Äluon oð gªronteq to  t¿poy Îuen ¨j¶lue, kaç lab¿nteq kaç t¯n
½delf¯n Îpoy eµxe pr¯q a»t¯n tîn l´phn, ½p¶luon parakalªsai a»t¯n, ñna ¨nªgkvsin
a»t¯n eýq tîn monîn a»to .
ka"Ý meta$ kHro@non e^ùltHon hoi ge@rontes tou^ to@pou ho@tHen ekse^ùlthe, ka"Ý labo@ntes ka"Ý
to$n adelpHo$n ho@pou e"ßkHe pro$s auto$n te$ùn lu@peùn, ape^ùltHon parakale@sai auto$n, h"Ûna
ene@gkoùsin auto$n eis te$ùn mone$ùn autou^.
After some time the old men came from the place he had left, bringing with
them the brother who had distressed him, to ask him to take him into his
hermitage. (Apophth.Patr 300B)

The Greek literally means Ôthe brother where he had towards him the sorrowÕ;
this is clearly a non-locative relativisation, as is confirmed by the equivalent use
of the participle: the monk is called to$n adelpHo$n e@kHonta te$ùn lu@peùn Ôthe brother
having the sorrowÕ in Apophth.Patr 300C, a few lines further down.63

(34b) (vi/xiÊAD)
½perxomªnvn dâ a»t©n ½napa´ei kaç lªgei ¸ ½bbúq Daniîl tö mauhtë a»to ? +Ypage
blªpe po  koimútai ï meu´stria Îpoy eýq t¯ mes¼aylon Ôkeito. Kaç ½pªrxetai kaç
blªpei, kaç lªgei a»tö? Kat� tîn Ômbasin t©n svthr¼vn.
aperkHome@noùn de$ auto^ùn anapau@ei ka"Ý le@gei ho abba^ùs danie$ùl to^ùi matHeùte^ùi autou^;
hu@page ble@pe pou^ koima^ùtai heù metHu@stria ho@pou eis to mes"Ûaulon e@keito. ka"Ý
ape@rkHetai ka"Ý ble@pei, ka"Ý le@gei auto^ùi; kata$ te$ùn e@mbasin to^ùn soùteùr"Ûoùn.
When they (the nuns) left, the Abbot Daniel rested and said to his disciple: ÒGo
and see where the drunken woman who was lying in the churchyard is
sleeping.Ó And he went and had a look, and told him: ÒAt the Entrance of the
Thanksgivings.Ó (V.Dan 70.1)

It is impossible for ho@pou to be a locative, specifying the location of the drunken
woman, as Daniel is asking what her current location is in the same sentence.
(Indeed, the woman turns out to have moved from the churchyard where she
was previously lying.) There is a slight locative nuance, in that the relative
clause is locative; the referent, however, is animate, and unambiguously the
subject of the relative clause.64

(34c) (~650/xiÊAD)
to»nant¼on k�uison kaç t¯n dr¿mon ïm©n, Îpoy Ærj�meua kaç Îpoy ¨klüuhmen æp¯
to  ueo , eýq tîn Ôrhmon ta´thn plhrÃsvmen.
tou nant"Ûon ka@tHison ka"Ý to$n dro@mon heùmo^ùn, ho@pou eùrksa@metHa ka"Ý ho@pou

63ho@pou cannot be an oblique-locative relativiser recapitualting the formally locative preposi-
tional phrase pro$s auto$n Ôtowards himÕ, as it is the brother who bears the grudge against the
Father, rather than vice versa (??Ôtowards whom he bore towards him the grudgeÕ).
64Another possible interpretation is that the ho@pou-clause is a contrastive adjunct (Ôwhereas
she was lying in the churchyardÕ); but this seems far-fetched, and the interpretation would be
extremely close to a relativisation anyway.
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ekle@ùtHemen hupo$ tou^ tHeou^, eis te$ùn e@reùmon tau@teùn pleùro@ùsoùmen.
On the contrary, sit down and let us complete our course in the desert, where
we began and where we were called by God. (Leont.N v.Sym 1704B=142.23)

In this passage, Bakker interprets the first ho@pou as ÔwhichÕ and the second as
Ôon whichÕ. But as KruegerÕs translation shows, there is nothing forcing the first
relative head to be an object, rather than a location: Ôthe course which we
startedÕ as against Ôthe course where we beganÕ. The second relative head is in
fact unambiguously locative. So by BakkerÕs strict criteria (see 33b), these
should not be considered unambiguous relativisers.

(34d) (~650/xiÊAD)
|EkeÁnoq Îpoy ¨mage¼reyen ¨j¶luen trªxvn, ½ll� blªpe müpvq fe´gvn ¨st¼n?
eke"ßnos ho@pou emage"Ûreuen ekse^ùltHen tre@kHoùn, alla$ ble@pe me@ùpoùs pHeu@goùn est"Ûn;
Cet homme-l� qui faisait la cuisine est sorti en courant, mais prenez garde
quÕil ne soit en fuite.
That man who was doing the cooking ran out, but look out he doesnÕt run
away. (Leont.N v.Jo.Eleem 46,18=XXI.170)

According to Bakker (1974:92), Òit can by no means mean something like ÔAnd
he left the place where he had been cookingÕ, ho@pou representing the phrase
Ôfrom the place whereÉÕ.Ó In context, Bakker seems to be right, although his
confidence is exaggerated.65

In all, we have three certain instances from Late Middle Greek, dating from
~480ÊAD, viÊAD, and ~650ÊAD, in which ho@pou is a generic relativiser. Bakker
(1974:95) has surveyed the works of the following period which admit the most
elements of the spoken languageÑthe Paschal Chronicle (~630), TheophanesÕ
Chronicle (~800), and Constantine VII PorphyrogennitusÕ works (~950)Ñbut
has found no instances of relativiser opu. He interprets this by postulating Òthe
authors of the texts written during those centuries may have suppressed it as a
too vulgar form.Ó The other vernacular relativiser of Early Modern Greek, to,
shows up only very rarely in the same texts.

I have similarly not found any instances of relativiser opu in the Proto-
Bulgarian inscriptions (viiiÐixÊAD), arguably our first Modern Greek texts. The
fact, however, that there is no relativisation at all in the inscriptions (other than
opuÊ= ÔwhenceÕ (35) and i tis (ei t"Ûs)Ê= Ôif somebodyÕÊ= ÔwhoeverÕ) means that this
is not conclusive evidence either way.

(35) (~813)
ke o k�²t³oy t¿poq (oyk) lhu�rghsen ton t¿pon to´ton, ÜtÝ ¿poy e²j³ülue(n me) ton
¿lon la¿n ke ªk(a)c(en ta) xorüa hm¿nÜnÝ a²y³t¿(q) ¸ gªron o bashle´²q³ o farakl¿q

65The context is the following: Peter, a slave cook, runs away when recognised as an erstwhile
tax official. On his way out, he restores hearing and speech to the deaf-mute porter, who ex-
claims (34d) to the household. Since the porter, staying by the outer gate, could not have seen
Peter actually cooking before he ran out, the ho@pou-clause cannot be describing PeterÕs current
activity, but rather his habitual activity: Ôhe habitually cookedÊ= he was doing the cooking, he
was the cookÕ. This stative interpretation makes a locative unlikely (Ôhe ran out from where he
was the cookÕ), and the relativiser likely (Ôhe who was the cook ran outÕ). A contrastive reading
of ho@pou (Ôhe, whereas he was the cook, ran outÕ) is unlikely for the same reason.
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ke o katu topos uk liTarÄisen ton topon tuton, ÜtÝ opu eksilTen me ton olon laon ke
ekapsen ta xoria imon aftos o Äeron o vasilefs o faraklos
Und das Unterland (= das s�dliche Land) verga§ er (nicht), die Gegend von
der aus der alte Kaiser selbst, der kahle, den Feldzug unternommen hatte mit
seinem ganzen Heervolk und unsere D�rfer verbrannt
And the Southern Country (Greece)Ñhe (King Krum) did (not) forget that
Country, from where the old bald emperor himself made a campaign with his
entire army and burnt our villages down (ProtoBg 2)66

So while ho@pou has become a relativiser by 480, we have no testimonials on
what happened to it between 650 and the next time we meet it in 980, in the
satirical song against Theophano, as an animate free relative. The intervening
Middle Greek Dark Ages were characterised by great turmoil in the Greek-
speaking world; they included the onset of Balkan language contact, with the
Slav invasions into the Byzantine Empire, and Eastern Romance becoming a
language distinct from Latin, itself now abandoned by the Empire. What took
place during that time, we can only reconstruct from subsequent evidence.67

66Even this instance is not certain, as the original text has topon tuton topu Ôthis place of placeÕ;
Beßevliev (1963:132) considers it likeliest that topu is a context-induced slip for opu, but presents
ton topon tuton (ke apo tutu tu) topu Ôthis place, (and from this) placeÕ as another possible
reading.
67Wolf (cited in Tabachovitz 1943:12Ð13) sees in the following two examples from Malalas a de-
velopment of ho@tHen ÔwhenceÕ into a general oblique relativiser, paralleling Latin de unde Ôfrom
whereÕÊ> French dont Ôwhose; from whichÕ (cf. instrumental ho@pou, 32b):
(36a) (525Ð550)

eµxon g�r pl¶uoq G¿tuvn kaç k¿mhtaq kaç Òlloyq paÁdaq kaç paramªnontaq a»toÁq
½nurÃpoyq pollo´q. Îuen eòq G¿tuoq t©n diafer¿ntvn tö a»tö =Aspari ¹n¿mati
=Ostryq, k¿mhq, eýs¶luen eýq t¯ pal�tion toje´vn met� Òllvn G¿tuvn?
e"ßkHon ga$r ple^ùtHos go@ttHoùn ka"Ý ko@meùtas ka"Ý a@llous pa"ßdas ka"Û parame@nontas auto"ßs
antHro@ùpous pollou@s. ho@tHen he"ßs go@ttHos to^ùn diapHero@ntoùn to^ùi auto^ùi a@spari ono@mati
o@strus, ko@meùs, eise^ùltHen eis to$ pala@tion tokseu@oùn meta$ a@lloùn go@ttHoùn;
for the victims had a large band of Goths and comites (=Êcounts) and other fol-
lowers, and a large number of supporters. Then a Goth who was one of
AsparÕs associates, a comes (=Êcount) named Ostrys, entered the palace with
some other Goths, shooting with their bows. (Jo.Mal 371.13)

(36b) (525Ð550)
oñtineq Ôlabon a»t¯ kaç tîn Müdeian, tîn to  |Aªtoy uygatªra, basilªvq t¶q
Skyu¼aq, ½p¯ Kolx¼doq xÃraq? Îuen ðstoreÁtai t� kat� |I�sona kaç Gla´khn
ho"Ûtines e@labon auto$ ka"Ý te$ùn me@ùdeian, te$ùn tou^ ae@tou tHugate@ra, basile@oùs te^ùs
skutH"Ûas, apo$ kolkH"Ûdos kHo@ùras; ho@tHen histore"ßtai ta$ kata$ ia@sona ka"Ý glau@keùn
They (the Argonauts) seized it from the land of Kolchis, and also took Medeia,
the daughter of Aetes, emperor of Scythia. After this comes the story about
Jason and Glauke (Jo.Mal 79.13)

Wolf interprets ho@tHen in (36a) as Ôa large band of GothsÉ of whom one GothÕ, and in (36b) as
Ôand MedeaÉ about whom the story is told of Jason and GlaukeÕ. If this took place, it would be
a localist development parallel to the evolution of ho@pou. Tabachovitz (1943:12Ð13), however,
regards ho@tHen here as a simple discourse connectiveÑa view the translation cited concurs with.
Similarly, Mitsakis (1967:147) sees ho@tHen as a relativiser in (36c): Òundoubtedly it [ho@tHen]
stands there for ho@per [Ôemphatic neuter singular relativiserÕ] as the object of the transitive par-
ticiple ido$ùn referring to everything preceding.Ó
(36c) (before 556)

¨keÁnoq dâ a»t¯n uevr©n ¨pegªla,/ p©q Ôteine pantç t�q pal�maq kaç �tei/ t¯n xit©na
k¥n met� tîn g´mnvsin?/ Îuen ýd×n ¸ f´sei sympauîq Älue pr¯q to ton bo©n?/
ÒGymnvuªnta kaç p¶ron dªxoma¼ seÓ
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5.2.3. Other pathways
The only major dissension from the account of ho@pou expounded above was
formulated in 1914 by Hatzidakis (1977:193Ð195), who regarded the indirect in-
terrogative as a likelier etymon of pu, since locative indirect interrogatives are
more frequent in text than locative relativisations.68 Thus (to use his Puristic-
coloured illustrations), Äinosko pu ipaÄi aftos ÔI know where/that he is goingÕ,
Äinosko afton pu ipaÄi ÔI know him who goes/I know him, where he goesÕ, etc.

Since ho@pou was no longer an indirect interrogative in Middle Greek, this
would make pu the reflex of pou^ (Èpu). The obvious problem with such an ac-
count is that pu consistently turns up in Early Modern Greek and Greek dialects
as opu. Hatzidakis interprets this as an analogical extension from other rela-
tivisers starting with unstressed o- (opios Ôwhich sortÕ, osos Ôhow muchÕ etc.), as
well as conflation with extant Èopu.

As Bakker (1974:94) counterargues, many of the examples given by Jannaris
etc. are sound, countrary to HatzidakisÕ complaint; and there are no instances in
Middle Greek of ho@pou being used as an indirect interrogative, to establish such
an analogical extension of pou ̂(although there are such instances for ho@stis and
ho@poios.) The simplest explanation for the data remains that ho@pou, rather than
pou^, is the etymon of pu.

Bakker, in turn, sees the use of ho@pou as a relativiser somewhat differently; he
motivates it from its use introducing circumstances, which meant that

Finally it became a connective without a clear-cut sense, used to form a connection
between sentences. Having become so general in use, it could easily replace an-
other word which connected sentences, the relat. pronoun. (Bakker 1974:89)

But this is highly unlikely. First, relative connection is a rather peripheral usage
of the relativiser; it seems implausible that a locative would analogically dis-
place a relativiser, merely on the grounds that both were used as discourse con-
nectives. More significantly, as discussed below, Middle Greek relative connec-
tion seems to have consituted a hypercorrection, rather than a genuine vernacu-
larism. So the pathway of development as outlined above, with the locative gen-

eke"ßnos de$ auto$n tHeoùro^ùn epege@la,/ po^ùs e@teine pant"Ý ta$s pala@mas ka"Ý e@ùitei/ to$n
kHito^ùna k a$n meta$ te$ùn gu@mnoùsin;/ ho@tHen ido$ùn ho pHu@sei sumpatHe$ùs e^ùltHe pro$s
tou^ton boo^ùn;/ ÒgumnoùtHe@nta ka"Ý pe^ùron de@kHoma"Û seÓ
But the latter (God), seeing him (Adam), laughed at/ How he stretched out his
hands everywhere and demanded/ His cloakÑeven after having been made
naked./ And so, the One whose nature is merciful seeing this, came to him
saying:/ ÒThough you are naked and maimed, I receive you.Ó (Rom.Mel 6.ii.7)

Mitsakis interprets the ho@tHen-clause as Ôseeing which (=the fact that Adam was demanding his
cloak), the Merciful One by nature came to him exclaimingÕ. But the alternative reading with
ho@tHen a discourse connective, Ôhence, seeing [this], the Merciful One by nature came to him ex-
claimingÕ, is still possible, as Greek transitives can have null objects.
So there is no clear evidence that the ablative locative either became a relativiser independently
of ho@pou, or was a hypercorrection for ho@pou in Late Middle Greek.
68This etymology is commonly assumed by linguists not specialist in Greek, and unaware of
ho@pouÑe.g. Giv�n (1991 [1988]:262).
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eralising first to abstract location, then to general oblique role, and finally to
subject role with animate reference, stands as the likeliest scenario for ho@pou.

5.3.ÊAncient Greek expressions corresponding to Modern
pu
There was a range of Ancient Greek expressions with a similar functional range
or etymology to Modern pu. While none of them has followed exactly the same
path of development as pu, the semantic parallels are at times striking. It is
tempting to posit the influence of the withdrawing form on the emergingÑa pu-
tative phenomenon here named ÔprimingÕ. The time gaps involved probably pre-
clude this; but the parallels can still be explained by noting that certain key fea-
turesÑthe fluidity between noun modifiers and sentence modifiers, the analysis
of causals as temporals, the tendency for relativisers to become complemen-
tisers, the persistence in erstwhile relativisers of factivityÑare recurring charac-
teristics of human language.

The equivalent expressions are sketched here only briefly, as this is an aspect
of secondary importance to the account of pu pursued here. There are two rea-
sons for this investigation. A minor reason is as an illustration of the cyclicity of
grammaticalisationÑto show the old ways of expressing notions subsequently
expressed by pu. These developments display both similarities and dissimilari-
ties to the subsequent development of pu itself. The dissimilarities show that
each development was independent. The light under which the similarities are
to be understood is the major reason for pursuing this line: can a functional
continuity be detected between these earlier expressions and puÑparticularly
for the participle, as Papadopoulou has claimed? Our current evidence towards
that question is outlined in ¤5.4, which gives the standing of these expressions
in Middle Greek, the transition stage preceding the development of pu.

5.3.1. ho@ti
The first of these expressions is ho@ti, the major Ancient complementiser, which
survives in CSMG as oti. Etymologically, ho@ti is the neuter of the relativiser
ho@stis; indeed, in this function, ho@ti has also survived into CSMG, as Èoti
ÔwhateverÕ.69 (Homeric Greek also uses the neuter of the other two extant rela-
tivisers as complementisers: ho@ te, neuter of the generic relativiser ho@s te, and
ho@, neuter of the unmarked relativiser ho@s; both these had ceased to be produc-
tive by Classical Greek.) While the transition from relativiser to complementiser
is commonplace in Indo-European (Holland 1984:609), it cannot be adduced to
the proto-language, given that each branch of Indo-European derives its com-
plementisers in different ways. Therefore the transition is an innovation within
Greek, which may be observed in progress in Homer, and was so thorough that

69In this function, Èoti is written as ¿,ti to distinguish it from the complementiser. Prosodically,
this Èoti is stressed, while the complementiser is unstressed.
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by Aristophanes, ho@ti-complements could follow adverbial and adjectival predi-
cates.

In vÊBC, ho@ti also started being used to introduce complements to prepositions,
as a nominaliser: kHor"Ûs (e$ù) ho@ti Ôseparately (than) thatÊ= except thatÕ, and ple$ùn
ho@ti Ôexcept thatÕ. The use of ho@ti in non-prepositional collocations is severely re-
stricted in Classical Greek. The expression ou (mo@non) ho@ti Ônot (only) thatÕ is the
best example, but corresponds to Ônot onlyÕ, rather than Ônot thatÕ/ CSMG oxi
pos.

ho@ti also introduces adjuncts. The causal meaning of ho@ti became first ap-
parent in Homeric emotive complements. The development of a distinct causal
adjunct sense however, as opposed to one where causality results from subcat-
egorisation, was slow; it is not certain that the process was complete in Homeric
Greek. The other use of ho@ti in adjuncts is to introduce circumstances; this is
frequent in Homer, but rarer subsequently.

5.3.2. hoùs
The other Classical word whose career parallels pu is hoùs. Etymologically, this is
the instrumental case of ProtoÐIndo-European *yo, and it is used accordingly
from Homeric Greek on in the meaning ÔasÕ; its collocation with the indefinite
particle a@n Ô-everÕ survives in CSMG as the word for ÔasÕ, san< oÈsan< hoùs a@n.

The functional range of hoùs overlaps with pu to an appreciable extent; it in-
cludes:
¥ Instrumental relative; while this usage is the original one for the particle, it

was already dying out in Homer. Related to this is the use of hoùs to introduce
manner complements of linguistic, perception and cognitive verbs;

¥ Instrumental adverb Ôas, likeÕ;
¥ Equative comparative Ôjust likeÕ;
¥ Introductive to an appositive of quality (e.g. sacrificing to one Heracles as to

an immortal);
¥ Introductive to a nominal or adjectival predicative complement ÔasÕ;70

¥ A hedge Ôa kind of; approximatelyÕ;
¥ A superlative introductive ÔasÉ as possibleÕ (cf. Serbo-Croatian ßto pre Ôas fast

as possibleÕ)Ñthis usage first appears in Pindar, and is frequent in Attic;
¥ A purposive connective; this usage is somewhat rare in Homer (50 instances,

versus 138 instances of h"Ûna), and seems to have been associated in Attic with
high style (while h"Ûna was regarded as colloquial);

¥ An irrealis complementiser for predicates of effort (where ho@poùs was more
frequent)Ñe.g. to try toÉ;

¥ A particle introducing exclamatories, comparable to English howÉ!

70This construction could have led independently to complementiser usage (Ôhe considered
them [as] slavesÕÊ→ Ôhe considered that they were slavesÕ), but it dates only from Ionic-Attic,
whereas complementiser-hoùs seems to have already been entrenched in Homeric Greek (see be-
low). So it cannot have begotten the complementiser.
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¥ A resultative connective. Realis resultatives were expressed in Classical Greek
with finite forms, while irrealis results were expressed as infinitives. In Attic,
resultative hoùs persisted, but was gradually displaced by ho@ùste (hoùsÊ+ te
ÔandÕ).71

The three major functions of hoùs into Attic were as complementiser, causal, and
temporalÑall of which it shares with pu. The semantic transition, however, is
more characteristic of pos Ôhow?Õ, which is a complementiser in CSMG and a
temporal and causal in some dialects of Modern Greek.72

Of these, the complementiser meaning arises by a straightforward reanalysis
of the manner-complement as an unmarked complementÑas exemplified al-
ready in Homer; exclamative hoùs was also subject to reanalysis as a comple-
mentiser. Only in later texts is hoùs used as a complementiser devoid of manner
connotation.73 In Attic, a semantic contrast is traditionally maintained to have
developed between the complementisers ho@ti and hoùs: ho@ti was factive, while
hoùs was dubitative (Smyth 1959 [1920] ¤2579)Ñalthough not all researchers
agree that any such distinction can be detected in texts (Monteil 1963:356).

hoùs encompasses all realis complements, just as does ho@ti. In particular, it can
be used with emotive predicates:

(38) (viiiÊBC)
ua m� mÕ Ôxei, ÷q o{ ti pi×n t�de f�rmakÕ ¨uªlxuhq!
tHau^ma@ m e@kHei, hoùs ou@ ti pio$ùn ta@de pHa@rmak etHe@lkHtHeùs!
Astonishment possesses me, that thou wast not soothed, drinking these drugs.
(Od X 326)

In this, as in other complementiser strategies (ho@ti, participle) Ancient Greek
does not display the differentiation between true and semi-factives so promi-
nent in CSMG.

The causal usage of hoùs is still incipient in Homer, but commonplace in Attic
(120 instances in Euripides, around 100 in Aristophanes). Monteil concludes
this usage was a colloquialism, and that it was introduced when the increase in
complementiser-hoùs, in competition with complementiser-ho@ti, led hoùs by ana-
logy to take on the other functions of ho@ti.

71It is ho@ùste which has been taken up by CSMG via Puristic, as the high-register resultative oste.
72So for example:
(37a) to po´lhse pvq eklÃtsa kai ton epªtan

to pulise pos eklotsa ke ton epetan
He sold it because it kept kicking and throwing him off (Cythera; HDMS
559:133)

(37b) Pvq koyf�uhka, rax�thna.
pos kufaTika, raxatina.
Since IÕve gone deaf (i.e. stopped heeding calls for chores), IÕve found rest.
(Adrianople, Eastern Thrace; Stamatios Psaltes, HDIC)

73Schwyzer (1950:II 664) claims hoùs is already devoid of manner in Od V 423, Od VIII 498, and
Od XXIII 60; in all three instances, Buckley uses ÔhowÕ in his translation without any real stretch
of meaning (for I know how illustrious Neptune is enraged against me; I will immediately tell
to all men, how a kind god has bestowed on thee divine song; for thou knowest how welcome
he would appear to all in the palace, respectively.)
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As Rijksbaron (1976:112Ð121) finds in his monograph on Herodotus, there are
several shades of function for hoùs intermediate between temporal and causal.
The same has already been seen for temporal/causal Attic ho@pou; the spectrum
includes circumstances and justifications. In contrast to ho@ti, which became a
full causal, hoùs never moved substantially beyond these circumstantial usages,
even though these are traditionally called ÔcausalÕ.

The temporal usage of hoùs is already evident in Homer, where it arose from
ambiguity with the manner connective ÔasÕÑas has occurred with English as
(and arguably CSMG etsi puÑ¤7.2.2). Fully developed, temporal-hoùs encom-
passes the meanings Ôas soon asÕ, ÔonceÕ, ÔsinceÕ, and ÔwhileÕ.74

As Monteil (1963:364) concludes,

one can see that hoùs is amongst the Greek subordinators covering the greatest
range of usages [É] it seems (with some reservations in the detail) to neutralise
any system of distinctiveness.

In his conclusion, he goes even further:

Without doubt to some extent we are able, in outlining additional grammatical
criteria, to discern several different values of hoùs; yet it remains a fact that the lex-
ical form of the subordinator does not suffice to signal at first sight the nature of
the relation uniting the two phrasal units. This situation is thus almost analogous
to that presented in French by the conjunction que (il dit quÕil vient; quÕil vienne;
le jour quÕil viendra; etc.). And just as a ÔBasic FrenchÕ could do without almost
everything but the conjunction que, so too in vÊBC Athens a foreigner equipped
with the sole conjunction hoùs would have been able, in almost all circumstances, to
come up with an intelligible and largely correct utterance. [Footnote: One could in-
voke in this regard the role of pos in Modern Greek.] This does not mean, of
course, that hoùs renders the existence of other subordinators useless, nor that it
tends to supplant them in each function. But it does mean that it tends to act as the
most general and economical marker of dependence in Greek. (Monteil 1963:404Ð
405)

The analogy with pu (not pos!) is clear: like hoùs, pu is the most general marker
of subordination in Modern Greek, even thoughÑagain, like hoùsÑit is far from
supplanting the other subordinators of the language, and the functional range of
the two is not identical (hoùs covers much more irrealis ground, but does not act
as a general relativiser.) The tug-of-war between ho@ti and hoùs as complemen-
tisers75 is reminiscent of pu/oti, with similar factors of factivity invoked as ex-
planations for the distribution. Humbert (1945:175) makes this correlation ex-
plicit:

It seems, in particular, that the language has retained the opposition inherent in
the use of hoùs/ho@ti, between a judgement given with reservations and a judgement

74For the first three meanings, the subordinate event takes place on the conclusion of the matrix
event; indeed, Monteil (1963:362) considers ÔsinceÕ merely a semantic variant of Ôas soon asÕ and
ÔonceÕ, Òwith no grammatical autonomy.Ó The last meaning, ÔwhileÕ, is characterised by the im-
perfective aspect in its clause.
75This ranges from a proportion of 110:271 in Herodotus, and 12:95 in Euripides, to 79:85 in
Aristophanes, and 293:135 in Lysias.
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given without reservations: Modern Greek differentiates, with the same rationale,
two equally neighbouring conjunctions: one says su leo pu ine arostos ÔI am telling
you that he is sickÕ, but fenete pos ine arostos Ôit seems that he is sickÕ. (Humbert
1945:175)

While the particular example is problematic (su leo pu ine arostos would be un-
acceptable for many Greek-speakers), the affinity of the ho@ti/hoùs and pu/pos dis-
tinctions is clear. But it does not follow that this represents a survival, or a
functional renewal. The range of usage of pu/pos and ho@ti/hoùs differ greatly; pu
corresponds more to the Classical participle than ho@ti, and even that correspon-
dence is not perfect. Furthermore, hoùs as a complementiser did not survive long
into Middle Greek, and in many of its functions, hoùs had already fallen into
disuse (¤5.4.4). The striking parallels, involving underspecification in a similar
way, are thus unlikely to be causal; they rather reflect generalities about human
language.

5.3.3. ho@s, ho@stis
There are parallels between pu and the extended usages of the Classical rela-
tivisers, ho@s and ho@stis; for the most part, however, these are encompassed by
the normal semantic extension of relative clauses, and are thus typological
commonplaces. These include:
¥ Emotive Complement:

(39a) (~385ÊBC)
uaymast¯n poieÁq, Ûq ïmÁn mân taÁq kaç Ôri� soi kaç Òrnaiq kaç tyr¯n parexo´saiq
o»dân d¼dvq Î,ti ¥n mî ¨k t¶q g¶q l�bvmen
tHaumasto$n poie"ßs, ho$s heùm"ßùn me$n ta"ßs ka"Ý e@ria@ soi ka"Ý a@rnais ka"Ý turo$n
parekHou@sais oude$n d"Ûdoùs ho@ti a$n me$ù ek te^ùs ge^ùs la@boùmen
It is strange that you (Ôyou do a strange thing, whoÕ) give us sheep nothing
but what we get from the land, though we supply you with wool and lambs
and cheese (X Mem 2.7.13)

¥ Causal:

(39b) (400~387ÊBC)
eýpâ moi, Ôfh, À SÃkrateq, Ôstin soi Zeåq patröoq;
Ñ[É] o»k Ôstin, Än dÕ ¨gÃ, À Dionys¿dvre.
Ñtala¼pvroq Òra tiq s´ ge Ònurvpoq eµ kaç o»dâ |AuhnaÁoq, Ø müte ueo¼ patröo¼
eýsin müte ðer� müte Òllo mhdân kal¯n kaç ½gau¿n.
eipe$ moi, e@pHeù, o^ù so@ùkrates, e@stin soi zdeu$s patro^ùios?
Ñ[É] ouk e@stin, e^ùn d ego@ù, o^ù dionuso@doùre.
Ñtala"Ûpoùros a@ra tis su@ ge a@ntHroùpos e"ß ka"Ý oude$ atHeùna"ßos, ho^ùi me@ùte tHeo"Û patro^ùio"Û
eisin me@ùte hiera$ me@ùte a@llo meùde$n kalo$n ka"Ý agatHo@n.
[HeÉ] said Socrates, have you a family Zeus?
[É] I said, No, Dionysodorus, I have not.
You must be some wretched outcast then and no Athenian at all, a man with-
out family gods (Ôto whom there are neither godsÕ) and sacrifices or anything
else good and beautiful. (Pl Euthd 302c)
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¥ Resultative:

(39c) (375~360ÊBC)
to´tvn dâ toio´tvn Ïntvn, t¼q oÜtv ma¼netai, Îstiq o» bo´leta¼ soi f¼loq eµnai;
tou@toùn de$ toiou@toùn o@ntoùn, t"Ûs hou@toù ma"Ûnetai, ho@stis ou bou@leta"Û soi pH"Ûlos e"ßnai?
These things being as they are, who would be so mad, who (=that he) would
not want to be your friend?
This being so, it would be madness not to wish to be your friend. (X An 2.5.12)

¥ Purposive:

(39d) (431Ð400ÊBC)
kaç a»t©n m¼a mân ¨q Pelop¿nnhson Ìxeto, prªsbeiq Ògoysa oñper t� te sfªtera
fr�soysin Îti ¨n ¨lp¼sin eýsç kaç t¯n ¨keÁ p¿lemon Ôti múllon ¨potryno si
g¼gnesuai?
ka"Ý auto^ùn m"Ûa me$n es pelopo@nneùson o@ùikHeto, pre@sbeis a@gousa ho"Ûper ta@ te spHe@tera
pHra@sousin ho@ti en elp"Ûsin eis"Ý ka"Ý to$n eke"ß po@lemon e@ti ma^ùllon epotrunou^si
g"ÛgnestHai;
One of these (ships) went to Peloponnese with ambassadors to describe the
hopeful state of their affairs, and to incite the Peloponnesians to prosecute the
war there even more actively than they were now doing (Th VII 25)

¥ and Conditional (where ho@s and ho@stis are equivalent to e"Û tis Ôif someoneÕ):

(39e) (375~360ÊBC)
Îstiq te z¶n ¨piuymeÁ, peir�suv nikún? t©n mân g�r nikÃntvn t¯ kataka¼nein, t©n dâ
ïttvmªnvn t¯ ½pounüskein ¨st¼. kaç eÂ tiq dâ xrhm�tvn ¨piuymeÁ, krateÁn peir�suv?
ho@stis te zde^ùn epitHume"ß, peira@stHoù nika^ùn; to^ùn me$n ga$r niko@ùntoùn to$ kataka"Ûnein,
to^ùn de$ heùttoùme@noùn to$ apotHne@ùskein est"Û. ka"Ý e"Û tis de$ kHreùma@toùn epitHume"ß,
krate"ßn peira@stHoù;
And whoever wishes to live, let him attempt to conquer; for the victors get to
kill, while the defeated get to die. And if someone desires money, let him at-
tempt to dominate;
Or is mere living is an object with any of you, strive to conquer; if to slay is the
privilege of victory, to die is the doom of the defeated. Or perhaps to gain
money and wealth is your ambition, strive again for mastery; (X An 3.2.39)

Another characteristic use of the relativiser in Classical Greek is Ôrelative con-
nectionÕÑthat is to say, the use of the relativiser as a discourse connective.76 In
this function, the relativisers seem to preserve their Homeric value as anaphors,
although in Middle Greek they seem to possess this value by virtue of being
relativisers alone.

(40) (~385ÊBC)
p©q oÇn ¥n Ônoxoq eÂh të grafë; Ûq ½ntç mân to  mî nom¼zein ueo´q, ÷q ¨n të grafë
¨gªgrapto, faner¯q Än uerape´vn toåq ueo´q m�lista p�ntvn ½nurÃpvn
po^ùs ou^n a$n e@nokHos e"Ûeù te^ùi grapHe^ùi? ho$s ant"Ý me$n tou^ me$ù nom"Ûzdein tHeou@s, hoùs
en te^ùi grapHe^ùi ege@grapto, pHanero$s e^ùn tHerapeu@oùn tou$s tHeou@s ma@lista pa@ntoùn
antHro@ùpoùn
How then could he be guilty of the charges? For so far was he  (Ôwho was so
farÕ) from Ôrejecting the godsÕ, as charged in the indictment, that no man was
more conspicuous for his devotion to the service of the gods (X Mem 1.2.64)

76Cf. the linking relative in English (Reid 1997).
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Finally, Classical relative clauses can take different verb moodsÑincluding the
subjunctive (like CSMG) (41a) and the imperative (unlike CSMG, at least for pu)
(41b).

(41a) (400~387ÊBC)
kaç dî kaç n n, À Mªnvn, eýq kal¯n ïmÁn =Anytoq Îde parekauªzeto, Ø metad©men t¶q
zhtüsevq. eýk¿tvq dÕ ¥n metadoÁmen?
ka"Ý de$ù ka"Ý nu^ùn, o^ù me@noùn, eis kalo$n heùm"ßùn a@nutos ho@de parekatHe@zdeto, ho^ùi
metado^ùmen te^ùs zdeùte@ùseoùs. eiko@toùs d a$n metado"ßmen;
But indeed now, O Meno, for our good Anytus has sat down to our side, to
whom let us give (SUBJ) a share of our inquiry. And we would reasonably
give that share;
But look, Meno, hereÕs a piece of luck. Anytus has just sat down beside us. We
couldnÕt do better than make him a partner in our inquiry. (Pl Men 89d)

(41b) (vÊBC)
soç pr©ton, |IoÁ, pol´donon pl�nhn fr�sv,/ ôn ¨ggr�foy så mnümosin dªltoiq fren©n.
so"Ý pro^ùton, io"ß, polu@donon pla@neùn pHra@soù,/ he$ùn eggra@pHou (IMP) su$ mne@ùmosin
de@ltois pHreno^ùn.
First to you, Io, I shall tell the tale / of  your sad wanderings, rich in groansÑ
inscribe (Ôwhich inscribe! (IMP)Õ)/ the story in the tablets of your mind.
(Aesch Pr 790)

In particular, Classical Greek had optative relative clauses (41c), of which ho$ me$ù
ge@noito Ôwhich [I hope] may never happenÕ (with a clausal antecedent) is a
common fixed expression (41d):

(41c) (467ÊBC)
p´rgoiq dÕ ½peileÁ de¼nÕ, Ù mî kra¼noi t´xh?
pu@rgois d apeile"ß de"Ûn, ha $ me$ù kra"Ûnoi tu@kHeù;
Our towers he menaces with terrorsÑ∅  Fortune/ fulfil them not! (Aesch Th
426)

(41d) (~402ÊBC)
¨�n pote (Î mî gªnoito) l�bvsi tîn p¿lin, boyle´ein ½jio´tv.
ea@n pote (ho$ me$ù ge@noito) la@boùsi te$ùn po@lin, bouleu@ein aksiou@toù.
if everÑ∅ may heaven forfend it!Ñthey get the city into their hands, let
him claim his seat on the Council with them. (Lys XXXI 14)

And subjunctive or optative relative clauses (the optative being equivalent to the
subjunctive as an irrealis marker) were used for intensional relativisation, just
like pu na in CSMG:77

(41e) (405ÊBC)
g¿nimon dâ poihtîn ¥n o»x eÜroiq Ôti/ zht©n Òn, Îstiq W¶ma gennaÁon l�koi.
go@nimon de$ poieùte$ùn a$n oukH heu@rois e@ti/ zdeùto^ùn a@n, ho@stis r8e^ùma genna"ßon la@koi.
Search where you will, youÕll never find a true/ Creative genius, uttering
(Ôwho may utter (OPT)Õ) startling things. (Rogers) (Ar Ra 405)

So although there are evocative similarities between Ancient and Modern Greek
relative clauses, they are not proof of continuity: it is intrinsic to relativisation

77The use of ho@stis here is consistent with its intensional use (defining-ho@stis) in Ancient Greek
in general.
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that the relation between the relative clause and its matrix can be semantically
enriched, and that the relative clause may have a modality autonomous of the
matrix. Even in that regard, by allowing imperative relative clauses, there is a
mismatch between Ancient and Modern Greek.

5.3.4. Participle
The final equivalent between a classical expression and pu is the participle.
Unlike its Modern Greek counterpart, the Classical participle is morphologically
flexible, extant as a declinable nominal in all three voices (Active, Middle,
Passive), and five tenses (Present, Aorist, Present Perfect, Future, Future Per-
fect). The participle is characteristically used in Classical Greek in clause-chain-
ing; being semantically underspecified78 and factive, it has a wide range of
syntactic and semantic functions, which substantially overlaps with pu. This is
not an idiosyncratic development in Greek: for instance, the English participle
substantially corresponds in usage to that of Classical Greek.

Thus, the three traditional divisions of the Classical participleÑattributive
(adjectival), supplementary (verb complement), and circumstantial (adverbial),
correspond to the three major functions of pu, as relativiser, complementiser,
and adjunctiviser. Because this equivalence has been emphasised in much of the
literature, I spend a little more time on these functions.

Attributive participle

The equivalence between attributive participles and relative clauses is a com-
monplace of Greek grammar:

(42a) (367~347ÊBC)
Ún to to tiuªnta t¯ to´tvn Ôkgenon Ópan, gªnesin eýq o»s¼an ¨k t©n met� to  pªratoq
½peirgasmªnvn mªtrvn.
he$n tou^to titHe@nta to$ tou@toùn e@kgenon ha@pan, ge@nesin eis ous"Ûan ek to^ùn meta$ tou^
pe@ratos apeirgasme@noùn me@troùn.
I am reckoning all this progeny of our two factors as a unity, and you may
take me to mean a coming-into-being, resulting from those measures that
are achieved (=Êachieved) with the aid of the limit. (Pl Phlb 26d)

Participles are also equivalent to free relatives:

(42b) (367~347ÊBC)
t¿n te ¨rvt©nta kaç t¯n ¨rvt¿menon ðkan©q ¥n symfvno ntaq ½pofünaien.
to@n te eroùto^ùnta ka"Ý to$n eroùto@menon hikano^ùs a$n sumpHoùnou^ntas apopHe@ùnaien.
there is some prospect of the two parties to a discussion (Ôthe asking and the
askedÕ) being brought to a tolerable agreement. (Pl Phlb 124e)

78This is repeatedly pointed out by grammarians (e.g. Schwyzer 1950:II 387), and corresponds
to what Ingria (in prep.) has said of ke in Modern Greek, and what could equally well be said of
pu. So Smyth (1959 [1920] ¤2069): ÒThe force of these circumstantial participles does not lie in
the participle itself, but is derived from the context. Unless attended by some modifying adverb,
the context often does not decide whether the participle has a temporal, a causal, a conditional,
a concessive force, etc.; and some participles may be referred to more than one of the above
classes.Ó
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Circumstantial participles

When used as a sentence adjunct, the participle can serve the following func-
tions, being semantically underspecified:79

¥ Temporal:

(43a) (viiiÊBC)
o{ tiq, ¨me  z©ntoq kaç ¨pç xuonç derkomªnoio,/ soç ko¼l�q par� nhysç bare¼aq xeÁraq
¨po¼sei/ symp�ntvn Dana©n
ou@ tis, emeu^ zdo^ùntos ka"Ý ep"Ý kHtHon"Ý derkome@noio,/ so"Ý ko"Ûleùis para$ neùus"Ý bare"Ûas
kHe"ßras epo"Ûsei/ sumpa@ntoùn danao^ùn
no man while I live and behold light on earth shall lay violent hands upon
thee amid the hollow ships; no man of all the Danaans (Il I 88)

¥ Causal:

(43b) (viiiÊBC)
Tyde¼dh, t¼ pau¿nte lel�smeua uo´ridoq ½lk¶q!
tude"Ûdeù, t"Û patHo@nte lela@smetHa tHou@ridos alke^ùs!
Tydeides, having suffered what do we forget our impetuous valour?
TydeusÕ son, what ails us that we forget our impetuous valour? (Il XI 313)

¥ Conditional:

(43c) (viiiÊBC)
ka¼ ken to tÕ ¨uªloimi Di¿q ge did¿ntoq ½rªsuai!
ka"Û ken tou^t etHe@loimi dio@s ge dido@ntos are@stHai!
Indeed I should wish to receive this, if Jove would grant it. (Od I 390)

(43d) (431Ð400ÊBC)
|Auhna¼vn dâ t¯ a»t¯ to to pau¿ntvn diplas¼an ¥n tîn d´namin eýk�zesuai ½p¯ t¶q
fanerúq Ïcevq t¶q p¿levq · Ôstin.
atHeùna"Ûoùn de$ to$ auto$ tou^to patHo@ntoùn diplas"Ûan a$n te$ùn du@namin eika@zdestHai apo$
te^ùs pHanera^ùs o@pseoùs te^ùs po@leoùs e$ù e@stin.
But the Athenians suffering the same would have seemed to have double the
power of the apparent view of the city
Whereas, if Athens were to suffer the same misfortune, I suppose that any
inference from the appearance presented to the eye would make her power to
have been twice as great as it is. (Th I 10)

¥ Concessive:

(43e) (viiiÊBC)
t¯n dÕ Ôktane nostüsanta,/ eýd×q aýpån Ïleuron, ¨peç pr¿ oð eÂpomen ïmeÁq
to$n d e@ktane noste@ùsanta,/ eido$ùs aipu$n o@letHron, epe"Ý pro@ hoi e"Ûpomen heùme"ßs
and slew him on his return, although aware that utter destruction [awaited
himself]; since we forewarned him (Od I 37)

79I mostly illustrate these functions with genitive absolutives, which dissociate the participial
adjunct from the matrix. There are also instances in which the participle is assigned case from
the matrix, as opposed to being absolutive; these tend to be Attic, and later developments than
Homeric.
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¥ Purposive (where it is mostly associated with the future participle):

(43f) (viiiÊBC)
Û g�r Älue uo�q ¨pç n¶aq |Axai©n/ lys¿men¿q te u´gatra fªrvn tÕ ½pere¼siÕ Òpoina?
ho$ ga$r e^ùltHe tHoa$s ep"Ý ne^ùas akHaio^ùn/ luso@meno@s (FUT.PART) te tHu@gatra pHe@roùn t
apere"Ûsi a@poina
For he had come to the AchaiansÕ fleet ships to win his daughterÕs freedom,
and brought a ransom beyond telling; (Il I 13)

(43g) (431Ð400ÊBC)
propªmcanteq küryka pr¿teron p¿lemon proero nta Kerkyra¼oiq, Òranteq
ãbdomükonta naysç kaç pªnte disxil¼oiq te ¸pl¼taiq Ôpleon ¨pç tîn |Ep¼damnon,
Kerkyra¼oiq ¨nant¼a polemüsonteq?
prope@mpsantes ke@ùruka pro@teron po@lemon proerou^nta (FUT.PART) kerkura"Ûois,
a@rantes hebdome@ùkonta naus"Ý ka"Ý pe@nte diskHil"Ûois te hopl"Ûtais e@pleon ep"Ý te$ùn
ep"Ûdamnon, kerkura"Ûois enant"Ûa poleme@ùsontes (FUT.PART);
the Corinthians sent a herald before them to declare war, and getting under
weigh with seventy-five ships and two thousand heavy infantry, sailed for
Epidamnus to give battle to the Corcyraeans. (Th I 29)

¥ Adjunct of Manner or Means:

(43h) (387~367ÊBC)
kaç ô gel�sasa Kaç p©q Òn, Ôfh, À SÃkrateqÉ?
ka"Ý he$ù gela@sasa ka"Ý po^ùs a@n, e@pHeù, o^ù so@ùkratesÉ;
And she, laughing, said ÔAnd how, SocratesÉÕ
At which she laughed, and said, Then can you tell me, my dear SocratesÉ
(Pl Smp 202b)

(43i) (379~370ÊBC)
eýsç dª tineq t©n Xalda¼vn oà l�z¿menoi z©si kaç o{tÕ ¥n ¨p¼stainto ¨rg�zesuai o{tÕ
¥n d´nainto
eis"Ý de@ tines to^ùn kHalda"Ûoùn ho"Ý leùizdo@menoi zdo^ùsi ka"Ý ou@t a$n ep"Ûstainto
erga@zdestHai ou@t a$n du@nainto
but there were some of the Chaldaeans, so they said, who lived by plunder-
ing and would not know how to farm and could not (X Cyr 3.2.25)

(43j) (400~387ÊBC)
paranomo sin Òra Lakedaim¿nioi o» did¿nteq soi xrys¼on kaç ¨pitrªponteq toåq
aæt©n æeÁq.
paranomou^sin a@ra lakedaimo@nioi ou dido@ntes soi kHrus"Ûon ka"Ý epitre@pontes tou$s
hauto^ùn hue"ßs.
Then Lacedaemonians break the law by not entrusting their sons to you,
and paying you handsomely for it. (Pl (?) Hp.Ma 285b)

Modality and factivity of circumstantial participles

Not all these adjunct usages are factiveÑunlike for pu: the conditional and pur-
posive usages are not factive at all. Furthermore, other usagesÑsuch as causal
and mannerÑcan be rendered non-factive by prefixing hoùs, here meaning ÔasÕ
(K�hner & Gerth 1963 [1898Ð1904] ¤488) (44a).

(44a) (375~360ÊBC)
kaç toåq mân katakan¿nteq toåq dâ katadiÃjanteq a»toç ¨nta uÕ Ômenon ÷q t¯ Òkron
katªxonteq. Oð dÕ o» kateÁxon, ½ll� mast¯q Än æpâr a»t©n
ka"Ý tou$s me$n katakano@ntes tou$s de$ katadio@ùksantes auto"Ý entau^tH e@menon hoùs to$
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a@kron kate@kHontes. hoi d ou kate"ßkHon, alla$ masto$s e^ùn hupe$r auto^ùn
and killing off these while chasing off those, they themselves remained there as
owning the extremity. However they did not own it, but there was a breast
above themÉ
and after killing some, and driving out the rest, [the party] took their places,
thinking that they were in possession of the height. As a matter of fact they
were not, for above them lay a breast-like hill (X An 4.2.5)

This is not possible in CSMG: a pu-adjunct is factive, and cannot have its fac-
tivity weakened, e.g. by inserting an adjective like taxa Ôsupposedly, allegedlyÕ:
*katalaves tipota pu piÄes taxa? Ôwhat did you get out of allegedly going?Õ

The factivity and modality of participial adjuncts is even more involved than
this. As established in OguseÕs (1962) monograph, when a matrix is marked for
modalityÑas with the imperative matrices belowÑthe participle can behave in
three ways.

(44b) (375~360ÊBC)
½pelu¿nteq ûdh aðreÁsue oð de¿menoi Òrxontaq, kaç ãl¿menoi íkete eýq t¯ mªson to 
stratopªdoy, kaç toåq aðreuªntaq Ògete?
apeltHo@ntes e@ùdeù haire"ßstHe hoi deo@menoi a@rkHontas, ka"Ý helo@menoi he@ùkete eis to$
me@son tou^ stratope@dou, ka"Ý tou$s hairetHe@ntas a@gete;
ÔAnd now,Õ said he, Ôlet us waste no time; retire at once, I beg you, and choose
leaders where you need them. After you have made your elections, come
back to the middle of the camp, and bring the newly appointed officers. (X An
iii 1.46)

(44c) (379~370ÊBC)
kaç så dâ, À |Armªnie, ½p�goy t¶n gyna¼ka kaç toåq pa¼daq mhdân a»t©n kataueÁq
ka"Ý su$ de$, o^ù arme@nie, apa@gou te^ùn guna"Ûka ka"Ý tou$s pa"Ûdas meùde$n auto^ùn katatHe"ßs
And you too, king of Armenia, may take back your wife and children without
paying any ransom for them (X Cyr iii 1.37)

The participle may be in modal solidarity (solidarit� modale), taking on the
same modality as the matrix. In (44b), apeltHo@ntes (PART) haire"ßstHe (IMP)
Ôdeparting, chooseÕ is imperative both in the matrix (Ôchoose!Õ) and in the par-
ticiple (ÔdepartingÕÊ= Ôdepart!Õ). The participle may be in modal autonomy
(autonomie modale), in which case any change in the modality of the matrix
leaves the participial adjunct unaffected. Again in (44b), the second matrix
he@ùkete (I M P) (Ôcome back!Õ) is imperative, but its adjunct helo@menoi (PART)
(Ôwhen you have chosenÕ) is declarative.

Finally, the participle may be in close association (association �troite) with
its matrix. In this case, the participle has the same modality as it matrix, but it is
understood to be contingent on the matrix, rather than independently asserted.
This is illustrated in (44c). Both the matrix apa@gou (IMP) (Ôtake back!Õ) and the
adjunct katatHe"ßs (PART) (ÔpayingÕ) have imperative force: Cyrus wants the King
of Armenia to take his wife back, and not to pay any ransom. So katatHe"ßs is not
modally autonomous. But Cyrus is not independently asking the king to both
take his wife and pay nothing; rather, he asks him to pay nothing, contingent on
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his taking his wife back. The adjunct thus cannot be understood in separation
from the matrix.80

In modal solidarity, the grammatical matrix and adjunct make claims which
are equally important semantically; in (44b), the army is being urged to both
depart and choose a leader. So semantically, modal solidarity is paratactic.81 In
close association, on the other hand, the adjunct is semantically subordinate to
the matrix. In (44c), the core assertion made is that the king may take his wife
back; that he need not pay any ransom is a claim of subsidiary importance. So
close association, along with modal autonomy, involves semantic hypotaxis.

This three-way differentiation of participles has several consequences. First,
finite subordinate clauses introduced by connectives are modally autonomous:
their very finiteness means they can be marked for modality. So only modally
autonomous circumstantial participles can be paraphrased by such finite
clauses: a temporal participial adjunct is not always properly equivalent to a
when-clauseÑalthough traditional taxonomies of participial function imply this.
This is a crucial difference between the various factotum connectives in GreekÑ
hoùs in Attic, ho@ti in Middle Greek, pu in Modern GreekÑand the participle:
these connectives cannot introduce clauses in modal solidarity or close associa-
tion.

Second, the gradual reduction in participle usage (¤5.4.2) affects participle
modality. In the New Testament, the three types of modal binding survive, but
matrices with overt irrealis markingÑconditionals and irrealis subjunctivesÑno
longer take participial adjuncts; for non-declaratives, these are now restricted to
purposives and imperatives. If there was a growing disinclination to have the
participle be modally autonomous, then contexts where the participle had a
highly distinct modality from the matrix would be avoidedÑand this is indeed
the case in the New Testament: strongly irrealis matrices for participials are
avoided, and as is seen later in this chapter, so are irrealis participial adjuncts.

OguseÕs other contribution is investigating the behaviour of circumstantial
participles under negation. As established, pu-adjuncts are factive: whether
their matrix is negated or not, they preserve their truth. Whether the participial
adjunct of a negated matrix preserves its truth in Ancient Greek depends on
several factors: the relative order of the negator, matrix and participle; the
modal binding of the participle; and whether the participle occurs in poetry
(which was linguistically conservative) or prose. In the following, I give OguseÕs

80In terms of deontic logic, for a participial adjunct A to an imperative matrix B, modal solidar-
ity gives rise to the meaning AÊ∧ B (A should happen and B should happen); modal autonomy, to
AÊ∧  B (A happens, and B should happen); and close association, to BÊ∧  (BÊ→ A )  (B should
happen, and if it does happen, then A should happen as well.)
(In deontic logic, A represents a proposition, while A represents its deontic equivalent, Do A! or
A should happen! ∧ signifies and, and → signifies if. Mutatis mutandis, the conclusions for de-
ontic logic also apply for other modalitiesÑepistemic logic, for instance.)
81Oguse (1962:66Ð67) presents several clear cases in which the Ancient Greeks felt parataxis
with ka"Û ÔandÕ to be equivalent to participles in modal solidarity, and paraphrased them accord-
ingly.
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(1962:296) results for when a negation affects only the matrix, and does not
negate the predicate or both the predicate and the matrix:82

NPV NVP VNP VPN PNV PVN
Solidarity − + − − + +
Close Assoc. − − − − − −
Autonomy + + + − + −

Table 18a. Factivity of participles in Classical poetry

NPV NVP VNP VPN PNV PVN
Solidarity − + + − + −
Close Assoc. − − − − − −
Autonomy + + − − + −

Table 18b. Factivity of participles in Classical prose

If one concentrates on the two orderings where the matrix is most clearly
negatedÑNVP and PNV (the negator normally, though not always, precedes its
argument in Greek)Ña consistent pattern emerges: modal solidarity and auto-
nomy allow factivity of the predicate, close association disallows it.83

The results are consistent. In modal autonomy, the two events are regarded as
independent in modality; so they are also independent in negation. In modal
solidarity, the two events are asserted independently (semantically paratactic);
so they can be negated independently. It is only close association which empha-
sises the contingency of one event on the other; in that case, it is impossible to
negate the matrix without also negating the adjunct. As the tables show, this is
the case whatever the ordering of the constituents, and whether the style is
poetic or prose.

This means that participles in close association are not factive: their truth is
never preserved under negation. Even for the other two types of modal binding,
factivity is contingent on syntactic and stylistic factors; and with the exception
of poetic modal solidarity PVN (of which there are only two instances in OguseÕs
corpus), there are no instances in which a negation unambiguously affects only
the matrix, rather than the matrixÐparticiple combination.84 This is not be-
haviour we normally describe as factive.

So while several linguistsÑmost notably in this context Papadopoulou
(1994a)Ñsee a special relation between the factivity of the Classical participle
and the factivity of pu, the evidence suggests that any commonality the two have
is a result of linguistic commonplaces: both the participle and pu are time-stable
nominalisation strategies (Giv�n 1973), which in the default case presuppose

82In the table, N stands for negator, P for participle, and V for matrix (main verb).
83Modal solidarity and autonomy do not require factivity: in fact, both NVP and PNV allow the
matrixÐpredicate combination to be negated, and poetic PNV allows the predicate, rather than
the matrix, to be negated.
84This is in contrast to English and Modern Greek, where the matrixÐadjunct negation I didnÕt
talk to him coming in, because I DIDNÕT come in/Den tu milisa pu ebena, Äiati De bika is highly
marked.
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their propositions. Looked at more closely, the factivity of the two is in fact quite
different, and makes any direct connection between the two unlikely.

Supplementary participle

Finally, the Classical participle can be used as a factive complement. In this
function, its range is considerably broader than that of pu. Thus, its use as a
subjective predicative complement follows the use of hoùs to introduce nominal
subjective predicative complements, and has no equivalent in pu:

(45a) (442~441ÊBC)
kaç ue©n ðkno mai mî prodoåq ïmúq gªnhi.
ka"Ý tHeo^ùn hiknou^mai me$ù prodou$s heùma^ùs ge@neùi.
and of.gods I.beg lest betraying us you.become
And by the gods I beg you, donÕt be our betrayer! (Soph Aj 588)

Moreover, the participle is used in Occurrence and Action subjective predica-
tives (already HomericÑ45b), where CSMG would use na or ke rather than pu,
and even in some instances where English would use the infinitive rather than
the participle:85

(45b) (viiiÊBC)
½llÕ ¨mâ prçn ½pªpemce? t´xhse g�r ¨rxomªnh nh q/ ½ndr©n Uesprvt©n ¨q Doyl¼xion
pol´pyron.
all eme$ pr"Ýn ape@pempse; tu@kHeùse ga$r erkHome@neù neùu^s/ andro^ùn tHesproùto^ùn es
doul"ÛkHion polu@puron.
But me he sent away first; for a ship of the Thesprotians happened to be
going to wheat-abounding Dulichium.
(CSMG: ala emena epempse proto; Äiati etixe na erxete karavi ton Tesproton sto
polisito Dulixio) (Od XIV 334)

(45c) (431Ð400ÊBC)
Ôtyxon g�r ¨n të ½goré ¸plÁtai kaue´donteq ÷q pentükonta
e@tukHon ga$r en te^ùi agora^ùi hopl"ßùtai katHeu@dontes hoùs pente@ùkonta
About fifty of the Athenian heavy infantry happened to be sleeping in the
market-place
(CSMG: Dioti etixe na kimude stin aÄora kapu penida oplites) (Th IV 113)

(45d) (375~360ÊBC)
¨g× dâ, À K re, kaç ùn ¨g× krat© kaç meno men par� soç kaç ¸r©nteq sâ ½nej¿meua
kaç karterüsomen æp¯ so  e»ergeto´menoi.
ego$ù de$, o^ù ku^ùre, ka"Ý ho^ùn ego$ù krato^ù ka"Ý menou^men para$ so"Ý ka"Ý horo^ùntes se$
anekso@metHa ka"Ý kartere@ùsomen hupo$ sou^ euergetou@menoi.
But as for me, Cyrus, I, with the men whom I command, will remain with you
and endure the sight of you (seeing you) and tolerate your goodness to us
(being benefitted by you).
(CSMG: ma eÄo, kire, ke osi eleNxo ke Ta minume mazi su ke Ta anexomaste na se
vlepume ke Ta ipominume to na mas everÄetis) (X An 5.1.26)

85The verb tugkHa@nein Ôhappen toÕ was already taking the infinitive and had become an imper-
sonal verb by Hellenistic Greek (Jannaris 1897 ¤2119); the same occurred for the other predi-
cates now associated with na-complements.
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(45e) (375~360ÊBC)
¨g× mân to¼nyn, Ôfh, À Òndreq, ½pe¼rhka ûdh jyskeyaz¿menoq kaç bad¼zvn kaç trªxvn
kaç t� Îpla fªrvn kaç ¨n t�jei ý×n kaç fylak�q fyl�ttvn kaç max¿menoq
ego$ù me$n to"Ûnun, e@pHeù, o^ù a@ndres, ape"Ûreùka e@ùdeù ksuskeuazdo@menos ka"Ý bad"Ûzdoùn
ka"Ý tre@kHoùn ka"Ý ta$ ho@pla pHe@roùn ka"Ý en ta@ksei io$ùn ka"Ý pHulaka$s pHula@ttoùn ka"Ý
makHo@menos
For my part, sirs, I am weary by this time of getting kit together and packing
up for a start, of walking and running and carrying heavy arms, and of
tramping along in line, or mounting guard, and doing battle.
(CSMG: eÄo lipon, ipe, adres, exo vareTi pia na mazevo ton eksoplismo mu ke na
perpato ke na trexo ke na kuvalo ta opla ke na vaDizo stin taksi ke na kratao
skopia ke na Dino maxi) (X An 5.1.2)

This use of the participle extends to another factive (Predetermined) Action
context, which also takes the participle in English, but only na in CSMG: phasal
verbs like a@rkHomai ÔbeginÕ, diatelo^ù ÔcontinueÕ, and pau@omai ÔstopÕ:86

(46a) (viiiÊBC)
¨g× dÕ Ärxon xalepa¼nvnÉ?
ego$ù d e^ùrkHon kHalepa"ÛnoùnÉ
and I was first to be angry; (Il II 378)

(46b) (428ÊBC)
pa sai lªgoysa?
pau^sai le@gousa;
Stop talking
You, speak no more to me.
(CSMG: papse na milas) (Eur Hipp 706)

(46c) (400~387ÊBC)
· p¿uen ¥n ¹ru©q ½rja¼meua Òndraq ½gauoåq ¨paino nteq
e$ù po@tHen a$n ortHo^ùs arksa"ÛmetHa a@ndras agatHou$s epainou^ntes
Or from where will we correctly begin praising good men?
and how shall we rightly begin the praises of these brave men?
(CSMG: apo pu Ta arxisume na penevume sosta tus Äeneus adres?/ apo pu
pianume ke penevume sosta tus Äeneus adres?) (Pl Mx 237a)

Amongst the predicates which do take pu-complements in CSMG, the participle
occurs with emotive predicates:

(47a) (viiiÊBC)
soç mân nostüsanti, Diotrefªq, ®q ¨x�rhmen,/ ÷q eÂ tÕ eýq |Iu�khn ½fiko¼meua, patr¼da
gaÁan!É
so"Ý me$n noste@ùsanti, diotrepHe@s, ho$ùs ekHa@reùmen,/ hoùs e"Û t eis itHa@keùn apHiko"ÛmetHa
patr"Ûda ga"ßan!É
We so rejoice at thy return, O noble one, as if we had come to our paternal
land, Ithaca (Od X 419)

(47b) (387~367ÊBC)
xa¼rv ge dialeg¿menoq toÁq sf¿dra presb´taiq?
kHa"Ûroù ge dialego@menos to"ßs spHo@dra presbu@tais;
and I enjoy talking with the very aged. (Pl R 328e)

86For an analysis discriminating the use of infinitive and participle after a@rkHomai in terms of
factivity (the participle presupposes the completion of the action, the infinitive does not), see
Rijksbaron (1986).
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(47c) (431Ð400ÊBC)
o» to  plªonoq mî sterisk¿menoi x�rin Ôxoysin?
ou tou^ ple@onos me$ù sterisko@menoi kHa@rin e@kHousin;
they do not bear gratitude [for] not being deprived of most
makes them forget to be grateful for being allowed to retain most of their
possessions (Th I 77)

(47d) (442~441ÊBC)
mü, pr¯q ue©n? ½llÕ Ôndon ½rke¼tv mªnvn.
me@ù, pro$s tHeo^ùn, all e@ndon arke"Ûtoù me@noùn.
No, by the gods; but let it be enough that he stays inside.
No, no, for heavenÕs sake!/ IÕd very much rather he stayed inside. (Soph Aj
76)

However, realis and irrealis emotive complements could also be expressed in
Attic as ho@ti-clauses and conditional clauses, respectively.87

(47g) (375~360ÊBC)
ïmeÁq dª, À Òndreq SinvpeÁq, íkomen ½gap©nteq, Îti t� sÃmata diesvs¿meua kaç t�
Îpla?
heùme"ßs de@, o^ù a@ndres sinoùpe"ßs, he@ùkomen agapo^ùntes, ho@ti ta$ so@ùmata diesoùso@metHa
ka"Ý ta@ ho@pla;
As to ourselves, men of Sinope, having got so far, we are well content to have
saved our bodies and our arms.
(CSMG: emis, adres tis sinopis, ftanume eDo pera efxaristimeni pu sosame ta
kormia mas ke ta opla mas) (X An 5.5.13)

(47h) (400~387ÊBC)
kaç ÷q ½lhu©q ½ganakt© eý oætvsç Ù no© mî oò¿q tÕ eýmç eýpeÁn.
ka"Ý hoùs aleùtHo^ùs aganakto^ù ei houtoùs"Ý ha$ noo^ù me$ù ho"ßo@s t eim"Ý eipe"ßn.
and I am really grieved at being thus unable to express my meaning.
(CSMG: ke sta aliTia aÄanakto na min boro na po afta pu exo kata nu) (Pl La
194a)

Participles can also appear with predicates of perception. In Homeric Greek, the
participle is limited to indirect perception (48a). This is the reverse of the status
of pu in CSMG, and lends yet more evidence against any claim that the Modern
pu is a continuation of the Ancient participle.

(48a) (viiiÊBC)
toåq n n eý ptÃssontaq æfÕ +Ektori p�ntaq ½ko´sai,/ poll� ken ½uan�toisi f¼laq
½n� xeÁraq ½e¼rai
tou$s (ACC) nu^ùn ei pto@ùssontas hupH he@ktori pa@ntas akou@sai,/ polla@ ken atHana@toisi
pH"Ûlas ana$ kHe"ßras ae"Ûrai

87ÒIn the same way verbs expressing an emotion, such as tHauma@zdein ÔmarvelÕ, a@kHtHestHai Ôbe
vexedÕ, aganakte"ßn Ôbe uneasyÕ, aiskHu@nestHai Ôbe ashamedÕ, me@mpHestHai ÔblameÕ, deino$n poie"ßstHai
Ôtake something badlyÕ, deino$n esti Ôbe terribleÕ, agapa^ùn ÔloveÕ, pHtHone"ßn ÔenvyÕ, aiskHro@n esti Ôbe
shamefulÕ etc. are followed by an adverbial phrase introduced by ei Ôif, whetherÕ instead of a
noun phrase introduced by ho@ti, through which the object of marvelling etc. is presented not as
actually existing, but as merely possible or still in question, as in tHauma@zdoù, ho@ti tau^ta g"Ûgnetai ÔI
marvel that these things are happeningÕ and ei tau^ta g"Ûgnetai Ôif these things are happeningÕ.
Attic urbanity, which likes to mix into its language the colour of doubt and a certain indecision,
uses this form of expression quite often, even with settled and undisputed situations.Ó (K�hner
& Gerth 1963 [1898Ð1904] ¤551.8) (This means, presumably, that ei-complements of emotives
were moving in Attic towards becoming unmarked as to factivity.)
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If he heard now of those that all were cowering before Hector, then would
he lift his hands to the immortals (Il VII 129)

In Attic, the participle with a genitive subject indicates direct perception (48b),
the participle with an accusative subject (48c) or a ho@ti- or hoùs-clause (48d) in-
dicate Ôperceiving as a factÕ (i.e. they are propositionalÑthe proposition is com-
municated to the subject), while an infinitive indicates inference or indirect per-
ception (48e):88

(48b) (~385ÊBC)
�suhsai oÇn pÃpotª moy · ceydomartyro ntoq · sykofanto ntoq · f¼loyq · p¿lin
eýq st�sin ¨mb�llontoq · Òllo ti Òdikon pr�ttontoq;
e@ùistHeùsai ou^n po@ùpote@ mou (GEN) e$ù pseudomarturou^ntos e$ù sukopHantou^ntos e$ù
pH"Ûlous e$ù po@lin eis sta@sin emba@llontos e$ù a@llo ti a@dikon pra@ttontos?
Then have you ever found me dealing in perjury or calumny, or stirring up
strife between friends or fellow-citizens, or doing any other unjust act? (X
Mem 4.4.11)

(48c) (375~360ÊBC)
|Abrok¿maq dâ o» to tÕ ¨po¼hsen, ½llÕ ¨peç ûkoyse K ron ¨n Kilik¼Q Ïnta,
½nastrªcaq ¨k Foin¼khq par� basilªa ½pülaynen
abroko@mas de$ ou tou^t epo"Ûeùsen, all epe"Ý e@ùkouse ku^ùron (ACC) en kilik"Ûaùi o@nta,
anastre@psas ek pHoin"Ûkeùs para$ basile@a ape@ùlaunen
This, however, Abrocomas had not done; but as soon as he learnt (heard) that
Cyrus was in Cilicia, he had turned round and made his exit from Phoenecia,
to join the king (X An 1.4.5)

(48d) (375~360ÊBC)
Ôpempon dâ oð polªmioi ûdh, oà plhs¼on Ìkoyn, pr¯q Jenof©nta ½ko´onteq, Îti oÈtoq
pol¼zei t¯ xvr¼on
e@pempon de$ hoi pole@mioi e@ùdeù, ho"Ý pleùs"Ûon o@ùikoun, pro$s ksenopHo^ùnta akou@ontes,
ho@ti hou^tos pol"Ûzdei to$ kHor"Ûon
And the opponents who were living close by were already sending [embassies]
to Xenophon, hearing that he was making the place a town
Even the hostile tribes dwelling in the neighbourhood presently began to send
envoys to Xenophon. It was he who was forming the place into a city, as they
understood (X An 6.6.4)

(48e) (384~383ÊBC)
½ko´v dÕ a»t¿n, À Òndreq dikasta¼, ¨pç to ton t¯n l¿gon trªpesuai, ÷q ¹rgisueçq
eÂrhke ta ta
akou@où d auto@n, o^ù a@ndres dikasta"Û, ep"Ý tou^ton to$n lo@gon tre@pestHai (INF), hoùs
orgistHe"Ýs e"Ûreùke tau^ta
I hear, gentlemen, that he is resorting to the argument that he has made
these statements in a fit of anger (Lys X 30)

And participles can appear with cognitive predicatesÑincluding mantHa@noù,
epimantHa@noù ÔlearnÕ, gigno@ùskoù, o"ßda, ep"Ûstamai ÔknowÕ, me@mneùmai ÔrememberÕ,

88The distinction between propositional perception and inferential perception is rather fine;
K�hnerÐGerth (1963 [1898Ð1904] ¤484.1) speak rather of Òindirect, but certain and grounded
perceptionÓ for accusativeÊ+ participle, as against Ònews relayed only as a rumourÓ for the in-
finitive. Furthermore, the accusative/genitive participial distinction only applies for some verbs,
like akou@où ÔhearÕ and puntHa@nomai Ôhear, learnÕ; for others, like aistHa@nomai ÔsenseÕ, the accusative
is normal for direct perception.
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and epilantHa@nomai ÔforgetÕ. The distinction between participial and ho@ti-com-
plements of cognitive predicates, unlike that between pu- and oti-complements
in CSMG, Òappears to be merely formalÓ (K�hner & Gerth 1963 [1898Ð1904]
¤550.1 Note 2).

(49a) (viiiÊBC)
½llÕ Îte dî g¼nvske ueo  g¿non Æån ¨¿nta,/ a»to  min katªryke
all ho@te de$ù g"Ûnoùske tHeou^ go@non eùu$n eo@nta,/ autou^ min kate@ruke
So when the king now knew that he was the brave offspring of a god, he kept
him there (Il VI 191)

(49b) (359~355ÊBC)
½fikneÁtai eýq Xerr¿nhson. ôn katamau×n p¿leiq mân Ôndeka · dÃdeka Ôxoysan
aphikne"ßtai eis kHerro@neùson. he$ùn katamatHo$ùn po@leis me$n e@ndeka e$ù do@ùdeka
e@kHousan
É arrived at the Chersonese. And when he learned that this Chersonese con-
tained eleven or twelve townsÉ (X HG 3.2.10)

(49c) (400~387ÊBC)
mªmnhmai dâ Ôgvge kaç paÁq ¾n Krit¼Q töde syn¿nta se.
me@mneùmai de$ e@goùge ka"Ý pa"ßs o$ùn krit"Ûaùi to^ùide suno@nta se.
and I remember when I was a child seeing you in company with Critias
here. (Pl Chrm 156a)

(49d) (407~405ÊBC)
¨pilelümesuÕ ïdªvq/ gªronteq Ïnteq.
epilele@ùmestH heùde@oùs/ ge@rontes o@ntes.
We sweetly forget being old men
I too feel young, young enough to dance. (Eur Ba 189)

Cognitive predicates taking participles also include predicates of proving and
declaration (verba declarandi), such as de"Ûknumi ÔproveÕ, agge@lloù ÔannounceÕ,
and pHa"Ûnomai Ôbe apparentÕ, which in CSMG usually do not take pu-comple-
ments. Such complements first appear in vÊBC:

(50a) (343ÊBC)
¨pªdeijÕ o»dân ½lhuâq ½phggelk¿ta ½ll� fenak¼sanuÕ æmúq, m�rtysi toÁq
gegenhmªnoiq a»toÁq, o» l¿goiq xrÃmenoq.
epe@deiks oude$n aleùtHe$s apeùggelko@ta alla$ pHenak"ÛsantH huma^ùs, ma@rtusi to"ßs
gegeneùme@nois auto"ßs, ou lo@gois kHro@ùmenos.
I have proved, not by words but by the testimony of facts, that there was no
word of truth in the report of Aeschines, but that he successfully deceived
you. (Dem 19.177)

(50b) (375~360ÊBC)
lªgvn a»tö, Îti dika¼vq ¥n moi xar¼zoito, Îti a»tö K r¿n te ¨pistrate´onta pr©toq
ûggeila kaç boüueian Ôxvn Óma të ½ggel¼Q ½fik¿mhn
le@goùn auto^ùi, ho@ti dika"Ûoùs a$n moi kHar"Ûzdoito, ho@ti auto^ùi ku^ùro@n te epistrateu@onta
pro^ùtos e@ùggeila ka"Ý boe@ùtHeian e@kHoùn ha@ma te^ùi aggel"Ûaùi apHiko@meùn
I claimed it as a favour which was fairly my due; for was it not I who first
announced to him the hostile approach of Cyrus? who supported that an-
nouncement by the aid I brought;É (X An 2.3.19)

(50c) (387~367ÊBC)
n n dÕ ¨peidî ½u�natoq fa¼netai oÇsa, o»dem¼a ¥n eÂh a»të Òllh ½pofygî kak©n
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o»dâ svthr¼a
nu^ùn d epeide$ù atHa@natos pHa"Ûnetai ou^sa, oudem"Ûa a$n e"Ûeù aute^ùi a@lleù apopHuge$ù
kako^ùn oude$ soùteùr"Ûa
but now because it is apparent that it is immortal, there is no other avoidance
of evils for it, nor salvation
but as it is, since the soul is clearly immortal, it can have no escape or security
from evil (Pl Phd 107c)

There is also limited use of participles with linguistic predicates; this is mostly
found in Homer (50d), (50e) consituting a rare prose instance:

(50d) (viiiÊBC)
grhßq dÕ eýq æperöÕ ½nebüseto kagxal¿vsa,/ despo¼n� ¨rªoysa f¼lon p¿sin Ôndon
¨¿nta?
greùu$s d eis hupero^ùi anebe@ùseto kagkHalo@oùsa,/ despo"Ûneùi ere@ousa pH"Ûlon po@sin
e@ndon eo@nta;
And the old woman went up to the upper-room exulting, to tell her mistress
that her dear husband was within; (Od XXIII 2)

(50e) (359~355ÊBC)
kaç eý mî Krîq ue¼Q tinç mo¼rQ proselu×n ¨jüggeile tö |Aghsil�ó prosi¯n t¿
str�teyma, Ôlaben ¥n tîn p¿lin øsper neotti�n pant�pasin Ôrhmon t©n ½mynomªnvn.
ka"Ý ei me$ù kre$ùs tHe"Ûaùi tin"Ý mo"Ûraùi proseltHo$ùn ekse@ùggeile to^ùi ageùsila@oùi prosio$n to@
stra@teuma, e@laben a$n te$ùn po@lin ho@ùsper neottia$n panta@pasin e@reùmon to^ùn
amunome@noùn.
And had not a Cretan by a kind of providential chance come and reported to
Agesilaus that the army was advancing, he would have captured the city,
like a nest entirely empty of its defenders. (X HG 7.5.10)

With only a few exceptions (notably predicates of perception), ho@ti-comple-
ments and participles seem to have been interchangable in Classical Greek.
However, as with pu in CSMG, the participle is used with linguistic predicates
only when the complement is emphasised as being given (51):

(51) (409ÊBC)
PAIDAGVGOS: tªunhkÕ |Orªsthq? ¨n braxeÁ jynueçq lªgv.
HLEKTRA: o} Õg× t�lainÕ , Ïlvla t¶idÕ ¨n ïmªrai.
KLYTAIMNHSTRA: t¼ füq, t¼ füq, À jeÁne; mî ta´thq kl´e.
PAIDAGVGOS: uan¿ntÕ |Orªsthn n n te kaç p�lai lªgv.
paidagoùgo@s: te@tHneùk ore@steùs; en brakHe"ß ksuntHe"Ýs le@goù.
eùle@ktra: o"Ý go$ù ta@lain, o@loùla te^ùid en heùme@rai.
klutaimne@ùstra: t"Û pHe@ùs, t"Û pHe@ùs, o^ù kse"ßne? me$ù tau@teùs klu@e.
paidagoùgo@s: tHano@nt ore@steùn nu^ùn te ka"Ý pa@lai le@goù.
PAEDAGOGUS: Orestes is dead. There it is, in one short word.
ELECTRA: O God, O God! This is the day I die.
CLYTEMNESTRA: What is this you say, sir, what? DonÕt listen to her.
PAEDAGOGUS: What I said and say now is ÔOrestes is dead.Õ (Soph El
676)
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A final class of predicates taking participles is not factive: it involves predicates
of attempt, such as peiro^ùmai ÔtryÕ. Participles are infrequent in Attic (52a), but
much more frequent in Herodotus (52b):89

(52a) (387~367ÊBC)
o»k ¨r© soi prçn ¥n pantaxë peirau© skop©n.
ouk ero^ù soi pr"Ýn a$n pantakHe^ùi peiratHo^ù skopo^ùn.
I will not tell you before I try looking everywhere.
I will not mention them until I have tried to look at the question from every
quarter. (Pl Tht 190e)

(52b) (~450ÊBC)
diªbh ¨q AÂginan, boyl¿menoq syllabeÁn Aýginhtªvn toåq aýtivt�toyq? ÷q dâ ¨peirúto
syllamb�nvn, Òlloi te dî ¨g¼nonto a»tö ½nt¼jooi
die@beù es a"Ûginan, boulo@menos sullabe"ßn aigineùte@oùn tou$s aitioùta@tous; hoùs de$
epeira^ùto sullamba@noùn, a@lloi te de$ù eg"Ûnonto auto^ùi ant"Ûksooi
(He) crossed over to Aegina intending to arrest the most culpable of its people.
But when he attempted to make the arrests, the Aeginetans opposed him
(Hdt VI 50)

As with adjuncts, hoùs can frequently precede complement participles, although
it serves not to mark the complement as non-factive, but

to mark the mental attitude of the subject of the main verb or of some other person
mentioned prominently in the sentence [É]; sometimes, to denote emphasis, when
that mental attitude is already clearly marked (Smyth 1959 [1920] ¤2120):

(52c) (409ÊBC)
÷q mhdân eýd¿tÕ Âsui mÕ ùn ½nistoreÁq.
hoùs meùde$n eido@t "ÛstHi m ho^ùn anistore"ßs.
as nothing knowing know! me of what you.ask
I never knew a word of what you ask me. (Soph Ph 253)

Indeed, the class of predicates taking hoùsÊ+ predicate complements is broader
than that taking predicates alone, such as iskHur"Ûzdomai ÔclaimÕ and gno@ùmeùn
e@kHoù Ôbe of the opinion thatÕ (Smyth 1959 [1920] ¤2121Ð2122). This means that
hoùs allowed non-factive predicates to take participles, although the complement
did not necessarily become non-factive as a result.

So on the one hand the use of the participle as a verb complement follows
factivity far more closely than pu-complements, or even the English participle:
the Classical participle expands to Predetermined Occurrence and Action con-
texts, propositional perception as distinct from inferential perception, and pre-
dicates of proving and declaration.90 On the other, adjunct participles are clearly

89There are up to 15 participial complements of peiro^ùmai in Herodotus against 37 infinitival
complements; in Plato, by contrast, there are only two instances of participial complements
(Rijksbaron 1986:190).
In his attempt to use factivity to account for the distribution of the Classical participle,
Rijksbaron (1986) finds that for at least some complements of peiro^ùmai, there is no semantic
difference between the participial and the normal infinitival complement.
90Rijksbaron (1986) analyses participial complements explicitly in terms of factivity, but such
an analysis is anticipated in the standard Greek grammars, such as K�hner & Gerth (1963
[1898Ð1904]).
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not always factive; they include the two basic irrealis adjuncts, conditional and
purposive. And even amongst supplementary participles, peiro^ùmai forms an
exception to a factive account; the exception also holds for the English participle
(try going). A unifying factor for the functions of the participle might prove
difficult to establish.91

This emphasises that, attractive as it might be synchronically, it is not always
useful to subsume such a functional heterogeny under a single ordering prin-
cipleÑparticularly when speaking in diachronic terms, as the heterogeny results
from diachronic accretions, subsequently only partially simplified through ana-
logy. A series of diachronic accretionsÑincluding many local reanalyses and
analogiesÑhas given rise to the predominantly factive Ancient participle. A
similar but not identical series of accretions has given rise to the predominantly
factive Modern pu. Their similarity is a matter of linguistic typology, and not
diachrony as far as we can tell; some confirmation of this arises in looking at the
status of the participle in Middle Greek.

5.4.  Middle Greek status quo ante
To investigate the environment in which ho@pou came to acquire its modern
functions, it is useful to survey the status of its Classical equivalentsÑho@ti, hoùs
and the participleÑas well as any new competitors such as pos, in the era when
ho@pou was reanalysed, namely Middle Greek.

5.4.1. Relativisers
In written Koine, ho@stis is used alongside ho@s as a relativiser. From iiiÊAD, in ad-
dition, the definite article is increasingly used as a relativiser in the papyri
(Gignac 1981:179), following on from parallel sporadic usage in older Greek dia-
lects:

(53a) (i~ii AD)
t� pepi�kamen dedÃkamen
ta$ pepia@kamen dedo@ùkamen
what we have received, we have given (SB 9017 (14).9)

(53b) (~296)
t� xalkÃmata t� Ôxiq par� so¼, d¯q a»t�É
ta$ kHalko@ùmata ta$ e@kHis para$ so"Û, do$s auta@É
the copper vessels that you have with you, give themÉ (SB 7253)

91Fox (1983) identifies backgroundedness in discourse as such a factor, as confirmed by the
morphological features of the participle, characteristic of background status. Thus, the participle
tends not to be used to chain clauses with the same subject in a narrative, but to introduce sup-
plementary information with novel, digressive subjects; furthermore, participials tends to be
more intransitive and atelic. FoxÕs discussion is relatively brief, and does not substantially tackle
the issue of complements. However, a discourse-based approach would encompass the irrealis
adjuncts (by virtue of their backgrounded status in discourse), and would encompass the factive
complements through the equation BACKGROUNDEDÊ= GIVENÊ= PRESUPPOSEDÊ= PREDETER-
MINED.
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There are also sporadic instances of to as a relativiser in Low Literary Middle
Greek:

(53c) (~480)
¨keÁno t¯ ¨f�gomen t¶q ½g�phq Än? ïmeÁq dâ tîn ãayt©n nhste¼an kratüsvmen, tªknon.
eke"ßno to$ epHa@gomen te^ùs aga@peùs e^ùn; heùme"ßs de$ te$ùn heauto^ùn neùste"Ûan
krate@ùsoùmen, te@knon.
What (=that which) we have eaten came through charity but, my child, let us
keep our own fast. (Apophth.Patr 408C)

(53d) (~650)
mî de¼r�q t� paid¼a t� fil©, Îti makr�n str�tan Ôxoysin ½pelueÁn.
me$ù de"Ûreùis ta$ paid"Ûa ta$ pHilo^ù, ho@ti makra$n stra@tan e@kHousin apeltHe"ßn.
do not thrash the children whom I kiss, for they have a long way to go.
(Leont.N v.Sym 1717A=151.5)

(53e) (~800)
t¯ mis© o» uªlv blªpein
to$ miso^ù ou tHe@loù ble@pein
what I hate I do not want to see (Thphn 183.31)

Bakker (1974:96) concludes to was a vernacular relativiser, mostly suppressed in
writing; Òit seems that the only reason why it is found a few times more often
than ho@pou is that it was so similar to the ÔofficialÕ pronoun ho@s he@ù ho@.Ó

Use persists of the relativisers ho@s  and ho@stis to convey sundry modal
meanings, which would prepare the way for any novel relativisers being used
with similar modal nuances. These include purposives with the future indicative
(54a) and subjunctive (54b), resultatives (54c), causals (54d), concessives (54e),
and conditionals (54f):92

(54a) (173?)
dÃsv kritîn kaç logouªthn t¯n a»t¯n Ûq ¨jet�²sei³
do@ùsoù krite$ùn ka"Ý logotHe@teùn to$n auto$n ho$s ekseta@sei
I will give you the same judge and legislator, who will examine (PSel 183.31)

(54b) (70~79)
syn¶luon dâ kaç t©n mauht©n ½p¯ Kaisar¼aq sån ïmÁn, Ògonteq parÕ Ø jenisu©men
Mn�svn¼ tini Kypr¼ó, ½rxa¼ó mauhtë.
sune^ùltHon de$ ka"Ý to^ùn matHeùto^ùn apo$ kaisar"Ûas su$n heùm"ßùn, a@gontes par ho^ùi
ksenistHo^ùmen mna@soùn"Û tini kupr"Ûoùi, arkHa"Ûoùi matHeùte^ùi.
And some of the disciples from Caesarea went with us, bringing us to the
house of Mnason of Cyprus, an early disciple, with whom we should lodge.
(NT Ac 21:16)

(54c) (57)
t¼q g�r Ôgnv no n Kyr¼oy, Ûq symbib�sei a»t¿n;
t"Ûs ga$r e@gnoù nou^n kur"Ûou, ho$s sumbiba@sei auto@n?

92With these relativisers, as with their counterparts in Classical Greek, Modern Greek, and Eng-
lish, the issue of underspecification holds, as articulated by Robertson (1934 [1923]:956): ÒAl-
most any sentence is capable of being changed into some other form as a practical equivalent.
The relative clause may indeed have the resultant effect of cause, condition, purpose or result,
but in itself it expresses none of these things. It is like the participle in this respect. One must
not read into it more than is there.Ó
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For who has known the mind of the Lord so as to instruct him? (NT 1ÊCor
2:16)

(54d) (58)
Îq ge to  ýd¼oy Yðo  o»k ¨fe¼sato, ½ll� æpâr ïm©n p�ntvn parªdvken a»t¿n, p©q
o»xç kaç sån a»tö t� p�nta ïmÁn xar¼setai;
ho@s ge tou^ id"Ûou huiou^ ouk epHe"Ûsato, alla$ hupe$r heùmo^ùn pa@ntoùn pare@doùken auto@n,
po^ùs oukH"Ý ka"Ý su$n auto^ùi ta$ pa@nta heùm"ßùn kHar"Ûsetai?
He who did not even spare his own Son but gave him up on for us all, will he
not also give us all things with him? (NT Rom 8:32)

(54e) (50~100)
Òge n n oð lªgonteq Sümeron · a{rion poreys¿meua eýq tünde tîn p¿lin kaç poiüsomen
¨keÁ ¨niayt¯n kaç ¨mporeys¿meua kaç kerdüsomen? oñtineq o»k ¨p¼stasue t¶q a{rion
po¼a ï zvî æm©n.
a@ge nu^ùn hoi le@gontes se@ùmeron e$ù au@rion poreuso@metHa eis te@ùnde te$ùn po@lin ka"Ý
poie@ùsomen eke"ß eniauto$n ka"Ý emporeuso@metHa ka"Ý kerde@ùsomen; ho"Ûtines ouk
ep"ÛstastHe te^ùs au@rion po"Ûa heù zdoùe$ù humo^ùn.
Come now, you who say, ÔToday or tomorrow we will go into such and such a
town and spend a year there and trade and get gainÕ; whereas you do not
know about tomorrow. What is your life? (NT Jac 4:14)

(54f) (~65)
½llÕ Ûq ¥n uªl� mªgaq genªsuai ¨n æmÁn, Ôstai æm©n di�konoq, kaç Ûq ¥n uªl� ¨n æmÁn
eµnai pr©toq, Ôstai p�ntvn do loq?
all ho$s a$n tHe@leùi me@gas gene@stHai en hum"ßùn, e@stai humo^ùn dia@konos, ka"Ý ho$s a$n
tHe@leùi en hum"ßùn e"ßnai pro^ùtos, e@stai pa@ntoùn dou^los;
but whoever want to be great among you must be your servant, and who-
ever would be first among you must be slave of all. (NT Mc 10:43)

The use of the relativiser as a discourse connective reaches endemic proportions
in written Middle GreekÑalthough this is likelier to reflect the officialese of the
time than the vernacular, as Tabachovitz has argued:

The explanation of this fact [relative connection], it seems to me, should be sought
also in this case in the ambition of the authors to write in a style distanced from the
spoken language [É] Considering how frequent paratactic connection with ka"Û (ke)
ÔandÕ was and remains in the popular language [É], one must surmise that those
Byzantine authors who were not good enough stylists to make proper use of the
finely nuanced particles of Ancient Greek would see in relative connection a con-
venient replacement for popular ka"Û, which they were seeking to avoid. (Tabacho-
vitz 1943:11).

(55a) (70~79)
t¯n dâ |Arxhg¯n t¶q zv¶q ½pekte¼nate, Ûn ¸ Ue¯q ûgeiren ¨k nekr©n, oÈ ïmeÁq m�rtyrªq
¨smen.
to$n de$ arkHeùgo$n te^ùs zdoùe^ùs apekte"Ûnate, ho$n ho tHeo$s e@ùgeiren ek nekro^ùn, hou^
heùme"ßs ma@rture@s esmen.
And killed the Prince of life, whom God hath raised from the dead; whereof
we are witnesses. (King James)
and killed the Author of life, whom God raised from the dead. ∅ To this we
are witnesses. (NT Ac 3:15)

(55b) (~800)
to ton Æg�pa púq ¸ la¯q oýkodomo´menoq sf¿dra taÁq didaskal¼aiq a»to , oð dâ
z©nteq ½sÃtvq ½pestrªfonto a»t¿n? oà kaç eýq t¯n katÕ a»to  p¿lemon synürghsan.
tou^ton eùga@pa pa^ùs ho lao$s oikodomou@menos spHo@dra ta"ßs didaskal"Ûais autou^, hoi de$
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zdo^ùntes aso@ùtoùs apestre@pHonto auto@n; ho"Ý ka"Ý eis to$n kat autou^ po@lemon
sune@ùrgeùsan.
The entire people loved this man, being greatly edified by his teachings; but
those who lived dissolutely avoided him; who also contributed to the war
against him. (Thphn 78.3)

(55c) (~800)
di�dhma periuªmenoq pr¯ t¶q Kvnstant¼oy teleyt¶q eýq ãllhnism¯n ½naid©q
¨jetr�ph. Îper Kvnst�ntioq pleÁsta metamelo´menoq ½pªdvke t¯ pne ma ¨p¼ te tö
gªnoyq f¿nó kaç të kainotom¼Q t¶q p¼stevq kaç të ½narrüsei to  ½post�toy.
dia@deùma peritHe@menos pro$ te^ùs koùnstant"Ûou teleute^ùs eis helleùnismo$n anaido^ùs
eksetra@peù. ho@per koùnsta@ntios ple"ßsta metamelou@menos ape@doùke to$ pneu^ma ep"Û te
to^ùi ge@nous pHo@noùi ka"Ý te^ùi kainotom"Ûaùi te^ùs p"Ûsteoùs ka"Ý te^ùi anarre@ùsei tou^ aposta@tou.
wearing a crown before Constantius died, he (Julian) shamelessly gave himself
over to paganism. So Constantius gave up the spirit with great regret over the
murder of his kin and the innovation in creed and the rise of the apostate.
(Thphn 46.33=71.8)

In (55b) the pronominal meaning of the relativiser is so bleached that it appears
in redundant combination with ka"@, a fully-fledged sentence connective. In (55c)
any semblance of referentiality for the relativiser is dropped through the use of a
neuter singular form (cf. Puristic-influenced Modern Greek to opion); the ref-
erent konsta@ntios is masculine.

A particular quirk of the era (adumbrated in 55c) is the use of adjectival ho@stis
as a discourse connective (Tabachovitz 1943:13)Ña trait continued in formal
CSMG with o opios (¤3.5.2):

(55d) (525Ð550)
|En dâ të a»to  basile¼Q ½nt¶ren ¸ patr¼kioq |Illo q ¸ =Isayroq, ¸ f¼loq to  a»to 
basilªvq Zünvnoq, ¸ ½nagag×n t¯n a»t¯n basilªa Zünvna met� bohue¼aq poll¶q tîn
deytªran a»to  ¨p�nodon ½p¯ t¶q |Isayr¼aq, Îte Ôfygen ½p¯ Kvnstantinoyp¿levq
basile´vn. Îstiq |Illo q ½n¶luen ¨n Kvnstantinoyp¿lei met� to  a»to  basilªvq
Zünvnoq?
en de$ te^ùi autou^ basile"Ûaùi ante^ùren ho patr"Ûkios illou^s ho "Ûsauros, ho pH"Ûlos tou^ autou^
basile@oùs zde@ùnoùnos, ho anagago$ùn to$n auto$n basile@a zde@ùnoùna meta$ boeùtHe"Ûas
polle^ùs te$ùn deute@ran autou^ epa@nodon apo$ te^ùs isaur"Ûas, ho@te e@pHugen apo$
koùnstantinoupo@leoùs basileu@oùn. ho@stis illou^s ane^ùltHen en koùnstantinoupo@lei meta$
tou^ autou^ basile@oùs zde@ùnoùnos;
And in the reign of the same, the patrician Illus the Isaurian rebelled, the friend
of the same emperor Zeno, who escorted the same emperor Z. with great
assistance on his second return from Isauria, when he fled from C. while
reigning. The which Illus came up to Constantinople with the same emperor
Z.
In his reign the patrician Illus rebelled. He was an Isaurian and friend of the
emperor Zeno and had escorted him back with a large force on his second re-
turn from Isauria, after he had fled there from Constantinople while emperor.
Illus had returned to Constantinople with the emperor Zeno. (Jo.Mal 385.13)

5.4.2. Participle
The participle remains in use in Middle Greek to express complements and ad-
juncts. Thus:93

93Papyrological examples from Mandilaras (1973:365Ð368).
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The purposive function is usually expressed by a infinitive rather than a par-
ticiple; participial instances in the New Testament are characterised as Òrem-
nantsÓ (Robertson 1934 [1923]:991, 1118)Ñparticularly the future participle.
The following instances are exceptional:

(56a) (70~79)
Òfeq Âdvmen eý Ôrxetai \Hle¼aq sÃsvn a»t¿n.
a@pHes "Ûdoùmen ei e@rkHetai heùle"Ûas so@ùsoùn auto@n.
Wait, let us see whether Elijah will come to save him. (NT Mt 27:49)

(56b) (248)
pros¶luon a»tö aýtüsvnÉ
prose^ùltHon auto^ùi aite@ùsoùnÉ
they aproached him askingÉ (PGraux 4.8Ð9)

(56c) (ivÊAD)
k¥n ÷se¼per mªli soi ½p¿stÁl¿n mo¼ tina · Go n ³uon · |AmmÃnionparamªnont� moi
Òxriq ¥n gn© p©q t� katÕ aýmaç ½pot¼uatai.
k a$n hoùse"Ûper me@li soi apo@st"ßùlo@n mo"Û tina e$ù gou^ntHon e$ù ammo@ùnion parame@nonta@
moi a@kHris a$n gno^ù po^ùs ta$ kat aima"Ý apot"ÛtHatai.
make it your business to send some one to me, either Gunthus or Ammonius,
to stay with me until I know the position of my affairs. (POxy 120.13)

On the other hand, the participle remains in full use as a temporal:

(57a) (~67)
p¼stei |Iak×b ½pounüskvn Õkaston t©n yð©n |Ivsîf e»l¿ghsen
p"Ûstei iako$ùb apotHne@ùskoùn he@kaston to^ùn huio^ùn ioùse$ùpH eulo@geùsen
By faith Jacob, when dying, blessed each of the sons of Joseph (NT Heb
11:21)

(57b) (ii~ea. iiiÊAD)
¨�n dâ mªll�q oÜtv a ³»³tö ¨pitimún PtolemaÁ²o³n pªmcasa ½posp�s²v³ a»t¿n.
ea$n de$ me@lleùis hou@toù auto^ùi epitima^ùn ptolema"ßon pe@mpsasa apospa@soù auto@n.
but if you intend to blame him in this way, I shall send Ptolemaeus and take
him away. (POxy 1295.5Ð6)

Such instances include temporal participles ambiguous with conditionals, al-
though purely conditional participles are restricted to stereotyped expressions
in the Ptolemaic papyri (iiiÐiÊBC) (Mandilaras 1973:367):

(57c) (ea. iiiÊAD)
mnhm¿neyson dâ ¨rx¿menoq ùn Ôgrac� soi poll�kiq
mneùmo@neuson de$ erkHo@menos ho^ùn e@grapsa@ soi polla@kis
and remember when/if you come what I have written you about many a time
(PLond Inv. No. 1575.17Ð18)

Conditional participles are still extant in the New TestamentÑalthough Rob-
ertsonÕs (1934 [1923]:1129) examples come from the literary rather than ver-
nacular authors:

(57d) (70~79)
t¼ g�r ºfeleÁtai Ònurvpoq kerdüsaq t¯n k¿smon Îlon ãayt¯n dâ ½polªsaq ·
zhmivue¼q;
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t"Û ga$r oùpHele"ßtai a@ntHroùpos kerde@ùsas to$n ko@smon ho@lon heauto$n de$ apole@sas e$ù
zdeùmioùtHe"Ûs?
For what does it profit a man if he gains the whole world, and loses or for-
feits himself? (NT Lc 9:25)

The participle is also in full use to denote manner, means and circumstanceÑ

(58a) (70~79)
Õteroi dâ diaxley�zonteq Ôlegon Îti Gle´koyq memestvmªnoi eýs¼n.
he@teroi de$ diakHleua@zdontes e@legon ho@ti Ògleu@kous memestoùme@noi eis"Ûn.Ó
But others mocking said, ÔThey are filled with new wine.Õ (NT Ac 2:13)

(58b) (70~79)
t¼q dâ ¨j æm©n merimn©n d´natai prosueÁnai ¨pç tîn ïlik¼an a»to  p¶xyn Õna;
t"Ûs de$ eks humo^ùn merimno^ùn du@natai prostHe"ßnai ep"Ý te$ùn heùlik"Ûan autou^ pe^ùkHun
he@na?
And which of you by being anxious can add one cubit to his span of life?
(NT Mt 6:27)

(58c) (iiÊAD)
gin¿skein se uªlv ½fÕ ÷q ¨{k}j¶lueq ½pÕ ¨mo  pªnuoq ïgo´mhn nykt¯q klªvn ïmªraq dâ
penu©.... ÜnÝ
gino@skein se tHe@loù apH hoùs ekse^ùltHes ap emou^ pe@ntHos heùgou@meùn nukto$s kle@oùn
heùme@ras de$ pentHo^ùn
I assure you that ever since you left me I have been in mourning, weeping by
night and lamenting by day (POxy 528.8Ð9)

(58d) (ivÊAD)
Ôr²r³vs¿ moi di� pant¯q eÇ pr�s²s³oysa
e@rroùso@ moi dia$ panto$s eu^ pra@ssousa
Fare well for me, always doing well
Farewell; I wish you all prosperity (POxy 120.26)

causeÑ

(59a) (70~79)
|Ivsîf dâ ¸ ½nîr a»t¶q, d¼kaioq ¾n kaç mî uªlvn a»tîn deigmat¼sai, ¨boylüuh l�urQ
½pol sai a»tün.
ioùse$ùpH de$ ho ane$ùr aute^ùs, d"Ûkaios o$ùn ka"Ý me$ù tHe@loùn aute$ùn deigmat"Ûsai, eboule@ùtHeù
la@tHraùi apolu^ùsai aute@ùn.
and her husband Joseph, being a just man and unwilling to put her to shame,
resolved to divorce her quietly. (NT Mt 1:19)

(59b) (la. v~ea. viÊAD)
uar¿n g�r të sâ ½retë kaç të meÜtaÝjå fil¼Q gegr�feka
tHaro@n ga$r te^ùi se$ arete^ùi ka"Ý te^ùi metaksu$ pHil"Ûaùi gegra@pHeka
For I have written trusting in your virtue and our mutual friendship (POxy
1872.4Ð5)

and concession:

(60a) (70~79)
kaç lyphueçq ¸ basileåq di� toåq Îrkoyq kaç toåq synanakeimªnoyq ¨kªleysen
dou¶nai, kaç pªmcaq ½pekef�lisen |Iv�nhn ¨n të fylakë.
ka"Ý lupeùtHe"Ýs ho basileu$s dia$ tou$s ho@rkous ka"Ý tou$s sunanakeime@nous eke@leusen
dotHe^ùnai, ka"Ý pe@mpsas apekepHa@lisen ioùa@neùn en te^ùi pHulake^ùi.
And the king was sorry; but because of his oaths and his guests he com-
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manded it to be given; he sent and had John beheaded in the prison. (NT Mt
14:9)

(60b) (iiiÊAD)
¨piuym©n oÇn pr¯q æmúq tö ½na³p ³l¿³ó.  katant¶sai periekle¼suhmen ½p¯ to  douªntoq
²tö pai³d ³¼³³ó.  æp¯ to  lamprot�toy ïgem¿noq kome�t. ²oy³
epitHumo^ùn ou^n pro$s huma^ùs to^ùi anaplo@oùi katante^ùsai periekle"ÛstHeùmen apo$ tou^
dotHe@ntos to^ùi paid"Ûoùi hupo$ tou^ lamprota@tou heùgemo@nos komea@tou
I desired then to pay you a visit on the upward voyage, but we were limited
by the furlough granted to the boy by the most illustrious praefect (POxy
1666.11Ð12)

However, in Romanus the Melodist (viÊAD), participial adjuncts are disprefer-
redÑparticularly the purposive (Mitsakis 1967:156).

So the irrealis participial usages die out in Middle Greek, while the factive us-
ages remain intact. This makes the Middle Greek participle more closely aligned
with Modern Greek adjunct-pu in their factivity.

As a verb complement, the participle remains in use by such authors as
Malalas and Romanus the Melodist; but subsitution by the infinitive and ho@ti-
clauses is well underway. For example, a@rkHomai ÔbeginÕ already takes the infini-
tive instead of the participle in the New Testament, although pau@omai ÔceaseÕ
still takes the participle (Robertson 1934 [1923]:1121).94

Statistical evidence suggests that there was a steady drop in usage of the par-
ticiple overall throughout the period. Robertson (1934 [1923]:1098Ð1099),
using WilliamsÕ text counts, gives the following average text counts of participles
per 30-line page (which I have converted to counts per 1000 words):

Genre Date Text /page ä words
Homeric: viii BC Homer 8.2 34
Tragedians: v BC Sophocles 9 38
Historians: v BC Herodotus 17.5 74

v BC Thucydides 13 55
iv BC Xenophon 12.6 53

Orators & Philosoph.: iv BC Plato 10.2 43
iv BC Demosthenes 10.7 45

Atticists: ii BC IIÊMaccabees 23.5 99
i AD Josephus 20 84

Literary Koine: ii BC Polybius 17.8 75
i AD Strabo 13.5 57
ii AD Plutarch 14 59

Septuagint: ii BC Ex, Dt, Jud 6.2 26
Papyri: (unspecified) 6.8 29
New Testament: i AD Acts 17.2 72

i AD Luke 16.7 70
i AD Hebrews 14 59
i AD Mark 11.7 49
i AD John 10.4 44
i AD Paul: Gal, 1ÊCor, Rom 9 38
i AD Revelation 9 38

Mediaeval Cypriot: xv AD Chr. of Makhairas 2.6 11

94For further discussion, see below.
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CSMG: xx AD The Third Wedding 1.1 4.5

Table 19. Diachronic participle frequency counts95

The counts show that the participle was particularly widespread in formal, his-
torical prose (34ä in Homer against 55ä in Thucydides, and 74ä in Hero-
dotus), and hypercorrectly used in Atticist Greek (99ä in IIÊMaccabees). How-
ever, it had fallen into less frequent use in Koine (more so in the Septuagint,
because of the influence of HebrewÑ26ä, as against 29ä in the papyri), and
usage in the New Testament broadly correlates with the formality of the lan-
guage (38Ð72ä) (Paul forming an exception.)

So while the participle may not have been dying out yet, its use was clearly on
the wane. This is corroborated by an increase through Middle Greek of errors in
using participle case and gender, and its use in matrix clauses (Jannaris 1897
¤2168). This trend continues through to Modern Greek; thirteen centuries after
RevelationÕs 38ä, the Chronicle of Makhairas yields 11ä, and five centuries
after that, The Third WeddingÕs 4.5ä represents an upper limit for CSMG.

It is crucial to the question of whether the participle was involved in func-
tional continuity with pu, to determine how the participle was used at the time
pu acquired the functions characteristic of it. Unfortunately this seems to be the
very time we do not have good attestation of the vernacularÑthe Greek Dark
Ages. It is true that in Early Middle Greek the distribution of the participle be-
came more like that of pu, with an increase in factivity. By Late Middle Greek, a
drop in the distribution of the participle set in, and although we cannot tell how
quick that drop was, by Early Modern Greek the participle was no longer an ef-
fective antecedent to pu. The evidence is inconclusive at this stage, but the typo-
logical plausibility of the similarities between the two strategies make it unnec-
essary to postulate any direct continuity.

95I am responsible for the last two text counts, based on an estimate that WilliamsÕ page mea-
sure corresponds to 238 words. There are 1164 participles in the Chronicle of Makhairas
(107,000 words), of which 517 are past passive (adjectival) participles, 3 are aorist passive (ad-
jectival) participles, 97 are present passive (adjectival), and 547 are active (adverbial). So there
at least 1.2 adjunct usages per page. (Adjectival participles are not sentential adjuncts.) Anti-
quarianism in MakhairasÕ text can be ruled out as a factor compelling participle use: the ad-
verbial active participle is a late Middle Greek innovation with no Attic equivalent, and there are
no instances of the Attic use of the participle as a predicate complement in the text.
There are 526 participles in The Third Wedding (118,000 words). (The count depends on lexi-
calisation judgementsÑnot all CSMG morphological participles are lexically productive.) 395 of
these are past passive (adjectival) participles, 21 are present passive (adjectival), and 110 are ac-
tive (adverbial). This means that mid-xxÊAD urban written Greek has a proportion of adjunct
participial usage not substantially more than 0.22 adverbial instances per page. So while the
drop in adjectival participles is not significant, adverbial usage has dropped by a factor of six in
six hundred years. If anything, The Third Wedding is probably at the higher range of contempo-
rary Greek participial usage, as it makes more concessions to Puristic than is usual in Greek lit-
erature.
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5.4.3. ho@ti
In Middle Greek, ho@ti remains vigorous in use; if anything, its usage is ex-
panded, so that it supplants hoùs as the all-purpose connective. As Jannaris
(1897 App. VI.12) argues, this was because the paradigm of complementisers
and purposives was reduced from ho@ti, hoùs, ho@ùs, ho@poùs, ho@poùs a@n, h"Ûna to ho@ti
and h"ÛnaÑin grammaticalisation theory parlance, the paradigm has undergone
obligatorification;

this fact, besides its own significance, shows further that the conjunctions ho@ti and
h"Ûna, having appropriated the functions of all former declarative and final particles,
had become very common.

Thus, ho@ti remains in use as a causal particle, alongside the reinforced version
dio@ti Ôfor thatÕ:

(61a) (70~79)
¨pist�ta, eÂdomªn tina ¨n tö ¹n¿mat¼ soy ¨kb�llonta da¼mona, kaç ¨kvl´omen a»t¿n,
Îti o»k ½koloyueÁ meuÕ ïm©n.
epista@ta, e"Ûdome@n tina en to^ùi ono@mat"Û sou ekba@llonta da"Ûmona, ka"Ý ekoùlu@omen
auto@n, ho@ti ouk akoloutHe"ß metH heùmo^ùn.
Master, we saw a man casting out demons in your name, and we forbade him,
because he does not follow with us. (NT Lc 9:49)

(61b) (525Ð550)
eý g�r syn�dei kakö, o»k ¥n ï d¼kh ¨po¼hsen a»t¯n fageÁn metÕ ¨mo , Îti n¿moq ¨stçn
+Ellhsi tö synesu¼onti mî poieÁn kak©q.
ei ga$r sune@ùidei kako^ùi, ouk a$n heù d"Ûkeù epo"Ûeùsen auto$n pHage"ßn met emou^, ho@ti
no@mos est"Ýn he@lleùsi to^ùi sunestH"Ûonti me$ù poie"ßn kako^ùs.
for if he were guilty of evil, justice would not have allowed him to eat with me,
because it is the custom amongst the Hellenes not to harm anyone who has
eaten with you. (Jo.Mal 84.14)

ho@ti also spreads to realis resultatives; Jannaris (1897 ¤1757) speculates this is
because of the synonymy of hoùs and ho@ti in Classical Greek, and may have also
involved phonetic similarity between the two:

(62a) (iiÐiÊBC)
t¼q eými ¨g× Îti pore´somai pr¯q FaraÃ, basilªa Aýg´ptoy, kaç Îti ¨j�jv toåq yðoåq
|Israül ¨k g¶q Aýg´ptoy;
t"Ûs eimi ego$ù ho@ti poreu@somai pro$s pHarao@ù, basile@a aigu@ptou, ka"Ý ho@ti eksa@ksoù tou$s
huiou$s israe@ùl ek ge^ùs aigu@ptou?
Who am I that I should go to Pharaoh, [king of Egypt], and ∅  bring the sons
of Israel out of Egypt? (LXX Ex 3:11)

(62b) (70~79)
potap¿q ¨stin oÈtoq, Îti kaç oð Ònemoi kaç ï u�lassa a»tö æpako´oysin;
potapo@s estin hou^tos, ho@ti ka"Ý hoi a@nemoi ka"Ý heù tHa@lassa auto^ùi hupakou@ousin?
What sort of man is this, that even winds and sea obey him? (NT Mt 8:27)

(62c) (~480)
Ôlegen ¸ ½bbúq Poimîn di� t¯n ½bbún K¿prin, Îti eýq toso ton Älue mªtron, Îti
Æsuªnei kaç klhnürhq Än, kaç e»xar¼stei, kaç ¨kÃlye t¯ Âdion uªlhma.
e@legen ho abba^ùs poime$ùn dia$ to$n abba^ùn ko@prin, ho@ti eis tosou^ton e^ùltHe me@tron, ho@ti
eùstHe@nei ka"Ý kleùne@ùreùs e^ùn, ka"Ý eukHar"Ûstei, ka"Ý eko@ùlue to$ "Ûdion tHe@leùma.
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Abba Poemen said of Abba Copres that he was so holy that when he was ill
and in bed, he still gave thanks and restrained his own will. (Apophth.Patr
252C)

(62d) (525Ð550)
toso toi dâ Äsan oð ¨rx¿menoi ½gvn¼sasuai Îti o»x æperb�llonto ½riumö, ½llÕ
Îsoyq synªbh ¨lueÁn kat� t�gma kaç eÂte nªoyq eÂte paruªnoyq k¿raq p�ntaq
¨ueÃroyn.
tosou^toi de$ e^ùsan hoi erkHo@menoi agoùn"ÛsastHai ho@ti oukH huperba@llonto aritHmo^ùi, all
ho@sous sune@beù eltHe"ßn kata$ ta@gma ka"Ý e"Ûte ne@ous e"Ûte partHe@nous ko@ras pa@ntas
etHeo@ùroun.
So many came to compete that their numbers were unparalleled, but however
many happened to arrive, whether young men or virgin girls, they were all
allowed to take part in the spectacle. (Jo.Mal 289.4)

(62e) (~650)
kratüsaq oÇn t¯ ºt¼on to  skandalisuªntoq d¼dei a»tö k¿sson toio ton, Îti ¨pç
treÁq ïmªraq ¨fa¼neto
krate@ùsas ou^n to$ oùt"Ûon tou^ skandalistHe@ntos d"Ûdei auto^ùi ko@sson toiou^ton, ho@ti ep"Ý
tre"ßs heùme@ras epHa"Ûneto
Thereupon he grabbed the ear of the one who had been scandalized and gave
him such a blow that (the bruise) could be seen for three days. (Leont.N v.Sym
1721A=153.10)

For irrealis resultatives, by contrast, Middle Greek uses h"Ûna aloneÑconflating
them with purposives; there is no Middle Greek equivalent of the Modern com-
promise form pu na, or for that matter the Ancient ho@tiÊ+ subjunctive.

(63a) (~40)
eý g�r toso ton Âsxysan eýdªnai ñna d´nvntai stox�sasuai t¯n aý©na, t¯n to´tvn
desp¿thn p©q t�xion o»x eÈron;
ei ga$r tosou^ton "ÛskHusan eide@nai h"Ûna du@noùntai stokHa@sastHai to$n aio^ùna, to$n tou@toùn
despo@teùn po^ùs ta@kHion oukH heu^ron?
for if they were so resourceful as to be able to infer the ÔUniverseÕ, how is it
they did not sooner discover the master of these things? (LXX Sap 13:9)

(63b) (90~99)
kaç poieÁ shmeÁa meg�la, ñna kaç p r poië ¨k to  o»rano  kataba¼nein eýq tîn g¶n
¨nÃpion t©n ½nurÃpvn.
ka"Ý poie"ß seùme"ßa mega@la, h"Ûna ka"Ý pu^ùr poie^ùi ek tou^ ouranou^ kataba"Ûnein eis te$ùn
ge^ùn eno@ùpion to^ùn antHro@ùpoùn.
And he doeth great wonders, so that he maketh fire come down from heaven
on the earth in the sight of men (King James)
It works great signs, even making fire come down from heaven to earth in the
sight of men. (NT Apoc 13:13)

(63c) (~630)
¨g× uªlv eæreÁn nevtªran e{morfon p�ny ñna toio ton k�lloq mî Ôx� Òllh gynî ¨n
Kvnstantinoyp¿lei, kaç ¨j añmatoq basiliko .
ego$ù tHe@loù heure"ßn neoùte@ran eu@morpHon pa@nu h"Ûna toiou^ton ka@llos me$ù e@kHeùi a@lleù
gune$ù en koùnstantinoupo@lei, ka"Ý eks ha"Ûmatos basilikou^.
I wish to find a young woman who is exceedingly comely, so that no other
woman in Constantinople may have such beauty, even one of imperial blood.
(Chron.Pasch 575.15)

(63d) (~950)
kl©sai Ôxv nümata met� t¶q ½tr�ktoy kaç Ælak�thq ñna, mªxriq ¥n z©sin oð \RvmaÁoi,
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mî dynhu©sin ¨jyfúnai ta ta.
klo^ùsai e@kHoù ne@ùmata meta$ te^ùs atra@ktou ka"Ý eùlaka@teùs h"Ûna, me@kHris a$n zdo^ùsin hoi
r8oma"ßoi, me$ù duneùtHo^ùsin eksupHa^ùnai tau^ta.
I will twist you hanks with spindle and distaff such as the Romans shall
never be able to unravel so long as they endure. (Const.Por Adm 119.18)

As a complementiser, ho@ti is much more widespread in Middle than in Classical
Greek. This is at the expense of the infinitive; while the infinitive was used in
both realis and irrealis functions in Classical Greek, the realis function could al-
ready be expressed by ho@ti- or hoùs-clauses in Attic, and the infinitive was largely
supplanted by ho@ti by 300ÊAD (Jannaris 1897 ¤2086).96 Even as scrupulous an
Atticist as Lucian occasionally used ho@ti-complements after weak assertives,
which in Attic took only the infinitive:97

(64a) (iiÊAD)
oð mân polloç nom¼zoysin Îti æco  toÁsi ueoÁsin ¸milªei kaç ½gau� jynap�s� Syr¼�
aýtªei, oð dâ t©n e»xvlªvn ½gx¿uen ¨pa�oysin.
hoi me$n pollo"Ý nom"Ûzdousin ho@ti hupsou^ to"ßsi tHeo"ßsin homile@ei ka"Ý agatHa$
ksunapa@seùi sur"Ûeùi aite@ei, hoi de$ to^ùn eukHoùle@oùn agkHo@tHen epa"Ûousin.
The many think that he speaks to the gods from a height, and asks for good
things for all Syria, while the gods hearken to his prayers close by.
Lewed folk trowen that he speketh with the goddes on highe and axeth bones
for alle Surrye, and the goddes heren his preyeres fro there nyghe. (Luc SyrD
28)

(64b) (iiÊAD)
t�xa dâ kaç Pasif�h, par� Daid�loy ½ko´sasa ta´roy te pªri to  ¨n toÁq Òstroisi
fainomªnoy kaç a»t¶q ½strolog¼hq, ¨q Ôrvta to  l¿goy ½p¼keto, Ônuen nom¼zoysi Îti
Da¼daloq min tö ta´ró ¨n´mfeysen.
ta@kHa de$ ka"Ý pasipHa@eù, para$ daida@lou akou@sasa tau@rou te pe@ri tou^ en to"ßs a@stroisi
pHainome@nou ka"Ý aute^ùs astrolog"Ûeùs, es e@roùta tou^ lo@gou ap"Ûketo, e@ntHen nom"Ûzdousi
ho@ti da"Ûdalos min to^ùi tau@roùi enu@mpHeusen.
Doubtless Pasiphae also, hearing from Daedalus of the Bull that appeareth
amongst the constellations and of Astrology itself, fell in love with the doc-
trine; whence they derive the belief that Daedalus conjoined her in wedlock
with the bull. (Luc Astr 16)98

(64c) (iiÊAD)
oµmai dâ Îti kaç, toÁq ¨ntyxo si xrüsim¿n ti Ôxein d¿jei ï grafü, t� mân diejelªgxoysa,
t� dâ ¨n taÁq t©n eÇ frono´ntvn gn©maiq bebaio sa.
o"ßmai de$ ho@ti ka"Ý, to"ßs entukHou^si kHre@ùsimo@n ti e@kHein do@ksei heù grapHe@ù, ta$ me$n
dieksele@gkHousa, ta$ de$ en ta"ßs to^ùn eu^ pHronou@ntoùn gno^ùmais bebaiou^sa.
I think too that to its readers the writing will seem to have some usefulness,

96So also Jannaris (1897 App. VI 13), referring to ÔPost-ChristianÕ usage: Òit is very doubtful in-
deed whether, after verbs of saying, thinking, believing, seeing, hearing, and the like, popular
speech admitted of any other verbal complement than ho@ti with the indicative.Ó
97Already in the New Testament, the proportion of ho@ti-complements to infinitival comple-
ments after nom"Ûzdoù ÔthinkÕ is 4:10, but of pisteu@où ÔbelieveÕ 25:2 (Robertson 1934 [1923]:1422).
98In both pieces Lucian apes the already extinct Ionic dialect (as echoed charmingly in
HarmonÕs translation)ÑHerodotus in On the Syrian Goddess, Democritus in Astrology. Since
Herodotus does not use ho@ti in this manner, it seems Lucian, in his effort to make the pieces
sound elevated, has let a modernism removed from Atticism slip past. Such an account does not
seem to hold for the instances of ho@ti with o"Ûmai ÔthinkÕ below, however.
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refuting as it does certain falsehoods and confirming certain truths in the
minds of all men of sense. (Luc Alex 61)

(64d) (iiÊAD)
¨keÁnoq to¼nyn ¸ Uers¼thq ¸ toio toq eý l�boi tîn |Axillªvq panopl¼an, oµei Îti
a»t¼ka di� to to kaç kal¯q Óma kaç ýsxyr¯q ¥n gªnoito;
eke"ßnos to"Ûnun ho tHers"Ûteùs ho toiou^tos ei la@boi te$ùn akHille@oùs panopl"Ûan, o"ßei ho@ti
aut"Ûka dia$ tou^to ka"Ý kalo$s ha@ma ka"Ý iskHuro$s a$n ge@noito?
Now then, if that man, Thersites, should get the armour of Achilles, do you
suppose that he would thereby at once become both handsome and strong?
(Luc Ind 7)

ho@ti further spread to complements of emotion (65a), perception (65b) and
showing (65c), which in Classical Greek took the participle alone.

(65a) (90~99)
¨moç xolúte Îti Îlon Ònurvpon ægi¶ ¨po¼hsa ¨n sabb�tó;
emo"Ý kHola^ùte ho@ti ho@lon a@ntHroùpon hugie^ù epo"Ûeùsa en sabba@toùi?
are you angry with me because on the sabbath I made a manÕs whole body
well? (NT Jo 7:23)

(65b) (ivÊAD)
+Ote me ½pªsteileq pr¯q t¯n |IoydaÁon |Alªjandron, ¨nªtyxon tö |Ihso  eýserxomªnó
tîn p´lhn t¶q p¿levq kauhmªnó ¨pç Ïnoy? kaç eµdon toåq \Ebra¼oyq Îti ¨strÃnnyon ¨n
të ¸dö t� ðm�tia a»t©n
ho@te me ape@steiles pro$s to$n iouda"ßon ale@ksandron, ene@tukHon to^ùi ieùsou^
eiserkHome@noùi te$ùn pu@leùn te^ùs po@leoùs katHeùme@noùi ep"Ý o@nou; ka"Ý e"ßdon tou$s
hebra"Ûous ho@ti estro@ùnnuon en te^ùi hodo^ùi ta$ hima@tia auto^ùn
When you sent me to the Jew Alexander, I came across Jesus entering the
gate to the city sitting on a donkey; and I saw the Jews, that they were
spreading out their clothes in the street (A.Pil B I:3)99

(65c) (70~79)
½p¯ t¿te ûrjato |Ihso q Xrist¯q deikn´ein toÁq mauhtaÁq a»to  Îti deÁ a»t¯n eýq
\Ieros¿lyma ½pelueÁn
apo$ to@te e@ùrksato ieùsou^s kHristo$s deiknu@ein to"ßs matHeùta"ßs autou^ ho@ti de"ß auto$n eis
hieroso@luma apeltHe"ßn
From that time Jesus began to show his disciples that he must go to
Jerusalem (NT Mt 16:21)

Complements of showing were no longer participial in the New Testament
(Robertson 1934 [1923]:1035); the cognitive factive verbs mantHa@noù ÔlearnÕ and
me@mneùmai ÔrememberÕ likewise no longer took the participle (Robertson 1934
[1923]:1040). On the other hand, the participial/finite distinction for predicates
of perception is still maintained in the New Testament (Robertson 1934
[1923]:1041).

99Example (65b) is interesting as an instance of raising in perception complements: ÔI saw the
Jews, that they were layingÉÕ. Such raising was already commonplace in Attic, where it is known
as prolepsis; it occurred with linguistic and cognitive predicates as well (K�hner & Gerth 1963
[1898Ð1904] ¤600.4). The resemblance to Modern Greek perception complement raising is ob-
vious, but probably represents a typological fact about perception, rather than a necessary con-
tinuity.
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There persist in Middle Greek usages of ho@ti reminiscent of CSMG pu, which
had been innovated in Ancient Greek. For example, ho@ti-complements can still
follow predicative adverbs, a development Middle Greek shares with Late Latin
(vere quia Ôtrue thatÕ, sane quia Ôsurely thatÕ, plane quia Ôcertainly thatÕ)
(Tabachovitz 1943:42Ð46; 1946:163Ð164):

(66a) (~650)
lªgei a»tö ï a»uªntria t¶q k¿rhq? Òkal©q, ½bbú SymeÃn, Îti Ôfueiraq kaç
¨neg�strvsaq tîn do´lhn moy.Ó
le@gei auto^ùi heù autHe@ntria te^ùs ko@reùs; Òkalo^ùs, abba^ù sumeo@ùn, ho@ti e@pHtHeiras ka"Ý
enega@stroùsas te$ùn dou@leùn mou.Ó
the mistress of the girl says to him: ÒItÕs good, Abba Symeon, that you have
corrupted and impregnated my slave!Ó
the girlÕs mistress said to him, ÒWell, Abba Symeon, so you seduced my slave
and got her pregnant.Ó (Leont.N v.Sym 1717B=151.16)

(66b) (821~822)
p©q ¨t¿lmhsaq så ½ll¿trion bo n tö sö zygö katoxe sai; ÷q ½lhu©q Îti eýq toåq
nekroåq ïmúq katechf¼sasue toåq ½p¯ toso´toy plo´toy eýq tosa´thn pen¼an
¨lu¿ntaq.
po^ùs eto@lmeùsas su$ allo@trion bou^n to^ùi so^ùi zdugo^ùi katokHeu^sai? hoùs aleùtHo^ùs ho@ti eis
tou$s nekrou$s heùma^ùs katepseùpH"ÛsastHe tou$s apo$ tosou@tou plou@tou eis tosau@teùn
pen"Ûan eltHo@ntas.
Comment as-tu os� mettre sous le joug le bien dÕun autre? Vraiment, on peut
bien dire que vous nous comptez pour morts, nous qui, dÕune telle richesse,
sommes tomb�s dans une telle mis�re.
How dare you bind anotherÕs ox to your own yoke? How true that you treat us
like the dead, as having fallen from such riches into such poverty. (Nicet v.Phl
121.23)

(66c) (~950)
ï dâ paid¼skh lªgei? ÇP�ntvq, dªspoina, Îti ¨k uelümatoq ueo  Ôpese t¯ sfont´lin ¨k
t¶q ½tr�ktoy moy, kaç kylisuân eýs¶luen ¨n të ¹pë ta´t�È
heù de$ paid"Ûskeù le@gei; Òpa@ntoùs, de@spoina, ho@ti ek tHele@ùmatos tHeou^ e@pese to$
spHontu@lin ek te^ùs atra@ktou mou, ka"Ý kulistHe$n eise^ùltHen en te^ùi ope^ùi tau@teùiÓ
The girl slave said: ÒSurely, lady, by the will of God, the weight fell off my
spindle and rolled and dropped into this creviceÓ (Const.Por Adm 261.12)

(66d) (~950)
Òbyssoq g�r ¨sti t¯ prúgma. =Isvq g�r Îti eær¼skeiq ½b´ssoy Òkran, kaç p�lin tîn
Ònv t¼ Òra æpolamb�neiq æp�rxein; p�ntvq Îti Ôktama fober¿n, Ôpeita pªlagoq
½xanâq kaç ½per¼blepton kaç ½peri¿riston.
a@bussos ga@r esti to$ pra^ùgma. "Ûsoùs ga$r ho@ti heur"Ûskeis abu@ssou a@kran, ka"Ý pa@lin te$ùn
a@noù t"Û a@ra hupolamba@neis hupa@rkHein? pa@ntoùs ho@ti e@ktama pHobero@n, e@peita
pe@lagos akHane$s ka"Ý aper"Ûblepton ka"Ý aperio@riston.
for this matter is an abyss. Even assuming that you find a limit, what do
you think exists above that again? Certainly an awesome expanse, and then
an immense, infinite and limitless sea! (Niceph v.And 4298=884A)

(66e) (~480)
f´sei Îti Ôstin, Ûq o»dân parªxei tö ¨xurö
pHu@sei ho@ti e@stin, ho$s oude$n pare@kHei to^ùi ekHtHro^ùi
It is true that there are some who give nothing to the enemy. (Apophth.Patr
344A)
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ple$ùn ho@ti Ôexcept thatÕ also remains in use in Middle Greek, and starts taking on
the function of a simple connective (ÔbutÕ) (Tabachovitz 1946:164):

(67a) (65)
t¼ g�r; plîn Îti pantç tr¿pó, eÂte prof�sei eÂte ½lhue¼Q, Xrist¯q kataggªletai, kaç
¨n to´tó xa¼rv
t"Û ga@r? ple$ùn ho@ti pant"Ý tro@poùi, e"Ûte propHa@sei e"Ûte aleùtHe"Ûaùi, kHristo$s katagge@letai,
ka"Ý en tou@toùi kHa"Ûroù
What then? notwithstanding, every way, whether in pretence, or in truth,
Chrst is preached; and I therein do rejoice (King James)
What then? Only that in every way, whether in pretense or in truth, Christ is
proclaimed; and in that I rejoice. (NT Phil 1:18)100

(67b) (~650)
½llÕ oð treÁq ¨j a»t©n kaç ¨m¿nasan, katanygªnteq ¨pç të polite¼Q to  Salo . plîn
Îti tinç eýpeÁn t¼pote Òxriq oÈ Ôzh ¨n sarkç ¸ Sal¯q o»k Ædynüuhsan.
all hoi tre"ßs eks auto^ùn ka"Ý emo@nasan, katanuge@ntes ep"Ý te^ùi polite"Ûaùi tou^ salou^. ple$ùn
ho@ti tin"Ý eipe"ßn t"Ûpote a@kHris hou^ e@zdeù en sark"Ý ho salo$s ouk eùdune@ùtHeùsan.
and three of them became monks, spurred on by the FoolÕs conduct. But while
the Fool lived in the flesh, they were unable to tell anyone anything about this.
(Leont.N v.Sym 1737C=164.12)

The collocation ple$ùn ho@ti is joined by the new collocation alla$ ho@ti Ôbut thatÕ (cf.
Modern Greek ala pu, Arvanitika po ��):

(68a) (vÊAD)
mhdân mân Ôxoysai meuÕ ãayt©n, ½llÕ Îti m¼a ¨j a»t©n eýdyÁa æeloyrgeÁn t¶q
¨fhmªroy trof¶q ¨xorügei t�q xre¼aq
meùde$n me$n e@kHousai metH heauto^ùn, all ho@ti m"Ûa eks auto^ùn eidu"ßa huelourge"ßn te^ùs
epHeùme@rou tropHe^ùs ekHore@ùgei ta$s kHre"Ûas
having no possesions with them, except that one of them, who knew how to
make glass, supplied them with the necessaries for their daily food (Agathan
34.97)

(68b) (~950)
Ü÷qÝ t� eýkositªssara stoixeÁa t©n gramm�tvn oÜtvq t� noer� te kaç aýsuht� ½p¯
foberúq uevr¼aq pne´matoq ág¼oy ginÃskein. |AllÕ Îti m¿nó ¨mo¼ te kaç |Epifan¼ó
÷m¼lei, ïn¼ka pr¿q me ¨gªneto · p�lai pr¯q to ton ¨pedümhsen, ãtªró dª tini o»dâ k¥n
cil¯n l¿gon perç graf¶q ½pekr¼nato.
hoùs ta$ eikosite@ssara stoikHe"ßa to^ùn gramma@toùn hou@toùs ta$ noera@ te ka"Ý aistHeùta$ apo$
pHobera^ùs tHeoùr"Ûas pneu@matos hag"Ûou gino@ùskein. all ho@ti mo@noùi emo"Û te ka"Ý
epipHan"Ûoùi hoùm"Ûlei, heùn"Ûka pro@s me ege@neto e$ù pa@lai pro$s tou^ton epede@ùmeùsen;
hete@roùi de@ tini oude$ k a$n psilo$n lo@gon per"Û grapHe^ùs apekr"Ûnato.
he knew the intellectual and the sensible world no less than the twenty-four
letters of the alphabet. Yet it was only to me and Epiphanios he talked, the
times he came to me or when he visited him, whereas he did not utter a single
word on the Scripture to any other. (Niceph v.And 4277=881B)

(68c) (before 556)
¨mayt¯n urhnód© p©q ¨xley�suhn?/ kaç o»k ûrkese to to m¿non eýq aýsx´nhn moy
½llÕ Îti kaç ¨mpa¼zomai?
emauto$n tHreùnoùido^ù po^ùs ekHleua@stHeùn;/ ka"Ý ouk e@ùrkese tou^to mo@non eis aiskHu@neùn
mou all ho@ti ka"Ý empa"Ûzdomai;
I mourn for myself and the way I am mocked./ The one thing (the

100Some manuscripts omit (pleonastic) ho@ti.
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Resurrection of Christ) was not shame enough for me;/ but I must be jeered
at. (Rom.Mel 25.iv.2)101

And ou (mo@non) ho@ti remains in use, with the new meaning Ônot thatÕ (69a) as
well as Ônot onlyÕ (69b) (Tabachovitz 1943:43Ð44):

(69a) (57)
feid¿menoq æm©n o»kªti Äluon eýq K¿rinuon. o»x Îti kyrie´omen æm©n t¶q p¼stevq,
½ll� synergo¼ ¨smen t¶q xarúq æm©n?
pHeido@menos humo^ùn ouke@ti e^ùltHon eis ko@rintHon. oukH ho@ti kurieu@omen humo^ùn
te^ùs p"Ûsteoùs, alla$ sunergo"Û esmen te^ùs kHara^ùs humo^ùn;
it was to spare you that I refrained from coming to Corinth. Not that we lord
it over your faith; we work with you for your joy (NT 2ÊCor 1:24)

(69b) (~650)
kaç Ôktote o» m¿non Îti eµxen a»t¯n ¸ k�phloq parÕ ãayt¯n ½ll� kaç eý Òlloy tin¯q
ûkoyen lªgontoq? ÒÏntvq t�xa ãayt¯n poieÁ ¸ ½bbúq oÜtvq,Ó e»uªvq Ôlegen a»tö?
ÒÏntvq daimoni�riq ¨stçn kauar¿qÓ
ka"Ý e@ktote ou mo@non ho@ti e"ßkHen auto$n ho ka@peùlos par heauto$n alla$ ka"Ý ei a@llou
tino$s e@ùkouen le@gontos; Òo@ntoùs ta@kHa heauto$n poie"ß ho abba^ùs hou@toùs,Ó eutHe@oùs
e@legen auto^ùi; Òo@ntoùs daimonia@ris est"Ýn katHaro@sÓ
And from that moment, not only did the tavern keeper think that he was be-
side himself, but if he heard someone else saying, ÒPerhaps Abba Symeon pre-
tends to be like this,Ó immediately he answered, ÒHe is completely possessed.Ó
(Leont.N v.Sym 1712C=148.6)

In fact, ou mo@non ho@ti was paralleled by its affirmative counterpart mo@non ho@ti
ÔonlyÕ in Leontius of Neapolis (cf. CSMG mono pu ÔitÕs just thatÕ):102

(69c) (~650)
eÂkosi nyxuümera Ærmen¼samen sfodrö ½nªmó mî dynhuªnteq Îlvq gnvr¼sai t¯ po 
æp�gomen müte ½p¯ Òstroy müte ½p¯ t¿poy. m¿non dâ Îti ¨ueÃrei ¸ k´bernoq t¯n
p�pan sån a»tö krato nta t¯n a»xªna kaç lªgonta a»tö? ÇMî fobhuëq, kal©q
½rmen¼zeiq.È
e"Ûkosi nukHtHe@ùmera eùrmen"Ûsamen spHodro^ùi ane@moùi me$ù duneùtHe@ntes ho@loùs
gnoùr"Ûsai to$ pou^ hupa@gomen me@ùte apo$ a@strou me@ùte apo$ to@pou. mo@non de$ ho@ti
etheo@ùrei ho ku@bernos to$n pa@pan su$n auto^ùi kratou^nta to$n aukHe@na ka"Ý le@gonta auto^ùi;
Òme$ù pHobeùtHe^ùis, kalo^ùs armen"Ûzdeis.Ó
We sailed for twenty days and nights, and owing to a violent wind we were
unable to tell in what direction we were going either by the stars or by the
coast. But the only thing we knew was that the steersman saw the
Patriarch by his side holding the tiller and saying to him: ÔFear not! You are
sailing quite right.Õ (Leont.N v.Jo.Eleem 19.10=VIII 38)

(69d) (~650)
eµxen oÇn ¸ Ôxvn a»t¯n port�rin mogg¯n kaç kvf¯n ½p¯ gennüsevq. m¿non dâ Îti di�
ne´matoq a»tö Ôlegan a»tö? ÇKleÁsonÈ kaç Ôkleien kaç p�lin Ç=AnoijonÈ kaç
ûnoigen.
e"ßkHen ou^n ho e@kHon auto$n porta@rin moggo$n ka"Ý koùpHo$n apo$ genne@ùseoùs. mo@non de$
ho@ti dia$ neu@matos auto^ùi e@legan auto^ùi; Òkle"ßsonÓ ka"Ý e@kleien ka"Ý pa@lin Òa@noiksonÓ

101Mitsakis (1967:138) believes this is a scribal error, involving either a misplacement of ho@ti, or
a mistake for e@ti ÔstillÕ; but the other instances in late Middle Greek confirm the manuscript
reading as valid.
102mo@non (mono) by itself is also used as a connective, both in Middle Greek (Tabachovitz
1943:65Ð68) and Modern Greek.
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ka"Ý e@ùnoigen.
Le ma�tre de Pierre avait un portier sourd-muet de naissance. CÕest par signe
seulement quÕon lui disait ÇFermeÈ, et il fermait, ou � lÕinverse ÇOuvre,È et il
ouvrait.
And the man who owned Peter had a porter who was deaf-mute from birth.
Only by signs did they tell him ÔClose!Õ and he would close and again ÔOpen!Õ
and he would open. (Leont.N v.Jo.Eleem XXI 157)

oti survived well into Modern Greek, particularly as a temporal and causal
marker. It is possible that oti as a complementiser passed out of currency some
time this millennium, and was revived by Puristic; Jannaris (1897) certainly be-
lieves oti was in the process of being displaced by low-register pos in the ver-
nacular. That oti has been borrowed by Macedonian Slavonic, however, suggests
that, if indeed oti did lose out in competition with pos, it was later rather than
sooner.

So Middle Greek ho@ti had moved substantially closer to the functional range of
Modern pu, particularly in its collocations and adjunct usage. The latter came at
the expense of the participle and hoùs, which begin retreating at this time. The
case for a functional continuity here is much stronger than for the participle: the
overlap between oti and pu has been carried forward into modern times, in-
volving as it does adjuncts and collocations as well as complements, and thereby
exploiting the commonality of the two expressions as nominalisers.

5.4.4. hoùs
The use of hoùs became severely restricted in Middle Greek. As a causal and pur-
posive, hoùs had died out by iiÊBC (Jannaris 1897 ¤1740, ¤1761); this is confirmed
by the great popularity, in reaction, of purposive hoùs amongst Atticists like
Lucian and Arrian (Hult 1990:77).

The same fate befell resultative hoùs: it is rare or absent in Hellenistic prose
(Polybius, the Ptolemaic Papyri, the Septuagint, the New Testament.) However,
a reanalysis of ho^ùsteÊ= he@oùs ho@te Ôuntil whenÕ (according to JannarisÕ (1897
¤1757b) analysis) gave rise to hoùs as a resultative again, in late Middle Greek.103

That this particle shows up in the later vernacular Middle Greek texts (the
Apostolic Fathers, the Christian Apocrypha, the Alchemists, the Apophtheg-
mata Patrum) (70a, 70b), while entirely absent in the New Testament, suggests
it is an independent phenomenon to Attic resultative hoùs.

(70a) (120~200)
kaç par� to  Ueo , to  kaç t¯ lªgein kaç t¯ ½ko´ein ïmÁn xorhgo ntoq, aýto mai
dou¶nai, ¨moç mân, eýpeÁn oÜtvq ÷q m�lista ¥n ½ko´santa se belt¼ona genªsuai, so¼
te oÜtvq ½ko´sai ÷q mî lyphu¶nai t¯n eýp¿nta.
ka"Ý para$ tou^ tHeou^, tou^ ka"Ý to$ le@gein ka"Ý to$ akou@ein heùm"ßùn kHoreùgou^ntos, aitou^mai

103There is some corroboration lent to this hypothesis by the fact that he@oùs was also in use as a
purposive at the time (Ljungvik 1932:43Ð46). According to Hatzidakis (1990 [1907]:470)
(refuting Meyer), it is as a reflex of he@oùs rather than hoùs that Modern Greek os Ôuntil, up toÕ
survivesÑalthough in its function Ôas, whenÕ it probably represents a continuation of hoùs. hoùs
was already being used instead of he@oùs, meaning ÔuntilÕ, in Sophocles (Aj 1117) (Schwyzer
1950:II 650).
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dotHe^ùnai, emo"Ý me$n, eipe"ßn hou@toùs hoùs ma@lista a$n akou@santa se belt"Ûona gene@stHai,
so"Û te hou@toùs akou@sai hoùs me$ù lupeùtHe^ùnai to$n eipo@nta.
and I pray God, the Author of both our speech and hearing, to grant me such
use of my tongue that you may derive the fullest benefit from listening to me,
and to you such use of your ears that I may have no cause to regret having
spoken. (Diogn 1)

(70b) (~480)
tosa´th tö poimªni pros¶n ¸si¿thq ÷q ½jivu¶nai a»t¯n kaç ½nurÃpvn poimªna
genªsuai.
tosau@teù to^ùi poime@ni prose^ùn hosio@teùs hoùs aksiotHe^ùnai auto$n ka"Ý antHro@ùpoùn
poime@na gene@stHai.
he took care of his flook of sheep with such great holiness that he was judged
worthy to be a shepherd of men too. (Apophth.Patr 417C)

This finding is corroborated by Hult, who finds that hoùsÊ+ infinitive is the
normal resultative in vÊAD, for both Atticist and vernacular writers: ÒIf consecu-
tive hoùs earlier had an Atticist colouring, it seems to have lost it by this time and
become neutral as to styleÓ (Hult 1990:140).104

Complementiser-hoùs was dying out by early Middle Greek; Jannaris (1897
¤1753b) gives the following counts:

Author Date hoùs ho@ti dio@ti ho@tiÊ+ dio@ti %hoùs
Thucydides la. vÊBC 130 223 0 223 37
Xenophon105 (An iÐiii) ea. ivÊBC 22 111 0 111 17
Polybius iÐv iiÊBC 45 87 60 147 23
Diodorus Siculus i iÊBC 8 36 9 45 13

There are only two instances of complementiser-hoùs in Malalas (viÊAD)
(Weierholt 1963:57), and Robertson (1934 [1923]:1032) finds Òno clear instance
of hoùs in this senseÓ in the New Testament.

Although hoùs by itself had died out as a complementiser, Middle Greek inno-
vated the double-barrelled complementiser hoùso@ti around iÊBC, which remained
in use throughout Middle Greek (Jannaris 1897 ¤1754).

104To explain the phenomenon, Hult prefers to point out that, of the two Attic resultatives,
ho@ùste had become associated with the indicative, and hoùs with the infinitive (so in the prose of
St Basil the Great (ivÊAD), and Attic use of resultative hoùs was predominantly infinitival). The
Attic status of the infinitive as the unmarked mood in the resultative was extended in Hellenistic
Greek: the infinitive occurs 85% of the time in Polybius, and in all but two instances in both the
Septuagint and the New Testament (Hult 1990:123). So Hult suggests that the hypercorrection
of hoùs, used to match the extended use of the infinitive, became entrenched usage by vÊAD. A
hypercorrection passing into colloquial usage seems unlikely, however, and this may be an in-
stance instead of ho@ùste remodelled after he@oùs, as Jannaris suggested.
Since hoùs became consistently used with the infinitive, there was no way of distinctly expressing
irrealis results with hoùs. Increasingly, the irrealis resultative was expressed instead with h"Ûna, as
discussed above, and conversely, ho@ùste was used as a purposive (Ljungvik 1932:46Ð49).
105Xenophon travelled widely, so his dialect is not pure Attic, and his prose frequently antici-
pates Hellenistic Koine.
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(71a) (57)
kat� ½tim¼an lªgv, ÷q Îti ïmeÁq Æsuenükamen.
kata$ atim"Ûan le@goù, hoùs ho@ti heùme"ßs eùstHene@ùkamen.
To my shame, I must say, ∅ we were too weak for that! (NT 2ÊCor 11:21)

(71b) (~650)
t¯n k´rion proball¿menoq t©n legomªnvn m�rtyra, ÷q Îti o»dân kat� prosuükhn
¨pªgracen tö dihgümati ½ll� múllon kaç t� pleÁsta ¨k to  xr¿noy ¨pel�ueto.
to$n ku@rion proballo@menos to^ùn legome@noùn ma@rtura, hoùs ho@ti oude$n kata$
prostHe@ùkeùn epe@grapsen to^ùi dieùge@ùmati alla$ ma^ùllon ka"Ý ta$ ple"ßsta ek tou kHro@nou
epela@tHeto.
calling on the Lord as witnesses to his story, that he had written nothing to
add to the narrative, but rather that since that time he had forgotten most
things. (Leont.N v.Sym 1677A=125.23)

The particle competing with ho@ti as a complementiser was no longer hoùs by late
Middle Greek, but po^ùs ( pos) Ôhow?ÕÑthe interrogative counterpart to hoùs.
Interrogatives had displaced *yoÊ+ *kwo particles as indirect interrogativesÑa
process already underway in Classical Greek (Smyth 1959 [1920] ¤2664); so po^ùs
as a complementiser reflects exactly the same semantic development as hoùs.106

Elsewhere (Nicholas 1996) I evaluate the evidence for the reanalysis of po^ùs;
there are no unambiguous instances of po^ùs as a complementiser in surviving
texts of Middle Greek, but the weight of evidence suggests that the reanalysis
had taken place, if not by iiÊAD, certainly by viÊAD.

There are a few functions where hoùs remains active in Middle Greek. hoùs is
the dominant comparative particle in Malalas (Weierholt 1963:66). Further-
more, hoùs remained in use as a particle introducing causal participlesÑin fact,
the full functional range of participles in the New Testament (Robertson 1934
[1923]:1140)Ñand equative and predicative complements. And hoùs is
ÒcommonÓ as a temporal in the New Testament (Robertson 1934 [1923]:974)
(72a). Malalas uses hoùs as a temporal some 40 times, with the meaning ÔwhileÕ
(72b), as distinct from ho@te (45 times), which denotes punctual time, even when
the ho@te-verb is imperfective (72c) (Weierholt 1963:60):107

(72a) (~65)
p¿soq xr¿noq ¨stçn ÷q to to gªgonen a»tö;
po@sos kHro@nos est"Ýn hoùs tou^to ge@gonen auto^ùi?
How long is it ago since this came unto him? (King James)
How long has he had this? (NT Mc 9:21)

(72b) (525Ð550)
kaç Ômeinen Ôsv, kaç ¨wW´suh uan�toy. kaç ÷q Ôstin ¨keÁ, ¨dümeysen a»t¯n ¸ basileåq
Zünvn.
ka"Ý e@meinen e@soù, ka"Ý err8u@stHeù tHana@tou. ka"Ý hoùs e@stin eke"ß, ede@ùmeusen auto$n ho
basileu$s zde@ùnoùn.

106Indeed, there are some passages of the New Testament where po^ùs and hoùs are alternative
readings in the manuscripts (Robertson 1934 [1923]:1032).
107In Romanus the Melodist, by contrast, Òthe domain of hoùs is extended at the expense of
clarity and it often appears where another temporal conjunction would be expected (i.e. en ho^ùi
ÔwhileÕ, he@oùs ÔuntilÕ, ho@te ÔwhenÕ)Ó (Mitsakis 1967:145).
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He stayed inside, and escaped death. While he was there, the emperor Zeno
confiscated his property. (Jo.Mal 390.20)

(72c) (525Ð550)
kaç Îte mân ¸ kl¶roq ¨k�lei t¯n Oýn¿maon ½gvn¼sasuai æpâr to  Poseid©noq, ¨f¿rei
sx¶ma ðmat¼vn kyan©n
ka"Ý ho@te me$n ho kle^ùros eka@lei to$n oino@maon agoùn"ÛsastHai hupe$r tou^ poseido^ùnos,
epHo@rei skHe^ùma himat"Ûoùn kuano^ùn
When the lot summoned Oinomaos to compete on behalf of Poseidon, he wore
a blue costume (Jo.Mal 173.18)

The surviving temporal use of hoùs naturally spills back over into ambiguity with
a causal interpretation:

(72d) (90~99)
¨pç dâ t¯n |Ihso n ¨lu¿nteq, ÷q eµdon ûdh a»t¯n teunhk¿nta, o» katªajan a»to  t�
skªlh
ep"Ý de$ to$n ieùsou^n eltHo@ntes, hoùs e"ßdon e@ùdeù auto$n tetHneùko@nta, ou kate@aksan autou^
ta$ ske@leù
But coming to Jesus, as they saw that he was already dead, they did not break
his legs
but when they came to Jesus and saw that he was already dead, they did not
break his legs (NT Jo 19:33)

In all, hoùs in Middle Greek loses its status as a universal particleÑat the same
time as ho@ti comes close to gaining this status. hoùs is no longer causal, purpo-
sive, or a complementiser; its use as a resultative is of uncertain origin, and may
well involve homonymy with he@oùs ÔuntilÕ.

The only function in which hoùs remains vigorous is as a temporal (inde-
pendent of he@oùs) and a comparative. In these functions, hoùsÊ> os survives into
Modern Greek dialects, as does san < hoùs a@n, the CSMG word for ÔasÕÑalthough
the latter may be an independent innovation. This early retreat in functionality
of hoùs, and its explicit survival as a temporal, makes it unlikely that the fun-
ctional ranges of hoùs and pu are causally relatedÑnotwithstanding the sug-
gestive commonalities between the two.

5.4.5. Parataxis
A feature that comes to the fore in Middle Greek is the substantial use of
parataxis, with ka"Û ÔandÕ in particular but also zero-coordination replacing the
older subordinators (Ljungvik 1932:54Ð102).108 This use of parataxis expands

108Parataxis is a salient feature of Middle and Modern Greek, and is typically remarked upon by
scholars as

the disinclination natural to popular speech for a periodic structure involving
mental strain, and the decided preference for parataxis (¤1930). In other words,
the leading peculiarity of popular Greek, as that of all popular languages, has been
to place in the simplest way of juxtaposition, that is in the form of little indepen-
dent clauses, the several parts of a narrative which in the more reflective literary
style are generally subordinated either to a leading sentence or to each other by
means of conjunctions of more specific meaning, thus forming a complex whole
(Jannaris 1897 ¤1703).

That this is an overhasty conclusion should be clear to linguistically informed readers.
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on usage already in place in Classical Greek (Smyth 1959 [1920] ¤2169). The
post-classical usages of ka"Û are illustrated below:

(73a) (90~99)
¨zütoyn oÇn a»t¯n pi�sai, kaç o»deçq ¨pªbalen ¨pÕ a»t¯n tîn xeÁra, Îti o{pv
¨lhl´uei ï øra a»to .
ezde@ùtoun ou^n auto$n pia@sai, ka"Ý oude"Ýs epe@balen ep auto$n te$ùn kHe"ßra, ho@ti ou@poù
eleùlu@tHei heù ho@ùra autou^.
So they sought to arrest him, but no one laid hands on him, for his hour had
not yet come. (NT Jo 7:30) (Contrast)

(73b) (ivÊAD)
kaç toÁq do´loiq a»to  ¨p¼steyen k½moç o»k ¨p¼steyen
ka"Ý to"ßs dou@lois autou^ ep"Ûsteuen k amo"Ý ouk ep"Ûsteuen
he trusted his slaves but would not trust me. (POxy 903.16) (Contrast)

(73c) (~65)
Än dâ øra tr¼th kaç ¨sta´rvsan a»t¿n.
e^ùn de$ ho@ùra tr"Ûteù ka"Ý estau@roùsan auto@n.
And it was the third hour, when they crucified him. (NT Mc 15:25) (Temporal)

(73d) (iiiÊAD)
pún oÇn pyüs�q, kyre¼a moy mütrh, mî ½mel¶se t¶q uygatr¿q `soy«. ¸ g�r ½delf¿q
moy prosªreiceáceâ t¯n p©³l³on. deÁ se a»t¯n prosª�s�xein, kâ  o»áke³âk ¨dynüuhn
½nelueÁn.
pa^ùn ou^n pue@ùseùis, kure"Ûa mou me@ùtreù, me$ù amele^ùse te^ùs tHugatro@s sou. ho ga$r
adelpHo@s mou prose@reipse to$n po^ùlon. de"ß se auto$n prose@kHein, ke$ ouk edune@ùtHeùn
aneltHe"ßn.
Be sure, my lady mother, not to neglect your daughter; for my brother turned
the colt loose (?); you ought to beware of him, and (=as) I could not come.
(POxy 1678.11) (Causal)

(73e) (70~79)
o»dâ ka¼oysin l´xnon kaç tiuªasin a»t¯n æp¯ t¯n m¿dion, ½llÕ ¨pç tîn lyxn¼an, kaç
l�mpei púsin toÁq ¨n të oýk¼Q.
oude$ ka"Ûousin lu@kHnon ka"Ý titHe@asin auto$n hupo$ to$n mo@dion, all ep"Ý te$ùn lukHn"Ûan,
ka"Ý la@mpei pa^ùsin to"ßs en te^ùi oik"Ûaùi.
Nor do men light a lamp and put it under a bushel, but on a stand, and it
gives light to all in the house. (NT Mt 5:15) (Resultative)

(73f) (iiÊAD)
kal©q ²poiü³seiq, ½delfª, mî ½melüsaq to² ³ klüroy to  strathgiko  ½ll²�³ ÷q Ôuoq
¨st¼ soi ½ntilab×n ôn ¨joys¼an Ôxeiq, kaç d´nasa²i³ t¯n merism¯n t¶q Fil²o³p ³�³²to³roq
Ôxein
kalo^ùs poie@ùseis, adelpHe@, me$ù amele@ùsas tou^ kle@ùrou tou^ strateùgikou^ alla$ hoùs e@tHos
est"Û soi antilabo$ùn he$ùn eksous"Ûan e@kHeis, ka"Ý du@nasai to$n merismo$n te^ùs pHilopa@toros
e@kHein
You would do well, brother, not to neglect the GeneralÕs ballot, but as is your
wont claim the authority you have, and you can have PhilopatorÕs share.
You will do well, brother, not to neglect the ballot for strategus, but, as is your
custom, using all the influence you have and can get (?), take care to secure
the share of Philopator. (PFay CXXV) (Resultative)

(73g) (iiÊBC)
kaç eµpa kaç Ôkleisan t�q p´laq, kaç eµpa øste mî ½noig¶nai a»t�q Õvq ¹p¼sv to 
sabb�toy?
ka"Ý e"ßpa ka"Ý e@kleisan ta$s pu@las, ka"Ý e"ßpa ho@ùste me$ù anoige^ùnai auta$s he@oùs op"Ûsoù tou^
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sabba@tou;
I commanded that the doors should be shut and gave orders that they should
not be opened until after the sabbath. (LXX Neh 13:19=2Esd 23:19)
(Purposive)109

(73h) (70~79)
t¼ uªletª moi do nai, k½g× æmÁn paradÃsv a»t¿n;
t"Û tHe@lete@ moi dou^nai, k ago$ù hum"ßùn parado@ùsoù auto@n?
What will you give me if I deliver him to you? (NT Mt 26:15) (Purposive)

(73i) (346)
Ôpita gr�fv të së xrhst¿thti, Îpvq spoyd�s�q kaç symboyle´s�q tö praipos¼tó
e@pita gra@pHoù te^ùi se^ùi kHreùsto@teùti, ho@poùs spouda@seùis ka"Ý sumbouleu@seùis to^ùi
praipos"Ûtoùi
Then I am writing to your excellency, that you should make haste and advise
the prefect (PLond II 409) (Phasal verb complement)

(73j) (~65ÊAD)
kaç ~fuh a»toÁq \Hle¼aq sån MväseÁ, kaç Äsan synlalo nteq tö |Ihso .
ka"Ý o@ùpHtHeù auto"ßs heùle"Ûas su$n moùuse"ß, ka"Ý e^ùsan sunlalou^ntes to^ùi ieùsou^.
And Elijah with Moses were seen by them, and they were conversing with
Jesus.
And there appeared to them Elijah and Moses; and they were talking to Jesus.
(NT Mc 9:4) (Perception verb complement)

(73k) (710?)
¨petrªcamen g�r tö par¿nti ½post¿ló ïm©n mî ½post¶nai ¨k so  kaç Ôsti di� so  t¼
pote t¯ kau¿loy ¨n loip�dei
epetre@psamen ga$r to^ùi paro@nti aposto@loùi heùmo^ùn me$ù aposte^ùnai ek sou^ ka"Ý e@sti dia$
sou^ t"Û pote to$ katHo@lou en loipa@dei
for we have instructed the present messenger not to depart from you if you
are in arrears with even anything at all (PLond 1393) (Conditional)110

(73l) (iiiÊAD)
Ôxv ¨n |Alej²a³ndre¼Q ½nagkaÁon f¼lon kaç t� p�nta metadÃsi ïmÁn
e@kHoù en aleksandre"Ûaùi anagka"ßon pH"Ûlon ka"Ý ta$ pa@nta metado@ùsi heùm"ßùn
I have in Alexandria a friendly relative, and he will transfer everything to us
(BGU II 625) (Relativiser)

Parataxis is a prominent mechanism of clause combination through Middle and
Modern Greek, and indeed throughout the Balkans; its use is much more wide-
ranging than, say, in EnglishÑparticularly in complementation, although its use
is still largely consistent with ÔandÕ (e.g. Telo ke to kano ÔI want [to] and I do it; I
want to do it (FACTIVE)Õ.) Nevertheless, parataxis belongs to a different para-
digm than the subordination in which pu participates; so it is unlikely that there
was any direct influence between the two means of expression.

5.4.6.ÊDiachronic complementation systems
In conclusion, by way of comparison, I present in graphical form the comple-
mentation systems of Attic, Hellenistic Koine (as represented by the usage of

109Note that ka"Û is used in the same way as the immediately ensuing classical purposive/resulta-
tive, ho@ùste.
110Ljungvik (1932:85) suspects Arabic influence here.
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the more vernacular authors of the New Testament), and Modern Greek, fol-
lowing the format of ¤4. A more detailed, statistical presentation of the comple-
mentation systems of various authors is beyond the scope of this work. Usage
which was only occasional, or which ranged over only some of the predicates in
a given class, is shown as light gray. Because of a relative paucity of examples,
Future Truth Information Modality has been omitted.
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Figure 11. Attic infinitive; Koine infinitive

The retreat of the infinitive from the predetermined cognitive and the linguistic
domains represents the beginning of the demise of the realis infinitive, sup-
planted by ho@ti. The irrealis infinitive is still healthy in Early Middle Koine, but
as the following figure shows, the particle that was eventually to displace it,
h"Ûna, was already encroaching on its territory:
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Figure 12. Attic h"Ûna/ho@poùs; Koine h"Ûna/ho@poùs

This process has run to completion in Modern Greek, with na largely covering
the domain of the Ancient/Middle irrealis infinitive:
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Figure 13. Modern na

While ho@ti was already established in Classical Greek as a realis complemen-
tiser, it spread at the expense of the realis infinitive in Early Middle Greek, tak-
ing over weak assertives and linguistic predicates. Its distribution has remained
basically the same since, except that it has been curtailed in the emotive prede-
termined domain by pu, and that it has become entrenched in Undetermined
Truth contexts.
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Figure 14. Attic ho@ti/hoùs; Koine ho@ti
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Figure 15. Modern oti/pos

The retreat in the supplementary participle between Ancient and Early Middle
Greek is noticeable; its non-factive use has been dropped, and its non-Truth
usage curtailed.
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Figure 16. Ancient participle; Koine participle

If pu is taken as continuing the functionality of the supplementary participle,
this retreat can be said to have gone further: pu is restricted to Predetermined
Truth, and marked for all but Emotive complements. The use of ke, on the other
hand, is much closer to that of the Ancient participleÑalthough there can be no
question of continuation here, as participial and paratactic complementation
are quite distinct.
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Figure 17. Modern pu; Modern ke

Even for pu, it is by no means certain that one can speak of a continuity between
the general factive Middle participle and the Modern largely-true factive pu. The
dialectal data (¤6) is decisive in this regard: it shows some dialects in which the
participle has not died, and others in which there is no participleÑbut neither is
there complementiser-pu: oti does all realis complementation. This shows the
participle and pu to be unrelated and temporally separated developments.

5.5.ÊTzartzanosÕ internal reconstruction
Tzartzanos (1991 [1946, 1963]) lists not only the various meanings and func-
tions of the Greek ÔintroductiveÕ particles, but also, in endnotes, how the particle
came to have that meaning. Tzartzanos elucidates the diachrony of these parti-
cles by internal reconstruction, based on cases where constructs in Modern
Greek are ambiguous between two meanings.

Such ambiguities are commonplace in Modern Greek, not only for pu, but also
for na. The boundaries between the various fields into which these particles
have grammaticalised are still very fluid. As a result, internal reconstruction is a
valid way to go about tracing the grammaticalisation process for these par-
ticlesÑparticularly since much of the reanalysis of (o)pu may have taken place
during the Dark Ages, for which we have no documentary evidence.

However, TzartzanosÕ account is not satisfactory, for several reasons. Tzar-
tzanosÕ analysis is not completeÑseveral meanings of pu and na are not given a
diachronic account, and many functions of pu discussed in ¤3 are not identified
by Tzartzanos. However much information Greek of the last century (the source
for most of TzartzanosÕ examples) gives us, internal reconstruction should be
based on texts that are as old as possibleÑand supplemented by direct
diachronic research where available. Finally, TzartzanosÕ account was not done
in the light of any cross-linguistic generalisations.

TzartzanosÕ account of the diachrony of pu may be summarised in the follow-
ing diagram:
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Figure 18. TzartzanosÕ account of pu. Shaded functions are known to have been extant for ho@pou
in Classical and Early Middle Greek.

The initial meaning of Èopu (ho@pou), as Tzartzanos notes, was as a relative loca-
tive adverbÑfirst indefinite (¤3.1.1), then definite (¤3.1.2). Tzartzanos gives the
definite locative as a possible origin for the use of (o)pu as a textual connective
(¤3.5), noting the ambiguity in (74):

(74) Arp�zei ªna mpoyko´ni kai katªbhke. P�ei sto kal´bi thq. Opo´ se l¼go n� soy to
basil¿poylo mªsa.
arpazi ena bukuni ke katevike. pai sto kalivi tis. opu se liÄo Èna su to vasilopulo
mesa.
She grabbed some dough and got out. She went to her hut. But/Where [in the
hut], in a little while, in comes the prince. (MinA 428)

Tzartzanos slices up the domain of the relativiser pu (¤3.2) into a temporal/
locative relativiser (75a, 75b); a relative adverb denoting manner, cause or topic
(75c, 75d, 75e); and a relative pronoun (75f).

(75a) oblique (locative): Ft�same sto sp¼ti poy kau¿tan o poihtüq.
ftasame sto spiti pu kaTotan o piitis.
We reached the house in which/where the poet
stayed. (Mack 249)

(75b) oblique (temporal): De zo´me pia sthn epoxü poy den mporo´seq na k�neiq
mp�nio gymn¿q.
De zume pia stin epoxi pu Den boruses na kanis banio
Äimnos.
We no longer live in the age when one couldnÕt go
swimming in the nude. (Mack 249)

(75c) oblique (manner): O tr¿poq, poy ua th foro´sa thn es�rpa, ua
symplürvne th shmas¼a toy xrÃmatoq.
o tropos, pu Ta ti forusa tin esarpa, Ta siblirone ti
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simasia tu xromatos.
The way [that] IÕd wear the shawl would complete
the colourÕs meaning. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV i 3 b:
Drosinis)

(75d) oblique (causal): Ua moy peiq thn ait¼a, poy egelo´seq.
Ta mu pis tin etia, pu eÄeluses.
You will tell me the reason why/for which you
were laughing.

(75e) oblique (topic): E¼nai h d¿ja, poy toy e¼xan pei.
ine i Doksa, pu tu ixan pi.
That is the glory which they had told him about.
(Tz ¤282 LXXXIV i 3 b: Papantoniou)

(75f) subject: O �nurvpoq poy ürue e¼nai o ue¼oq moy.
o anTropos pu irTe ine o Tios mu.
The man who came is my uncle. (Mack 249)

Tzartzanos does not give an account for the temporal/locative relativiser (in-
cluding the pseudo-relativeÑ¤3.2.2), but they are obviously intended to be
derived directly from the definite relative locative. Tzartzanos also derives the
temporal subordinator pu (¤3.4.6) from the temporal relativiser, based on the
following ambiguous examples:

(76a) Ston kair¿ toy pappo´ moy, poy ümoyn mikr¿ kor¼tsiÉ
ston kero tu papu mu, pu imun mikro koritsiÉ
In my grandfatherÕs time, when/during which I was a little girlÉ (Tz ¤282
LXXXIV iii 1 a)

(76b) Thn ekle¼dvne loip¿ p�nta sto sp¼ti th gyna¼ka toy, ap¿ thn aygü, poy ªfeyge na
p�h sth doylei� toy, vq to br�dy, poy eg´rize.
tin ekliDone lipo pada sto spiti ti Äineka tu, apo tin avÄi, pu efevÄe na pai sti Dulia
tu, os to vraDi, pu eÄirize.
So he always locked his wife up at home, from dawn, when/on which he
would leave to go to work, till the evening, when/on which he would return.
(MinB 450)

Tzartzanos likewise gives no account for the manner/cause/topic relativiser pu,
although it is reasonable to treat it as an extension of the temporal/locative
meaning.

The remainder of the uses of pu Tzartzanos considers to be derived from the
relative pronoun puÑnamely, pu-constructions where the head noun is not
oblique with respect to the relative clause. Of these, he considers it possible that
the complementiser use of pu (barring emotives, which he considers causal)
may have originated from the locative adverb Èopu, as well as the relativiser
proper. His examples, it is worth noting, are of perception predicates, which
with their raising are not characteristic of pu-complements overall:
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(77a) Eme¼q ecªq ton e¼dame ston �mmo, poy koim¿toyn.
emis epses ton iDame ston amo, pu kimotun.
we last.night him saw on.the.sand pu he.was.sleeping
Last night we saw him sleeping on the sand.
(Last night we saw him on the sand, that he was sleeping/Last night we saw
him on the sand, where he was sleeping/Last night we saw him, who was
sleeping, on the sand.) (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 6 c; Passow)

(77b) E¼da ton ülio poy ªlamce
iDa ton ilio pu elampse
I saw the sun pu it.shone
I saw the sun shine/I saw the sun, which shone. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 6 c)

(77c) Eko¼tazan ton Karabªla poy emaso´se me per¼ssian ¿rejh
ekitazan ton karavela pu emasuse me perisian oreksi
They looked at Karavelas eating with appetite to spare/They looked at
Karavelas, who was eating with appetite to spare (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 6 c)

For the remaining usages of pu considered, Tzartzanos gives the following am-
biguous examples as derivations:

Complementiser after verbs of emotion (¤3.3.2) and causal subordinator
(¤3.4.1):

(78a) H k¿rh, poy ütan fr¿nimh, toyq kr�zei kai toyq lªei
i kori, pu itan fronimi, tus krazi ke tus lei
the maiden pu was prudent calls them and tells them
The maiden, who was prudent, calls them and tells them/Because the maiden
was prudent, she calls them and tells them. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 2; Passow)

(78b) Mia perdiko´la k�uontan chl� sÕ ªna liu�ri? perigel�ei ton kynhg¿, poy den thn
ntoyfek�ei
mia perDikula kaTodan psila s ena liTari; periÄelai ton kiniÄo, pu Den tin dufekai.
A partridge sat high on a rock; she mocks the hunter, who does not shoot
her/she mocks the hunter for not shooting her. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 2)

Resultative subordinator (¤3.4.3) (derived from the generalising relativiser:
¤3.7.1):

(79a) Ti ma´ra moirol¿gia ap¿ thn P�rga bga¼noyne, poy ta boyn� rag¼zoyn
ti mavra miroloÄia apo tin parÄa vÄenune, pu ta vuna raÄizun
Oh, the black plaints that come out of Parga, which are such that the moun-
tains crack (relative clause)/so that the mountains crack (result clause) (Tz
¤282 LXXXIV iii 3)

(79b) Moy Õdvse t¿sa xrümata, poy ua moy ft�soyn na per�sv ¿lo to müna
mu Dose tosa xrimata, pu Ta mu ftasun na peraso olo to mina.
He gave me so much money, as much as would be enough to last me through
the entire month (relative clause)/He gave me so much money, that it will be
enough to last me through the entire month (result clause) (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii
3)

(79c) Na ton p�te se mian erhmi�, poy na mhn e´rh str�ta
na ton pate se mian erimia, pu na min evri strata
Take him to a wasteland, such that he will not be able to find a way out
(relative clause)/so that he will not be able to find a way out (result clause) (Tz
¤282 LXXXIV iii 3)
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Contrastive subordinator (¤3.4.4):

(80a) Ayt¿ da to katalaba¼name vq kai meiq, poy ümaste paidi�
afto Da to katalavename os ke mis, pu imaste peDia
Even we, who were children, understood that/Even we understood that,
though we were children (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 4)

(80b) To lªne oi �lloi, na to lªte kai seiq, k´rie Aggelü, poy me gnvr¼zete ap¿ t¿so da
korits�ki;
to lene i ali, na to lete ke sis, kirie ageli, pu me Änorizete apo toso Da koritsaki?
The others say so, but for you to say so as well, Mr. Angelis, who have known
me since I was a little girl!/even though you have known me since I was a
little girl! (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 4)

Optative subordinator (¤3.7.5), derived from optative relative clauses:

(81) Na mpüjv to maxa¼ri sto laim¿ toy andr¿q moy, poy na tone p�rh o di�oloq!
na bikso to maxeri sto lemo tu anDros mu, pu na tone pari o Diaolos!
If I could only stick a knife in my husbandÕs throat, whom may the devil
take/If I could only stick I knife in my husbandÕs throatÑ[and] may the devil
take him! (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iv)

Exclamatory subordinator (¤3.7.6), derived from relativisations of interroga-
tives:

(82a) Ti e¼nÕ to kak¿, poy g¼netai sth mªsh sto Leb¼di
ti in to kako, pu Äinete sti mesi sto leviDi?
what is the bad thing
What is the disaster which is happening in the middle of Levidi? (PolÊ68)

(82b) Ti e¼nÕ to kak¿, poy p�uame oi ma´roi oi Laza¼oi!
ti in to kako, pu paTame i mavri i lazei!
What is the disaster which has befallen us poor members of the Lazos
clan?/What a disaster to have befallen us poor members of the Lazos clan!
(PolÊ212)

(82c) Gia idªq kair¿ poy di�leje o X�roq na se p�rh!
Äia iDes kero pu Dialekse o xaros na se pari!
go on! see (IMPERP) time pu Death has chosen to take you
See a time which Death has chosen to taken you!/Look, what a time ∅  Death
has chosen to take you! (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iv b)

Tzartzanos derives the typical exclamatory clauses in ¤3.7.6 from these clauses
by dropping, first the main verb, and then the ti, Òwithout the meaning of the
sentence changing at all, or the exclamatory intonation of the expression losing
anything.Ó (Tzartzanos 1991 [1946, 1963] ¤282 LXXXIV iv b): so in (82a), ti in to
kako pu paTame!Ê> ti kako pu paTame!Ê> kako pu paTame! So Tzartzanos derives
the exclamatory cleft from an interrogative (pseudo-)cleft.

One remaining issue arises from FigureÊ18. As is clear, the contrast adjunct
function was present in Early Middle Greek (30d), but is derived from the Late
Middle Greek relativiser by Tzartzanos. There is a way Tzartzanos could be
right; namely, that the contrastive connective was innovated twice in GreekÑ
once from ho@pou as a locative, and once from pu as a relativiser.
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Both pathways are plausible. The semantic enrichment characteristic of rela-
tivisation can be contrastive in nature; e.g. o Äianis, pu itan ftoxos, tora ine
plusios (John, who was poor, is now rich). As for a locative engendering a con-
trast marker, we need go no further than the reinforced Modern Greek locative
expression, the pseudo-relative eki pu Ôthere thatÕ:

(30d) (100~125)
d¿jaq o» trªmoysin blasfhmo nteq, Îpoy Òggeloi ýsx´Ý kaç dyn�mei me¼zoneq Ïnteq
o» fªroysin katÕ a»t©n par� Kyr¼ó bl�sfhmon kr¼sin.
do@ksas ou tre@mousin blaspHeùmou^ntes, ho@pou a@ggeloi iskHu@i ka"Ý duna@mei
me"Ûzdones o@ntes ou pHe@rousin kat auto^ùn para$ kur"Ûoùi bla@spHeùmon kr"Ûsin.
they are not afraid to revile the glorious ones, whereas angels, though
greater in might and power, do not pronounce a reviling judgement upon
them before the Lord.
(CSMG: Den tremun na vlasfimun tis Dokses, eki pu i ageli, pu ine meÄaliteri stin
isxi ke ti Dinami, Den ekDilonun vlasfimi krisi Äi aftus ston kirio) (NT 2ÊPetr 2:11)

The consequence is noteworthy: different stages of a grammaticalisation,
bearing different meaning components, can generate the same grammatical
functions over time, with the latter instance overriding its predecessor. Indeed,
if divergence has occurred in the grammaticalisation, and the two stages are
synchronically distinct, the two instances may even coexist in the languageÑ
which is what seems to have happened with the use of both Èopu and pu as dis-
course connectives in Modern Greek (¤3.5).

This means that identifying early instances of novel functions of a grammati-
calising word, as done in this chapter, is not sufficient. One must also ascertain
whether the grammaticalising word could at that time have engendered the
function now in current use. For example, identifying Attic temporal ho@pou is
not sufficient to account for Modern Greek temporal pu. One must also deter-
mine whether Modern Greek temporal pu can consitute a continuation of Attic
temporal ho@pou, or represents a novel development from, say, the Late Middle
Greek relativiser. The clues that can be conscripted to working this problem out
can involve either the syntactic behaviour of the two words (if the syntactic
scope of the etymon has changed over time), the lexical form of the words (given
lexical/phonological attenuation), or the connotational meaning of the words
(given semantic enrichment or blanching).

5.6.ÊConclusion
The findings in this chapter on the diachrony of ho@pou are summarised in
FigureÊ19.

The investigation of the diachrony of ho@pou, and the search for parallels of pu
in Ancient and Middle Greek, have yielded some interesting results:
¥ ho@pou does not originate in the reduction of a lexical form to grammatical, as

is typical of grammaticalisation. Indeed, in the strict sense, ho@pou did not
originate as a grammaticalisation at all; everything about the form is ana-
logical:
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¥ The prefixing of ho- to *kwo words in Greek is an analogical devel-
opment, imitating ho@stis; it is for this reason that ho- in these
words is indeclinable.

¥ The semantic shift of originally indirect interrogative *yoÊ+ *kwo
words to indefinite and thence definite relatives is also by analogy
to ho@stis.

¥ The genitive ending on ho@pou is a schematic innovation of Proto-
Ionic; it was applied to the hopo- stem by analogy with spatial par-
titive genitives in nominals.

¥ In the absence of a nominative *ho@pos in Proto-Ionic, the genitive
form ho@pou cannot have existed independently of this specific in-
novationÑwhich is why ho@pou is unattested in any function out-
side Attic-Ionic. The -ou ending of ho@pou thus exists only by virtue
of analogical extension.

*yo *k  ow

ho- -p-

hop-
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Figure 19. The diachrony of ho@pou

¥ The locative hou^, which is derived from a productive nominative
ho@s, is an innovation restricted to Attic, and thus subsequent to
ho@pou. So pace Monteil, ho@pou was not mechanically modelled on
hou^; the genitive ending has nothing to do with analogy with other
pronouns, and is purely an analogy with other o-nominalsÑ
namely, analogy on the most abstract, declensional level.
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These findings corroborate JosephÕs (1997) critique of grammaticalisation
theory: grammaticalisation has nothing to do with the origin of ho@pou.
However, pu is an uncharacteristic (ÔlateÕ) grammaticalistion, moving from
the grammatical to the more grammatical rather than from the content word
to the grammatical; so this need not rule out the role of grammaticalisation in
general in the origin of grammatical forms. And grammaticalisation has a lot
to do with what subsequently happened to ho@pou. So whatever the impor-
tance of grammaticalisation in accounting for the origin of grammatical
forms, what matters here is how it describes the further career of these forms,
as a process.

¥ Work on the diachrony of pu by Christidis (1982; 1986) and Papadopoulou
(1994a; 1994b) has placed much store on the contrast between stationary
ho@pou and directional h"Ûna; it is this contrast, they have argued, which deter-
mined the functional range of their modern reflexes, factive pu and irrealis
na. Closer inspection of the diachronic data shows that this contrast is illu-
sory. It seems h"Ûna was originally not a locative at all, but an instrumental;
and h"Ûna was primarily stationary rather than directional in early Greek.
Directionality cannot be invoked as an explanatory parameter in accounting
for the career of h"Ûna; the particle was a purposive before it became a direc-
tional, and the development towards modern na can be explained solely in
terms of the purposive. Since na does not admit a localist account, the case
for a localist account of puÑinvolving paradigmatic contrastÑis weakened.

¥ A comparison between ho@pou and Ancient Cretan ho@paùi delivers further
counterevidence to a localist account. Both particles are derived from loca-
tives; there is no evidence from Greek that the Proto-Greek locative was ever
directional as well as stationary. Yet while ho@pou has only held factive values
in Greek, ho@paùi developed into a purposive in Cretan. The distinction be-
tween the two lies, not in their etymology, but in the grammatical system
ho@paùi found itself in; thanks to phonological merger, ho@paùi was reanalysed
as an instrumental, giving rise to a manner reading. This manner reading led
to the purposive just as it did with h"Ûna.
TraugottÕs (1988; 1991 [1988]) research into grammaticalisation has empha-
sised that grammaticalisation involves not isolated words, but words in their
discourse context. The corollary established by ho@paùi may be obvious, but
bears telling anyway: grammaticalisation involves not isolated words, but
words in their grammatical context. The phonological merger of *±ı (loca-
tive) and *±° (instrumental) or *±eı (dative) in Proto-Greek was enough to
steer ho@paùi into territory the explicitly stationary ho@pou did not venture.
Ultimately, more important for the careers of h"Ûna and ho@paùi than their ety-
mologies was their reanalysis to certain key functions. For both, the crucial
step was the reanalysis MANNER ADVERBÊ> PURPOSIVE. Once this took place,
the irrealis role of the particles was guaranteed. Although pu has some limited
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manner-relativiser use, this reanalysis has not taken place; and that has kept
it away from the irrealis sphere.

¥ Some other Ancient Greek locativesÑnotably e^ù and ho@paùiÑemulate the de-
velopments in ho@pou. e^ù took the path INSTRUMENTALÊ> LOCATIVEÊ> TEM-
PORALÊ> CIRCUMSTANCE, while ho@paùi, reinterpreted as a manner adverb (and
also in use as a directional), became not only a temporal but also a purposive,
as already mentioned.

¥ hoùs, like pu, seems to have been a linguistic factotum; however, by Late
Middle Greek, it was extinct in all but resultative and temporal usages. The
early attrition of hoùs means that it cannot have been continued in Modern
Greek.

¥ The relativiser ho@s had a range of functional meanings comparable to that of
pu, and indeed of most relativisers. That these enriched relativisers are so
pervasive implies that these values for pu need not represent a continuation
of the values for ho@s, but may be independent innovations. The same holds
for the cross-linguistically less widespread use of modal relativisers, although
the parallel between Ancient and Modern optative relativisers, and inten-
sional irrealis relativisation, is striking.

¥ ho@ti had come to cover its current range of functions by the beginning of
Middle Greek. Although it is used to introduce realis complements and fac-
tive adjuncts, its main functional overlap with pu is in introducing colloca-
tions. The two most striking similarities date from Late Middle Greek: alla$
ho@ti, corresponding to Modern ala pu Ôbut thatÊ= butÕ, and mo@non ho@ti, corre-
sponding to Modern mono pu ÔitÕs just thatÕ. In this case, there is a distinct
possibility of continuation, with pu analogically displacing oti by virtue of
being factive. Yet collocations are a minor facet of the general semantics of
pu; and overall, the links between ho@ti and pu are tenuous; pu was more
prominent in displacing ho@ti (particularly in complementation) than in con-
tinuing on from ho@ti.

¥ It is the participle that displays the greatest functional overlap with pu, as
first noted by Sofianos (1977 [1544]:244). The distribution of the participle
was largely factive in Ancient Greek (although this was a development which
largely crystallised in Attic, the Homeric participle being more functionally
restricted), and became consolidated in its factivity in Middle Greek. Thus,
the non-factive usages of the participle, the conditional and purposive ad-
juncts and the complement after verbs of effort, were amongst the first to go.
Still, the participle was clearly on the wane in Middle Greek, not only as an ir-
realis, but in the totality of its functions; between Early Middle and Early
Modern Greek, its textual frequency drops by a factor of three.
Priming between the participle and pu cannot be ruled out: the participle may
still have been extant in enough functions in Late Middle Greek to have facili-
tated the analogical extension of the relativiser opu, whose participial equiva-
lent, the attributive participle, had survived into Middle Greek. Yet it is un-
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necessary to postulate this, as the semantic extension of the participle could
have been duplicated independently by the relativiser.
It should also be noted that the participle differs from pu in some crucial
ways: it allows as modal bindings modal solidarity and close association,
whereas pu only allows modal autonomy; and in close association, it does not
preserve its truth under negationÑso, under the prevalent definition, it is not
factive.

¥ The same semantic innovation can take part several times in the career of a
grammaticalising morpheme, particularly if it is a linguistic commonplace
(such as LOCATIVEÊ> TEMPORAL). So the innovations in Attic ho@pou may be
distinct in origin from corresponding innovations in Modern pu, and this dis-
tinction is evident in the linguistic behaviour of the respective morphemes.



6.ÊDIATOPY OF COMPLEMENT-pu
In this chapter I catalogue the dialects of Greek in which the realis complemen-
tiser system deviates in some significant way from CSMG. There are two ways
this can occur: either pu spreads at the expense of oti/pos, particularly into the
linguistic and cognitive weak assertive domains, or oti/pos spreads at the ex-
pense of pu, particularly into the emotive predetermined domain. Both pro-
cesses are attested for Modern Greek dialects.1

The strongest evidence for such a disruption is when weak assertives take pu-
complements. Weak assertives are the least factive of realis predicates, and are
thus the unlikeliest to take pu-complements in CSMG. One can also consider the
use of pu after linguistic predicates, but this test is less reliable, since linguistic-
pu is at least a marginal feature of CSMG. The major regions in which comple-
mentation is significantly disrupted with respect to CSMG are given in MapÊ1.

Map 1. Regions of deviant complementation discussed

This is a survey of realis complementation throughout Modern Greek dialects,
of a kind not attempted hitherto; for a more global purview of complementa-
tion, and to place the spread of complementiser-pu in a diachronic context, I
therefore concentrate not only on the distribution of pu, but also on that of other
complementisersÑparticularly to in Anatolian Greek, a complementiser which

1Other issues involving complementationÑnotably syntactic issues, such as which parts of
speech may take complements, and whether pu-complements may be preposedÑare addressed
in ¤7.3.
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like pu is of relativiser origin, but unlike pu is not a locative. The competition be-
tween pu and to is illuminating to the general account of pu, as it demonstrates
that locativity is not a necessary condition for a complementiser to attain a dis-
tribution similar to pu.2

In addition, the survey is of a quantitative nature where sufficiently extensive
corpora are available. This is necessary, as the gradiations in complementiser
usage between dialects are quite minute, and the fine judgements characteristic
of complementiser-pu in CSMG (¤4.3.2) are unavailable for the dialects.

6.1. Thracian
Of the Modern Greek dialects in which the distribution of realis complemen-
tisers deviates from the standard language, the best known is the dialect area re-
ferred to here as Thracian. The actual area includes Eastern Thrace, Constan-
tinople, and Bithynia, and the islands of Samothrace and Lemnos,3 all areas
closer to Constantinople than any other major regional centre. It is best known
because it turns up in the language of influential literary figures who used Con-
stantinopolitanÑmost notably Jean Psichari and Constantine Cavafy. In this re-
gion, pu is no longer a marked complementiser: it is unmarked to the extent that
it appears routinely after weak assertive predicates:

(1) (1931)
San n¿mize poy l¼go/ e¼xÕ apokoimhue¼, ªpeften Ãq all¿frvn/ sthq kl¼nhq moy to
�kron.
san nomize pu liÄo/ ix apokimiTi, epeften os alofron/ stis klinis mu to akron.
And when heÕd think/ ∅ IÕd fallen asleep, heÕd collapse at the edge of my bed/
as though out of his mind. (Cav 300)

In many ways Constantinopolitan is more akin to CSMG than the surrounding
Thracian dialects.4 In particular, unlike Northern Greek, it does not have a re-
duced unstressed vowel system; so it is typically excluded from any dialectologi-
cal investigation of the area (Andriotis 1942Ð3). Constantinopolitan, however, is
not identical to CSMG; and one of the three ways in which it differs from CSMG
is that it uses pu as an unmarked realis complementiserÑin common with the
area surrounding Thrace.5

The geographical extent of pu used after weak assertives and linguistic predi-
cates in Thrace, Bithynia, and the North-East Aegean is shown in MapÊ2, and
representative examples are given below.

2Further discussion about the light to can shed on pu is given in ¤B.1, ¤B.2.
3It probably also includes the islands of Imbros (Imroz/G�k�eada) and Tenedos (Bozcaada), al-
though I do not have data from those islands.
4It is widely believed that Constantinople was the locus of an Early Modern koine (e.g. Browning
1983:82).
5The two other salient ways in which Constantinopolitan differs from CSMG are both character-
istic of far northern Greek dialects (Macedonia, Thrace, Northern Aegean): it uses the accusative
rather than the genitive for clitic indirect objects (see Map 12), and its perfective stem of ÔseeÕ is
Djo instead of CSMG Do(Contossopoulos 1994:110).
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WEAK ASSERTIVES:

(2a) Brvm�ei h ko´koq, nom¼zei poy brvm� h fvli� doy
vromai i kukos, nomizi pu vroma i folia du
The cuckoo stinks, he thinks that itÕs his nest that stinks (HDMS 1065:145;
Palladari, Bursa)

(2b) Kal¿geroq u�rrecena pÕ üdana di�boloq kiÕ apÕ mªsa ªdvxnenna kiÕ ªlegena: ÇF´ge,
di�bolo, f´geÈ.
kaloÄeros Tarepsena p idana Diavolos ki ap mesa eDoxnenna ki eleÄena: ÒfiÄe,
Diavolo, fiÄeÓ
The monk thought she was the devil and bade her leave from inside, saying
ÒBe gone, devil, be gone.Ó (Deligiannis 1940:341; Kouvouklia, Bursa)

(2c) ¿loyq k¿smoyq toyn pirgialo´san ki uarro´san poy e¼ni xaz¿q
olus kosmus tun pirÄialusan ki Tarusan pu ini xazos
Everybody made fun of him and thought that he was stupid (CPMS 7188:3;
Karaga�)

(2d) Sar�ndh, e Sar�ndh, e Fvto´la. De jerÕq t¼pota; Me fa¼netai poy e¼mÕÑ
agastrvmªn̂Õ.
sarandi, e sarandi, e fotula. De ksers tipota? me fenete pu imÑagastromeø.
ÑSarandis! Sarandis!ÑWhat, Fotoula?ÑYou know what? It seems to me that
IÕm pregnant. (HDMS 756:120; Marmara)

(2e) Ts| ai uarÃ tar ph Õtan̂i to sÿyskrinª to sterÕ, ph Õta bga¼nta ta mes�nyxta
tþe Taro tar pi taøi to Siskrine to ster, pi ta vÄenda ta mesanixta
And he thought that it was the morning star, which comes out at midnight
(HDMS 754:140; Havoutsi, Propontis Tsakonian)

(2f) A! sy e¼sai poy trÃeiq ta faeit� kai gv nom¼zv poy ta trÃne oi do´leq!
a! si ise pu trois ta faita ke Äo nomizo pu ta trone i Dules!
Oh! ItÕs you that has been eating the food, and here I was thinking that the
maids were eating it! (Prodromou 1915:155; Sozopolis, Eastern Rumelia)

(2g) I g�oyq doyn ge¼di apÕ ge¼xi stoy st¿ma tÕ anoixt¿, ki u�Ýci apÕ gio´si
i Äaus dun ÄiDi ap Äixi stu stoma t anixto, ki Taipsi ap Äiusi
Der andere sah, da§ er seinen Mund offen hatte, und glaubte, da§ er lache
The other saw that he had his mouth open, and thought that he was laughing
(Heisenberg 67; Samothrace)

(2h) Oy Ko´maroyq tÕ �ksin poy Õxin magaz¼, n¿mzin poy e¼xi mig�loy magaz¼ (xa xa)
u kumarus t aksin pu xin maÄazi, nomzin pu ixi miÄalu maÄazi (xa xa)
Koumaros heard that he had a shop, and he thought that he had a large shop
(LAUGHS). (Kontonatsiou 228; Karpasi, Lemnos, Northern Aegean)

None of these examples would be acceptable in CSMG; indeed, in many in-
stances the pu-complement is not only not presupposed, but actually false (2a,
2b, 2f, 2g, 2h); in (2f), it is even known to be false by the subject of the matrix.

Similarly, the linguistic examples are of interest because pu is used even when
the complement is false (3a, 3c, 3e, 3f); so pu cannot indicate the givenness of
the complement, as it does in CSMG.
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LINGUISTIC:

(3a) ÇE! na ton b�q �ll. for�, sa se gh´r�È, to lªg. h m�nna tÕ , Çpoy to st¿x.seq na me to
p�q.È
Òe! na ton bis al fora, sa se ÄivriÓ, to leÄ i mana t, Òpu to stoxses na me to pis.Ó
ÒWell! Next time he finds you, tell himÓ, her mother told her, Òthat you forgot
to tell me.Ó (Psaltes 1905:213; Saranda Ekklisies (Kõrklareli))

(3b) Ua se po´me poy e¼sai ªmorfoq
Ta se pume pu ise emorfos
We will tell you that you are beautiful (HDMS 699:83; Kios (Gemlik))

(3c) Kai sªna �ntza se ph kanªnaq pÕ uane´rhq mªsa sÕ go´fa kanªna gyalik¿ ger¿, mh do
piste´geiq? go´la �laq kai ner¿ gªn̂kana.
ke sena andza se pi kanenas p Tan evris mesa s gufa kanena Äialiko Äero, mi do
pistevÄis; Äula alas ke nero Äeøkana.
And if anyone tells you that youÕll find a glass unbroken in the chest, donÕt you
believe it; theyÕve all been smashed to smithereens. (Deligiannis 1940:347;
Kouvouklia, Bursa)

Map 2. Weak Assertive and Linguistic pu in Thrace, Bithynia, and the North-Eastern Aegean.
The shaded areas are the formerly Greek-speaking regions of Bithynia. The line in Eastern

Thrace represents the linguistic boundary between Northern and Semi-Northern Greek
(Andriotis 1942Ð3). Û marks towns where the phenomenon is not attested.

(3d) Na mh leq poy üruiq.
na mi les pu irTis.
DonÕt say that youÕve arrived (HDMS 1083:48; Sinapli, Eastern Rumelia)

(3e) Mise´v kalª m�tia moy kai doq me thn eyxü soy/ kai peq, poy den mÕ egªnnhseq o´te mÕ
e¼xeq paid¼ soy
misevo kale matia mu ke Dos me tin efxi su/ ke pes, pu Den m eÄenises ute m ixes
peDi su
IÕm going away, dear one; give me your blessing, and say that you never gave
birth to me nor had me as your child (HDMS 1065:21; Palladari, Bursa)
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(3f) Ts| ai lªnte t�ni oi mitso¼: pªkate namÕ cªmata ph uela per�mÕ to gialª me to p\ ¿e
tþe lende tani i mitsi: pekate nam psemata pi Tela peram to Äiale me to pHoe
And the little ones would say: You lied to us that we were going to cross the
sea on foot (HDMS 754:34; Havoutsi, Propontis Tsakonian)

(3g) Pe t¿te lªne, poy, sÕ ¿poio sp¼ti p�royne ÕpÕ ¿jv pe dh zymÃtria zoym�ri kai to
r¼joyne mªsa, ke¼nÕ to sp¼ti de pot�zei cvm¼.
pe tote lene, pu, s opio spiti parune p okso pe di zimotria zumari ke to riksune
mesa, kin to spiti De potazi psomi.
From then on they say that, in whatever house they take dough out of the
kneading basin and throw it inside, that house will never gain any bread.
(Vafiadou 1979Ð81:399; Sozopolis, Eastern Rumelia)

(3h) Alla mÕ üligi pÕ ua ta umo´mi ta uka t ta l¿gia.
ala m iliÄi p Ta ta Tmumi ta Tka t ta loÄia.
But he would tell me that I would remember his words. (Kontonatsiou 189;
Sardes, Lemnos, Northern Aegean)

Although I have little data from Northern and Western Thrace available to me,
the evidence from HDMS 252 (1919) is that the Greek of Philippoupolis
(Plovdiv) had the same complementation system as CSMG.

(4) EgÃ u�rrisa pvq syllogi»ªsai pvq ua mi padrªchq ki sy gi »a p¿lemoy mi xoratªbeiq;
eÄo Tarisa pos siloÆese pos Ta mi padrepsis ki si Æa polemu mi xoratevis?
I thought that you were considering marrying me offÑand youÕre speaking to
me about war? (HDMS 252:20; Philippoupolis, Eastern Rumelia)6

The same seems to be the case for Western Thrace, though the material on the
region (mainly HDMS 714 and 971, from Soufli) is scarce.

Because of the paucity of data, it is difficult to determine the geographical fac-
tors constraining this expansion of pu. Almost all Eastern and Northern Thra-
cian instances belong to Semi-Northern regionsÑwhere unstressed mid vowels
are not raised, unlike Northern Greek (which includes Philippoupolis, Ad-
rianople, and Western Thrace.) The linguistic boundary between the two is well-
defined, and has both physical and ethnographic geographical correlates (solid
Bulgarian- and Turkish-speaking zones, the Stranca mountains north of
Saranda Ekklisies) (Andriotis 1942Ð3:145Ð146). Thus, one would associate the
limits of Thracian complementation with this linguistic boundary.

But (2c) shows that Thracian complementation extended beyond this
boundary, to the major regional centre of AdrianopleÑalthough, it would seem,
not much further. It may be that the distribution of pu represents a radial
spread from Constantinople, and those areas dependent on other regional cen-
tresÑsay, Philippoupolis or SalonicaÑdid not follow suit. This would also ex-
plain the distribution of pu in Samothrace, and Bithynia; Costakis (pers. comm.)
explicitly associates Propontis Tsakonian complementation in Bithynia (¤6.2)

6One may be tempted to attribute the Philippoupolitan complementation system to the influ-
ence of standard Greek, since there was a high level of Greek schooling in the city (N. Contos-
sopoulos, pers. comm.) The examples, however, seem to be genuine Thracian. For instance, this
example features not only Northern Greek vocalism, but also the Thracian use of xoratevo to
mean ÔspeakÕ instead of its usual meaning in Greek, ÔjokeÕ.
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with visiting Thracian shepherds, and one can invoke the same factor with Kios
and the Greek villages west of Bursa (Palladari, Kouvouklia). As for Lemnos,
there is a significant Thracian element in the local dialect, and the locals believe
Lemnos to have been colonised from Thrace and Thessaly (Contossopoulos
1985b:72). So a radial influence from Constantinople can account for the diffu-
sion of the phenomenon throughout the region.7

The antiquity of Thracian complementation is difficult to deduce from the
dialectal picture. Thrace has had a continuous Greek presence since Roman
times. On the other hand, Bithynia was settled relatively recently: Kios has
Southern Greek vocalism, and the Pistikohoria villages west of Bursa (including
Palladari) are known to have been settled around 1500 from Greece (Contos-
sopoulos 1994:115). Kios and the Bursa villages would have acquired Thracian
complementation after they were colonised, but before they became linguisti-
cally cut off from each otherÑif they were ever cut off. But this does not help us
date the phenomenon in Thracian itself.

Although pu is the main complementiser of Thracian, pos is still in place as a
competitor, as the ensuing complementation counts showÑdrawn from both
literary Constantinopolitan (Psichari, Cavafy) and folk texts. The picture that
emerges from those counts is one of heterogeny, and this is a significant result
to include in any account of pu.

6.1.1. Psichari
Literary Constantinopolitan texts are far more extensive than folk Thracian
texts; so any investigation of Thracian complementation needs to start from
these. In his Òfirst piece of RomaicÓ,8 as he described it, his talk Historical and
Linguistic Questions (1886), Psichari displays a much broader usage of com-
plementiser-pu than in his subsequent work.

Complement 228
CSMG-Obligatory 11
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 3/0 (100%)
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS 8/0 (100%)
CSMG-Optional 105
PERCEPTION 46/2 (96%)
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 53/2 (96%)

STATIC 31/0 (100%)
KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION 22/2 (92%)

SUBJECT 6/0 (100%)
CSMG-Unacceptable 112
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE PHYSICAL 2/0 (100%)
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 52/4 (93%)
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 21/1 (95%)
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 34/9 (79%)

7One might also look at the neighbouring Dardanelles (and the islands of Imbros and Tenedos),
on which we have insufficient information to tell whether they had Thracian complementation
or not.
8ÔRomaicÕ is the old name for Modern Greek.
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Figure 20a. Complementiser-pu in Historical & Linguistic Questions (1886): CSMG pu-grid
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Figure 20b. Complementiser-pu in Historical & Linguistic Questions  (1886): All realis

The presence of pu is appreciable; it never drops below 79% in the realis com-
plementiser grid. In PsichariÕs next major work, the proportion of pu retreats,
although it is still well outside the bounds of CSMG. There are 442 instances of
complementiser-pu in the first edition of My Voyage (1888), PsichariÕs travel-
ogue-cum-demoticist manifesto. The text encompasses some 65,000 words;
there are 1387 instances of pu overall in the text, so that complementiser-pu has
a textual frequency of 6.8ä, and counts for 32% of all instances of pu. This con-
trasts drastically with the CSMG novel The Third Wedding (0.7ä and 7% re-
spectively): pu is used as a complementiser ten times more often in Psichari
than in the CSMG novel. Instances of pu as against pos are distributed as fol-
lows:
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Complement 447
CSMG-Obligatory 46
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 28/0 (100%)
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS 18/0 (100%)
CSMG-Optional 162
PREDETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 1/0 (100%)
PERCEPTION 85/7 (92%)
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 76/5 (94%)

STATIC 51/0 (100%)
KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION 25/5 (83%)

CSMG-Unacceptable 239
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE PHYSICAL 5/0 (100%)
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED ACTION LINGUISTIC 0/4 (0%)
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 120/19 (86%)
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 24/5 (83%)
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 87/75 (53%)
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 1/0 (100%)
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE REACTION 1/0 (100%)
UNDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE REACTION 1/0 (100%)
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Figure 21a. Complementiser-pu in My Voyage (1888): CSMG pu-grid9

Even in this work, pu never drops below 53%, in classes where it is proscribed in
CSMG. It is worth comparing this picture with the second edition of My Voyage
(1905), by which time Psichari had consciously abjured his Thracian comple-
mentation system (Òthat insufferable puÓ)Ñalthough he exaggerates in saying he
had already abjured it by 1888:

As I have noted below, this study of mine [Historical and Linguistic Questions]
was written in August 1886; so it is the very first piece of Modern Greek I ever
wrote, not only before I wrote My Voyage, but even before I made the voyage it-
self, which gave my book its titleÉ I ask the reader not to forget that this is my first,
and that I myself do not think too highly about this essay; he will see several usages
in there which are no longer my custom. Back then I used to say pu, that insuf-
ferable pu, where subsequently, and in My Voyage itself, I used pos [É] There are a
few Constantinopolitanisms there too, like the accusative me lete (Ôyou tell meÕ)
etc., which I later made genitive as is the custom in Athens: mu lete etc. (Psichari
1975 [1901]:53Ð55)10

9Consistent with other instances of this diagram, predetermined and strong determined lin-
guistic truth predicates are conflated, giving a count of 117/19 (86%).
10Mackridge (1988:42) says of PsichariÕs complementation that Òthese syntactic forms alternate
with their common Greek equivalents without a steady rule.Ó Yet the counts show that this is not
the case for his usage of pu; there are definite, semantically-motivated tendencies in place.
PsichariÕs Constantinopolitan complementation had certainly not gone unnoticed in Athens:
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Figure 21b. Complementiser-pu in My Voyage (1888): All realis

The text counts for the second edition are as follows:

Complement 79
CSMG-Obligatory 47
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 29/0 (100%)
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS 18/0 (100%)
CSMG-Optional 19
PREDETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 0/1 (0%)
PERCEPTION 9/77 (10%)
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 10/70 (12%)

STATIC 9/41 (18%)
KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION 1/29 (3%)

CSMG-Unacceptable 13
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE PHYSICAL 4/0 (100%)
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED ACTION LINGUISTIC 0/4 (0%)
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 7/133 (5%)
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 2/24 (7%)
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/157 (0%)
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/1 (0%)
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE REACTION 0/1 (0%)
UNDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE REACTION 0/1 (0%)

As for the language of Mr Psichari, everyone who has checked or satirised it agrees
that it is not Greek, since with the exception of Mr Psichari alone no Greek in any
region speaks it, and noone can spontaneously imitate it; rather, such a task would
need special preparation. In this respect, for example, no Greek makes Mr Psi-
chariÕs mistakes, e.g. using pu instead of pos. (Dr Karl Foy, Ephemeris 1888Ð9Ð11;
cited in Psichari (1987 [1888]:258).)
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Figure 22. Complementiser-pu in My Voyage (1905): CSMG pu-grid

What has taken place in PsichariÕs text is a thorough-going purge.11 This leaves
just three clear instances of violation, which may be attributed to mere over-
sight.12

The conditioning factor for pos in Psichari is tied to the evaluation modality:
the stronger an assertion, the less likely pos will be used. We have what amounts
to an explicit statement of this in MeyerÕs13 grammatical observations, in his edi-
tion of PortiusÕ grammar (Portius 1889 [1638]). Meyer claims that (to use
modern terminology) pu is unmarked as a complementiser, and pos is marked
for doubt (namely, lower epistemic modality) or syntactic nesting:

pos and pu are the two conjunctions used to analyse the ancient infinitival clause.
This is the nuance distinguishing them: pos bears a notion of doubt and is pre-
ferred in subordinate clauses themselves dependent on a subordinate clause; pu
indicates simple affirmation. This is a completely psychological nuance, and conse-
quently is often imperceptible. Compare, to take an example, the two expressions
les pos erxete (never pu in the interrogative) with the nuance Ôdo you think he may
come?Õ or to say simply Ôone would think that he will comeÕ) and les pu erxete Ôyou
say that he will comeÕ. (Portius 1889 [1638]:237)

11Even amongst the remaining instances of pu in the text unacceptable in CSMG, the linguistic
instances are ambiguous with relativisations (Ärafo ÔwriteÕ) or emotives (paraponiume Ôcom-
plainÕ), and the three Physical instances with loÄos ÔreasonÕ are nominal and thus acceptable in
CSMG.
12There are instances where Psichari replaces pu in the first edition with ke in the second. This
indicates that PsichariÕs emendation of his complementation system was not always a mechan-
ical replacement of pu by pos.
(5a) Uarre¼q poy br¼skesai se ko´nia, poy t½gªri se glykonanoyr¼zei kai fys�.

Taris pu vriskese se kunia, pu t aÄeri se Älikonanurizi ke fisa.
You think ∅  youÕre in a cradle, in which the wind lulls you and blows (PsichV1

70)
(5b) Uarre¼q kai br¼skesai se ko´nia, enÃ t½gªri se glykonanoyr¼zei kai fys�.

Taris ke vriskese se kunia, eno t aÄeri se Älikonanurizi ke fisa.
You think ∅  youÕre in a cradle, while the wind lulls you and blows (PsichV2 86)

In this instance, the motivation cannot have been the retention of factivity associated with both
pu and ke, since the predicate is weak assertive and the complement false. Rather, Psichari has
correctly identified that while normally-factive ke is allowed with weak assertives in CSMG, pu is
not.
13Meyer is better known as Meyer-L�bke, a renowned romanist.
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The distinction between weak assertive cognitive leo and strong assertive lin-
guistic leo Meyer cites is also present in CSMG;14 but in that variant, the com-
plementisers used are pos and na, not pu and pos. The picture Meyer paints is
not that of CSMG; but it probably is that of PsichariÕs idiolect, given that Psi-
chari was MeyerÕs Greek teacher, and wrote the foreword to the grammar.15

Indeed, whereas the proportion of pu to pos for linguistic leo in PsichV1 is 95:17,
the proportion for weak assertive cognitive leo is 3:7. This confirms that the
system Meyer describes is the one Psichari used: pu is likelier for strong as-
sertives than weak assertives.

As the proportions cited illustrate, we are dealing here with tendencies, not
absolute conditioning factors. This points to a degree of Ôfree variationÕ, also in-
dicated by MeyerÕs syntactic nesting condition: this sounds a lot like the desire
to avoid the repetition of pu, making the factor conditioning its distribution
more stylistic than grammatical. Whether PsichariÕs complementiser system ac-
curately reflects that of other Constantinopolitans is hard to say; but as seen
below, folk Thracian texts also use pos, under similarly marked distribution.

The change between Historical & Linguistic Questions and the first edition of
My Voyage is difficult to explain. Between authoring the two, Psichari actually

14The linguist George Hatzidakis made a peculiar statement in 1899 in a book review of Meyer:
[Meyer claims] that there is a difference in meaning between pos (=oti) and pu
(=oti), which he also attempts to define; whereas, for the most part, this is nothing
more than a dialectal difference, because most of us Greeks say vlepo, ksevro pos
Den kanis tipote (ÔI see, I know that youÕre not doing anythingÕ), and few, very few
say ksevro pu Den kanis (so that, to us in Athens, such usage seems repulsively alien
[½hdîq jenism¿q]), while the Greeks in southern Italy say ksero ti kani. (Hatzidakis
1990 [1907]:472)

This occurs in the context of a long listing of factual errors in MeyerÕs commentary. It is pref-
aced by an unsubtle dig at HatzidakisÕ nemesis, Psichari: ÒThat those occupied with the research
of Modern Greek, beyond their other education and methodology, need to be philologically well-
equipped Hellenists to the fullest extent, i.e. to be familiar with the entirety, if possible, of Greek
writing through the centuries, from Homer until nowÑthis is a truth regrettably unknown in
Paris, where the author was taught GreekÓ (Hatzidakis 1990 [1907]:465).
Meyer in his commentary describes the Constantinopolitan rather than CSMG complementa-
tion system, although he was the first linguist to correctly identify that there is a factivity dis-
tinction at work in the Greek paradigm. In seeking to correct Meyer, Hatzidakis goes to the op-
posite extreme, and claims pu is never used with cognitive and perception complements. Hatzi-
dakis was a thorough-going linguist, and his allusion to a Modern Greek koine (Ôus in AthensÕ)
shows that he is taking note of his synchronic linguistic environment. In fact, most of Hatzi-
dakisÕ other (extensive) criticisms of MeyerÕs commentary show a thorough knowledge of Greek
diatopy and diachrony, and would meet with little argument today. Still, HatzidakisÕ statement
is clearly false, and the only way to make any sense of it is that HatzidakisÕ understanding of dia-
lectal syntax, as opposed to morpholexis, was superficial.
15Corroborating evidence is given by MeyerÕs discussion of the other major feature in which
Constantinopolitan diverges from CSMG: the use of genitive vs. accusative for indirect objects
(Portius 1889 [1638]:235). Meyer agrees with the isogloss Portius sets up between the two, but
adds that Òthe common language, of course, knows both constructions and uses them.Ó This
does not seem to have been the case for Athenian koine, although there are indications the Con-
stantinopolitanism made some headway in Athens last century (Triandafyllidis 1936); it is cer-
tainly not the case for CSMG, in which only the genitive is used. MeyerÕs understanding of
ÔcommonÕ Greek must reflect PsichariÕs at the time.
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went to Greece for the first time, and his usage may well have been affected. The
result was not for him to adopt CSMG complementation fully, however, but
merely to attenuate his usage of puÑreducing it from 93% to 86% for linguistic
determined predicates, from 95% to 83% for strong determined cognitive predi-
cates, and from 79% to 53% for weak determined predicates. These changes are
cosmetic; the complementation system is still identifiably Thracian, and it is
only in the second edition of My Voyage that Psichari adopts a more standard
paradigmÑeven then, in parts, erroneously.

The first edition probably represents conscious linguistic eclecticism. Con-
fronted in Greece with the fact that his complementation system (presumably
accurately depicted in Historical & Linguistic Questions) was not in common
use, Psichari recognised that it needed adjustment. But rather than resign his
native paradigm, he attenuated it, using pos slightly more often in those do-
mains where Thracian would already use pos. This is consistent with PsichariÕs
intention of himself developing a standard language, whose elements he would
determine eclectically.

This is not to say that the distribution of pos  in Historical & Linguistic
Questions followed any more well-defined a distribution. Of the 19 pos-comple-
ments in the text, 6 are true; and while a dubitative construal is possible for all
of them, in some instances it becomes rather tenuous:

(6) «Enaq l¿gioq ü ªnaq grammatol¿goq na skal¼z� kai na maq lª� gia mia lªjh pvq e¼nai
jªnh, den ªxei na k�m�? o l¿gioq �jafna maq lªei poy to s e n t o ´ k i  e¼nai jªno, ki
vqt¿so e¼nai graikik¿.
enas loÄios i enas ÄramatoloÄos na skalizi ke na mas lei Äia mia leksi pos ine
kseni, Den exi na kami; o loÄios aksafna mas lei pu to seduki ine kseno, ki ostoso
ine Ärekiko.
A scholar or a philologist investigating and telling us about a word that it is
foreign has not achieved all that much; the scholar might suddenly tell us that
the word seduki Ôchest of drawersÕ is foreignÑand yet it is Greek. (PsichHLQ
133)

6.1.2. Cavafy
Constantine Cavafy was a well-known poet of Constantinopolitan descent,
roughly contemporary with Psichari, who was born and lived most of his life in
Alexandria, Egypt.

CavafyÕs Collected Poems display the following complementiser distribution:

Complement 80
CSMG-Obligatory 18
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 15/0/016(100%)
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS 3/0/0 (100%)
CSMG-Optional 26
PERCEPTION 4/0/0 (100%)
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL 19/1/3 (83%)

STATIC 14/1/1 (88%)
KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN 5/0/2 (71%)

16pu/oti/pos.
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SUBJECT 3/0/0 (100%)
CSMG-Unacceptable 36
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 6/2/9 (35%)
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 6/0/1 (86%)
STRONG DETERMINED FUTURE TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/0/1 (0%)
STRONG DETERMINED FUTURE TRUTH LINGUISTIC 1/0/0 (100%)
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 17/0/4 (81%)
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 2/0/2 (50%)
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 2/0/0 (100%)
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED ACTION LINGUISTIC 2/0/0 (100%)
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Figure 23a. Complementiser-pu in Cavafy: CSMG pu-grid
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Figure 23b. Complementiser-pu in Cavafy: All realis

CavafyÕs complementation system is the same as early PsichariÕs, with one im-
portant difference: Cavafy shies away from pu after linguistic predicates. In fact,
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following the major linguistic predicate, leo ÔsayÕ, the three instances of pu all
occur in poems Cavafy did not include in his poetical canon.17

6.1.3. Folk texts
Non-literary dialect texts are not as extensive as the literary texts considered,
and do not allow as detailed an appreciation of the complementation system;
however, they confirm PsichariÕs system as authentically Thracian, and that pu
was the unmarked Thracian complementiser, with pos marked for low epistemic
modality.

In PsaltesÕ (1905) collection of texts from Saranda Ekklisies (Kirklareli), there
are 15 clausal realis complements, including two weak assertives and four lin-
guistic predicates; the only instance of pos is after maTeno ÔlearnÕÑand is am-
biguous with both Èpos ÔhowÕ and the Thracian use of pos as a causal connective:

(8a) Kai mon. ¿de jeligou´m.se thq to ge¼pe poy ªn ayt¿q o Kvlopo´poyloq kai poy thq to
ªpaije ayt¿ to paixn¼d gi »a na m�u. pvq bg�z. to g�ue ªnanna kÕ ªna par�gvma.
ke mon ode kseliÄoTimse tis to Äipe pu en aftos o kolopupulos ke pu tis to epekse
afto to pexniD Æa na maT pos vÄaz to gaTe enana k ena paragoma.
And only when she came to did he tell her that he was Arse-Feather and that he
played this trick on her to teach her that/how/because she made a nickname
for everyone. (Psaltes 1905:220)

Of these, the last interpretation (Ôteach her a lesson, becauseÉÕ) is likeliest in
context. So there are no certain instances in PsaltesÕ text of pos as a complemen-
tiser: pu is used exclusively.

In the texts collected by Deliyannis for Kouvouklia, there are 21 complements,
including two weak assertives and four linguistic predicates taking pu; the fol-
lowing is the only instance of pos:

(8b) Seiq �myalq, an ªkoftena noyq saq t¼pota ua me to ªlegetena apÕ ta brost�. TÃra tÕ
gatapodnü tÕ mªra pÕ to lªtena, ua ph pvq ªnaq gªroq zei ak¿ma
sis amia´, an ekoftena nus sas tipota Ta me to eleÄetena ap ta brosta. tora t
gatapoDni t mera p to letena, Ta pi pos enas Äeros zi akoma
You fools, if your brains were keen at all, you would have answered my riddle at
the first. Since youÕre answering it in this late day, it means that one old man is
still alive (Deliyannis 1940:350)

17Nakas (1985), who discusses some of the linguistic idiosyncracies of Cavafy, has pointed out
that

if someone wished to interpret certain idiomatic elements of CavafyÕs poetry as due
to the influence of a particular dialect used in Constantinople or Alexandria [É] or
I know not where else, it would be a mistake [É] CavafyÕs language, as we know it
from his poetry, is a product of synthesis, a result of conscious selection, on which,
as with the form of his poems, he could say that it is une forme toute mienne (a
form all of my own), to recall another famous phrase (Montaigne). (Nakas 1985:57)

It is true enough that literary idiolects are eclecticÑCavafyÕs particularly so, given his liking for
Puristic. Yet while CavafyÕs complementation system is not pure Thracian, its deviation from
CSMG does have a regional basis in Thracian. In the absence of extensive folk texts from the re-
gion, it remains a valuable witness.
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The truth of this pos-complement is inferred by the speaker rather than known
outright; but it is not clear that the sentence need be especially marked with a
dubitative.

In the texts available from Sozopolis (Petrou 1913; Prodromou 1915), there are
six realis complements, including two weak assertives. Four use pu; the two lin-
guistic instances, however, use pos:

(9a) Ma de düne e¼pe pvq sta e¼kosi ta xr¿nia ua to p�r� to paid¼.
ma De dine ipe pos sta ikosi ta xronia Ta to pari to peDi.
But he didnÕt tell her that in twenty years he would take the boy away.
(Prodromou 1915:453)

(9b) «Oloi moy len pvq de borv, ma sy sa ueq to k�n�q.
oli mu len pos De boro, ma si sa Tes to kanis.
They all tell me that I canÕt do it, but if you want to, you can do it. (Petrou
1913:705)

VafiadouÕs (1979Ð81) short Sozopolitan fairy tale has six complements, all of
which take pu, including leo ÔsayÕ (3g). The same holds for her extensive descrip-
tion of Sozopolitan customs, in Sozopolitan (Vafiadou 1974 [1960]): of the 77
realis complements, only three are pos, and all of them occur in songs (which
could easily have been imported from elsewhere.)18

To summarise so far:

pu pos
Saranda Ekklisies 14 1?
Kouvouklia 20 1
Sozopolis (old) 4 2
Sozopolis (Vafiadou 1) 6 0
Sozopolis (Vafiadou 2) 74 3

The extensive transcribed text collection we have for the Marmara refugees re-
settled after 1922 in Chalcidica (HDMSÊ756; Stavros Manesis, 1959; 43,000
words) yields the following counts:

Complement 30
CSMG-Obligatory 10
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 9/0/3 (75%)
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS 1/0/0 (100%)
CSMG-Optional 15
PERCEPTION 6/0/1 (86%)
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL 9/6/3 (50%)

STATIC 9/4/2 (60%)
KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN 0/2/1 (0%)

PREDETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 0/1/0 (0%)
CSMG-Unacceptable 6
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 3/16/7 (12%)
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 2/1/1 (50%)
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 1/0/2 (33%)
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/1/0 (0%)

18It is worth noting that Vafiadou was not writing in situ, but forty years after the population ex-
changes, and may have hypercorrected her complementation paradigm.
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NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 0/1/0 (0%)
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED ACTION LINGUISTIC 0/0/2 (0%)
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Figure 24a. Complementiser-pu in Marmara: CSMG pu-grid
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Figure 24b. Complementiser-pu in Marmara: All realis

The pattern here is clearly not CSMG (the overall proportions are 30:32:22);
moreover, the gradiation of modality, established in other Thracian texts, also
holds here.19 That the dubitative distinction between pos and pu was in force in
Marmara is established by the following example:

19One oddity is that not all emotive predicates take pu. Of the emotive predicates taking oti/pos,
poliperifanevome Ôbe too proud, boast too muchÕ is ambiguous with a linguistic predicate, while
to xo ÔI have itÊ= (presumably) I have it in mind negatively that, it is my complaint thatÕ is a con-
struction occurring twice in folk songs, with a given complement contrasting with a novel com-
plement (although both are predetermined (10).)
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(11) «Hda ªnaq xristi »an¿q kai lªei na po´te pvq poylüsate ro´xa, lªei, na mh bo´te poy
katebükatÕ apep�nv. Loip¿ e¼pame ¿ti e¼xame meiq ro´xa kai poylüsame kai ürtame.
ida enas xristjanos ke lei, na pute pos pulisate ruxa, lei, na mi bute pu katevikat
apepano. lipo ipame oti ixame mis ruxa ke pulisame ke irtame.
There was a Christian there and he said, Òsay that you sold clothes [untrue],
donÕt say that you came over from up there [true].Ó So we said that we had
clothes which we sold to come over. (HDMS 756:281)

Notwithstanding, pu is very infrequent after linguistic predicates in the Mar-
mara texts: (11) is only one of two instances in the entire collection after leo
ÔsayÕ. The complementiser overwhelmingly used with leo is otiÑ15 instances to 5
of pos. The use of oti immediately leads one to suspect Puristic influence. Still,
pu is very infrequent with linguistic predicates, while there are clear instances of
pu with non-predetermined cognitive predicates (ipopsia ÔsuspicionÕ, iDea Ôno-
tionÕ, istoria ÔstoryÕ); this makes it probable that there is a difference between the
way linguistic and cognitive complements behave in Marmara.

The other extensive folk text collection we have for Thracian is from Lemnos
(Kontonatsiou; 43,000 words). In this text, the following complementiser
counts obtain:

Complement 46
CSMG-Obligatory 5
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 3/0/0 (100%)20

PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS 2/0/0 (100%)
CSMG-Optional 26
PERCEPTION 10/0/0 (100%)
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL 8/7/1 (50%)

STATIC 4/5/1 (40%)
KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN 4/2/0 (67%)

CSMG-Unacceptable 15
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC21 12/13/3 (43%)
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 1/6/0 (14%)
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 2/1/4/1/3 (18%)
STRONG DETERMINED  FUTURE TRUTH LINGUISTIC 0/1/0 (0%)
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED ACTION LINGUISTIC 0/1/0 (0%)

(10) arrÃsthse, jarrÃsthse ki �llh gyna¼ka pa¼rnei./ Den do Õxv pvq padre´etai ki
�llh gyna¼ka pa¼rnei,/ ma to Õxv poy me k�lese noyn�, na stefanÃsv.
arostise, ksarostise ki ali Äineka perni./ Den do xo pos padrevete ki ali Äineka
perni,/ ma to xo pu me kalese nuna, na stefanoso.
he got sick, he got well, and heÕs taking another woman to wife. It is not my
complaint that he is getting married and taking another woman to wife, but
it is my complaint that he invited me to be his matron of honour (HDMS
756:109)

It may be that in this instance, discourse givenness is explicitly signalled by complementiser
choice after a true factiveÑsomething quite unusual for Greek, which generally performs such
marking only after semi-factives. But in this instance, the given complement is introduced by
pos, not pu.
If we accept that pos is generally dubitative in Thracian, then pos may here not be signalling that
the complement is in doubt, but rather that it is not pertinent (ÔitÕs not thatÉÕ) This could be an
analogical development: negative cognitive matrices would be dubitative more often than posi-
tive such matrices, and this property could have been transferred to other negative matrices.
20pu/oti/pos/∅ /ke.
21Excluding quotatives.
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Figure 25a. Complementiser-pu in Lemnos: CSMG pu-grid
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Figure 25b. Complementiser-pu in Lemnos: All realis

The overall proportion of complementisers is 46:36:9.
In some ways, Lemnian complementation is even more strongly oriented to-

wards pu than Marmaran. Unlike Marmara, pu is used with cognitive acquired
predicatesÑeven predicates of learned origin, where pu is barred in CSMG:22

(12a) Oy sxoyrimªnoyq oy mpamp�zim püri poyd¿latoy, pügi tÕ anak�lyci poy toy
kauer¼san toy goyro´n′ ike¼ ki toy püran. Tq ªkanin agoygü.
u sxurimenus u babazim piri puDolatu, piÄi t anakalipsi pu tu kaTerisan tu Äuruø
iki ki tu piran. ts ekanin aÄuÄi.
My late father took his bike, went, and discovered that they had killed his pig
there and taken it away. He sued them. (Kontonatsiou 272; Tsimantria,
Lemnos, Northern Aegean)

22The complement here is topicalised and given in the preceding discourse; these conditions are
favourable to the use of pu even in CSMG.
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Also, pu is used universally with perception predicatesÑincluding PERFP com-
plements, which in CSMG are associated with indirect perception:

(12b) «Opoyq stªkntan oi g′na¼kiq poyllªq pªra dike¼ ki blªpan poy ürntan goi «Ellhn′ .
opus stekdan i Ænekis pules pera Diki ki vlepan pu irdan (PERFP) Äi eliø.
As the many women stood down there looking and saw that the Greek army
had come. (Kontonatsiou 275; Katalakko, Lemnos, Northern Aegean)

And pu is frequent with linguistic predicates. The data suggests a differentiation
between parts of Lemnos. In the first text of KontonatsiouÕs collection, from
Sardes, the complementiser proportions for leu ÔsayÕ are 10:0:1 for complemen-
tisers proper, and 0:4:0 for quotatives. For the piece from Katalakko, they are
0:6:0 and 0:0:0. For the rest of the texts, they are 2:4:2 and 0:12:9, respectively.
One would suspect a gradiation from Sardes to Katalakko as to the complemen-
tiser choice after leu. The problem is, Katalakko is a mere 3Êkm away from
Sardes. Given also the marked preference in Katalakko (and to a lesser extent
throughout Lemnos) for oti, the high register complementiser in CSMG, Kata-
lakko probably reflects increased influence from CSMG, at least with regard to
linguistic complements.

The differentiation between Sardes and Katalakko, and the results from other
regions discussed, point to a split in Thracian. The texts investigated consis-
tently have pos marked distributionally, where it is attested at all. The difference
lies in linguistic predicates. In Psichari (a Constantinopolitan brought up in
Odessa), Saranda Ekklisies, Kouvouklia, and Sardes, linguistic predicates prefer
pu, just like cognitive predicates. In Cavafy (a Constantinopolitan brought up in
Alexandria), Sozopolis, Marmara, and Katalakko, linguistic predicates avoid pu.

It is difficult to draw a conclusion here. First, the corpora are either much too
small (ten linguistic complements in sum for Saranda Ekklisies, Kouvouklia and
Sozopolis), or suspect (Psichari and Cavafy, as urban Greeks, did not speak pure
Thracian; the Marmara and Lemnos texts are late, and as the strong presence of
oti hints, may display Puristic influence on the speakers.) Second, Sozopolis and
Marmara, being at opposite ends of Thracian, do not make sense as a linguistic
unitÑparticularly since Kouvouklia, further south than Marmara, does use pu
with linguistic predicates. Yet Saranda Ekklisies and Kouvouklia make no more
sense as a unitÑespecially given that, according to Psaltes, the Greeks of
Saranda Ekklisies are not indigenous.

Several accounts suggest themselves, but require more linguistic, historical,
and sociolinguistic data than I have been able to gather.23 Marmara and Sozo-
polis are both on the coast; this means that they may have had better access to
the Constantinopolitan standard than the Thracian or Bithynian hinterland. So
if pu retreated away from linguistic predicates in ConstantinopolitanÑpossibly
under external influence from other influential Greek dialectsÑthen those two

23Such data can probably no longer be collected, with the gradual death of Greek dialects; but
there are presumably many more folk tales from the region recorded in Greece than I have had
access to.
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communities may have followed suit ahead of their land-locked compatriots. If
on the other hand Constantinopolitan patterned with PsichariÕs rather than
CavafyÕs usage, and did use pu with linguistic predicates, then Sozopolis might
be ruled out as peripheral to ThracianÑalthough it is not obvious that Marmara
could as well.

It is worth bearing in mind that Sozopolis, unlike the other, semi-NorthernÐ
speaking coastal towns of Northern Thrace, Anchialos (Ahtopol) and Mes-
embria (Nesebur), had southern Greek vocalismÑjust like Constantinople: ex-
tensive contact with Constantinople is not out of the question. This would sug-
gest that Sozopolis shares a Constantinopolitan innovation in using pos with
linguistic predicates. In the absence of more information about the history of
Greek settlement in the area, not much more can be said on the subjectÑal-
though the Lemnian split does testify a good deal of fluidity in the use of pos.

Samothrace has been left until last in this discussion. The case of Samothrace
is sui generis.24 A paucity of texts has meant that the expansion of complemen-
tiser-pu in Samothrace has not been remarked upon in HDIC data; there is only
one complementiser noted in that corpus for the islandÑan emotive pu. The ev-
idence considered here are the Samothracian texts in Heisenberg.

There are only seven realis complements in the text, and four are unremark-
able: two weak assertives with pos, one perception with ke, one perception with
pos. The surprises lie in the final text of the collection: one weak assertive pu
(2g), one direct perception pu with a stative complement (2g), and one cognitive
acquired pu (13).

(2g) I g�oyq doyn ge¼di apÕ ge¼xi stoy st¿ma tÕ anoixt¿, ki u�Ýci apÕ gio´si
i Äaus dun ÄiDi ap Äixi stu stoma t anixto, ki Taipsi ap Äiusi
Der andere sah, da§ er seinen Mund offen hatte, und glaubte, da§ er lache
The other saw that he had his mouth open, and thought that he was laughing
(Heisenberg 67; Samothrace)

(13) San ap�ntiji kanª dyo o´iq ki kat�abi apÕ ge¼xi jipßx′üsÕ i ß´doyfoyq tÕ, p�i ki» ayt¿q
dh staatoyigi� apÕ toy sam�Ý, d ªbani Õq tq p�atiq tÕ kÕ ªfÕgi gi »a toy xoyi »¿.
san apandiksi kane Dio uis ki kataavi ap Äixi ksips&Cis i s&idufus t, pai c aftos di
staatuiÄia ap tu samai, d evani s ts paatis t k efÄi Æa tu xujo.
Als er etwa zwei Stunden gewartet und begriffen hatte, da§ sein Gef�hrte
gestorben war, nahm er seinerseits die Satteldecke vom Sattel, legte sie auf
seine Schultern und ging nach dem Dorfe zu weg.
When he had waited for about two hours and realised that his companion had
died, he too took the saddlecloth from his saddle, put it on his shoulders, and
left for the village. (Heisenberg 67; Samothrace)

Samothracian complementation is certainly not CSMG; the above examples are
not acceptable in CSMG. Yet they are not Eastern Thracian or Bithynian either;
pos is too firmly entrenched even in this small sample size. The relatively low
proportion of weak assertive pu is reminiscent of Marmara; yet unlike Marmara,

24Much like the phonology of the dialect, whichÑunusually for a Northern Greek dialectÑis not
mutually intelligible with CSMG.
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pu is also used with cognitive predetermined acquired predicates. It may be that
the Thracian propensity towards pu is a relatively recent importation to the is-
land, and has not yet displaced pos.

Such heterogeny in the distribution of complementiser-pu in overall Thracian
indicates that the diffusion of novel complementisers can occur piecemeal, and
spread to different parts of the paradigm in different regions. There is no other
explanation for the patchwork distribution of complementiser-pu, on even as
small a corpus as that considered above. This appears to be a result of the lexical
diffusion account of complementiser spread appealed to in ¤4; diffusion from
major class to major class of predicate has proceeded at different rates in dif-
ferent instances of Thracian.

6.2. Tsakonian
Tsakonian is the most deviant dialect of Modern Greek; by any linguistic rather
than cultural criteria, it is a distinct language. It is now accepted that Tsakonian
is a continuation of the ancient Doric dialect, and is thus not directly descended
from Hellenistic Koine, like all other modern dialects.25 Yet Tsakonian has been
in extensive contact with standard Greek for a long time, and the influence of
the standard language on the dialect is accelerating now that the dialect is mori-
bund.26

One of the immediately obvious differences between Tsakonian and standard
Greek complementation is the role of the participle, which has a discernible,
though decreasing presence in Tsakonian.27 Outside the supplementary partic-

25Still, yet to be convincingly addressed is HesselingÕs case for Tsakonian being an old creole
with the Turkic language of Avar invaders (Pernot 1914:168) (Hesseling was a pioneer creolist as
well as a neohellenist), a view Pernot was in sympathy with. This reluctance on the part of sub-
sequent scholars to address the issue properly is understandable given GreeksÕ anxiety to retain
the antiquarian prestige of Tsakonian. Although Tsakonian morphology is indeed eccentric
enough to suggest a past linguistic catastrophe, no such testimony arises in the lexicon.
26Thus, the texts Costakis gave Pernot (1934) as a native language consultant in 1930 sound odd
when literally glossed into CSMG, as there are inconsistencies between the two in phraseology,
syntax and morphology. By contrast, the bilingual texts Houpis has produced in the Õ90s are
equivalent almost word-for-word.
27The participle is only relevant in this account as an ancient equivalent of the pu-complement;
its use in Tsakonian, however, deserves some comment. CSMG has only three productive parti-
ciples, (adjectival perfect passive, adverbial present active, and arguably adjectival present pas-
sive) (Ryd� 1988). The adjectival participles are used as relativiser equivalents (attributive), and
the adverbial as sentential adjuncts (circumstantial), although much less than in Classical
Greek. Participles are not used as predicate complements (supplementary), with the exception
of perception complements, where the adjectival participles behave as adjectives (e.g. ton iDa
kurasmeno ÔI saw him tiredÕ); this is a straighforward reanalysis of adjectives to predicative
complements, and has no global implications for the status of participles.
In Tsakonian, by contrast, there are productive adjectival participles in both past and present
tense (Propontis Tsakonian also has a distinct perfect participle), in both active and passive.
Participles are prominent in Tsakonian texts, as auxiliary formations using participles have sup-
planted the Tsakonian indicative present and imperfective; in fact, the citation form for
Tsakonian verbs is the present active participle. These participles were used not only as attribu-
tives, but also as verb complements, in ways without equivalent in CSMG. For instance, Costakis
produced in 1930 texts using participial complements of the phasal verb arxiøizu ÔbeginÕ; the lit-
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iple, Tsakonian has two realis complementisers. The first is otsi, a reflex of oti;
the second is pHi. A reflex of pos is entirely absent.28

pHi is functionally equivalent in its other usages to CSMG pu, and probably
cognate to it (Nicholas 1998f). Indeed, Pernot (1934:370) explicitly accounts for
the semantics of pHi as a calque of pu. However, pHi is clearly more widely dis-
tributed as a complementiser than CSMG pu, as the following counts on my cor-
pus show:29

Peloponn. Propontis
Complement 51 53
CSMG-Obligatory 6 6
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 5/0 (100%) 5/0 (100%)

eral Standard Greek gloss provided for (14) would make sense only with ÄavÄizodas ÔbarkingÕ in-
terpreted as a sentenial adjunct (Òstarted, barkingÓ), and does not correspond to what is going
on in the Tsakonian:
(14) ekatsa`ts'e thom bo`re ts' arc- in q q qqi 6 6 66e khau`ndu san donù gue.

ekatsatþe tHom bore tþ arxiøie kHaundu san doN gue.
«Ekatse sthn p¿rta ki �rxise gayg¼zontaq san to sk´llo.
ekatse stin porta ki arxise ÄavÄizodas san to skilo.
Il sÕassit pr�s de la porte et commen�a � aboyer comme un chien.
He sat by the door and started barking like a dog. (Pernot 24.27)

Pernot (1934:238) reports abundant instances of participial complements in DeffnerÕs (1923)
dictionary, and clear instances also turn up in IkonomouÕs poems, published in 1870. The ma-
trices Pernot reports for participial complements, other than arxiøiu, are perception predicates
(oru ÔseeÕ, erexu ÔfindÕ, øiu ÔhearÕ); in my Tsakonian corpus, there is also Toro ÔseeÕ for Propontis
Tsakonian (CostD ¤11c).
Costakis (1951:137) lists the verbs taking participial complements as akistenumene Ôbe tiredÕ,
andamukHu ÔmeetÕ, apoau Ôbe exhaustedÕ, arxiøindu ÔbeginÕ, erexu ÔfindÕ, kofumene Ôcut oneselfÊ=
expend great effort doing somethingÕ, kHrandu ÔburstÊ= do something strenuouslyÕ, øiu ÔhearÕ, oru
ÔseeÕ, and pZiNgumene Ôdrown, chokeÕ. Of these, akistenumene, apoau, kofumene, kHrandu, and pre-
sumably pZiNgumene are predicates of effort, which also took participial complements in
Classical Greek (cf. English try doing). The other verbs have already been discussed with regard
to Ancient Greek (¤5.3.4): all their ancient equivalents took participial complements, and there
is no need to dispute that Tsakonian along with Italiot continue the ancient usage, which has
dropped out from the other modern dialects.
The past active participle was already receding in Tsakonian in the early part of the century, as
both Lekos (1984 [1920]:58) and Pernot (1934:241) observed; and the perfect participle is re-
stricted in Peloponnesian Tsakonian to two verbs (Costakis 1951:182). The retreat of the sup-
plementary participle has continued since, under the influence of CSMG; it is infrequent in the
texts Costakis has collected (1940sÐ1980s), and seems to be entirely absent in HoupisÕ texts
(1990s).
28DeffnerÕs (1923) dictionary of Tsakonian gives a complementiser definition for pHu, Tsakonian
for Ôhow?Õ, and Deffner himself used pHu abundantly in the Tsakonian prose he authored as a
second-language speaker. Pernot, however, dismisses this usage as Òa standard Greek construc-
tion, which has entered the language rather recentlyÓ (Pernot 1934:370). DeffnerÕs dictionary
was compromised by its use of educated informants (A. Costakis, pers. comm.), and the simi-
larity between pHi and pHu may have also been a factor. Indeed, the only instance of complemen-
tiser-pHu I have found outside Deffner is in a translation of a gospel excerpt by the Kastanitsa
parish priest (Houpis 1983:220Ð1); as becomes obvious in the text, the priest conflates pHi and
pHu as pu. So complementiser-pHu is not an indigenous feature of Tsakonian; it is not even a
calque that has taken root amongst rural Tsakonian-speakers.
29My primary corpus includes only folk texts elicited by linguists, rather than literary texts
written by Tsakonians (let alone non-Tsakonians like Deffner): namely, CostD, CostF, CostG,
CostO, CostS, Har, Pernot, Makris, and Scutt.
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PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS 1/0 (100%) 1/0 (100%)
CSMG-Optional 11 31
PERCEPTION 7/3 (70%) 20/1 (95%)
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL 4/5 (44%) 11/1 (92%)

STATIC 4/0 (100%) 6/1 (86%)
KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN 0/5 (0%) 5/0 (100%)

CSMG-Unacceptable 1 12
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 1/21 (5%) 6/2 (75%)
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/1 (0%) 0/0
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/5 (0%) 6/0 (100%)
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Figure 26a. Propontis Tsakonian complementation: CSMG pu-grid
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Figure 26b. Peloponnesian Tsakonian complementation: CSMG pu-grid

The results for Propontis Tsakonian, in which pHi is easily the default comple-
mentiser (53 instances, against 4 of otsi), and is even used with weak assertives,
can be readily explained through its intense contact with Thracian. But there is
also deviation from CSMG complementation in Peloponnesian Tsakonian. This
deviation does not extend to weak assertives;30 yet there are several indications
of a real expansion of complementiser-pHi in the dialect:
1 pHi combines with taxa ÔsupposedlyÕ, an anti-factive particle, which in CSMG

would only combine wth pos. pHi also combines (at least according to Def-
fnerÕs dictionary) with piu Ôdo; pretendÕÑa calque of CSMG kano pos Ôdo thatÕ,
and an anti-factive predicate:31

(15a) «Antze ta goyna¼ka si tŝi n̂Õ aposo´tŝe se �llioy mªri, t�xa p\ Õ ªki ap¿k\ ale.
andze ta Äuneka si tþi ø aposutþe se a´u meri, taxa pH eki apokHale.

30When in 1995 I asked Thanasis Costakis (the native-language linguist who has worked most
on Tsakonian) about the acceptability of a sentence like eøi nomizu pHi ø oraka ÔI think ∅  I saw
itÕ, he first expressed surprise, and then assured me that the extension of pHi was a Thracianism
restricted to Propontis Tsakonian, and that Peloponnesian Tsakonian complementation was
identical to CSMG.
31Since DeffnerÕs Tsakonian tends to err in the direction of CSMG, this is a valuable witness.
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Püre th gyna¼ka toy kai thn püge se �llo mªroq, t�xa pvq ütan ªgkyoq.
pire ti Äineka tu ke tin piÄe se alo meros, taxa pos itan egios.
He took his wife and took her to another place, supposedly because she was
pregnant. (CostD ¤8a; Prastos, Southern Tsakonia)

(15b) «Essi po¼oy p\ Õ Ãssi noio´k\ oy
esi piu pH osi øukHu
k�neiq pvq den katalaba¼neiq
kanis pos Den katalavenis
YouÕre pretending not to understand (Deffner 1923:po¼oy)

2 The non-emotive predicates taking pHi do not follow the restrictions of their
pu-equivalents in CSMG. The perception predicates taking pHi include indirect
perception (16a); the static knowledge complements are not necessarily given
(16b); and the linguistic complements may in fact be false (16c):

(16a) Ap¿ toy Pªtse, enoi�ka, epªri/ p� ua mi m¿l� ta ftvx�.
apo tu petse, eøaka, eperi/ pi Ta mi moli ta ftoxa.
Apo tiq Spªtseq �koysa xteq,/ pvq ua moy ªlu� thq ftvxüq.
apo tis spetses akusa xtes,/ pos Ta mu elTi tis ftoxis.
From Spetses I heard yesterday that he will come to me, poor woman that I
am. (Stratigis)

(16b) ÑKia na m¿loy; Emplªa mÕ ªna koymp�re tŝÕ ªni op� sÿt�noy me ta xkhn�. All� ¿ki
jªroy p\ Õ ªki o di�bole.
Òkia na molu? emblea m ena kumbare tþ eøi opa Stanu me ta xkina.Ó ala oki kseru
pH eki o Diavole.
ÑPo´ na Õruv; «Empleja mÕ ªnan koymp�ro kai e¼mai eke¼ p�nv me ta g¼dia. All� den
üjere pvq ütan o di�boloq.
ÒÈpu na rTo? ebleksa m enan kubaro ke ime eki pano me ta ÄiDia.Ó ala Den iksere
pos itan o Diavolos.
ÒHow could I have gotten away? I got caught up in some business with an in-
law and I am staying up there with the goats.Ó But he did not know that he (his
in-law) was the devil.32 (CostS ¤12; Melana, Southern Tsakonia)

(16c) Kal�, ekio´ ªsa ao´a p\ Õ ¿sa ªxa par�de, kia sÕ erªtŝere toy par�de tŝi sÕ �ntzere
ªntaÝ ¿a;
kala, ekiu esa aua pH osa exa paraDe, kia s eretþere tu paraDe tþi s andzere endai
oa?
Kal�, es´ ªlegeq pvq den ªxeiq xrümata, po´ ta brükeq ta xrümata kai ta püreq
ayt� ¿la;
kala, esi eleÄes pos Den ixes xrimata, Èpu ta vrikes ta xrimata kai ta pires afta ola?
Now, you were saying that you didnÕt have any money; where did you find the
money to buy all this? (CostS ¤11; Melana, Southern Tsakonia)

3 As the CSMG glosses given already show, Tsakonians consistently gloss these
non-emotive instances of pHi as pos, rather than pu; this is the case for Cos-
takis, Stratigis, and Houpis. This means that, to those Tsakonians, comple-
mentiser-pHi does not correspond to CSMG complementiser-pu.

4 Tsakonian dictionaries illustrate complementiser-pHi with linguistic predi-
cates (something highly marked for CSMG pu), glossing it as pos:

32The reader does know this fact; but as the gloss shows, CSMG would not use pu hereÑunless
the complement were topicalised.
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(17a) eki »o´ mÕ epªtzere, p\ Õ Ãn ³i ts¼pta
ecu m epetþere, pH oni tsipta
es´ moy e¼peq, pvq den e¼ne t¼pote
esi mu ipes, pos Den ine tipote
You told me that it was nothing (Deffner 1923:p\h)

(17b) ªki ao´ p\ h u�kia z�ei
eki au pHi Takia zai
ªlege pvq ua p�ei, ¿ti ua pügaine
eleÄe pos Ta pai, oti Ta piÄene
he said that he will go/that he was going to go (Melana, Southern Tsakonia)
(Costakis 1986:ph)

In both these examples, the truth of the complement is cast in doubtÑin a con-
text which would not welcome pu in CSMG. So even though the corpus exam-
ined displays minimal extension of pHi to linguistic predicates, the dictionary ex-
amples hint that such an extension had indeed taken place.33

The remaining question is whether this spread in the use of pHi could be at-
tributed to a loan from another dialect, as Pernot (1934) hypothesised, alluding
to Constantinopolitan and Corfiot usage. The obvious candidate origin of such a
loan would be the Peloponnesian spoken in the areas surrounding Tsakonia.
While Peloponnesian has been investigated minimally by linguists, because of
its close relation to CSMG (see Contossopoulos (1976 [1975]) for discussion), I
have not become aware in my researches of anything peculiar about Pelopon-
nesian complementation; so Peloponnesian is probably not responsible. It has
been speculated (e.g. Niehoff-Panagiotidis 1994:348) that modern Pelopon-
nesian is a late mediaeval transplantation of Constantinopolitan into the region,
and that the indigenous dialect looked more like Maniot and Tsakonian. But I
am not aware of anything noteworthy in Maniot complementation eitherÑapart
from the fact that, like Tsakonian, it hangs on to the older complementiser oti
(in Maniot ti), instead of the newer pos.

Turning to non-Hellenic influences, one possibility is Arvanitika, spoken to
the north and east of Tsakonia, involving a generalisation of either of its two
complementisers �� or se.34 Contact between the two languages seems to have
been superficial;35 and Albanian has not been suggested in the literature as a
likely source of any of the peculiarities of Tsakonian. Before the Albanan settle-

33Tsakonian uses otsi as a quotative introducing indirect questions, but there are no instances of
pHi in this function:
(17c) tŝÕ ügki ao´nte ¿tsi p\ o´r onom�ste Brasiª.

tþ iNgi aunde otsi pHur onomaste vrasie.
And they were saying [that] how it got to be called Vrasies. (CostD ¤8a;
Prastos, Southern Tsakonia)

This seems to confirm what one would already suspect: that otsi is older in Tsakonian as a com-
plementiser than pu. Quotative ho@ti in particular has long been a feature of Greek.
34It must be said that modern Arvanitika keeps fairly close to CSMG complementiser distribu-
tion, with the relativiser �� corresponding to pu, and se to pos (Nicholas 1998a). So Arvanitika
looks no more promising a source than Peloponnesian Greek.
35As Costakis (pers. comm.) has put it to me, language contact stopped at the shepherdÕs hut
doorÑAlbanian terms turn up only in pastoralist semantic fields.
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ment of the Peloponnese, there had been Slavic incursions, which cut off Maniot
and Tsakonian from the rest of the peninsula; we know that Slavonic was
spoken to the north of Mani as late as xivÊAD. But the Old Church Slavonic realis
complementiser was jako, originally ÔasÕ, which if anything should have led to
Tsakonian taking up pos/pHur; the appearance in Slavonic languages like Serbo-
Croat, Macedonian Slavonic, and Russian of a relativiser as a complementiser is
a late innovationÑno earlier than xvÊAD. One could turn to the Turkic Avar of
the viÊAD invasionsÑbut not enough would be known of the language, and this
seems an unnecessary long shot; at any rate, Turkic complementation is radi-
cally different to Indo-European patterns, as discussed in ¤6.3.

It seems, therefore, that the spread of pHi is a phenomenon either innovated
by Peloponnesian Tsakonian, or surviving from an earlier version of Greek. It
would be tempting to presume an archaism on the part of Tsakonian, given its
overall archaic character and its retention of supplementary participles. But the
picture drawn in this chapter is that, wherever else ho@pou has expanded in
Greek, it is as a late rather than early phenomenon. The development thus
seems to be an independent innovation, and one rather more tentative than that
in Corfiot or Constantinople, as it has largely been confined to semi-factives.

6.3. Cappadocian
The complementation system of Cappadocian has been greatly disrupted rela-
tive to mainstream Greek. To a large extent, this has been because of the exten-
sive contact Cappadocian has undergone with Turkish; however, the use of a
relativiser other than pu as a complementiser in this dialect is of some interest.

There are six realis complementiser classes in Cappadocian:
¥ zero,
¥ the Turco-Persian complementiser ki,36

¥ the Turkish quotative de(Ä)iÊ< Turkish diye,
¥ ke ÔandÕ in Western Cappadocian,
¥ the relativisers tu (Pharasa) and to (Western Cappadocian) (Ana-

stasiadis 1976:216),
¥ cognates of oti: otSi in Silli, and the lexicalised particle di in

Pharasa (Anastasiadis 1976:217).
There is no cognate of pos attested in Cappadocian, which confirms that it is a
recent innovation in Greek.

Although there may seem to be a wealth of complementisers in Cappadocian,
they are largely disused. Linguistic complements in particular appear over-
whelmingly in direct rather than indirect speech, so that di and diÉ ki are al-
most always quotative. Of some 600 instances in DawkinsÕ Pharasiot texts of
complements of leo ÔsayÕ introduced by di and diÉ ki, only three involve indirect

36Anastasiadis (1976:219) treats ki not as a complementiser, but as a (quotative?) ÔparticleÕ pre-
ceding null complementisers. Although ki does on occasion turn up preceding non-clausal
complements, there seems to be no good syntactic reasonÑcertainly none presented by Anasta-
siadisÑnot to call ki a complementiser.
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speech; in TheodoridouÕs Pharasiot texts, this proportion is 9 out of 297. The
same results obtain elsewhere: of the 43 instances of otSi in DawkinsÕ Silliot
texts, only one is not quotative (although 4 of 10 are not in ArhelaosÕ text
sample), and only 2 out of 173 instances of ki and deÄi in DawkinsÕ Western
Cappadocian texts. Although DawkinsÕ texts are narratives, this aversion to
indirect speech extends even to proverbs:

(18a) Tsÿai na deiq, pe Õti tzÿo´ Õda? tsÿai na Õko´seiq pe Õti tzÿo´ Õksa.
tSe na Dis, pe ti dZu Da; tSe na kusis pe ti dZu ksa.
Even if you see, say ÔI didnÕt seeÕ; even if you hear, say ÔI didnÕt hear Õ.
(LoucLouc ¤102; Pharasa)

The quotative function of di is so pervasive in Pharasiot, that synactically it no
longer behaves as a complementiser, but has grammaticalised into a clitic to the
linguistic verb, allowing the Turco-Persian complementiser ki to act as the ac-
tual quotative:

(18b) E¼pen dÕ o basil¿q kryf� ki, ÒAdª to fsÿ¿kko a in� basil¿q,
ipen d o vasilos krifa ki, Òade to fSoko a ini vasilos,
said di the king secretly QUOT
toy genüuh to maxtso´mi.Ó
tu ÄeniTi to maxtsumi.Ó
The king said secretly, ÒThis little boy will become king, the baby who has been
born.Ó (Dawk 492)

If one excludes quotatives, there are 3 realis complements per thousand words
for both Pharasiot and Western Cappadocian for the corpus considered; this
contrasts with a count of 7.12ä for The Third Wedding.

Eliminating quotatives, one can proceed with an analysis of complementation
in the three variants of Cappadocian. In Silli, all 31 non-quotative realis com-
plementisers in the corpus are otSi; as these include emotive complements (19),
it is clear that Silli has no counterpart to the CSMG pu/pos distinction.

(19) Qoygi »oym¾àüq sebind� pol′´, ¿c&i qaz�n¾àhsi pol′´ par�.
quÆumdZis sevinda po´i, otSi qazandZisi po´i para.
The goldsmith is very much pleased that he has gained much money. (Dawk
298)

This is a significant result, which can be interpreted in one of two ways: either
Silliot otSi expanded at the expense of pu, displacing it as an emotive comple-
mentiser; or more plausibly, Silli was cut off from the mainstream of Modern
Greek before pu started being used as a complementiser. This is an issue I re-
turn to below.

The picture is somewhat more complicated for the distribution in Western
Cappadocian and Pharasiot of to/tuÑan instance, like pu, of a relativiser turned
complementiser. The corpus yields the following counts for the sundry non-
quotative realis complementisers in the two regions:
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to ke ∅ ki dei Èopu na
EMOTIVE 1 1
PERCEPTION 3 20 44 1637 1
COGNITIVE FACTIVE STATIC 4 1
COGNITIVE FACTIVE ACQUIRED 12 1 2 1
LINGUISTIC 3 1 4 2
COGNITIVE STRONG ASSERTIVE
COGNITIVE WEAK ASSERTIVE 4 2 3 2

Table 20a. Western Cappadocian complementisers

tu ∅ ki di diÉ ki
EMOTIVE 2 2
PERCEPTION 2 12 29 34 13
COGNITIVE FACTIVE STATIC 4 1
COGNITIVE FACTIVE ACQUIRED 3 2
LINGUISTIC 2 5 2 13 5
COGNITIVE STRONG ASSERTIVE 1
COGNITIVE WEAK ASSERTIVE 1 1

Table 20b. Pharasiot complementisers

The widespread distribution of to/tu after cognitive factive predicates, whether
they represent static or acquired knowledge, shows that to/tu is not marked after
such predicates, unlike CSMG pu.38 Furthermore, to/tu is not restricted to direct
perception (21a, 21b); so another characteristic of CSMG pu is absent for to/tu:

(21a) TobraÞ ürte gard�q&« tÕ, ¿tlaa xi»Ãrse do kor¼ts &Õ do de Õnai, ªklace.
tovrai irte gardaSµ t, otlaa Corse do koritS do de ne, eklapse.
To br�dy ürue o aderf¿q thq, m¿liq e¼de ¿ti to kor¼tsi den e¼nai, ªklace.
to vraDi irTe o aDerfos tis, molis iDe oti to koritsi Den ine, eklapse.
At evening her brother came; when he saw that she was not there, he wept.
(Ulaga� 152)

(21b) sümero f�Õ thn taü soy, mo´gkrise, pªtta panoyf¿roy, Õ�xth mo ta p¼soy soy ta
por�da_, xt�rakÕ mo ta Õmpro soy, fobªrikÕ mo ta dzªrat� soy, maroydziªstoy, na se
id� aftªnnÕ maq toy arrÃu�q
simero fa tin tai su, mugrise, peta panuforu, axti mo ta pisu su ta poraDQ, xtarak
mo ta bro su, foverik mo ta dZerata su, marudZiestu, na se iDi aften mas tu aroTis
(The donkey says to the ox:) Today eat your food, bellow, leap up, kick with
your hind legs, dig with your front legs, threaten with your horns, chew, so the
master can see that you have become healthy again (TheodB 294; Pharasa)

On the other hand, to/tu does not turn up with non-factive predicates; all in-
stances with linguistic predicates are factive.39 Although cognitive non-factive

37These instances of perception-ki are restricted to the villages of Ulaga� and Malakopi. The lan-
guage of Ulaga� was heavily Turkicised, although Malakopi (not adjacent to Ulaga�) is not one of
the villages in which Dawkins (1916:209) discerns appreciable Turkish influence.
38There is a complementiser in Cappadocian restricted to emotive predicates; it is the causal
connective as to (ap to) Ôfrom the fact thatÕ, and has nothing to do with CSMG pu:
(20) Xair�zoymai pol´ aq to e¼ste esÿe¼t kal� kai ako´mÕ aq to marain¼sÿkoyn kal� ta

fsÿªgia maq.
xerazume poli as to iste eSit kala ke akum as to mareniSkun kala ta fSeÄia mas.
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predicates are rather infrequent in the texts, in this regard Cappadocian to/tu
does pattern with CSMG pu: both are factive complementisers. This result need
not imply that there is any relation between the development of puCOMP and
to/tuCOMP. Indeed, the failure of to/tu to emulate the further constraints on the
distribution of pu strongly suggests there is no such relation. This can be ex-
plained as an independent development, with the retention of the factivity of the
relativiser a characteristic of grammaticalisation, rather than a genetic simi-
larity.

A parallel with Turkish suggests a good independent motivation for the
spread of to/tu as a relativiser and complementiser at the expense of pu. Silli, as
seen, preserves an archaic state of affairs, in which otSi was the sole complemen-
tiser; there is a clear remnants of this complementiser in the Pharasiot clitic di,
used primarily as a quotative, but also present after predicates of perception.
The spread of the current complementisers, ki and to/tu, occurred at the expense
of otSi, and seems unrelated to the parallel development of pu, which is largely
absent in the dialect. Now, ki is a loan from Ottoman Turkish, and is ultimately
of Persian origin. The native Turkish complementation strategy is one of nomi-
nalisation: the complement clause is rendered as a participle with a possessive
ending (personal participle), the possessor being the subject. For instance,
Ôeveryone knows that I do the jobÕ is in Turkish iºi yaptõgùõmõ herkes bilir
Ôthe.job.ACC doing.my everybody knowsÕ.

Since the minor Turkish complementation strategy is borrowed into Cappa-
docian as ki, it would be surprising if the major complementation strategy, nom-
inalisation, were not also present in the dialect. That to/tu is a counterpart of the
Turkish personal participle is indicated by the following:

¥ The Turkish personal participle is used for both relativisation and
complementation (e.g. g�rd�ùg�m oùglan, Ôthe boy that I sawÕ, lit-
erally Ôseeing.my boyÕ); to/tu is both a relativiser and a comple-
mentiser.

¥ to/tu is homonymous with the definite article, strongly associated
with noun phrases. The correspondence between determiners and
complementisers has already been remarked upon (¤3.9), and
would readily have suggested itself in this context.

¥ to/tu-clauses, whether relative or complement, follow Turkish SOV
word order, rather than Modern Greek SVO: the clause depen-
dents precede the predicate, and the to/tu-clause typically precedes
its nominal or verbal matrix (Dawkins 1916:201). Anastasiadis
(1976:216) gives as an complementiser example o tata su sis kores

I am very glad that you are well and also that our children are learning well at
school. (AravanF 156)

39Mavrohalividis & Kesisoglou (1960:85) give as an example of complementiser-to the sentence
to na Äazandµso outSa pola den d omza ÔI did not hope it that I would win so muchÕ. The impli-
cation is nonetheless that this complement is still presupposed, an implication strengthened by
the retention of the topicalising clitic in the CSMG gloss, oti Ta kerDiza tosa pola Den to elpiza.
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tu tu a ipa katexo ta Ôthe father your to.the daughters his that FUT

he.goes I.know itÊ= I know that your father will go to his daugh-
tersÕ. For relativiser examples, see the following:

(22a) Kai to ªpke do iftir� l�lsen do
ke to epke do iftira lalsen do
and REL he.said the calumny she.spoke it
And she told the calumny which he had uttered  (Dawk 362; Ulaga�, Western
Cappadocia)

(22b) Toyq ta katªsÿei toy e¼de o basil¿q ton ´pno;
tus ta kateSi tu iDe o vasilos ton ipno?
how does he know it REL saw the king the dream
How does he know the dream which the king saw? (Dawk 542; Pharasa)

This also holds for the Silli relativiser, kjat: Ôthe boy that I sawÕ is
in Silli kjat ira peri ÔREL I.saw boyÕ, as opposed to CSMG to aÄori pu
iDa Ôthe boy REL I.sawÕ.

¥ Other Turkish expressions involving the personal participle are
calqued into Cappadocian with to-expressions. For example, in-
stead of in Turkish is rendered three ways: by the future personal
participle, followed by yerde, the locative of yer ÔplaceÕ; the future
personal participle followed by the dative form yerine Ôto its
placeÕ; or the dative of the future personal participle itself. In
Cappadocian, instead of is rendered as a to-clause in the future
tense, followed by son topo Ôat.the placeÕ (23a) or to ndopo Ôthe
place (ACC)Õ (23b) (Dawkins 1916 ¤381) (the accusative can express
indirect objects in Cappadocian); in Pharasa, it is rendered as su
na Ôto.tu FUTÕ (23c). These forms are all direct equivalents to the
Turkish constructions:

(23a) Kai ¿son kÕ e¼den to paid¼, to na to fc &yq& son d¿po,
ke oson k iDen to peDi, to na to ftSiS son dopo,

NOM FUT spit on.her at.the place
xem dªken do kÕ ªfagen, xem f¼lsen ¾àhn
xem Deken do k efaÄen, xem filsen dZin
And as soon as the boy saw her, instead of spitting at her, he both gave her
food and she ate, and kissed her. (Dawk 324; Delmeso)

(23b) kai to kamülÕ, to na per�nÕ to nd¿po, �rxece na bo_jd�«s &Õ.
ke to kamil, to na peran to ndopo, arxepse na bOjdyS.
And the camel, instead of dying, started growing. (AravanFK 100)

(23c) H ma soy, soy na Õenn�núke sªna, na Õenúnútse a u�l ³i ütoyn ga¿!
i ma su, su na enanke sena, na entse a Tali itun gao!
Instead of giving birth to you, it would have been better if you mother had
given birth to a rock! (LoucLouc ¤143; Pharasa)

Another such calque is ap to (Ôfrom the fact thatÊ= becauseÕ), a
calque of the Turkish ablative present personal participle, which
serves in that language as a causal expression. Compare poli qodZa
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ap to iton in (24a) with its Turkish equivalent, �ok koca ol-dugù-un-
den Ôvery old be.PRES-PART.3SG-POSS.ABLÕ.

(24a) Bab� t na to pi»aqÿ ton, na to bind¼qÿ, kai na p�� to spit, pol´ qo¾à� ap to
vava t na to pjaS ton, na to bindiS, ke na pai to spit, poli qodZa ap to

very old from NOM
üton.
iton.
he.was
His father would have caught him, to mount him and to go to his house, be-
cause he was very old. (Dawk 366; Ulaga�)

This collocation even turns up in Silli (24b), where to is otherwise
restricted to free relatives; there, however, op ÔfromÕ functions as a
temporal rather than a causal, and the construction seems to have
been independently innovated in Silli. This suggests to was already
acting as a nominaliser in Cappadocian, before Turkish influence
had any effect on the dialect:

(24b) Gv,Ñ ªn′hki rekatªssariq xr¿noyq op tÕ ürta
Äo,Ñ eøiki rekatesaris xronus op t irta
I it.has.become fourteen years from NOM I.came
ko soy kond�.
ko su konda.
near yours
For me, it is fourteen years since I came to your house. (Dawk 292)

The evidence presented may not be compelling individually; collectively, how-
ever, it strongly suggests that the use of to/tu as a complementiser is a Turkism;
the similarity of the Turkish relativisation strategy to a possessive may also ex-
plain the Pharasiot choice of a genitive form in tu.40 Whether the apparent re-
striction of the complementiser to factive contexts is also inherited from
Turkish (which I believe not to be the case), or an independent persistence from
the relativiser to/tu, it is in any case unrelated to the development of pu.

A final issue is the presence of Èopu as a complementiser in two instances of
Cappadocian. The first are the texts Dawkins collected in 1916 from the village

40Favis (1948:187) speculates that tu is an Ancient adverbial correlative of pu (Òthe genitive of
the relative pronoun ho@sÐhe@Ðto@, evolved into adverbial useÓ); in an addendum (Favis 1948:191),
however, he concedes that it is the genitive of the modern pronoun to, comparable to Pontic ndo.
A portmanteau of pu and to cannot be ruled out.
An alternative derivation would be from the genitive singular neuter definite article tou^, which
was in use in Middle Greek as a complementiser preceding the infinitive (e.g. etHe@loù tou^ eltHe"ßn
ÔI.want of.the to.comeÊ= I want to comeÕ) (Jannaris 1897 ¤2077). If tou^ is the basis of tu, then tou^
would have to have generalised from infinitive to finite contexts. In principle this is not impos-
sible, as Middle Greek features the converseÑfinite complementisers, such as h"Ûna, generalising
to the infinitive (Mandilaras 1973:321). But such an account also requires that tu, used both as a
relativiser and as a complementiser, should have developed independently in Pharasa from the
rest of Anatolian Greek, which features the relativiser-turned-complementiser to (and a much
more plausible pathway for this development, as already argued.) Given the status of Pharasiot
(intermediate between the more archaic Western Cappadocian and Pontic), this is highly un-
likely. For this reason, I am inclined to see in Pharasiot tu a reflex of General Anatolian to.
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of Silata. In those texts, Èopu is usedÑsurprisingly, from the viewpoint of
CSMGÑwith weak assertives, and with a complement known to be false (Snow
White was not killed by the Evil StepmotherÕs ruses):

(25a) Aq to aÝn� mªsa uÃrinen to kor¼c&, kai den in�ndanen ¿poy to sk¿tvsan.
as to aina mesa Torinen to koritS, ke Den inandanen Èopu to skotosan.
In the looking-glass she saw the girl, and did not believe that they had killed
her. (Dawk 440)

This can be explained as a Constantinopolitanism: at Silata, Dawkins only had
the opportunity to elicit texts from schoolchildren, and a perusal of the texts
shows that there is significant influence from Standard GreekÑor rather, what
counted as Standard Greek in Asia Minor: Constantinopolitan.41 The absence of
Èopu as a complementiser in any other published Cappadocian texts would seem
to confirm this.42

In the texts recorded from refugees from Delmeso by Costakis in 1967, an in-
stance is given of pu associated with an emotive predicate:

(25b) Ko´pvnamÕ ta m�tia, an ütan anoixt�, m¿liq pªuaine. Poy ap¿mÕnan anoixt�, kal¿ den
üton, kat¿pÕsa tÕ peg�zÕ kanªna.
kuponam ta matia, an itan anixta, molis peTene. pu apomnan anixta, kalo Den iton,
katopsa t peÄaz kanena.
We closed his eyes, if they were open, as soon as he died. That/When they
stayed open, it was not good, he would later take someone else with him (to the
Underworld). (HDMS 887:190)

This is not a real problem for our account, for two reasons. First, the text is
clearly greatly influenced from Standard Greek: such CSMG words are used as
matia ÔeyesÕ rather than the Delmeso form matSja recorded by Dawkins, CSMG
itan ÔwereÕ instead of isan, and the CSMG word molis Ôas soon asÕ instead of a
form like mi to. So this use of pu could quite easily be contamination from
CSMG. Second, as the gloss shows, pu here is actually ambiguous with a tem-
poral connectiveÑalthough temporal pu is not otherwise attested for Delmeso,
and is in fact quite rare in Cappadocian. A similar ambiguity obtains in the
other putative instance from the same manuscript:

(25c) M�nna mÕ syggenü üton, �ntra üton, k�tsen so p\ ªntzere ap�nv th n´xta, kai poy
�noijen oyran¿q, e¼den to.
mana m sigeni iton, adra iton, katsen so pHendzere apano ti nixta, ke pu aniksen
uranos, iDen to.
It was a relative of my motherÕs, a man; he was sitting at the roof window at
night, and when/that the heavens opened up, he saw it. (HDMS 887:210)

41Perhaps the most amusing instance of this is when a Silata narrator misconstrues the Puristic
word politelia ÔluxuryÕ, rendering it as pola telja and telja pola Ômany wiresÕ (Dawkins 1916:450).
42The archaic stress in Èopu is a problem, since it does not correspond to Modern opu/pu when
used as a complementiser. I suggest the Constantinopolitan complementiser was conflated with
the relativiser ÈopuÑattested for Silata (¤B.1).
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One can derive the following conclusions from the Cappadocian data. pu has
made no inroads into Cappadocian as a complementiser; indeed, as discussed in
¤B.1, it is barely present in Cappadocian at all. Cappadocian displays an archaic
complementation system, one in which neither pu nor pos are present. There are
two stages of the complementiser paradigm in place. In the first, attested in Silli
(and arguably, as discussed below, Mariupolitan), a reflex of ho@ti is the only
realis complementiser. In the second, characteristic of Western Cappadocia and
Pharasa, the ho@ti reflex is displaced by ki, a direct loan from Ottoman Turkish,
and to/tu.

to/tu displays interesting parallels with the development of pu, being a rela-
tiviser in origin; ultimately, however, its is more useful to look at it as a calque
of the Turkish personal participle. The distribution of to/tu displays only faint
parallels with CSMG pu, such as may be expected of a complementiser which is
a factive relativiser in originÑbut nothing so close as to be compelling.

6.4. Pontic
The account of Pontic complementation is given in the light of the results ob-
tained for Cappadocian. Two complementation strategies prominent from
Cappadocian reappear in this neighbouring dialect: the relativiser to/ndo, and
zero complementation. The third strategy is absent from Cappadocian, and
shows that Pontic was cut off from mainstream Greek later than Cappadocian:
this is the use of pos. These three complementisers account for 835 out of the
883 realis complementisers in the Pontic corpus (94.6%). The overall counts for
Pontic are given below:

ndo pos ∅ pu ke/ki (pos) oti na
EMOTIVE REACTION 27 20 0 9
EMOTIVE APPRAISAL 19 2 0 1
PERCEPTION 16 49 207 1 10
COGNITIVE FACTIVE STATIC 42 18 5 1
COGNITIVE FACTIVE ACQUIRED 52 37 18 1 1 1
SUBJECT/NOMINALISATION 4 0 0
DETERMINED LINGUISTIC TRUTH 12 41 29 1 1 2
COGNITIVE STRONG ASSERTIVE 4 4 13 1 1 1
COGNITIVE WEAK ASSERTIVE 6 19 142 1 10 1 1
NON-ASS. TRUTH COGNITIVE 3 2 0
DETERMINED LING. FUT. TRUTH 6 6 1
PREDETERMINED ACTION PHYSICAL 1 0 0 1
NON-ASS. ACTION LINGUISTIC 1 1 0 2
DETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE 0 1 15
UNDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE 0 1 1

Table 21. Pontic complementisers

One of the most striking differences between Pontic and Cappadocian comple-
mentation is the scarcity of ki as a complementiser: ke ÔandÕ and ki combined are
44 of the 128 realis complementisers (34%) in the Western Cappadocian corpus,
and ki  and diÉ ki are 55 of the 129 realis complementisers (43%) in the
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Pharasiot corpus, but ke/ki give only 23 out of 883 (2.6%) in Pontic.43 Compared
with Cappadocian, then, Pontic has not been affected by this particular
Turkism.44

There is variation in complementiser usage between the various semantic
predicate classes, and between regions of the Pontus. There are only a few over-
riding tendencies. Zero-complementation is preferred for perception and weak
assertives, but is not used at all with true factives. This does not mean that zero-
complementation is a non-factive strategy: direct perception and cognitive fac-
tive predicates both feature it. But it does show that the distribution of zero-
complementation comes close to being the inverse of the distribution of CSMG-
pu: absent in true factives, marked with semi-factives, near-obligatory with
weak assertives (although its use with direct perception follows CSMG-pu,
rather than being its inverse.)

The problem is, there is no figure in Pontic to complement the ground of zero-
complementation: there is no complementiser with the semantic restrictions of
CSMG-pu. Just as for Cappadocian, ndo is not restricted to factive contexts, de-
spite its relativiser originsÑalthough it is infrequent with non-factives (60% of
all emotives (26a) against 3% of all weak assertives (26b, 26c)):45

(26a) O Kyrlob¼tÕq pa am¿n ntÕ epüen h garü atÕ na calaf� to lan�rÕ epoysÿ im�necen nto
ªsteilen aten.
o kirlovits pa amon nd epien i Äari at na psalafa to lanar epuSimanepsen ndo estilen
aten.
When his wife went to find the wool card, Kyrlovitis regretted sending her.
(FostA 201; Imera)

(26b) j� âi ÕkÕ in�-necen nto uÕ apou�nÕ, eu�resen ∅  pa¼zÕ a -t¿n.
ksaj k inQnepsen ndo T apoTan, eTaresen ∅  pez Qton.
He didnÕt believe that she would die at all; he thought that she was fooling
him (FostC 135; Imera)

43It is difficult to distinguish between ke/ki ÔandÕ and ki ÔTurco-Persian complementiserÕ; but
both perception and weak assertive complements are expressed with paratactic strategies in
mainstream Greek, so ÔandÕ is probably involved here.
44The data from Nikopolis is of interest. Minimal work has been done on the regionÕs dialect;
almost all we know about it from Dawkins and Papadopoulos, the major linguists to have
worked on Pontic, is that it was intermediate between Pontic and Cappadocian. Our comple-
mentation counts are consistent with this: the four realis complementisers in Hatziliadis (1954),
recorded from refugees from Galatsougou, are all ki, and account for over a fifth of all instances
of ke/ki-complementisers in my Pontic corpus, although the text constitutes a fiftieth of the en-
tire corpus. This indicates that at least in the village of Galatsougou of Nikopolis the Turkish
pattern had made a significant incursion, as it had in Cappadocian, which the Pontus proper re-
sisted. (However, as is obvious in the other major text collection from the region, Nikop, com-
plementation in the other Nikopolitan villages does not seem to have deviated markedly from
the general pattern of Pontic.)
45There are complications for five of the six instances of Pontic weak assertive ndo: three have
negative matrices and introduce true complements (so they may be presupposed); one may be a
perception complement (Ôbe seenÕ as opposed to ÔseemÕ); and the gloss of the final (parerxete) is
not certain. The only unproblematic instance, where the complement turns out to be false and
thus cannot be presupposed, is (26c).
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(26c) Poll� ÕkÕ edªben ükÕsa katÕ amo´n gogg´smata. «Artoyk ep¼steca xortl�xÕq tÕ ªton.
pola k eDeven iksa kat amun ÄoNgismata. artuk epistepsa xortlaxs t eton.
After a short while I heard something like moaning. So I believed that it was a
ghost. (Nikop; Balcana, Nikopolis)

Just as Pontic ndo does not follow the same restrictions as CSMG pu, Pontic pos
does not follow the same restrictions as CMSG pos. In particular, pos is widely
used in Pontic with emotive reactions (though not with appraisals).46 Also in
contrast to Cappadocian, pu is present as a complementiser in Pontic. But its
presence is vestigial: there are only 16 instances amongst 865 complementisers,
and the majority of them look like incidental reanalyses of relativisations, rather
than autonomous complementisers. Thus, although (28a) is undoubtedly a pu-
complement of an emotive, a more typical instance of complementiser-pu in
Pontic is (28b), in which pu is ambiguous with the relativiser.47 Furthermore, in
Pontic it is not unknown for pu to introduce non-factive complements (28c).
And even in the domain where pu is most used, emotive reactions, it is still out-
numbered by instances of pos (20:9).

(28a) ÇKai pas&ke¼nto est�uen ol¼gon Õq shn jenite¼an;È ªleen kÕ h n´fe, Çkal� poy
enuym�tÕ a -ta ki at¿son!È
Òke paSkindo estaTen oliÄon s sin ksenitian?Ó eleen k i nife, Òkala pu enTimat Qta
ki atoson!Ó
ÒItÕs not like he has spent just a little time in exile,Ó the wife said to herself; ÒitÕs
just as well that he remembers this much!Ó (Papad 179; Stavrin)

46There is a complication in that, as in CSMG, pos (or rather Èpos) is also the manner adverb
ÔhowÕ, and furthermore there are indications that Èpos is also used as a causal connective (27a).
This allows pos to be ambiguous between complementiser and adjunct usages more than in
CSMG.
(27a) Fobüue basilªaq aq to paid¼ toy pÃq ekÃlysªn tone.

foviTe vasileas as to peDi tu Èpos ekolisen tone.
The king grew fearsome of his son, because he (the king) had driven him
away. (Valavanis 1928:189; Upper Amisos)

Thus in (27b), pos clearly introduces a manner adjunct, rather than a complement (the king is
not worried that he (the king) will take the ladÕs money; he is wondering how to do so). In (27c),
on the other hand, there is little question that pos introduces an emotive complement.
(27b) O basilªaq efoyrk¼en aq shn stenoxvr¼an atÕ pÃq ua epor� na pa¼rÕ kai tÕ ekeino´

thn par�n
o vasileas efurkien as sin stenoxorian at Èpos Ta epori na per ke t ekinu tin paran
The king choked on his worry, how he would be able to take his money too
(KandilF 114; Chaldia)

(27c) Eke¼na ta hmªraq h m�issa ua egyna¼kizen to Mela -z¼rÕ kai etyra-nn¼oytoyn pÃq ÕkÕ
ep¿resen ak¿man na x�nÕ th do´lan.
ekina ta imeras i maisa Ta eÄinekizen to melQzir ke etirQniutun Èpos k eporesen
akoman na xan ti Dulan.
At that time the witch was going to marry Melaziris off, and she was troubled
that she had not yet been able to kill her slave. (Parh 108; Trebizond)

47The same kind of ambiguity with a pu-complement can be seen with (28d), which Drettas
analyses as more akin to a temporal adjunct:
(28d) aÈtora Èliete i-kaÈrDias p-eÈleps tin-TaÄaÈteras | Èlej | Èstek atuÈkjan

Maintainent, dit-il, ton coueur languit de voir que ta fille est l�
Now, he says, your heart breaks to see that your daughter is there (Drettas
1997:349)
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(28b) ArÕ ex�ren o plo´sion, poy uÕ epo¼nÕnen a�kon gampr¿n,
ar exaren o plusion, pu T epinen aikon Äambron,
so rejoiced the rich.man that would make such a son-in-law
kÕ edªken to kor¼tzÕn atÕ
k eDeken to koridzn at
So the rich man rejoiced that he would make such a son-in-law/ So the rich
man, who would make such a son-in-law, rejoiced, and gave him his daughter
(KandilF 112; Chaldia)

(28c) O ma´ron, am¿n tÕ epo¼nÕnen eke¼noq, aq tÕ ªrxoyntoyn o s´nteknoq atÕ, eu�-rnen at¿q pÕ
aªtsÕ ua Õft�â�, me ta eft� kard¼aq uÕ ano¼Õ thn p¿rtan kai pa¼rÕ a -ton apªsÕ. «Ei kÕ
ekompÃuen!
o mavron, amon t epinnen ekinos, as t erxundun o sindeknos at, eTQrnen atos p
aets Ta ftaj, me ta efta karDias T ani tin portan ke per Qton apes. ei k ekomboTen!
(A hospitable man comes visiting his compadre, who has previously left his wife
instructions not to receive him.) The poor man, just the way he acted, when his
compadre came visiting, so he thought that he (his compadre) would doÑhe
would open his door with seven hearts (=Êwith good-will) and let him in. Oh
how he was deceived! (Tsaousis 1946:210; Hopsha)

The fact that clear factivity restrictions are not in place for pu seems to confirm
it has been incidentally reanalysedÑa contingent rather than entrenched com-
plementiser in the system. This does not explain (28c), which shows pu to be
unambiguously a weak assertive complementiser; then again, (28c) is a one-off
in my Pontic corpus, and may simply represent a nonce reanalysis of pu as
equivalent to ndo, which is attested (albeit infrequently) as a weak assertive
complementiser. If that is so, then pu here is ultimately (at a remove of two
transfers) a Turkish calque.

The following conclusions arise from the data:
¥ As in Cappadocian, the relativiser ndo developed as a complemen-

tiser independently of CSMG-pu: it is not restricted to factive con-
texts, and is neither predominant with emotive complements, nor
particularly widespread with perception complements.

¥ Pontic pos has a significant presence amongst emotive comple-
ments. Since pos has largely supplanted oti in Pontic (201:7), and
since archaic Anatolian complementation as preserved in Silli em-
ployed oti with emotive complements, it appears that pos as a
realis complementiser predates pu as a marked realis complemen-
tiser. This agrees with the conclusion I have arrived at indepen-
dently on the basis of diachronic data (Nicholas 1996): comple-
mentiser-pos dates from around viÊAD, at which time ho@pou had
just become a generic relativiser, and long before pu became a
complementiser.48

48oti has become quite widespread in contemporary Pontic, and Drettas (1997:370) has no
doubt that this is due to CSMG influence. Drettas (1997:375) believes the same to be the case for
complementiser-pos, but pos is used rather too frequently in the corpus to be a recent loan, and
it turns up in contextsÑsuch as emotivesÑwhich owe nothing to CSMG.
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¥ That conclusion is further supported by the status of complemen-
tiser-pu in Pontic: it is very infrequent, restricted regionally (only
one of the 14 instances is not Chaldiot, although only two thirds of
the corpus are in that variant) and stylistically (4 of the 8 emotive
instances are in FotadisÕ plays, which constitute a quarter of the
Chaldiot corpus), and it does not behave in a way consistent with
its CSMG counterpart.

The picture for complementation in both Cappadocian and Pontic is layered. As
argued for Cappadocian, a Turkish-calqued to/tu-layer replaced an earlier oti-
layer, preserved in Silli; to this layer was added a further Turkish element, ki.
Pontic did without ki, and though it (largely) lacks oti, it supplants it with pos,
just like CSMG.49 With the vestigial presence of complementiser-pu, that makes
three diachronically distinct layers of complementation strategy.50

Positing these diachronic layers illuminates the synchronic distribution of the
complementisers. In both CSMG and Pontic, pu is the latest addition to the
complementiser paradigm; but unlike CSMG, pu in Pontic has not taken root,
and can be conceived of as a much thinner layer. The reason why, following
Drettas (1997:354), appears to be that ndo in Pontic tends to have clausal refer-
ents much more than pu, which has primarily animate reference; this is a conse-
quence of the EMG division of labour between pu and to as relativisers (¤7.2.1).
So pu has not been able to block pos taking hold in the emotive domain in

49There is evidence to suggest that, just as in Cappadocian, Pontic complementiser-to/ndo is a
TurkismÑalthough the evidence is less abundant than in Cappadocian, consistent with the
lesser extent of Turkicisation in Pontic:
(i)Êlike the Turkish personal participle, to/ndo is both a relativiser and a complementiser;
(ii)Êto is homonymous with the definite articleÑalthough ndo is instead homonyous with Èndo
Ôwhat?Õ, with which it has undergone merger;
(iii)Êndo-relative clauses follow Turkish syntax on occasion in preceding their referentÑalthough
not as frequently as in Cappadocian (64 out of 458 instances (14%) in Pontic, against 32:94 for
Western Cappadocian (34%), and 47:186 for Pharasiot (25%) in their respective corpora);
(iv)Êthere are some constructions which seem to calque the Turkish personal participle with
ndoÑmost notably as ndo Ôfrom the fact thatÕ, used as both a causal and temporal (the ablative
Turkish personal participle is causal, although it is the locative personal participle that is tem-
poral); ndo Ta Ôinstead ofÕ, using the nominaliser and the future tense to calque the personal fu-
ture participle (cf. Cappadocian to na) (Ikonomidis 1958 [1940]:246); and amon ndo Ôas the fact
thatÕ, used as both the connective ÔlikeÕ and as a temporal (the Turkish postposition �zere ÔonÕ is
both spatial and temporal, and following a personal participle, it means ÔasÕ; but cf. CSMG san
ÔlikeÕ, also used as a temporal);
(v)Êndo-complements frequently follow Turkish word-order, which led Papadopoulos (1955b:
173) to characterise ndo-complementation explicitly as a Turkism, pointing out the syntagmatic
equivalence of such sentences as aikon Dulian to Ta epinen k eksera Ôsuch work that FUT
he.would.do NEG I.knewÕ with boyle isü yapacagùõnõ bilmiordum Ôsuch work doing.FUT.3SG
I.knew.NEGÕ ÔI did not know he would do such a thingÕ, and i Dulia ndo k en kalon eÄriksen Ôthe
work that NEG is good he.realisedÕ with isü eyi olmadõgùõnõ anladõ Ôwork good being.NEG.
PRES.3SG he.realisedÕ Ôhe realised that the work was not goodÕ. (Cf. PapadopoulosÕ CSMG
glosses, Den iksera pos Ta ekamne tetia Dulia ÔNEG I.knew that FUT he.would.do such workÕ, and
katalave pos i Dulia Den pai kala Ôhe.realised that the work NEG goes wellÕ.)
50The extremely frequent use of zero-complementation compared to CSMG has been compared
to the more frequent use of zero-complementation in EMG (Andriotis 1948:51), and so may rep-
resent a fourth diachronic layer.
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Pontic, as well as the cognitive and linguistic; and it does not have a well-de-
fined semantic domain of its own.

Pontic plays a complementary part to dialects like Thracian in sketching the
diatopic bifurcation of complementiser-pu. As Thracian, Tsakonian, and (below)
Livisiot and Corfiot show, it was possible for the role of pu in the complemen-
tiser paradigm to spread further than it did in CSMG. As Pontic shows, it was
also possible for pu to spread less in the paradigm than it did in CSMG; and this
cannot be attributed to the prehistory of Pontic pu, which is derived from ho@pou
just as CSMG pu, and is a relativiser in the dialect just as in CSMG. Once more,
the distribution of CSMG-pu is seen to be historically contingent, rather than in-
evitable.

6.5. Livisi
We have seen that three Greek dialects indigenous to present-day TurkeyÑ
Thracian/Bithynian, Cappadocian, and PonticÑall display features in their
complementation paradigms distinct from CSMG. Although it has not been re-
marked on in the literature, the same holds for the fourth Greek dialect indige-
nous to the regionÑthat of Livisi, in South-Western Turkey. The following
complementiser counts, from Mouseou-BouyoukouÕs folk tale collection
(MousT), leave no doubt that Livisi complementation deviates from that of
CSMG:

Complement 121
CSMG-Obligatory 28
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 28/0/0 (100%)
CSMG-Optional 69
PREDETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 1/0/1 (50%)
PERCEPTION 38/3/4 (84%)
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL 29/10/4 (67%)

STATIC 17/0/1 (94%)
KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN 13/10/3 (50%)

CSMG-Unacceptable 24
PREDETERMINED OCCURRENCE PHYSICAL 3/0/0 (100%)
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 14/16/29 (24%)
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 1/0/1 (50%)
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 3/2/7/6 (25%)
STRONG DETERMINED  FUTURE TRUTH LINGUISTIC 2/2/1 (40%)
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED ACTION LINGUISTIC 0/0/2 (0%)
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE 1/1/0 (50%)

The deviation from CSMG is not as noticeable as in Thracian; but it is there.
Also, the semantic distinctions between pu and oti/pos valid for CSMG do not
hold in Livisi. Thus, perception pu-complements need not be stative (29a) or di-
rect (29b); linguistic pu-complements need not even be true (29c); and whereas
CSMG distinguishes between presupposed and determined complements of
predicates of fearing (fovame pu: be afraid as a reaction toÉ; fovame oti: fear
thatÉ), Livisiot uses pu to introduce a determined complement of fuame ÔfearÕ
(29d):
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Figure 27a. Livisi complementation: CSMG pu-grid
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Figure 27b. Livisi complementation: All realis

(29a) K�tsÿ i, k�tsÿ i arau´mhsin, epüÝn na pi»�sei j´la na b�l ³ei sthf foyti »�n gi e¼din na
stªkiti ªnaq �urvpoyq. Gi»an�sthsin ki e¼din boy Õtan j´loyn bl ³ikhmªnoyn
katSi, katSi araTimisin, epiin na pjasi ksila na vali stif futjan gi iDin na stekiti enas
aTropus. Æanastisin ki iDin bu tan ksilun blikimenun
K�uoy, k�uoy, barªuhke, püge na pi�sei j´la na b�lei sth fvti� kai e¼de na
stªketai ªnaq �nurvpoq. Plhs¼ase kai e¼de pvq ütan j´lo pelekhmªno
kaTu, kaTu, vareTike, piÄe na piasi ksila na vali sti fotia ke iDe na stekete enas
anTropos. plisiase ke iDe pos itan ksilo pelekimeno
Sitting, sitting, he got bored; he went to fetch wood to place onto the fire, and
he saw a person standing there. He approached and saw that it was carved
wood (MousT 156)

(29b) «Ekoysam boy xoir¿sbajan, ki ipüras so´bl³iq ki ªtrejan.
ekusam bu xirosvaksan, ki ipiras suvlis ki etreksan.
They heard that theyÕd slaughtered pigs, and they took spits and ran (MousP
¤1125)
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(29c) E¼pan, lªÕ, thn g�rgan, po{n³in h karkadi»� gi »atrik¿g gi»a ta mm�ti»a, ki ike¼n³h, t¿moyq
tÏkoysin, ipüain³n³in eiq toy pªlaoyq ki thn ªfhn³n³in.
ipan, le, tin garÄan, pu nin i karkaDja Æatrikoø Æa ta mùatja, ki ikini, tomus to kusin,
ipienùin is tu pelaus ki tin efinùin.
They say they told the jackdaw that her droppings were an eye-cure, and as
soon as she heard it, she went and dropped it in the sea (out of spite). (MousP
¤592)

(29d) ki toy koyr¼n Õen martyr� t¼pota gi»at¼ foy�ti poy ua thn i-skoytÃsei
ki tu kurin en martira tipota Æati fuati pu Ta tin iskutosi
And the girl does not tell, because she is afraid that she will kill her (MousT 78)

Now Livisi is a semi-northern dialect: it raises its unstressed mid vowels. In
addition, the dialect places its indirect objects in the accusative rather than the
genitive, just like far northern Greek (including Thracian). Because of this, ear-
lier Greek linguists like Hatzidakis were convinced that Livisi was a northern
Greek colony (Andriotis 1961:11). In light of that, it would be tempting to at-
tribute the character of Livisi complementation to a transplantation from
Thracian.

The problem is, that in all other features, Livisi patterns either with South-
Eastern Greek (Cypriot, Dodecanesian), or with Pontic and Cappadocian.51 Even
the two northernisms of Livisi are not necessarily proof of migration. Silli and
the Cappadocian villages of Malakopi, Misti, Axos and Aravani feature semi-
northern vocalism;52 indeed, while Pharasa itself has southern vowels, the
surrounding Pharasiot colonies of Afshar-k�y, �iska and �uhuri are semi-
northern. This indicates that unstressed mid vowels can be raised in Modern
Greek without a necessary historical connection to Northern Greek, as indeed
Dawkins (1916:193) concluded about Cappadocian. As for the accusative indi-
rect objects, they are as much a feature of Pontic and Cappadocian as they are of
Thracian; they are thus a general Anatolian Greek feature.

It seems then that Livisi is an indigenous dialect. Dawkins (1916:204Ð5)
groups it with Silli, in that both are much closer to standard Greek than the
other Asia Minor dialects, incorporating the Modern innovations of the posses-
sive pronoun Dikos and the PERFP Passive ending -ka, absent in the others.53

51For example, Livisi has gemination (both etymologically motivated and innovatively in the
context /n#C/), which occurs only in South-Eastern Greek and Pontic. It preserves and extends
ancient word-final nÑagain, a characteristic of South-Eastern Greek. It fails to palatalise alve-
olar liquids before iÑlike Pontic and Cappadocian. It has aspirated consonantsÑagain, like
Pontic and Cappadocian. And (although this is a common archaism rather than innovation)
Livisi, along with Pontic, Cappadocian, and Cypriot, preserves the Ancient word for ÔlouseÕ (a
Swadesh-100 word), pHtHe"Ûr, as its regular reflex ftira, whereas the rest of Greek changes it to
psira by analogy with psilos ÔfleaÕ. (For a more complete listing of phenomena Livisi has in
common with South-Eastern Greek and with Pontic and Cappadocian, see Androtis (1961:12Ð
13).) One final way Livisi patterns with South-Eastern Greek, of relevance to pu, is in its use of a
quÕest-ce queÐcollocation with ti and pu (Nicholas in prep.)
52The villages form a contiguous zone in the middle of Western Cappadocia.
53Andriotis (1961) finds that Dawkins does not emphasise strongly enough the connection to
Dodecanesian in his claim that it Òhas no resemblance to that of the neighbouring islandsÓ
(Dawkins 1916:38). For all that, Dawkins (1921) did identify affinities between Livisi, Cypriot,
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If Livisi complementation is an importation, we would have to postulate a
Thracian migrationÑwhose effect on Livisi vocalism has been cast in doubt, and
whose morphosyntactic effect has been negligibleÑor Cappadocian influence.
The latter would mean that Cappadocian to was calqued into Livisiot pu (even
though Cappadocian has a extant Èopu-relativiser (¤B.1), and Livisi has a to-rela-
tiviser surviving at least in proverbs (¤7.2.1.).) Since Cappadocian complemen-
tiser-to seems to have ultimately been a Turkism, this would have happened
reasonably lateÑafter Livisi would have already been cut off from Cappadocian.
So Cappadocian may be ruled out as a source. Once western Asia Minor became
Turkish-speaking, the only dialectal influence Livisi was subject to was through
the seaÑi.e. South-Eastern Greek. Yet there is nothing in South-Eastern Greek
that looks like the Livisi complementation paradigm, apart from a slight exten-
sion in the use of pu with perception predicates (¤6.10.4). The necessary conclu-
sion is that the Livisi use of pu as a complementiser is an indepenent local inno-
vation.

6.6. Mariupolitan
Mariupolitan was formerly spoken in the Crimea, and has been spoken in the
southern Ukraine, around the town of Mariupol (formerly Zhdanov) since 1778.
The dialect had coexisted for a long time in the Crimea with Tatar, a Turkic lan-
guageÑindeed, a sizeable proportion of the Crimean Greeks relocated to the
Ukraine, the Urums, spoke (and speak) Tatar instead of Greek.

Greek linguists have taken little interest in this dialect of Greek. As a result,
there is a minimal amount of text available to me; although Mariupolitan was
used as a literary language in the 1930s, I have not been able to obtain any of
the texts published under those circumstances, and the most extensive text I do
have access to, AbrM, is a folk poem of 108 verses, with 11 realis complementis-
ers. This sample is enough, however, to demonstrate a significant fact about
Mariupolitan: it does not use pu as a complementiser, even after emotive predi-
cates. Of the 11 instances (with textual variation amongst the poem versions in-
cluded), nine use ot < oti, including an emotive reaction (30a) and an emotive
appraisal (30b):54

and Cappadocian (the quÕest-ce queÐcollocation (Nicholas in prep.) is one such affinity); he fur-
ther notes (Dawkins 1921:Addenda) that Òmuch might be added as to the links between this
Greek of Asia Minor and Cyprus and the dialects of the Southern Sporades [=ÊDodecanese], of
Lower Italy and els[e]where and their common medieval characterÓ, and speculates that these
affinities point back to an Eastern variant of Koine Greek (Dawkins 1916:214).
54Other fragments of Mariupolitan available to me confirm this finding about Mariupolitan
emotive complements:
(31a) Siq ªqqit mªga baxt, otÕ ¼qetq gi�qq at¿ra,/ Den kqªrete eq¼q to emprizn¿ giaqql¼x!

sis eSit meÄa vaxt, ot isets ÄiaS atora,/ Den kserete esis to ebrizno ÄiaSlix!
You have a great vaxt (?), that you are of the current age; you do not know of
the erstwhile age! (KostLH 163)
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(30a) Limbizmen ooootttt’’’’ perasan n’ dunja ligus pidija.
limbizmen ot perasan n dunja liÄus piDija.
Regretting that they had traversed life without children. (AbrM 4)

(30b) Tußnimen imas ooootttt erasam, ki den exum pidija.
tuSnimen imas ot erasam, ki den exum piDija.
It worries us that we have grown old, and we do not have children. (AbrMSa 19)

The remaining two realis complementisers are tu, corresponding to the rela-
tiviser to (tu after vowel raising) already seen at work in Cappadocia and the
Pontus. In one instance (32a), tu occurs as a textual variant of ot in (30a); in the
other (32b), tu acts as a nominaliser, converting the verb kles Ôyou cryÕ into the
event tu kles ÔcryingÕÑsomething more apparent in the textual variant (32c):

(32a) Ke limbizmen ttttuuuu perasan pes tu pula m’ plußija.
ke limbizmen tu perasan pes tu pula m pluSija.
Regretting that they had traversed in plenty with riches. (AbrMS 4)

(32b) Sara, ksapela-tu ttttuuuu kkkklllleeeessss, tun Isak si ortun.
sara, ksapela tu tu kles, tun isak si ortun.
Sarah, stop crying (Ôstop iti thati you cryÕ) and awaken Isaac. (AbrM 69)

(32c) Ksapela Sara, son’ ttttuuuu    kkkklllleeeessss, ortun Isak, ’s gnefisi.
ksapela sara, son tu kles, ortun isak, s Änefisi.
Stop, Sarah, enough of your crying (Ôthat you.cry is.enoughÕ), wake Isaac up,
let him awake. (AbrMSar 69)

In Cappadocian and Pontic, I have dismissed complementiser-to as a Turkism,
and not an echo of complementiser-pu in any way. There is no reason to chal-
lenge this conclusion for Mariupolitan, given its long coexistence with Turkic
Tatar. That tu is limited in our sample to two factive contexts is not proof of any
connection with pu.

The interpretation of this data depends on how we relate Mariupolitan to the
other Greek dialects. On the basis of phonological investigationÑincluding the
fact that Mariupolitan has Northern Greek vocalismÑPappou-Zhuravliova
(1995:50) stresses the connection of Mariupolitan to Northern Greek. Not
having seen an extensive presentation of ZhuravliovaÕs position, I cannot eval-
uate her arguments; but the texts make clear that, in both lexicon and morphol-
ogy, Mariupolitan cannot have much to do with Northern Greek; Mariupolitan
is much too archaic and idiosyncratic to be related to a dialect which is essen-
tially mainstream Greek with minor phonological differences.55

(31b) Kala ;kama ot tegrapsa za[vleni[ na metalaksu t d¾uly[-m.
kala ekama ot t eÄrapsa zajavlenija na metalaksu t Dulöja m.
I did well to write him a statement for me to change my job. (Kiryakov
1989:253)

55A more plausible picture of what mainstream Greek might look like after being cut off for five
centuries from Greece is given by BithynianÑagreed to have been transplanted from Greece at
around 1500.
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The obvious dialect to relate Mariupolitan to is Pontic.56 There are good rea-
sons to do so. First, the Greek Pontus is geographically the likeliest region to
have colonised Crimea (if we accept that Mariupolitan is the result of mediaeval
colonisation, subsequent to the formation of Modern Greek dialects, and not a
direct descendant of the Greek spoken there in antiquity). In the Late Middle
Ages, the Southern Crimea, known as Perateia (ÔLand BeyondÕ) was adminis-
tered by the Pontic Empire of Trebizond, whose emperors styled themselves Òof
all Anatolia, Iberia [Georgia], and PerateiaÓ (Dawkins 1937:17).

Furthermore, there are definite linguistic affinities with Pontic. Dawkins
(1937:22) names as a Òcurious resemblanceÓ the fact that Turkic verbs in Pontic
and Mariupolitan end in -evu/evo, rather than -dizo/do, as in Cappadocian and
Standard Greek. To this, one can add the form of ÔfromÕ (Mariupolitan ax and
(Karakuba sub-dialect) as, Pontic and Pharasa as, Cappadocian ap(o), Silli op,
CSMG apo; the Pontic form appears to be a reflex of Ancient eks, rather than
apo@);57 the use of pa ÔalsoÕÊ< palin ÔagainÕ as an enclitic discourse connective
(otherwise attested only in Pontic and Pharasa); and several lexical parallels,
which have not been systematically studied yet. Pointing out elements of Pontic
which are Òattested sometimes obviously, and sometimes less clearly,Ó Cÿer-
nys &ova (cited in Karpozilos 1985:110), one of the Ukrainian linguists who has
worked extensively on Mariupolitan, concludes that Greeks may have come to
the Crimea from western Asia Minor and the Pontus after the fall of Trebizond,
in 1461.

Weighing against a Pontic affiliation of Mariupolitan is the judgement of
Dawkins, the linguist who surveyed Silliot and Cappadocian in situ, and also
worked extensively on Pontic. In his survey article on Pontic, Dawkins (1937:21)
states that Òthis Mariupol Greek hardly concerns the present paper, for the first
and most notable point about it is that it is not a Pontic dialect.Ó There are sev-
eral characteristic archaisms and innovations of Pontic which Mariupolitan
does not share.58

56Indeed, Contossopoulos (1994:11) calls Mariupolitan ÒPontic of CrimeaÐMariupolÓ without
further discussion.
57Papadopoulos (1961) gives the following derivations: eksÊ> aksÊ> as (Kapsomenos); ap to@Ê> af
toÊ> aT toÊ> as to (Ikonomidis 1958 [1940]); analogy of is ton Ôto theÕ against ap ton Ôfrom theÕ
(Pernot). Of these hypotheses, IkonomidisÕ fÊ> TÊis rare, and his one precedent for TÊ> s is highly
speculative; so his derivation is implausible. Whether asÊ< apo@ by analogy with is, or asÊ< eks, at
any rate, Mariupolitan clearly groups with Pontic rather than Cappadocian.
58The particularities of Pontic Dawkins points out which are absent from Mariupolitan include
both archaismsÑthe -on imperative, the archaic possessive pronouns, the obligatory postposi-
tion of clitic objects, and eùÊ> eÑand innovationsÑthe second declension MASC.GEN.SG ending
-onos, the plural -andi ending, the 2.P L pronoun esit, and the absence of a PERFS form.
Furthermore, while Pontic does not have the Modern realis negator Den, but retains archaic kiÊ<
ouk"Û, Mariupolitan has both Den and tJiÊ< ki.
While both Mariupolitan and Pontic partially displace the Greek gender system in favour of an
animacy-based system (a typological shift with no motivation from Turkish), they do so differ-
ently: in Mariupolitan inanimate nouns are neuter, while in Pontic animacy affects only deter-
miners and adjectives, and Mariupolitan merges the feminine gender with the neuter, while
Pontic merges it with the masculine. As Dawkins (1937:22Ð23) comments,
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The question is, if Mariupolitan is not most closely related to Pontic, what is it
related to? The answer, Dawkins feels, is SilliotÑalthough the list of features
they have in common is not impressive,59 particularly as all but the Turkic nu-
merals are also characteristic of Western Cappadocian. Identifying Silli against
Western Cappadocia, however, is not as important as DawkinsÕ (1937:23) specu-
lation that Òwe seem to be faced with a kind of Greek intermediate between the
language of Pontos and that of the western part of the Greek world.Ó In other
words, Mariupolitan and Silliot are remnants of an Old Western/Central
Anatolian Greek, reflecting an erstwhile linguistic reality disrupted by Turkish
invasions, but distinct from Old Northern Anatolian GreekÑi.e. Pontic.

DawkinsÕ surmise on Silli matches very well a fact emerging from this diatopic
study: Mariupolitan and Silliot are the only two dialects of Modern Greek in
which oti is used regularly with emotive predicates. This would indicate that the
two dialects preserve an archaic state of affairsÑmatching that of Middle Greek,
where oti was the only realis complementiser (possibly together with the sup-
plementary participle), and before pu spread to emotive complements. That
Cappadocian does not pattern with Mariupolitan and Silliot is not a problem, if
we accept that complementiser-to is a Turkism, which in league with ki dis-
placed any traces of older complementation strategies. The same holds for
Pharasa, in which oti survives only as a verbal clitic.

As to the use of tu as a complementiser, this is already familiar from Pontic
and Cappadocian, and there is no reason to doubt that it arose by the same
calquing of a Turkic personal participle. The use of tu in (32b) as an explicit
nominaliser reinforces this derivation, and underlines the derivation of tu
Ôclausal determinerÕ from tu Ônominal determinerÕ.

6.7. Italiot
The developments investigated up to this point all occurred in dialects on the
Eastern periphery of Greek (but for Tsakonian), and all involved an expansion
of pu down the Evaluation modality axis. On the opposite side of the Greek pe-
riphery, the developments in Italiot involve a much lesser presence of pu (remi-
niscent of Pontic); but unlike the foregoing dialects, the expansion has also
taken place along the Information modality axis, and is independent of anything
taking place elsewhere in Greek.

The dominant complementiser in both Apulian and Calabrian Italiot is ti
(Rohlfs 1950:225), for which I accept here the derivation from ho@ti (¤B.3). This

In these breakings down of the old system of gender and declension the Pontic and
Mariupol dialects have clearly something in common, but the lines along which the
development has gone are so very different that any relation between the two dia-
lects must be regarded as extremely remote.

59The list includes disuse of nominative masculine and feminine articles, possesseeÐpossessor
ordering, Turkic numbers borrowed for ÔeightyÕ and ÔninetyÕ, and clitic postposition in all affir-
mative matrix clauses, but not in negative or subordinate clauses. As to number borrowing,
Ulaga� texts use a Turkish word for Ôone hundredÕ (Dawkins 1916:117), and Mariupolitan also
borrows a Turkic form for ÔseventyÕ.
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complementiser is used throughout the realis complement paradigm, including
emotives:

(33a) Eg� ringrazi�o ton Christ�, ti ascÕett�na den �faga.
eÄo ringratsieo ton xristo, ti aS etùuna den efaga.
Io ringrazio il Signore, che di queste cose non ho mangiato.
I thank God that I did not eat any of those things. (DGC 30; Chorio di Rochudi,
Calabria)

(33b) ıat�, ©i  pu xer�amo/ Õti sÕixa sto gratt�i,/ far�amo Õti mu f�nato/ Õti, n�, tosso
mmu paiÕ.
jati, tSi pu xereamo/ ti s ixa sto gratùai,/ fariamo ti mu fenato/ ti, Èna, tosùo mùu pai.
perch�, nel mentre godevo/ che ti avevo nel lettuccio,/ temevo, perch� mi
sembrava/ che tu, ecco, dÕun tratto mi sfuggissi.
for just as I was glad that I had you in my little bed, I was fearful, because it
seemed to me that, lo!, just like that you could leave me. (Palumbo 56;
Calimera, Apulia)

The presence of other complementisers in the paradigmÑka, tSe, and posÑis
vestigial.60

60Apulian Italiot has imported ka, the usual realis complementiser throughout Southern Italian
(Rohlfs 1949Ð1954:III 76). Just like ti, ka is used throughout the realis complement paradigm,
including emotives:
(34) ime kuntento ka irte

ich freue mich, da§ du gekommen bist
IÕm happy that you came (Rohlfs 1950:225; Apulia)

Rohlfs (1964:Îti Ôda§Õ) believes ka is well on the way to displacing ti in Apulia. This is reflected in
my admittedly small corpus, where the proportion of ti to ka outside Palumbo is 9:9. (In Pa-
lumbo, the proportion is 147:1; but one should recall that PalumboÕs text is old (turn of the cen-
tury), and that, as someone using the dialect for literary purposes and familiar with Standard
Modern Greek, Palumbo may have been puristic in his approach to complementation, deliber-
ately avoiding the Italian form.) Similarly, Italiot uses tSe ÔandÕ (Rohlfs 1977:209) as a comple-
mentiser, following other Greek dialects in paratactic complementation; unlike other dialects,
however, this is not a salient feature of Italiot.
The extent to which pos is present in Italiot is enigmatic. Throughout his career, Rohlfs (1950;
1964) was adamant that pos was not in use in Italiot as a complementiser. Latterly, he revised
this judgement (Rohlfs 1977:205), in the light of (35a). As it turns out, there are only two in-
stances of complementiser-pos in my Apulian corpusÑone from Palumbo (35a) and one from a
song recorded by Lampikis (35b); for Calabrian, there is only (35c).
(35a) ‹e leo pos �sela nÕin apant�so,/ lio mmanex�Ñtti na tis mil�so

tSe leo pos isela n in apantiso,/ lio mùanexiÑtùi na tis miliso
E dico che vorrei incontrarla,/ un poÕ sola sola per parlare
And I say that I would like to meet her, a little while on her own, so I could
speak to her (Palumbo 16; Calimera, Apulia)

(35b) «Ontoi gia se moy lªoyn/ pvq e¼sai mia tyatªra/ Ãrha ma tsai kaki�.
oêi Äia se mu leun/ pos ise mia tiatera/ oria ma tse kakia.
They all tell me about you that you are a beautiful but cruel maiden. (Lampikis
47; Sternatia, Apulia)

(35c) �rte xvre¼te/ pv kam-m�n hmªra/ telÿeiâÃn-nei o´l-loi o k¿zmo/ gia et-to´ndoi
k�boyroi sthmªnoi.
arte xorite/ po kamùan imera/ te´jonùi ulùi o kozmo/ Äia etùundi kavuri stimeni.
tÃra ua idüte/ ¿ti kammi�n hmªra/ teleiÃnei ¿loq o k¿smoq/ ej ait¼aq aytÃn tvn
chmmªnvn kaboyriÃn.
tora Ta iDite/ oti kamian imera/ telioni olos o kosmos/ eks etias afton ton psimenon
kavurion.
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Somewhat less infrequent in Italiot is pu. There are 16 instances of its use in
my Apulian corpus (0.62ä of all words; cf. 0.61ä for The Third Wedding),
and at least 25 instances in my Calabrian corpus (0.24ä); to these should be
added three Apulian instances recorded in HDMS 828 and 836. Its scarcity as a
complementiser is attested by the fact that as thorough-going a field linguist as
Rohlfs (1950:120) found no instances of its use as either a complementiser or a
relativiser in Calabria.61 Nor is the complementiser listed as a function of pu in
KaranastasisÕ (1991) dictionary of Italiot.

Of these 44 instances of complementiser-pu, nine involve perception predi-
cates, and 14 involve emotive predicates. The perception complements are all
direct; six of them even include a distinct nominal object of perception. These
instances are thus unremarkable from a CSMG viewpointÑalthough a stative
complement as in (36a) would not be acceptable in CSMG (cf. English *when
she saw them being so nice and white.)

(36a) Pos tes �vre i prin©ip�ssa pu �ssa t�sso m�n &ese �sprese, �vale m�a sto st�ma ©e
a66iv�ntegwe gad�ra.
pos tes ivre i printSipisùa pu isùa tosùo maøese asprese, evale mia sto stoma tSe
aêùiventegwe gaDara.
Quando le vide la principessa che erano tanto belle bianche, ne mise una nella
bocca e diventava asina.
When the princess saw that they were so nice and white, she put one in her
mouth and turned into a donkey. (TNC 251.36; Roccaforte, Calabria)62

For a further five instances, pu occurs with cognitive predetermined truth predi-
cates. This much is unsurprising from a CSMG point of view; but pu appears in

Now you will see that one day the whole world will end because of these
roasted crabs (=astronauts). (HDMS 924:70; Gallician�, Calabria)

(While pu does have an allomorph po in Italiot (as elsewhere in Greek: ¤B.4.1), one may rule it
out in (35c): po is conditioned by /u#e/Ê> /o/, and kamùa ÔsomeÕ does not have a variant *ekamùa
attested. Although normally pos going to po forces the following consonant to geminate in com-
pensation (po kùamùa), as becomes clear in TNC, the simplest explanation here is that this is an
instance of complementiser-pos, with /s/ irregularly dropping off.)
To say that pos has a vestigial presence in Italiot is thus an understatement; this is all the more
noteworthy, since Mediaeval Italiot arguably used pos as a complementiser:
(35d) (1042)

kai p�lin o �gioq rhj eperÃthsen ton ep¼skopon kai h ekklhs¼a ªxei sig¼llion e¼te
s´stasin etªran ek thn diakr�thsin aytüq; o de ep¼skopoq e¼pen ªxei h ekklhs¼a kai
syg¼llion kai s¼stasi to pvq epikrate¼
ke palin o aÄios riks eperotisen ton episkopon ke i eklisia exi siÄilion ite sistasin
eteran ek tin Diakratisin aftis? o De episkopos ipen exi i eklisia ke siÄilion ke sistasi
to pos epikrati
And once more the holy king asked the bishop: ÒAnd does the church have ei-
ther another seal or another letter on its dominion?Ó And the bishop said: ÒThe
church has both a seal and a letter [indicating] that (how? to what extent?) it
has dominionÓ (Cusa: Diplomi della chiesa di Monreale vii)

61Taibbi & Caracausi, who worked on older printed Calabrian Italiot texts, describe it as
Ònonetheless less frequent [than ti]Ó (Taibbi & Caracausi 1959:lxxxiii).
62My thanks to Dr John Hajek for checking my translations from the Italian in this and the fol-
lowing chapters.
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apposition with the noun fatùo ÔfactÕ (36b), something which never occurs in
CSMG (*to ÄeÄonos pu).

(36b) Ma, san �rte kulattsy�ni, tu esin�rte to f�tto pu tos �to miry�onda to kr�a e©in�
tos tess�ro animalu©©�o
ma, san irte kulatùsjoni, tu esinirte to fatùo pu tos ito mirjaonda to krea etSino tos
tesùero animalutùSio
Ma, quando venne lÕora del pranzo, si ricord� del fatto che aveva diviso la
carne a quei quattro animalucci
But when lunchtime came, he recalled the fact that he had shared the meat out
to the four little animals (TNC 145.18; Roccaforte, Calabria)

In a further two instances, the expansion of pu has followed a path familiar from
other dialects: it has been generalised to weak assertive (36c) and linguistic
(36d) contexts:

(36c) San du ef�ni e©in� pu �vre mian gali varvak�ni �s&e liu�rya, ey�rie tÕ ap�nu
apuk�tu ©e angr�mmie tim b�vero alap�da.
san du efani etSinu pu ivre mian gali varvakani aSe liTarja, ejirie t apanu apukatu
tSe aNgremùie tim bovero alapuDa.
Quando parve a lui di vedere un bel ponticello di pietre, gir� il sopra sotto e
fece precipitare la povera volpe.
When it seemed to him that he found a lovely little bridge, he turned upside
down and make the poor fox fall over. (TNC 28.3; Roccaforte, Calabria)

(36d) E ti supe? Pu en �rchete ja macada, ka ste ce travud�.
e ti su pe? pu en erxete dZa makada, ka ste tSe travudi.
ÇKai ti so{peÈ;ÑÇ«Oti den to koyn�ei ap¿ th uªsh toy, m¿nÕ k�uetai kai tragoyd�È.
Òke ti su pe?Ó Òoti Den to kunai apo ti Tesi tu, mon kaTete ke traÄuDa.Ó
ÒAnd what did he tell you?Ó ÒThat he will not move; he just sits and keeps
singing.Ó (Dizikirikis 1968:16; Apulia)

But in the remaining 14 instances, Italiot innovates in an unprecedented
manner: rather than expand down the Evaluation Modality axis, to include non-
predetermined predicates, pu expands along the Information Modality axis, to
include Predetermined complements involving Occurrence and Action rather
than Truth. This is a major deviation from other Greek dialects: whereas pu
normally competes with pos, Occurrence and Action are squarely the domain of
na in mainstream Greek (but for perception complements). Thus, pu is used,
particularly in Calabrian Italiot, to introduce the complements of Ôit happened
thatÕ-predicates.

(37a) Evr�si pu j�vike m�a ale�ta
evresi pu javike mia aleata
Pass� per caso una vacca
it was found (= it happened) that a cow passed by (Rohlfs 1950:231; Zollino,
Apulia)
(CSMG: etixe na Diaveni mia aÄelaDa)

(37b) êrte pu �stec=e peu�nonda ©e o ©�rise, ©e t�tose o ©�rise �xÿe d�o ©�puse ©e �na
p�di �s &e app�dya.
irte pu estece peTenonda tSe o tSurise, tSe tutose o tSurise iCe Dio tSipuse tSe ena
poDi aSe apùiDja.
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Avvenne che stava morendo anche il padre, e questo padre aveva due orti ed
un albero di pere.
It happened (Ôit cameÕ) that the father was also dying, and this father had two
orchards and a pear tree. (TNC 23.1; Roccaforte, Calabria)

There are also a couple of instances in PalumboÕs poetry where pu follows a
Predetermined Action predicate. Whereas with Occurrence predicates English
allows that, this is not possible for Action predicates (*I managed it that I
brought together GodÕs grace); so this is an appreciable deviation from the
norm.

(37c) oles ttes tenne kk�nnonta,/ larga aÕtti Kkalim�ra,/ �ftasa pu Õin essi�nosa/ ti
xxari ttu Te�.
oles tùes tenùe kùanùonta,/ larga a tùi kùalimera,/ eftasa pu in esùianosa/ ti xùari tùu teu.
facendo tutti i mestieri/ lontano da Calimera,/ perveni a mettere insieme/ la
grazia di Dio.
Doing all sorts of jobs, far from Calimera, I managed to bring together GodÕs
grace. (Palumbo 169; Calimera, Apulia)63

While there is no precedent for such a development within the complementiser
paradigm, the fact that pu occurs in complements presenting events (Ôit hap-
pened thatÕ) is reminiscent of its analysis as an [+event] complementiser in
CSMG by Ginzburg & Kolliakou (1997 [1995]) (¤4.4.2), and its association with
events as a temporal connective. So there is autonomous justification for the ex-
pansion.

There is one last complement construction where pu appears unexpectedly.
Apulian includes amongst its auxiliary formations the construction steo tSe VERB

Ôstand and VERBÕ as a progressive (Rohlfs 1950:222); for example, steo tSe
armazome ÔI stand and marryÊ= I am getting marriedÕ. Although Pontic uses a
very similar construction, there is no reason to dispute RohlfsÕ (1977:222) inter-
pretation of this as a calque of the Italian dialectal construction sta VERBFINITE ÔI
stand VERBFINITEÕ, with the same meaning (e.g. sta ss�ntu ÔI.stand I.feelÊ= I am
feelingÕ).

After describing this phenomenon, with steo, pao ÔgoÊ= continueÕ, and pianùo
ÔtakeÊ= startÕ, Morosi (1870:156) describes the uses of pu in the same context:

Sometimes in this case we find not tSe but pu with the indicative in place of na with
the subjunctive; e.g. steo pu klonùo ÔI am going to sleepÕ. But this always indicates,
as should be clear, an action being carried out in the present or understood in the
present.

Morosi clearly indicates that pu substitutes na and tSe, in introducing an action
complement; the proviso of Òan action being carried out in the presentÓ prob-

63The following example from Psichari involves a physical occurrence verb, but is better ana-
lysed as an instance of nominalisation in apposition:
(37d) «Ena m¿no kat¿ruvse, poy ¿loq o k¿smoq ton ªkline? Çton TelamÃn, toy TelamÃnÈ.

ena mono katorTose, pu olos o kosmos ton ekline: Òton telamon, tu telamon.Ó
He only accomplished one thing, that everybody declined his name as
ÔTelamon (ACC), Telamon (GEN).Õ (PsichV1 84)
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ably indicates that pu retains its Predetermined status in such casesÑi.e. that
the complement is still true.

The following example seems to prove such an exchange of pu and tSe:

(37e) ilªane, poy stªoyne, poy gla¼oyne ta paid¼a, ªxoyne mªa bes¿nö-nöo atsª n-ner¿
ileane, pu steune, pu gleune ta pedia, exune mea besoøùo atse nùero
lªgoyn (poy) ¿ti kla¼ne ta paidi�, ªxoyn meg�lh an�gkh ap¿ ner¿
leÄun (pu) oti klene ta peDia, exun meÄali anaNgi apo nero
they said, when children are crying, they have great need of water (HDMS
836:171; Corigliano, Apulia)64

A hint at the origin of this construction is provided by its Calabrian counterpart:
steko VERBPART ÔI.stand VERB-ingÕ (Rohlfs 1950:221), which corresponds exactly
to the Standard Italian construction sto VERBPART; e.g. steko legonda ÔI.stand
talkingÊ= I am talkingÕ, corresponding to Standard Italian sto dicendo. The par-
ticiple is in much greater use in Calabrian than in Apulian; it is still extant in
supplementary use (e.g. Rohlfs (1924:156) gives Ôstarted leavingÕ as embe�y
f�gonda in Calabrian, but entsi��sane na f�une in Apulian), and is involved in
other aspectual constructions (inchoative with embenùo ÔenterÕ, desiderative with
iTela ÔwantÕ.)

In a manner reminiscent of the borrowing of the Albanian Absolutive into
Greek (me to puÊ< me t�Ê+ PARTICIPLE) (Nicholas 1998b), the Apulian Italiots
must have calqued the Italian (or early Italiot) participle in the steo-construc-
tion with a finite clause once the participle had died out, and found that pu was
one way to match the semantics of the participle.65 The Italian dialectal finite
form sta VERB would no doubt have contributed to this; and there is fertile
ground in Italiot for using pu-complements of phasal verbs; steo ÔstandÊ= con-
tinueÕ is just as much a Predetermined Action predicate as eftasa ÔmanagedÕ in
(37c). eftasa pu and steo pu may in fact be regarded as manifestations of the
same phenomenon.

Italiot complementation is much like Anatolian complementation, in that it
juxtaposes older and newer layers onto the paradigm. The unmarked comple-
mentiser is ti, and it preserves an archaic state of affairs just as otSi does in Silli.
The survival of the supplementary participle in Calabrian has a similar role, and
echoes what happens in Tsakonian. Other layersÑka in Apulian, pos and tSeÑare
imposed on top of the basic pattern, just like in Pontic and Cappadocian.

pu is present in the Italiot complementation paradigm, but its development is
autonomous from what has gone on in Balkan Greek: not only has it expanded
to weak assertives (to some degree), but it also takes up Occurrence and Action
functions proscribed to it in CSMG; and it forms auxiliary verb formations in

64KaranastasisÕ gloss of this sentence is Ôthey say that the children are crying, they have great
need of waterÕ. But this does not explain the second pu; and the presence of two clauses fol-
lowing Ôthey saidÕ makes it likelier that the first pu is a temporal connective, and steune pu gleune
Ôthey stand that they cryÕ is an instance of the progressive construction Morosi described.
65The resulting construction is also reminiscent of the Lesbian exo puÐconstruction (¤7.3.2), al-
though its derivation is quite different.
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the steo pu formation. These developments highlight once again that the devel-
opment of pu as a complementiser is contingent on its linguistic environment,
and not predetermined by its etymology.

6.8. Corfiot
Outside peripheral dialects of Greek, the extension of pu as a complementiser
has also taken place in the mainstream dialect of Corfu. Unlike Thracian, this
fact has not attracted scholarly attention. The only mention I have found is an
aside in PernotÕs grammar of Tsakonian:

M.D. (Michael Deffner) cites amongst his examples ekio´ mÕ epªtzere pÕ Ã n. i ts¼pta
(ecu m epetþere p oni tsipta), and translates it as es´ moy e¼peq pvq den e¼nai t¼pota
(esi mu ipes pos Den ine tipota) Ôyou told me that it was nothingÕ. We are probably
in the presence of es´ me e¼peq poy den e¼nai t¼pota (esi me ipes pu Den ine tipota)
(Constantinople; and Corfiot as far as pu is concerned.) (Pernot 1934:370) (My em-
phases)

That is to say, Tsakonian resembles Constantinopolitan in using an accusative
pronoun as an indirect object, and in using a pu-cognate to introduce linguistic
complements; it also resembles Corfiot, in the latter aspect.66
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Map 3. Corfu and adjacent islands

66This is the sole scholarly mention of the phenomenon I know of. The one linguistic work I am
aware of specifically on Corfiot, HitirisÕ (1987) vocabulary, which contains a grammatical ap-
pendix, makes no mention of it; nor does the much briefer 1916 description of Argyrades dialect
by G. Salvanos, which I have inspected at the National Library of Athens.
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The picture of complementation apparent from HDMS data varies regionally.
There are six manuscripts held in the centre from the Diapontii Islands (HDMS
793, 805, 805A, 817, 841, 842; 1961Ð1964). I have gathered 75 instances of
realis complements from these texts, including 17 weak assertives and 35 lin-
guistic predicates. Only 11 complements are not introduced by pu: all are lin-
guistic complements but for one weak assertive (38d). Of these, five comple-
ments are false (38a), two modal (38c, 38eÑoti na), and one quotative (38b).
Furthermore, all the non-pu complements are introduced by oti or ti<Êoti but for
two instances of pos (38f, 38g):

(38a) Es´, Obra¼o, gi»at¼ e¼peq toy adr¿q thq ¿ti e¼nai kaki»�, ¿ti e¼nai dhm¿si »a na po´meÉ;
esi, ovreo, Æati ipes tu adros tis oti ine kaca, oti ine Dimosja na pumeÉ?
You, Jew, why did you tell her husband that she was a bad woman, that she
was a wanton, as it were? (HDMS 805A:56; Othoni)

(38b) Kai toy e¼pe to kamater¿ ¿ti ¿poi »o zvdan¿ de¼jv egÃ, eke¼no ua b�lhq me mªna na
doylªcvme.
ke tu ipe to kamatero oti opjo zodano Dikso eÄo, ekino Ta valis me mena na
Dulepsome.
And the ox told him that Ôwhichever animal I point out to you, that animal you
will put to work with me.Õ (HDMS 805A:74; Othoni)

(38c) Lªei se mi »a grigi»� ayt¿q ¿ti na planªsh th gyna¼ka toy. H grigi»� lªei: ÇPana�a,
boüuaÈ lªei. Aytü opo´ ªfyge o �draq thq kÕ ekoyn�rise to paid¼ thq kai to
spo´daje. Na p�ei na tsh ph, tsh lªei, ¿ti ürue gr�mma tÕ adr¿q thq.
lei se mja ÄriÆa aftos oti na planesi ti Äineka tu. i ÄriÆa lei: Òpanaia voiTaÓ lei. afti
opu efiÄe o adras tis k ekunarise to peDi tis ke to spuDakse. na pai na tsi pi, tsi lei,
oti irTe Ärama t adros tis.
He says to an old woman that he was to trick his wife (modal). The old woman
says: ÔOur Lady help us!Õ, says she. When her husband left and she both brought
her child up and put it through school. She should go and tell her, says he, that
a letter from her husband has come (false). (HDMS 805A:83; Othoni)

(38d) O L¼zaq toy N�pa ap¿ toy Lo´tsh eg´rize me ªna magiatik�ki sto xªri kai toy
Õkaz¿tane ¿ti eb�stoyne al�kero dr�konta ap¿ th xar� toy.
o lizas tu napa apo tu lutsi eÄirize me ena maÄiatikaki sto xeri ke tu kazotane oti
evastune alakero Drakoda apo ti xara tu.
NapasÕ son Lizas was coming back from LutsisÕ place with a tunny fish in his
hand, and he was so happy youÕd think that he was holding an entire dragon.
(HDMS 841:76; Erikoussa)

(38e) «Epeita o aderf¿q thq tsÕ e¼pe ¿ti na p�h na idü ti k�nh ayt¿ to kor¼tsi.
epita o aDerfos tis ts ipe oti na pai na iDi ti kani afto to koritsi.
Then her brother told her to go and see what that girl was up to. (HDMS
841:242; Erikoussa)

(38f) PÃq es´ üjereq pvq to paid¼ e¼nai xvr¼q m�ti»a mªsa Õq thn m�nna toy.
Èpos esi ikseres pos to peDi ine xoris matja mesa s tin mana tu.
How did you know that the child had no eyes in his motherÕs womb? (HDMS
842:262; Othoni)

(38g) EgÃ ürua na soy pv pvq e¼mai eke¼noq poy eperifrono´sanÉ
eÄo irTa na su po pos ime ekinos pu eperifronusanÉ
IÕve come to tell you that I am the one they looked down uponÉ (HDMS
842:265; Othoni)
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The complementiser distribution for the Diapontii Islands is thus: 100% pu for
obligatory-pu and optional-pu categories, 94% for cognitive weak assertives,
71% for determined linguistic predicates. For the linguistic instances, there are
conditioning factors at work in preventing the use of puÑe.g. anti-factivity
(falsehood) or quotativity; but they do not apply consistently.

The spread of pu in the Diapontii Islands is so extensive, it is even used to in-
troduce Determined Occurrence complements, where CSMG would use na:

(39) Akartªroysa ¿poy ua moy mhn´shq na Õruv.
akarterusa Èopu Ta mu minisis na rTo.
I was waiting for you to send me word to come. (HDMS 842:249; Erikoussa)
(CSMG: perimena na mu minisis na rTo)

A similar development has already been remarked upon for Italiot, although it
does not seem to have become as entrenched here. The result has the same im-
plications here as it does in Italiot for the general development of complemen-
tiser-pu.67

On Corfu itself, the picture is less clear-cut. There are weak assertive-pu
complements attested throughout the islandÑin Kassiopia, Agios Mattheos, and
Hlomos. There are also linguistic-pu complements attested for Agios Mattheos,
Hlomos, and Agros; two instances of pu from Agros and Agios Mattheos (1292:
II 110) introduce false complements. And Sinarades has a knowledge acquisition
predicate (Dixno ÔshowÕ) take a pu-complement. But there are also oti- and pos-
complements attested for Corfu: a weak assertive oti in Hlomos, a weak as-
sertive pos in Agios Mattheos, and a linguistic pos in Sinarades.68 This means
that pos had by no means been eliminated from the complementiser paradigm;
as seems to have been the case with Thracian, pos was probably marked as a
dubitative.

The extension of pu seems to also characterise Paxi, south of Corfu. In HDMS
830 (1963), there are two linguistic-pu complements (pp.Ê252, 302), although
there are no cognitive weak assertives.69 This seems to be the furthest geograph-
ical extent of Corfiot-pu: there is no evidence I know of such spread in Epirus, to
the east of Corfu, or Lefkada, to the south of Paxi.70

Note that the little fieldwork carried out by the Historical Dictionary on Corfu
was rather late: HDMS 807 dates from 1962, HDMS 956 from 1970, and HDMS

67This instance could also be a temporal pu; if so, it has the meaning ÔuntilÕ for pu, rather than
the more usual ÔwhenÕ. Then again, the meaning ÔsinceÕ for pu is attested in Othoni (¤7.4.6); so
arguably this is a manifestation of a semantic generalisation of temporal pu in the Diapontii is-
lands.
68Weak assertive-pu: Kassiopia (HDMS 807:115), Agios Mattheos (1292:II 24), Hlomos (1292:I
13, I 24). Linguistic-pu: Agios Mattheos (1292:II 110, 120, 121), Hlomos (1292:I 114), Agros
(1292:II 174). Weak assertive oti in Hlomos (1292:I 13); weak assertive pos in Agios Mattheos
(1292:II 74); linguistic pos in Sinarades (956:26); knowledge acquisition pu in Sinarades
(807:290).
69There is a semi-factive knowledge acquisition pu-complement after katalaveno ÔrealiseÕ (p.Ê58).
70Nikolaos Moutzouris (pers. comm.) at the Historical Dictionary Centre of the Academy of
Athens believes there is similar usage in Zante; but I have found no textual evidence of this.
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1292 from 1986. So the Corfiot complementation system may well have started
breaking down by the time the texts were recorded; its preservation in the
Diapontii Islands is consistent with their relative isolation.

The one early piece of linguistic fieldwork available to me is SalvanosÕ (1929
[1917]) collection of folkloric material from Argyrades, where Salvanos was the
local schoolteacher. The evidence for complementiser-pu is tenuous: for lin-
guistic determined predicates, the proportion of pu to pos is 1:20, while for weak
assertives, it is 1:2. The text shows that the Argyrades villagers are aware of
SalvanosÕ standing as a learned man, and speak to him deferentially; neverthe-
less, their speech is consistently Corfiot in all other ways, and there is a wide
range of speakers consulted, so there is no reason to suppose the complementa-
tion data is ÔcorrectedÕ in the direction of Standard Greek. So compared to the
Diapontii Islands, pu is severely restricted in Argyrades, at least for linguistic
predicates. We do not have enough data to tell whether this was a uniform
north-south gradient, incorporating Paxi.

The best literary evidence of Corfiot complementation lies in the prose of
Konstantinos Theotokis, a native of the village of Karousades, who wrote in
early xxÊAD. Even in Theotokis, the evidence is not overwhelming, and is contin-
gent on whether the narratorÕs voice or the charactersÕ is used: although his nar-
ratives are written with dialectal lexis, dialectal morphology and syntax only be-
come apparent in dialogue. So in his novella Honour and Money, the narrator
uses pu as a complementiser 5 times, and pos 50 times, whereas dialogue uses
pu 31 times and pos 12 times. In particular, the counts for leÄo ÔsayÕ are 0:7 for
the narrator, but 9:3 for dialogue. Similarly, while in narration the non-as-
sertive linguistic action predicate kano ÔpretendÕ occurs twice, with pos, in dia-
logue it occurs once, with pu:

(40a) Den ako´q, e! «H k�neiq poy den ako´q. J´pna, lªv, j´pna.
Den akus, e! i kanis pu Den akus. ksipna, leo, ksipna.
You canÕt hear me, can you! Or youÕre pretending not to hear me. Wake up, I
tell you, wake up! (TheotM 10)

There are no instances of weak assertive cognitive pu-complements in Honour
and Money, but there is at least one instance in his short stories (which are
overall, however, less Corfiot in their complementation than Honour and
Money):

(40b) Thq f�nhke poy egÃ thn antib�diaza sta kªfia thq. Kai ti me mªlei poioq kai poioq
tüne mall�zei;
tis fanike pu eÄo tin antivaDiaza sta kefia tis. ke ti me meli pios ke pios tine
malazi?
It seemed to her that I was going against her fun. But what do I care about who
feels her up? (TheotC 69)
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In the text of TheotokisÕ translation of Hamlet, the complementation counts are
as follows:71

Complement 43
CSMG-Obligatory 17
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 16/1 (94%)
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS 1/0 (100%)
CSMG-Optional 17
PREDETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 1/0 (100%)
PERCEPTION 5/10 (33%)
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL 8/13 (38%)

STATIC 6/9 (40%)
KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN 2/4 (33%)

SUBJECT 3/0 (100%)
CSMG-Unacceptable 9
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 1/14 (7%)
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 5/20 (20%)
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 2/36 (5%)
STRONG DETERMINED FUTURE TRUTH LINGUISTIC 0/3 (0%)
NON-ASSERTIVE ACTION LINGUISTIC 0/2 (0%)
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE 1/1 (50%)
UNDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE 0/3 (0%)

The breakdown in the pos/pu distinction in this text is discernible, but slight. Of
the five weak assertive instances of pu, four complements are true, while in the
fifth, the complement is questioned, but still presumed true by the speaker:

(41a) Piste´eiq poy o Alªjantroq ua Õxe tªtoian eidü mªsa sth gh;
pistevis pu o aleksadros Ta xe tetian iDi mesa sti Äi?
Dost thou think ∅ Alexander looked oÕthis fashion iÕthÕearth? (TheotH 228)

This would suggest that pu is still associated with presupposition of some sort.
On the other hand, the direct/indirect perception distinction has completely
broken down:

(41b) �fhsª ton/ gia ªna zeyg�ri k�kosma fili�,/ gia mia xtypi� gia mªtvro sto sbªrko,/
na ide¼ poy oysiastik� trel¿q den e¼mai/ ma ap¿ ponüria.
afise ton/ Äia ena zevÄari kakosma filia,/ Äia mia xtipia Äia metoro sto sverko,/ na
iDi pu usiastika trelos Den ime/ ma apo poniria.
and let him, for a pair of reechy kisses,/ or paddling in your neck with his
damned fingers,/ make you to ravel all this matter out, (here: let himÉ see)/
that I essentially am not in madness,/ but mad in craft. (TheotH 173)

The evidence overall points to this expansion in pu being a strictly local phe-
nomenon: linguistically and historically, Corfu patterns with the other Hepta-
nesian islands in speaking a southern Greek dialect close to Peloponnesian, and
not a northern Greek idiom. Furthermore, the northern Greek territory it neigh-
bours, Epirus, is not an area where pu has spread in functionality. While the is-
land was resettled a few times after being depopulated in recent history
(Katsaros 1981), none of the places known to be sources of colonists suggest a

71There are no instances of oti as a complementiser in the text.
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likely Thracian influence. And even though Albania is quite close to Corfu, and
Albanians did take part in the major resettlement of Corfu in 1587 (Katsaros
1981:110), there is no evidence of Albanian linguistic influence on Corfiot. The
overwhelming influence here, as with the other Heptanesa, has been Italian; but
there is no evidence of Italian encroaching on anything but lexis in Corfiot.

There is only slight evidence of an extension of complementiser-pu elsewhere
in the Heptanesa. In MinotouÕs extensive collection of texts from Zante (around
50,000 words), there are only a couple of instances of pu spreading to contexts
unusual for CSMG:

(42a) TsÕ hmªreq poy kontol¿gae na gennüs�, emhn´sane toy basili� poy an den p��, x�nei
thn kal´terü toy xÃra.
ts imeres pu kodoloÄae na Äenisi, eminisane tu vasilia pu an Den pai, xani tin
kaliteri tu xora.
The days she was close to giving birth, they sent word to the king that if he did
not go, he would lose his best territory. (MinA 383; Katastari, ZanteÑlinguistic)

(42b) Ua id�q poy ua Õxei k�ti fr´dia vq ta p¿dia tsh.
Ta iDis pu Ta xi kati friDia os ta poDia tsi.
You will see that she will have eyebrows reaching down to her feet. (MinA 436;
Vasilikos, ZanteÑstatic perception)

This also makes it likeliest that Corfiot pu is a local innovation, rather than a
relic from a previous stage of Greek.

6.9. Macedonian
The remaining Greek dialect in which a significant perturbation may be noted in
the distribution of complementiser-pu is Macedonian. As the geographical dis-
tribution of this perturbation shows, external influence may be invoked as a
factor here: language contact with Macedonian Slavonic, in which the locative-
derived complementiser deka < kade ÔwhereÕ is non-factive, and acts as the coun-
terpart of CSMG oti/pos rather than pu (Nicholas 1998a).72

There are two instances in my corpus of Macedonian of pu used with weak as-
sertivesÑthe shibboleth of expansion of complementiser-pu. One of them was
recorded in Kastoria, on the erstwhile linguistic border between Greek and Ma-
cedonian Slavonic:

(43a) n¿misa poy di»en üsoyn/ �koysa poy ªfygeq
nomisa pu Djen isun/ akusa pu efiÄes (PERFS)
I thought that you werenÕt/ I heard that you left (HDMS 537:42; collected by
N. Andriotis, 1933)

This example shows not only a spread of pu to weak assertives, but also to indi-
rect perception; in CSMG, verbs of direct perception usually require the pres-
ence of a nominal object and an imperfective complement. So the Kastoria
usage is innovative relative to other mainstream dialects. The fact that it was

72This influence went both ways, since Macedonian Slavonic employs the Greek loanword oti
synonymously with deka.
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spoken in an area coextensive with Macedonian Slavonic is no accident; we
know that the Greek of Kastoria underwent extensive language contact with
Macedonian Slavonic, at both a lexical and syntactic level (Triandafyllidis 1981
[1938]:249).
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Map 4. Greek Macedonia73

73The preparation of any map of ethnicities or language in the Greek province of Macedonia is
inevitably controversial, and the reader may excuse the following clarifications. It goes without
saying that the borders on the map represent only the pre-modern linguistic affiliation of the
populations, and no characterisation of concomitant ethnic or national identity is intended.
Towns in Greece have been given Greek names (Florina, Kastoria, Ptolemais, Naousa, Veria,
Edessa, Yannitsa, Salonica, Kilkis) rather than Macedonian Slavonic names (Lerin, Kostur,
Kajljar, Negus &, Ber, Voden, Pazar, Solun, Kukus &); likewise, Bitola has been given its Macedonian
Slavonic, rather than Greek name (Monastiri).
The thin black line represents the furthest southern extent of Macedonian Slavonic, after
Koneski (1983:151). The thick black line represents the furthest northern extent of Western
Macedonian Greek, after Sandfeld (1930:16); in broad terms, SandfeldÕs description accords
with descriptions from several sources, both Greek and non-Greek. It appears from HDMS data
that Greek was natively spoken further north in Imathia prefecture than the map implies (as far
as Naousa); but there is no evidence of indigenous Greek-speakers for Pella (Edessa) or Florina
prefectures.
In this map, no claim is made as to the language of the towns of the region; Greeks being active
as merchants, it is known that towns like Kastoria had significant Greek-speaking populations,
while the surrounding countryside spoke Slavonic. Even in the countryside, bilingualism in
Greek seems to have extended far north of the linguistic dividing line; but it is clear Greek there
was a second, trade language, as women did not learn it.
Likewise, no claim is made as to the furthest northern extent of Eastern Macedonian Greek.
(Detailed linguistic maps of the region are available in HDMS manuscripts prepared by N.
Contossopoulos; that data is not available to me at this time.) Although Sandfeld delimits Greek
as beginning south-east of Salonica, for example, the Greek-speaking village of Melissohori
(formerly Baltzia) lies some 20Êkm north of Salonica. And while the prefecture of Kilkis is
known to have been almost entirely nonÐGreek-speaking, the same claim is not warranted for
the prefectures of Serres and Drama, and there is likely to have been a bilingual zone there as
for Western Macedonia. On the other hand, the prefectures of Chalcidica, Kavala, Pieria, and
Grevena (beginning just south of Siatista) seem to have been entirely Greek-speaking.
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The other example was recorded in Epanomi, a town 22Êkm south of Salonica:

(43b) Vq tilifta¼a xr¿nia, vq toyn b¿limoy ki ´stira. Mian apoyli»�na [h k�mpoyq] ütan.
Ti uarre¼q poy ütan; O´loy kab�kia, boytªq, kal�mi »a.
os tiliftea xronia, os tun bolimu ki istira. mian apu´ana [i kabus] itan. ti Taris pu
itan? ulu kavakia, vutes, kalamja.
Mªxri ta teleyta¼a xr¿nia, mªxri l¼go met� ton p¿lemo, ªna xªrso xvr�fi üto. Ti
nom¼zeiq pvq ütan; «Olo le´keq, itiªq, kal�mia.
mexri ta teleftea xronia, mexri liÄo meta ton polemo, ena xerso xorafi ito. ti
nomizis pos itan? olo lefkes, ities, kalamia.
Until recent years, until after the war, it was a barren field. What do you think
∅  it was? Full of poplars, willows, and reeds. (HDMS 952:73)

Notionally, Epanomi is located outside the Slavonic-speaking area. However,
the text collector E. Giakoumaki notes that Epanomi is almost the only indige-
nously Greek-speaking settlement in the Greater Salonica area, so also in this
instance influence from Macedonian Slavonic is more probable than not.

Counts from more extensive texts confirm that there is a disruption in
Macedonian complementation relative to CSMG, although nowhere else is there
evidence of pu used with weak assertives. In the texts from Papanaoum, col-
lected in Siatista 35Êkm south-east of Kastoria, there are 18 realis complements:
fifteen are introduced by pu, and the remainderÑthe weak assertives of the
textÑby null complementisers. As it turns out, all fifteen pu-complements are
factives; yet the total absence of pos is suspect, particularly when pu is used to
introduce indirect perception and novel knowledge:

(44a) «Aksa po{sti maloymªniq, ma den jªroy iats¼.
aksa pu sti malumenis, ma Den kseru iatsi.
I heard that you were not on speaking terms, but I donÕt know why.
(Papanaoum 51)

(44b) Mar ise¼q jªrtsi pÕ ast¿hsami toyn Anast�sh tsÕ Tsi�goyq;
mar isis ksertsi p astoisami tun anastasi ts tsiaÄus?
Hey, do you know that weÕve forgotten TsiagoÕs son Anastasis? (Papanaoum
63)

(44c) Oy Arg´rq maua¼nei po{ruin oy Mpalamp�ntq
u arÄirs maTeni pu rTin u balabants
Argyris found out that Balabanis had arrived (Papanaoum 57)

As the map in Koneski (1983:151) shows, Siatista is at the very edge of the
Slavonic-speaking area, so Macedonian Slavonic influence on the dialect of
Siatista is possible.

Similar results obtain from the texts in Adamopoulos (1988), taken from
Melissohori, a village 20Êkm north of Salonica, and thus in Slavonic linguistic
territory. The following text counts obtain:

Not indicated in this map is the complex mosaic of other ethnicities and languagesÑTurkish,
Albanian, Romany, Djudezmo, Aroumin, Megleno-RomanianÑthat made Macedonia so com-
plex.
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EMOTIVE 6/0/074

PERCEPTION 4/1/0
PREDETERMINED COGNITIVE STATIC 2/1/1
PREDETERMINED COGNITIVE ACQUIRED 2/2/1
LINGUISTIC 2/2/1
WEAK DETERMINED COGNITIVE 0/2/9

Although pos is hardly absent, pu obtains in the corpus in proportions far
greater than typical of CSMG, particularly for Linguistic and Predetermined
Cognitive Acquired predicatesÑnotwithstanding the small overall number of
complementisers involved. However, the distinguishing characteristic of expan-
sion of pu, its use after weak assertives, is absent here just as in Siatista. Again,
the normal complementiser used after weak assertives is zero; this is something
already encountered in Cappadocian. Whether this is a development internal to
Greek (such sentences are not unacceptable in CSMG), or a product of contact
with Macedonian Slavonic, I am not currently in a position to judge.

So in Kastoria, Siatista, and Melissohori, there is a definite expansion in the
functionality of complementiser-pu relative to CSMG. This contrasts with the
texts in Karayannis (1986), taken from Portaria in Chalcidica, a solidly Greek-
speaking prefecture:

EMOTIVE 7/0/0/075

PERCEPTION 8/3/8/2
PREDETERMINED COGNITIVE STATIC 0/1/2/1
PREDETERMINED COGNITIVE ACQUIRED 0/1/5/0
APPOSITION 1/0/0/0
STRONG DET. LINGUISTIC TRUTH 0/4/21/2
STRONG DETERMINED COGNITIVE 0/1/10/0
WEAK DETERMINED COGNITIVE 0/1/8/0
NON-ASSERTIVE LINGUISTIC TRUTH 0/0/5/0
STRONG DET. LINGUISTIC FUT. TRUTH 0/3/2/0

The distribution of pu here matches that in CSMG very well; pu is absent from
not only Acquired Cognitive and Linguistic predicates, but Static Cognitive
predicates as well, while pos is entrenched as a relativiser with Weak Asser-
tives.76 There are only two aspects of complementation in Portaria worth noting.
First, the text uses pu to introduce a clause in apposition with a nominal, where
CSMG would prefer oti. I suspect this to be a characteristic of vernacular versus

74pu/pos/∅ .
75pu/oti/pos/∅ .
76One may retort as to the nature of the texts: while Papanaoum and AdamopoulosÕ collections
are folkloristic reminiscences of bygone customs and events, which would have prompted lin-
guistic conservatism, Karayannis is quite modernising as a storyteller, including such para-
phenalia of modern life as newspapers and gendarmes; his vocabulary likewise does not hesitate
to incorporate CSMG words of Puristic or English origin such as apon ÔabsentÕ, iDupio ÔinformÕ,
and sok ÔshockÕ, alien to the dialect. Nonetheless, the texts are roughly contemporary (Adamo-
poulos appeared two years later than Karayannis), and it is unlikely that the syntax of Portaria
could have been that thoroughly transformed, while that of Melissohori or Siatista stayed intact.
KarayannisÕ complementation patterns are at any rate confirmed by HDMS data from Chal-
cidica.
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written Greek, as opposed to a specific Macedonism, and (45a) is certainly not
unacceptable in CSMG:

(45a) «Htan ki ayt¿ pragmatik� mia mig�lÕ arko´da, mi tÕ diafoyr� poy ªtrixi ¿ruioy,
¿poyq h �nuroypoyq.
itan ki afto praÄmatika mia miÄal arkuDa, mi t Diafura pu etrixi orTiu, opus i
anTrupus.
He was truly a big bear, with the difference that he ran upright, like a human.
(Karayannis 1986:94)

The other distinction between KarayannisÕ complementation and CSMG arises
with Perception predicates; pu is very frequent here (38%), and turns up in con-
texts where the perception is decidedly indirect:

(45b) H kyr� MargarÃ, m¿liq �koysi poy ürtan ta pidi�-tÕq, amªsoyq ªkani tÕn �roystÕ.
«Eftasan stoy sp¼tÕ ta pidi�, rÃtÕsan Çis´, m�na, ti k�nÕqÈ;
i kira marÄaro, molis akusi pu irtan ta piDia ts, amesus ekani tn arust. eftasan stu
spit ta piDia, rotsan Òisi, mana, ti kans?Ó
As soon as Goody Margaret heard that her children had returned, she immedi-
ately pretended to be sick. The children arrived home and asked ÒMother, how
are you?Ó (Karayannis 1986:52)

(45c) Oi �lnoi dyo, afo´ e¼dan poy de g´rÕsi h mig�loyq, lªei h de´tiroyq, Çua p�oy ki
ÕgvÈ ki jik¼nÕsi ki ayt¿q.
i alni Dio, afu iDan pu De Äirsi i miÄalus, lei i Deftirus, ÒTa pau ki ÄoÓ ki ksikinsi ki
aftos.
When the other two saw that the eldest had not come back, the second said ÒI
will also go,Ó and set off. (Karayannis 1986:104)

Data from other parts of the region is not plentiful. In the strongly dialectal
prose texts in LoucM (1917), taken from Grevena, the counts are as follows:

EMOTIVE 1/077

PERCEPTION 1/0
PREDETERMINED COGNITIVE ACQUIRED 1/1
LINGUISTIC 0/1

This data by itself does not show much; it does show, however, that pos was
alive and well just south of Siatista.

The texts in Kapsalis (1917) are almost all from Veria, another town on the
edge of Slavonic linguistic territory. The counts here are more cogent, and basi-
cally agree with those for CMSG:

EMOTIVE 2/0/078

PERCEPTION 1/0/1
PREDETERMINED COGNITIVE ACQUIRED 1/0/4
LINGUISTIC 0/2/2
WEAK DETERMINED COGNITIVE 0/0/1

77pu/pos.
78pu/oti/pos.
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The one oddity arises with Predetermined Acquired Knowledge predicates,
where the following examples indicate pos and pu were in free variation:

(46a) (First son to Hajji:)
«Emaua poy b�neiq sto¼xÕma mi ta cªmata.
emaTa pu vanis stixma mi ta psemata.
I have learnt that you place bets on lies. (Kapsalis 1917:514)

(46b) (Same story; third son to Hajji)
«Emaua pvq b�izq sto¼xÕma mi cªmata.
emaTa pos vaizs stixma mi psemata.
I have learnt that you place bets on lies. (Kapsalis 1917:515)

Here, one might again argue for Slavonic Macedonian influence. Outside this
predicate class, though, there is nothing like the disruption that seems to have
taken place in Siatista, although both Veria and Siatista are on the linguistic
border.

A survey of HDMS data broadly corroborates the above data. There are 46 in-
stances of Macedonian complementiser-pu in my HDMS database. Of these, the
two weak assertive instances have already been discussed; a further 15 instances
are emotive, and do not present any difficulty relative to CSMG. Fourteen in-
stances involve perception; of these, 7 are direct, and another two are evidential
(ÔdonÕt you see thatÉÕ), and are thus acceptable in CSMG. Four involve indirect
perception, and in light of what has been discussed, their provenance is not sur-
prising: Siatista (967:115), Salonica (730:254), Kastoria (43a), and Arnea,
Chalcidica (650:283). In one further instance, there is direct perception, but the
constraints of CSMG are still violated, as the event perceived is stative:

(47a) Alb¼sÕka na f�oy tz¿rtziloy, mit� e¼da poy Õtani skoyl9Õki»�rÕkoy ki ask�uÕka.
albiska na fau dzordzilu, mita iDa pu tani sku´carku ki askaTka.
I wanted to eat an apricot; then I saw that it was worm-ridden and I was too
disgusted to. (HDMS 1168:289; Agia Paraskevi, Serres)

Although I do not have any extensive texts from Serres prefecture, the region
around Agia Paraskevi does appear to have been bilingualÑor at least, the vil-
lages where HDMSÊ1168 was collected (Agia Paraskevi, Terpni, and Sisamia) ad-
joined Slavonic-speaking villages. So Slavonic influence is likely here.

These villages are relevant in another context: there are 4 instances of lin-
guistic pu-complements, including 2 from Terpni, 1 from Sisamia, and one from
Salonica. All these locales are within the range of Slavonic in Greece. The in-
stances are all the more noteworthy, in that they include future truth pu-com-
plementsÑsomething that does not occur under any circumstances in CSMG:

(47b) IgÃ sÕ e¼pa korÕ m�nam, toyn agapÃ toy Xrüstoy mi»a ki kalü. MÕ ªtaji poy ua mi p�rÕ
mi stif�nÕ.
iÄo s ipa kor manam, tun aÄapo tu xristu mja ki kali. m etaksi pu Ta mi par mi
stifan.
I told you, mother, I love Chris and thatÕs that. He has pledged to me that he
will wed me. (HDMS 730:272; Salonica)
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Even in the non-future truth predicates, the complement can still be situated in
the futureÑwhich means it cannot be considered given, so that the linguistic pu-
complement cannot be considered factive:

(47c) Fano´da e¼ni gastroymªn̂ ki b�ryni poyl´, mÕ e¼pi pÕ ua ginnüsÿÕ Õftªq tÕq mªriq.
fanuDa ini gastrumeø ki varini puli, m ipi p Ta Äinis& ftes ts meris.
Fanny is pregnant and has gotten heavy; she told me that she was going to give
birth any day now. (HDMS 1168:149; Terpni, Serres)

Of the remaining 11 pu-complements in the HDMS corpus, two static and two
acquired predetermined cognitive predicate instances are from the broader re-
gion of Arnea; these include a complement of Dixni ÔshowÕ:

(47d) H katso´nga de¼xn̂Õ apo´ ürti toy proyxe¼mÕ.
i katsunga Dixø apu irti tu pruxim.
The katsunga (?) shows that autumn has arrived. (HDMS 1200:194; Stanos,
Chalcidica)

One static and one acquired instance are recorded from Drymos, 3Êkm from
Melissohori; the acquired complement is topicalised, and so probably does not
violate CSMG norms:

(47e) Den toy püri xab�rÕ po Õpis&i h pi »�stra mªsa stoy fa�.
Den tu pir xabar po pis&i i pjastra mesa stu fai.
She didnÕt realise it that the hairpin had fallen into the food. (HDMS 1164:202;
Drymos, Salonica)

One static instance is recorded for Siatista, and one acquired instance for
Grevena. Finally, a static and an acquired instance are attested for Roumlouki, a
region just north of the Aliakmon river in Imathia, and thus barely within the
Slavonic-speaking region. The acquired complement in this instance is not topi-
calised:

(47f) igÃ kat�laba poy üligin gia tÕ isªna.
iÄo katalava pu iliÄin Äia t isena.
I realised that she was talking about you. (HDMS 955:53; Roumlouki, Imathia)

The foregoing exposition is diffuse, and hampered by a lack of extensive data.
The following is a summary, by prefecture, of the status of complementiser-pu,
so far as the data allows it; the prefectures are ordered by the extent of Slavonic
presence. I also count instances of pos versus oti.
Florina, Pella, Kilkis, Drama. All these prefectures were fully Slavonic-

speaking (with the possible exception of Drama); I have no data from any of
them.

Kastoria. pu used with weak assertives and (apparently) with indirect percep-
tion. Extrapolating from other regions, pu has probably taken over the com-
plementiser paradigm from pos. Neither oti nor pos are attested in my HDMS
corpus for Kastoria; then again, its coverage of Kastoria is slight.
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Kozani. For Siatista, the complementiser grid seems to be split between pu
(factive) and zero (non-factive).79 In other parts of the prefecture, both oti
and pos are attested.80 The case of Vlasti, which uses pos and oti, is inter-
esting, in that it is pretty much on the linguistic border north of which Greek
is not spoken. If Siatista, on the southern extremity of Macedonian Slavonic,
has a non-standard complementation paradigm, but Vlasti, on the northern
extremity of Greek, has a standard paradigm, the only obvious explanation
would be that Vlasti was relatively isolated from Slavonic-speakers, but
Siatista, as a regional centre, was not.

Imathia. System seems to be essentially CSMG, but pos and pu are in free
variation for cognitive acquired predicates (Veria, Roumlouki). The realis
complementiser seems to be pos rather than oti.

Salonica. In Epanomi, pu is used with a weak assertive. This does not occur
anywhere else in the data. However, pu is expanded relative to CSMG in indi-
rect perception (Salonica), linguistic truth (Melissohori), linguistic future
truth (Salonica), and cognitive acquired predicates (Melissohori). pos is well
attested in Salonica (HDMSÊ730), including indirect perception and lin-
guistic; only one instance of oti.81

Serres. Expansion of pu into stative direct perception (Agia Paraskevi) and lin-
guistic predicates (Terpni, Sisamia). oti is well attested in the region in semi-
factive and non-factive functions, including linguistic, where it seems to be
more frequent than pu (12 instances in HDMS 1168); pos occurs only once, in
a carol (1168:96), and is probably foreign to the region. Zero-complementiser
only occurs once (1168:277).82

Pieria. The only complementisers attested for Pieria in the database (1144:
129ÑVria; 1161:13ÑMoschopotamos; 1161:376ÑLofos) are pos. Pieria being a
solidly Greek-speaking region, one would expect it to conform to CSMG
norms.

Chalcidica. The system appears to be underlyingly that of CSMG; there is
some expansion of pu into indirect perception (Portaria, Arnea) and cognitive
acquired (Stanos). pos well attested for Arnea (HDMS 650); only one in-
stance of oti. In Portaria (Karayannis), the proportion of pos to oti is 14:61. In
Varvara, on the other hand, the proportion of pos to oti is 0:4.

79But zero is used with factive maTenu ÔlearnÕ (HDMS 967:119).
80oti: 1066:51ÑGalatini, 8Êkm north of Siatista; 1081:130ÑVlasti, 21Êkm north of Siatista; 604:3,
10, 10, 16ÑAno Komi, 9Êkm south of Kozani; 1243:3ÑMetaxas, 29Êkm SE of Kozani; pos:
1081:86, 148, 149ÑVlasti.
81Other proportions (oti/pos) Halastra (18Êkm west of Salonica): 1:2 (HDMS 966, 1079);
Melissohori (Adamopoulos): 0:8; Pentalofos (17Êkm NNE of Salonica): 2:0 (HDMS 1155).
82Similar results obtain elsewhere in the prefectureÑDasohori (25Êkm WNW of Serres): one in-
stance of oti (1135:222), one null (1135:306); Mikro Souli (57Êkm SE of Serres): one instance of
oti (1107:212). pos is only attested three times in the prefecture: Mesolakkia (1107:79; 62Êkm SE
of Serres, 9Êkm from the coast); Neo Souli (964:5; 7Êkm east of Serres), and once in a folksongÑ
Pentapolis (965:21; 12Êkm ESE of Serres).
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Grevena. No reason arises from the data to doubt that the system here is that
of CSMG. There is too little data to decide the preponderance of oti over pos.

Kavala. Although this prefecture seems to have been entirely Greek-speaking,
I have no data available from the region; but just as with Grevena, there is no
reason to doubt that it would have the same complementation system as
CSMG.

So there is major disruption of the complementiser paradigm in western regions
in direct contact with Slavonic (Kastoria, Siatista, some villages in Salonica),
lesser disruption in the east (Serres), Imathia, and ChalcidicaÑthe latter appar-
ently not in direct contact with Slavonic; and no perceptible disruption in the
other prefectures not in contact with SlavonicÑalthough the lack of data forces
one not to speculate too far. The locus for use of otiÑwhich Greek passed on to
Macedonian SlavonicÑappears to be Serres, and to a lesser extent Kozani.

A final question is whether the Macedonian expansion of pu forms a uniform
zone with Thrace. The data from Eastern Macedonia suggests not: complemen-
tation in Serres is not much different from CSMG, and certainly does not re-
semble the expansion in either Kastoria and Siatista, to its west, or Eastern
Thrace and Bithynia, to its east. The connecting territory between Eastern
Macedonia and Eastern Thrace is Western ThraceÑor at least, its littoral, the
hinterland apparently not Greek-speaking. We have very little information on
the dialect of the region, but there is no available evidence of any expansion of
pu there. Likewise the data collected in HDMS 252 from Philippoupolis (140Êkm
NE of Serres) shows no trace of any such expansion. While Samothrace does
display such expansion, it is too distant from Macedonia to provide a real link.
It seems therefore that Macedonia and Thrace do not form a unitary linguistic
zone with regard to complementation.

Whether the common contact of Greek with Macedo-Bulgarian in Thracian
and Macedonian Greek caused the apparent similarity in the dialectsÕ comple-
mentation paradigms is a question I cannot currently address, without much
more information on southern Macedo-Bulgarian dialects; I suspect, however,
that Aegean Macedonian Slavonic may be invoked as a contact influence much
more profitably than Southern Bulgarian.

6.10. Other
There remain scattered instances of deviant complementation amongst the
mainstream dialects of Greek. These instances do not form coherent overall
trends; they need to be mentioned, however, for completeness.

6.10.1. Emotive pos
In several dialects of Greek, emotive predicates do not always take pu as a com-
plementiserÑunlike CSMG; they frequently take pos instead, although overall
pu is still the most frequent complementiser. Since evidence indicates that pos
became a complementiser before pu, this suggests an archaism in emotive pos; it
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is certainly reminiscent of the archaic use in Silliot, Mariupolitan, and Italiot of
reflexes of ho@ti with emotivesÑpos replacing ho@ti uniformly.

A closer parallel than Silliot and Italiot, however, is offered by Pontic, in
which ndo and pos share nearly equal footing as emotive complementisersÑas
opposed to the more archaic dialects, in which pos has no substantial presence.
This suggests that the discrepancy may not be so much in pos spreading at the
expense of pu, but pu not spreading at the expense of posÑi.e. not penetrating
the complementiser paradigm to the extent it has polarised it in CSMG.

Emotive-posÑwhich looks like an archaismÑis for the most part attested in
the more archaic Eastern GreekÑincluding Crete (Pangalos 1955:382), the
Cyclades, Cythera, South-Eastern Greek, and Old Athenian:

(48a) KÂnta fta¼v gv, paid¼ moy, pvq den ªpairneq apat¿q soy ta gr�mmata;
k ida fteo Äo, peDi mu, pos Den epernes apatos su ta Äramata?
And what fault is it of mine, son, that you would not learn to read on your
own? (GrigA 15; Hania, Crete)

(48b) ma ¿loq o k¿smoq ekeino´ toy basile¼oy hlyphuükene pvq hx�sane to basili»�n toy,
den üuelene na toyq kyriªc� ªnaq gªroq kai mi »a gr��.
ma olos o kosmos ekinu tu vasiliu ilipiTikene pos ixasane to basi´an tu, Den
iTelene na tus kiriepsi enas Äeros ke mja Äria.
But all the people of that kingdom were sad that they had lost their king; they
did not want an old man and an old woman to rule them. (Analects 62; Naxos,
Cyclades)

(48c) tse¼n soyromade âiªtai, pvq tÕq po´sane eyt� ta l¿gia!
tsin suromaDjete, pos ts pusane efta ta loÄia!
She was livid that they said those words to her! (HDMS 685:103; Mykonos,
Cyclades)

(48d) De lypÃmai, fvq moy, pvq peua¼nv,/ m¿n³o to Gi�nnh to paid¼ moy poy tÕ afünv!
De lipome, fos mu, pos peTeno,/ mono to Äiani to peDi mu pu t afino!
I do not regret that I am dying, darling, but that I am leaving my child John
behind! (HDMS 685:103; Cythera)

(48e) Ma h k¿rh ton eg�phse n-tzai ¿son eperno´san oi mªreq elyp�tom pvq üuen na Õrtoyn
oi ser�nda mªreq na to sf�jh o basilts�q.
ma i kori ton eÄapise ndze oson epernusan i meres elipatom pos iTen na rtun i
seranda meres na to sfaksi o vasiltsas.
But his daughter loved him and as the days passed she was sad that the forty
days would pass and the king would kill him. (HDMS 690A:226; Astypalaea,
Dodecanese)

(48f) Tzai ts &e¼neq oi ftvs&ªq exarko´ntan pvq eg gia kal¿n toyq.
dZe tSines i ftoSes exarkundan pos eN Äia kalon tus.
And those poor women were happy that it was for their own good. (HDMS
673A:8; Mesara, Cyprus)

(48g) (1655)
kai ¿pvq elypüuhq dia l¿goy moy pvq den ªginen eke¼no opo´ agap�q
ke opos elipiTis Dia loÄu mu pos Den eÄinen ekino opu aÄapas
And as you were sorry on my account that what you desired did not happen
(Kambouroglou I:178; Athens)
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One of the factors that may be at work here is the use of pos as a causal connec-
tive in Cretan and other Greek dialects, as illustrated in (49a, 49b)Ñrecalling
that emotive complements are causal in nature:

(49a) Katªxeiq e¼da uarÃ; pvq soy bg�nei ta m�uia soy keion� to kvpªlli pvq diab�zei!
katexis ida Taro? pos su vÄani ta maTia su kiona to kopeli pos Diavazi!
Do you know what I think? That boy makes you green with envy because he
can read! (HDIC; from G. Marantis, To Mixeli¿ (Athens 1921) p.Ê21; Crete)

(49b) pentampel� da ton eb�ftisene pvq e¼xene pªnte r¼zeq tÕ ampªlin toy
pedabela Da ton evaftisene pos ixene pede rizes t abelin tu
she called him Five-Vine because his vineyard had five vines (Analects 66;
Naxos, Cyclades)

Emotive-pos extends to other parts of Greece. It is attested in the Heptanesa, in-
cluding both Corfu (50a, 50b, 50c) and Zante (51a, 51b, 51c):

(50a) ÇDe ft�nei,È ªlege mªsa toy, Çpvq to sp¼ti ejªpese t¿so;È
ÒDe ftani,Ó eleÄe mesa tu, Òpos to spiti eksepese toso?Ó
ÒIsnÕt it bad enough,Ó he thought, Òthat our house has fallen so low?Ó (TheotM
18)

(50b) Ki o KÃstaq t¿teq efobüuhke op¼sv mhn ton ekat�dine, kÕ emet�noivse pvq den ton
e¼xe apoteleiÃsei sto gial¿.
ki o kostas totes efoviTike opiso min ton ekataDine, k emetaniose pos Den ton ixe
apoteliosi sto Äialo.
And then Kostas feared he might turn him in, and regretted that he hadnÕt fin-
ished him off at the beach. (TheotC 45)

(50c) (1543)
Den lypo´mai pvq apoua¼nv, di¿ti blªpv eke¼non opo´ ªnai ait¼a na apou�nv pvq
kai ayt¿q san emªna apounüskei.
Den lipume pos apoTeno, Dioti vlepo ekinon opu ene etia na apoTano pos ke aftos
san emena apoTniski.
I am not sad that I am dying, for I see that he who was the cause for me dying
is also dying like me. (Nouk 124)

(51a) D¿ja soi o Ue¿q, pvq eporopi�sate to sp¼ti saq.
Doksa si o Teos, pos eporopiasate to spiti sas.
Thank God that you have settled your household. (MinA 444; Volimes, Zante)

(51b) H m�na toy to x�rhke pvq trÃei pol´ o gyi¿q tsh kai toy pügaine k�ue br�dy ta dyo
pi�ta to fa�.
i mana tu to xarike pos troi poli o Äios tsi ke tu piÄene kaTe vraDi ta Dio piata to
fai.
His mother was happy that her son ate a lot, and took him his two plates of
food every night. (MinB 421; Lykoudi, Zante)

(51c) p�ei p�le sth l¼mnh xaro´menoq pvq ta c�ria ua ütoyna meg�la kai ua
uarapey¿toyna.
pai pale sti limni xarumenos pos ta psaria Ta ituna meÄala ke Ta Tarapevotuna.
he went to the lake again, happy that the fish would have grown up and he
would sate his hunger. (MinB 496; Lagopodo, Zante)

Barring influence from Puristic (certainly present in NoukiosÕ usage of oti, but
unlikely to have extended to its vernacular synonym pos), Corfiot seems to have
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been effacing its pu/pos distinction; pos was turning up as a marked variant of pu
throughout the Corfiot realis complementation grid. This is the only way of
dealing with the Corfiot paradox: pu expands at the expense of pos throughout
the paradigm (¤6.8), but retreats before pos in the one area it is supposed to be
strongest, emotives. Such an account would not, however, explain Zante, where
the complementation paradigm is not otherwise markedly different from CSMG.

The phenomenon also turns up in folksongs in the Peloponnese, in the region
of Pylia near the ports of Coron and Modon (52a)Ñalthough here too emotive-
pu is by no means absent (52b):

(52a) Den kla¼ne gia ton p¿lemo, den klain pvq polem�ne,/ kla¼ne pvq sÃsan to cvm¼, den
ªxoyn ti na f�ne.
Den klene Äia ton polemo, Den klen pos polemane,/ klene pos sosan to psomi, Den
exun ti na fane.
They do not lament  the war, they do not lament that they are fighting; they
lament that the bread has run out, and they do not have anything to eat.
(Tarsoulis 18)

(52b) O ªnaq kla¼ei poy mªuyse, kai pÃq ua jemeu´sei,/ o �lloq kla¼ei poy xürece kai po´
ua brei gyna¼ka?
o enas klei pu meTise, ke Èpos Ta ksemeTisi,/ o alos klei pu xirepse ke Èpu Ta vri
Äineka;
One laments that he is drunk, and how will he sober up; the other laments
that he is a widower, and where will he find a wife; (Tarsoulis 28)

Coron and Modon were long-time possessions of Venice, just like the Heptanesa
and Crete; as also argued for the spread of the form apu (¤B.4.2), there is a pos-
sibility of linguistic transmission from Crete or the Heptanesa to Pylia via the
Venetians.

Folksong, it must be said, travels, and is thus not a reliable index of local
grammatical patterns. For example, the following song excerpt from Chalcidica
is almost a verbatim parallel to a song already cited from Marmara (10); it thus
does not count as independent local evidence.

(52c) Den to Õxoy pvq pantre´iti ki pa¼rnei ton ixtr¿-moy/ m¿nÕ to Õxoy pvq mi k�lisan, na
p�oy na stifanÃsoy.
Den to xu pos padreviti ki perni ton ixtro mu/ mon to xu pos mi kalisan, na pau na
stifanosu.
I am not upset that she is getting married and is marrying my enemy; rather, I
am upset that they invited me to go and be the best man. (Vaglis 1986:68;
Portaria, Chalcidica, Macedonia)

The following example, also from Macedonia, is likewise too close for comfort to
(52a), and cannot be taken as reliable evidence:

(52d) «Enaq kla¼ei pvq gªrasi, kiÕ �lloq pvq de mporo´si,/ kiÕ alloq poy x�si ta pidgi�
enas klei pos Äerasi, ki alos pos De borusi,/ ki alos pu xasi ta piDÄia
One laments that he is old, and another that he is no longer strong, and an-
other that he has lost his children (LoucM 153; Hasia, Greneva, Macedonia)
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The only example remaining outside Eastern Greek which does not occur in a
folksong is (52e):

(52e) i kupe@ ³les a@ma ton "ÛDan ßama@ksan pos bo@re³se³ a@nßrupus zundano@s k′e³ kate@³fk′i k′i kat
k′e³ De@ ³n don e@ ³faje³ to ßir"Ûu�
Oi koypªlleq �ma ton e¼dan u�majan pvq mp¿rese �nuroypoyq zoyntan¿q kai
katªfki kei kat kai den ton ªfage to uhr¼oy.
i kupe£le£s ama ton iDan Tamaksan pos bore£se£ anTrupus zundanos ce kate£fci ci kat
ce£ De£n don e£faje£ to Tiriu.
Wie die M�dchen ihn sahen, wunderten sie sich, da§ ein Mensch lebend dort
h�tte hinuntersteigen k�nnen ohne da§ ihn das Tier gefressen h�tte.
When the maidens saw him they marvelled that/how a living human being
was able to descend down there without being eaten by the beast. (Heisenberg
16; Zagora, Magnesia, Thessaly)

Depsite the phonologically precise transcription indicating no stress on pos,
however, it is difficult not to credit that in this instance pos really does corre-
spond to ÔhowÕ (Èpos).

The only good evidence for emotive-pos, then, comes from the more conserva-
tive Eastern Greek and the Heptanesa, with Venetian rule a plausible vehicle be-
tween the twoÑthe more so as emotive-pos is known to be extant in works of the
Cretan Renaissance:

(52e) (~1610)
Vq boylhuÃ toy k´rh moy to d¼kio na milüsv,/ o «Ervtaq man¼zei moy pvq ue na ton
afüsv
os vuliTo tu kiri mu to Dikio na miliso,/ o erotas manizi mu pos Te na ton afiso
Just when I decide to tell my father what is right, Love is angered at me that I
would leave him (Erotok I 1061)

A calque from Venetian, which like other Romance languages has a single realis
complementiser for both emotives and other predicate classes, cannot be ruled
out, but seems unlikely in view of how slight Venetian influence has been on
Greek morphosyntax. The best way to explain the phenomenon is as a regionally
diffused archaism.83

6.10.2. Cognitive Predetermined pu
It is not unusual for cognitive acquired knowledge predicates to take pu-com-
plements, even in CSMG. Usually, the complement in question is either given
(53a, 53b) or topicalised (53c, 53d, 53e, 53f):

(53a) E¼xan m�uÕ poy e¼xe ªruÕ sto sp¼ti eke¼noq o Bord¼tÕq kai n¿mÕsan pvq ton ªstÕlan oi
klªfteq
ixan maT pu ixe erT sto spiti ekinos o vorDits ke nomsan pos ton estlan i kleftes

83ChristidisÕ (1981:171) claim that, while some speakers he consulted had emotive oti-comple-
ments, they only had it with imperfective complements, is belied by the data (48b, 48c, 48g,
50a, 51a, 52d). This means that the rationale he attempted to set up for non-pu emotive com-
plements (that reactions to stative events are more permanent, and thus more intellectualised,
than reactions to perfective events) cannot hold for this range of data, and cannot have deter-
mined the expansion of pos to such complements.
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They had learnt that that fellow Vorditis had come to the house, and they
thought the robbers had sent him (HDMS 1075:21; Elliniko, Ioannina, Epirus)

(53b) KiÕ oy lag¿q kat�labi apo´ ªx′ skoyp¿n tªtgoioyn?
ki u laÄos katalavi apu eC skupon tetÄiun;
And the hare realised that she (the fox) had such an intent. (LoucM 104; Venzi,
Grevena (?), Macedonia)

(53c) Kai eke¼noq to kat�labe poy ue nan ton xal�soyn
ke ekinos to katalave pu Te nan ton xalasun.
And he realised it that they would kill him. (Tarsoulis 57; Pylia, Messenia,
Peloponnese)

(53d) monÕ uªlv na me u�cete mÕ ayt� ta matvmªna,/ gia na to m�uÕ h geitoni�, gia na to
m�uÕ h xÃra,/ pÕ ad¼kvq me skotÃsate gia Õna zeyg�ri r¿da.
mon Telo na me Tapsete m afta ta matomena,/ Äia na to maT i Äitonia, Äia na to
maT i xora,/ p aDikos me skotosate Äia na zevÄari roDa.
But I want you to bury me in these bloody clothes, so that the neighbourhood
may learn it, and the town may learn it, that you killed me unjustly for a pair
of roses. (Tarsoulis 94; Pylia, Messenia, Peloponnese)

(53e) S�stise, byu¼sthke kai Õen to kat�labem poy pªrase nh Ãra kai marm�rvsen p�li
to Tªmploq.
sastise, viTistike ke en to katalavem pu perase ni ora ke marmarosen pali to
temblos.
He was astonished, he was lost in thought, and he did not even realise it that
the time passed, and the icon stand turned to stone again. (HDMS 993:27; Pyli,
Kos, Dodecanese)

(53f) «Ama t¿ mauan all′ f¼l′ k′noy p u� pirni tg kako´rgia, to´ pan na mhn tm par, giat¼
ua p�� xamªnoyq.
ama to maTan a´ fi´ cnu p Ta pirni tN kakurÄia, tu pan na min tm par, Äiati Ta pai
xamenus.
When other friends of his found it out that he was to marry the villain, they
told him not to marry her, for he would be destroyed. (LoucA 16; Lambiri,
Aetolia, Roumeli)

Cases in which the complement is neither given nor topical are quite infrequent:

(53g) K�bosiq boylªq toy x&Õn¿poyroy sÕkÃnoyn ta poyd�ri»a tÕq ta b¿di»a kai fe´goyn.
Katalaba¼nÕn apÕ ua na Õx&Õ mig�lÿÕ broyxü
kabusis vules tu Cnopuru skonun ta puDarja ts ta voDja ke fevÄun. katalavenn ap Ta
na C miÄa´ vruxi
Sometimes in autumn oxen lift their legs and leave. They realise that there will
be heavy rain (HDMS 657:161; Katarraktis, Arta, Epirus)

So overall, mainstream Greek dialects preserve the CSMG restrictions on pu
with cognitive acquisition: pu is marked for presupposition or (concomitantly)
topicalisation.

The same holds for cognitive static knowledge predicates; in the following, for
example, the complement is topicalised:
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(53h) na toy Õjera poy Õnai mismªrÕ!
na tu ksera pu ne mismer!
If IÕd only known (it) that itÕs midday! (HDMS 361:198; ÔPer.Õ (?)84, Tinos,
Cyclades)

A special case amongst cognitive static predicates is constituted by Timame
ÔrememberÕ. Consistent with CSMG, mainstream dialects use pu after Timame
only with imperfective complements, and only in introducing the recollection of
a situation, rather than the propositional rememberance of specific facts:

(54a) Uymio´mai poy Õlean ¿tÕ �ma phdüjÕ pid¼ (toy oyr�nio t¿jo) gªnoydan ts&o´pra
Timiume pu lean ot ama piDiks piDi (tu uranio tokso) Äenudan ts&upra
I remember that they used to say that if a child jumped (at the rainbow), it
would be born a girl (HDMS 1203:175; Artopoula, Ioannina, Epirus)

(54b) Uym�s &i poy blas&tümagiq & oy l´koyq na mi f�h;
Timas&i pu vlas&timaÄis& u likus na mi fai?
Do you remember how you used to curse that the wolf should eat me? (HDMS
1032:234; Krini, Larisa, Thessaly)

(54c) UÕmo´mi po Õlii h peuer� mÕ
Tmumi po lii i peTera m
I remember that my mother-in-law used to sayÉ (HDMS 923:322;
Paleokastro, Samos, Central Aegean)

(54d) Uym�mai pªrisy poy Õmoyna litroybi�rhq sthn ¼dia mhxanü pÕ anakatÃsame tsÕ
eliªq tsi dikªq soyÉ
Timame perisi pu muna litruviaris stin iDia mixani p anakatosame ts elies tsi Dikes
suÉ
I remember last year when I was working at the olive mill at the same mill
where we mixed in your olivesÉ (HDMS 787:329; Ithaca, Heptanesa)

In the two following examples, the pu-complement is perfective; in (54e), the
second, perfective pu-complement may be contaminated by the first, which is
imperfective, and is in verse, so one cannot make too much of it.

(54e) KORH: Uym�sai, Fi»ored¼no moy, tsai gi»�da de uym�sai,/ Poy üpairna ta pok�misa
tsÕ ürxoymoy tsÕ üllaj� se;/ Uym�sai, de sÕ epi»�sane demªno oi groys�roi,/ Stoy
basili»� se püane me mi»a timü meg�lh;
FI »OREDINOS: Uymo´mai poy me pi»�sane demªno oi groys�roi,/ Sto basili»� me püane
me mi»a timü meg�lh.
kori: Timase, fjoredino mu, tse Æada De Timase,/ pu iperna ta pokamisa ts irxumu ts
ilaksa se?/ Timase, De s epjasane Demeno i Ärusari,/ stu vasi´a se piane me mja
timi meÄali?
fjoredinos: Timume pu me pjasane Demeno i Ärusari,/ sto vasi´a me piane me mja
timi meÄali.
MAIDEN: Do you remember, my FioredinoÑand why wonÕt you rememberÑ
that I used to take the shirts and come and change you? DonÕt you remember
that the pirates captured you and bound you, and took you to the king with
great honour?
FIOREDINO: I remember that the pirates captured me and bound me, and took
me to the king with great honour. (Thumb 296; Ios, Cyclades)

84No current village name on the island satisfies this abbreviation, nor is it given in the pub-
lished Historical Dictionary abbreviation list.
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The only example which remains problematic is (54f); even here, however, the
context suggests recollection rather than rememberanceÑi.e. that what is being
recalled is a situation rather than a specific fact; so it is not certain that (54f) is a
real disruption of the paradigm.

(54f) uÕm�mi pÕ mÕ d�nÿÕsiq ªna xÕli »arÕ ki de sÕ toy g´rÕsa
Tmami p m Daøsis ena x´ar ki De s tu Äirsa
I remember that you lent me a thousand drachmas and I did not return them
to you (HDMS 1032:37; Farsala, Larisa, Thessaly)

Overall, then, mainstream dialects fall in line with CSMG as to the conditions
under which pu-complements may appear with semi-factive predicates.

6.10.3. Linguistic pu
Strictly speaking, pu-complements are not acceptable in CSMG. There are infre-
quent exceptions to this in CSMG itself, and this also turns out to be true with
mainstream dialects. In (55a), for instance, the complement is topicalised, a
factor favouring the use of pu:

(55a) Moy to Õpi h GiÃrÕq apo´ ua ÕruÕq stoy xoyrgi »¿
mu to pi i Äiors apu Ta rTs stu xurÆo
George said it to me that you were coming to the village (HDMS 925:228;
Sykaminea, Larisa, Thessaly)

Still, in the following examples, the use of pu is odd by CSMG standards: the pu-
complements are not in fact false, but nor are they particularly presupposed or
given:

(55b) E¼pan soy po{soyn ¿morfh kai p�nv soy to püreq
ipan su pu sun omorfi ke pano su to pires
They told you that you were beautiful and you took it to heart (Yannakou 222;
Rhodes, Dodecanese)

(55c) �ntra e¼xa sthn jenitei�, tÃra dÃdeka xr¿nia,/ �lloi moy len poy pªuane, kai �lloi
moy len poy Õx�uh./ÑAlüueia, k¿rh, pªuane, ki alüueia, k¿rh, ex�uh.
adra ixa stin ksenitia, tora DoDeka xronia,/ ali mu len pu peTane, ke ali mu len pu
xaTi./ÑaliTia, kori, peTane, ki aliTia, kori, exaTi.
I had a husband who emigrated, it has been twelve years now; some tell me
that he has died, and some tell me that he has perished.ÑTruly, maiden, he
has died, and truly, maiden, he has perished. (Tarsoulis 66; Pylia, Messenia,
Peloponnese)

(55d) Sta pali»� ta xr¿nia moy mol¿gae o makar¼thq o pappo´lhq moy poy ªpese ªnaq
ah 9t¿q sta Sÿedam�ki »a kÕ epüre sta n´xi »a toy Õna moysk�ri thq ueia-Pol´tvq.
sta pa´a ta xronia mu moloÄae o makaritis o papulis mu pu epese enas ajtos sta
s&edamaca k epire sta niCa tu na muskari tis Tia politos.
In times past my late grandfather used to tell me the story that an eagle once
swooped at Sfendamakia and took away with its claws a calf of aunt PolytimisÕ.
(HDMS 913:29; Paidemeno/Flesias, Messenia, Peloponnese)

(55e) «Otan kyliªtai to skyl¼, lªme apÕ ua brªjÕ
otan kiliete to skili, leme ap Ta vreks
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When a dog rolls around, we say that it will rain (HDMS 834:41; Astakos,
Aetolia & Acarnania, Roumeli)

(55f) LªnÕ poy ift� astªneâieq gi»atre´oydi mi toy tyfloyp¿dÕkoy
len pu ifta asteøes Æatrevudi mi tu tiflopodku
They say that seven illnesses are cured by the mole (HDMS 925:337; Kriovrisi,
Larisa, Thessaly)

(55g) (1786)
mÕ ¿lon opo´ hme¼q proq thn Panagi¿tht� toy koinÃq egr�camen m´riaiq forªq opo´
den uªlomen thn panier¿tht� toy dia arxierªa maq
m olon opu imis pros tin panaÄiotita tu kinos eÄrapsamen miries fores opu Den
Telomen tin panierotita tu Dia arxierea mas
although we have collectively written thousands of times jointly to his Holiness
that we do not want his Eminence as our church leader (Kambouroglou I:312;
Athens)

These examples do not point to a coherent geographical zone; if anything, with
the exception of the Dodecanesian (55b), they point to the Greek mainland, and
this is inconsistent with the fact that CSMG, which lacks linguistic-pu, is of
mainland Greek provenance. We have already seen fluidity in linguistic-pu in
Thracian, and the best that can be said here is that a similar fluidity appears to
hold on the Greek mainland, though it has bypassed CSMG.

6.10.4. Perception pu
There is a widespread tendency to use pu with indirect perception, contrary to
CSMG. However, one must isolate from indirect and direct perception the third
class of perception predicate use, where pu is fully acceptable in CSMG: eviden-
tial perception. It may be argued that many of the following instances, where
the perception is clearly indirect, reflect a evidential useÑÔrealiseÕ rather than
ÔseeÕ. This is clearly true of cases like (56d, 56f, 56k). For most instances, how-
ever, one cannot make this argument, and one can only say that pu has been
generalised from direct to indirect perceptionÑconsistently, one should note,
with visual perception, which already has been linked to the evidential meaning
in Greek.

(56a) Pern�n ai treiq mªreq apo´ Õtan na toyn ano¼joyn, ki» �ma toyn ano¼jan e¼dan ap ta
Õxei ªtma.
pernan e tris meres apu tan na tun aniksun, c ama tun aniksan iDan ap ta xi etma.
Die drei Tage gingen vorbei und sie gingen und fanden das Kleid bereit.
The three days for them to unlock him passed, and when they unlocked him
they saw that he had them ready. (Heisenberg 21; Zagora, Magnesia, Thessaly)

(56b) e@Dena@p ta djo@ aDe@rfja pu arj"Û to pro@to narß"Û
«Eden�p ta dyo adªrfi»a poy arge¼ to prÃto n½ru�
eDenap ta djo aDerfja pu arÆi to proto na rTi
Es sah einer von den zwei (andern) Br�dern, da§ der erste
(zur�ck)zukommen s�ume
One of the two brothers saw that the first brother was late coming back
(Heisenberg 36; Elias, Skyros, Thessaly)
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(56c) lipo@n o vasilja@s a@man "ÛDe pu e@ ³lipe to taps"Û � pe@rni ta ma@tja tu k′i fe@vgi � trava@ me@sta
roma@nja
Loip¿n o basili�q �man e¼de poy ªleipe to tac¼, pa¼rnei ta m�tia toy kai fe´gei?
tray� mªsÕ sta rom�nia.
lipon o vasi´as aman iDe pu e£´pe to tapsi, perni ta matja tu ci fevgi, trava mes sta
romaøa.
Der K�nig nun, wie er sah, da§ die Platte weg war, geht schweren Herzens
weg, er geht mitten ins Waldesdickicht.
So when the king saw that the plate was missing, he went away in despair; he
headed to the woods. (Heisenberg 44; Andron, Lemnos, Northern Aegean)

(56d) H m�na toy blªpontaq poy den emp¿rei na k�m� alloi»Ãq toy lªei
i mana tu vlepodas pu Den ebori na kami a´os tu lei
His mother, seeing that she had no choice, said to himÉ (ParnassosA 46;
Peloponnese)

(56e) San e¼dan oi �uurvpoi toy basilªa poy den ap�nthse po thn t¿sh b´uisi, kinüsane
kai püane parakont� toy.
san iDan i aTùropi tu vasilea pu Den apandise po tin tosi viTisi, kinisane ke piane
parakonda tu.
When the kingÕs men saw that from his great amazement he made them no
answer, they moved forward and came up close to him. (DawkD 187; Leros,
Dodecanese)

(56f) O gªroq püre p�li dr¿mo t½mpr¿q kai p¼sv, kai p�ei k�mposo Ãspoy uvre¼ poy to
gado´ri toy den efa¼neto po´geti?
o Äeros pire pali Dromo t ambros ke piso, ke pai kamboso ospu Tori pu to ÄaDuri tu
Den efeneto puÄeti;
The old man again turned round and goes some way, until he is aware that
his ass is not anywhere to be seen. (DawkD 319; Leros, Dodecanese)

(56g) Püge o patªraq me th m�nna sthn kasªlla tsai e¼dane poy ªleipe to Kvstant�tsi.
piÄe o pateras me ti mana stin kasela tse iDane pu elipe to kostantatsi.
The father went with the mother to the casket, and they saw that little
Constantine was missing. (HDMS 657:158; Vrysi, Euboea, Roumeli)

(56h) ÇTsÕ egÃ sÕ agapÃ, koymp�re,È ap�ntae o k�boyraq, ma ªlepe poy dem pügaine kal�
Òts eÄo s aÄapao, kubareÓ apantae o kavuras, ma elepe pu Dem piÄene kala
ÒI love you too, my in-lawÓ the crab would answer, but he saw that he wasnÕt
doing too well (HDIC; Laograf¼a 18 (1959):171; Megara, Old Athenian)

(56i) Sk¿tvsa me to l�stixo dy9o aspr¿koloyq kai toyq jepoypo´li »asa kÕ e¼da poy ütane
sa loyko´mi paxe9o¼
skotosa me to lastixo Djo asprokolus ke tus ksepupu´asa k iDa pu itane sa lukumi
paxe9i
I killed two wheatears with my slingshot and I feathered them and I saw that
they were as fat as Turkish delights (HDMS 913:3; Paidemeno/ Flesias,
Messenia, Peloponnese)

(56j) De glªpoy gv pÏfaÝq tq f�siq o´liq ki k�n′q toyn k′m�minoyn tÃra!
De Älepu Äo po fais ts fasis ulis ki kaøs tun cmaminun tora!
Do I not see that you have eaten all the wood-pigeons, and now youÕre pre-
tending to be asleep! (LoucA 14; Amvrakia, Aetolia, Roumeli)

(56k) M¼a for� �ma id�q p ua staj′ oy p¿noyq, na e¼si bªbaioyq pvq ua matast�j′ .
mia fora ama iDis p Ta stacs u ponus, na isi veveus pos Ta matastacs.
If you see once that the pain will drip away, be certain that it will drip again.
(LoucM 101; Pikrivinitsa, Grevena, Macedonia)
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These instances are not particularly localised. As a perusal of DawkD shows,
something is certainly going on in the Dodecanese; but the examples above
range from throughout Western Greek. Again, as with linguistic pu, there seems
to be a fluidity in place in the parent dialects of CSMG which has not been
transmitted onto their offspring.

6.10.5. Other classes
Outside the above semantic ranges, there are only two instances from the
corpus worthy of attention. The first features a strong determined cognitive
predicate:

(57a) S�matÕ ua skiftü poy igÃÉ
samat Ta skifti pu iÄoÉ
Would he even consider that IÉ (HDMS 1032:12; Farsala, Larisa, Thessaly)

This example is not good evidence of disruption, since skeftome Ôto think; to con-
siderÕ can be presupposed in modalityÑÔconsider the fact thatÕ. The second is a
much more serious challenge to the complementation paradigm: pu is in fact
used with an anti-factive predicate:

(57b) «Ekane kenªmoy h gra¼a poy de lªpei.
ekane kenemu i Ärea pu De lepi.
The old woman pretended not to see (HDMS 867:270; Vrisi, Euboea, Roumeli)

Vrisi is some 10Êkm from Kymi, a town that retains Old Athenian dialect amidst
the rest of Southern Euboea, which speaks Arvanitika. This is a major disrup-
tion, but whether it is a local innovation specific to Kymiot (there is no indica-
tion that other Old Athenian regions, such as Aegina, have changed their com-
plementation so drastically), or an Albanism (something that what we know of
Arvanitika, including the variant spoken in Euboea, belies), this appears to be a
local phenomenon without any more global implications.

There are, however, a couple of instances from Old Athens itself pointing to
disruption in the complementation paradigm:

(58a) (1786)
toy efa¼neto opo´ vs�n f´gh ap¿ thn Auüna, ªxei na x�sh ton par�deison.
tu efeneto opu osan fiÄi apo tin aTina, exi na xasi ton paraDison.
it seemed to him that when he left Athens he would lose Paradise.
(Kambouroglou I:304; Athens)

(58b) na mh fa¼netai poy e¼nai nªa
na mi fenete pu ine nea
so she should not seem to be young/so it should not be apparent that she is
young (HDIC: Marietta Kambouroglou, Param´uia 89)

Of these, (58b) does not have enough context to make clear whether fenome
Ôappear; seemÕ is being used with its factive or non-factive sense; so it cannot
count as a strong example. (58a) does correspond to ÔseemÕ rather than Ôappear
thatÕ; then again, the sentence is metaphorical, and its actual meaning (Ôwhen he
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left Athens he would lose outÕ) is true enough. So there is enough evidence to
suspect something has happened in Old Athenian, but no more; and the data
from Megara and Aegina does not indicate anything relevant. If something had
occurred in Athens, it would be a local innovation; the Arvanitika texts I have
investigated (Nicholas 1998a) calque Standard Greek complementation (��/se/
t�Ê~ pu/pos/na), even in the region around Athens, and can be ruled out as an
origin of any Athenian disruption.

6.11. Conclusion
We have several results arising from the data. For one, there is a diachronic
story of levels of complementisers being superimposed onto each other in the
dialects:

¥ Initially, the archaic level of participles (surviving in Italiot and
Tsakonian) and ho@ti (surviving in Silli and Mariupolitan);

¥ Then, loans from other languages: ka in Apulian Italiot, and the
calque to/tu/ndo in Anatolian Greek;

¥ Then, posÑabsent in Cappadocian, Mariupolitan, Maniot and
Tsakonian, vestigial in Italiot, infrequent in Pontic, competing
with oti in Macedonian;85

¥ Finally, pu.
As the final addition to the dialectal picture, pu is missing or underdeveloped as
a complementiser in Anatolian Greek (in much of which the Turkish calque ndo
has prevailed over a pu-complementiser.)

We also have several dialects expanding pu beyond the CSMG limits, ac-
cording to which pu is unmarked for true factives and marked for semi-factives,
and denotes direct rather than indirect perception. One direction of expansion
has been along the Information Modality axis, from Truth to Action; this has
occurred in Greek only in Italiot, and possibly Corfiot. The major direction has
been down the Evaluation Modality axis, with pu generalising from Presupposed
Truth predicates to Strong and Weak Assertive Determined Truth predicates.
This has taken place in Macedonia, and a language contact account suggests it-
self. But it has also taken place independently, so far as one can tell, in
Thracian, Tsakonian, Livisiot, Corfiot, and Italiot.

The extent of the spread varies from place to place, consistent with this inde-
pendence: the penetration of pu into the Weak Assertive paradigm, for instance,
varies from 81% in Cavafy to 18% in Lemnos (to look only at texts in the same
dialect group), and from no certain instances in Tsakonian to 94% in the
Diapontii islands. The heterogeny of Thracian is a major problem, particularly

85Elsewhere, pos has turned the tables on oti; in Crete, for example, pos has displaced oti (E.
Giakoumaki, pers. comm.) The dialectal distribution of pos and oti is a topic not hitherto ex-
plored by linguists, and nothing like a coherent picture emerges out of the HDIC data I have in-
spected. I am tempted to locate the innovation of pos in Eastern Greek, and make Macedonia
the stronghold of oti, but the data is much too tentative for any conclusion.
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with the inconsistent treatment of linguistic complements even from Constan-
tinopolitan to Constantinopolitan.

Given the paucity of texts from the region, one is left with the nagging suspi-
cion that the picture would clear up if more data was available. It must be taken
on face value in the absence of such data, however; and what it points to is a
disorderly and divergent expansion of pu from place to place. The same picture
emerges from the minor differences between dialects covered in ¤6.10. This dis-
orderly expansion, in turn, indicates not a uniform, problem-solving metaphor
determining the distribution of complementisers, but a contingent lexical diffu-
sion of pu, from complement class to complement class, proceeding at different
rates in different locations.

We have in Greek several dialects independently pursuing an expansion in the
domain of pu not pursued in CSMG. For a typologically likely development to
occur independently in different dialects or languages is hardly surprising. To
find a parallel, we need not venture beyond Greek; consider DawkinsÕ descrip-
tion of the imbalance in CSMG clusters, stH, skH, spHÊ> *sT, *sx, *sfÊ> st, sk, sf:

In Modern Greek the old consonantal groups of su [stHÊ> *sT] and sx [skHÊ> *sx] have
developed into st  [st] and sk [sk]; the second spirant has become the corre-
sponding stopped sound. But the analogous group sf [spHÊ> sf] has generally re-
mained unchanged. [É] But again this fixity of sf is not found quite everywhere.
In the island of Ikaria, in Mani, in the neighbouring island of Ky @thera, and in
Pontos, this group has gone the same way as su and sx, and the ancient sf¼ggv
[spH"ÛgùoùÊ> sfigo] has become sp¼ggv [spigo], the plant sf�ka [spHa@kaÊ> sfaka] is
called sp�ka [spaka], and so on. In all other features these three dialects differ
entirely: we have therefore to deal with an independent development along a line
apparently natural to the language. (Dawkins 1940:26)

Given the disarray of expanded-pu dialects versus the well-defined distribution
of CSMG pu, a localist might argue that this shows CSMG to have reached a
state of stable equilibrium with its pu, whose factivity is privileged by its etymo-
logy. The distribution of expansions beyond this, one could argue, is unstable
precisely because it is discordant with this inherent factivity.

pu is indeed overwhelmingly factive in Greek, and this is a fact which needs to
be explainedÑalthough as I contend throughout, it makes more sense for it to
inhere in the relativiser function of pu than its locative antecedent. But a hypo-
thesis that privileges the standard language over dialects is necessarily suspect,
when the standard language has prevailed over other dialects for purely extra-
linguistic reasons. By rights, after all, Constantinopolitan rather than Pelopon-
nesian would have been expected to form the basis of the standard language;
and even though it has not, it still has exerted some influence on the formation
of CSMG.

A closer look at the dialectal picture shows that these kinds of disruptions are
the rule rather than the exception. The dialects which have expanded pu are not
just outliers like Tsakonian and Italiot, but also quite mainstream dialects like
Thracian and Corfiot; and even amongst dialects where pu has not been fully
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expanded, there are still noticable deviationsÑEmotive pos in Pontic, Eastern
Greek and Heptanesian; linguistic and indirect perception pu throughout main-
stream Greek. The bar in CSMG on pu with learned cognitive acquired predi-
cates (anakalipto ÔdiscoverÕ, apokalipto ÔrevealÕ, etc.) is also inconsistent, given
how entrenched pu is in mainstream Greek dialects with the vernacular cogni-
tive acquired predicates maTeno ÔlearnÕ and katalaveno ÔrealiseÕ; these are no dif-
ferent to cognitive static predicates in allowing pu for given or topicalised com-
plements.

Factivity in Greek complementiser-pu, we may conclude, is a tendency, not a
necessity; the tendency is usually adhered to, and this is a significant fact; but it
does not seem to be airtight for any Greek dialect.



7.ÊDIATOPY OF pu BY ITSELF

In ¤6, a longitudinal study was made of complementation paradigms across
Greek deviating from CSMG. This chapter covers the remainder of the functions
of pu by itself in Modern Greek dialects.1 It is more akin to a survey, as the dis-
cussion is organised according to linguistic function, rather than region. Such a
survey has never been attempted to date, and the diatopic heterogeny in func-
tionality of pu, as well as the unifying factors in its use, can only emerge after a
full survey of this kind.

7.1.ÊRelative locative adverb

7.1.1.ÊHeadless locative
In archaic dialects of Greek, a pu-cognate can be used on its own to introduce
headless locativesÑa function normally performed in CSMG by Èopu. This hap-
pens in Tsakonian with pHi, even though Ôwhere(ever)Õ is normally expressed
there by okia, cognate to Èopu, or the pseudo-relative orpa pHi, corresponding to
CSMG eki pu Ôthere thatÕ.

(1a) Ez�kaÝ p\ Õ e¼ni katafiaskoymªn³oi tŝÕ e¼ni ªggoynte t\on K�toy K¿smo tŝÕ e¼ni oro´nte
toy penato¼ tŝÕ e¼ni par¼nte k¼soy.
ezakai pH iøi katafiaskumeni tþ iøi eNgunde tHon katu kosmo tþ iøi orunde tu penati
tþ iøi parinde kisu.
They went where people fall into comas and go into the Underworld and see
the dead and come back. (CostS ¤12; Melana, Southern Tsakonia)

In fact, orpa pHi is juxtaposed with the older headless pHi in (1b):

(1b) Ez�tŝÕ o nhxanik¿, p\ Õ ªkÕ ªxoy o gªroy Pa´lo prÃta ªna magaz¼, ¿rpa p\ Õ ªki a
plate¼a, d¼pla.
ezatþ o øixaøiko, pH ek exu o Äeru pavlo prota ena maÄazi, orpa pH eki a platia,
Dipla.
The mechanic went where old Paul used to have a shop, next to where the
square used to be. (CostD ¤9d; Kastanitsa, Northern Tsakonia)

This also occurs in Cappadocian; the example below originates from Misti,
where pu is also in use as a temporal (¤B.1)Ñuncharacteristically for Cappa-
docia, where pu-cognates are usually phonologically unreduced (op, opu, ap,
apu).

1The functions of pu in collocation have been excluded from this work due to space constraints
(Nicholas 1998b).
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(2a) Poy t klÃÝx, ex ªna c&ir�x.
pu t kloix, ex ena tSirax.
Where she is walking, there is a servant. (Dawk 386; Misti)

In fact, locative pu appears in reduced form as early as the Turco-Persian Sufi
poets (2b); this seems to testify to an early independent development in Old
Anatolian Greek.

(2b) (xiiiÊAD)

K¦ã jã s©á . ,,,,....â  ©á sã . hjs Kd. Dgh.á
pÃaly pyn stÃa psilÃa puw plÃastikin.
P�li pügen sta chl� poy pl�sthken.
pali piÄen sta psila pu plastiken.
de nouveau elle est mont�e dans les hauteurs o� elle a �t� cr��e.
Again it goes to the heights where it was created. (Valed Reb�bn�me)

The presence, however, of temporal pu in Misti makes it possible that the re-
analysis went in a direction opposite to the usualÑfrom temporal to locative.

A third dialect with headless locative pu is Mariupolitan, related to Cappa-
docian on independent evidence (¤6.6):

(3a) PPPPuuuu sma na stykit ’to tu fos, ’ti sma vals futyja.
pu sma na stökit to tu fos, ti sma vals futöja.
Near where the light stands, there you shall make a fire. (AbrM 35)

(3b) PPPPuuuu en pulá luxtórja, at’í argá ksymiréf.
pu en pula luxtorja, atJi arÄa ksömiref.
«Opoy e¼nai pollo¼ kok¿roi, eke¼ arg� jhmerÃnei.
Èopu ine poli kokori, eki arÄa ksimeroni.
Where there are many roosters, there it dawns late. (Pappou-Zhuravliova
1995:50)

And unsurprisingly, given the affinity of the three dialects, this usage also turns
up (though only twice) in the Pontic corpus:

(4a) EgÃ poy zv es´ ÕkÕ epore¼q.
eÄo pu zo esi k eporis.
Where I live, you cannot. (KandilF 131; Chaldia)

(4b) ArÕ ªla cÿh kai mÕ ebga¼ntÕq po´ e¼sai;
ar ela pSi ke m evÄents Èpu ise?
Loip¿n na mh bgei h cyxü soy eke¼ poy e¼nai;
lipon na mi vÄi i psixi su eki pu ine?
So would your soul not come out (of your body, from rage) right where you
stand? (FotD 269)

One more dialect it turns up in has significant affinity with Anatolian Greek:
Cypriot.

(5) na pa@me po@-s&i nero@n krio@ na ton issa@ksume na ka@mumen ofto@ na fa@me
na pame po Si neron krio na ton isùaksume na kamumen ofto na fame
LetÕs go where thereÕs cold water, letÕs slaughter it, letÕs make roast meat, letÕs
eat. (Newton ¤7.1.4; Pano Panaya, Central Cyprus)
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These dialects all have distinct headless locatives corresponding to Èopu (okia in
Tsakonian), so there can be no question of a merger between Èopu and pu. Yet in
all instances but (3b), the pu-headless locatives are definiteÑcontrasting with
Èopu, which is indefinite. The CSMG equivalent of this pu is not Èopu, but the
pseudo-relative eki pu Ôthere whereÕ (¤3.2.2: CSMG pseudo-relatives act as the
definite equivalents of indefinite headless relativisers.) So headless-pu seems to
fulfil a distinct semantic function in these dialects.

There are two conclusions one can draw about this pu. First, the only explana-
tion for its semantics is an analogical development from its more widespread
counterpart and reflex, the headed and definite relativiser pu. This is a neat re-
versal of the usual grammaticalisation process. Usually, the reflex preserves se-
mantic properties of the etymon through persistence. Here, it seems, the reflex
has passed the semantic property of definiteness back onto the etymon, distin-
guishing locative pu from Èopu. This is the only justification for headless-puÑ
unusual as it may be. There is no phonological reason why the indefinite Èopu
would retain sentential stress, and thus preserve its initial vowel, but the defi-
nite pu lost sentential stress and its initial vowel. The only form of Èopu which
could lose sentential stress through widespread use was the relativiser, and the
relativiser must be the antecedent of locative-pu.

The second conclusion is that headless definite locative pu is an archaism,
even if it represents an innovative extension of pu compared to mainstream
Greek. The ambit of the form is Tsakonian, and the descendants of Old Ana-
tolian GreekÑtogether with Cypriot, related to them at a further remove.2

There is only one dialect in which dropping the initial vowel of Èopu has be-
come regular: Calabrian Italiot, for which pu is the only locative form (6a). In
Apulian Italiot, pu is also in use (6b), alongside epu and ipu (Rohlfs 1977:138).

(6a) k@ai d´o potamo¼, ªna eke¼tue, o Foyr-r¼a, k@ai ªna ap-pÔÕ Ãde, h Amyd-dal¼a,
zm¼dzondo poy teg-geâiÃn-nei Õo pa�si.
tSe Dio potami, ena ekitTe, o furùia, tSe ena apùH oDe, i amidùalia, zmidzondo pu
teÆùoni o paisi.
kai d´o potamo¼, ªnaq eke¼uen, o Foyr-r¼aq, kai ªnaq apÕ edÃ, h Amygdali� ²É³
enÃnontai eke¼, poy teleiÃnei to xvri¿.
ke Dio potami, enas ekiTen, o furùias, ke enas ap eDo, i amiÄDalia [É] enonode eki,
pu telioni to xorio.
And two rivers, one over there, the Furria, and one over here, the Amiddalia,
meet where the village ends. (HDMS 924:53; Rochudi, Calabria)

(6b) Tªlv sªmpre poy p�v na ponÃ gia sªna,/ tsai soy na mh pon� gia mªna.
telo sempre pu pao na pono Äia sena,/ tse su na mi poni Äia mena.
I want always, wherever I go, to ache for you, and for you never to ache for
me. (Lampakis 47; Sternatia, Apulia)

Since Èopu is not extant in the dialect, there is no phonological distinction be-
tween indefinite and definite locativesÑunlike the eastern outlier dialects: (6a)

2It would not be a surprise if something similar turned up in Livisi; but I have not found any
such instances in my (rather extensive) corpus.
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is definite, while (6b) is indefinite. No such functional distinction seems to have
developed between pu and the Apulian forms ipu and epu, either.3

7.1.2.ÊBounded locative
The function of a bounded locative is properly relativising rather than explicitly
locative (cf. the place that I sat); this function of pu is thus omnipresent in
Greek.4 If another indeclinable relativiser, with no locative etymology, is extant
in a Greek dialect, one would expect it to do the same bounded locative work.
This is the case for Pontic ndo, Cappadocian to, and Italiot ti:

(8a) NÕ a�-zÕ ta xÃmata nto ke¼tai!
n aQz ta xomata ndo kite!
Hallowed be the ground where he lies! (KandilE 126; Chaldia, Pontus)

(8b) eke¼ to na yp�mÕ to t¿poq so x´ra ombr¿ enÕ poyxvmªno ªna na¼ka vq to mªs&h tÕ.
eki to na ipam to topos so xira ambro en puxomeno ena neka os to meSi t.
There at the place where we will go, in front of the door there is a woman
buried up to her waist. (AravanF 170; Aravani, Western Cappadocia)

3The use of pu instead of Èopu extends further in Italiot to locatives formed from (o)pu: pukambu
ÔanywhereÕÊ< Èopu k an Èopu, punane and pukanene ÔeverywhereÕÊ< Èopu (ke) na ne Ôwherever it may
be; anywhereÕ, and variants of pupote ÔnowhereÕÊ< Èopu pote Ôwhere neverÕ (extant in Eastern
Greek as pupetis).
This elision of the initial vowel of Èopu is reminiscent of the elision of a similar connective, pos.
In CSMG, the triplet Èopos/Èpos/pos is distinguished along lines similar to Èopu/Èpu/pu: opos is the
manner correlative ÔasÕ to the interrogative Èpos Ôhow?Õ, while the unstressed version, which in
Ancient Greek would have been the indefinite ÔsomehowÕ, takes on a novel functionÑin this
case, as a realis complementiser. pos is formed through the phonological attrition of Èpos, as I
have argued elsewhere (Nicholas 1996); in some dialects, Èopos has also undergone this attrition,
giving ÈoposÊ> oposÊ> pos ÔasÕ. This occurs in Italiot (Rohlfs 1964:p©q), just as it has with ÈopuÊ>
opuÊ> pu, although not, it seems, in Tsakonian or Pontic.
The use of Èopu to express temporal and circumstance meanings, as well as strictly local
meanings, naturally persists in Modern Greek; it can be mentioned without further comment:
(7) «Opoy den e¼nai dynat¿ n½koloyuüs� kane¼q toyq fvnologiko´q n¿moyq, ¿poy

katant� d´skolo na katal�boyme ton kanonik¿ t´po, prªpei na tairi�joyme
toyl�xisto to typik¿.
Èopu Den ine Dinato n akoluTisi kanis tus fonoloÄikus nomus, Èopu katada Diskolo
na katalavume ton kanoniko tipo, prepi na teriaksume tulaxisto to tipiko.
Where it is not possible for one to follow the development of the phonological
laws, where it becomes difficult for us to work out which is the regular form,
we must at least keep the morphology consistent. (PsichHLQ 155)

4Tzartzanos claims that Thessalian distinguishes between Èopu and apu as locatives on the basis
on sentence position:

With locative meaning in the beginning of a sentence, op (=ÊÈopu) is used. e.g. op ki
an pis Ôwherever you might sayÕ; op na paenis Ôwherever you might goÕ etc. But iki,
apu ipis Ôthere, where you saidÕ; iDo, ap kaTumi Ôhere, where I sitÕ etc. (Tzartzanos
1989 [1909]:60)

The distinction is valid, but the basis Tzartzanos identifies is not. His instances of locative ap are
associated with definite locativesÑmore specifically, pseudo-relativesÑwhich are necessarily
not sentence-initial, since they follow their antecedent in Greek syntax. His instances of locative
op, by contrast, are indefinite and free relativisers; it is a fact of Greek syntax that these are
clause-initial. So the Thessalian distinction between op and ap is entirely contingent on seman-
tics, and is parallel to the distinction in CSMG between Èopu and pu, stemming from divergence
in grammaticalisation between etymon and reflex.
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(8c) Teq �fhka k @ai kond¿fera Õq te sx¿le, ti e¼xe ek@e¼noi, ti üs-sa f-f´gonda an da sp¼ti»a
tes afika tSe kondofera s te sxole, ti ixe etSini, ti isùa fùiÄonda an da spitja
Teq afüsa kÕ eg´risa sta sxole¼a, ¿poy üsan eke¼noi, poy e¼xan f´gei ap¿ ta sp¼tia
tes afisa k eÄirisa sta sxolia, Èopu isan ekini, pu ixan fiÄi apo ta spitia
I left them and returned to the schools, where there were those who had fled
their houses (HDMS 924:56; Rochudi, Calabria)

7.2.ÊRelativiser

7.2.1.ÊSimple relativiser

Rival relativisers

o  o p i o s

The Puristic declinable relativiser o opios competes with pu in CSMG; but pu
remains the major relativiser of Greek. While MakriyannisÕ morphology was af-
fected by the Puristic used around him, for instance, he does not once use o
opios. Even in TahtsisÕ text, which makes significant concessions to Puristic,
there are only 50 instances of o opios, as against 838 instances of relativiser puÑ
a proportion close to 17 to 1.

As a Puristic relativiser, o opios does not itself form part of the dialectal pic-
ture. However, it became incorporated into the language of dialect speakers in
xixÊAD, and the resulting hypercorrective doublet o opios pu joins a long list of
connective doublets in Modern Greek (Kapsomenos 1968). For instance, in the
Marmara texts (HDMS 756), the speaker Mistolis Youvarlakis uses o opios pu no
less than 9 times in 21 pages (3ä)Ñalthough it is used by noone else in the text:

(9a) KÕ ´stera üruane dy»¿ i »atro¼, ªnaq To´rkoq i»atr¿q, Uvman¿q, kÕ ªnaq «Ellhnaq, opo¼oq
poy Õtan aixm�lvtoq.
k istera irTane Djo jatri, enas turkos jatros, Tomanos, k enas elinas, opios pu tan
exmalotos.
Then two doctors came, one Turkish doctor, an Ottoman, and one Greek, the
which that was a prisoner of war. (HDMS 756:153)

This confirms that o opios is a hypercorrection, and not a real part of the con-
temporary dialect; if it was, it would not be restricted to idiolects.5

5o opios in this collocation normally agrees grammatically with its head, although in one in-
stance in the text agreement breaks down:
(9b) eme¼q e¼maste ªna d�gma strato´,

emis imaste ena daÄma stratu,
we were a batallion (NEUT.NOM.SG) army (MASC.GEN.SG)
opo¼oq poy ümaste pistofylakü.
opios pu imaste pistofilaki.
the which (MASC.NOM.SG) we.were rear-guard (FEM.NOM.SG)
We were a battalion of the army, the which that was acting as the rear-guard.
(HDMS 756:164)

The breakdown points to o opios not being fully integrated into the speakerÕs grammatical
systemÑfurther proof of o opios pu being a hypercorrection.
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t o

The survival of the EMG relativiser to in Cappadocian, Pontic, and Mariupolitan
is discussed in ¤B.1 and ¤B.2. There are also traces of survival of to in Eastern
Greek, which is more archaic than Western Greek. However, not all Eastern
Greek dialects preserve to equally well.

Thus, to survives in proverbial use in Livisi (27 instances in MousP). Outside
proverbs, there is only one instance which might not be formulaic; even then, ta
is juxtaposed with the more usual ÔheadlessÕ relative, the pseudo-cleft afta pu
Ôthat whichÕ:

(10a) Ayt� poy sÕ ªkama e¼nÕ il ³l ³¼a. Ta ua si k�moy na deiq!
afta pu s ekama in ilùia. ta Ta si kamu na Dis!
What I have done to you (until now) is nothing. Wait and see what I will do to
you! (MousT 63)

Similarly in Cypriot, there are hints of a survival of to outside proverbs, in
MihailidisÕ narrative poetry; while traditional poetic speech is archaic, and I
have not identified survivals in prose, instances like the following are in dia-
logue, and this is eponymous literary writing rather than folk song. So to is
probably in productive use here:

(10b) Ta e¼peq ªn alhuin�, afªnth, martyrÃ to
ta ipes en aliTina, afendi, martiro to
What you have said is true, my lord, I lay witness to it (Mihailidis 217)

(10c) Br´je, tzi eme¼q to peuym�q eyt´q na soy to po´men
vrikse, dZi emis to peTimas eftis na su to pumen
Be silent, and what you wish, we shall immediately tell you (Mihailidis 220)

In the Dodecanese to has remained fully productive to this day; in Symi
Karanastasis (1974:128) gives such prosaic examples as (10d), and there are
several instances from DawkD, from Astypalaea, Leros, and Kos.

(10d) «Ephe sthn Amerikü gÕ ªfere biâo da b�l-lei o noy s-soy
epie stin ameriki g efere bjo da valùi o nu sùu
He went to America and he brought back whatever you can think of (Symi)

(10e) Kat� poy ton e¼den o basilts�q me to mülon, hrÃtan ton? tsÕ e¼pen toy ta to{pen o
�nntzeloq, tsÕ üdvtsªn toy to mülon.
kata pu ton iDen o vasiltsas me to milon, irotan ton; ts ipen tu ta tu pen o andzelos,
ts iDotsen tu to milon.
When the king saw him with the apple he questioned him, and the priest told
him what the angel had said, and gave him the apple. (DawkD 41; Astypalaea)

(10f) ammÕ o k´rhq thq hfÃnajªn thq jexvrist� kÕ üleªn thq, pvq den hkat�laben ¼nta
e¼pasi t¿teq, vq kai ta to{pe to basil¿poylo Õq tod dr¿mo.
amù o kiris tis ifonaksen tis ksexorista k ileen tis, pos Den ikatalaven inda ipasi
totes, os ke ta tu pe to vasilopulo s toD Dromo.
but her father called her aside and said to her that he had not understood
what they were saying, nor what the kingÕs son had said to him on the road.
(DawkD 247; Leros)
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(10g) «Ama nªbhke Õq tÕ adªrfi»a toy, dhgi»�tai toq ta e¼de kÕ ükoyse p¿jv Õpo tom p´rgon
toq, kai katauam�jan kÕ eke¼na
ama nevike s t aDerfja tu, DiÆate tos ta iDe k ikuse pokso po tom pirÄon tos, ke
kataTamaksan k ekina
When he went up to his brothers, he narrates to them what he had seen and
heard outside their tower, and they too were filled with wonder (DawkD 134;
Asfendiou, Kos)

In Rhodes, to survives at least in proverbs, as many instances from Yannakou
show (e.g. p.Ê55: ta Äapa i karDia t aTùropu/ ta kalitera tu kosmu Ôwhat a personÕs
heart loves is (for it) the best in the worldÕ).

In Cretan, to certainly survives in folksong (Kafkalas 1992:31); it is also abun-
dant in PsyhoundakisÕ contemporary translations of Homer into Cretan:

(10h) T¿tÕ h Pall�da h giAuhn� me ta tsÕ anauib�nei/ ki ejorgismªnh sta grik�, gyr¼zei
kai toy k�nei
tot i palaDa i Äi-aTina me ta ts anaTivani/ ki eksorÄismeni sta Ärika, Äirizi ke tu
kani
Then Athena Pallas, after what he said, and enraged with what she heard,
turns and says to himÉ (Psyhoundakis 9)

As discussed in ¤7.7.5, there also appears to be a survival in Cretan exclamatory
constructions, where the relativiser to is used instead of pu. As a productive free
relativiser in dialectal prose, however, evidence is slight:

(10i) Ta moy Õtaje o gªroq uªlvÉ
ta mu takse o Äeros TeloÉ
I want what the old man promised meÉ (Dound 184; Arhanes)

In all, there are signs of survival of to throughout Eastern Greek; outside the
Dodecanese, however, to has been confined to the poetic or proverbial regis-
tersÑa development which has probably taken place only quite recently.

In Tsakonian, which is in most ways outside the East/West split but is in
contact with Western Greek, to survives only in fixed phrases: ta iøi ta Den iøi
Ôwhat exists, what doesnÕt existÊ= everythingÕ, tHo peratþe Ôin what has passedÊ=
last yearÕ, and ta oøi kseru oøi au Ôwhat I donÕt know, I donÕt sayÕ (Costakis
1951:131). This appears to be a genuine archaism in conventional utterances
rather than an importation, because in Western Greek dialects, there is not even
this much survival: to is completely absent.6 t o has not been displaced in

6Even the counterexamples ultimately prove this rule. For example, there is one Macedonian in-
stance of relativiser-to I know of; it is a riddle in a story, so it is both an old formula, and one
which would have travelled along with the story:
(10j) ta masÃ, patÃ? ta uoyrÃ, foyrÃ

ta maso, pato; ta Turo, furo
What I chew on, I tread on; what I see with, I wear (Karayannis 1986:30;
Portaria, Chalcidica)

That this is a recurring formula is confirmed by the fact that the same formula shows up in the
same story as recorded in the Cyclades a century before:
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Modern Greek by pu, which has died out in most Greek dialects as a free rela-
tiviser (¤7.2.3), and which at any rate was a predominantly animate relativiser,
whereas to was frequently inanimate. It has rather been displaced by the inani-
mate free relativiser ÈotiÑa Classical word which never truly had died out. So to
and pu have only been partially in competitionÑalthough the inanimate
predilection of Pontic ndo appears to have had an effect on the relative distribu-
tion of pu against ndo in Pontic (¤B.2).

Syntactic behaviour of relativiser-pu

Throughout Greek, pu-relative clauses follow their head, except where the influ-
ence of Turkish has lead to a reversal, in Pontic and Cappadocian. In the fol-
lowing instance from Marmara (too westerly to count as Anatolian Greek, and
properly considered Thracian), the relative clause seems to be preposed:

(11a) «Hruame me tr¼a xr¿ni»a sto Marmar� p¼sv, o´te p¿rta o´te tz�mÕ o´te par�uyro
o´te ro´xa o´te poy e¼xame ªna soyr¼ krymmªna: pi�ta, ¿la ti ªx̂Õ to sp¼ti mªsa, den
h´ramÕ to t¼pota.
irTame me tria xroøa sto marmara piso, ute porta ute dzam ute paraTiro ute ruxa
ute pu ixame ena suri krimena: piata, ola ti eC to spiti mesa, Den ivram to tipota.
In three years we came back to Marmara; neither door nor window-pane nor
window nor clothes nor that we had a whole heap of stuff hidden: plates,
anything a house containsÑwe found absolutely nothing left. (HDMS 756:105;
Marmara)

Influence from Turkish (which preposes its relative clause equivalents) is un-
likely, given the overall status of Marmara Greek. This seems rather to be an in-
stance of syntactic contamination; first from the collocation ute pu Ônot thatÕ
(which is clearly not the meaning here), and second with the circumstance/ con-
trast meaning of pu (Ônor, although we had a whole heap of stuff hiddenÉ did
we find anythingÕ). The following example (for which Dawkins analyses pu as a
free relative) represents much the same structure:

(11b) ÇMe teq xarªq tsaqÈ, lªei o pap�q, tsai pa¼rnei poy toy dÃkasi moskol¼banon,
tsernzt�, t´pvsin, an�ma, tsÕ ªnÕ ashmªno uymntsastüri
Òme tes xares tsasÓ, lei o papas, tse perni pu tu Dokasi moskolivanon, tserndza,
tiposin, anama, ts en asimeno Timntsastiri
ÒWhatever will please youÓ, says the priest, and he accepts what they gave
him: incense, tapers, bread with the stamp, wine for the Mass, and a silver
censer (DawkD 41; Astypalaea)

The infrequency of such examples indicates that there is no serious disruption of
the syntax of relativisers in Greek outside Anatolian Greek (¤6.3, ¤6.4).

(10k) Ta uvre¼q forÃ. Ta masse¼q patÃ.
ta Toris foro. ta masis pato.
What you see with, I wear. What you chew on, I tread on. (ParnassosA 31;
Melos)
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7.2.2.ÊPseudo-relativiser
Pseudo-relativisers are a characteristic feature of Greek, used where other lan-
guages use correlatives (Ôthere thatÕ vs. Ôthere whereÕ, Ôthen thatÕ vs. Ôthen whenÕ,
Ônow thatÕ vs. Ônow whenÕ etc.); and it is no surprise that pseudo-relatives are
attested throughout the dialects of Modern Greek. Amongst the pseudo-rela-
tives, eki pu Ôthere thatÕ deserves special mention, both as the most widely dif-
fused pseudo-relative, and the pseudo-relative with the most semantic depth.

eki pu

eki pu is the oldest of the Greek pseudo-relatives. Several observations justify
this claim. First, eki pu is primarily a locative: the expression eki (o)pu Ôthere
whereÕ is a correlative strategy, and opu does not have to be analysed as a gen-
eral relativiser for it to make sense. The expression may thus predate opu be-
coming a general relativiser. Second, it is the most widespread of pseudo-rela-
tives; there are some dialects where eki pu is the only attested pseudo-relative.
Third, it is the pseudo-relative whose semantics has diversified the most; eki pu
has temporal and concessive meanings, alongside its original locative meaning.
The antiquity of the pseudo-relative is confirmed by the fact that these sec-
ondary meanings are also present in outlier dialects, which diverged from
Standard Greek over the past millennium.

D i a t o p y

eki pu, or other constructions with an expression for ÔthereÕ pseudo-relativised,
are omnipresent amongst Greek dialects as a locative, although its attestation in
my Western Cappadocian corpus is limited to a verse from a Delmeso folksong:7

(12) eke¼ gia poy str�ftoyn ta giali�, lampr¼zoyn ai kass¼deq,/ eke¼ gia poy foro´n
koylko´lia, ¿la e¼ntai adelfo¼ kai anecio¼ moy.
eki Äia pu straftun ta Äialia, lambrizun e kasiDes,/ eki Äia pu forun kulkulia, ola
inde aDelfi ke anepsii mu.
Now where the glass glitters, the helmets shine, where they wear hoods, they
are all my brothers and nephews. (Lagarde 21)8

The meagre presence of eki pu in Western Cappadocian is compensated for in
Pharasiot, where the eki pu-expression has grammaticalised the furthest as a
distinct connective. In Pharasa, dZapuÊ< dZi ÔthereÕ9Ê+ apu ÔwhereÕ is widely used
as a locative relativiser. Three aspects of its use indicate further development
from eki apu. First, dZapu has been univerbated; there is no trace of the final

So (10j) cannot count as an indigenous Macedonian instance of to.
7Since Western Cappadocian has an instance of eDo pu Ôhere whereÕ, one would expect eki pu to
turn up more frequently; however, one of the most important locative functions of eki puÑas a
definite counterpart to the indefinite ÈopuÑis usurped in Western Cappadocian by pu (¤7.1.1); so
there is less of a functional pressure for eki pu to be used.
8It should be noted that the Greek of LagardeÕs Western Cappadocian folksongs is suspiciously
extrametrical and close to mainstream Greek.
9dZiÊ< [eci]Ê< eki.
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vowel of dZi in the connective. This has not happened in any other dialect; there
is no form like *[ecapu] or *[ecipu] attested. There are counterexamples to this
univerbation within PharasiotÑatSi pu Ôthere whereÕ is attested (LoucLouc
¤455)Ñbut at least in the proverbial corpus, LoucLouc, dZapu is predominant.

Second, the normal definiteness distinction between Èopu and eki pu is effaced:
dZapu can be indefinite in denotation (13a) as well as definite (13b):10

(13a) Ts &�poy Õa yp�, ªnúi a Õng�ui bron doy.
tSapu a ipa, eni a NgaTi bron du.
«Opoy na p�ei, e¼nai ªna agk�ui mprost� toy.
Èopu na pai, ine ena aNgaTi brosta tu.
Wherever he goes, there is a thorn in front of him. (LoucLouc ¤11)

(13b) Ts &�poy tzÿo trÃÕ se, mh knúüuesai son �nemo.
tSapu dZo tro se, mi kniTese son anemo.
Eke¼ poy de se trÃei, mhn j´nesai �dika.
eki pu De se troi, min ksinese aDika.
DonÕt scratch yourself for nothing where you donÕt have an itch. (LoucLouc
¤423)

Finally, a dZapu-clause can have a head; this means that dZi ÔthereÕ is no longer
construed as the head of a relativiser, but the pseudo-relative is itself considered
a relativiserÑwhich, consistent with Pharasiot word order, precedes its ref-
erent:11

(13c) Ts &�poy tzÿÕ omdÝªzeiq Õq ton t zÿalo´, bga¼nÕ an Õag¿q.
tSapu dZ omDiezis s ton dZalu, vgen an aÄos.
there where you donÕt expect out of the bush
Ap¿ to xam¿klado poy den perimªneiq, bga¼nei ªnaq lag¿q.
apo to xamoklaDo pu Den perimenis, vÄeni enas laÄos.
Out of the bush where you least expect it, out comes a hare. (LoucLouc ¤463)

(13d) tze pªte toy sphto´ ton afªnth O x¿tzaq lªti Po´ ªni tÕ otad¿kko, tz�pi af�meq to
P�ska mot¿ toiq tzir�xoi moy;
dze pete tu spitu ton afendi o xodzas le ti Èpu eni t otaDoko, dzapi afames to paska
moto tis dziraxi mu?
and tell the householder, ÔThe teacher says to you, Where is the guest room,
where I am to eat the passover with my disciples?Õ (Lagarde 10: Luke 22:11)

These developments may have been prompted by the decreasing productivity of
pu as a relativiser in Pharasiot: if pu was not immediately recognised as a rela-

10The effacement of the definiteness distinction is a development in the opposite direction of
Western Cappadocian pu.
11This analysis assumes that the dZapu-clause in (13c) is not in apposition with s ton dZalu Ôout of
the bushÕ. I believe it is not: if the two locatives are in apposition, preceding the specific with the
general in this context (where the specific illustrates the general) is odd.
At any rate, (13d) is without doubt a headed relativiser. Its orthographical realisation as dzapi is
not alarmingÑGreek orthography cannot render palatoalveolars, and this is a parish Gospel
translation rather than a transcription by a trained linguist. The final vowel is odd: it is reminis-
cent of the Pontic relativiser pi, given the affinity of Pharasiot and Pontic; but there is no inde-
pendent evidence that pi was ever used in Pharasa. Still, there is no reason to doubt that dzapi is
the same word as dZapu.
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tiviser, dZapu might no longer be treated compositionally. But there is one way
dZapu does remain compositional where other dialectsÕ eki pu-expressions have
not: as far as I can tell from my corpus, dZapu is not in use as a temporal or con-
cessive. This is also the case for Silli, and shows that the pseudo-relative para-
digm has not spread outside the locative domain of opu in Cappadocia.

(13f) Pe¼nasami, niar¿ ren e¼xami na pio´mi, cvm¼ ren e¼xami na f�mi, fvn�jami eke¼ poy
k�tsami.
pinasami, niaro ren ixami na piumi, psomi ren ixami na fami, fonaksami eki pu
katsami.
We were hungry, we had no water to drink, we had no bread to eat, we called
out where we sat. (Silli 116)

Pontic broadly follows Cappadocian in its treatment of eki pu in having an un-
derdeveloped pseudo-relative class. With the exception of (14a), all Pontic
pseudo-relatives in my corpus have locative antecedents; Pontic thus groups
with the other Anatolian dialects in keeping close to the correlative origins of
the pseudo-relative:

(14a) atÃra pÕ e¼deq ¿la-, katÕ ua de¼knv se kai uÕ ervtÃ se
atora p iDes olQ, kat Ta Dikno se ke T eroto se
Now that you have seen everything, I will show you something and ask you
about it (KandilF 109; Chaldia)

Furthermore, consistent with the overwhelmingly locative provenance of
pseudo-relatives, only pu/pi is used with Pontic pseudo-relatives; the relativiser
ndo is not featured at all. This strongly supports the case that pseudo-relatives
are locative in origin; there is no other reason for the non-locative ndo not to
have entered the paradigm, when the only difference between ndo and pu/pi is
their etymology.12

However, unlike Pharasiot, and like CSMG, eki pu in Pontic has also gained a
temporal and contrast meaning (14b, 14c):

(14b) «Eggecen Õq sa po¼on münan errÃstesen kai nt¿ münan kai hmªran epªuanen kai
teleyta¼a eke¼ poy etele¼vnen k Õ ªsteken to mall¼n atÕq e¼pen kÕ ªnan moirolo�an
eNgepsen s sa pion minan erostesen ke Èndo minan ke imeran epeTanen ke teleftea
eki pu etelionen k esteken to malin ats ipen k enan miroloian
She mentioned what month he got sick in and what month and day he died, and
finally just as she was finishing with her wool, she also sang a lament (Papad
174; Stavrin)

(14c) Eke¼ poiÕ euªlnen na eft�ei kªrata, ex�sen kai tÕ vt¼a.
eki pi eTelnen na eftai kerata, exasen ke t otia.
Whereas he wished to gain horns, he ended up losing his ears. (Parot 47)

12Drettas (1997:349) claims that in the collocation atora to (=Êndo), the use of ndo rather than pu
is obligatory. This claim is belied by (14a); yet it proves, if anything, the strong locativity of
Pontic pseudo-relativeÐpu. As Drettas claims, pu-clauses in Pontic tend not to have abstract,
inanimate reference; so one would normally expect pseudo-relativisation, which relativises ab-
stractions, to use ndo. The pseudo-relatives in my corpus consistently use pu; but they are also
consistently locative, and this is the only apparent reason why pu, which is also locative, is pre-
ferred over ndo.
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Mariupolitan has one instance of a pseudo-relative, and that is eki pu (’ti pu).
While my Mariupolitan corpus is very small, the result is consistent with Pha-
rasiot and Pontic:

(15) Na si tu pu, glusa-m t’ ua klos, ’’’’ttttiiii    ppppuuuu ua pajs ’ndu ny-su.
na si tu pu, Älusa m tJ Ta klos, ti pu Ta pajs ndu nö su.
I will tell youÑmy tongue cannot utter the wordsÑtake care where you go.
(AbrM 75)

The Anatolian restrictions on eki pu do not obtain for the other outliers. Tsa-
konian, both on the Propontis and in the Peloponnese, uses its Ôthere thatÕ-ex-
pression in all the functions it has in CSMG: locative (16a, 16b), temporal (16c,
16d), and contrast (16e):

(16a) «Ama t\a t\ak� gkam� t\alomat¼da, tsa ph ütar tüna a t\alomat¼da ti k¿cvi to
ts�bala ts| ai ni jalütsvi.
ama tHa tHaka Ngama tHalomatiDa, tsa pi itar tina a tHalomatiDa ti kopsoi to tsavala
tþe øi ksalitsoi.
«Ama e¼xe st�jei kammi� stalamati� (ap¿ thn �gia koinvn¼a), eke¼ poy ütan ke¼nh h
stalamati� ua Õkoban to ro´xo kai ua to Õkaigan.
ama ixe staksi kamia stalamatia (apo tin aÄia kinonia), eki pu itan kini i stalamatia
Ta kovan to ruxo ke Ta to keÄan.
If a drop (of communion wine) had dripped, where the stain was they would
cut the cloth and burn it. (HDMS 754:173; Havoutsi, Propontis Tsakonian)

(16b) ez�i ta s´ntaxa, n̂Õ erªtse to moyar¿poyle c¿iue t\an tŝyl¼stra, ¿rpa p\ Õ ªki
Õkalino´mene, ¿rpa Õtser�t\e, eni�tŝere;
ezai ta sindaxa, ø eretse to muaropule psoiTe tHan tþilistra, orpa pH eki kalinumene,
orpa tseratHe, eøatþere?
püge to prv¼, to brüke to poylar¿poylo c¿fio sthn kyl¼stra, eke¼ poy kyli¿tan,
eke¼ jer�uhke, �koyseq;
piÄe to proi, to vrike to pularopulo psofio stin kilistra, eki pu kiliotan, eki
kseraTike, akuses?
he went in the morning, he found the colt dead in the rolling groundsÑwhere
it would roll around, there it died; do you hear? (CostD ¤2a; Lenidi, Southern
Tsakonia)

(16c) Op� p\ Õ ªki anemo´k\ a ton pªts &e, ek¿fte to kok�li tŝÕ eden�e to stüui si.
opa pH eki anemukHa ton petSe, ekofte to kokali tþ eDenae to stiTi si.
Eke¼ poy peto´se to liu�ri, k¿phke to koymp¼ kai f�nhke to stüuoq thq.
eki pu petuse to liTari, kopike to kubi ke fanike to stiTos tis.
Just as she was throwing the rock, her button fell off and her breast appeared.
(CostD ¤4c; Melana, Southern Tsakonia)

(16d) ÕTŝi� ph Õta trab¿tÕ, k¿fte a trixªa, kaftÃkaÝ ¿lÕ tÕ an�skeoa, po¿ xtypükaÝ.
tþia pi ta travot, kofte a trixea, kaftokai ol t anaskeoa, poo xtipikai.
Eke¼ poy trabo´san, k¿phke h trixi�, pªsan ¿loi an�skela, pollo¼ xt´phsan.
eki pu na travusan, kopike i trixia, pesan oli anaskela, poli xtipisan.
Just as they were pulling, the rope broke, they all fell on their backs, many
were hurt. (CostD ¤11c; Vatika, Propontis Tsakonian)

(16e) pa pHi na za@u kope@´i ka´"Ûtera na@øafeøïiko@
pa pHi na zau kope´i ka´itera na ø afeøïiko
Eke¼ poy na p�v yp�llhloq, kal¼tera na e¼mai afentik¿
eki pu na pao ipalilios, kalitera na ime afediko
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Rather than going to become a clerk, it is better that I be my own boss (Har
161; Vaskina, Southern Tsakonia)13

As for Italiot, Taibbi & Caracausi (1959) list etSi pu (< eki pu) for Calabrian
Italiot as a temporal connective, meaning ÔwhileÕ (17a), so there is no doubt that
the collocation is entrenched in Italiot. However, the connective does not seem
to have the connotation of suddenness of the matrix (= Ôjust asÕ) that it does in
CSMG:

(17a) E©©©©� pu �xÿise bis�ño, kr�s&e emm�na.
etSi pu eSise bisoøo, kraSe emùena.
Quando hai bisogno, chiamami.
When you are in need, call me. (TNC 94.4; Roccaforte, Calabria)
(CSMG: ama/*eki pu exis anaNgi, fonakse me)

The collocation also surfaces in Apulian, as both a temporal and a contrast
marker; in Apulia the temporal does retain a connotation of suddenness (or at
least, there is not sufficient evidence in my corpus to dispute this):

(17b) Ma tua pu leo iÕ ssan �puno/ pu fei Õ©©©©� pu Õo ttor�Õ
ma tua pu leo i sùan ipuno/ pu fei tSi pu o tùori
Ma queste cose che io dico sono come un sogno/ che svanisce nellÕattimo in
cui lo vedi
But these things I say are like a dream that vanishes the moment I see it
(Palumbo 59; Calimera, Apulia)

(17c) ıat�, ©©©©i pu xer�amo/ Õti sÕixa sto gratt�i,/ far�amo Õti mu f�nato/ Õti, n�, tosso
mmu paiÕ.
jati, tSi pu xereamo/ ti s ixa sto gratùai,/ fariamo ti mu fenato/ ti, Èna, tosùo mùu pai.
perch�, nel mentre godevo/ che ti avevo nel lettuccio,/ temevo, perch� mi
sembrava/ che tu, ecco, dÕun tratto mi sfuggissi.
for just as/whereas I was glad that I had you in my little bed, I was fearful,
because it seemed to me that, lo!, just like that you could flee from me.
(Palumbo 56; Calimera, Apulia)

These usages sit alongside locative etSi pu, which remains extant in ItaliotÑin
indefinite as well as definite use, as (17e) shows:

(17d) ‹e t�sson eporpat�ai pu arriv�spai e©©©©� pu �to o �66ose penit�ntise, pu �to pl�o
v�c=c=ose p�ra tom brotin�.
tSe tosùon eporpatiai pu arùivespai etSi pu ito o aêùose penitentise, pu ito pleo
vecùose para tom brotino.
E tanto camminarono che arrivarono l� dove era lÕaltro penitente, che era
pi� vecchio del primo.
And they walked so far that they arrived where the other penitent was, who
was older than the first. (TNC 42.8; Roccaforte, Calabria)

13(16e) is noteworthy in its archaic use of na to introduce a conditional, where CSMG would use
Ta and a past tense. This is not, however, conclusive proof that pa pHi is native to Tsakonian,
particularly since there are other conditionals in CSMG introduced with na (e.g. prokimenu naÉ)
Indeed, the long-lasting contact between mainstream Greek dialects and Tsakonian reduces its
value as an independent witness of the spread of eki pu.
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(17e) ©©©©i pu pao, ©©©©i pu sirno, pu steo,/ sti kkard�a panta sena vast�.
tSi pu pao, tSi pu sirno, pu steo,/ sti kùardia panta sena vasto.
e dove vado, dove mi reco, dove sto,/ porto sempre te nel mio cuore.
and wherever I go, wherever I head to, wherever I stand, I always bear you
in my heart. (Palumbo 26; Calimera, Apulia)

Cypriot temporal eki pu lacks the connotation of suddenness (Ôjust asÕ), just as
with Italiot (17a); this is obvious in the ensuing examples, which sound odd to a
CSMG-speaker:

(18a) Lªei aq p�v Õq to sp¼tin nÕ askopüsv, ¼svq thn e´rv. Kei Õpoy ürten eiq to sp¼tin
syllo�tai m¿noq toy? lale¼ aq p�rv thn so´xlan moy anammªnhn kai na p�v na
k�mv paratürhsin kalün Õq ton kamhl�rhn.
lei as pao s to spitin n askopiso, isos tin evro. ki pu irten is to spitin silùoate monos
tu; lali as paro tin suxlan anamùenin ke na pao na kamo paratirisin kalin s ton
kamilarin.
He thought, ÒIÕll go home and look; I might find her there.Ó When he came
home, he thought to himself; he thought, ÒIÕll take my lit torch and go have a
stern word to the camel-driver.Ó (Aetos 195)

(18b) kei poy maq e¼den ni »o´llikoq, eproshkÃuhkªn maq.
ki pu mas iDen øulùikos, eprosikoTiken mas.
When the young man saw us, he rose to greet us. (Loukas B24.60)

In Cretan, ekia pu is used as both a temporal (19a) and contrast (19b) marker;
Kafkalas (1995:29) glosses it as Ôthen, at that time, at that momentÕ, and the ex-
amples he adduces suggest that Cretan ekia pu retains the connotation of sud-
denness it has in CSMG:

(19a) ki ekei� poy koybedi�zame j�fnoy ekoimhuüka
ki ekia pu kuveDiazame ksafnu ekimiTika
and just as we were talking they suddenly fell asleep (Kafkalas 1995:29)

(19b) ayt¿q mÕ eblastümane, ekei� poy ton epart¿pairna
aftos m evlastimane, ekia pu ton epartoperna
he was swearing at me whereas I was taking his side (Kafkalas 1995:30)

It goes without saying that both the temporal and contrast meanings of eki pu
are plentifully attested in Western Greek.14

R e i n f o r c e m e n t s  a n d  r e n e w a l s

apo eki pu turns up in the Dodecanese as a reinforcement of temporal eki pu:
apo eki puÊ> potsia/poki pu. While apo means Ôfrom, sinceÕ, there is no strong in-
dication that the time point is ÔafterÕ rather than punctual:

(20a) Potsei� poy tÌden, eft�gi»anoq gªnhtse.
potsia pu to Den, eftaÆanos Äenitse.

14Temporal: e.g. Cephallonia: Skiadaresis 382; Zante: MinA 387. Contrast: e.g. Cephallonia:
Skiadaresis 383; Chalcidica: Karayannis 1986:93; Lemnos: Kontonatsiou 199; Ioannina: HDMS
1203:135.
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As soon as he saw the bullnut, he had his health again sevenfold. (DawkD 83;
Astypalaea)

(20b) Eke¼, n�, kai jefa¼nontai kai oi �uurvpoi toy basilªa. Poke¼ poy toyq e¼de, lªei
toyq?
eki, Èna, ke ksefenonde ke i aTùropi tu vasilea. poki pu tus iDe, lei tus;
Lo! the kingÕs men again show themselves, and when he saw them he says
(DawkD 188; Leros)

This seems to be a simple reinforcement, as potsia has replaced tsiaÊ< eki as a
locative adverb in the Astypalaean texts.15 The other ÔthereÕ-expression in
Astypalaea is ata, a word attested (in sundry allolexes) in various parts of
Eastern Greek. As the following example shows, the temporal meaning of the
Ôthere thatÕ expressions is not restricted to the particular lexeme eki, and can
also be expressed with ata:

(21a) Mntsan hmªra at� poy c�reytse me thm caropo´ltan toy, jor¼ntzei ton o poynªntoq
mntsan imera ata pu psareftse me tim psaropultan tu, ksorindzi ton o punendos
One day when he had gone fishing in his little boat, the west wind drives him
along (DawkD 31; Astypalaea)

While other ÔthereÕ lexemes are extant elsewhere in Greek, however, they do not
seem to have spread beyond a locative meaning; this holds for aftu ÔthereÕ in
particular:

(21b) AytoyÝ� apÕ k�uisi ua kryÃÕhq
aftuia ap kaTisi Ta kriois
YouÕll get a cold where you are sitting (HDMS 1088:32; Phthiotis, Roumeli)

(21c) X�re moy ayto´ poy Õuela paqÉ
xare mu aftu pu Tela pasÉ
Death, there where you are goingÉ (HDMS 622:120; Messenia, Peloponnese)

It seems that in Astypalaea, the elimination of tsiaÊ< eki contributed to a func-
tional transfer from eki pu to ata pu. In Western Greek, eki remains extant

15A superficially similar construction turns up in the Peloponnese, though it is not temporal:
(20c) TÃra ¿poi »oi ütan fr¿nimoi ap¿ Õkei poy na x�soyne th zvü toyq, e¼pane pvq e¼nai

kall¼tero na moyntzÃsoyne kai th basilopo´la kai ta kal� thq kai na f´goyne?
tora opji itan fronimi apo ki pu na xasune ti zoi tus, eipane pos ine kalitero na
mudzosune ke ti vasilopula ke ta kala tis ke na fiÄune;
Now those who had any sense, rather than lose their lives, thought it better to
give the finger to both the princess and what she was worth, and leave;
(ParnassosA 36; Peloponnese)

In this context, eki pu introduces a contrast clause, but it is irrealis; since the matrix is in fact a
comparative (kalitero naÉ apoÉ Ôbetter toÉ thanÉÕ), this construction conflates the comparative
and contrast constructions.
The other interesting aspect of the sentence is its archaic use of na to introduce a conditional ut-
terance, where CSMG would use Ta: the CSMG equivalent to this phrase would be eki pu Ta
exanan ti zoi tis Ôthere where (whereas) they would lose their livesÕ. As noted with (16e), how-
ever, there are other comparative conditional expressions in Greek based on na: para na Ôrather
thanÕ, prokimenu na Ôgiven the possibility thatÕ. So while this is an instance of pu na, pu na is not
used to introduce either a conditional expression (which it cannot do in CSMG), or a concessive,
but a contrast clause, which here happens to be irrealis.
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alongside aftu; so the temporal meaning may have remained specific to eki pu,
which was no longer analysed compositionally, and the temporal meaning was
not transferred to aftu pu. This is obviously a contingent truth, however, and
nothing intrinsically prevents a form like aftu pu from developing temporal or
contrast meanings, just as has happened with ata pu.

The foregoing discussion confirms the initial assumptions: eki pu is old
enough to have been univerbated in Pharasa, to have spread throughout the
Greek-speaking world, and to have even its secondary meanings diffuse every-
where except the most remote Anatolian dialects.

The last remaining puzzle is the absence of the connotation of suddenness or
unexpectedness for temporal eki pu in Italiot and Cypriot. If this absence is a
shared innovation, its geographical distribution is odd; and since there is
nothing intrinsic in the lexical semantics of Ôthere thatÕ to account for a connota-
tion of suddenness, the natural conclusion is that suddenness is the innova-
tion,16 which has not displaced the older straightforward temporal meaning in
Cypriot and Italiot. The acquired connotation distinguishes eki pu from the
plethora of other temporal connectives in Greek.

Why the archaism of no suddenness is not also attested in Pontic is not clear.
Overall eki pu is much less frequent in Pontic than in other dialects,17 and there
are only a few temporal instances in the corpus. So the archaism may be present
in Pontic but unattested in my corpus; or Pontic may simply have happened to
have access to the innovation of suddenness, which Cypriot and Italiot did not.

etsi pu

etsi pu Ôthus that, the way thatÕ is less widespread regionally than eki pu:
amongst the outliers, it is only attested for Propontis Tsakonian (22b)Ñwhich
leads one to suspect a calque from Thracian. This is consistent with it being far
removed from the locative origins of pseudo-relatives: etsi pu is a manner con-
nective, and can be considered equivalent to ÔasÕ:

(22a) Etse� pio boy katafªrthm-mÕ ¿onth dh paloarrÃsteian, ª-gamnv doyleiªq kai
k�omai stayr�kia, go´lh dhn hmªra
etsea pio bu katafertim m oonti di paloarostian, e gamno Dulies ke kaome
stavrakia, Äuli din imera
«Etsi pia poy katünthsa mÕ aytün thn sixamerün arrÃsteia den k�nv doyleiªq kai
k�uomai ¿lhn thn hmªra
etsi pia pu katidisa m aftin tin sixamerin arostia Den kano Dulies ke kaTome olin tin
imera

16The implicature arises straightforwardly through Gricean relevance/quantity: if the contiguity
of the matrix and adjunct is emphasised by including the redundant eki along with the connec-
tive pu, then the contiguity is to be understood as marked in some wayÑi.e. unexpected.
170.070ä in Pontic against 0.11ä for The Third Wedding, 0.31ä for My Voyage, 0.39ä for
MakriyannisÕ Memoirs, 1.1ä for Apulian Italiot, 1.4ä for Peloponnesian Tsakonian. There are
763 instances in the Hellas-L corpus (not removing duplicates), which amount to 0.053ä;
whether this is an artefact of Internet discourse, I cannot presently tell.
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The way I have ended up with this damned illness, I donÕt do any work but sit
around all day (HDMS 1104:59; Symi, Dodecanese)

(22b) Tra ph Õn̂Õ paa¼na, uÕ aporr¼j
tra pi ø paena, Ta aporiks
«Etsi poy p�ei, uÕ apob�lh
etsi pu pai, T apovali
The way she is acting, she will end up miscarrying (HDMS 754:172; Havoutsi,
Propontis Tsakonian)

(22c) giat¼ ªtsi poy maq jeklhr¼zei h jenhtei� de ua me¼nei klüma ma ¿rko ap¿ to fygi¿.
Äiati etsi pu mas kseklirizi i ksenitia De Ta mini klima ma orko apo to fiÄio.
because, the way emigration is decimating us, there will not be a vine left
standing, by my oath, with all the people deserting us. (HDMS 787:333; Ithaca,
Heptanesa)

(22d) Toyn lÿÕp�mi toyn ªrÕmoy, iªtsÕ apÕ kat�ntÕsi
tun ´pami tun ermu, iets ap katantsi
I pity the poor man, the way he has ended up. (HDMS 895:34; Moschato,
Karditsa, Thessaly)

etsi pu is also interesting because it is the only other pseudo-relative to have de-
veloped a substantial secondary meaning: it is also used as a temporal. This de-
velopment from manner adverb to temporal is cross-linguistically widespread
(cf. English as), and is also frequent in Greek (san, kata pu, etsi). As a temporal,
etsi pu is attested in Eastern Greek:

(23a) ªtsa poy gl�kane skont�ftei kai pªftei
etsa pu Älakane skodafti ke pefti
As he was running, he trips and falls (Kafkalas 1995:97; Crete)

(23b) e¼xane k�nei eke¼ sthn aylü ªna l�kko meg�lo kai ets� poy ªpaize to kopªli pªftei
mesÕ ston asbªsth, xÃuhke to kopªli ston asbªsth, p�ei to kopªli.
ixane kani eki stin avli ena lako meÄalo ke etsa pu epeze to kopeli pefti mes ston
asvesti, xoTike to kopeli ston asvesti, pai to kopeli.
TheyÕd made a big hole out there in the yard, and just as the child was playing
he fell into the quicklime, the child was stuck in the quicklime, and that was the
end of the child. (HDMS 1281:161; Anticythera)

(23c) g-y par�q, ªt?sei pÕ pª?sÕ, ti de k�?nÕ!
Äi paras, ets&i p pes&, ti De kaø!
When money changes hands, what can it not do! (Anagnostou 165;
Mandamados, Lesbos, Northern Aegean)

(23d) Tsag� Õpoy (g)´rize, br¼stsei ªna kaloforemªnon ompr¿q toy tsai lªei toy?
tsaÄa pu irize, vristsi ena kaloforemenon ombros tu tse lei tu;
As he was wandering, he found a well-dressed man in front of him who told
himÉ (Dieterich 469; Kalymnos, Dodecanese)18

In (23c), etsi pu takes a further step characteristic of temporals, but not of pu-
expressions: from temporal to conditional. Consistent with its irrealis denota-
tion, (23c) has PERFS tense rather than PERFP, and corresponds to the CSMG
collocation etsi ke. The transition is drastic by CSMG standards, and indicates

18tsaÄaÊ< etsa Da Ôjust thusÕ
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that etsi pu was already entrenched as a temporal in Lesbos; pu on its own
would be hard placed to make the transition to being an irrealis connective (but
see ¤7.4.6, ¤7.6.4).

Others

Other pseudo-relatives are neither as old nor as entrenched in Greek as eki pu;
nor is their meaning as prone to secondary developments as either eki pu or etsi
pu. In both Pharasiot and Pontic, for instance, pseudo-relatives are restricted to
locatives; when the temporal expressions adZi ÔthenÕ and are ÔnowÕ are modified
in Pharasiot, they are not relativised with either pu or tu, but are instead quali-
fied by with correlative temporal relativisers (ÔwhenÕ): adZi fotes (TheodB 280,
298, 324), are sam (TheodB 322). And (14a) is the unique instance in my Pontic
corpus of a non-locative pseudo-relative.

The most prominent instances of other pseudo-relatives are given below.

Ô h e r e Õ

The counterpart to eki pu, eDo pu Ôhere thatÕ, is attested throughout Greek dia-
lects, including instances where eki pu is the only other pseudo-relativeÑaDa tu
Ôhere thatÕ in Pharasa (TheodA 236), eDo pu in Western Cappadocia (Dawk 448;
Silata). However, eDo has not taken on any of the non-locative meanings of its
counterpart, in any dialect of Greek.19

Of course, other spatial adverbs may also be relativised:

(24b) Gia na moni�svÝ ªrixnam nerª ap�Õ sta meliss�e, axam� ph ütan̂, gia na moni�svÝ.
Äia na moniasoi erixnam nere apa sta melisae, axama pi itaø, Äia na moniasoi.
Gia na moni�soyn, r¼xname ner¿ p�nv stiq mªlisseq, k�tv (sth gh) poy ütan, gia na
moni�soyn.
Äia na moniasun, rixname nero pano stis melises, kato (sti Äi) pu itan, Äia na
moniasun.
To merge (the swarms) together we would throw water onto the bees, down
(=Êon the ground) where they were, to merge them. (HDMS 754:129;
Havoutsi, Propontis Tsakonian)

M i s c e l l a n e o u s  t e m p o r a l

Sundry temporal adverbs can also be pseudo-relativised. For instance, day ad-
verbs are pseudo-relativised in both Cypriot and Italiot, as well as mainstream
Greek:

(25a) P¿ce po nna Õrthq ªs-sv na b�lhq tzai to roman¼sin thq p¿rtaq giat¼ foo´mai
popse po nùa rtis esùo na valis dZe to romanisin tis portas Äiati foume

19(24a) seems to be an exception, but eDo here is already temporal in the collocation eDo k ebros
Ôhere and forwardÊ= from now onÕ, so pu is itself a temporal connective in apposition.
(24a) Ap¿ dv kÕ empr¿q poy arx¼zei to kr´o, o Sp´roq to prv¼ moylÃnei sto kreb�ti.

apo Do k ebros pu arxizi to krio, o spiros to proi muloni sto krevati.
From here on in when the cold starts, Spiro curls up in bed in the mornings.
(HDMS 956:16; Sinarades, Corfu, Heptanesa)
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Tonight when you come home bolt the door because I am afraid (HDMS
963:8; Cyprus)

(25b) echt�, pu �chame bis�gno, inv�ci �mmasto plen um�ni
exte, pu ixame bisoøo, invetSi imùasto plen umani
ieri che avevamo bisogno, invece, eravamo pi� umani
On the contrary, yesterday (=Êyesteryear) when we were in need, we were
more human (DGC 40; Chorio di Rochudi, Calabria)

(25c) Pr¿droymoyq ütani tsir�kÿÕ tÕ Poyst¿lÿÕ, ki proycªq ÕpÕ Õd�moysa toy l�la tÕ, mÕ e¼pi
¿tÕ �n̂Õji uÕkü tÕ dÕleâi�.
proDrumus itani tsirac t pusto´, ki prupses p damusa tu lala t, m ipi ot aøksi Tki t
D´a.
Prodromos was an apprentice with Apostolis, and the night before last
when I met his grandfather, he told me that heÕs started his own business.
(HDMS 1168:237; Agia Paraskevi, Serres, Macedonia)

(25d) «Adi, lej, sümira, po{ni kalü mªra, tsi tax«�, sa brªx«, mh pQq!
adi, lej, simira, pu ni kali mera, tsi taCa, sa vreC, mi pas!
ÒGo,Ó he said, Òtoday, while it is a good day, and tomorrow if it rains, donÕt
go!Ó (Kretschmer 522; Lesbos, Northern Aegean)

Ô t h e n Õ

Amongst the more frequent temporal pseudo-relatives, tote pu Ôthen thatÊ=
whenÕ is attested for Cypriot, Apulian Italiot, and Tsakonian, as well as main-
stream Greek dialects. The wide distribution of tote pu is consistent with its
close correspondence to eki pu Ôthere thatÊ= whereÕ.

(26a) Ai, t¿teq Õpoy ürten h Ãra h divrismªnh Õpoy paa¼nnasi kh eplagi�zasin, epüasi kai
ke¼noi na plagi�soysi kauÃq kai o´loi toy basile¼oy eplagi�sasin.
e, totes pu irten i ora i Diorismeni pu paenùasi ki eplaÄiazasin, epiasi ke kini na
plaÄiazusi kaTos ke uli tu vasiliu eplaÄiasasin.
Well, when the appointed time came for them to go to bed, they went to bed
just like everyone in the kingdom did. (Aetos 197; Cyprus)

(26b) ti fsichimmu echasa ev�/ toa pu immu pedi.
ti fsixi mùu exasa evo/ toa pu imùu pedi.
io perdetti la mia anima/ quando ero fanciullino.
I lost my soul when I was a child. (Lefons 1959:5; Calimera, Apulia)

(26c) To S�mpa ta nio´t\a, t¿t\e p\ Õ ügki fy�t\oynte toyr ampªle, n̂Õ eni�kaÝ p\ Õ ªki sfyzÿ¼zoy
tŝÕ ügki groyl¼zoynte oi par�de.
to samba ta niutHa, totHe pH iNgi fiatHunde tur ambele, ø eøakai pH eki sfiZizu tþ iNgi
Ärulizunde i paraDe.
To S�bbato th n´xta, t¿te poy f´lagan tÕ ampªlia, ton �koygan poy sf´rize kai
bronto´san ta xrümata.
to savato ti nixta, tote pu filaÄan t abelia, ton akuÄan pu sfirize ke vrodusan ta
xrimata.
On Saturday night, when they would keep watch over the vineyards, they
would hear him whistling and the money jangling. (CostD ¤4f; Melana,
Southern Tsakonia)

(26d) Ta malli»� pªsani apÕ toy pats¼ mÕ apo´ t¿ti, pÕ arrÃxtÕsa apo´ iloynoys¼a.
ta ma´a pesani ap tu patsi m apu toti, p aroxtsa apu ilunusia.
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My hair has fallen off my head since the time that I got sick with malaria.
(HDMS 1168:375; Sisamia, Serres, Macedonia)

(26e) t¿teq po zo´se h n¿na moy
totes po zuse i nona mu
Back then when my grandmother used to be alive (HDMS 423:64; Ithaca,
Heptanesa)

(26f) T¿teneq poy pantre´thka
totenes pu padreftika
When I got married (HDMS 957:45; Valti, Aetolia & Acarnania, Roumeli)

Ô n o w Õ

The same holds for tora ÔnowÕÑincluding allolexes of tora (27d, 27e):

(27a) TÃra apÕ gªrasa ua pi�soy toy noynto´lÿÕ mÕ ki ua k�tsoy ua afükoy ta pidi� mÕ na
k�nÕ koym�ntoy
tora ap Äerasa Ta piasu tu nudu´ m ki Ta katsu Ta afiku ta piDia m na kan kumadu
Now that I have grown old I will take my nuduli (?) and I will rest and let my
children run the farm (HDMS 1135:19; Dasohori, Grevena, Macedonia)

(27b) En na p�v na galªcv tiq koydªl-leq tvr� pon prv¼
enùa pao na Äalepso tis kuDelùes tora po n proi
I will go milk the sheep now while itÕs still morning (HDMS 800:76;
Pedoulas, Cyprus)

(27c) TÃra poy gyrn�me, k�ti ua maq t´xeiÉ
tora pu Äirname, kati Ta mas tixi...
Now that we are wandering, something will happen to usÉ (HDMS 787:335;
Ithaca, Heptanesa)

(27d) Bg�ts| Õ to fegg�ri dad�, e¼nÕ nto mero´, trei mero´, dad� ph gyrnÃnta e¼nÕ nto mero´
vÄatþ to feNgari DaDa, in ndo meru, tri meru, DaDa pi Äirnonda in ndo meru
The moon is coming out now, it is two or three days old; now that it is
turning, it is two days old (HDMS 754:128; Havoutsi, Propontis Tsakonian)

(27e) ed� poy uÕ arxin¼jei na brªxei
eDa pu T arxiniksi na vrexi
now that it will start raining (Kafkalas 1995:59; Crete)

In Italiot, the Ônow thatÕ expression has gone a step further in its semantic de-
velopment: arte pu Ônow thatÕ in Apulian has become a general temporal con-
nective:

(28a) arte pu Õo ttor� tu mil�
arte pu o tùoro tu milo
appena che lo vedo gli parler�
As soon as I see him, I will talk to him (Rohlfs 1977: 206; Sternatia, Apulia)

(28b) �rte pu �ftase
arte pu eftase
quando arriv�
When he arrived (Rohlfs 1977: 206; Apulia)
(not: Ônow that he has arrivedÕ)
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This means that arte pu has been generalised from a temporal connective intro-
ducing a present event to a tense-independent marker of simultaneity. So arte
pu is no longer compositional, but represents a sign in its own right. The collo-
cation thus joins etsi pu and eki pu as a conventionalised connective.

Pseudo-relatives are a significant category in Greek, giving rise to several
wide-ranging semantic shifts. However, the correlative is never far behind the
pseudo-relative: eki pu means Ôthere whereÕ as much as Ôthere thatÕ, since pu is
also locative, and tote pu means Ôthen whenÕ as much as Ôthen thatÕ, since pu is
also temporal. This is vividly illustrated in the following, where pu is temporal,
and the pu-clauses are closer to being in apposition to the temporal adverbs,
than relativising them:20

(29) Pr�ta, pu sÕ �xa, ti kal�n �xa? çrte, pu e ssÕ �xo, ti kak�n �xo?
prita, pu s ixa, ti kalon ixa? arte, pu e sù exo, ti kakon exo?
Prima, quando tÕavevo, che bene nÕavevo? Ora, che non ti ho, che male
nÕho?
Beforehand, when I had you, what good was it to me? Now that I donÕt
have you, what bad is it to me? (TNC 391.59; Bova, Calabria)

This basic ambiguity of pseudo-relatives may have been crucial in the develop-
ment of pu as an adjunct marker, allowing it to become dissociated from its
head. For instance, in the case of tora pu Ônow thatÕ, the connection between
head and relativiser is not as strong for adverbial heads as nominals, and the
construction can be interpreted as a correlative (with puÊ< Èopu an autonomous
connective); pu is thus likely to be detached from tora pu as an independent
temporal connective. This is a possibility inherent in the temporal nominal
relativiser, but reinforced by this and other pseudo-relatives; the looseness of
the headÐrelativiser connection is crucial here.

7.2.3.ÊHeadless relative
The headless relativiser function is amongst the first for which opu is attested in
EMG; indeed, the first known instance of relativiser-Èopu after the Greek Dark
Ages is headless:

(30) (970/la xvi)
h Ueofoyno´ ep¿uein p¼ttan kÕ h Kalü thn ªfagen./ opo´ Õf¿rein to dib¼kin tÃra
dªrman ªbalen.
i Teofunu epoTin pitan k i kali tin efaÄen./ opu forin to Divikin tora Derman evalen.
Theophano wanted a pie and Kale ate it. Who wore the ceremonial robe has
now put on hides. (SatSong 4)

The headless relative has died out in CSMG, presumably around xviiÊAD (it is
absent in Makriyannis), replaced by opios and Èoti. So instances of its survival in
dialects are archaisms, and are identified with archaic dialects.

20In this instance prita pu and arte pu are not behaving as autonomous connectives (ÔbeforeÕ, Ôas
soon asÕ), although they do elsewhere in Italiot (Nicholas 1998b).
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Semantics

Inasmuch as it survives, opu as a free relative has overwhelmingly animate de-
notation: of the 176 instances in my HDIC corpus, only 4 are inanimate. This
points to the results of an earlier functional competition between to and opu in
EMG: to became associated with inanimates, being largely restricted to non-
subject roles (in which inanimates are more frequent than animates, according
to the Animacy hierarchy (Comrie 1981:121)), and was reinforced in that role by
the neuter article to.21 The restriction on to resulted in a tendency towards
complementary distribution, with opu remaining animate even in dialects where
to has long since died out.

This result is irrelevant to the etymology of the two forms; whereas opu origi-
nated in an inanimate (being locative), to originated in a demonstrative, which
could be either animate or inanimate. Etymology would have made opu the
inanimate; that it has not shows how crucial the synchronic grammatical system
and paradigmatic opposition are in determining the meaning of grammatical
forms.

Just as EMG to remained in the lower part of the case hierarchyÑfrom direct
object downwardsÑopu has remained in the upper part of the hierarchy, consis-
tent with its animacy. Almost always, opu as a free relative relativises either a
subject or direct object. Unlike EMG to, it does not enter into combination with
prepositions;22 and even without prepositions, instances where opu relativises
an indirect object are quite rare, the following being one of the few counterex-
amples:

(31) Po´ri kal� katªxeiq to, pvq e¼mai ÕgÃ zhli�rhq/ ki ¿poy de uªlv, mh mile¼q, moydª mh
rozon�rhq.
puri kala katexis to, pos im eÄo ziliaris/ ki Èopu De Telo, mi milis, muDe mi
rozonaris.
You indeed know well that I am a jealous man, so do not talk to whomever I
donÕt want you to, nor exchange pleasantries. (Lioudaki 1971:240; Stavrohori,
Lasithi, Crete)23

Diatopy

Headless-(o)pu survives in archaic dialects. There are a couple of instances of
what may be headless pHi attested for Tsakonian:

21Of course, the masculine accusative article ton is phonologically the same as the relativiser ton
as well; I would contend it is the use of neuter to in the nominative (the relativiser has no
masculine or feminine nominative) that pushed the relativiser towards inanimate contexts.
Although I have not conducted an EMG survey, I doubt this complementary distribution
extends to bounded relativisers; it does seem to do so, however, in Pontic (¤B.2).
22For a very small number of exceptions, see ¤7.9.
23(31) is striking in how close the free relative is to the original locative meaning of Èopu (Ôdo not
speak where I do not want you toÕ); indeed, since Cretan tends to use apu rather than Èopu for
the relative and free relative, this may in fact constitute a locative rather than a free relative.
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(32a) ni» es jªra p\oi ni» es tªa eki »o´
ø es ksera pHi ø es tea ecu
it you.are knowing who it you.are wanting you
You know it, who want it. (Scutt 19; Lenidi, Southern Tsakonia)

(32b) Ph Õta men¼skonta, er¼xnamÕ ¼ni to k¿t\o
pi ta meniskonda, erixnam iøi to kotHo
ayt¿-poy ªmeine, to r¼xname stiq k¿teq
afto pu emine, to rixname stis kotes
What was left, weÕd throw to the hens. (HDMS 906:7; Vatika, Propontis
Tsakonian)24

For headless relativisers in Cappadocian, see ¤B.1. The headless relativiser pu
also survives in extensive use in Pontic, predominantly introducing animate ref-
erents (33a) (but cf. 33b):

(33a) «Hmarta, ümarta, ntÕ �gna profªrkoyntan, poy ªxÕne aprazob�nian kai ejªrÕne t�jhn
kai pr�jhn tem�-k.
imarta, imarta, nd aÄna proferkundan, pu exne aprazovanian ke ekserne taksin ke
praksin temQk.
«Hmarton, ümarton, ti par�jena fªrontai ayto¼ poy ªxoyn m¿rfvsh kai jªroyn thn
t�jh kai thn pr�jh dhladü.
imarton, imarton, ti paraksena ferode afti pu exun morfosi ke kserun tin taksi ke
tin praksi DilaDi.
Lord have mercy, how strangely then act they who have an education and
know order and action. (FotD 265)

(33b) Es´ tªren po´ ua fªrv se kai s&�s&econ.
esi teren pu Ta fero se ke SaSepson.
Ua ta x�seiq, mÕ ayt� poy ua soy pv.
Ta ta xasis, m afta pu Ta su po.
You watch what I will bring you (=tell you), and marvel at it. (FotD 265)

Pontic headless pu (and pi) are in productive use: they occur in normal prose,
they are not confined to proverbial or poetic speech, and they are rather fre-
quentÑ56 instances outside ParotidisÕ proverb collection, giving it a textual fre-
quency of 0.3ä.25

24Ostensibly, (32a) looks like a non-restrictive relative clause preceding its referent ecu ÔyouÕ;
but since Greek generally does not prepose its relative clauses, it is easier to understand this as a
headless relative in apposition with its emphatic referent, Tsakonian being pro-drop like
Standard Greek. One might thus gloss this as ÔYou know it, who want it yourself.Õ Still, this does
not count as strong evidence of a productive free relative pu in Peloponnesian Tsakonian.
(32b), on the other hand, is uncontroversially a free relative, with no coindexed referent in the
clause. This is consistent with Propontis Tsakonian being in several respects more archaic than
Peloponnesian Tsakonian.
25The one part of the Pontus where headless pu/pi is not attested in my corpus in prose use is
Nikopolis. However, the Nikopolitan corpus is rather small, and the following example shows pi
used at least in a proverbial context:
(33c) M¼an poi mau�nÕ tsat¼na- apomau�nÕ.

mian pi maTan tsatinQ apomaTan.
Who learns once, unlearns with difficulty. (HDMS 911:26)

So there is no reason to think Nikopolis forms an exception to the general Pontic pattern.
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Italiot does not use pu as a free relativiser, although one of its free relativisers,
Apulian tSispu, is derived from a pu-expression: tSis puÊ< eki(n)os pu Ôhe thatÕ
(Rohlfs 1950:121).26

Èopu, opu, and pu as headless relativisers are extensively attested in proverbs
and songs from throughout the Greek speaking world.27 However, the linguistic
conservatism of proverbs and song means that they do not attest spontaneous
contemporary Greek dialect; this holds even for Livisiot and Cypriot, the dia-
lects closest to Cappadocian and Pontic. The domain of productive use of opu is
thus Tsakonian (vestigially) and Anatolian Greek; it does not encompass Italiot,
or the mainstream dialects.

Outside the proverb genre, headless-pu is rather infrequent in mainstream
Greek. The following are representative occurrences, and may be regarded as
isolated instances, with the possible exception of the Diapontii islands (34e),
where there are relatively numerous instances (note that the Diapontii islands
lie on the very edge of the Greek-speaking world):

(34a) Apo´ jªoyn ta Õxoyn epitayto´ ta stig�di»a
apu kseun ta xun epitaftu ta stiÄaDja.
Those that know have permanent sheep pens for that reason. (HDMS
839:192; Samothrace)

(34b) N¼koy, e N¼koy! Po ÕdinamÕ toy dim�tÕ pÃq to ÕligamÕ;
niku, e niku! po Dinam tu Dimat Èpos to liÄam?
Nick! Hey, Nick! What we used to bind the parcel withÑwhat did we call it?
(HDMS 952:67; Kozakas, Varna, Eastern Rumelia)

(34c) IgÃ ªxoy akÕst� na tÕ ari»ÃsÕq ta kÕt�bi»a ki na l´sÕmi tÕ sk´lla na ido´mi pi »o ua
pirpatüsÕ. Toy prÃtoy pÕ püri h sk´lla, ke¼no püra. «Opoy p�rÕ ki f´g&Õ h sk´lla,
ike¼no, ua gªnÿÕ pi»o kal¿.
iÄo exu aksta na t arjoss ta ktavja ki na lismi t skila na iDumi pjo Ta pirpatis. tu
protu p piri i skila, kino pira. Èopu par ki fiz& i skila, ikino, Ta Äeø pjo kalo.
I have heard that you should scatter the pups and let the bitch loose, to see
which one she will walk to. The first one the bitch took was the one I took.
Whichever one the bitch picks up and leaves will turn out to be the best.
(HDMS 925:194: Sykaminea, Larisa, Thessaly)

(34d) R¿ka tÕ lªmÕ aytünÿÕ, gia ta m�lÿlÿÕna tsor�pia. Foyrk¿royka e¼nÕ apÕ ªx&Õ dyo xali�.
roka t lem aftiø, Äia ta ma´na tsorapia. furkoroka in ap eC Dio xalia.
We call it a distaff, for woolen socks. The fourkoroka is the one that has two
carpets (?). (HDMS 789:64: Trikeri, Magnesia, Thessaly)

(34e) petyxa¼noyne kai k�ti kots�req poy ¿poy tsi f�ei de tÕq alhsmon�ei
petixenune ke kati kotsares pu Èopu tsi fai De ts alismonai
and they find some flatfish that whoever eats them will never forget them
(HDMS 841:121: Erikoussa, Heptanesa)

26In turn, tSispu is further reduced to ispu (Rohlfs 1977:98)Ñalthough cf. Apulian tisÊ> is Ôwho?Õ,
where tis is also used as a free relative.
27I have found instances from Livisi, Cyprus, Dodecanese, Chios, Crete, Cyclades, Peloponnese,
Heptanesa, Thessaly, Epirus, and Macedonia.
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In CSMG, opu does not survive as a free relativiser even in proverbs, having
been fully displaced by opios. The only phrase in common parlance where it
does survive (fossilised) is the clich� Èopu fiÄi fiÄi Ôwhoever leaves, leavesÊ=
he/they ran for their livesÕ. As the following Cretan instance shows, Èopu in the
construction is a free relative, since the Cretan version has apu, corresponding
to CSMG pu and not the locative (Ôwherever they left to, they leftÕ):

(34d) ¿dan ükoyse pvq efÃniaja tsÕ Agÿ¼oyq apo´ f´gÿei-f´gÿei
odan ikuse pos efoniaksa ts az&ius apu fiz&i fiz&i
When he heard that I called for the saints, he ran for his life (HDMS
988:140; Eastern Crete)

Relic survivals

Although free relative-pu by itself has died out in most Greek dialects, it has left
behind relic forms, or survivals in restricted contexts, which are important for
the overall development of pu. One is the Èopu fiÄi fiÄi construction just men-
tioned. Another, more decisive in the overall development of pu, is in optative
constructions. This usage is widespread amongst Greek dialectsÑincluding dia-
lects where the productive free relative has died out:

(35a) Mavri na fan� pu se crat�!
mavri na fani pu se krati!
Nera diventi chi ti tiene!
May she that has you turn black! (DGC 102; Chorio di Rochudi, Calabria)

(35b) Na se xa¼royntai poy sÕ ªxoyn
na se xerunde pu s exun
May those that have you rejoice in you! (HDMS 1076:48; Nisyros,
Dodecanese)

(35c) an�u-uema na Õxh apo´ sÕ ükame
anaTùema na xi apu s ikame
May she who gave birth to you be damned! (HDMS 804:145; Elymbos,
Karpathos, Dodecanese)

(35d) Na züsoyn poy maq ant�mvsan
na zisun pu mas adamosan
May those that have met us live long! (HDMS 1010:138; Mega Peristeri,
Ioannina, Epirus)

Such free relatives can also be associated with single exclamations as matrices:

(36a) Allo¼mono poy le¼pei ap¿ to g�mo toy
alimono pu lipi apo to Äamo tu
Woe to him that is absent from his own wedding! (HDMS 524:132; Aegina,
Old Athenian)

(36b) An�uema poy lympiste¼ car� kai poylol¿o.
anaTema pu limbisti psara ke puloloo.
Damn her who falls in love with a fisherman or a bird-hunter. (Yannakis 139;
Pyrgi, Chios, Central Aegean)
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(36c) An�uema poy f´teye mhli� ston K�tv K¿smo.
anaTema pu fiteve milia ston kato kosmo.
Damn him who was planting an apple-tree in the Underworld. (Tarsoulis
158; Pylia, Messenia, Peloponnese)

In such constructions pu is already ambiguous with its function as an emotive
complementiser: cf. alimono pu lipi Ôwoe to him that is absentÕ, krimas pu lipi
Ôwhat a pity that he is absentÕ, lipame pu lipi ÔI regret that he is absentÕ. It thus
represents a salient pathway for reanalysis.28

The following utterance I have heard my (Cypriot) father utter may also con-
stitute a relic survival:

(37a) «Exei poy zo´ne, ªxei poy de zo´ne
exi pu zune, exi pu De zune
it has who live it has who donÕt live
There are those who survive, and there are those who donÕt survive.

This looks like a formulaic expression, with the existential predicate exi Ôit hasÊ=
there areÕ; but as we have seen, Cypriot has hung on to headless pu in productive
use, so this may be a dialect survival.29

In all, the old use of opu as a free relative survives in the periphery of Greek
(Western Cappadocia, Pontic, Propontis Tsakonian), with isolated instances of
productive use scattered amongst more mainstream dialects, and with plentiful
fossilised instances. In constructing a prototype view of pu, with older functions
at the centre of a graph and newer functions in the periphery, the free relative
would be quite near the core, as both an older function and a function which has
engendered several other usages. The elimination of pu as a free relative shows
that what is older, or has more reflexes in the development of a polysemous
word, is not necessarily what is more widely used, or even what survives in use
at all; it is as if the core has been taken out of the prototype diagram, with the
outer shell left standing.

7.2.4.ÊCleft
Clefts are attested throughout Greek. Clefts also occur in Classical Greek,30 so
their diffusion is not surprising. It seems, on the other hand, that clefts are

28But in CSMG, alimono at least must be accompanied by a clitic indirect object, making the pu-
clause look less like a complementiser:
(36d) Allo¼mon¿ toy poy pnigü sth prÃth dagkvni�

alimono tu pu pniÄi sti proti Dagonia
Woe to him who chokes at the first bite (HDMS 524:132; Aegina, Old
Athenian)

(36e) Allo¼ toy apoy den ªxei an´xia na jystü!
ali tu apu Den exi anixia na ksisti!
Woe to him who has no nails to scratch himself with! (HDMS 429:14; Karya,
Corinthia, Peloponnese)

29The only example of this construction I have found on Hellas-L from November 1996 to
January 1998 was also written by a Cypriot:
(37b) Twra bebaia exei pou  tous aresei, den eida gw... 3erw gw ti bitsia

exei o ka0enas;
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wholly absent from the Balkans outside Greek and languages in its immediate
orbit (Aroumin) (Feuillet 1987:37). Clefts are thus a distinctive Greek feature.
The only dialect group where clefts do not appear is Cappadocian, and this may
be attributed to Turkish influence. There are a couple of apparent instances of
clefts in the Pharasiot gospel translations, but these are presumably translation
effects:31

(39) tze seiq e¼ste sÕ �rga tam� toy br¼skete
dze sis iste s arÄa tama tu vriskete
and it is you who are found together in trials/ and you are those who are
found together in trials
æmeÁq dª ¨ste oð diamemenhk¿teq metÕ ¨mo  ¨n toÁq peirasmoÁq moy? (Koine original)
hume"ßs de@ este hoi diamemeneùko@tes met emou^ en to"ßs peirasmo"ßs mou;
and you are the stayers (PARTICIPLE) with me in my trials;
You are those who have continued with me in my trials; (Lagarde 11: Luke
22:28)

Clefts are attested in all other outlier dialects, including Tsakonian:

(40a) Dekape@nde "Ûøïai tse i Dekape@nde aÄra@mati "Ûøïai peza@kai tan amerits"Û.
Dekapende iøïai tþe i Dekapende aÄramati iøïai p ezakai tan ameritþi.
There were fifteen of them, and it was the fifteen illiterates that went to
America. (Har 163)

Livisi:

(40b) To´toy toy pid¼n e¼n ³im boy maq ijimarm�rvsin.
tutu tu piDin inim bu mas iksimarmarosin.
It is this lad that has reversed us turning into stone. (MousT 26)

and Pontic. ndo-based clefts in the dialect are discussed elsewhere (¤B.2);
Pontic also builds clefts on pu and pi:

(40c) Perimªnv se kai ÕkÕ ªrxesai, jªnÕ e¼nai poy perno´ne!
perimeno se ke k erxese, ksen ine pu pernune!
I wait for you and you do not come; it is strangers that go past! (FotM 454)

TÃra bªbaia ªxei poy toyq arªsei, den e¼da gvÉ jªrv gv ti b¼tsia ªxei o kauªnaq;
tora vevea exi pu tus aresi, Den iDa ÄoÉ ksero Äo ti vitsia exi o kaTenas?
Now of course there are those who like it, I canÕt tellÉ How should I know
each personÕs kinks? (Constantine A. Constantinides, Re: me tous tourkous

eimaste una fara una cara? -Reply -Reply ; Hellas-L, 1997Ð05Ð07)
30For instance:
(38) H poy sof¯q Än Îstiq Ôfasken?/ ÇPrçn Òn ½mfoÁn m uon ½ko´s�q, o»k ¥n dik�saiq.È

e^ù pou sopHo$s e^ùn ho@stis epHasken;/ Òpr"Ýn a@n ampHo"ßn mu^ùtHon akou@seùis, ouk a$n
dika@sais.Ó
He must have been wise that said: ÒBefore you hear the story from both sides,
do not judge.Ó
Never prejudge the issue, they say./ Hear both sides of the argument first. (Ar
V 725)

31Since the Pharasiot gospel was translated from an unknown Turkish translation, this is hard to
confirm directly; but the absence of clefts in any other Cappadocian texts makes this a necessary
conclusion.
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(40d) basilªa polyxronemªne, �rÕ abo´toq ªnÕ ph ÕkÕ ekr�tesen thn da-tagü sÕ kai fyl�ttÕ
ton k´rÕn atÕ
vasilea polixronemene, ar avutos en pi k ekratesen tin DQtaÄi s ke filat ton kirn at
Your Majesty, it is this person who has not obeyed your order and has kept his
father alive (KandilF 115; Chaldia)

This is interesting, in light of the fact that Pontic does not have cleft exclamato-
ries (¤7.7.5): having clefts in the dialect does not necessitate that its exclamato-
ries also be cleft.

Clefts are well attested in both Apulian (41a) and Calabrian Italiot (41b).
Italiot pu-clefts are also interesting because, unlike Pontic, pu is not extant as a
free relativiser; so despite the Italian gloss in (41a) (quello cheÊ= Ôthat whichÕ), a
free relativiser is not a possible synchronic analysis of the construction.

(41a) Ene e ag�pi, kal�66a-mu,/ pu Õtikan� ori�dzi,/ pu d� dzoi sta pr�mata,/ pu Õa
kanni ola krus�.
ene e agapi, kaleêùa mu,/ pu tikane oriadzi,/ pu di dzoi sta pramata,/ pu a kanùi ola
krusa.
EÕ lÕamore, bella mia,/ quello che abbellisce tutto,/ che d� vita alle cose,/
che le fa tutte dÕoro.
It is love, my beauty, that commands everything, that gives things life, that
makes everything golden. (Palumbo 47; Calimera, Apulia)

(41b) TÕ anim�li immone eg� pu to �spas &a, den �to t�to karbun�ro.
t animali imùone ego pu to espaSa, Den ito tuto karbunaro.
Sono io che ho ucciso lÕanimale, non fu questo carbonaio.
The beastÑit was me that killed it, it was not this coalminer. (TNC 161.33;
Roccaforte, Calabria)

Incidentally, the affinity of the cleft to relativisation is shown by the form used
in Calabrian Italiot; clefts use the same morpheme as relativisation. In Rocca-
forte, where the only relativiser is pu, there are at least 23 instances of pu-clefts
in TNC, whereas for Bova, where the main relativiser is ti, and whose corpus is
0.7 as large as that from Roccaforte, there is only one instance of a pu-cleft.

Clefts are even attested in Macedonia, although the neighbouring Macedonian
Slavonic lacks them; so on this level at least, the two Macedonian languages are
independent:

(42) Oy Gk¿gkanaq sth Gir�neia kiÕ oy Mpalamp�ntq sth XÃra, ayto¼ oi dyo ütan pÕ
jisio´koynan toy ntoyni� stoy poyd�rÕ nÕ apoykr�.
u goganas sti Äirania ki u balabants sti xora, afti i Dio itan p kisiukunan tu dunia stu
puDar n apukra.
Goganas at Gerania and Balabanis in townÑit was those two that made the
world topsy-turvy at Mardi Gras. (Papanaoum 56; Siatista, Kozani)
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Cypriot clefts

S e m a n t i c s

Of all the Greek dialects, cleft constructions are most prominent in Cypriot.32

Andriotis (1960:143Ð147) contends that Cypriot uses clefts33 Òwhere Standard
Modern Greek and the other dialects use the verb aloneÓ. The examples
Andriotis gives for Cypriot include the following:

(44a) o tªmpeloq ªnÕ thn kleci�n poy Õs&ei sthn sylloün toy
o tembelos en tin klepsian pu Si stin silùoin tu
A lazy manÑit is theft that he has in his mind

(44b) ke¼nh toy Gi�nnh Õen prªpei, toy DiennÕ  ªnÕ poy prªpei
kini tu Äianùi en prepi, tu Dienù en pu prepi
She is not for the likes of John; it is the likes of Digenis that she is for34

Andriotis claims clefting occurs in Cypriot without any motivation of contrastive
emphasisÑthat is to say, the cleft in Cypriot is no longer a vehicle of thematic
meaning, unlike other Greek dialects.

AndriotisÕ claim is surprising. Even if pu did undergo obligatorification
(¤2.2.1) in Cypriot, becoming semantically blanched and more frequent in the
construction of verb phrases, it is difficult to credit that the Cypriot cleft is not
synchronically marked in some way, as clefts still constitute the minority of all
clauses. The folksong provenance of all the examples Andriotis gives is also sus-
pect. Text counts in my corpus confirm this suspicion. Even without counting
clefts involving inda ÔwhatÕÑwhich should be considered a separate construction
(Nicholas in prep.)Ñclefts are extremely frequent in the folksong corpus,
Loukas (57 instances in 42,000 words, excluding repeated verses: 1.4ä); and
more often than not, there is indeed no discernable thematic motivation for the
cleft (45a, 45b).

(45a) O ülioq ªnÕ, pÏdysen, Õgennüuhn to fegg�rin,/ epªzecen o t�ttarhq, di� toyq to
ferm�nin
o ilios en, po Disen, ÄenùiTin to feNgarin, epezepsen o tatùaris, Dia tus to fermanin.
It was the sun that did set, the moon came out; the courier dismounted from
his horse, he hands them the order (Loukas B9.187)

32These constructions are often actually inverse clefts, given the Cypriot propensity to VSO word
order (Vassiliou 1995). Inverse clefts are occasionally attested for other Greek dialects, but their
underlying SVO order renders them thematically marked, just as in CSMG:
(43) «Hda o karabok´rÕq poy Õxe to gr¼po.

ida o karavokirs pu xe to Äripo.
It was THE CAPTAIN that had the dragnet. (HDMS 756:175; Marmara)

33Or, as he puts it, Òperiphrases with the verb en ÔisÕ, the relative pronoun pu and the verb.Ó
34Andriotis also gives the following example:
(44c) ª to poy x�raje to fvq na paÕ na jhmerÃsei

e to pu xarakse to fos na pa na ksimerosi
Lo, the dawn has come, it will be day (Cyprus)

But e to pu corresponds to CSMG Èna (to) pu ÔBehold (it)! thatÕ, so that e pu here is a deictic collo-
cation (Nicholas 1998b), and has nothing to do with either copula or a cleft.
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(45b) K¿rÕ, etsakk¼sthn to stamn¼n ki »Õ er�hn to xan�ppin,/ ki»Õ eÃ ner¿n ªnÕ pÏn ªxv esªnan
na gros¼sv?
kor, etsakùistin to stamnin c erain to xanapùin,/ c eo neron en po n exo esenan na
Ärosiso;
Lass, the pitcher has smashed and the cup has cracked, and me, it is water that
I havenÕt got to give you; (Loukas B25.22)

In the prose of Newton, by contrast, there are just 4 cleft instances in 12,000
wordsÑat 0.3ä, over four times less than in folksong. And unlike the folk-
songs, all prose instances of clefts are well justified thematically:

(45c) k¤a@ole. en antre@pese ta mu@tra su? enna-n esu@ pu to@-kames.
caole. en antrepese ta mutra su? enùa n esu pu to kames.
Devil! ArenÕt you ashamed to look me in the face (lit. of your face). It must be
you who did it. (Newton ¤7.4.0.4; Yalusa, Karpas, Cyprus)

(45d) e@. is tim pollin o@ran afu tin ekata@laven oti-tum me ta kala@ tis i kope@lla pu@-xelen,
"Ûpen tis o papa@s
e. is tim polùin oran afu tin ekatalaven oti tum me ta kala tis i kopelùa pu xelen,
ipen tis o papas
Well. After a long time, when he realised about her that it was with her good
(=seriously) that the girl wanted it, the priest said to herÉ
Well, after a long time, since he realized that the girl seriously wanted it, the
priest said to herÉ (Newton ¤7.4.4.11; Karpas, Cyprus)

So the desemanticisation of the cleft is a genre-specific effect only.

H i s t o r y

Andriotis (1960:144) dismisses the obvious potential source for the construction
which differentiates Cypriot from other Greek dialectsÑOld French influence.
Before xviÊAD, the French cleft is used only as an emphatic, and the dethematici-
sation of the cleft characteristic of Modern French took place only after Cyprus
had already been ceded to the Venetians. Furthermore, as Andriotis also points
out, the cleft is not particularly prominent in Old Cypriot texts; so it must be an
internal development subsequent to the period of French rule. To support this,
Andriotis (1960:145Ð6) supplies instances from other dialects where the cleft
(Òemphatic periphrasisÓ) is used in contexts where Òthe emphasis is more mod-
erateÓ; his list (which consists entirely of folk song verses) is reproduced below:

(46a) bareiarrvsti� e¼nÕ poy Õpesen ap�nv toy
variarostia in pu pesen apano tu
It was a bad disease that befell him (Apiranthos, Naxos, Cyclades)

(46b) o x�roq ªÕ poy pl�kvse tsoy k�mpoyq kaball�rhq
o xaros e pu plakose tsu kabus kavalaris
It was Death that rode down onto the plains (Lefkada, Heptanesa)

(46c) Sabb�ton egennüuhke, thn Kerekün baft¼sth,/ Deytªran apo´ to pvrn¿ koykki� Õton
poy drako´nie
savùaton eÄenùiTike, tin kerekin vaftisti/ Defteran apu to porno kukùia ton pu
Drakunie
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On Saturday was he born, on Sunday was he christened, on Monday from the
morning on Õtwas beans that he chewed on (Rhodes, Dodecanese)

This list shows that the Cypriot use of clefts is not an isolated phenomenon
amongst Greek dialects, although it has clearly gone further in Cypriot.35 It also
confirms the genre restriction of such clefts already discussed.

So clefting is an established means of emphasis in Cypriot; it is much more
prevalent than in Balkan Greek (cf. the count of 0.3ä for Cypriot prose with
0.01ä for Tahtsis, 0.012ä for Hellas-L,36 0.03ä for MakriyannisÕ Memoirs,
and 0.1ä for Peloponnesian TsakonianÑbut 0.44ä for PsichHLQ, 0.34ä in
PsichV1).37 But the desemanticisation Andriotis found is a stylistic artifice re-
stricted to poetic language, as is the attendant more extensive use of the struc-
ture.

S y n t a x

Notwithstanding, even in prose Cypriot clefting is more flexible syntactically
than in CSMG. The following example is instructive: it involves the clefting of a
clause headed with intalos Ôwhat sortÊ= howÕ:

(46d) kala@ lal"Û tis c&-o xo@c&as, alla@ pu me@sa tu ela@len "Ûntalos em po-nna e@vro tora@ na yino@
yatro@s.
kala lali tis tS o xotSas, alùa pu mesa tu elalen intalos em po nùa evro tora na jino
jatros.
ÒAll right,Ó the hoja says to her, but to himself (inside him) he was saying,
ÒHow shall I manage (literally, find) now to become a doctor?Ó (Newton
¤7.3.2.1; Tsadha, South Paphos, Cyprus)

The Cypriot literally says Ôhow is it that I will find now to become a doctorÕ.
While such a construction is unremarkable in English, the CSMG equivalent,
*Èpos ine pu Ta katafero tora na Äino Äiatros, is ungrammatical. Similarly, the
following example clefts an adverb, and would again be unacceptable in CSMG:

(46e) TÕ afentik¿n toy e¼pen toy:Ñ«EsÕ svst� poy lale¼q
t afendikon tu ipen tu:Ñes sosta pu lalis.
His boss told him: ÒIt is correctly that you have spokenÓ (=You have spoken
correctly) (HDIC, cited from Kypriakªq Spoydªq 13; Lefkoniko, Nicosia, Cyprus)

35Whether the VSO ordering of Cypriot might have encouraged this development in that dialect
in particular, it is difficult to say. The VSP ordering of the Cypriot inverse cleft is the same as the
VSO ordering of the unmarked Cypriot sentenceÑthen again, the SVP ordering of the standard
Greek cleft is the same as its unmarked SVO ordering. So VSO does not seem to be especially
privileged as a source for clefts.
Apiranthos and Rhodes may form part of a more general South-Eastern Greek desemanticisa-
tion of the cleft in song; I have not investigated this possibility yet. This would not explain the
Lefkadian song, but I have not investigated that instance in context, and semantic focus is not as
unreasonable for (46b) as it is for (46a) and (46c).
36103 instances of cleft einai pou, htan pou  and itan pou  from November 1996 to January
1998, a corpus of around 8.5 million words.
37It is tempting to attribute PsichariÕs love of clefting to his being a French national.
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Z e r o - c o p u l a  c l e f t s

Cypriot clefting also allows the construction of clefts without the copula:38

(47b) e@T Te@lo yatro@n, epe@rasem mu, c&e o@ti c&-an e@paxa ya llo@ussu
eT Telo jatron, eperasem mu, tSe oti tS an epaxa ja lùousùu

and whatever I suffered for your.sake
∅ pu to@- paxa.
∅ pu to paxa.
COPULA REL it I.suffered
I donÕt want a doctor, itÕs over, and whatever happened to me was for your
sake. (Newton ¤7.4.4.2; Karpas, Cyprus)

There is no phonological remnant of a copula here: the Cypriot copula en would
give /llousu en pu/Ê> [lùousùu m bu].

The zero-copula cleft is a construction which could cause major expansions in
the functionality of pu: since much of the syntactic marking of the cleft is no
long overt, pu in instances like (47b) has no other obvious function than to con-
nect a focus to a predicate. One could even envision pu developing into a focus
marker in Cypriot, as has happened with other clefts (Harris & Campbell
1995:160). It does not seem that pu has become conventionalised in this role,
however. And outside Cyprus, clefts have undergone no such idiosyncratic or
remarkable developmentÑwith the possible exception of the quÕest-ce queÐcol-
location (Nicholas in prep.): they have not contributed significantly to the fur-
ther functional development of pu, unlike the headless relative.

7.3.ÊComplementiser

7.3.1.ÊSyntactic issues involving pu-complements

pu na-complements

There is an instance in the corpus of what appears to be a pu na-complement:

38This claim is made by Andriotis (1960:144), who contends the verb of the Cypriot cleft
ÔphonologicallyÕ disappears; he gives the following example:
(47a) fternisthrk�m poy tÕ axtyp�, ªkoce s &¼lia m¼llia.

fternistirkam pu t axtipa ekopse Silia milia.
spur-strike REL it he.strikes
With one strike of his spurs, he rode a thousand miles (Laograf¼a 10:563; cited
in Andriotis 1960:144)

Andriotis clearly analyses the above as /fternistirkan (n) pu/ Ô[it was with] a spur-strike that he
strikes it (his horse)Õ. But the first clause is an adjunct to the second; and it seems easier to ana-
lyse this as a pu-temporal clause (Ôwith a spur-strike when he strikes itÕ), with the adjunct
nominal moved to focal position before pu. This occurs routinely with pu-clauses in Pontic, and
is also possible with connectives in Greek in general (CSMG me mia fternia otan to xtipa Ôibid.Õ)Ñ
certainly in folk-song, with its freer word order. It is unnecessary to postulate a zero-copula cleft
here.
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(48) E¼pane poy dy »o müneq na g�nvme kÕ ek�namÕ ªji xr¿ni»a.
ipane pu Djo mines na ganome k ekanam eksi xroøa.
they said pu two months na we spend
They said that we were to spend two months, and we spent six years. (HDMS
756:290; Marmara)

This is reminiscent of the frequent use in EMG of oti na-complements. In EMG,
oti na-complements arose out of several factors: na being used as a future
marker, as well as a modal marker; oti being used as a quotative; and oti being
used in linguistic action contexts juxtaposed with the irrealis na, where CSMG
would use na alone. (So EMG would have ton ipa oti na ipaÄi ÔI told him that to
goÕ, where CSMG has tu ipa na pai ÔI told him to goÕ.)

A similar portmanteau between Action na and Linguistic pu (characteristic of
Thracian) is apparent in (48). (48) shows that the modal realis complement pat-
tern is still productive; but pu na- and oti na-complements are very infrequent (I
do not know of another instance of a pu na-complement), and given that
Marmara was dependent on Constantinople, and hardly a dialectal backwater, I
suspect this is a haphazard local reanalysis, rather than an EMG survival.39

The absence of pu na in the Greek complementiser paradigm is significant. It
is not a necessary result that pu and na are in complementary distribution in the
complementiser paradigmÑalthough Christidis and Papadopoulou have por-
trayed it as inevitable, because of the complementarity of their putative etyma.
In EMG, oti and na were certainly not in complementary distribution; the com-
bination oti na was frequent. The reason why a nesting like oti na was possible is
that na has a double function: as an index of complementation, and as an index
of irrealis modality. In certain EMG contexts, like verbs of commanding, the ir-
realis modality of na was not incompatible with the the quotativity of oti.

In CSMG pu na is impossible as a complementiser because its pu-comple-
ments are factive: they admit no irrealis counterparts. This is a more restrictive
purview for pu than in adjuncts, which is why pu na is extant as an adjunct con-
nective. In other dialects where pu is not so restricted, but holds general do-
minion over realis complementsÑas in ThracianÑpu na-complements indeed
become possible, just as oti na-complements were possible in EMG. So the fact
that pu and na are mutually exclusive in CSMG is a contingent resultÑas indeed
is the fact that oti and na are also mutually exclusive in the modern language.
This is not an inherent feature of pu or naÑalthough by the same token, the fact
that na grammaticalised much earlier than pu, and is thus bound more tightly to
the verb, has determined the subsequent interaction of the two particles.

Preposed pu-complements

pu-complements are not preposed in CSMG; this is a straightforward conse-
quence of pu-complements in CSMG not being assertive (¤4.4.1). In dialects

39An alternative analysis of the construction would be that na here is a future marker; but this is
similarly archaic, and unlikely so close to Constantinople.
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where complementiser-pu is in wider use than in CSMG, and is used assertively,
this barrier breaks down. So in the following Corfiot example, not only is a pu-
complement preposed, but it is followed immediately by a preposed pos-com-
plement of the same weak assertive:

(49a) ma poy agapÃ aq piste´eiq!ÑV agaphmªnh Ofªlia, x�nv to myal¿ moy me ayt� ta
mªtra? den ªxv thn tªxnh na metrÃ toyq stenagmo´q moy, all� pvq sÕ agapÃ esªna,
akrib¿tath, p�ra akrib¿tath, p¼steyª to!
ma pu aÄapo as pistevis!Ño aÄapimeni ofelia, xano to mialo mu me afta ta metra;
Den exo tin texni na metro tus stenaÄmus mu, ala pos s aÄapo esena, akrivotati,
para akrivotati, pisteve to!
But never doubt I love. (here: But that I love, may you believe it.)ÑO dear
Ophelia, I am ill at these numbers. I have not art to reckon my groans. But
that I love thee best, O most best, believe it. (TheotH 91Ð92)

Subject pu-complements in Corfiot can also be preposed:

(49b) Poy egÃ gia toy patªra soy/ to u�nato de fta¼v kai poy gia to´to/ kat�karda
lypiªmai kai ton kla¼v,/ prªpei sto noy soy ol¿isa na xvrªsei/ kauÃq mpa¼nei sta
m�tia maq h mªra.
pu eÄo Äia tu patera su/ to Tanato De fteo ke pu Äia tuto/ katakarDa lipieme ke ton
kleo,/ prepi sto nu su oloisa na xoresi/ kaTos beni sta matia mas i mera.
That I am guiltless of your fatherÕs death,/ and ∅ am most sensibly in grief
for it,/ it shall as level to your judgement Õpear/ as day does to your eye.
(TheotH 199)

This preposing confirms the breakdown of the pu/pos distinction in Corfiot
(¤6.8): since pu and pos can appear in the same syntactic contexts, and are no
longer differentiated semantically or pragmatically, the other syntactic differ-
ences between pu- and pos-complements disappear.

The same tendency turns up in PsichariÑwith the added feature that the pre-
posed complements here, though topicalised, are not only not presupposed, but
are in fact negated:40

(49c) Poy e¼nai ntropü na gr�f� kane¼q thn eunikü toy glÃssa, poy h glÃssa maq e¼nai
b�rbarh, poioq Graik¿q ua tolmüs� pia sümera na to p� kai poioq Graik¿q na
t½ko´s�;
pu ine dropi na Ärafi kanis tin eTniki tu Älosa, pu i Älosa mas ine varvari, pios
Ärekos Ta tolmisi pia simera na to pi ke pios Ärekos na t akusi?
That it is a shame for someone to write in his national language, that our lan-
guage is barbaricÑwhat Greek would today dare say so, and what Greek would
dare hear it? (PsichHLQ 157)

40There are instances where preposed pu-complements are ambiguous with other usages of pu.
These present a less severe challenge to the semantic status of pu, relative to CSMG. Thus, in the
following instance in a Cypriot folk song, pu could be analysed as a temporal (Ônow thatÉÕ) as
well as an emotive complementiser:
(49d) poy fe´kv Õpoy thn geitoni»�n, tvr� xarüte o´loi.

pu fefko pu tin Äitoøan, tora xarite uli.
That I am leaving from the neighbourhood, now all of you rejoice. (Loukas
B17.36)

At any rate, given the freer syntax associated with the metrical constraints on the poetic register,
such examples do not count for much.
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So the syntax of pu changes where its semantics changes, and is not autonomous
from its paradigmatic standing.

7.3.2.ÊSubject complements
While CSMG prefers to oti to introduce subject complements, and nominalisa-
tions in general other than predicate complements, colloquial Greek and the
dialects overwhelmingly favour pu in this function:

(50a) ma Õna kak¿ poy ªkameq syxvremo´q den ªxei:/ poy tro´phseq th f´lakh, thq P´loq
to mpoyntro´mi.
ma na kako pu ekames sixoremus Den exi:/ pu trupises ti filaki, tis pilos to
budrumi.
But one evil deed you have done allows no forgiveness: that you have made a
hole in the gaol, in the dungeon of Pylos. (Tarsoulis 178; Pylia, Messenia,
Peloponnese)

(50b) Moy Õspase kahmªnh h m¼a podar¼tsa kai de mporÃ na k�mv doylei� moyÉ Fto´no,
ü poy moy k¿phke kai to skoin¼ toy podariko´ kai de br¼skv kan� komposko¼ni na
do janafkei�sv
mu spase kaimeni i mia poDaritsa ke De boro na kamo Dulia muÉ ftuno, i pu mu
kopike ke to skini tu poDariku ke De vrisko kana koboskini na do ksanafkiaso
One of my distaffs broke, dear, and I canÕt do my workÉ That, or the fact that
the rope off the leg of my piece of furniture has broken, and I canÕt find a
knotted rope to fix it (HDMS 818:170; Verestia, Triphyllia, Messenia,
Peloponnese)

(50c) Moynax� Ãra t-q kamp�naq h´ran mproyst� toyn kÒtÕ pra?s-n�dhq, poy �lloy pÕ
saq lªgoy, t?sÕ �lloy na t-q blªpath!
munaxa ora ts kabanas ivran brusta tun kat pras&naDis, pu alu p sas leÄu, ts& alu na ts
vlepati!
Only at the hour the bells toll did they find in front of them such greenery, that
it is one thing for me to tell you about it, and another for you to actually see it
(Ôthat it is one thing that I am telling you, and another thing that you should
see themÕ) (Anagnostou 168; Mandamados, Lesbos, Northern Aegean)

(50d) AmÕ �lto poy soy to lªmen, tser�, tsÕ �lto na to d�q.
am alto pu su to lemen, tsera, ts alto na to Dis.
But it is one thing for us to tell you of it, my lady, and another for you to see
it. (DawkD 109; Astypalaea, Dodecanese)

(50e) Hm�q ªna ütani toy par�poyn¿ maq, apÕ argüsami.
imas ena itani tu parapuno mas, ap arÄisami.
There was just one complaint that we had, that we were late. (Rigas 1962:16;
Skiathos, Thessaly)

(50f) «Ena monax� me ski�zei, poy es´ den mpore¼q na ide¼q u�lassa.
ena monaxa me skiazi, pu esi Den boris na iDis Talasa.
Only one thing worries me, that you cannot see the sea. (MinB 455; Lithakia,
Zante, Heptanesa)

(50g) u�ma ueo´ poy jegl´tvse ap¿ to nay�gio
Tama Teu pu kseÄlitose apo to navaÄio
[It was] a miracle of God that he survived the shipwreck (HDMS 614:42; Paros,
Cyclades)
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since-constructions

The ÔsinceÕ-construction with an antecedent (exi/ine TIME.LENGTH pu  XÊ=
it.has/it.is TIME.LENGTH that X Ôit has been TIME.LENGTH since/that XÕ) appears
in various Greek dialects and CSMG. Here pu is most easily treated as a tem-
poral relativiser (Ôit has been TIME.LENGTH during.which XÕ).

(51a) E¼nai tÃra dyo-treiq mªreq poy Õxei fagvue¼ me to U¿dvro.
ine tora Dio tris meres pu xi faÄoTi me to ToDoro.
It has been now been two or three days that she has been at odds with
Theodore.
ItÕs two or three days now since sheÕs been fed up with Theodore. (Tah 12)

(51b) Exei  twra gurw sta 5 xrovia pou  eimai stnv hellas kai .. gia to

megalutero meros autwv twv 5 xrovwv, ntav polu  snmavtikn autn n

nlekrovikn listouda gia' meva.

«Exei tÃra g´rv sta pªnte xr¿nia poy e¼mai sthn Hellas kaiÉ gia to megal´tero
mªroq aytÃn tvn pªnte xr¿nvn, ütan pol´ shmantikü aytü h hlekronikü listo´da gia
mªna.
exi tora Äiro sta pede xronia pu ime stin Hellas keÉ Äia to meÄalitero meros afton
ton pede xronon, itan poli simadiki afti i ilekroniki (sic) listuDa Äia mena.
It has been now been around five years that I have been subscribed to Hellas
andÉ for the greater part of those five years, this little mailing list has been very
important to me. (Elia Petrou: Apoxairetizw… ; Hellas-L, 1996Ð05Ð10)

In Apulian Italiot, however, this expression is not always treated as a relativisa-
tion: pu is the only relativiser extant in the dialect, yet the construction there
appears, not only with pu (52a), but also with the complementiser ti (52b).

(52a) «Exei plªo p-poy xr¿no, poy Õe s-se tvrÃ
exi pleo pùu xrono, pu e sùe toro
It has been more than a year that I have not seen you (Karanastasis 1991:poy)

(52b) Echi tris ore ti o m�no, ce en ertom�na ancora
exi tris ore ti o meno, tSe en ertomena aNkora
Ha tre ore che lo aspetto, e non � venuto
It has been three hours that I have been waiting for him, and he has not
come (Cassoni 1990 [1937]:116)41

However, the non-punctual meaning involved is marked for pu (¤7.4.6), and a
temporal meaning is unattested for ti in Italiot (although ti introduces other ad-
juncts, such as causals, in both Calabrian and Apulian: ¤B.3.) The most reason-
able explanation of ti here, then, is as a subject complementiser.

This is corroborated by the evidence from Cypriot. There is a related con-
struction, popular in that dialect but also extant in CSMG: exi apo X pu Y Ôit.has

41That the expression appears also with ka is no proof one way or the other of the status of pu,
since ka in Apulian is both a relativiser and a complementiser:
(52c) P¿son ªxei ka se parakalÃ/ na k�v nÕ all�tsv �sÕ e¼tta madd¼a;

poson exi ka se parakalo/ na kao n alùatso as itùa maêùia?
P¿soq kair¿q e¼nai poy se parakalÃ/ na dÃsv nÕ agor�sv ayt� ta malli�;
posos keros ine pu se parakalo/ na Doso n aÄoraso afta ta malia?
How long is it that I beg you/ to let me buy this hair (HellSI 13)
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since X that YÊ= Y has been going on since XÕÑbest described as a special case of
subject complementation. In this instance, the pu-clause is the subject of the
existential predicate exi Ôit hasÕ, interpreted as a temporal predicate: Ôit has been
the caseÕ.42 So in (53a), for instance, Ôbeasts have surrounded meÕ is the subject
of the predicate Ôhas been (the case) since thenÕ.

(53a) «Esiei poy t¿teq, bre Xarü, poy thn hmªran tzie¼nhn/ poy me dkiazÃnnoysin uerk�
eSi pu totes, vre xari, pu tin imeran dZinin,/ pu me Dkiazonùusin Terka
It has been since then, Haris, since that day, that beasts have surrounded me
(Lipertis 233)

(53b) ªs &ei Õpoy thn An�stasin pÏnÕ �plyta tÕ antzÿei»� moy.
eSi pu tin anastasin po n aplita t andZja mu.
It has been since Easter that my vessels have been unwashed. (Loukas 43.73)

If this construction involves a complementiser, the closely related exi/ine X pu Y
construction we have been considering can be analysed similarly.

This construction is also in place in Lesbos. Here, however, it has adopted a
much more extensive role, taking part in auxiliary-like formations. Anagnostou
(1903:48) goes so far as to claim that it is the indigenous way of expressing the
past continuous, giving the following examples:

(54a) ª?xÕ poy xoyr¼zÕ vq tÃra dyo g-na¼tshq
eC pu xuriz os tora Dio Änetsis
he.has that he.divorces until now two wives
He has divorced two wives by now

(54b) ªxoy Õpoy zhmiÃnoym� tÃra tr¼a taje¼dia
exu pu zimionumi tora tria taksiDia
I.have that I.am.damaged now three trips
I have been financially burdened with three trips now

There are some salient differences between the Lesbian construction and its
CSMG counterpart.

¥ Unlike the exiÉ pu construction in other dialects, the verb exi in
the Lesbian construction agrees with the subject of VERB: thus, exu
pu zimionumi tria taksiDia ÔI.have that I.am.damaged three tripsÕ in
(54b), rather than CSMG exi tria taksiDia pu zimionome Ôit.has
three trips that I.am.damagedÕ. By making exi coindexical with the
following verb, the exi pu VERB combination behaves like a verbal
unit.43

42The reanalysis proceeds something like this: exi krasi Ôit has wine (object)Õ; exi krasi Ôthere is
wine (subject)Õ; exi Dio mines Ôthere are two months (subject)Õ; exi Dio mines pu irTe Ôthere are
two months (subject) that he has come (temporal adjunct)Õ; exi Dio mines pu irTe Ôthere is for two
months (temporal adjunct) the state that he has come (subject)Õ; exi apo Dio mines pu irTe Ôthere
is since two months (temporal adjunct) the state that he has come (subject)Õ.
43There are temporal exi-expressions in CSMG in which exi agrees with a personal referent: exo
Dio mines na ton Do ÔI.have two months IRR him I.seeÊ= I havenÕt seen him in two monthsÕ. But
this is the na-counterpart to the expression in question, where the temporal expression states
the duration for which an action has not occurred. In the pu-expression, exi is always 3.SG; one
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¥ The notion of temporal duration is rather loosely treated in (54a,
54b); they correspond to something like two wives ago and three
trips ago. Such atypical temporals would not be used in CSMG.
The temporal adjunct in these two instances can also be inter-
preted as the complement of the verbsÑdirect object (divorce two
wives), or complement of extent (am burdened by three trips).
This interpretation is reinforced by verb agreement: exo pu ÔI.haveÕ
makes it likelier for the adjunct to be interpreted as a direct object
of the ÔhaveÕ-verb (ÔI have two wives that I have divorcedÕ, ÔI have
three trips that I am burdened withÕ), and the adjuncts can be the
objects of relative clauses. If the temporal adjuncts are reanalysed
as complements, then the exi pu VERB combination can be reana-
lysed as a single verb unit, with the valency of VERB. This would
make it look a lot more like an auxiliary formation.

¥ The Lesbian construction puts the temporal adjunct at the end of
the phrase, rather than between exo and the p u-phrase, as in
CSMG. This is consistent with sentential focus being drawn to the
temporal adjunctÑor alternatively, with the predicate of the
phrase being topicalised. If the construction is indeed on its way to
becoming an auxiliary formation, it would make sense for the verb
to be adjoined to the exi pu element, so that the exi pu VERB phrase
forms a single unit, rather than the verb being contrastively em-
phasised relative to the exo pu TEMPORAL unit.
Now, while other Greek dialects do have topicalised versions of
the exiÉ pu constructionÑand indeed, of the exoÉ pu construction
(55a), they displace the adjunct to the left of exo, not the right:

(55a) Sar�nta meron´xtiaÑªxv poy porpatÃ.
saranda meronixtiaÑexo pu porpato.
It has been forty days and nights that I have been walking. (ÔForty days I
have that I walkÕ) (Dieterich 353; Sifnos, Cyclades)

(55b) L¼a xoy¿ni »a g& ªx&Õ apo´ padªeyÕke
lia xuoøa z& eC apu padeefke
It has been only a few years that he has been married (ÔA few years he has
that he marriedÕ) (HDMS 839:131; Samothrace)

(55c) St�uh tªssera xr¿nia eke¼ kiÕ ol¼gon kair¿n ªxei opo  ́ Õrue.
staTi tesera xronia eki ki oliÄon keron exi opu rTe.
He stayed four years there and it has been a small time that he has came.
He stayed four years there and has only just come back. (MakM 154)

Topicalisations like these are consistent with the temporal ex-
pression being reanalysed as the direct object of exi/exo, and thus
fronted. As alluded above, the exo construction, with its non-3.SG

cannot say in CSMG *exo Dio mines pu Den ton vlepo ÔI have two months that I do not see himÊ= I
havenÕt seen him in two monthsÕ.
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subject, also encourages such reanalysis. Moving the putative di-
rect object of exo after the pu-expression, however, would not be
consistent with Greek topicalisation strategies, and points not so
much to a focalised temporal as to a topicalised exo pu VERB.

The peculiarities of the Lesbian construction mean that AnagnostouÕs intuition
seems well-founded: it is a different construction to the collocations considered
until now, in which exo pu VERB behaves as a verbal unit. If so, it is a striking
development for pu: it has become involved (if only as a linking element) in a
Tense-Aspect-Mood marker.44 The example given by Kretschmer (1905: 310),
exo pu xalo ÔI.have that I.destroyÕ Ê= ÔI intend to destroyÕ and ÔI have destroyedÕ
strongly suggest that such a development has indeed taken place.

The problem is that KretschmerÕs glosses are different from AnagnostouÕs
Past Continuous; one is an intentional future (cf. English going to), and the
other a present perfect. KretschmerÕs description of the phenomenon is as fol-
lows:

Alongside it, yet another paraphrastic expression is used in Lesbos (and else-
where):45 exu p xaloÊ= exo pu xalo means both ich habe im Sinne zu verderben ÔI
have it in mind (intend) to destroyÕ and ich habe verdorben ÔI have destroyedÕ. The
literal meaning is ÔI have, i.e. I find myself in a situation where I destroyÕ: this can
mean the same as ÔI am willing or inclined to destroyÕ, but also ÔI destroyÕ in the du-
rative sense, ÔI am a destroyerÕ. The connection with exo ÔI have (a situation)Õ gives
xalo a durative meaning, and as a long-lasting action extends from the past into
the present, a perfective meaning can evolve out of a durative: one usually says Ôhe
is a destroyerÕ of someone who has already destroyed something. The Lesbian
expression forms an interesting parallel to [CSMG] exo Ärapsi ÔI.have write.INFÊ= I
have writtenÕ, which originally meant ÔI have to writeÕ but now, as is well known,
means ÔI have writtenÕ. (Kretschmer 1905:310Ð311)

KretschmerÕs analysis of the construction is different to mine: he does not draw
an analogy with the exi X pu Y construction, but analyses exo pu xalo as ÔI have
(a situation) in which I destroyÕ. But Ô(a situation) in whichÕ is much too abstract
to be a reasonable explanation for pu, particularly if the putative head has then
gone missing, and pu as a free relative tends not to have abstract reference. If pu
is a relativiser, one needs to find an expression in which exo, pu, and something
like a relativiser head are present, and then describe a reanalysis in which the
relativiser head was no longer an essential part of the construction.

44The CSMG exiÉ pu construction is also extant in Lesbos:
(55d) EX@ ana@ms Xro@nu, pu "Ûrti s t ma@dra m.

eC anams xronu, pu irti s t madra m.
It has been one and a half years since he came to my sty. (Kretschmer 476)

But the exiÉ pu- and exo pu-constructions could have easily diverged, so this does not disprove
the origin of the former in the latter.
45I have not found anything like the Lesbian construction attested anywhere else; either
Kretschmer is conflating the Lesbian construction with the more general exiÉ pu construction,
or this is an expression which died out relatively early in the other Greek dialects, before it could
be recorded in the sources I have had access to.
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I have given such an account above.46 But there is another way to understand
pu in the constructionÑas a nominaliser; and a comparison with other exo-
based tenses in Greek is instructive. Both of KretschmerÕs exo pu-tenses, the in-
tentional future and the present perfect, are expressed in Greek with other exo-
constructions. The intentional is expressed with exo naÊ+ PERFSÑa form wide-
spread in Italiot, but extant also in other dialects. The perfect is expressed in
two ways, both of which involve verbal nominals: exoÊ+ INFINITIVE, a form extant
in CSMG and preferred in Northern Greek; and exoÊ+ PAST.PASSIVE.PARTICIPLE,
a form preferred in CreteÑand Lesbos, although not as frequent as exo pu in
that dialect according to Kretschmer (1905:310).

We know of an (active) participle calqued by a pu-clause in the Albanian-de-
rived me to pu-Absolutive (Nicholas 1998b) and the Italiot steo pu-construction
(¤6.7). Such a calque may also have taken place here, with a verbal nominal
supplanted by a pu-nominalisation.47 Under this account, the past continuous
would have been derived from this original present perfect exo pu (the reana-
lysis PRESENT PERFECTÊ↔ PAST CONTINUOUS should be reversible.) And with
exoÊ+ INFINITIVE, exo na, and exoÊ+ PARTICIPLE all extant tenses, it would not be
surprising if exo pu also expanded to other tenses in the exo-tense paradigm,
supplanting exo na as an intentional future, with the semantic distinction be-
tween exo pu and exo na erodedÑparticularly in the case of exo pu IMPFS, a
tense common to realis and irrealis in Greek.

So there are two possible reanalyses producing KretschmerÕs forms as an
endpoint; they would have run something like this:

(a) Reanalysis of exiÉ pu
it.has TEMPORAL ADJUNCT pu VERB.1SG (52a)

↓ topicalisation of verb
it.has pu VERB.1SG TEMPORAL ADJUNCT

↓ reanalysis of adjunct as verb complement
it.has pu VERB.1SG COMPLEMENT (54a)

↓ reanalysis of verb phrase as single unit
I.have pu VERB.1SG COMPLEMENT (54b)

↓ dropping of optional verb complement
I.have pu VERB.1SG Ñ Past Continuous (Anagnostou)

↓ reanalysis preserving stativity
I.have pu VERB.1SG Ñ Perfect (Kretschmer)

↓ analogy with exo na formations?
I.have pu VERB.1SG Ñ Intentional (Kretschmer)

(b) Reanalysis of participial perfect
I.have PAST PASSIVE PARTICIPLE

↓ reformulation of participle as relative clause
I.have pu VERB.1SG Ñ Perfect (Kretschmer)

46AnagnostouÕs Continuous exo pu is included in KrestchmerÕs account, as an antecedent of the
Present Perfect; bypassing the temporal particulars of the two (AnagnostouÕs is a past tense,
KretschmerÕs reconstruction a present), it suffices to appeal to stativity as the common link be-
tween the Past Continuous and the Present Perfect.
47Admittedly, the passive adjectival participle survives in Greek where its active counterpart did
not (cf. exoÊ+ PAST.PASSIVE.PARTICIPLE); so the motivation for the calque is not as great.
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↓ reanalysis preserving stativity
I.have pu VERB.1SG Ñ Past Continuous (Anagnostou)

↓ analogy with exo na formations?
I.have pu VERB.1SG Ñ Intentional (Kretschmer)48

7.4.ÊAdjunct-pu
The use of pu as a connective introducing adjuncts is a characteristic of informal
CSMG and Greek dialects. Conversely, it is drastically curtailed in more formal
CSMG: temporal, causal and contrast pu-adjuncts make up 0.8ä of Makri-
yannisÕ text, but only 0.07ä in TahtsisÕ text. The old tendency to use pu to
loosely string together clauses, so noticeable in Makriyannis, is in abeyance in
written CSMG. In Puristic there is a clear preference for more explicit markers
of semantic relations; this can be assumed to have affected higher-register
CSMG. The only connective to have survived this onslaught in CSMG is resulta-
tive-pu; even there its use is explicitly signalled textually by a correlative.

7.4.1.ÊIntroducing cause or reason clauses
Causal-pu is attested widely amongst Greek dialects, including Tsakonian and
Italiot:

(56a) TŝÕ o ko´e ed�tŝe me tan kolio´ra p\ h n̂Õ anemo´kaÝ tŝi n̂Õ ek\ ak¼tŝe p\ Õ ªki keino´, tŝÕ
ed�tŝe tŝÕ ªki koy�zoy.
tþ o kue eDatþe me tan ko´ura pHi ø anemukai tþi ø ekHakitþe pH eki kinu, tþ eDatþe
tþ eki kuizu.
And the dog got burnt by the cake they threw it, and it swallowed it because it
was hungry, and it got burnt and was howling. (CostS ¤4; Lenidi, Southern
Tsakonia)

(56b) anas &ipor�i e©�nose na su d�i kan� ind�tsyo, pu � pl�o v�c=c=ose p�ra emm�na.
anaSiporei etSinose na su Doi kane inditsjo, pu e pleo vecùose para emùena.
sapr� egli darti qualche indizio, poich� � pi� vecchio di me.
I know heÕll be able to give you some clues, because heÕs older than me (TNC
43.10; Roccaforte, Calabria)

In Cappadocia there is only one instance of causal op (¤B.1); given the restricted
distribution of pu-cognates in Cappadocian, this is not surprising. Perhaps more
surprising is the absence of causal-pu from the Pontic corpus, although there are
instances of causal ndo (¤B.2). There is no intrinsic reason why ndo would de-
velop to become a fully-fledged causal connective, but pu would not; this is in-
dicative of the preponderance of ndo over pu in general in the dialect, and given
the infrequent appearance of causal-ndo, causal-pu may well also be marginally
present in the dialect.

48exo pu-tenses are not represented in text available to me: neither AnagnostouÕs nor
KretschmerÕs texts (14,000 and 32,000 words respectively) have any examples, although the
latter has four instances of an exo/imeÊ+ PARTICIPLE perfect, the verb form exo pu is supposed to
have supplanted. (imeÊ+ PARTICIPLE, using the copula ime, is the passive counterpart to exoÊ+
PARTICIPLE.) So frustratingly, the only evidence we have at hand for the existence of the con-
struction lies in grammars, and not in autonomous texts.
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This does, however, indicate that the causal function is less widespread for pu
in Pontic than other adjunct functions, and this is result holds for Greek in gen-
eral:

Causal Temp. Circum. Result Corpus Size
Makriyannis 61 28 32 15 143,000
Tahtsis 8 2 15 26 118,000
Psichari: My Voyage 2 4 4 15 65,000
Peloponnesian Tsakonian 3 35 11 0 19,000
Pontic 0 4 5 1 200,000
Apulian Italiot 2 11 3 16 26,000
Calabrian Italiot >5 11 >3 >29 104,000

Table 22. Corpus counts of realis adjunct-pu

With the exception of Makriyannis and Tahtsis, causal-pu is overall the least
prominent of the four adjunct functions; and the CSMG text, Tahtsis, with its
decimation of temporal-pu, is unusual by Greek dialect standards. The only real
exception to the trend, which is probably idiosyncratic, is Makriyannis.

As a result of causal-pu having a reduced foothold in Greek, there has been
less autonomous development of causal-pu than for other adjunct functions.
Most instances of causal-pu behave in a way consistent with CSMG, and indica-
tive of arrested grammaticalisation: causal pu-adjuncts are not free of their ma-
trix, and are often reminiscent of dislocated relative clauses. This is a significant
contrast with temporal-pu, where a good deal of autonomous development may
be observed (¤7.4.6).

So although there are instances of causal-pu attested from many mainstream
dialects,49 few of them display any noteworthy features relative to CSMG. For
instance, as discussed in ¤3.4.1, pu-causals in CSMG are more tightly bound to
their matrix than epiDi- or Äiati-causals, and (I would contend) more than other
pu-adjuncts; they cannot be preposed, clefted, or otherwise separated from their
matrix. It goes without saying, then, that a pu-clause cannot answer a ÔwhyÕ-
question. There is slight evidence that this binding is relaxed in Greek dialectsÑ
Thracian in particular, possibly linked with the expansion of complementiser-pu
there:

(57a) ÇI »at¼ den üruiq;È ÇAp den e¼xa par�diq.È
Òjati Den irTis?Ó Òap Den ixa paraDis.Ó
ÒWhy didnÕt you come?Ó ÒBecause I didnÕt have any money.Ó (HDMS
1268:269; Kavakli, Eastern Rumelia)

(57b) shows a preposed pu-cause; but the syntactic complexity of the example,
involving both coordination and an embedded predicate, make this a minor in-
fringement on the CSMG distribution.

49These include Cyprus (Aetos 197, Netwon ¤7.4.4.9), Lesbos (Anagnostou 199), the Dodecanese
(Dawk 138), Macedonia (HDMS 1082:67), the Heptanesa (HDMS 805A:56), Roumeli (HDMS
1007:152), and Apiranthos (HDMS 571:501).
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(57b) Ke¼noq o mak�rgioq de b¼steye t¼pota kai, lªei, poy de b¼steye, kataxvni»�sthke kai
ke¼noq o ¼dioq
kinos o makarÄios De bisteve tipota ke, lei, pu De bisteve, kataxoøastike ke kinos o
iDios
God rest his soul, he did not believe in anything; and, so they say, because he
did not believe, he himself ended up buried (HDMS 738:106; Verestia,
Triphyllia, Messenia, Peloponnese)

The meaning of causal-pu does not display any remarkable variation diatopi-
cally, either. The semantic differentiation between pu and its competitors is rel-
evant in determining the semantics of pu, as discussed in ¤3.4.1: afu ÔsinceÕ and
pu express unique cause, while Äiati ÔbecauseÕ expresses simple causation. This is
not surprising: afu is originally temporal, and pu is ambiguous between tem-
poral and causal; causality is a tree-structure (multiple causes and effects),
while time is linear, so the notion of a unique temporal precedent carries over
into a unique causal precedent.

With afu, the carry-over is etymological, an instance of persistence. The tem-
poral meaning of pu is not in any sense prior to its causal sense, however, and
this is far more likely an instance of contaminationÑthe temporal meaning of pu
informs its causal use, something which can occur simply if the two meanings
coexist in the paradigm. Contamination is likely to be important in determining
where causal-pu appears in generalÑparticularly contamination from the emo-
tive complementiser, where pu introduces a cause, and the causation is instan-
taneous (emotive reactions tend to be immediate), uncontrolled and direct. This
is why the following instance of causal-pu is odd by CSMG standards, even
though it expresses unique causationÑthe causation is not immediate, and de-
liberation is involved:

(58a) kai se lig�ki ef�nhken ªnaq ompr¿q toy kai zhto´se na tom proskynüs�, opo{de pvq
üpi»ase to m�rmaron ¿poy r¼xnan oi pi »o mprost� dy9o toy s´ntrofoi me d´nam¼n toq
pollün.
ke se liÄaki efaniken enas ombros tu ke zituse na tom proskinisi, opu De pos ipjase
to marmaron Èopu rixnan i pjo mbrosta Djo tu sindrofi me Dinamin tos polùin.
and in a little while one of them appears before the prince and begged to do
him homage, for he had seen how he had caught the marble slab which the
two foremost of his comrades were using all their strength to pitch. (DawkD
138; Asfendiou, Kos, Dodecanese)

It also explains why the following is acceptable in CSMG: causation is not im-
mediate here either (the beardless men have to be hunted down before they are
lynched), and deliberation is involved, but the matrix is presented as an emotive
response to the pu-cause, so that the analogy to the emotive complementiser is
strong:

(58b) E¼dan oi spano¼ toy parakak¿, ?s-koyuükan, f´gan, gian� mh t-q krhm�shn, Õpoy
k�nan foy?n-k¿.
iDan i spani tu parakako, s&kuTikan, fiÄan, Äiana mi ts krimasin, pu kanan foøko.
The beardless men saw the disaster, got up, and left, to avoid being hanged for
committing murder. (Anagnostou 199; Lesbos, Northern Aegean)
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Another function of pu may play a similar role: circumstance-pu may inform the
use of pu introducing causes whichÑconversely to those discussed aboveÑare
indirect, and involve background causation:

(58c) JªrÕq, na doy bo´mi Gi »�n&n &Õ pÏx&Õ poyllªq gi »oyrt�diq th xroyni »� tÕ �i-Gi»anni»o´
ksers, na du bumi Æaø po C pules ÆurtaDis ti xruøa t ai Æaøu
You know, we should call him John, as there are many feast days in the year for
St John (Anagnostou 199; Lesbos, Northern Aegean)

ine pu

Like causal-pu, the collocation ine pu ÔitÕs that, itÕs becauseÕ holds few surprises;
it is attested throughout mainstream Greek, and is particularly prominent in
Cypriot:

(59) tziÕ an sÕ �fhken na f´�q poy kont� toy,/ ªn poy to skªfthken Õq thn ysterk�n.
dZ an s afiken na fiis pu konda tu,/ en pu to skeftiken s tin isterkan.
and if He let you leave from His side, itÕs because He thought it latterly
(=afterthought) (Lipertis 241; Cyprus)

In all, the causal is not one of the more salient functions of pu; its development
compared to temporal-pu is limited, and pu is not as autonomous from its ma-
trix as with other functions. One might argue that the development of adjunct-
pu in general is restricted; with the exception of the resultative and the circum-
stance, pu is not the major connective for any adjunct class in most Greek dia-
lects. While pu naturally flows into adjunct functions through the intrinsic
modality of relative clauses (causal, temporal, contrastive relativisation, etc.), its
ambiguity gives it little communicative advantage over unambiguous connec-
tives such as Äiati and temporal otan.

This cannot be a complete solution, however, since pu has become entrenched
in the resultative paradigm;50 and it does not explain why causal-pu has fared
worse than temporal-pu. The ill-defined semantics of pu may be important here:
as discussed with (58a) and (58c), causal-pu may be susceptible to contamina-
tion from its other functions, and these can in fact lend causal-pu contradictory
meanings. This means that causal-pu is particularly unsuccessful as a distinctive
linguistic sign; and though this might not preclude causal-pu developing suc-
cessfully in some dialects, it is consistent with its overall retardation.

7.4.2.ÊIntroducing circumstance clauses
The circumstance class of pu is a grab-bag by definition: it includes all those
adjuncts to which none of the more well-defined semantic relations (causality,
temporality, contrast, result) apply. In contrast to causal-pu, where vagueness
seems to have interfered with its further spread, vagueness is an advantage for
this function; a more semantically explicit connective would be misleading in
expressing such a tenuous connection between adjunct and matrix. Where

50But see further discussion in ¤7.4.3.
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English would use such semantically explicit connectives as when or in that to
introduce circumstances, Greek uniformly uses pu, and pre-literary language at
least does not conscript other connectives for the job (as against e.g. Puristic eno
ÔwhileÕ.)

Justify-pu

That said, a few subclasses of circumstance-pu are well-delimited, and can be
discussed separately. Foremost amongst these is Justify-pu, introducing the il-
locutionary cause of a non-declarative speech act. This class is widespread
(counting for 24 out of the 37 unambiguous instances of circumstance-pu in my
HDMS corpus), including instances from Pontic (60a), Italiot (60b), and
Tsakonian (60cÑprobably a CSMG calque):

(60a) Koytro´m kai sirats &�n na ebg�llÕne ta glÃssaq atoyn poy epr¿ftasan kai
estyxar¼asan aton.
kutrum ke siratSan na evÄalne ta Älosas atun pu eproftasan ke estixariasan aton.
May their tongues give forth pitch and pus, for going up and congratulating
him. (FotM 516; Pontic)

(60b) Ka p�se f�gwome, pu san del�gwete o ©�rimmu, mas imb�nni tÕ ap�ssu ©e, po
mmas arriv�gwi, mas tr�g=i?
ka pose fegwome, pu san delegwete o tSuri mùu, mas imbenùi t apisùu tSe, po mùas
arùivegwi, mas troïi?
Come possiamo fuggire, poich�, quando ritorna mio padre, ci viene appresso
e, come ci raggiunge, ci mangia?
How can we run away, when as soon as my father returns, he will chase after
us and, when he catches up to us, he will eat us? (TNC 78.7; Roccaforte,
Calabria)

(60c) ÒtsH"Û na mba@uÓ øepe@ka ÒpHo@øe@xu Deka@ra.Ó
Òtsi na mbauÓ ø epeka ÒpH oø exu Dekara.Ó
ÒTi na mpvÓ toy e¼pa Òpoy den ªxv dek�ra.Ó
Òti na boÓ tu ipa Òpu Den exo DekaraÓ
ÒHow am I supposed to go in,Ó I told him, Òwhen I donÕt have a dime?Ó (Har
156; Vaskina, Southern Tsakonia)

This distribution shows that Justify-pu is an old component of Modern Greek;
its absence in Cappadocian is presumably a Turkism.

Since Justify-pu has an unconventional illocutionary range of matrices (non-
declarative), and its link to its matrix is illocutionary rather than formal-se-
mantic, the morphosyntax of its matrix can also be unusual compared to the
usual environment for pu. The matrix of Justify-pu can indeed be reduced to a
single-word interjection:

(61a) «Axoy, gi »o´ka moy, poy pªrasÕ apÕ at� ªna palthkar�tsin Ãmorfo san esªna tsai
san thn n´ffhn Tsyra-selünh
axu, Æuka mu, pu peras ap ata ena paltikaratsin omorfo san esena tse san tin nifùin
tsira selini
Alas, my son, ∅ there has come this way a young lad as handsome as you are
and my daughter-in-law the Lady Moon; (DawkD 36; Astypalaea,
Dodecanese)
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(61b) «Axxoy, gi»o´ka moy, poy moy Õp¿meine tÕ argk�rti moy mªsa.
axùu, Æuka mu, pu mu pomine t arNgarti mu mesa.
Oh, my son, ∅ I have left my spindle inside him. (DawkD 176; Antimahia, Kos,
Dodecanese)

And the matrix can be an echoic citation of anotherÕs opinion, contradicted by
the pu-clause which justifies the citation.

(61c) Ti adrefü t¼mia ªxeiq, poy egÃ op¿te uªlv thn ªxv!
ti aDrefi timia exis, pu eÄo opote Telo tin exo!
What sort of an honourable sister do you have, when I can have her whenever I
please! (MinA 389; Zante, Heptanesa)

The semantic distance between adjunct and matrix, on the one hand, and the
reduction of the matrix to a non-clausal entity, on the other, make Justify-pu a
class where the pu-clause goes a long way towards being fully separate from any
matrix. Only pu na-optatives (¤7.7.4) display a greater extent of clausal inde-
pendence.

Tautologous relativisations

Another distinct class of circumstance-pu involves clauses which syntactically
are identical to relative clauses, in that they have nominal heads, with copula
predicates. Semantically, however, they are implausible as relativisations: the
copula connects the head to another nominal giving information about the
head, but the information is not only already known (62a), but most often
tautological, with the predicative complement identical to the head. For ex-
ample, (62b): dZe to xtinon po ni xtinon Ôeven a beast that is a beastÉÕ

(62a) e ta kope@llya kse@ni pu-tun epina@sasi, ep"Ûan c&e c&"Ûni na fa@si.
e ta kope´ùa kseni pu tun epinasasi, epian tSe tSini na fasi.
Well, the boys, strangers that they were, were hungry and they went also to
eat. (Newton ¤7.4.5.16; Karpas, Cyprus)

(62b) tziai to xthn¿n p~ni xthn¿n thq m�naq toy kloyu� thq.
dZe to xtinon po ni xtinon tis manas tu kluTa tis.
Even a beast, beast that it is, follows its mother. (Lipertis 237, Cyprus)

(62c) Kai ta poyli�, po{nai poyli�, kai Õke¼na ªxoyn p�uh
ke ta pulia, pu ne pulia, ke kina exun paTi
Even birds, birds that they are, have passions (Vlahou 1975 [1894]:77; Hili,
Constantinople)

(62d) O Ue¿q po{ne Ue¿q syxxvr� kai gap�, kai sy uªleiq na parako´s�q kai na parab�q
ta ueotik�;
o Teos pu ne Teos sixùora ke Äapa, ke si Telis na parakusis ke na paravis ta
Teotika?
God, who is God indeed, gives pardon and love, and can you wish to disobey
and go beyond the ways of God? (DawkD 140; Asfendiou, Kos, Dodecanese)

(62e) O asile9�q poybÕ basile9�q, tsai Õr¼zei ta nhsi»� maq,/ ªn ªxei thp parªa maq, müe ths
syntorfi»� maq.
o asile9as pu v vasile9as, tse rizùi ta nisja mas,/ en exi tip parea mas, mie tis sindorfja
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mas.
Even the king, who is the king and rules our islands, has not our company and
our fellowship. (Mih-Nou 234; Central Karpathos, Dodecanese)

So although these are structurally relativisations, they do not fulfil the rela-
tiviser function. Their function is rather to highlight that the predicative com-
plement is germane to the matrix claim: a beast is a beast indeed (i.e. irra-
tional), yet it still has filial instincts; God is God indeed (i.e. omnipotent), yet He
still gives pardon. The emphasis on the predicative complement being germane
is explicit in (62a), the only example where the predicative complement is not
identical to the antecedent: the complement kseni ÔstrangersÕ is placed in focus
position before the copula.

This class is similar to the CSMG sanÉ pu collocation (Ôlike theÉ that s/he isÕ),
which also highlights a germane predicative complement (Nicholas 1998b). In
sanÉ pu, however, the predicative complement, while given, is not tautologous.
And in the instances considered here, the tautologous relativisation is akin to
nominal emphasis: to xtinon po ni xtinonÊ= the beast that is a beastÊ= even a
beastÕ; this is confirmed in (62b, 62c), where the emphatic ke Ôand; even; alsoÕ
precedes the constructionÕs antecedent.

There is another semantic field the tautologous relativisation comes close to:
contrast. This is evident in (62b): even a beast, though it is irrational, has filial
instincts. Contrast is less evident in (62d), where the meaning is perhaps more
ÔGod also, who is a paragon, gives pardonÕ than Ôalthough God is omnipotent, He
still gives pardonÕ; then again, the formal semantics of EVEN has an inherent
notion of contrast.51

51I am reticent to call this construction contrastive, if only because (62a) is not contrastive; then
again, (62a) may not be an instance of tautological relativisation at all.
The construction is also reminiscentÑand possibly relatedÑto demonstrative circumstances like
tetios pu ine Ôsuch that he isÕ (¤3.4.2).
The same expression turns up in Pharasa and the Pontus, but there it uses the temporals fotes
and sitQ ÔwhenÕ:
(63a) To Õrn >¼ui, f¿tez ªn Õrn>¼ui, p¼n>ei ner¿, ts &ai gre´ei panoyf¿roy to Ue¿.

to rniTi, fotez en rniTi, pini nero, tSe Ärevi panuforu to Teo.
H k¿ta, poy e¼nai k¿ta, p¼nei ner¿ kai koit�zei chl� to Ue¿.
i kota, pu ine kota, pini nero ke kitazi psila to Teo.
The hen, hen that she is, drinks water and looks up to God. (LoucLouc 325)

(63b) H peuer�, se¼tia ªnÕ peuer�, asÕ atªn poll� di�krishn ex &!
i peTera, sitia en peTera, as aten pola Diakrisin eS!
H peuer�, an kai e¼nai peuer�, ªxei periss¿terh diakritik¿thta apÕ aytün!
i peTera, an ke ine peTera, exi perisoteri Diakritikotita ap aftin!
A mother-in-law, mother-in-law that she is, has more discretion than her!
(FotM 450)

The contrastive nature of the construction is highlighted by the CSMG gloss of (63b), which uses
the explicit concessive an ke. While the Anatolian temporal is equivalent to the tautologous rela-
tivisation, I do not think this warrants analysing pu in the latter as a temporal; a temporal makes
no more sense in the construction than a causal or a relativiser.
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Underspecified circumstances

Besides these well-defined classes of circumstance-pu, the more vague instances
of the circumstance connective are also in wide use, including in Pontic and
Italiot:

(64a) ki at¿son ªmorfoq poy ªson kai gyna¼ka na ªlepen aten uÕ ezªleyen aten.
ki atoson emorfos pu eson ke Äineka na elepen aten T ezeleven aten.
And as she was so beautiful, even if a woman saw her, she would envy her.
(KandilF 110; Chaldia, Pontus)

(64b) Na kuo kan� fsema/ pu �Õ nna pis es�,/ pu fs�mata Õo llem�/ ©e Õa amm�ddia
exiÕ Õngom�ta?
na kuo kane fsema/ pu e nùa pis esu,/ pu fsemata o lùemo/ tSe a amùadùia exi
Ngomata?
udire qualche bugia/ che mi dirai tu,/ che di bugie hai tutti pieni/ gli occhi e la
bocca?
Am I to hear some lie you might tell me, when your eyes and mouth are full of
lies? (Palumbo 77; Calimera, Apulia)

The use of circumstance-pu is particularly characteristic of Makriyannis, and no
doubt has greatly contributed to the perception of his work as quintessentially
demotic; it thus points to a more general characteristic of pre-literary discourse
style. In the text, opu is used to loosely link up factive adjuncts to a main phrase,
without the connection being made explicit:

(65a) (1829)
Potª den mol´nuhkan tÕ arxe¼a thq patr¼doq moy? o´te eiq thn kybªrnhsin, o´te eiq
eparx¼eq, o´te eiq �toma, opo´ agvnistükame eiq thn Ro´melh, Pelop¿nnhson kai
nhsi� kai Sp�rth, den e¼nai poyuen� kathgor¼a paramikrü dia em�q.
pote Den molinTikan t arxia tis patriDos mu; ute is tin kivernisin, ute is eparxies,
ute is atoma, opu aÄonistikamen is tin rumeli, peloponison ke nisia ke sparti, Den
ine puTena katiÄoria paramikri Dia emas.
The archives of my country were never sullied; neither in the government, nor
in the districts, nor in individuals, when we fought in Roumeli, the
Peloponnese and the islands and Sparta, nowhere is there the slightest accusa-
tion against us.
And we have never befouled the pages of our countryÕs history. In our conduct
to the Government, to the provinces, to individuals, when we fought in
Roumeli and the Peloponnese and the islands and Sparta, not the slightest ac-
cusation can be made against us. (MakM 7)

(65b) (1829Ð1840)
«Ekame na r¼jh to ner¿ k�toy eiq ton dr¿mo, h kakü t´xh pªrnage eke¼nh thn Ãra o
mpoyrlotiªrhq, opo´ t¿te sÕ eke¼nh thn per¼stasin o k�ue mpoyrlotiªrhq ütan mis¿q
ue¿q, to ner¿n opo´ Õrrice to paid¼ ªpese ap�noy eiq ton mpoyrlotiªrh, xvr¼q na ton
idü to paid¼.
ekame na riksi to nero katu is ton Dromo, i kaki tixi pernaÄe ekini tin ora o
burlotieris, opu tote s ekini tin peristasin o kaTe burlotieris itan misos Teos, to
neron opu ripse to peDi epese apanu is ton burlotierin, xoris na ton iDi to peDi.
He went to throw the water onto the street; unfortunately, at that time the bru-
loteer was passing by, where in that situation at the time, each bruloteer was
half a god; the water the child threw fell onto the bruloteer, without the child
seeing him.
He went to throw the water down into the street and as ill-luck would have it
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at that moment this bruloteer was passing. ∅  At that time in our state of af-
fairs every bruloteer was a demi-god; and that water the lad threw out fell on
the bruloteer without his seeing the lad. (MakM 121)

Although circumstance-pu is semantically underspecified, there are still some
meanings it does not normally extend to. Thus, unlike the ancient participle, pu
does not introduce manner adjuncts; the following is the closest one gets in the
corpus, and could easily refer to time rather than manner:

(66) Tsai t¿te na kryft� mªsa Õq thn ts&oilts�n tÕ aloatatso´, tsai to p�roysi Õq ton
p´rgkon thq, na fts� poy ua no¼j� me thn tr¼xa, tsai me teq marntzoltsªq toy na
tsernt¼s� thm Par�morfhn.
tse tote na krifti mesa s tin ts&iltsan t aloatatsu, tse to parusi s ton pirNgon tis, na ftsi
pu Ta niksi me tin trixa, tse me tes marndzoltses tu na tserndisi tim paramorfin.
Then he must conceal himself in the belly of the little horse, and they bring it
into her tower, and he come out, opening it by the spring, and then by his
cunning he will win the Most Fair. (DawkD 46; Astypalaea, Dodecanese)

Circumstance-pu offers many ambiguous examples allowing reanalysis. For in-
stance, there is a clear pathway from the reanalysis-rich optative free relatives
(¤7.2.3) to Justify-pu:

(67a) na koytsauü poy tÒsperne/ kai poy ta ma(g)ere´gei.
na kutsaTi pu ta sperne/ ke pu ta maerevÄi.
May he who sowed them and who cooks them become lame/ May he become
lame for sowing them and for cooking them. (Yannakou 210; Rhodes,
Dodecanese)

(67b) Na ka� ta xe¼lh toy, poy uªlei se filüsei
na kai ta xili tu, pu Teli se filisi
May his lips be burned who would kiss you (MinA 403; Mouzaki, Zante,
Heptanesa)

Another such pathway is from justifications of incredulity exclamations to ir-
realis-pu (¤7.8):

(67c) Na k′mhuÃ, lªei, apÕ ua mi f�� oy patªraq sÕ;
na cmiTo, lei, ap Ta mi fai u pateras s?
ÒAm I to fall asleep,Ó he says, Òwhen your father is going to eat me?Ó (Rigas
1962:17; Skiathos, Thessaly)

And in the following, there is a three-way ambiguity between linguistic comple-
ment (Ôa telegram came, saying thatÉÕ), circumstance (Ôa telegram came for the
prince to go, where if he did not goÉÕ), and relativiser (Ôa telegram came for the
prince to go, who, if he did not go, would loseÉÕ):

(67d) Ekoret�rhse gia d´o xr¿nia, vq poy ürue ªna thlegr�fhma na p�� to basil¿poylo,
poy an den p��, x�nei thn kal´terü toy xÃra, ki a p��, thn kerd¼zei.
ekoretarise Äia Dio xronia, os pu irTe ena tileÄrafima na pai to vasilopulo, pu an
Den pai, xani tin kaliteri tu xora, ki a pai, tin kerDizi.
He stayed in mourning for two years, until a telegram came for the prince to go,
that if he did not go, he would lose his best territory, and if he did go, he would
gain it. (MinA 389; Volimes, Zante, Heptanesa)
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In the right contexts, finally, a headed relative clause can behave as a circum-
stance. This has already been seen for tautologous relativisations; but the fol-
lowing is not such a relativisation, and the noun phrase ta kavatþa pi ftQkat Ôthe
somersaults that you madeÕ seems to be missing the prepositional equivalent of
a circumstance marker, me ÔwithÕ. The fact that pu is a circumstance marker as
well as a relativiser presumably led to pu functioning as a portmanteau of the
two in this instance:

(67e) Tsa oy na per�mÕ; De ma pinit\o´mÕ; Eme¼ne ta kab�ts| a ph fta ?katÕ de ua pinht\ªtÕ.
tsa u na peram? De ma pinitHum? emine ta kavatþa pi ftQkat De Ta pinitHet.
PÃq ua per�soyme; De ua pnigo´me; Ese¼q tiq to´mpeq poy k�nate de ua pnigüte.
Èpos Ta perasume? De Ta pniÄume? esis tis tubes pu kanate De Ta pniÄite.
How will we go across? WonÕt we drown? You, (with) the somersaults that you
made, you wonÕt drown. (HDMS 754:33; Havoutsi, Propontis Tsakonian)52

There exist types of adjunct-pu which have no well-defined semantics; this fact
underlies the claim that adjunct-pu is not polysemous, with a range of estab-
lished distinct meanings, but semantically underspecified, with a minimal
meaning encompassing that range as well as these less well-defined instances.
Underspecification is a central synchronic property of adjunct-pu, and it inheres
in the circumstance function. It is also a central synchronic property of several
other connectives seen in this work, such as Modern Greek ke (Canakis 1995;
Ingria in prep.) and Ancient Greek hoùs (¤5.3.2).

Yet underspecification need not be a diachronic reality; pu did not become re-
analysed all at once from a relativiser into a vague adjunct connective, encom-
passing temporal, causal and resultative meanings as well as contrasts and cir-
cumstances. It is much likelier that pu was first reanalysed into specific connec-
tives: causal, temporal, contrast, background. It is only after the eventÑand the
intervention of some analogical levellingÑthat a semantic common class
emerged between the sundry instances of adjunct-pu, and one could start
speaking of an underspecified connective.

7.4.3.ÊIntroducing result clauses
In preliterary/dialectal Greek, result adjuncts often appear without a preceeding
correlative; this is unusual for CSMG. Thus, in The Third Wedding, 23 of the 26
resultative pu are preceded by a demonstrative correlative, while the remaining
3 are preceded by an antecedent with the indefinite article, which acts as a
quasi-demonstrative (ÔaÕÊ= Ôsuch aÕ). By contrast, 5 of the 15 resultatives in My
Voyage have no correlative, as do 3 of the 11 resultatives in CatargiÕs Essays.
Resultatives without correlatives also persist in dialectal texts:

(68a) Gi »a na mhn ta polylogo´me k�uoyntai kai ta mel¼ssi»a kai f�gane kai jegl´cane
o´la ta piu�ri »a to mªli, poy an ªbane k½ne¼q gi »a dokimü eke¼ th glÃss� toy de ua
katal�baine kau¿loy pvq prÃta ütane Õkei mªsa mªli.
Æa na min ta poliloÄume kaTude ke ta melisja ke faÄane ke kseÄlipsane ula ta

52This is acceptable in English (and CSMG) as an elliptical expression.
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piTarja to meli, pu an evane kanis Æa Dokimi eki ti Älosa tu De Ta katalavene kaTolu
pos prota itane ki mesa meli.
To cut a long story short, the bees also set off and ate and licked out all the bar-
rels of honey, so that if someone stuck their tongue there to check, they would
not realise at all that there used to be honey in there. (ParnassosA 54;
Peloponnese)

(68b) Se agapÃ, poy x�nomai,/ ma na sto pv de uªlv
se aÄapo, pu xanome,/ ma na s to po De Telo
I love you so much that I perish, but I do not want to tell you (HDMS
780:222; Folegandros, Cyclades)

CSMG has no such correlative requirement for irrealis resultatives. Presumably,
the pu na combination is adequate by itself to flag the construction as resulta-
tive; overall pu na has a much narrower range of functions than realis pu.

Resultative-pu is the only adjunct-pu which survives in wide usage in CSMG;
indeed, whereas in other domains Puristic connectives have supplanted pu, this
has not happened with the resultative.53 The disambiguating correlative must
have contributed to the survival of resultative-pu; resultative-pu with no correla-
tive has died out in CSMG.

By contrast, the resultative is one of the less widely distributed functions of
adjunct-pu amongst Greek dialects. However, this probably has more to do with
the influence of Turkish than any relative newness of the resultative. The resul-
tative is present in the two outlier dialects not in contact with Turkish. While
there are no instances of resultative-pu in my Tsakonian corpus, both DeffnerÕs
(1923) and CostakisÕ (1986) dictionaries give resultative instances:

(69a) To m��i ªkh t¿soy farmakoytª, op\ ü, an ªsa ts&oy, t\a stigmü ªsa pen�k\ oy
to mali eki tosu farmakute, opHi, an esa tSu, tHa stiÄmi esa penakHu
The apple was so poisoned that, if you ate it, you would die instantly (Deffner
1923:op�h)54

(69b) TsÕ efaütŝere p\ Õ ªsi ¿lioy reggo´mene
ts efaitþere pH esi o´u reNgumene
What have you eaten so that you keep burping? (Costakis 1986:ph)

While DeffnerÕs two examples have a correlative, CostakisÕ two instances do not;
so the CSMG pressure to have a correlative with resultatives is likely alien to
Tsakonian.

Resultative pu also occurs in Italiot, both with (70a, 70b) and without a cor-
relative (70c, 70d). The latter two cases would be unacceptable in CSMG.

53The Puristic resultative oste occurs only twice in MakriyannisÕ text, constituting 12% of all re-
sultatives. In TahtsisÕ text, which can be taken to represent CSMG, oste occurs 14 times, and in 8
of those instances, it is a sentence-initial discourse connective (ÔsoÕ), and not a resultative at all.
Resultative pu, on the other hand, occurs 24 times; thus, oste still comprises only 20% of all re-
sultatives.
54This example is suspectÑas with much of DeffnerÕs work: it has opHi, which is not certain to
have ever existed in Tsakonian (Nicholas 1998f), and the CSMG loanword stiÄmi.
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(70a) �ssa t�ssese i bell�ttsese as&�ndim bill�tta pu tos �perre tim b�sta to
xxristyan�ne.
isùa tosùese i belùitùsese aSindim bilùetùa pu tos eperùe tim bista to xùristjanone.
erano tante le bellezze di quella villetta che toglieva la vista ai cristiani.
there were so many beauties in that villa that it took the peopleÕs breath
away. (TNC 48.27; Roccaforte, Calabria)

(70b) Ta l�i »a pu su m�pe ÕtÕ a66on vrai/ isaÕ ttosso kkal�66ia ©e gli©�a/ pu k�maa
quasi quasi na mu pai/ aÕtti kkard�a e p�na-mu pal�a.
ta loja pu su mu pe t aêùon vrai/ isa tùosùo kùaluêùia tSe glitSea/ pu kamaa kwazi
kwazi na mu pai/ a tùi kùardia e pena mu palea.
Le parole che tu mi dicesti lÕaltra sera/ erano cos� graziose e dolci/ che quasi
quasi mi fecero andar via/ dal cuore lÕantica mia pena.
The words you spoke to me the other night were so gracious and sweet that
they almost made my ancient sorrow pass from my heart. (Palumbo 31;
Calimera, Apulia)

(70c) Ma p�pote tin �vre, ©e tin �perre p�nda kl�nda, pu ta d�klya tu ekatev�nnai
p�se katev�nnusi d�o kann�l«a ner�ne.
ma pupote tin ivre, tSe tin eperùe panda klonda, pu ta Daklja tu ekatevenùai pose
katevenùusi Dio kanùu´a nerone.
Ma non la pot� trovare in nessun luogo, e se la passava sempre piangendo,
cos� che le lacrime gli scendevano come due canali dÕacqua.
But he couldnÕt find her anywhere, and he was always overcome by tears, such
that his tears flowed like two canals of water. (TNC 48.27; Roccaforte,
Calabria)

(70d) ÕE mmil�s, Õen gÿel�Õ,/ steiÕ mmÕ Õi ©©of�li a66�,/ pu pist�o Õti vot�Õ,/ nna pis:
ÇAmo Õpu ttuÈ.
e mùilis, en ïela,/ stei mù i tùSofali aêùu,/ pu pisteo ti vota,/ nùa pis Òamo pu tùu.Ó
Non parli, non ridi,/ stai con la testa altrove,/ si che mi sembra che ti volga/
per dirmi: ÇVai via di qui!È
You do not speak, you do not laugh, you stand with your mind somewhere else,
so that I believe that you wish to say to me ÒGo away!Ó (Palumbo 65; Calimera,
Apulia)

In the outliers in contact with Turkish, on the other hand, resultative connec-
tives are conspicuous by their absence. But for a single instance of op in Ulaga�
(¤B.1), pu is not used as a resultative in Cappadocia; Cappadocian resultatives
are introduced either with a zero connective, paratactically with tSe ÔandÕ, or with
the Turkish particle ki (Anastasiadis 1976:235):

(71a) Ma pein�núk\ ame ats-tsª, ∅  na cofüsoymÕ ÕqÕ thn pe¼na.
ma pinankHame atùse, ∅ na psofisum s tin pina.
We were not so hungry that we would starve to death. (Anastasiadis
1976:235)

(71b) D¼teiq d¼teiq son k¿smon tŝai se sªnÕ t¼poq tẑo Õp¿meinúin.
Ditis Ditis son kosmon tSe se sen tipos dZo pominin.
You keep giving and giving to people and/so that there is nothing left for you.
(Anastasiadis 1976:235)

(71c) ÕGv e¼mai �Õ Õnom�t\Õq k\ i, tŝap Õ� shkÃshq �Õ u�lú i, a bkv Õpoypoyk�toy.
Äo ime a nomatHs kHi, tSap a sikosis a Tali, a vko pupukatu.
I am such a man that, any stone you uncover, I will emerge underneath it.
(Anastasiadis 1976:235)
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Pontic likewise tends not to use a resultative marker; results are consistently
marked by simple parataxis, with either zero (by far the most frequent strategy)
or ke ÔandÕ connecting the two clauses. This development is distinct from the
rest of Greek, in which a resultative marker is obligatory.55

(72a) epüen epl´sten kal� kal� kÕ ªruen ef¿resen kÕ enªllajen ki at¿son kÕ ªmorfoq
ªenton, eke¼nÕ tÕ apªsÕ ªstracen aq shn emorf� -dan atÕq.
epien eplisten kala kala k erTen eforesen k enelaksen ki atoson k emorfos eendon,
∅  ekin t apes estrapsen as sin emorfQDan ats.
She went and washed thoroughly, and came and changed and put those clothes
on, and she became so beautiful that the house shone from her beauty. (FostA
185; Imera)

(72b) Es´ tªren Laz�raga, aªtsÕ ªmorfa ua da¬s &ke´v to korts¿pon ki arto´x monax¿n na
ªrtai ro´z Õq shn agk�lia sÕ.
esi teren lazaraÄa, aets emorfa Ta DQSkevo to kortsopon ki artux monaxon na erte
ruz s sin aNgalia s.
You watch me Lazaraga, and I will instruct the girl so well that she will come of
her own will and fall into your embrace. (FotD 282)

There are few exceptions to this generalisation for Pontic; resultative-pu turns
up only twice in my corpus, and only (72d) is certain; (72c) is probably better
analysed as a relativisation:56

(72c) OgÃ aq p�gv aq impÃ Õq soy basilªa k¿rhq Õq shn koil¼a, tar�zv to kai d¼gv to ªna
p¿no poy Õki pore¼ na to giatrªc� kane¼q giatr¿q.
oÄo as paÄo as imbo s su vasilea koris s sin kilia, tarazo to ke DiÄo to ena pono pu
ki pori na to Äiatrepsi kanis Äiatros.
Let me go and enter the kingÕs daughterÕs belly; I will upset it and give her
(such) a pain that no doctor can cure it. (Valav 116; Upper Amisos)

(72d) Ate¼noi at¿son meg�loi ªtan, poy aq shn r¼zan toy boyâino´ eft�nenan vq thn korfün
atini atoson meÄali etan, pu as sin rizan tu vujnu eftanenan os tin korfin
They were so big that they reached from the foot of the mountain to its peak
(Papadopoulos 1955:192; Kerasunta)57

Athanasiadis (1977:113) confirms that resultative-pu is extant in Pontic, giving
as an example the (unattributed) sentence eÄapanen aten atoson, pu k eTelnen na
tirQniz Qten kamian Ôhe loved her so much, that he never wanted to torment
herÕ; likewise, Drettas (1997:351) speaks of a consecutive atoson pu Ôso much

55Pontic resultative clauses are frequently introduced by the adverb artuxÊ< Turkish artõk
ÔfinallyÕ. It is unlikely artux itself is a resultative connective, since it can occur in combination
with the paratactic ki (72b), and it is a member of the same class as ar ÔthereforeÕ in introducing
logical contingency. According to Papadopoulos (1955b:172), Pontic very rarely uses the explicit
resultative oste (Athanasiadis (1977:102) concurs), and frequently makes use of connectives ex-
pressing logical contingency instead, such as ar ÔthereforeÕ and artux.
56Recall that in CSMG an emphatic indefinite article can behave as a demonstrative; it is hard to
tell whether there is such emphasis in (72c), and the sentence is entirely acceptable with pu as a
relativiser.
57(72d) was collected by I. Valavanis, who died in 1899; so it represents Kerasunta Pontic in
situ. However, influence from Standard (Constantinopolitan) Greek cannot be ruled out, par-
ticularly if the text was collected from the town itself, as opposed to the surrounding country-
side.
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thatÕ collocation, although his example is more of a circumstance: i peTeram
atoson kakesa pu etone, sa selenQ voskison lejme ke sa rakanQ menon Ômy
mother-in-law, so cruel that she was, she told me: go graze at the slopes and
stay at the mountaintopsÕ.

Yet for all that, resultative-pu is remarkably infrequent in Pontic, compared to
other Greek dialects. Given the circumstances of Pontic and Cappadocian, and
the vestigial presence of resultative-pu in Pontic, the omission of a resultative
marker is probably an innovation in the direction of Turkish.

Resultative-pu is presumably of comparable antiquity to the other adjunct
functions of pu; there is no inherent reason why it should develop any differ-
ently from temporal or causal-pu. That it has been so successful in CSMG, and
so unsuccessful in Pontic and Cappadocian, has to do with the linguistic systems
it found itself in, and not with any inherent properties of pu: in Anatolian, con-
tact with Turkish (note that ndo, the other Pontic relativiser, is also not used as a
resultative); in CSMG, the requirement of perspicacity on a literary language,
satisfied by correlative resultative-pu alone amongst all adjunct-pu.58

7.4.4.ÊIntroducing contrast clauses
Contrast-pu turns up in most, but not all Greek dialects. I have no evidence for
it in Tsakonian, and only one Ulaga� instance for Cappadocian; as the usage is
generally infrequent in Greek, this is not cause for alarm. There is at least incip-
ient use of pu as a contrast marker in Pontic:

(74) Ar�pÕq pÕ ªsyren to spau¼n atÕ aq sÕ hmÕs¿n to uek�rÕ esªgken ato ka
araps p esiren to spaTin at as s imson to Tekar eseNgen ato ka
The black man, who had drawn his sword halfway out of his scabbard, put it
down (KandilF 110; Chaldia)

However, this instance is still too close to a relativisation for one to speak of an
established contrast-pu in Pontic.

Contrast-pu is entrenched in all other dialects. It turns up in ItaliotÑclearcut
in (75a), while in (75b) the context points more to a concessive (although the
explicit concessive ke pu would be unacceptable in CSMG here):

(75a) Ti pr�ma � ettepurr� ©e �kras&e d�ppyo kaf� ©e gli©�a ©e ey�rti t�sso s�rma, pu
em�se eyerr�masto d�o �rese im�ra, ©e e©�ni e©um�to
ti prama e etùepurùo tSe ekraSe dupùjo kafe tSe glitSia tSe ejerti tosùo sirma, pu emise
ejerùomasto Dio orese imera, tSe etSini etSumato
Che cosa accade questa mattina che ha ordinato doppio caff� e dolci e si �

58Resultative pu faces competition from the older form oste in the Greek mainland:
(73) Nia boyl� e¼xe rmÃsÕ oy t¿poyq ki g¼n′ki o´loy d�soyq, o´loy pykn¿, t¿soy pykn¿,

Ãsti ªna klar¼ na ªs′giq seiªtan o´loy toy d�soyq.
nia vula ixe rmos u topus ki Äiøki ulu Dasus, ulu pikno, tosu pikno, osti ena klari
na esJÄis sietan ulu tu Dasus.
Once the place was deserted and became all forest, all denseÑso dense that if
you shook one branch, the entire forest would shake. (LoucA 18; Lampiris,
Aetolia, Roumeli)

This competition has engendered the hybrid oste pu (Nicholas 1998b).
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scvegliata cos� presto, mentre noi ci svegliavamo due ore prima di giorno, ed
essa dormiva
What has happened this morning to have made her order a double coffee and
sweets and have woken up so soon, whereas we would normally awake two
hours before dawn while she still slept (TNC 202.12; Roccaforte, Calabria)

(75b) Yat� �rc=esso na mu f�ise te kk�ftese, pu emm�na t�tese �nÕ i sper�ntsamu na
z�o to x &x&im�na?
jati ercesùo na mu faise te kùoftese, pu emùena tutese en i sperantsa mu na zio to
Cùimona?
Perch� venivi a mangiarmi le pere secche, che per me sono la speranza di
vivere nellÕinverno?
Why have you come to eat my dry pears, which/though they are my only
hope to survive winter? (TNC 24.6; Roccaforte, Calabria)

Contrast also turns up in Cypriot, with (76b) moving close to a concessive
(ÔalthoughÕ):

(76a) siast¼zv, p~n esi�stisa pottª moy.
Sastizo, po n eSastisa potùe mu.
I am stunnedÑwhereas I have never been stunned before. (Lipertis 238)

(76b) ask¿pa to´ta ta dentr� ta dy 9o tÕ agaphmªna,/ pÏn efilo´san zvntan�, filo´sin
pouammªna.
askopa tuta ta Dendra ta Djo t aÄapimena,/ po n efilusan zondana, filusin
poTamùena.
Look at these two beloved trees; although/whereas they did not kiss while
still alive, they kiss now that they are dead. (Loukas 25.59)

Likewise in Cretan:

(77a) Fain¿tanª ntoy par�jeno toy mitso´ Kvstantü poy den euÃrie sto xvri¿ ntoyq
basiliko´q, apo´ allo´ plat´fylloi kai sgoyro¼ auo´san kai moskomyr¼zane
tsoi t¿poyq.
fenotane du parakseno tu mitsu kostadi pu Den eTorie sto xorio dus vasilikus, apu
alu platifili ke sÄuri aTusan ke moskomirizane tsi topus.
It seemed strange to Kostandis that he did not see any basil in the village,
whereas elsewhere they flowered wide-leaved and dense, and perfumed the
place. (GrigB 3; Hania)

(77b) Gi�da ÕpozygÃneiq to kopªli moy apo´ Õnai mikÿi¿;
Äiada poziÄonis to kopeli mu apu ne mits&io?
Why do you persecute my child though it is small? (HDMS 988:47; Eastern
Crete)

And the contrast meaning is widespread amongst mainstream Greek dialects:

(78a) Maq ¿kamiq toy skyll¼, maq ¿kamiq toy gat¼, tÃra maq ¿kamiq ki toyn oyxtr¿, apÕ
ual� k�mq ta ja ki ta joymil′g�ta pidi�.
mas okamis tu skili, mas okamis tu Äati, tora mas okamis ki tun uxtro, ap Tala
kams ta ksa ki ta ksumi´gata piDia.
You have given birth to the dog, you have given birth to the cat, now you have
given birth to the serpent, whereas you were supposed to have given brith to
the golden and gold-templed children. (Rigas 1962:12; Skiathos, Thessaly)

(78b) Ti kayxiªsai pvq ªxeiq thn timi¿terh gyna¼ka tsh xÃraq, poy egÃ ªxv to daxtyl¼di tsh
kai th xrysü tr¼xa, poy e¼xe sthn amasx�lh.
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ti kafxiese pos exis tin timioteri Äineka tsi xoras, pu eÄo exo to DaxtiliDi tsi ke ti
xrisi trixa, pu ixe stin amasxali.
How can you boast that you have the most honest wife in the land, when I have
her ring and the golden hair she had in her armpit? (MinA 392; Volimes, Zante,
Heptanesa)

(78c) gi»at¼ den paq ton ¼si »o dr¿mo, poy paq to strab¿;
Æati Den pas ton isjo Dromo, pu pas to stravo?
Why wonÕt you go on the straight path, in going down the crooked path in-
stead? (HDMS 587:129; ÔPallpoul.Õ (Pappoulia, Messenia?), Peloponnese)

(78d) ÕIª x¼rsa na ta x�noy. Poy h F¼loy sta nei�ta tÕq, ta e¼xin titrak¿s &iaÉ
ie xirsa na ta xanu. pu i filu sta niata ts, ta ixin titrakos&iaÉ
Look, IÕve started to forget things. Whereas Filo (=ÊI) in her youth was so
smartÉ (HDMS 955:53; Roumlouki, Imathia, Macedonia)

Both (78b) and (78c) are ambiguous between contrast and circumstance, and
this points to the most salient characteristic of contrast-pu: it has come into
such wide use, not as a distinct function of pu, but as a straightforward semantic
extension of extant usages of the particle; contrastive pu-clauses are little more
than relative or circumstance clauses whose content happens to contrast with
the matrix. It does not represent a significant semantic enrichment in pu, and
with the arguable exception of tautologous relativisations, has not become con-
ventionalised.

7.4.5.ÊIntroducing realis concessive clauses
The notion of concession inheres in that of contrast, and since contrast-pu is so
widespread in Greek, one would expect the reanalysis of contrast to concession
to also be widely attested. Some incipient cases of this have already been seen in
¤7.4.4.

In CSMG, the concessive meaning of connectives is made explicit by prefixing
the focus particle ke (ke puÊ= Ôeven thoughÕ, after ke na, ke as, ke an); so one
would expect concessive instances both with and without ke amongst Greek dia-
lects. But as discussed in ¤3.4.5, ke pu holds a restricted niche amongst the
many Greek concessive markers: it is illocutionary, like ke as, but asserts the po-
tential relevance of antecedent to consequent, unlike ke as. This restricted niche
is borne out in the distribution of ke pu, and pu as a concessive marker on its
own: (76b) is the closest to a concessive-pu in my dialectal corpus, and ke pu is
not in evidence at all. There are no instances of ke pu in Makriyannis or Tahtsis,
and in the corpus of Hellas-L from November 1996 to January 1998, there are
just 4 potential instances of concessive kai pou from a corpus of around 8.5
million words.59 So ke pu is severely underused.

The four instances of ke pu are worth citing, to gain a clearer picture of why it
is so infrequent:

59This contrasts markedly with the counts for other explicit concessive markersÑ812 for an
kai,  and 214 for kai as  in particular.
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(79a) pare to tsimpoukaki sto stoma esu kai to Dallas olo giati kai pou  sas

paizoume xarh sas kanoume.

p�re to tsimpoyk�ki sto st¿ma es´ kai to Dallas ¿lo giat¼ kai poy saq pa¼zoyme
x�rh saq k�noyme.
pare to tsibukaki sto stoma esi ke to Dallas olo Äiati ke pu sas pezume xari sas
kanume.
You and the whole of Dallas can suck my dick, because weÕre doing you a favour
even by playing your team. (Vasilios Pierre Iskos, Re: 37-10 baby! ; Hellas-L,
1996Ð12-22)

(79b) Kai pou  Brizete ton Troxava ti exete petyxei?

Kai poy br¼zete ton Troxan� ti ªxete pet´xei;
ke pu vrizete ton troxana ti exete petixi?
And in swearing at Trohanas, what have you accomplished? (Nick Triandos,
Re: AEK-Bayevic Sxolia ; Hellas-L, 1997Ð01Ð11)

(79c) Giannh, an se apokaloun "Amerikanaki" mh to dineis kai poly  shmasia.

Kai pou  se lene etsi, ti egine? Epese to cashe sou?

Gi�nnh, an se apokalo´n ÇAmerikan�kiÈ mh to d¼neiq kai pol´ shmas¼a. Kai poy  se
lªne ªtsi, ti ªgine; «Epese to cash� soy;
Äiani, an se apokalun ÔamerikanakiÕ mi to Dinis ke poli simasia. ke pu se lene etsi,
ti eÄine? epese to cash� (sic) su?
John, if they call you a dumb Yank, donÕt pay it too much mind. Even if they
call you that, so what? Has your cachet fallen? (Costa Flocas, Re: ELLADA n'

AMERIKH; Hellas-L, 1997Ð08Ð28)

(79d) Kai pou  tis dineis to id sou gkiouleka na leei tetoies malakies,  Qa

eprepe na ntrepesai.

Kai poy thq d¼neiq to ID soy Gkioylªka na lªei tªtoieq malak¼eq, ua ªprepe na
ntrªpesai.
ke pu tis Dinis to ID su giuleka na lei teties malakies, Ta eprepe na drepese.
Just for giving her your account, Gioulekas, to post bullshit like that, you
should be ashamed of yourself. (Nick Gavrielatos, gamhmenoi turks ; Hellas-L,
1997Ð10Ð16)

The examples show well that ke pu has not taken off in Greek as a concessive.60

This is apparent in the semantics of the examples. There is a significant se-
mantic difference between conditional an and concessive an ke or akoma ke an,
and between hortative as and concessive ki as: the concessive forms are seman-
tically enriched relative to their non-concessive, non-focussed counterparts. By
contrast, ke pu in these examples is entirely compositional. But for a difference
in thematic meaning, brought about by the focus particle ke (hand-in-hand with
the preposed pu-clause), these sentences are not very different from their cir-
cumstance-pu equivalents.61

60One might compare it to Harris & CampbellÕs (1995:72Ð75) exploratory constructions, the
precursors to linguistic innovations which do not always prosper in a language.
61Thus, xari sas kanume pu sas pezume ÔweÕre doing you a favour by playing your teamÕ; ti exete
petixi pu vrizete ton troxana Ôwhat have you gained by swearing at Trohanas?Õ; ti eÄine pu se lene
etsi Ôso what if (given that) they call you that?Õ
For (79d), we could even call the pu-clause a preposed emotive complement; but without ke, the
sentence is ungrammatical in CSMG, which does not allow preposed pu-complements, and the
matrix of (79d) could just as easily be Dixnis poso afelis ise Ôyou show how naive you areÕ, a non-
emotive predicate which does not take a pu-complement. So ke pu in this instance is best ana-
lysed as a focussed causal.
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There is a difference between ke pu and pu; ke pu makes (79d) grammatical,
and makes it easier in all instances for the pu-circumstances to be preposed. But
even in these instances with ke, all we have are focussed circumstances and
causes: Ôeven by playingÕ, Ôeven for givingÕ.62 And the examples do not have uni-
formly concessive force. So a sentence like (79c) or (79e) is reasonably close to
being concessive.

(79e) Kai poy püga kai ton parak�lesa, t¼pote de uªlhse na moy k�mh.
ke pu piÄa ke ton parakalesa, tipote De Telise na mu kami.
Even though I went and asked him, he was unwilling to do anything for me.
(Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 4; unattributed)

On the other hand, there is little concessive force in (79a) and (79d).63

The best proof of these instances of ke pu not being strongly concessive is by
substitution: both an ke and ke as would only be acceptable for (79c) and (79e).
In the other sentences, they would be rather akin to Ômissing the jokeÕ; for ex-
ample, in (79a), an ke sas pezume, xari sas kanume Ôalthough weÕre playing your
team, weÕre doing you a favourÕ makes Ôplaying your teamÕ sound like a grudging
admission, as opposed to the intended flippant comment.

Clearly, ke pu is not a conventionalised concessive like an ke, akoma ke an, or
even ke as. With only one clear instance (79c) in an 8.5 million word corpus,
and with such compositionality in its semantics making it little more than a fo-
cussed circumstanceÑnot to mention the semantic restrictions placed on the
connective as discussed in ¤3.4.5Ñke pu is not a significant component of the
concessive paradigm. Concessiveness in turn is a marginal feature of contrast-
pu and circumstance-pu, and has nowhere become semanticised to the extent it
has for temporal, resultative, or even causal meanings; so concession is not a
salient characteristic of pu.64

The failure of pu to take hold as a concessive undermines the underspecifica-
tion view of adjunct-pu. If pu is underspecified and covers all realis adjuncts,
concession is a realis function pu should be taking on. This shows that there is a
difference between the latency of a function in underspecification, and its ex-
plicit expression in a way salient to the paradigm. Concession does indeed in-
here in contrast, circumstance, and relativisation; but for pu or ke pu to become

62In (79c) and (79d), there is not even much of a consequent to have been made unexpected by
the ÔconcessiveÕ antecedent: the consequent is in fact a questionÑalthough, admittedly, a
rhetorical question.
63(79a) is arguably concessive on the illocutionary level (Ôgranted, weÕre playing your team; but
weÕre just doing you a favourÕ). (79d) is barely concessive even on that level (Ôyour sin was only
allowing your girlfriend terminal access; I will still claim, though, that you should be ashamed of
yourselfÕ); given the context (Lefteris GioulekasÕ anti-nationalist statements have made him as
much of a pariah on the mailing list as his Turkish girlfriend posting anti-Greek messages), Ôyou
should be ashamed of yourself also for giving her accessÕ is likelier, and ÔalsoÕ involves focus,
not concession.
64Oddly, concession is salient in its irrealis garb: the unrealisable concessive (¤7.7.3) may not be
that much more frequent in text than concessive-ke pu, but it cannot be mistaken for any other
pu na-function, and it occurs in very distinctive contexts.
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salient expressions of concession, they need to establish a distinct semantic
niche or paradigmatic preponderance. The Greek concessive paradigm is rich,
particularly as concession is a less ÔbasicÕ semantic relation than time or cause,
and thus experiences less functional pressure for paradigmatic refinement. And
unlike the pu na-concessive, (ke) pu has no distinctive semantic niche. So pu has
not prospered as a concessive; and the reason lies in the linguistic system it is
enmeshed into, and not its external or original history.

7.4.6.ÊIntroducing temporal clauses
Temporal-pu is entrenched in Greek dialects, including Cappadocian (¤B.1),
Tsakonian (see below), Pontic (rarely),65 and Italiot:

(80a) aq sÕ ¿lon op¼soy Õpoy na eko´pizan ap�nÕ atoy tr¼a t�s &a ner¿, eke¼na ta tr¼a
tasªeq ta ner� an ÕkÕ esta´rvnan ata me thn pl�kan atoyna, ÕkÕ ejÿ´niskan ata Õq so
mvr¿n atoyna ap�noy.
as s olon opisu pu na ekupizan apan atu tria taSa nero, ekina ta tria tasees ta nera
an k estavronan ata me tin plakan atuna, k ekSiniskan ata s so moron atuna apanu.
Last of all, when they were to pour onto the baby three cupfuls of water, they
would not pour them onto the baby unless they crossed them with their palm.
(Siviridis 1938:210; Oinoe, Pontus)

(80b) kÕ oi kaloªrÕ Õq ªnan xr¿non ap�nÕ epo¼kan aton tsalparatsün, kªllaron, ep¼tropon,
oikon¿mon ki ¿lvn ´stera pÕ ekoimüuhken o go´menon epo¼kan aton kai go´menon.
k i kaloer s enan xronon apan epikan aton tsalparatsin, kelaron, epitropon,
ikonomon ki olon istera p ekimiTiken o Äumenon epikan aton ke Äumenon.
and in one year the monks made him bell-ringer, cellarer, church warden, head
priest, and finally when the abbot passed away, they made him the abbot.
(KandilB 192; Chaldia, Pontus)

(80c) éftase pu stee �ggu 9enne Õaster�i,/ ©e pirteÑÕti nnor�dzato kkal�Ñ/ t�rt�a sto
ff�lo
eftase pu stee egùwenùe asterai,/ tSe pirteÑti nùoridzato kùalaÑ/ta rtea sto fùilo
Giunse quando stava per spuntare per spuntare la stella del mattino/ e and�
direttamenteÑch� conosceva bene il luogoÑ/ verso lÕamico
He arrived when the morning star had started coming out, and he went di-
rectlyÑfor he knew the place wellÑto a friend (Palumbo 135; Calimera, Apulia)

(80d) San epass�spai �66e dd�o, tr�sÕ im�ri, pu o dy�volo �s &ere ti i n&�ratu �to
propar�sponda ta sek�nda fag=�a, pu �x&e na f�i o m�nako, tu �pe tu n&�ritu
san epasùespai aêùe dùio, tris imeri, pu o Djavolo iSere ti i øuratu ito proparesponda

65Contrary to other dialects considered here, temporal-pu is extremely infrequent in PonticÑ
four examples in a corpus of 200,000 words (0.02ä), of which only (80a), from the westerly
Oinuntiac, is a clearcut example. Indicative of this avoidance of temporal-pu is an instance
where Pontic avoids a use of pu universal in Greek, extending even to Tsakonian and Cappa-
docian. A phrase present in almost every Greek fairy tale (with attendant dialectal variation) is
sto Dromo pu piÄene Ôon the road as (where, on which) s/he wentÉÕ, used to introduce a problem
in the story as the protagonist encounters a deuteragonist. In this phrase, pu is ambiguous
between being locative and temporal. In at least two instances, a Pontic tale replaces pu with the
explicit temporal sitQ; this is unheard of in other Greek dialects:
(81) Sh str�tan s¼te epünen, epüren ªnan loyxo´mÕ kai e¼penÉ

si stratan site epinen, epiren enan luxum ke ipenÉ
As he was going on his way, he took a Turkish delight out and saidÉ (Fosteris
1959:286; Buga Madeni)
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ta sekunda faïia, pu iCe na fai o monako, tu ipe tu øuritu
Quando passarono altri due, tre giorni, allorch� il diavolo seppe che la
padrona aveva preparato il secondo pranzo, che doveva mangiare il monaco,
disse al padrone
When another two or three days had passed, when the devil knew that the mis-
tress has prepared the second meal the monk was to eat, he told the master
(TNC 137.7; Roccaforte, Calabria)

Tsakonian

While temporal-pu is attested widely, there is more heterogeny amongst Greek
dialects in the extent pu spreads into the temporal paradigm than for any other
adjunct function. The temporal paradigm is the only one for which Èopu has an
appreciable presence in Cappadocia (¤B.1), making it the unmarked temporal in
Ulaga�. The Tsakonian temporal connective paradigm is also quite different to
that of CSMG. Whereas CSMG mostly uses otan and ama as temporal connec-
tives, Tsakonian mostly uses ama and pHi.66

Temporal pHi stands out in two regards. First, it is much more frequent in
Tsakonian than in CSMG. In MakriyannisÕ Memoirs (a text which favours ad-
junct-pu compared to CSMG texts) temporal pu occurs as 0.19ä of all words; in
Peloponnesian Tsakonian temporal pHi occurs ten times more oftenÑ1.8ä; in
Propontis Tsakonian, the count is 1.5ä.

The other salient property of Tsakonian temporal pHi is that it is frequently
sentence-initial. This contrasts with CSMG, where sentence-initial temporal-pu
is at best marginal. Seven of the 35 Peloponnesian Tsakonian instances are sen-
tence-initial, compared with none of the 28 instances in Makriyannis. In most
of those instances, pHi is glossed in CSMG as ama or otan, rather than puÑcon-
firming that this behaviour is uncharacteristic of CSMG pu:

(82a) P\ Õ ªnÕ ªgga a manü, n̂Õ ªnúi d¼a lig�tŝi kanªa, garo´fa
pH en eNga a maøi, ø eni Dia liÄatþi kanea, Äarufa
Poy (=¿tan) p�ei h mamü, thq d¼nei l¼gh kanªla, gar¼fala
pu (=otan) pai i mami, tis Dini liÄi kanela, Äarifala
When the midwife goes, she gives her some cinnamon, some cloves (CostD
¤3a; Pragmatefti, Southern Tsakonia)

Furthermore, 28 of the 35 Peloponnesian instances precede their matrix, as
against only 3 of the 28 instances in Makriyannis. So while both in CSMG pu
and Tsakonian pHi has been reanalysed as a temporal connective, the reanalysis
has progressed much further than in CSMG, where the adjunct still tends to
follow a putative antecedent, like relativiser-pu does. This discrepancy means
that sentences like the following would be misunderstood in CSMG, which
would associate the pu-adjunct with the preceding if-clause, rather than the en-
suing consequent.

66The use of ama in CSMG is constrained by its polysemy as a conditional marker. These con-
straints do not operate in Tsakonian, so that ama is often used in contexts it would be avoided in
CSMG, presumably for fear of ambiguity.
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(82b) na z�re tsai sÕ ejex�re, p\oi na m¿lere t\a mis� ta porÿe¼a na stamaküsh to bap¿rÿi
tsai na mhn borÿünere na tajidªcere
na zare tse s eksexare, pHi na molere tHa misa ta poZia na stamakisi to bapoZi tse na
min boZinere na taksiDepsere
if you go and forget them, when you have come half your way, may the boat
stop, and may you not be able to travel (Scutt 19; Lenidi, Southern Tsakonia)

Cypriot

Cypriot resembles Tsakonian with regard to preposing, although pu is not quite
as widespread in that dialect. Like Tsakonian pHi, Cypriot pu is at times sen-
tence-initial: in the prose corpus (Aetos, Newton), 3 of the 19 instances are sen-
tence-initial (83).

(83) lali tu c&e c&inos pu-nna ppe@sis pu kaÉ ka@to pu to Dentro@n, naÉ enna se pa@run na se
xa@psun, enna pexa@nis.
lali tu tSe tSinos pu nùa pùesis pu kaÉ kato pu to Dentron, naÉ enùa se parun na se
xapsun, enùa pexanis.
The other says to him, ÒWhen you fall downÉ down from the treeÉ they will
take you to bury you. You will die.Ó (Newton ¤7.3.3; Tsadha, South Paphos,
Cyprus)

Furthermore, there are 19 temporal instances in a prose corpus of some 21,000
words (0.90ä); this is not far from the Tsakonian figure of 1.5Ð1.8ä, com-
pared to the proportions in other Greek dialects.

Preposed temporals: other dialects

By contrast, in other Greek dialects preposed temporal-pu is infrequent. To
work out the diatopy of temporal-pu, I analyse in detail its distribution in my
HDMS corpus.

Of the 45 HDMS instances of temporal-pu outside Tsakonian, Cappadocian
and Cypriot with adequate context provided, 20 are preposed, and 9 are sen-
tence-initial.67 Now, of these examples, 6 are preceded by nominals or temporal
adverbs, and are straightforward reanalyses of relative clauses:

(84a) Oi noyno¼ pÕ b�ftÕzan ta pidgi� gnÃrÕzan ti ¿noyma ua tÕ bg�lÕn
i nuni p vaftzan ta piDÄia Änorzan ti onuma Ta t vÄaln
Godfathers, when they (or: who) christened children, knew what name they
would give them (HDMS 1203:26; Artopoula, Ioannina, Epirus)

Two others display idiosyncratic formations: the opo rTi Ôwhen it comesÕ desig-
nation of an upcoming holiday in Apiranthos, and the temporal/conditional Èopu
from Cythera (¤7.6); these are local innovations, with no global implications.
Another two examples can be ruled out as being conventionalised; one is a
proverb (HDMS 1069:119; Chios, Central Aegean), and another a folk song

67As the compilers of the HDMS indexcards concentrated on exceptional instances of common-
place words, sentence-initialÐpu would be expected to be overrepresented in the indexcards.
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(CPMS 282:44; Tilos, Dodecanese), so that their word order is not subject to
normal prose rules.

There remain ten examples of preposed temporal-pu, and their distribution
points again to local effects; two are from Messenia in the Peloponnese, two
from Othoni in the Heptanesa, and three from ApuliaÑall areas already noted
as featuring idiosyncratic usage of pu:

(84b) Poy ua k�noyme g�mo sta lebªtia ta br�zoyme ta fagi�
pu Ta kanume Äamo sta levetia ta vrazume ta faÄia
When we hold a marriage, itÕs in the cauldrons that we boil the food (HDMS
622:54; Messenia, Peloponnese)

(84c) «Opoy me püre h Koydªsaina ªflaga tsi xüneq
Èopu me pire i kudesena eflaÄa tsi xines
When KoudesisÕ wife found me I was minding the geese (HDMS 793:205;
Othoni, Heptanesa)

(84d) Kair¿m br¼ta, san üm-mom blªn gi »¿bano, poy üsvn-na, ªsper-ra, �loyn-na me ta boy
kerom brita, san imùom blen ïovano, pu isonùa, esperùa, alunùa me ta vu
Pol´ kair¿ prin, ¿tan ümoyn pio nªoq, poy mporo´sa (e¼xa dyn�meiq), ªsperna,
Ãrgvna me ta b¿dia
polu kairo prin, otan imun pio neos, pu borusa (ixa Dinamis), esperna, orÄona me
ta voDia
A long time ago, when I was younger, when I was physically able, I sowed, I
ploughed with the oxen (HDMS 924:5; Martano, Apulia)

This data seems to show that, while the phenomenon of preposing a temporal
pu-clause is not unknown to mainstream Greek, instances where there is full
preposing (i.e. the pu-clause is not just a reanalysed relative clause) are infre-
quent, and many of them (though by no means all) represent local develop-
ments.68

Irrealis temporals

Amongst the many possible developments for a temporal, one that is cross-lin-
guistically common is the transition from temporal to conditional. This occurs
in CSMG for ama Ôwhen; ifÕÊ< ha@ma Ôat the same time, jointly withÕ. Temporal-pu
is a candidate for such a reanalysis, but the transition of pu into irrealis territory
would violate the factivity so characteristic of its distribution in most Greek dia-
lects. The transition has occurred (for some examples, see ¤7.6 and ¤B.1), but is

68There is a preposed temporal collocation in Apulian Italiot which is peculiar compared to
other Greek collocations: pu is combined with ke ÔandÕ to mean Ôas soon asÕ.
(85) Poy k @Õ Õhn e¼da, Õhn g�phsa.

pu tS in ida, in gapisa.
As soon as I saw her, I fell in love with her. (Karanastasis 1991:poy)

The only function ke can have here is as a focus particle, although it is in an odd place for it, fol-
lowing rather than preceding the connective. (ke cannot be placing the clitic into focus, as a clitic
pronoun is too weak to receive such emphasis.) The meaning is odd too: a focussed pu-adjunct is
normally a concessive in Greek (¤7.4.5). Still, this can only count as an idiosyncratically empha-
sised temporal-pu, rather than a novel collocation.
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infrequent, and this may be attributed to persistence in pu. The following are
further instances of this transition; (86b) is more an irrealis temporal (Ôwhen-
everÕ) than a conditional, or even a pseudo-relative, while Pharasiot s opu (86c)
is reminiscent of Ulaga� op (¤B.1).

(86a) Per�, pu �ssai calabrisi, pu �ssai siciliani, pu �ssai asci�nde mmer�e, den tus
isp�zzame
pero, pu isùai kalabrisi, pu isùai sitSiliani, pu isùai aSunde mùerie, den tus ispatsùame
Per�, quando erano calabresi, quando erano siciliani, quando erano di
queste parti, non li ammazzavamo
However, when they were Calabrians, when they were Sicilians, when they
were from those parts, we would not kill them (DGC 172; Gallician�, Calabria)69

(86b) P�nda pu u�lite na tin �vrite, ti ss�nnite �vri, ti e©�ni ston g @�po e pp�nda.
panda pu Telite na tin ivrite, ti sùonùite ivri, ti etSini ston dZipo e pùanda.
Sempre che la vogliate vedere, la potete vedere, perch� essa � sempre nel
giardino.
Always whenever you wish to see her, you can, because she is always in the
garden. (TNC 50.33; Roccaforte, Calabria)

(86c) To gaÝr¼di s¿poy Õa nda ts&ende¼q pol³´, gia Õa se s&ªsei, gia Õa se Õaxt¼sei.
to ÄairiDi sopu a nda tSendis poli, Äia a se Sesi, Äia a se axtisi.
When/If you poke a donkey a lot, it will either shit on you or kick you.
(LoucLouc ¤122; Pharasa)

That these instances are restricted to outliers is significant; there appears to
have been room for these developments to take place there without the constant
reinforcement of factivity from standard Greek.

Infrequently, such usage also turns up in mainstream Greek, where it must be
regarded as an on-the-spot reanalysis, rather than a global tendency:

(86d) (1829Ð1840)
D¿lioq kai aimob¿roq, opo´ to Õlegeq na k�mh kan�n To´rkon xristian¿n, ayt¿q ton
to´rkeye xeir¿tera.
Dolios ke emovoros, opu to leÄes na kami kanan turkon xristianon, aftos ton
turkeve xirotera.
He was cunning and bloodthirsty; if/when you told him to make a Turk into a
Christian, he made him a worse Turk than before. (MakM 104)

Non-Punctual temporals

Another aspect in which there is some variation is the temporal reference of pu.
Almost always, pu is a punctual temporal, equivalent to ÔwhenÕ. This is an un-
marked value, and is to be expected for pu, which has little explicit temporal
semantics associated with it. There are, however, exceptions. The Pharasiot
temporal s opu70 (86c) means ÔwhileÕ rather than ÔwhenÕ; this is uncharacteristic

69This instance would at first glance be interpreted as a free relative; but we have no evidence
for such a form in Italiot.
70Apparently, <Ês Ôto, atÕÊ+ Èopu. Andriotis (1948:68) lists sopu as a quantitative connective, but
the gloss oso is both quantitative and temporal in CSMG (Ôhowever much; whileÕ), and the four
instances of sopu in the corpus are all temporal.
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of pu, and may be explained by a closer connection of s opu to indefinite Èopu
(ÔwhereverÕ can cover an interval of space) than punctual-pu. This affinity is ex-
plicit in the iterative usage in (87a):

(87a) ÕS ¿poy k�dzecÕ h Õna¼ka toy, at¿q katªbh
s opu kadZeps i neka tu, atos katevi
While his wife spoke, he beat her/Whenever his wife spoke, he beat her
(TheodB 298)

Such a connection may also be invoked in Italiot, where ÈopuÊ> pu is phonologi-
cally regular; in (87b), however, pu is closer to ÔuntilÕÑalthough it might be re-
placing na as a complement here (see ¤6.7), so that this is not definitely a tem-
poral instance.

(87b) Mino, pu arte su nifto.
mino, pu arte su nifto.
Me¼ne (per¼mene) nÒruv na sÕ ano¼jv.
mine (perimene) na rTo na s anikso.
Wait until I (come and) open for you/Wait for me to (come and) open for you.
(Dizikirikis 17; Apulia)

In the following two instances, finally, pu appears to mean ÔsinceÕ; both in-
stances are from idiosyncratic mainstream Greek dialects, Apiranthos (well-
known for innovating its own solutions), and Othoni, at the northwest end of
the Greek-speaking world, where relativiser-Èopu survives (¤B.4.3).

(87c) Potª doy, prªpei, pvq den e¼xe mÕ ¿rojh Õelasmªna, po Õennüuhke
pote du, prepi, pos Den ixe m oroksi elasmena, po eniTike
It seems that he had never had a proper laugh since he was born (HDMS
571:496; Apiranthos, Naxos, Cyclades)

(87d) De matakot�ei o Mütshq na p�h gi»a c�rema, poy e¼de to agri¿caro
De matakotai o mitsis na pai Æa psarema, pu iDe to aÄriopsaro
Mitsis does not dare go fishing again, since he saw the shark (HDMS 817:298;
Othoni, Heptanesa)71

So there is deviation from the realis, punctual temporal of CSMG; what matters
is not so much that the deviation is there, as that there is so little of it, restricted
to dialects divergent from the mainstreamÑPharasa, Ulaga� Cappadocian, Ita-
liot, Othoni, Apiranthos. Dialects cut off from the Greek mainstream were able
to apply to pu developments which are cross-linguistic commonplaces. Dialects
remaining in touch with the mainstream, which seems to have reinforced the
factivity of pu, have not done this. Such dialects have also not permitted the fur-
ther expansion of pu in the temporal paradigm to non-punctual meanings, or
encouraged its emancipation as a linguistic sign from the persistence of postpo-
sition; the exceptions to this, Tsakonian and Cypriot, have also been cut off from
the mainstream to a degree. The restrictions on temporal-pu, which have ar-
rested its grammaticalisation, have taken place in mainstream Greek, and have

71(87d) may be causal rather than temporal; but (87c) is certainly temporal.
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preserved the temporal paradigm from admitting a substantial new member.
These restrictions are probably fairly recent (failing as they have to get to
Othoni and Cyprus),72 but they have been communicated amongst the various
mainstream dialects effectively.73

7.5.ÊDiscourse connective
As seen in ¤3.5, the discourse connective function of opu attracted TzartzanosÕ
attention through its frequent use in texts from Zante. In this function, opu is
sporadically attested elsewhere. It is attested in Cephallonia, the next island
along from Zante:

(88a) Thn �llh mªra to loip¿, mpon¿ra-mpon¿ra, mpark�rane o Xrist¿q ki oi dÃdeka
Apost¿loi sto kan¿ tÕ «Ah-Pªtroy ki eb�lane plÃrh gia thn Kefaloni�. [¦] Opo´
loip¿, na mhn ta polylog�me, to taj¼di, me th boüueia toy Pantokrat¿roy kai tÕ
afent¿q toy Xristo´, püaine pr¼ma.

72The isolation of Apiranthos from Western Cretan is only three centuries old, but Apiranthos
consistently goes its own way, and so cannot be used to date the change.
73Just as there are outliers that have embraced temporal-pu more than the mainstream, so too
there are outliersÑnamely PonticÑwhich have embraced it less; still, as TableÊ22 above makes
clear, pu has been singularly unsuccessful as an adjunct connective in Pontic in general.
Andriotis (1960:135Ð139) provides a derivation of temporal pu which should be mentioned for
completeness, but which I find implausible. Middle and Early Modern Greek had an Absolutive
temporal construction, consisting of the definite article and the infinitive: to@ ide"ßn/to iDin Ôthe
see.INFÊ= upon seeing, when s/he sawÕ. As the infinitive died out in EMG, the infinitive in this
absolutive construction started being replaced by the equivalent na-clause, consistent with the
replacement of the infinitive by na in irrealis complements. Thus, to iDin is replaced by to na iDi
Ôthe IRR s/he.seesÊ= upon seeing, when s/he sawÕ.
In the Dodecanese and Cyprus a temporal na is extant with the meaning Ôas soon asÕ, although
the contemporary construction does not use the definite article. Andriotis derives this construc-
tion from the EMG absolutive (in my view unnecessarily.) Andriotis then goes on to say that,
since na and pu are in complementary distribution so often, temporal pu developed as an equiva-
lent to temporal na, with both connectives equivalent to the Ancient participle.
But a derivation involving the reanalysis of the temporal relativiser to a temporal connective is
much more straightforward than AndriotisÕ derivation. There are a number of other problems
with this derivation. First, there is no trace of EMG to na or *to pu as a temporal connective
anywhere in Modern Greek. Second, while temporal na is restricted to South-Eastern Greek,
temporal pu is found all over Greek; if pu was derived from to na, it is hard to see why temporal
na would be regionally restricted, while temporal pu has spread to relic dialects like Cappa-
docian. Finally, there is no reason why temporal pu should be subject to a special analogical
derivation like AndriotisÕ, while the sundry other adjunct functions of pu exploit straightforward
reanalyses of relativisers or other adjunct connectives.
AndriotisÕ argument highlights the dangers in analogical argumentation; it can easily become
too abstract and schematic, particularly when linguistic change is viewed as a blanket transfer
between equivalent forms, without regard for actual reanalyses involved, or competing and
simpler derivations. Admittedly, the equivalence of the Ancient participle with pu has been ap-
pealed to in this work more than once. AndriotisÕ account, however, is problematic: it invokes
mechanical substitutionsÑDETERMINERÊ+ INFINITIVEÊ→ naÊ→ puÊ~ naÑshowing a superficial
appreciation of the puÊ~ na opposition in Modern Greek: it is a long way from mexri puÊ~ mexri na
and the complementary distribution of complementisers, to pu being conscripted out of thin air
to complement temporal-na. And in giving an old pedigree to temporal-pu and na at any expense
(even if the pedigree in this instance is Middle, and not Classical Greek), AndriotisÕ account fails
to look for much simpler solutions closer to homeÑsolutions which would have been obvious to
Andriotis, if he had looked at how pu works in Greek as a system, rather than establishing a
distinct lineage for a particular subsystem.
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tin ali mera to lipo, bonora-bonora, barkarane o xristos ki i DoDeka apostoli sto
kano t ai petru ki evalane plori Äia tin kefalonia. [¦] opu lipo, na min ta
poliloÄame, me ti voiTia tu padokratoru ke t afedos tu xristu, piene prima.
So, the next day, early in the morning, Christ and the twelve Apostles set sail in
St PeterÕs boat, and headed for Cephallonia. [Paragraph] Well, not to make a
long tale of it, the voyage, with the help of God Omnipotent and ChristÕs Father,
was going fine. (Skiadaresis 380)

And it was recorded for Kythnos in the Cyclades by I. Voyatzidis in 1920, who
explicitly identified it as a narrative connective:

(88b) ¿poyÊ= t¿te en dihgüsesin. Ç�noije, giat¼ uÕ anegkastÃ na sp�sv thn p¿rta? ¿poy
ªspase loip¿ thn p¿rtaÉÈ Çªxasa th gyna¼ka moy? ¿poioq th brh ua toy dÃsv
meg�lo rig�lo. ¿poy t¿te to loip¿ trªjane ¿loiÉÈ
ÈopuÊ= tote en DiiÄisesin. Òanikse, Äiati T anegasto na spaso tin porta; Èopu espase
lipo tin portaÉÓ Òexasa ti Äineka mu; opios ti vri Ta tu Doso meÄalo riÄalo. Èopu
tote lipo treksane oliÉÓ
ÈopuÊ= then in narratives. ÒOpen up, or IÕll be forced to break the door down. So
he broke the door downÉÓ ÒI have lost my wife; whoever finds her, I will give
him a great reward. So then they all ranÉÓ (HDMS 283:372)

In both these examples, Èopu appears in combination with the discourse con-
nective lipon Ôso, wellÕ. This is also frequently the case in MinotouÕs texts, and
confirms that the function of Èopu is not so much semantic (what little semantic
content it has is echoed in lipon), as emblematic of the story-telling genre. This
is illustrated in the texts from Marmara (HDMS 756), which have ten instances
of discourse-connective Èopu:

(89a) Lªv, ua p�v p�li, an e¼nai xvmªna poyuen�, ua ta brv? a den e¼naiÉ «Opoy, püa thn
�llh mªraÉ püa thn �llh mªra; EgÃ püa koimüuÕka.
leo, Ta pao pali, an ine xomena puTena, Ta ta vro; a Den ineÉ Èopu, pia tin ali
meraÉ pia tin ali mera? eÄo pia kimiTka.
I said, ÒIÕll go again; if theyÕre hidden anywhere, IÕll find them; if notÉÓ So, I
went the next dayÉ did I go the next day? I went and slept! (HDMS 756:7)

Nine of these instances were produced by Ioannis Andreou, whose text encom-
passes 18,000 words (textual frequency: 0.5ä). Eight of those instances are
concentrated in seven pages (1,000 words; 8äÑcf. around 1.7ä for MinotouÕs
texts), and those very seven pages (HDMS 756:48Ð54) contain a fairy tale
Andreou interpolates into his autobiographical narrative. Clearly, not only is
connective-Èopu associated with narrative genres, but it can be further restricted
to fictional texts as opposed to running talk, and can be exploited to delimit
texts of different genre from each other. Furthermore, this is not at all a seman-
ticised or obligatorified device; it is very much a matter of individual choice
(none of the other narrators in HDMS 756 use it).

There are only few instances where opu is used in real-life rather than fic-
tional accounts. The following is one of these exceptions:

(89b) E¼maste sth d�na kai perimªname ¿rdino, ¿poy me to katapÃq p¼name ªna potüri se
mia b�ra sta d¿koyra n� soy kai maq akost�rei ªnaq �urvpoq
imaste sti dana ke perimename ordino, Èopu me to katapos piname ena potiri se
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mia bara sta dokura Èna su ke mas akostari enas aTropos
We were at the port waiting for our orders, when just as we were having a
drink at a bar by the docks, a man came up to us (HDMS 787:311; Ithaca,
Heptanesa)

The individual variability in the use of Èopu may be illustrated by an extreme in-
stance: in a narrative in Heisenberg, there are 7 instances of connective-Èopu in
23 narrative sentences (500 words) in his recorded version, and 9 instances in
20 sentences (500 words) in his dictated version. The speaker is clearly using
Èopu just about anywhere he can.

It also shows that opu does not correspond to salient narrative units such as
paragraphs or topic shifts, but can be used between individual sentences of nar-
rative. Indeed, in several instances in Minotou, opu links the first sentence of
the narrative with the second:

(89c) M¼a for� kÕ ªna kair¿ üue e¼nai ªnaq basilªaq. Opo´ exürece o basilªaq.
mia fora k ena kero iTe ine enas vasileas. opu exirepse o vasileas.
Once upon a time there was a king. And the king became a widower. (MinA
437; Katastari, Zante)

In one instance in Heisenberg, the sentence linked with Èopu does not even ad-
vance the narrative, but rather provides background information:

(90a) ets& @"Ûni ti vraDja@, jo@ka mu, s"Ûbtosis ts&@e Dem b"ÛZasi na tira@ksusi sto dr"Ûnika. o@pu i
ZaiDuro@kleftes "Ûxasi bi sto dr"Ûnika pritu@ pe@sj o "Ûljos ts&@e tus vare@sasi e@ksi tufets&@e@s
monokopanja@, ts&@e tus skoto@sasi o@lus o@si ts&umu@dasi sti gamaru@la.
ets&Jini ti vraDja, joka mu, sibtosis ts&Je Dem biÄasi na tiraksusi sto drinika. Èopu i
ÄaiDurokleftes ixasi bi sto drinika pritu pesJ o i´os ts&Je tus varesasi eksi tufets&Jes
monokopaøa, ts&Je tus skotosasi olus osi ts&umudasi sti gamarula.
That evening, son, by coincidence, they did not go look at the ground floor.
Now the donkey rustlers had entered the ground floor before sundown, and
they shot them six gunshots at once, and they killed all those who were sleeping
in the little room. (Heisenberg 30; Dobra, Laconia, Peloponnese)

This presumably represents an overgeneralisation, with opu ambiguous with
circumstance-pu. Being a one-off, this is unlikely to reflect the derivation of
connective-opu. Other more prototypical instances, however, are illuminating.
For instance, in the following opu is ambiguous between a resultative and a dis-
course connective:

(90b) Amª meiq mi »a Õpoy gnvr¼sthmen, ua soy paragge¼lvmen na thn niküs�q, kai na g¼n�
p�gi»a katadikü soy gi»a p�nta, ¿poy t¿teq orp¼zomen na lytrÃs�q kai maq ap¿ teq
kauhmerinªq aggari»ªq thq.
ame mis mja pu Änoristimen, Ta su paraNgilomen na tin nikisis, ke na Äini paÆa
kataDiki su Æa panda, Èopu totes orpizomen na litrosis ke mas apo tes kaTimerines
aNgarjes tis.
But we, now that we know one another, will instruct you how you may con-
quer her, and she will become truly yours for ever, and then we hope that you
will release us too from the daily labours she imposes on us. (DawkD 138;
Asfendiou, Kos, Dodecanese)

There are frequent examples of this ambiguity in MinotouÕs texts:
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(90c) Kl�fthke o kakomo¼rhq o basili�q, ed�ruhke, opo´ na mh sÕ ta polylogÃ, ton �fhse
to fe¼di na k¿c� to triant�fyllo
klaftike o kakomiris o vasilias, eDarTike, opu na mi s ta poliloÄo, ton afise to fiDi
na kopsi to triadafilo
The poor king wept and beat himself, and (Ôso that/untilÕ) to cut a long story
short, the serpent let him cut the rose (MinA 434; Katastari, Zante)

(90d) J´lo mªra n´xta. Mªra n´xta tüne pa¼deye, opo´ h kopªlla ebarªuhke, ebarªuhke
plªo.
ksilo mera nixta. mera nixta tine peDeve, opu i kopela evareTike, evareTike pleo.
Beatings day and night. She tormented her day and night, until the girl was
sick of it, quite sick of it. (MinA 413; Volimes, Zante)

A second potential origin is as a relativiser (as already seen for other modern
relativersÑpu and o opios: ¤3.5.2)

(90e) «Htoyna m¼a for� m¼a m�na kÕ e¼xe dÃdeka paidi� sernik� kai ªna uhlyk¿. Opo´
e¼xane kÕ ªna xtüma pªra sthn ojoxü.
ituna mia fora mia mana k ixe DoDeka peDia sernika ke ena Tiliko. opu ixane k ena
xtima pera stin oksoxi.
There was once a mother and she had twelve male children and one female.
And they (ÔwhoÕ) also had a farm out in the countryside. (MinA 394; Mouzaki,
Zante)

The final derivation is the one Papadopoulou (1994a) has highlighted in her lo-
calist approach: the locative use of Èopu. Several factors argue in favour of this.
First, the phonological form of the connective points to Èopu rather than pu; in-
stances with pu are very infrequent, and not only is unstressed opu far more fre-
quent in these texts as a connective than in the other functions of pu, but Èopu it-
self is frequently used as the connective, in dialects where Èopu is not a relativiser
allomorph.

A locative also makes sense in connecting pieces of running discourse, both as
a circumstance marker and as a narrative-sequence connective. These usages
exploit the metaphor SPACEÊ→ DISCOURSE, which Papadopoulou appeals to for
much of her discussion; the metaphor is far more successful here than for the
other functions of pu. In the case of a circumstance marker, a circumstance or
background clause is connected to its matrix by analogy to a small entity (the
circumstance clause is peripheral) being located at a larger entity (the matrix
clause is the frame of reference). This conceptual metaphor is pervasiveÑcom-
pare the expression the circumstance is situated in the matrix, or even the term
frame of referenceÑand English uses where as such a circumstance marker
(This cost 10,000 drachmas, where 180 drachmas are worth one dollar).

Narrative sequence is also expressed naturally by a locative: if one wishes to
express the close connection between two sentences, one can highlight their
narrative or cognitive contiguity by analogy with spatial contiguity. This is an-
other pervasive metaphorÑwitness the locative terms connection and conti-
guityÑand one can invoke the English connective whereupon.

So we have in place a pathway from space to discourse. Yet there is a compli-
cation in that narrative contiguity, while metaphorically locative, is in actuality
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temporal. If two sentences are linked in narration, by default they occur in tem-
poral sequence; cases where they do not are not only marked for narration, but
require a non-narrative connective.74 So as a narrative connective, opu is implic-
itly temporal. And there is nothing unusual about the metaphor SPACEÊ> TIME:
whereupon is primarily a temporal connective, and there are many examples of
locatives being used as temporals, including in Greek (e.g. the collocations
apano pu Ôon thatÊ= just asÕ, eki pu Ôthere thatÊ= whereÊ= just asÕ).

So is connective-opu a locative turned temporal, like eki pu, rather than a loca-
tive turned discourse marker? The evidence shows that it is not. In examples
like the following, opu is used in combination with explicit temporal connec-
tives, so that opu itself is unlikely to be doing temporal work:

(90f) «Epeita jeuhlykÃnetai ston �ntra tsh kai toy efanerÃuhke. Opo´ et¿teq thn epüre
p�li kÕ ezüsane eke¼noi kal� kÕ eme¼q kal´tera.
epita kseTilikonete ston adra tsi ke tu efaneroTike. opu etotes tin epire pali k
ezisane ekini kala k emis kalitera.
Then she dropped her male disguise before her husband and revealed herself to
him. And then he took her back and they lived happily ever after. (MinA 392;
Volimes, Zante)

In an example like (89c) or (90e), moreover, there is very little sense of tem-
poral sequence, although there is a sense of narrative sequence (crucial new in-
formation is being presented.) So although the sequence SPACEÊ> TIMEÊ> DIS-
COURSE is plausible, a direct transition SPACEÊ> DISCOURSE explains the data
better; moreover, it explains why the phonological form of the connective has
remained so strongly locative.75

In any case, the development of connective-opu is not crucial to any investiga-
tion of the development of puÑeven though the significance invested in it by
Papadopoulou makes this survey necessary. Developments in pu can all ulti-
mately be traced to the relativiser ho@pou first used around 500 AD, whereas the
connective is derived directly from the locative ho@pou, and not from the relativ-
iser; connective-opu is thus a cognate of relativiser-pu, and not its reflex. So
connective-opu does not participate in the thrust of developments considered
here; it lies outside them, although it quite possibly has undergone some con-
tamination from resultative or circumstance usages of pu. And though it is
amenable to localist analysis, this does not make a localist analysis of the overall
functionality of pu any more necessary.

The connective is, at any rate, a marginal feature of CSMG, whose use is idiol-
ectal and genre-restricted; its function is rarely salient, although it does turn up
in a range of mainstream dialects, with no areal factor more unifying than them
being all southern Greek. And in collocation with discourse connectives like

74So in English and or and then connects narrative sentences in temporal succession; if the
second sentence precedes the first, or provides background information, and is unlikely to be
used by itself, and we have already seen that opu is unusual as a background marker (90a).
75Of course, I would not claim that the mechanism actuating the metaphor does not have some
metonymic correlate.
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lipon and temporals like etotes, it shows itself to be semantically vacuous; all opu
does is link narrative sentences. Its development is distant from what pu nor-
mally does in Greek, and does not form part of the same account.

7.6.ÊSubjunctive marker
As pu is predominantly factive in Modern Greek, it is not associated with irrealis
contexts (unless na intercedes); as a result, it is not associated with PERFS (sub-
junctive) clauses. The set of connectives which do introduce PERFS clauses is
restricted in the modern language, and includes irrealis connectives and mar-
kers (an ÔifÕ, na, Ta, prin ÔbeforeÕ, as ÔletÕ) and indefinite or headless relatives
(opios ÔwhoeverÕ, otan ÔwhenÕ, Èopu ÔwhereÕ, oso Ôhowever muchÕ).

The membership of pu in the class of subjunctive markers is thus precluded in
CSMG by virtue of its factivity. Yet the instances we have seen so far show that
this factivity is a contingent reality: if pu is involved in a construct with either ir-
realis or free-relative meaning, then it can very easily join the class of subjunc-
tive markers. Sporadic instances have already been seen for CSMG (¤3.6); these
instances are much more frequent for dialects, just as the violation of the fac-
tivity constraints on pu is much more frequent.

7.6.1ÊFree relatives
Free relatives in Greek take PERFS generally, and where (o)pu survives as a free
relative, it follows this trend. The same holds for pu redundantly used after free
relatives (91a).76

(91a) ¿,tÕ poy khrd¼shn apÕ toy ta?je¼dÕ, Õpoy ua k�nhn, na ta moirazÃ?thn Õq tÕ mª?sÕ.
ot pu kirDisin (PERFS) ap tu taks&iD, pu Ta kanin, na ta mirazodin s t mes&.
Whatever they would earn in the trip they would make, they were to split in
half. (Anagnostou 167; Mandamados, Lesbos, Northern Aegean)

(91b) Poy gennhuü sthf fylakü thf fylaküu uym�tai.
pu ÄenùiTi (PERFS) stif filaki tif filakiT Timate.
Whoever is born in prison remembers the prison. (Yannakou 125; Rhodes,
Dodecanese)

(91c) Diataü taloipon¼ basilikü, opo´ breu� kai k�m� thf foresi»�, na toy d¼noyn ¿seq
xili»�deq.
Diatai taliponi vasiliki, opu vreTi (PERFS) ke kami tif foresja, na tu Dinun oses
xi´aDes.
So there went out a royal decree that whoever could be found to make this
dress, he should be given so many thousand pieces. (DawkD 183; Leros,
Dodecanese)

(91d) Kagja Õpoy gaÝdoyrodªs�,/ Par� Õpoy gaÝdarokynhg�.
kagja pu ÄaiDuroDesi (PERFS),/ para pu ÄaiDarokiniÄa.
Besser, wer einen Esel anbindet,/ Als wer einen Esel jagt.
Better he who ties up a donkey, than he who chases a donkey. (Dieterich 386;
Siphnos, Cyclades)

76Redundant use of pu with free relatives is discussed in Nicholas (1998b); this is a fact with
abundant precedent in EMG.
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(91e) Kal¿tyxoq poy thn uvre¼,/ kak¿tyxoq poy thn geyt�,/ ap¿ ton k¿smon ua xau�.
kalotixos pu tin Tori,/ kakotixos pu tin Äefti (PERFS),/ apo ton kosmon Ta xaTi.
Fortunate is he who sees her, unfortunate is he who tastes herÑhe will perish
from this world. (Loukas B38.81; Cyprus)

(36d) Allo¼mon¿ toy poy pnigü sth prÃth dagkvni�
alimono tu pu pniÄi (PERFS) sti proti Dagonia
Woe to him who chokes at the first bite (HDMS 524:132; Aegina, Old
Athenian)

The same phenomenon is productive in Cretan, as Kafkalas (1992:30) notes, de-
scribing it as Òthe omission of the particle Ta [É] always with the relativiser pu
being used.Ó The future meaning Kafkalas sees in an omitted Ta is consistent
with the generalising role of the relativiser (Ôhe who will/would do XÊ= whoever
does XÕ): future time is coextensive with indefinite time. The construction oc-
curs both with exclamatory sentences (in which pu is close to being a free rela-
tiviser)Ñ

(92a) Br´sh foynt�na h zvü to g-k¿smo drosere´gei/ ki an�uem� tone poy pei pvq de dic�
onte fe´gei
vrisi fudana i zoi toN gosmo DroserevÄi/ ki anaTema tone pu pi (PERFS) pos De
Dipsa ode fevÄi
Life is a spurting fountain, it refreshes the world, and damn him who says
that he doesnÕt thirst when he leaves it. (Kafkalas 1992:69.7)

and relativisations proper, such as ekinos apu rTi (PERFS) Ôhe who will come;
whoever comesÕ. In the latter instance, although there is a headed relativisa-
tion, the denotation of the clause is indefinite and the head semantically vac-
uous; so it is not surprising that PERFS also appears in such clauses, by close
analogy with free relatives.

I have not found in my corpus examples like the following, cited in ¤3.6,
where a headed relative clause with a non-trivial head appears in PERFS:

(92b) (1886)
Klªfthq opo´ epixeirüsei kÕ ektele¼ mÕ epithdei¿thta kai mÕ epityx¼an m¼an
kalosxediasmªnhn ªxpaglh kleci�, omoi�zei strathg¿n opo´ sxedi�zei kai ektele¼
ªxpaglh m�xh.
kleftis opu epixirisi (PERFS) k ekteli (IMPFS) m epitiDiotita ke m epitixian mian
kalosxeDiasmenin expaÄli klepsia, omiazi stratiÄon opu sxeDiazi ke ekteli expaÄli
maxi.
A thief who purposefully and successfully attempts and executes a well-
planned and marvellous theft resembles a general who plans and executes a
marvellous battle. (LaskEcce 86)

Here again, however, the generic reference of the head (underlined by the ab-
sence of a definite or indefinite article) makes it equivalent to a headless rela-
tive: opios kleftis epixirisi Ôwhichever thief attemptsÕ. Such relative clauses are
thus part and parcel of free relative pu and its associated indefinite modality.
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7.6.2ÊIndefinite collocations
In several instances, a pu-collocation can end up having indefinite (rather than
properly irrealis) denotation, and take PERFS accordingly. Thus, in Eastern
Greek, kata pu Ôaccording to thatÊ= as; whenÕ can take PERFS, by virtue of its
indefinite denotation, just like its equivalent opos in CSMG:

(93a) na p�r� kauªnaq maq to mer¼di¿n toy, na pask¼s� na züs� kat� poy toy d¿j� to
kalliÃtero.
na pari kaTenas mas to meriDion tu, na paskisi na zisi kata pu tu Doksi (PERFS) to
kalùiotero.
and each of us take his share, and do what he can to live as may seem to him
best. (DawkD 318; Leros, Dodecanese)

(93b) Kat� poy patüshq toy koymb�kin, bga¼n-nei to ner¿n kai p¼n-neiq
kata pu patisis (PERFS) tu kumbakin, vÄenùi to neron ke pinùis.
As soon as you press the little button, the water comes out and you drink it
(HDMS 996:177; Evdilos, Icaria, Central Aegean)

(93c) Kat� poy strÃseiq, ua p\ ªseiq.
kata pu strosis (PERFS), Ta pHesis.
«Opvq strÃseiq, ua koimhue¼q.
opos strosis (PERFS), Ta kimiTis.
As you lay your blanket, so will you sleep. (MousP ¤1096; Livisi)

(93d) Kat� poy d�q toy gatrªft, ua si d�.
kata pu Dis (PERFS) tu gatreft, Ta si Di.
Wie du den Spiegel ansiehst, sieht er dich an.
The way you look at the mirror, it will look at you. (Kretschmer 575; Lesbos,
Northern Aegean)

The same holds for other Eastern Greek temporal pu-collocations with poten-
tially indefinite denotation; e.g. kaTe pu Ôeach thatÊ= every time thatÕ, etsi pu
Ôthus thatÊ= as; whenÕ:

(94) T¼noyq poylio´ kel�hdisma ta dyo soy xe¼lh lªne/ kai k�ue poy tÕ afoykrastÃ
kardi� kai m�uia kla¼ne
tinus puliu kelaiDisma ta Dio su xili lene/ ke kaTe pu t afukrasto (PERFS) karDia
ke maTia klene
What birdÕs song do your two lips utter? For every time I hear it, my heart
and eyes weep. (Kafkalas 1992:72.56; Crete)

(23c) g-y par�q, ªt?sei pÕ pª?sÕ, ti de k�?nÕ!
Äi paras, ets&i p pes& (PERFS), ti De kaø!
When money changes hands, what can it not do! (Anagnostou 165;
Mandamados, Lesbos, Northern Aegean)

In these constructions, pu is still akin to a headless relative; the denotation is
indefinite in both cases, and the modality of the clause is unrealised, rather than
counterfactual. So the use of PERFS here does not represent a significant change
from its use with headless relatives, and is clearly driven by the analogical force
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of comparable subjunctive connectives (otan ÔwhenÕ, opote ÔwheneverÕ, opos
ÔasÕ).77

7.6.3ÊpuÊ= pu na
Rarely, a pu-clause does not involve a free relative, or a collocation with a sub-
junctive marker equivalent; rather, the pu-clause is irrealis independent of any
equivalent connective, and is properly rendered by a pu na-clause in CSMG.

This class represents a much more significant break with mainstream fac-
tivity. The classes above are subjunctive because pu finds itself in constructions
with subjunctive marker equivalents. Thus, kata pu takes P ERFS, because its
equivalent opos ÔasÕ already takes PERFS; free relative pu takes PERFS because all
Modern Greek free relatives take PERFS. In the former instances, pu shifts into
an irrealis subjunctive category only in collocation; the factivity of pu on its own
is not affected. In the free relative instances, there is an expansion of pu into ir-
realis territory, but the complementary distribution of pu and pu na is not itself
affected: pu is not entering territory normally covered by pu na.

In the following example, on the other hand, pu introduces an optativeÑ
something universally done amongst Greek dialects by pu na:

(95a) Pu su f�si t� ndera i s&�66i.
pu su fasi (PERFS) ta ndera i Siêùi.
Che ti mangino le budella i cani.
May the dogs eat your bowels. (TNC 391.61; Bova, Calabria)

This may well be a simple calque of the Italian, which does not have a particle
equivalent to na. It is an odd calque, since Italiot is normally quite scrupulous
about using naÑand has indeed passed on the use of subjunctive rather than
infinitival complements to Calabrese. It is a serious disruption nonetheless: it
represents the effacement of the complementary distribution of factive pu and
irrealis pu na.

The break is so serious, in fact, that there are only two instances in my corpus:
overall in Greek, the factive/irrealis complementary distribution of puÊ~ pu na is
preserved. The other instance, (95b), which has ospu where CSMG would have
ospu na for an ÔirrealisÕ endpoint, is probably metrically motivated; unlike cases
like kata puÊ~ opos and kaTe puÊ~ opote discussed above, there is no ÔuntilÕ-ex-
pression amongst the Greek subjunctive markers which ospuÊ+ PERFS could have
analogically patterned itself after.

(95b) kai ua xtyp� o meraklüq sto xÃma ta tako´nia,/ poy o manªq me str¼glisma ua p�rei
kai ua dÃkei,/ vq poy jesp�soyn sto xor¿ ki oi gªroi kolomp¿koi.
ke Ta xtipa o meraklis sto xoma ta takunia,/ pu o manes me striÄlisma Ta pari ke
Ta Doki,/ os pu ksespasun (PERFS) sto xoro ki i Äeri kolomboki.
and the bon vivant will strike the ground with his heels, so that the tune will go

77This is a force which operates synchronically: for example, I have heard on Greek-Australian
radio 3XY in a news report the utterance se periptosi pu aÄnoiTi Ôin case it is ignoredÕ; the collo-
cation se periptosi pu Ôin case thatÕ takes PERFS, by analogy with other conditionals like an ÔifÕ.
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about screeching, until even the old men will break out dancing (Yannakis
74; Pyrgi, Chios, Central Aegean)

7.6.4ÊIrrealis connectives
The final class of puÊ+ PERFS clauses is the most interesting: pu is a fully irrealis
connective, without reference to either indefinite relativisation, indefinite collo-
cation, or pu na. In this instance, pu acts as a connective, but rather than link a
factive adjunct to a matrix, it links an irrealis adjunct.

This development strikes at the core of the factivity of pu; so it is not sur-
prising that it occurs (a)Êvery infrequently, and (b)Êin a domain for which there
is strong linguistic motivation and abundant cross-linguistic parallels: the chain
TEMPORALÊ> FUTURE TEMPORALÊ> CONDITIONAL (cf. German wenn ÔwhenÕÊ> ÔifÕ,
Modern Greek ama Ôas soon asÕÊ> ÔifÕ).

It is common for temporals to develop into conditionals; but for this to occur,
the temporals need to be of indefinite or irrealis denotation, and this is rarely
the case for Greek pu: overwhelmingly, pu refers to a past, factive event. Yet the
reanalysis from past temporal to future or general temporal is not impossible,
and has in fact occurred in at least one dialect of Greek. That dialect, unsurpris-
ingly, is the eccentric dialect of Apiranthos. In this dialect, opuÊ+ erTi Ôit.comes
(PERFS)Õ is the standard way of referring to an upcoming holiday or month:

(96a) OpÃruh toy Stayro´ ua teleiÃse e¼kosi xronÃ.
opo rTi tu stavru Ta teliose ikosi xrono.
When the Feast of the Holy Cross comes, it will have been twenty years.
(HDMS 571:145; Apiranthos, Naxos, Cyclades)

The temporal clause has future reference, so CSMG would require Ta here. But
PERFS follows opu unintroduced; the mood by itself makes clear the irrealis/
future reference involved. In this, pu behaves just like the unmarked temporal
otan (otan Ta erTiÊ~ otan erTi). Elsewhere in the Cyclades, PERFS can be used
when a pu-clause has indefinite temporal denotation:

(96b) ´steri, (th damal¼da) apo´ g¼nh eno´q xrono´, to lªme mazªtta.
isteri, (ti DamaliDa) apu Äini (PERFS) enus xronu, to leme mazeta.
Then, when it (the calf) turns one year old, we call it a mazetta. (HDMS
813A:123; Anaphe, Cyclades)

So Apiranthos may be generalising a tendency it already found in place in the
Cyclades, from indefinite to future denotationÑin the idiosyncratic manner as-
sociated with the colony.

Once future temporal meaning is expressed by pu, one can expect more condi-
tional shades of meaning. In the following example from Cythera, Èopu is used as
a temporal/conditional, the odd use of parataxis in the utterance notwith-
standing.

(96c) Esk¿tvseq poll� ord´ki»a sümera;Ñ«Opoy pi»�sv to´to apo´ kynhgÃ ki �lla enne 9�
kai k�nv dªka
eskotoses pola orDica simera?ÑÈopu pjaso tuto apu kiniÄo ki ala ene9a ke kano Deka
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ÒHave you killed many quail today?Ó ÒWhen I catch this one that IÕm hunting
and with another nine, and that makes ten.Ó (HDMS 559:114; Cythera)

The temporal/conditional Èopu is distinct here from the relativiser apu; as also
speculated for Cappadocian (¤B.1), Èopu as an indefinite locative is more liable to
reanalysis as an irrealis than pu. The process reaches its apparent endpoint in
the following:

Èopu. This indeclinable word replaces the relative pronoun ho@stis. But sometimes it
is difficult to explain, and in the phrase opu to vris (PERFS) [it means] Ôif you find
itÕ: opu to vris inda xo mesa sti fuxta mu Ôthat/if you find it what I have in my fistÊ=
guess if you can what I am hiding in my palmÕ. (HDIC: D. Poulakis, Lªjeiq ek Tsesmª
kai �llvn merÃn (MS), 1884; Tsesmes)

Tsesmes (�esüme) is a town on coastal Asia Minor opposite Chios and near
Smyrna (Izmir), and its erstwhile Greek dialect was South-Eastern. The ap-
parent conditional use of opu is not productive here, but restricted to a conven-
tionalised expression equivalent to guess what!Ñnot least because the condi-
tional clause has no apodosis.

This could be either a relic form (as the limited distribution suggests), or an
idiosyncratic innovation. If the former, then one may point to Ulaga� in Cap-
padocia, the only other place where the temporalÊ> conditional process has
taken place for opu (¤B.1). Even though coastal Asia Minor was repopulated
from the Aegean in recent times, this may represent an innovation of Old Ana-
tolian Greek which survived only in those two places. If the formation is an in-
dependent innovation, on the other hand, it might be a fragment of an originally
temporal expression (Ôwhen you guess this, you will be rewardedÕ), or a reana-
lysis of an original free relative or optative (Ôgood for him who will guess thisÕ).

Pace Mackridge (1985:258), the use of PERFS pu-clauses is quite old and
widespread in Greek, and the strong barrier between pu na and pu may be a re-
cent obligatorificationÑpostdating the extinction of free relative pu, which had
kept pu strongly associated with PERFS. But PERFS is only widespread when it
does not disrupt the functionality of pu significantly: in instances of indefinite,
rather than outright irrealis denotation.

It has proven possible for pu to acquire such irrealis denotation; there is a
clear instance in the Italiot optative (although this may be a calque), and in the
Eastern Greek TEMPORALÊ> CONDITIONAL axis (echoed in Ulaga�.) Yet it is still
remarkable how infrequent such a shift is in Greek, compared to other instances
of temporalsÑincluding ama in Greek itself. The persistence of factivity makes
pu overwhelmingly a past, factive temporal in Greek; and while reanalysis into
the irrealis domain is possible, persistence usually blocks it.
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7.7.ÊIn combination with na

7.7.1.ÊIrrealis relative clauses
All Greek dialects have pu-relative clauses, all Greek dialects have na as a
marker of irrealis modality, and all Greek dialects associate intensional relative
clauses with irrealis modality. pu na-clauses are thus attested throughout the
Greek-speaking world; I give examples only from outlier dialects:

(97a) Et¿ to kor¼c& ªna for�q �som bap� t k«@recen ªna fist�n, ¿poy na ªkh bo´la ta
�stra son oyran¿n ¿poy e¼ndai, kai ªna �lo fist�n, ¿poy na  ªkh sh u�lassa ¿poy
e¼ndai o´la ta c�ri »a.
eto to koritS ena foras asom bapa t kµrepsen ena fistan, Èopu na eX vula ta astra
son uranon Èopu inde, ke ena alo fistan, Èopu na eX si Talasa Èopu inde ula ta psarja.
This girl once asked her father for a skirt, which should have on it all the
starts which are in the sky, and another skirt which should have all the fish
that are in the sea. (Dawk 444; Silata, Western Cappadocia)

(97b) Eb�lleinan kanÕna, aq sÕ ¿soyq edoyle´ane Õq so sp¼ti, poy na e¼x &en kal¿ lal¼an,
kai exo´lize
evalinan kanna, as s osus eDulevane s so spiti, pu na iSen kalo lalian, ke exulize
They appointed one out of those working on the house who had a good voice,
and he shouted out (Vamvak 65; Oinoe, Pontus)

(97c) ston g�zmo den �x&i d� m�storuse ©e may�strese, pu na ti ss�usi arriv�spi ya
t�ndo mist�ri ©e ©�la yÕ �66ese dul�ese.
ston gozmo Den eCi De mastoruse tSe majistrese, pu na ti sùousi arùivespi ja tundo
misteri tSe tSola j aêùese Duliese.
nel mondo non cÕerano maestri, n� maestre, che la potessero eguagliare in
questo mestiere ed anche in altri lavori.
There are neither male nor female tradespeople in this world who are fit for
this task and other jobs as well. (TNC 50.32; Roccaforte, Calabria)

(97d) panta � nn�n �u? ÕEn �Õ nn�rtune/ Õisi ©er� vvloim�ni/ pu na mi ssiri o
�ntrepo/ to derma tu Õderf�?
panta e nùa n iu? en e nùa rtune/ isi tSeri vùloimeni/ pu na mi sùiri o antrepo/ to
derma tu derfu?
Sempre sar� cos�? Non verranno/ quei tempi benedetti/ che lÕuomo tirer�/ la
pelle al fratello?
Will it always be like this? WonÕt that blessed time come such that people will
not tear their brotherÕs skin off? (Palumbo 118; Calimera, Apulia)

I do not have any examples from Tsakonian; given how closely its syntax follows
that of Standard Greek, and the small size of my Tsakonian corpus compared to
the other dialects (a third the size of the Cappadocian corpus, which is the next
smallest), this is presumably an accident of data collection.

Although Èopu na-relative clauses are attested in Western Cappadocian, in
Pharasa the relativiser is omitted in at least one instance where CSMG would
normally require it, in an intensional relative clause:78

78But there is precedent in Greek for intensional relative clauses being introduced by na alone
(Tzartzanos 1991 [1946, 1963] ¤282 LXXVII 3). Although in many instances a relative na-clause
is more of a purposive, there are clear intensional instances (98b), and even extensional in-
stances, where na takes on a modal function; e.g. (98c), where na means Ôwhich one mayÕ:
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(98a) Pandik¿q tzÿo Õnúi na mh jeil ³üsei s&h m�ggana.
pandikos dZo ni na mi ksilisi Si magana.
Pontik¿q den yp�rxei poy na mhn pªsei sth f�ka.
podikos Den iparxi pu na min pesi sti faka.
There is no mouse that does not fall into a trap. (LoucLouc ¤647)

There are also occasional instances in the corpus of purposive relative clauses:

(98d) Apoyf�Ýsh na pQ gki » Roydoypappo´da Õq ªna mªroyq, Õpoy na mh jªrÕ plei»a na gyr¼sÕ
joyp¼soy Õq toy sp¼?k, gi»an� xau� kal�-kal�.
apufaisi na pa ï ruDupapuDa s ena merus, pu na mi kseri p´a na Äiris ksupisu s tu
spic, Æana xaTi kala kala.
She decided to take Rodopappouda to a place such/so that she would not
know how to return home, so she could get really lost. (Anagnostou 184;
Northern Lesbos, Northern Aegean)

This development is a quite predictable result of allowing modal relative
clauses, and is not particularly frequent in the corpus; I do not pay it any further
attention here.

7.7.2.ÊPotential result clauses
The potential result pu na is less widespread amongst Greek dialects than other
pu na-constructions; this is consistent with resultative pu itself not being wide-
spread (¤7.4.3). As seen there, the available Tsakonian corpus is too small to
allow for abundant resultatives, and the resultative is largely absent in Pontic
and Cappadocian.

There is one instance in Mariupolitan of what seems to be an irrealis result in-
troduced by na instead of pu na:

(99a) Irtyn dauß ap uranu, uryz-mi nnnnaaaa trumazu.
irtön dauS ap uranu, uröz mi na trumazu.
A voice from heaven came and orders me so that I am terrified. (AbrM 45)

In CSMG, na would be avoided in this context, as it would unambiguously mark
the clause as a complement (Ôorders me to be terrifiedÕ) rather than a result. The
avoidance of resultative pu in Mariupolitan is consistent with its archaism and
its relatives Pontic and Cappadocian. It may point to a stage of Late Middle
Greek where na (h"Ûna) rather than pu was the resultative marker (¤5.4.3), ex-
ploiting the reanalysis of purpose to result; but this is speculation.

(98b) De ua breuü ªnaq potam¿q, na Õnai gia maq plvt¿q;
De Ta vreTi enas potamos, na ne Äia mas plotos?
WonÕt we come across a river that we can cross? (ÔWill a river not be found to
be navigable for us?Õ) (Tz ¤282 LXXVII 3; Seferis)

(98c) To tra¼no, eytyxÃq, den e¼nai aytok¼nhto na to stamato´n ¿poy uªloyn kai na
magar¼zoyn.
to treno, eftixos, Den ine aftokinito na to stamatun Èopu Telun ke na maÄarizun.
A train, fortunately, isnÕt a car, to be stopped wherever people please and ∅
have them befoul it. (Mack 291; Ioannou)

As the glosses show, these are equivalent to the English infinitival relative. So although CSMG
prefers pu na against na for intensional relative clauses, there is a fluidity between the two for
most dialects, so that (98a) is not in itself exceptional.
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On the other hand, this more recent instance seems to show pu na-resulta-
tives very much alive in MariupolitanÑall the more surprising as pu is largely
absent from the dialect:

(99b) Lon akrivo tema, pas pu] graftny rumej piity, afto in; pas tu isu ki
axildarku sovetyko internacionalizm, pas tu mega Patriotyko agap,
pas tyn perestrojka, pu sovetyki kozmus na zisny t[lu pula kala ki
omurfa.
lon akrivo tema, pas puju Äraftnö rumej piitö, afto ine pas tu isu ki axildarku
sovetöko internatsionalizm, pas tu meÄa patriotöko aÄap, pas tön perestrojka, pu
sovetöki kozmus na zisnö tjalu pula kala ki omurfa.
The most wonderful subjects on which the Greek poets have written; that is, on
egalitarian and wise Soviet internationalism, on great patriotic love, on
Perestroika, so that the Soviet world may live even better and more decently.
(Kiryakov 1988:2)

In Italiot, pu na-results are attested for Calabrian; since there is even less
Apulian text in my corpus than there is Tsakonian, and Apulian is in many ways
closer to CSMG than Calabrian, the absence of pu na-resultatives in my Apulian
corpus may well be accidental:

(99c) Na peu�no eg�, u�li na py�usi �na asp�ri �yo ©e na mÕal�spu me ©�ndo �ma, ©e
o �l′o t�sso forts�to pu na kl�i te rr�kke, ©e vor�a pu na sik�i te rr�kke spil�,
©e yel�ta pu na p�s&i ti uu�lassi tr�a ©entin�rya kal�mya, ©e d�ppu eg� peu�no.
na peTano ego, Teli na pjausi ena aspari ijo tSe na m alispu me tSindo ema, tSe o
i´o tosùo fortsato pu na klai te rùokùe, tSe vorea pu na sikoi te rùokùe spila, tSe jelata
pu na piSi ti Tùalasùi tria tSentinarja kalamja, tSe dopùu ego peTeno.
Perch� io muoia, si richiede che piglino un pesce vivo e mi ungano con quel
sangue, e (si richiede) il sole cos� forte da spaccare le pietre, e vento che alzi le
pietre in alto, e gelo da ghiacciare il mare tre centinaia di canne, e poi io
morr�.
For me to die, they must catch a live fish and smear me with its blood, and (if
they ask for) the sun so strong that it cracks the stones, and a north wind (so
strong) that it lifts the stones in the air, and a frost (so strong) that it freezes
the sea to a depth of three hundred canesÑonly then I will die. (TNC 91.28;
Roccaforte, Calabria)

In mainstream Greek, pu na-results are readily available, as one would expect:

(100a) uªloy na mi k�nÕq ªna koysto´mÕ basilÕk¿ ki ªna spau¼ t¿soy koyftir¿, poy na k¿bÕ
tÕn tr¼xa.
Telu na mi kans ena kustum vasilko ki ena spaTi tosu kuftiro, pu na kov tn trixa.
I want you to make me a royal suit and a sword so sharp that it can cut a hair.
(Karayannis 1986:57; Portaria, Chalcidica, Macedonia)

(100b) Dªn ürntan t¿ti jªn′ oyr¼stiq, tÃra poy ªrntin, poy na moylyue¼ toy kl¼ma.
Den irdan toti kseø uristis, tora pu erdin, pu na muliTi tu klima.
Foreigner tourists wouldnÕt come here as they do now, so that the climate
would be polluted. (Kontonatsiou 208; Sardes, Lemnos, Northern Aegean)

(100c) Th stoymoys�n tsoy ua thn ªs�q katebasmªnh plts¿ k�tv Õpo thn editsüm moy, n�,
poy na mh fa¼netsi to pr¿svp¿n tsoy
ti stumusan tsu Ta tin esis katevasmeni pltso kato po tin eDitsim mu, Èna, pu na mi
fenetsi to prosopon tsu
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Your kerchief you can have brought down lower than mine, thus, so that
your face will not show (DawkD 66; Astypalaea, Dodecanese)

pu na marks irrealis results as distinct from other irrealis adjuncts, marked by
na alone. However the boundary between these different types of adjunct is
fluid, and pu na can at times come close to being purposive. This is particularly
noticeable in Catargi; in (101a), for instance, the pu na-clause could just as easily
be describing a motive as a result:

(101a) palÕ es�q tyxa¼nei gia to ¼dio interªsso saq na toyq k�mete sofo´q kai dask�loyq
me thn eykol¼a thq sof¼aq sth glÃssa toyq, poy na saq k�moyne kÕ eke¼noi
plo´sioyq me ta d¼daktr� saq.
pal esas tixeni Äia to iDio intereso sas na tus kamete sofus ke Daskalus me tin
efkolia tis sofias sti Älosa tus, pu na sas kamune k ekini plusius me ta DiDaktra sas.
Once more, it is up to you for your own interest to make them scholars and
teachers through the ease of wisdom in their own language, so that they may
make you rich in turn through your tuition fees. (Cat 69)

There is also ambiguity between resultative and other pu na-adjuncts; the fol-
lowing irrealis result attested for Macedonia, for instance, is quite close to an
optative:

(101b) Adirfü e¼s&ei s&y, oybri¿q e¼s&ei p na s &hkoyuÃ na paa¼noy.
aDirfi is&i s&i, uvrios is&i p na s&ikuTo na paenu.
Are you a sister? You are a jew, such that I should get up and leave.
(Adamopoulos 1988:37; Melissohori, Salonica)

As the irrealis counterpart to the factive resultative pu, the development of a pu
na-resultative is no surprise. Indeed, since the other adjunct functions of pu do
not have straightforward irrealis equivalents,79 the function of result is not even
especially privileged to have a pu na-expressionÑas seen immediately below, it
is joined in this status by concession.

7.7.3.ÊUnrealisable concessive clauses
The unrealisable concessive, so salient a pu na-form in CSMG, is wholly absent
from my dialect corpus; this strongly suggests that the form is a recent innova-
tionÑperhaps even specific to CSMG.

Interestingly, the form is none the less salient enough that pu na by itself, and
dissociated from any ensuing clause, could act as an unrealisable concessive ex-
clamation. As discussed by Anthimos Papadopoulos (1955a:116)Ñsignificantly,
a discussion of CSMG expressions, rather than dialect-specific forms:

After a negative sentence the expression pu na is equivalent to the concessive con-
nective ke an Ôeven ifÕ, e.g. De to Telo pu na! ÔI do not want it even if!Õ, Den ton perno
pu na! ÔI will not marry him even if!Õ etc. As anyone can see, the elliptical conces-
sive clause can be completed arbitrarily, e.g. Den to troÄo pu na ksero pos Ta peTano
apo tin pina ÔI will not eat it even if I know I will starveÕ, Den ton perno pu na xalasi

79A conditional is not merely an irrealis cause; a future temporal is not merely an irrealis tem-
poralÑand in any case the development of Ta has forestalled a pu na temporal, and an irrealis
temporal in general outside exceptions like Apiranthos (¤7.6).
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o kosmos ÔI will not marry him even if itÕs the end of the worldÕ or pu na me skotosi
Ôeven if he kills meÕ or pu na ne xrisos ke aÄios Ôeven if  heÕs golden and saintlyÕ
etc. But however the completion is made, the meaning of the expression pu na is
equivalent to the phrase Ôin no wayÕ, e.g. Den to leo pu na ÔI will not say it even ifÕÊ=
Ôthere is no way that I can be forced to say itÕ.80

I doubt this expression is still extant in CSMG; it is certainly not in my idiolect,
and I have not found any instances on Hellas-L. Given that it was extant in early
xxÊAD, we have a surprising turn of events: pu na becomes an unrealised condi-
tional marker very recently in Greek, andÑsuch pu na-clauses being highly
marked as emotiveÑpu na by itself becomes an interjection marking the
scornful rejection involved. This development wrests na away from its ensuing
verbÑstartling, given that na has the highest degree of syntactic bondedness of
any Modern Greek particle, as the modal particle most closely associated with
its argument. Yet within a generation or two, this innovation has apparently
vanished.

A decrease in syntactic bondedness is uncharacteristic of grammaticalisation,
but not unknown (see Traugott (1995) on Japanese discourse markers.) This is,
however, an extreme case: pu na goes from extreme bondednessÑclose to being
an affixÑto having no bondednessÑbeing part of an interjection barely subject
to constituency analysis at all.81

This is an instance of an elliptical pu-expression.82 Interestingly, while na lost
is bondedness with what followed, it kept its bondedness with what precededÑ
pu. The development is a nice illustration of something already adumbrated
above, that pu na, in its various functions, grammaticalises as a strongly cohe-
sive unit.

In line with pu na-clauses forming the irrealis counterparts of pu-clauses, the
following appears to be an instance of an irrealis eki pu-contrast clause:

(20c) TÃra ¿poi »oi ütan fr¿nimoi ap¿ Õkei poy na x�soyne th zvü toyq, e¼pane pvq e¼nai
kall¼tero na moyntzÃsoyne kai th basilopo´la kai ta kal� thq kai na f´goyne?
tora opji itan fronimi apo ki pu na xasune ti zoi tus, eipane pos ine kalitero na
mudzosune ke ti vasilopula ke ta kala tis ke na fiÄune;
Now those who had any sense, rather than lose their lives, thought it better to
give the finger to both the princess and what she was worth, and leave;
(ParnassosA 36; Peloponnese)

The sentence uses na to introduce a conditional utterance, where CSMG would
use Ta: the CSMG equivalent to this phrase would be eki pu Ta exanan ti zoi tis
Ôthere where (whereas) they would lose their livesÕ. But there are other com-
parative conditional expressions in Greek based on na: para na Ôrather thanÕ,
prokimenu na Ôgiven the possibility thatÕ. So while this is an instance of pu na, pu

80I have not sighted the article, and am citing from HDIC.
81It is not an isolated instance in language; one might compare the colloquial English exclama-
tion as if!Ñsemantically equivalent, although na is more tightly bound to its matrix than if,
being a modal marker rather than a simple conditional.
82More such instances are discussed in Nicholas (1998b).
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na is not used to to introduce either a conditional expression (which it cannot do
in CSMG), or a concessive, but a contrast clause, which here happens to be ir-
realis.

7.7.4.ÊOptative clauses

Diatopy

Optative pu na-clauses, being a straightforward extension of optative relative
clauses, are found throughout Greek, including Tsakonian, Livisiot, Apulian and
Calabrian Italiot, and at least some variants of Cappadocian:

(102a) Epªtŝe, xa, p\ h na ni f�ei o lio´ko!
epetþe, xa, pHi na øi fai o ´uko!
He said, get a move onÑmay the wolf eat you! (CostD ¤4d; Melana, Southern
Tsakonia)

(102b) «Erxiti toy pid¼n, fªrn ³ei ta müla sthm m�nan doy, ta trÃeiÑpoy na f�ei toym
bir¼dromoyn gi toyn str¿foym mªsa thqÑki thn �l³l³hn dhn hmªran, xan ªfyÝn eiq toy
kyn ³üÝn, bga¼n³n ³ei h dr�koyq p�l³i ki lªei thn:
erxiti tu piDin, ferni ta mila stim manan du, ta troiÑpu na fai tum piriDromun gi
tun strofum mesa tisÑki tin alùin din imeran, xan efiin is tu kiniin, vÄenùi i Drakus
pali ki lei tin:
The lad comes, brings apples to his mother, she eats themÑwould that she
ate her stomach lining inside-outÑand the next day, when he left to go hunting,
the ogre came out again and said: (MousT 58; Livisi)

(102c) pu na �xa t�ssa ped�a
pu na ixa tosùa pedia
h�tte ich doch so viele Kinder!
If only I had that many children! (Rohlfs 1950:224; Calimera, Apulia)

(102d) pu na se pi�i vrond�
pu na se piai vrondi
m�chte dich der Donner packen!
May the thunder take you! (Rohlfs 1950:224; Bova, Calabria)

(102e) Ep na lª jÿ� m�na maq kai bab� maq.
ep na lekSi mana mas ke vava mas.
May our mother and father howl like dogs (if we will endure this!) (Dawk 318;
Delmeso, Western Cappadocia)

(102f) To Õmo Õnai, opÕ na mh ªn-ne.
to mo ne, op na mi enùe.
ItÕs mineÑwould that it were not! (AravanFK 116; Aravani, Western
Cappadocia)

The exception to this distribution is formed by Pontic. In Pontic, pu na optatives
are completely absent, even in the echoic contexts which force pu na to appear
in CSMG:

(103a) egro¼kÕsa to ua x�mai, ∅  o Ue¿n na x�nÕ a -ton!
eÄriksa to Ta xame, ∅  o Teon na xan Qton!
I now realise I will perishÑmay God perish him! (KandilE 100; Chaldia)
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One might attribute the absence of pu na optatives to the fact that Pontic already
has an explicit optative marker, laS. But as discussed below, the appearance of
an explicit optative marker in Cypriot has not displaced pu na in that dialectÑon
the contrary, pu na has developed into novel locutions.

The absence of pu na optatives in Pontic should rather be viewed in light of its
archaism, and its connection with Cappadocian. While some Cappadocian dia-
lects do feature a form of pu na (¤B.1), others do not, and instead use ot na:

(103b) OtÕ na se fagÕ l´ko
ot na se faÄ liko
May the wolf eat you (HDMS 812; Phloita, Western Cappadocia)

This usage is all the more surprising as oti has died out as a complementiser in
Western Cappadocian (¤6.3). That such a clearly relic form has survived in
Phloita shows that pu na was a relatively novel competitor to established opta-
tive forms (like oti na, which is presumably quotative in origin) by the time Old
Anatolian Greek was cut off from the rest of the language. Not being an en-
trenched part of the language, as it became everywhere else, it prospered only
sporadically in Cappadocia, and nowhere (it would seem) in the Pontus.

An optative relative clause is something of a compositional inevitability, so
that an utterance like eÄriksa to erTen o ÄiorikasÑp o Teon na xan Qton ÔI heard
that GeorgeÑwhom may God perishÑhas arrivedÕ may well be acceptable in
Pontic. Yet such a turn of phrase has clearly not attained the degree of conven-
tionalisation or autonomy that it has elsewhere in Greek; its absence in my ex-
tensive Pontic corpus speaks for itself.

Semantics & syntax

Negative optative pu na is much more prevalent than positive pu na throughout
Greek; positive instances are infrequent:

(104a) PÃq pQq, gªront� moy, poy nÒxv th neytsü soy;
Èpos pas, Äeronda mu, pu na xo ti neftsi su?
How are you, elder? So may I have your blessing. (DawkD 124; Kos Town,
Kos, Dodecanese)

(104b) Pi »�nei o´la ta zªmataÑpoy nÕ agi�soyn ta xªria toyÑkai ta pet�ei sÕ ªna phg�di
pjani ula ta zemataÑpu n aÄiasun ta xeria tuÑke ta petai s ena piÄaDi
He grabs all the reinsÑmay his hands be blessed!Ñand throws them into a
well. (HDMS 1254:29; Lithakia, Zante, Heptanesa)

(104c) «Htan kal¿q papp�q poy na Õxoyme thn eyxü toy.
itan kalos papas pu na xume tin efxi tu.
He was a goodly priestÑ∅  his blessing upon us! (HDMS 842:262; Othoni,
Heptanesa)

(104d) Ij¼as�moys si, poy na si jÝ�sei ki h x�royq!
iksiasamus si, pu na si ksiasi ki i xarus!
We forgot youÑand may Death forget you too! (MousP ¤1442; Livisi)
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This result applies in even the most far-flung dialects: a count in TNC shows
that, of the 12 instances of optative pu na attested in that Calabrian Italiot
corpus, ten are curses rather than positive wishes.

There is no obvious reason why this imbalance between pu na-optatives and
na-optatives has arisen. It might be that, at least at some stage, it was culturally
appropriate to utter wishes in isolation, but curses only as an adjunct to some
interjection or matrix predication. There is no real difference between the two
types of optative, other than the presence of pu as a marker of syntactic depen-
dency.

Such a distinction is now at any rate obsolete; while pu na-optatives origi-
nated as relative clauses, they can now be used as independent clauses through-
out Greek, with no matrix nominal they could be considered as relativising:

(105a) Bre, �noije, poy na no¼j� to tafki»¿ soy!
vre, anikse, pu na niksi to tafco su!
hey open! OPT your grave open
Open, boy, and may your grave open for you. (DawkD 184; Leros,
Dodecanese)

(105b) Ex�uhn o Dyssªaq pia, kal� to syllog¼soy,/ poy na Õuele xaue¼q ki es´, maz¼ toy na
mhn üsoy
exaTin o Diseas pia, kala to siloÄisu,/ pu na Tele xaTis ki esi, mazi tu na min isu
Odysseus has now perished, consider it wellÑand would that you too had
perished, and had not been with him. (Psyhoundakis 21; Western Crete)

(105c) E pÕ na si f�h h axidütÕq h mao´oyoyq ab Õ bga¼nei Õq ta Pizo´li »a
e p na si fai i axidits i mauwus ab vÄeni s ta pizu´a
Oh may the black viper that comes out at Pezoulia eat you! (HDMS 839:290;
Samothrace, Thrace)

(105d) N�, pÕ na mh sÃsÕq na toy faq!
Èna, p na mi soss na tu fas!
ThereÑand may you not live long enough to eat it! (HDMS 789:57; Trikeri,
Magnesia, Thessaly)

(102a) Epªtŝe, xa, p\ h na ni f�ei o lio´ko!
epetþe, xa, pHi na øi fai o ´uko!
He said, get a move onÑmay the wolf eat you! (CostD ¤4d; Melana, Southern
Tsakonia)

(102d) pu na se pi�i vrond�
pu na se piai vrondi
m�chte dich der Donner packen!
May the thunder take you! (Rohlfs 1950:224; Bova, Calabria)

This syntactic autonomy of optatives includes the fixed phrase pu na pari ke na
sikosi Ômay (the Devil) take him/her and lift him/herÕ, extant in CSMG (usually
abbreviated to pu na pari) as an exclamation of exasperation equivalent to
English damn it!
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(106a) To´th h koyfü (probat¼na) shkÃnei ta mprostin� thq chl� kai kateb�zei tiq kl�req
tvn eliÃn sa g¼da, poy na p�rh kai na dh shkÃsh
tuti i kufi sikoni ta brostina tis psila ke katevazi tis klares ton elion sa ÄiDa, pu na
pari ke na di sikosi
This deaf one (ewe) lifts her front legs and eats olive branches like a goatÑmay
the Devil take her and lift her away! (HDMS 1055:8; Trifyllia, Messenia,
Peloponnese)

(106b) Ki an ayto pou krataw sto xeri mou einai to laxano, ti ton ekana ton

lyko ? Pou na parei ,  mexri edw  kala ta phgaina. As ta paroume ap thn

arxh.

Ki an ayt¿ poy krat�v sto xªri moy e¼nai to l�xano, ti ton ªkana ton l´ko; Poy na
p�rei, mªxri edÃ kal� ta pügaina. Aq ta p�royme apÕ thn arxü.
ki an afto pu kratao sto xeri mu ine to laxano, ti ton ekana ton liko? pu na pari,
mexri eDo kala ta piÄena. as ta parume ap tin arxi.
And if what I am holding in my hand is the cabbage, then what did I do with the
wolf? Damn it, I was going all right up to here. LetÕs start from the beginning.
(S.M.: ‹no subject› ; Hellas-L, 1997Ð07Ð30)

Still, as the examples given imply, it is more usual for pu na to be employed
when it follows some kind of matrix, even when there is no nominal in that ma-
trix to act as a relative head. The two more frequent alternatives are that the
ÔmatrixÕ is an interjection (102a, 107a; 105c, 105d), or a predicate echoed in the
pu na-curseÑthe echoic optatives mentioned in ¤3.7.5 (107b, 107c).

(107a) Mpa! poy na jer�s�q to a¼ma Õq th g�stra.
ba! pu na kserasis to ema s ti Äastra.
Hah! May you vomit out the blood in your belly. (Salvanos 1929 [1917]:136)

(107b) Ebgüke, poy na mhn e¼xe bgh.
evÄike, pu na min ixe vÄi.
He went outÑwould that he did not go out. (Salvanos 1929 [1917]:136)

(107c) Kai gia to´to ua x�sv egÃ to �log¿ moy, poy na saq x�sei o Ue¿q;
ke Äia tuto Ta xaso eÄo to aloÄo mu, pu na sas xasi o Teos?
And is it for this that I am to lose my horse?Ñwould that God lost you!
(=destroyed you) (Polyl 65)

(Echoic optatives are omnipresent in mainstream Greek,83 and need not be
analysed further.) Indeed, of SalvanosÕ (1929 [1917]:135Ð137) 91 curses from
Argyrades in Corfu, of which all but a couple are subjunctive, only three pu na-
curses are given, and all fall in the aforementioned categories.

This restriction is consistent with the origin of pu na as a relativiser: it re-
quires a matrix of some description to be anchored to. Since na can be used in
main clauses as e.g. an imperative, na-optatives do not have this restriction.84

This means that pu na introducing independent optatives is an innovation. The

83e.g. Lesbos (Anagnostou 198); Macedonia (Vaglis 1986:149, Chalcidica; Papanaoum 51,
Kozani; Adamopoulos 75, Salonica); Cyclades (ParnassosA 14); Dodecanese (DawkD 115, Asty-
palaea; DawkD 184, Leros); Crete (Psyhoundakis 21).
84h"Ûna also started life as a subordinator; so there is no etymological reason why na can be inde-
pendent of a matrix but pu cannot. The determining factor here, of course, has not been etymo-
logy but synchronic function: na is a modal marker in Modern Greek, while pu is not.
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evidence, however, suggests that it is not regionally restricted as a result; the pu
na-optatives in HDMS data which are truly independent (isolated pu na-
clausesÑif one can trust that they are actually used in discourse in isolation as
recorded) originate from throughout mainstream Greek and beyond:

(108a) Poy na bg�lhq bl�tteq sth bl�thq-soy
pu na vÄalis vlatùes sti blatis su
May you grow boils (?) on your back. (HDMS 1063:277; Symi, Dodecanese)

(108b) O kair¿q üto kat� th steri »�n, kÕ h san¼da moy ürricª me ¿jv Õq thn akrogi »ali»�n. Poy
na düte mei�la kal� Õq to kal¿m poy moy k�mete!
o keros ito kata ti sterjan, k i saniDa mu irùipse me okso s tin akroÆa´an. pu na Dite
miala kala s to kalom pu mu kamete!
The wind was blowing towards the land, and the plank cast me up on the
shore. And may you see much good fortune for the kindness you have done
me. (DawkD 142; Asfendiou, Kos, Dodecanese)

(108c) Poy na se f�h o l´ko
pu na se fai o liko
May the wolf eat you (HDMS 828:102; Calimera, Apulia)

(108d) Poy na bg�lhq to karf¼
pu na vÄalis to karfi
May you get anthrax (HDMS 787:375; Ithaca, Heptanesa)

(108e) ApÕ na si f�h toy gir�kÕ
ap na si fai tu Äirak
May the hawk eat you (spoken to chicken) (HDMS 855:32; Alonnisos,
Thessaly)

(108f) Poy na mh bradyastüq!
pu na mi vraDiastis!
May you not live till nightfall! (HDMS 847:106; Melos, Cyclades)

(108g) Poy na f�hq to moyso´di soy!
pu na fais to musuDi su!
May you eat your goatee! (HDMS 685:132; Cythera)

(108h) opÕ na bg�lhq ta kªmi »a
op na vÄalis ta kemja
May you take out the horseÕs bit (?)Ê= Get lost (HDIC; unnamed CPMS;
Aravani, Western Cappadocia)

Syntactically, pu and na are almost always a unit. This holds for pu na-construc-
tions in general (see the elliptical pu na expression in ¤7.7.3), although with pu a
complementiser and na a modal marker, there is no reason an NP cannot be in-
terpolated between the two under thematic motivation. Such interpolations,
however, turn out to be rare:

(109a) Moy to br¼zoyne to paid¼ moy oi pali»ojobli»�streq fryd�, poy �dra
mu to vrizune to peDi mu i pa´oksob´astres friDa, pu adra

pu man
gennhmªnone na mhn ido´n stÕ askªli»a toyq oi pali »oskyllophdhmªneq.
Äenimenone na min iDun st aske´a tus i pa´oskilopiDimenes.
born IRR not see
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Those damned gossips are insulting my child horribly (?)Ñmay they never see
ANY man born on earth between their legs, those dirty dog-fuckers! (HDMS
1017:53; Paidemeno/Flesias, Messenia, Peloponnese)

It is also possible (but rare) for an element to be extraposed before the pu na
clause. This makes the pu na-clause look like a relativisation, with the extra-
posed element the head; but as the putative head is syntactically disjoint from
the remainder of the matrix clause, this resemblance is fortuitous:

(109b) SÿkÃnitei ki gampr¿q, h s&madiak¿q, s &klia p na toyn fan,
s&koniti ki Äabros, i s&maDiakos, s&klia p na tun fan,

dogs REL IRR him eat
stoyn kars &ilam�.
stun kars&ilama.
And the bridegroom, that wretchÑmay dogs eat him!Ñgot up to dance the
karshilama. (Adamopoulos 69; Melissohori, Salonica, Macedonia)

Anathema

The most salient instance of optative pu divorced from a na-clause is the ex-
pression p anaTema Ôthat anathemaÊ= damn!Õ This expression is also noteworthy
for the univerbation of pu with the exclamation. As discussed in ¤3.7.5, the
interjection anaTema is a predicate which takes direct objects; yet being non-
verbal, it is incompatible with a verbal modal marker like na. So instead of the
expected *pu na anaTema, one gets pu anaTema: the pu na template is applied
incompletely to the exclamation.

In (110a) taken from Theotokis (1914), pu anaTema (here taking the direct ob-
ject ton patera tu Ôhis fatherÕ) is still not lexicalised to panaTema, although this
could reflect an orthographic artefact; (110b), recorded on TheotokisÕ native
Corfu in 1917, shows that panaTema was already pronounced as such there:

(110a) To ka�ki tÏpiake giom�to pr�ma, ayt¿q o nvmot�rxhq o diaolemªnoq, poy an�uema
ton patªra toy.
to kaiki to piake Äiomato prama, aftos o nomatarxis o Diaolemenos, pu anaTema
ton patera tu.
He seized the boat full of contraband, that infernal sergeant, damn his father.
(TheotM 58)

(110b) br¼skoyme kÕ ªna j´lo, poy to lªme gkrini¿jylo, ma de to k¿boyme, giat¼ ªxoymÕ
akoyst� pvq Õq to sp¼ti poy ua mp�, fªrnei ¿lh th gr¼da, pÕ an�uem� to.
vriskume k ena ksilo, pu to leme grinioksilo, ma De to kovume, Äiati exum akusta
pos s to spiti pu Ta mbi, ferni oli ti Ärida, p anaTema to.
we also find a kind of wood we call grumblewood, but we donÕt cut it, because
weÕve heard that the house it goes into, it brings all discord along with itÑa
pox on it. (Salvanos 1929 [1917]:160)

Instances like (110a) are in fact entirely absent in my corpus: panaTema consis-
tently turns up univerbated. This includes Tsakonian (Costakis 1951:135); the
univerbation there has further encompassed the 3.SG clitic øi, so that p H
anaTema øi is used with other referents: pH anaTemaøi ndi Ôdamn-him youÊ=
damn you!Õ, pH anaTemaøi øumu Ôdamn you all!Õ
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Such examples show that panaTema is an old expression in Greek; it is cer-
tainly at least as old as xviiÊAD:

(110c) (~1610)
Dªk� Õmestan kÕ eke¼noi dyo, pÕ an�uema thn Ãra
Deka mestan k ekini Dio, p anaTema tin ora
We were ten and they were two, damn the hour (Erotok I 617)

The function of pu was no longer transparent in the collocation, once na was
dropped through syntactic incompatability; this may have made it easier for p to
end up as a semantically empty phoneme prefixed to the exclamation, and
thereby subject to univerbation.

Cypriot

pu na-optatives prosper in Cypriot (111a),85 even in the absence of a matrix
(111b), despite competition from an alternative optative marker, na(i)nÊ< na ixen
Ôwould that it hadÕ (111c):

(111a) lai tu a@. pu na-n xarra@mi su to Äa@lam pu-v"Ûzases pu ta viz&a@ mu.
lai tu a. pu na n xarùami su to Äalam pu vizases pu ta viZa mu.
She says to him, ÒOh, ∅ a curse on the milk you took at my breastÓ (Newton
¤7.4.5.40; Rizokarpasso, Karpas, Cyprus)

(111b) Poy na xar�q tÕ amm�dki»a soy, ªla na se filüsv/ Õq ta xe¼lh soy ta k¿kkina, gi»atÕ
ªnna jicyx¼sv.
pu na xaris t amùaDca su, ela na se filiso/ s ta xili su ta kokùina, Æat enùa ksipsixiso.
May you rejoice in your eyes, come let me kiss you on the lips, for I will die.
(Loukas B42.22)

(111c) «Ekameq me ki»Õ ejªrana Õpoy ton tos &oyntism¿n soy,/ kai nan se k�mv ttenex�n, na
k¿cv ton laim¿n soy.
ekames me c ekserana pu ton toSundismon su, ke nan se kamo tùenexan, na kopso
ton lemon su.
You have made me dry up with worry for you, and would that I could get you
alone, and cut your throat. (Loukas B42.9)

There is a third optative strategy, apparently unique to Cypriot, which I have
only sighted in poetic texts. It is a reinforcement of the pu na-strategy: pu na is
preceded by na tan ÔSUBJ it.wasÊ= would that it wereÕ. The resulting na tan pu na
thus contains two optative na (112a). If the na tan pu na-clause happens to have
a copula predicate, then the clause also contains two copulas (na tun pu na tun
Ôwould that it were that it wereÕ) (112b).

(112a) Na Õtan apo´ na Õg¼netoyn to g�lan san thn br´sin,/ na ft�s� kai thn k¿rhn toy na
thn poxairetüs�?
na tan apu na Äinetun to Äalan san tin vrisin,/ na ftasi ke tin korin tu na tin
poxeretisi;

85We can dismiss the etymology given by Loukas (1979 [1865Ð1898]:57) of optative apu as the
exclamation a plus pu; apu is a variant of pu throughout South-Eastern Greek (¤B.4.2), and
there is no reason to think optative apu need be distinct from optative pu.
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Would that milk could run like a fountain, and that he could reach his
daughter and bid her farewell (Loukas B33.177)

(112b) N� Õtoyn poy n� Õtoyb boylet¿n to´tÕ h karki� nÕ ano¼jei/ tzi na Õtoyn poy na g¼netoyn
na men thn trÃei h plüji,/ üuen nÕ arkªcv na toyq pv tziai na toyq katagnÃsv,/ tziai
na{rv l¿gia toy prepo´ tziai na toyq postomÃsv.
na tun pu na tuv vuleton tut i karkia n aniksi/ dZi na tun pu na Äinetun na men tin
troi i pliksi,/ iTen n arkepso na tus po dZe na tus kataÄnoso,/ dZe na vro loÄia tu
prepu dZe na tus postomoso.
Would that (if only) it were so willed that this heart would open up, and
would that (if only) it were possible that sorrow would not gnaw at it, I
would start speaking to them and giving them my mind, and I would find fitting
words and silence them. (Mihailidis 224)

The syntax of such constructions is difficult. It is tempting to consider a con-
struction as sonorous as na tun pu na tun as an irrealis counterpart to the VERB

pu VERB construction of Greek (Nicholas 1998b), and na tun pu na VERB as an
analogical generalisation of it. But it is also possible that this is simply a port-
manteau of the two optative expressions, na tun and pu na. A coherent syntactic
analysis of the construction is still possibleÑthe pu na-clause might be the sub-
ject of the na tun copula. So in (112a), apu na Äinetun to Äalan san tin vrisin
Ôwould that milk could run like a fountainÕ would be the subject of na tan Ôif only
it were (the case)Õ. But there is no precedent in Greek for pu na acting as a com-
plementiser (¤7.3.1); so the other, less syntactic explanations given are more at-
tractive.

The case for contamination is reinforced by the following example, where pu
na has undergone contamination with another optative expression, makari na, to
give makari pu naÑquite possibly metri causa:

(112c) mak�ri poy kai nÒxamen ak¿ma dªka xªria.
makari pu ke na xamen akoma Deka xeria.
Would that we had ten hands more. (Yannakis 97; Pyrgi, Chios, Central
Aegean)86

(112b) illustrates something further; while in (112a) the na tan apu na-clause is
straightforwardly optative, here the clause has a consequent (ÔI would start
speaking to themÉÕ) to which it acts as antecedent: the optative connective
(Ôwould thatÕ) is starting to turn into an optative conditional (Ôif onlyÕ). This con-
ditionality inheres in the first na of na tun pu na tun, since na can act as a condi-
tional as well as an optative marker. Such a reanalysis would not normally be
possible for a pu na-optative, since pu na is not reanalysable as a conditional
(but see below.)87

86The presence of ke ÔandÕ implies there might even be a third optative expression involved: ax
ke na Ôoh, and IRRÊ= oh, if onlyÕ.
87The conditionality of na tun pu na is not universal; the very next verse from MihailidisÕ poem
is a na tun pu na-clause with no consequent. Yet, in a poem by MihailidisÕ younger contemporary
Lipertis, titled N�toyn (Would that), there are three eponymous na tun pu na-clauses, one per
stanza, each with a consequent.
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The account of na tun pu na is murky; it is made even murkier by the fact that
it occasions variants. As shown in the same poem by Mihailidis, pu is not a nec-
essary element in the construction, and can be omittedÑas independently con-
firmed in (113b):

(113a) N� Õtoyn poy n� Õtoyb boylet¿n na Õmai san ümoyn t¿teq,/ tzai na Õxa tze¼n teq
arkonkiªq, tzein teq xarªq teq prÃteq,/ tzai na Õxa tzein thf foresi�n tziai tze¼n tÕ
allajim�rin,/ tziai na Õtoyn na synt´xaina me tze¼n thm prÃthn x�rin,/ ek�nen toyq na
br´joysin to pein tzi h syntyssi� moy/ tziai po´man toy stom�toy toyq ek�nen h
uvrk� moy.
na tun pu na tuv vuleton na me san imun totes,/ dZe na xa dZin tes arkoNkies, dZin
tes xares tes protes,/ dZe na xa dZin tif foresian dZe dZin t alùaksimarin,/ dZe na tun
na sindixena me dZin tim protin xarin,/ ekanen tus na vriksusin to pin dZi i sintiSa
mu/ dZe puman tu stomatu tus ekanen i Torka mu.
If only it were so willed that I could be as I was then, and had that majesty,
those erstwhile joys, and had that dress and that change of clothes, and if only
I could speak with that erstwhile grace, my eloquence and speech would make
them fall silent, and my appearance would be a stop to their mouths.
(Mihailidis 225)

(113b) Mma nÒtoyn na uvro´sate ta mªsa thn karki�n maq,/ ªuen na me¼nete tchai seiq
o´loi saq jhstitcho¼
mùa na tun na Torusate ta mesa tin karkian mas,/ eTen na minete tSe sis uli sas
ksistitSi
But if only you could see within your hearts, you too would all be stunned
(Lipertis 246)

How are na tun na and na tun pu na to be related? If the latter is the original,
then the obscurity of pu in the construction would lead it to be dropped. Indeed,
na tun na VERB is amenable to the syntactic analysis so awkward for na tun pu
na: na VERB can be the subject of the na tun copula, without trouble.88 If na tun
na on the other hand is the (syntactically plausible) original, then na tun pu na
can only be explained by contamination with the pu na optative.

The following example shows a further variation on the optative clause: pu tun
na Ôthat it was to (be the case that)Õ. This also seems to introduce an optative
conditional; the conditionality, being irrealis, is incompatible with pu itself, and
seems to have arisen through a reanalysis of the temporal meaning of pu
(Ôwhen/if they sunk in the sea, the others would have been savedÕ):

(113c) poy Õtoyn na Õxan boyllüsei to´toi Õq thn u�lassan,/ na men e¼xan breuo´sin müte ta
plo¼� toyq,/ ÕglytÃnnasin oi �nurvpoi kai ta paid¼a toyq!
pu tun na xan vulùisi tuti s tin Talasùan,/ na men ixan vreTusin mite ta plia tus,/
Älitonùasin i anTropi ke ta peDia tus!
if only these men had sunk into the sea, and neither they nor their ships had
turned up, those people and their children would have been saved! (Loukas
B11.36)

The directionality of change seems to have run in opposite directions in na tun
pu na and pu tun na. na tun pu na starts as an optative, and ends up a condi-

88In fact, whereas na tun pu na is decidedly odd to CSMG speakers, na tun na sounds more
normal.
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tional; pu tun na seems to have started as a conditional, and is optative only sec-
ondarily, through context (and possibly contamination with na tun pu na.)89

This development is remarkable, since pu is so infrequently involved in condi-
tional expressions in Greek (by contrast with na tun pu na, where the condition-
ality inheres in na, not pu.) If pu tun na is an autonomous expression, and not
parasitic on na tun pu na, then pu tun na must be an expression of long standing
in Cypriot as a temporal, to have been reanalysed in this fashion. I have no evi-
dence of this; but the Cypriot version of the future particle Ta, enùaÊ< Tenna, is
susceptible to reanalysis as en(i) na Ôhe is toÕ,90 and it is not impossible that this
triggered the backformation of COPULAÊ+ na as a future tense construction (with
an analogy to the EMG future exo na ÔI.have toÕ); etun na Ôit was toÕ, as the past
version of en na, would be a conditional to the future of enùa,91 and its combina-
tion with temporal pu would give the irrealis temporal posited in ¤7.7.2.92

Cretan

While Cretan has regular optative (a)pu na-clausesÑ

(114) E poy na k &edüshq k&ai na karboyni�shq!
e pu na ts&edisis ts&e na karvuniasis!
May you burn and turn into coal!
(HDMS 988:56; Eastern Crete)

there is a fixed expression in which apu na has developed idiosyncratically.
Whereas CSMG expresses the notion Ôserves you right!Õ as kala na paTis Ôwell
may you undergoÕ, Cretan uses the expression kala ki apu na paTis Ôwell and
that you may undergoÕ (Contossopoulos 1970:273). The parataxis of the ad-
verb kala and the remainder of the sentence is odd, although apu na now clearly
introduces an independent optative. Compared to CSMG, this construction
draws attention to the optativity of the sentence (pu na), which has been con-
ventionalised in the CSMG equivalent.93 One should also not rule out the ana-
logical influence of other Cretan expressions using kala ke instead of kala pu
(e.g. kala ke to TimiTika Ôwell and I remembered itÊ= itÕs just as well that I re-
membered itÕ, where CSMG would use kala pu to TimiTika): kala ki apu na paTis

89Alternatively, pu tun na might be an elaboration of pu na (optative).
90In fact, this is what I assumed the dervation of enùa was until I sighted instances of Tenùa in
Loukas (1979 [1865Ð1898]).
91Cf. English would, EMG iTele Ôit wantedÕÊ+ INF, CSMG TaÊ+ IMPFP. etun na as a conditional
tense formant is extant in both Cappadocian and Cypriot.
92Whether this much of a conclusion is warranted by what is effectively the Cypriot equivalent
of William McGonagall is something I do not currently have enough of a command of Cypriot to
judge.
93Since the referent of the sentence is in the past, and the verb paTeno refers to ÔundergoingÕ
some experience, rather than reflecting on it (ÔsufferingÕ) subsequently, it is easy for this optative
meaning to have been effaced in favour of past reference: the CSMG expression is understood as
Ôit is good that you have undergoneÕ, rather than Ômay you have undergoneÕ. Of course, the
Cretan expression (which I have not myself heard in Crete) may have been just as convention-
alised.
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might be a portmanteau of kala pu epaTes ÔitÕs good that you have undergoneÕ,
kala ki epaTes Ôibid.Õ, and apu na paTis Ômay you undergoÕ.

The following Cretan examples feature a fixed interjection, of a convention-
alised type described by Kafkalas (1992:60Ð62); they are optatives in all but
their form, na being absent.

(115a) An�uem� meÑapo´ pa¼rnv tÕ an�uemaÑa den epªraseq lÃbiq apo´ to loyfalvt¿É
anaTema meÑapu perno t anaTemaÑa Den eperases lobis apu to lufalotoÉ
Damn meÑand may I suffer damnationÑif I donÕt reckon you passed by the
tree hollow (HDIC; from G. Mathioudakis: Lo´loyda 27)

(115b) An�uem� meÑapo´ pa¼rnv tÕ an�uemaÑa de gene¼ fonik¿
anaTema meÑapu perno t anaTemaÑa De Äeni foniko
Damn meÑand may I suffer damnationÑif there wonÕt be a murder (Kafkalas
1992:62)

apu perno t anaTema Ôthat I take the anathemaÕ is a ritual abjuration after a
speaker says anaTema me Ôdamn meÕ. There is some uncertainty about the
proper analysis of such clauses, however; they may still be considered realis cir-
cumstances (Ôwhereupon (in saying Ôdamn meÕ) I take on/am willing to take
on damnationÕ).

Apiranthos

There is two instances in the corpus where a clear optative is introduced by pu
alone, rather than pu na. One is (95a); the other is the following:

(116) V Panagi� moy, kai po mÕ ªpairneq! gi»at¼ de borÃ pi»a, den adªxv pi»a na ÕmÕ ep� meq
sto sp¼ti
o panaÄia mu, ke po m epernes! Æati De boro pja, Den adexo pja na m epa mes sto
spiti
Oh Our Lady, would that you would take me away! for I cannot stand it any
more, being inside the house. (HDMS 571:410; Apiranthos, Naxos, Cyclades)

The idiosyncracies of the dialect of Apiranthos have occupied our attention
more than once. In this instance, the usual Apiranthos exclamation according to
the text collector would be o xriste mu c epare me ÔOh Christ and take me!Õ The
verb epernes is IMPFP, the tense associated with unrealised wishes (CSMG as m
eperenes Ôwould that you took meÕ, with the hortative as). The likeliest explana-
tion for (116) is that it too is a portmanteau, of a pu na-optative (which normally
has future reference, and takes PERFS) and asÊ+ IMPFP (which has past unre-
alised reference).

This would explain the tense, but not the absence of na; and the use of the al-
lolexe po, which implies a following e (?pu eme epernes) (¤B.4.1), is of no more
help in this matter. We already know that Apiranthos drops na/Ta in future
temporal pu-clauses (¤7.6.4); this may represent some idiosyncratic local ex-
pansion of dropping na in pu na from PERFS to IMPFP contexts, particularly as
na is not as strongly associated with IMPFP as with PERFS.
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Pontic

There is an expression in FotiadisÕ Pontic plays, pun ke na Ôwould thatÕ which
seems like an expansion of the pu na-optative:

(117) Poyn kai na epalalo´mÕ, poyn kai na estrabo´mÕ kai ÕkÕ ªlepa tÕ es� ta atim¼aq kai
th uygater¿q-i-mÕ ta rezilo´kia.
pun ke na epalalum, pun ke na estravum ke k elepa t esa ta atimias ke ti TiÄateros
im ta rezilukia.
Would that I were mad, would that I were blind, not to see your crimes and
my daughterÕs downfall. (FotD 325)

The expression does not occur anywhere else in my Pontic corpus, and though it
looks like pu na, it cannot be the same syntactically: pu na is simply a relativiser
plus a modal marker, whereas the most obvious etymology for pun ke na is pu
eni ke na Ôpu it.is and IRRÕ.94 A relativiser in such a construction makes little
sense (ÔX that it is, and may itÉÕ); there are echoes of both tautologous relativi-
sation circumstances (¤7.4.2), and the VERB pu VERB topicalisation construction
(Nicholas 1998b), but neither seems a plausible explanation. pu could just as
easily be the locative interrogative Èpu  (used in Greek as a marker of
incredulity): thus, Ôwhere is it? and IRRÊ= since when? and may itÉÕ, with the
interrogative evoking the unreality of the referent.

Conclusion

Optative-pu na is a widespread and distinctive class of pu-functions. Its origins
are straightforward and compositionalÑthere is nothing exceptional about an
optative relative clause. Yet in contrast to other irrealis relative clauses, such as
purposives, the optative has undergone precocious and wide-ranging develop-
ment, which undermine the compositionality of the construction, and show it to
have developed into an autonomous sign. It is found in all Greek dialects out-
side the Pontus; it is imprecative throughout Greek; it is more syntactically
autonomous than any other function of pu; it only infrequently allows pu and na
to be split apart; and it has engendered idiosyncratic formations in Cyprus,
Crete, Apiranthos, and the Pontus. These facts show the optative to be a very
important stage in the grammaticalisation of pu.

7.7.5.ÊExclamatory clauses
The exclamatory cleft construction is an instance of clefting; but it has wider
scope than clefting proper. For instance, a predicative adjective cannot normally
be cleft (*kalos ine pu ine o Äianis ÔItÕs good that John isÕ), but quite normal for
the exclamatory ([ti] kalos pu ine o Äianis ÔHow good John isÕ). However, the
constituency restrictions on what can be exclamatorily cleft match the general

94This construction is similar to the EMG and Pontic conditional an en ke Ôif it.is (the case) andÕ,
although this does not explain the construction.
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restrictions on Greek clefting. Thus, the exclamatory cleft does not separate an
adjective from its head; the following is a rare exception:

(118a) Toytod� to boyn¼ ¼nta Ãmorfhn apo{xei korfün.
tutoDa to vuni inda omorfin apu xi korfin.
this mountain what beautiful REL it.has peak
This mountain, what a fine crest it has! (DawkD 137; Asfendiou, Kos,
Dodecanese)

Exclamatory clauses in CSMG are cleft by pu, and this is a distinctive feature of
Greek in the region: its Balkan neighbours lack cleft exclamatories, with the ex-
ception of Standard Albanian, Arvanitika, and Aroumin;95 the latter two have
obviously calqued the cleft from Greek, being in such intimate contact with the
language.

Furthermore, it is extremely rare for exclamatories to be introduced by any
interrogative other than ti ÔwhatÕ in GreekÑunlike Albanian, which uses sa Ôhow
muchÕ. The following instance is one of the few Greek exceptions:

(118b) Ax p¿so kal¿tyxh po{mai dan�!
ax poso kalotixi pu me Dana!
Oh, how (Ôhow muchÕ) fortunate ∅ I now am! (Dawk 194; Leros, Dodecanese)

So the Greek cleft exclamatory is distinct from Albanian, and represents a Greek
innovation. However, the introductory interrogative is optional in Greek, and
this differentiates the diatopy of the construction according to the two features
used to mark the exclamatory: the introductory interrogative, and the cleft. At
least one of these must be present in the exclamatory, otherwise the clause is
unmarked as to its illocution.

Uncleft

Amongst the outlier dialects, Cappadocian studiously avoids clefting its exclam-
atories; the five exclamatory instances in the Cappadocian corpus have an ex-
clamatory introduced by ti or an equivalent, but no cleft.

(119a) An de se ªpkamÕ núyfÕ Õtoyn, dªs &ka na se dÃkv htoyn Õq et¿ to pal³ik�rÕ, ts&i kal¿ ∅
na enú-núe¼ Õtoyn.
an de se epkam nif tun, deSka na se doko itun s eto to palikar, tSi kalo ∅  na enùi
tun.
An de se e¼xame pantrªcei, tÃra ua sÕ ªdina sÕ ayt¿ to palik�ri, ti kal� poy ua
ütan.
an De se ixame padrepsi, tora Ta s eDina s afto to palikari, ti kala pu Ta itan.
If we hadnÕt married you off, I would now have given you in marriage to that
lad; how nice that would have been! (AravanFK 110; Aravani, Western
Cappadocia)

95Albanian: sa bukur q� �sht�! Ôhow beautiful ∅  it is!Õ (Feuillet 1987:40); Arvanitika: tse t¨
mpo´koyra s| tolj¼ ts¨ j�n¨ �e t� bukura stoli �� jan� Ôwhat pretty dresses ∅  they areÕ (Mihail-
Dede 1978Ð1981:I 65); Aroumin: tsi dar�cu 9 i »u n«i »-afl�i » Ôwhat a devil ∅  I have foundÕ
(Koltsidas 1993 [1976Ð1978]:484).
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This indicates that the innovation of clefting exclamatories must date from after
Cappadocian becoming cut off from the rest of Greek.96 The innovation must
also date from after Pontic being cut off: Pontic also avoids clefting its exclama-
tories, not only in Chaldiot (120a), but even in Oinuntiac, which is normally
much closer to CSMG (120b):

(120a) mªta t�h, abo´to h koyko´la ntÕ ªmorfa ∅  ¼gece se!
meta tai, avuto i kukula nd emorfa ∅  iÄepse se!
Oh uncle, how nice that hood looks on you! (Nymf 183; Santa, Chaldia)
(CSMG: vre Tio, afti i kukula ti orea pu su pai!)

(120b) na mh mat� -esai, mvrü, at� ti p�x&a kai k�lla- ∅  e¼nai;
na mi matQese, mori, ata ti paSa ke kalQ ∅  ine?
May you not suffer the evil eye! What a fat and beautiful baby that is! (Siviridis
1938:204; Oinoe)
(CSMG: na mi matiastis, mori, ti paxia ke orea pu ine afto!)

The only cleft exclamatory in Pontic is the collocation ndo eÄenesne Ôthat you
have becomeÕ (¤B.2), which is quite close to a straightforward relative clause.
This fixed expression is not in itself adequate proof that Pontic ever had pro-
ductive cleft exclamatories.

Tsakonian appears to use cleft exclamatories: there is one cleft exclamatory
apiece attested for Propontis and Peloponnesian Tsakonian, but no uncleft ex-
clamatory.

(121a) To xart¼ gr�bÕta Õtan: poll� skat� ph ua trÃxÕ, mylvn�, t|sÕ a k¿t\a t|sÕ a p¼t\a
e¼nÕ to kabg¼.
to xarti Äravta tan: ∅  pola skata pi Ta trox, milona, tþ a kotHa tþ a pitHa in to kavÄi.
The paper wrote: Much shit that you will eat (=Êthe shit that you will eat!),
miller, and the chicken and the pie go to the boy. (CostF 106; Havoutsi,
Propontis Tsakonian)

(121b) Ma, gia je¼ka, Tzel′ ¼na, kam�z′i p\oi n′Õ ªnÕ ªxa a n′yiuh
ma, Äia ksika, dze´ina, ∅  kamaZi pHi ø en exa a øiTi
But, look, Angelina, what pride ∅  the bride has on her! (Latsis 1895, cited in
Triandafyllidis 1981 [1938]:305; Lenidi, Southern Tsakonia)

Given how intimately Tsakonian syntax follows CSMG, the presence of the cleft
exclamatory in Tsakonian does not reflect on the antiquity of the construction.

Italiot has clefting exclamatories. However, there is a divergence between
those cases introduced by an interrogative and not. Where an interrogative is
absent, the cleft is present, as would be expected.

96There is a counterexample in (119b), but Sinasos was subject to extensive Constantinopolitan
influence in modern times, and the song in question (a plaint on the fall of Hagia Sophia, with
many formulaic verses familiar from mainstream Greek variants of the song) could have carried
the expression with it in its travels.
(119b) m�na klaym¿q poy gªnhken eke¼nhn thn hmªra.

mana ∅  klavmos pu Äeniken ekinin tin imera.
Oh mother, what a lamentation ∅  there was that day. (Lagarde 30; Sinasos)
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(122a) �s&imi xǾra pu °́ne kutrofy±́na,/ �lo pat¿́la ©e po66i fsixr�!
∅ aSimi xora pu ene kutrofjana,/ olo patula tSe poêùi fsixro!
Brutto paese che � Cutrofiano,/ Tutto paludi e molto freddo!
What a horrible region ∅  Cutrofiano is, full of swamps and so cold!
(RohlfsGRU 162; Calimera, Apulia)

(122b) eh�rtase? to pa66ali pu isso! i ∆ihatera-su me e∆e s tin agÐrappÔi∆�a!
ehortase? ∅  to paêùali pu isùo! i Dihatera su me eDe s tin aÄrapùHiDia!
Ti sei saziata?ÑIl babbione che sei! Tua figlia mi leg� al pero selvatico!
Are you full?ÑWhat a fool ∅  you are! Your daughter tied me to the wild pear
tree! (Falcone 162; Gallician�, Calabria)

Where the interrogative is present in Calabria, the exclamatory is also cleft:

(122c) Ti m�n&o iplo pu �kama eg�!
ti maøo iplo pu ekama ego!
Che bel sonno che ho fatto!
What a fine sleep ∅  I had! (TNC 211.14; Roccaforte, Calabria)

But when an introductory interrogative is present in Apulia (and occasionally
also in Calabria), the exclamatory is not cleft:

(122d) TÕ�n gli©�a tusi nifta, tÕ�n �ria!
t en glitSea tusi nifta, t ∅ en oria!
ComÕ� dolce questa notte, comÕ� bella!
How sweet the night is, how beautiful it is! (Palumbo 26; Calimera, Apulia)

(122e) O l�pimmu, ti �ne br�tto to yen�ri!
o lipi mùu, ti ∅ ene brutùo to jenari!
O povero me, come � brutto gennaio!
Alas, how cruel January is! (TNC 273.9; Condofuri, Calabria)

The discrepancy between the two dialects is made explicit in a bidialectal text
Rohlfs offers:

(122f) O kump±́re lIǗko, vr°́te ti m��a ±́loga  ti °́�i Ǿde.
o kumpare liko, vrete ti maøa aloga ti (REL) eCi oDe. (Condofuri, Calabria)
O kump±́re lIǗke, tor� ti �rya amp±́rya ∅  ��i ett�?
o kumpare like, tori ti orja amparja ∅  eCi etùu? (Calimera, Apulia)
O compare lupo, vedete che beÕ cavalli ∅ vi sono qui!
Wolf, my compadre, look what fine horses ∅  there are here! (RohlfsGRU 159)

The uncleft pattern is clearly a contact phenomenon, given comparable con-
structions in Italian. Whereas mainstream Greek clefts the exclamatory by
putting the focus word between the interrogative and the copula, Italian unclefts
it by placing the focus word after the copula. Thus, there is a word for word
equivalence in (122d) of t en glitSea and comÕ� dolce Ôhow/what it.is sweetÕ.

The remaining complication is that, while Apulian calques Italian, it still uses
ti ÔwhatÕ as an introductory interrogative, while Italian uses come ÔhowÕ. It seems
that the use of ti as an introductory interrogative has survived in Apulian, and
has been conscripted into the latterday Italian calque.

To summarise: of the outlier dialects, clefts are not used in Cappadocian and
Pontic; they are also not used in Apulian Italiot, but this is transparently a con-
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tact phenomenon. I am not aware of any comparable feature of Turkish which
could have led to the same result in Pontic and Cappadocian; but such a devel-
opment cannot be ruled out, in light of the general absence in Turkish of rela-
tivisers or clefts.

Outside the outliers, instances of uncleft exclamations turn up, but are very
infrequent. The examples are of two kinds: one is, relatively infrequently,97

Eastern Greek, and must be regarded as an autonomous development.

(123a) M�na! ti gl³yk� ∅  ikoimo´moystan!
mana! ti Älika ∅  ikimumustan!
M�na! Ti glyk� poy koim¿mastan!
mana! ti Älika pu kimomastan!
Mother! How sweetly ∅  we were sleeping! (MousP 14; Livisi)

(123b) NÒto bolet¿n na paa¼namen tsai mªsa, ¼nta kal� uÒton!
na to voleton na paenamen tse mesa, inda kala ∅  Ta ton!
If it were also possible for us to go on board, how fine ∅ that would be!
(DawkD 66; Astypalaea, Dodecanese)

(123c) V xarÃ ta ta mag&erg&� soy e¼da lipar� Õnai
o xaro ta ta maz&erz&a su ida lipara ∅  ne
Oh, bless your cookingÑhow tasty it is! (HDMS 988:67; Eastern Crete)

The other group is Western Greek. There is an instance in Macedonian Greek
(124a), where one might suspect Macedonian Slavonic influence (Macedonian
Slavonic does not have cleft exclamatories).98

(124a) Ti dlei� gyrªb, ti pxalht¿ ia na mayr¼s&ei h r¿ga!
ti Dlia ∅  Äirev, ti pxalito ia na mavris&J i roÄa!
What work ∅  the grape requires, what running around, for it to ripen!
(Adamopoulos 1983:22; Melissohori, Salonica)

But it also occurs in Skiathos (off the coast of Thessaly), which speaks a
northern dialect, but which is rather removed from the Slavonic-speaking zone:

(124c) ÇAx!È lªei Çti glyk� k′mÃmtami ki mi j´pnhsiq!È
Òax!Ó lei Òti Älika ∅  cmomtami ki mi ksipnisis!Ó
ÒOh!Ó he said, Òhow sweetly ∅  I was sleeping, and you woke me up!Ó (Rigas
1962:5)

Skiathos is an Aegean island, and in contact with other islandsÑthe Eastern
Greek interrogative ida reached as far as Skyros, 75Êkm east of Skiathos. So it is
not impossible that this infrequent Eastern Greek formula travelled as far north
as Skiathos, particularly since it is here used in a formulaic expression of a fairy
tale (cf. 123a).

97But in ZarraftisÕ texts from Astypalea, there are 3 instances of uncleft exclamatories to 8 cleft.
98However, the normal Western Greek exclamatory is also present in Melissohori:
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Introductory interrogative

In many dialects, the introductory interrogative may be absent from the ex-
clamatory; this holds not only when the cleft element is an adverb or adjective
(the most usual case), but also when the cleft element is a noun:

(125) Ma di »e tsh Eydoj¼aq ta paidi»�, tÕ adrªfi»a, th gauari¿thq pÏxoyne!
ma Dje tsi evDoksias ta peDja, t aDrefja, ti gaTriotis po xune!
But look at EudoxiaÕs children, the brothersÑthe cleanliness ∅  they have!
(HDMS 756:272; Marmara)

Amongst the outliers, Pontic and Cappadocian retain ti; this is unsurprising,
since they lack clefting as a distinguishing feature of their exclamatories. As al-
ready seen, Italiot has exclamatories both with and without ti; the differentia-
tion in Apulian of ti-uncleft and zero-cleft appears to be a latter-day normalisa-
tion.

The Maniot of Corsica, although a relative newcomer to the Romance-
speaking region compared to Italiot, nevertheless patterns with that dialect: it
has cleft exclamatories both without (126a) and with an introductory element.

(126a) ma´ro poy e¼nai!
∅  mavro pu ine!
How unfortunate ∅  it is! (HDMS 835:12)

Unlike Italiot, the introductory element is not ti but tseDa Ôthis wayÕ, presumably
as a calque from Corse (cf. Italian come ÔhowÕ, si ÔsoÕ, French comme, si) (126b).
So in this dialect the introductory interrogative has not resisted the pressure to
calque, and this is the only regional exception to the Greek use of ti:

(126b) Tsed� ¿morfo ¿poy ªnai!
tseDa omorfo Èopu ene!
Comme cÕest beau!
How beautiful ∅  it is! (Blanken 1951:280)

Tsakonian does not use tsi ÔwhatÕ in its exclamatories. Thus Propontis Tsakonian
avoids tsi (127Ña pseudo-cleft exclamatory), and the only instances of true cleft
exclamatories in Tsakonian feature bare noun phrases (121a, 121b):

(127) Ueª mÕ, s\yxÃresª mÕ, ∅  kak¿ Õtan tht� ph fti�ka egÃ ts|ai parakalªka ts|ai
fti�t|sÕ ton petr� �rxonta!
Tee m, Sixorese m, ∅  kako tan tita pi ftiaka eÄo tþe parakaleka tþe ftiatþ ton petra
arxonda!
Ueª moy, syxÃresª me, ti kak¿ ütan ayt¿ poy ªkana egÃ kai parak�lesa kai ªkaneq
ton petr� �rxonta!
Tee mu, sixorese me, ti kako itan afto pu ekana eÄo ke parakalesa ke ekanes ton
petra arxoda!
God, forgive me, (what) a bad thing was that which I have done, to have
asked you to make the stonecutter a nobleman! (CostF 102; Havoutsi, Propontis
Tsakonian)

(121a) To xart¼ gr�bÕta Õtan: poll� skat� ph ua trÃxÕ, mylvn�, t|sÕ a k¿t\a t|sÕ a p¼t\a
e¼nÕ to kabg¼.
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to xarti Äravta tan: ∅  pola skata pi Ta trox, milona, tþ a kotHa tþ a pitHa in to kavÄi.
The paper wrote: Much shit that you will eat (=Êthe shit that you will eat!),
miller, and the chicken and the pie go to the boy. (CostF 106; Havoutsi,
Propontis Tsakonian)

(121b) Ma, gia je¼ka, Tzel′ ¼na, kam�z′i p\oi n′Õ ªnÕ ªxa a n′yiuh
ma, Äia ksika, dze´ina, ∅  kamaZi pHi ø en exa a øiTi
But, look, Angelina, what pride ∅  the bride has on her! (Latsis 1895, cited in
Triandafyllidis 1981 [1938]:305; Lenidi, Southern Tsakonia)

So amongst the outliers, the following situation obtains:

ti Cleft
Pontic + −
Cappadocian + −
Tsakonian − +
Italiot + +

In clefting exclamatories, Italiot to the west optionally uses ti; Tsakonian, adja-
cent to both Eastern and Western Greek, does not use it. This allows a hypot-
hesis to be formulated: Western Greek in general optionally uses ti; Eastern
Greek avoids itÑexcept for the far east, Anatolian Greek, where the absence of
the cleft forces ti to be used.

This supposition is borne out by the data. In HDIC data, ti is attested for
Thrace (1:0) and Eastern Rumelia (1:0), the Heptanesa (2:1), Roumeli (1:0), and
the Cyclades and Macedonia (in both of which exclamatories without ti are also
attested: 1:2 and 2:5, respectively.)99 Of these regions, Thrace and Eastern
Rumelia are under the cultural influence of Constantinople, and as seen in
Psichari, ti is quite healthy in Constantinopolitan itself.

Other than that, what these exclamatories have in common is that they are all
from Western GreekÑwhence it has ended up in CSMG. Consistent with this
division, there are no instances of idaÉ pu exclamatories, where ida is the
Eastern form for ti; all exclamatories are introduced by ti. This occurs even for
the Cycladean exclamatory:

(128) ti d´namÕ po ÕxÕ alüueia, to anemostr¿flo!
ti Dinam po x aliTia, to anemostroflo!
What strength ∅  a tornado truly has! (HDMS 361:193; Komi, Tinos)

It is no surprise that in fact, Tinos has Northern Greek vocalism, although its
native form for ÔwhatÕ is idaÑand furthermore, that the Cyclades underwent
CSMG influence quite early. So Tinos can hardly count as prototypical Eastern
Greek. So Western Greek and CSMG optionally use ti.

(123b) Ti kal� poy toyn ¼ligan toyn l¿goy toyn pali¿ zMp�ltzia oi mp�mpiq oi manªq
ti kala pu tun iliÄan tun loÄu tun palio zm baldzia i babis i manes
How well ∅  the old grandmothers used to say the proverb in Melissohori in
times past (Adamopoulos 1983:81; Melissohori, Salonica)

99So too, Lemnos (tiÉpu: Kontonatsiou 192; bare pu: Kontonatsiou 205.)
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By contrast, introductory interrogatives are largely absent in Eastern Greek.
The four Cypriot instances in my corpus drop inda:

(129a) V tziai kalÃq ürten o Gi�nnhq!/ Tziair¿n ap¿ Õsiei na se do´men!
o dZe kalos irten o Äianùis!/ ∅  dZeron apo Si na se Dumen!
Oh, welcome, John! How long has it been since last we saw you! (Mihailidis
228)

(129b) Merkªzin ªnÕ poy Õste¼lasin eyu´q eiq to Kyl�nin,/ oi m�rtyreq gi »a na Õrtoysin ki»Õ o
tabat zÿüq na p��?/ ∅  poll� poy e¼pen o Kallüq, dia na ton kremm�s�,/ ki»Õ o
pantokr�tvr o ue¿q uªlei na ton posp�s�.
merkezin en pu stilasin efTis is to kilanin,/ i martires Æa na rtusin c o tavadZis na
pai;/ ∅  polùa pu ipen o kalùis, Dia na ton kremùasi,/ c o pandokrator o Teos Teli na
ton pospasi.
It was a summons that they sent straightaway to Kylanin, for the witnesses to
come and the plaintiff to go; how much Kallis said, to get him hanged; yet God
Omnipotent wants to save him. (Loukas B34.76)

This also holds for Chios and the Dodecanese, the other major constituents of
South-Eastern Greek:100

(130a) Mpro´tsa püame, xor¿n poy t¿ne t¿ne, t¿ne s´rame.
brutsa piame, ∅  xoron pu tone tone, tone sirame.
We went to Brutsa; what a dance ∅  we danced! (Yannakis 41; Pyrgi, Chios,
Central Aegean)

(130b) X�re, kak¿n poy to Õkameq sthn akribüm moy k¿rh
xare, ∅  kakon pu to kames stin akrivim mu kori
Death, what an evil ∅  you have done to my dear daughter! (HDMS 1280:33;
Castellorizo, Dodecanese)

(130c) M�kroq poy Õxei ayt¿q!
∅  makros pu xi aftos!
What tallness ∅  he has! (=ÊHow tall he is!) (HDMS 1246:101; Soroni, Rhodes,
Dodecanese)

(130d) kªfim poy to Õxeiq
∅  kefim pu to xis
What a good mood ∅  you are in! (HDIC; from ÔZogr.Õ 236; Symi, Dodecanese)

(130e) «Omorfo poy Õn to fa� saq, sa foyrnist¿ mi�zei
∅  omorfo pu n to fai sas, sa furnisto miazi
How nice ∅  your food is; just like itÕs out of the oven! (HDMS 1076:14;
Nisyros, Dodecanese)

The counterexamples in the corpus from the Dodecanese are from Karpathos
and Kasos, islands which retained ti rather than accepting inda like the rest of
the Dodecanese (Nicholas in prep.) It is hardly surprising that they are also
archaic relative to the rest of Eastern Greek in retaining ti-exclamatories:

(131a) E¼eq ti �enoq apo´ Õnaim me tht-tsao´nat toy;
ies ti aenos apu nem me tit tsaunat tu?
See how beardless ∅  he is with his chin? (Minas 1970:116; Karpathos)

100I have no instances of exclamatories from Icaria.
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(131b) «Akoy h axr¿nisth ti kako´rga po´ Õto!
aku i axronisti ti kakurÄa pu to!
Listen how evil ∅  the ill-fated woman was! (Sofos 12; Kasos)

That said, ZarraftisÕ texts from Astypalaea, a Dodecanesian island solidly using
inda, have both exclamatories with and without an introductory interrogative, in
comparable proportions (3:5 for DawkD):

(132a) AmmÕ ¼nta par�morfo u�ma po{ne, Pent�morfü moy, tsai na t~blepeq tsai sy!
amù inda paramorfo Tama pu ne, pendamorfi mu, tse na to vlepes tse si!
But what a very fine marvel ∅ she is, my Five Times Fair and I wish you
could see her too. (DawkD 66; Astypalaea)

(132b) «Axxoy, �xxoy, o Õftakak¿moiroq, doylts�n apo{paua!
axùu, axùu, o ftakakomiros, ∅  Dultsan apu paTa!
Alas, alas, seven times unhappy that I am! What trouble ∅ has befallen me!
(DawkD 87; Astypalaea)

So the Dodecanese are heterogeneous: there is persistence of an introductory
interrogative. Such heterogeny does not appear to my knowledge in Cretan,
which uniformly lacks an introductory interrogative; (133) is the only exception
I know of, and has been collected rather late:

(133) «Inta ¿morfa poy kr�zeiq, peteinª moy
ida omorfa pu krazis, petine mu
How beautifully ∅  you crow, dear rooster (Dound 157; Arhanes)

So there is a division between Western and Eastern Greek. Now, in many fea-
tures, Western Greek is innovative, and Eastern Greek archaic. One would thus
be tempted to call the development of the introductory interrogative an innova-
tion. It seems, however, that the reverse is the case, and Eastern Greek has in-
novated in dropping the interrogative.

There are several pieces of evidence for this. First, the interrogative survives
in Anatolian Greek, Pontic and Cappadocian, where it presumably does not
consitute an independent innovation. Second, Karpathos and Kasos retain ti-ex-
clamatories along with ti, as an archaism. Third, inda is used in Astypalaea to
introduce exclamatories; Astypalaea, like Karpathos and Kasos, was not under
Hospitaller rule like the rest of the Dodecanese during the Middle Ages
(Nicholas in prep.); so its inda-exclamatories could easily be a (grammatically
necessary) relexicalisation of the old ti-interrogative, which stayed in place in
the isolated island. Fourth, ti must be at least old enough to have made it to
Italiot, as there is no exclamatory construction in Italian which could explain its
use there.

The problem with such an account is that exclamatories without ti are extant
in Western as well as Eastern Greek:

(134a) V gie, k�zo p¿paua o ªrhmoooq, v gieee!
o Äie, ∅  kazo po paTa o erimos, o Äie!
O alas, what a thing that has happened to me, poor man, o alas! (Skiadaresis
381; Cephallonia, Heptanesa)
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(134b) V, lªei, pali�urvpoq poy e¼nai!
o, lei, ∅  paliaTropos pu ine!
Oh, she says, what a scoundrel ∅  he is! (MinB 530; Gerakario, Zante,
Heptanesa)

(134c) M�nna mÕ ko´asÕ apÕ ªxei
mana m ∅  kuas ap exi
Mother, how tired he is (Ôtiredness that he hasÕ) (HDMS 839:208; Samothrace,
Thrace)

(134d) Mo´kina ¿lÿ  mªra lªei x¿sÕka, re zÿboyri »� poy ªx&Õ.
mukina o´ mera lei xoska, re ∅  z&vurja pu eC.
Moukina tells jokes all day; what a chatterbox she is! (Ôchatter that she hasÕ)
(HDMS 1168:259; Agia Paraskevi, Serres, Macedonia)

If non-tiÐexclamatories are spread throughout mainstream Greek, but ti-ex-
clamatories are restricted to Western Greek, this would prima facie suggest that
ti was the innovation, which did not spread as far as its non-ti counterpart.
Since the other evidence suggests the contrary, it seems the dropping of ti
spread throughout Greek and originated in Eastern Greek, so that it has almost
fully displaced ti-exclamatories in its region of origin (but for places like Asty-
palaeaÑand given the gaps in my corpus, possibly elsewhere.)101

101Cretan has cleft exclamatories in which pu does not feature at all:
(135a) m�na moy, onostomi� thn ªxei

mana mu, onostimia ∅ tin exi
Lord, how tasty it is! (Kafkalas 1992:31)

(135b) Gia de Õkeie x�li to Õxoyne tÕ apato´ ntvq kavmªnoÉ
Äia De kie xali ∅ to xune t apatu dos kaomenoÉ
Look there what a mess ∅  they have made for themselvesÉ (Dound 174;
Arhanes)

Kafkalas (1992:31) interprets this as an Òomission of puÓ; that is, in (135a) pu is omitted from the
phrase onostimia pu tin exi Ôtastyness that it has itÕ, making tin here an accusative clitic. But cleft
exclamatories do not usually feature topicalising clitics like this (there are counterexamples, but
a detailed investigation would range beyond the scope of this research); and an empty clefting
element would be far-fetched, when there is a much simpler explanation: tin here is a relativiser
(FEM.ACC.SG), equivalent in function to pu, and consistent with the survival of toREL in Cretan
folksong.
Indeed, some of KafkalasÕ other examples look even more like straightforward relativisations: na
iDis lefta ta xi Ôyou should see the money ∅  he has!Õ, Diale to kako to xi ÔDevil! The evil ∅  he has!Õ,
kako ke kako do paTa Ôevil and evil that has befallen meÊ= oh what an evil has befallen me!Õ
The same construction turns up in the adjacent Dodecanese, where to remains productive as a
relativiser
(136a) Kak¿n t~paua Õq ton akrib¿m moy!

kakon to paTa s ton akrivom mu!
What I suffer for my darling son! (ÔThe evil that I have suffered!Õ) (DawkD 76;
Astypalaea)

(136b) Dªte dan� doyli »ªq teq k�mnei to mastor�ki moy.
Dete Dana Du´es tes kamni to mastoraki mu.
See now, the work ∅  my little apprentice does!
Look now what my prentice has done. (DawkD 190; Leros)

(136c) Gia Õe kynüi to Õkama eto´tht thn hmªra.
Äia e kinii to kama etutit tin imera.
See what a hunt ∅  I had today! (Mih-Nou 102; Elymbos, Karpathos)
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TzartzanosÕ (1991 [1946, 1963] ¤282 LXXXIV iv b) hypothesis, finally, that ex-
clamatory clefts are derived from reanalysis of interrogative clefts (ti in to kako
pu paTame Ôwhat is the evil that we have sufferedÕÊ> ti kako pu paTame Ôwhat an
evil we have suffered!Õ), is unlikely to be true for several reasons. The Pontic and
Cappadocian data strongly imply that the introductory interrogative is prior to
the clefting; so an interrogative cleft is not a necessary element in the deriva-
tion. There is no discernable trace amongst the Greek dialects of the postulated
copula or determiner, held to have been elided from the etymon. Furthermore,
ti makes sense on its own in the construction, as an adjectival interrogative (ti
kako Ôwhat sort of evilÕ); to make it a nominal in the derivation is roundabout
and unnecessary. It seems safer to make this an analogical extension of clefting
to the preexisting uncleft exclamatory, as preserved in Anatolian Greek.

Bare exclamatories

The foregoing discussion has concentrated on cleft exclamatories. The bare
realis exclamatories of ¤3.7.6 are largely absent in the dialect corpus. (137a) is of
interest because it is intermediate between bare pu-realis and bare pu-irrealis:

(137a) Lªv mi »�nane, l¼h boüueia üuela ap¿ to f¿bo moy. Poy de xvro´sane! Poy de tzÕ
ªpairne!
leo mjanane, lii voiTia iTela apo to fovo mu. pu De xorusane! pu De dz eperne!
(Narrator is trying to load her children onto a cart to flee Asia Minor.) I told one
of them I needed some help, so great was my fear. That they wouldnÕt fit! That
he wouldnÕt take them! (HDMS 756:221; Marmara)

Compare this to a bare-pu realis exclamatory and a bare-pu irrealis exclamatory:

(137b) MÕ ªxei k�nei rez¼li sth geitoni�. Ton pezebªgkh! Poy moy uªlei kai paid¼! To m�ti ua
toy bg�lv! A´rio ki¿laq ua p�v na k�nv ªktrvshÉ
m exi kani rezili sti Äitonia. ton pezevegi! pu mu Teli ke peDi! to mati Ta tu vÄalo!
avrio kiolas Ta pao na kano ektrosiÉ
HeÕs made me the laughing stock of the whole neighbourhood, thatÕs what heÕs
done. The bastard! And then he gives me another brat of his! (ÔThat he wants a
child, too!Õ) IÕll scratch his bloody eyes out! Tomorrow first thing IÕll go and get
an abortion, thatÕs what IÕll do!É (Tah 94)

(137c) Ti all�jame, loip¿n; «Ante, re, poy all�jameÉ
ti alaksame, lipon? ade, re, pu alaksame (PERFP)É
[ÔGo on, hey, that we have changedÉÕ]
So how have we changed, then? Yeah, sure weÕve changedÉ (TsifM 302)

Like bare-pu realis exclamatories, these pu-clauses are full sentences, and not
dependent on a full matrix. Like the irrealis-pu exclamatories, on the other
hand, these clauses do not express mere disbelief, but actual untruths: the chil-
dren did fit into the cart in the end (137a).

What all these exclamatories have in common is that they are in some way
quotative: speakers exclaim anotherÕs opinion and disassociate themselves from
it. In the realis case, they express contempt for a cited fact which is nonetheless
true (the speakerÕs husband wants a child in (137b).) In the irrealis case, they
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express ridicule for an erroneous belief they attribute to someone else. In
(137a), the narrator is quoting the excuses she was being given for refusing her
children to get on. This works exactly the same way as the other two instances,
the only difference being the syntactic scope of puÑthe condensation of pu, in
LehmannÕs terms (¤2.2.1).

Such exclamatories are like bare pu-irrealis in that they exclaim against an un-
truth expressed in a pu-adjunct; but unlike them, the matrix is zero. This means
that, while the semantics of (137a) resembles irrealis (137c), its rhetorical force
resembles realis (137b): the speakerÕs contempt is not explicitly verbalised in an
exclamation, and is thus conveyed more indirectly. The effect is akin to using a
whining quotative tone to denigrate the person quoted. (ÔÒThey wouldnÕt fitÓ,
she said!Õ ÔÒHe wants a childÓ, he says!Õ)

The bare realis exclamatory is a minor function of pu, whose realishood is
contingent on context; in its development it has proven to be quite similar to ir-
realis bare pu and pu Ta, with which it lies in paradigmatic relation.

7.8.ÊIrrealis pu

7.8.1.ÊIrrealis pu Ta
The category of irrealis pu-adjuncts is important as the only clear instance in
CSMG where pu on its own has an irrealis function. Irrealis pu-adjuncts of this
kind are largely absent in outlier dialectsÑalthough the relatively small corpora
and their genre may contribute to this: this is a combative conversational move,
not always appropriate in story-telling.

There are two exceptions. There is a definite instance of irrealis-pu Ta in
(138a), from FotiadisÕ Pontic play Darkness.102

(138a) ArÕ egÃ kl�nv, me sygxÃrhshn, ag¼kon eleyuer¼an, poy ua p�gv g¼noymai ekr�n metÕ
e¼nan xvrªten, e¼nan prost¿i kamªnts &ikon, e¼nan ts&ernorap¿ts&ikon.
ar eÄo klano, me siNxorisin, aÄikon elefTerian, pu Ta paÄo Äinume ekran met inan
xoreten, inan prostoi kamentSikon, inan tSernorapotSikon.
Well I fart (pardon the expression) on such liberty, if I will go and be com-
pared with a peasant, a simple worker, an unskilled labourer. (FotD 272)

And the construction surfaces in Tsakonian, although with it following a calque
of CSMG am Èpos Ôwell how?Ê= yesÕ (cf. American English and how!), and with
Tsakonian in general closely following CSMG syntax, this is probably a recent
calque (though the particular construction *am Èpos pu would not be used in
CSMG.)

102The speaker in his passage repudiates Greece in favour of Russia, and is barely familiar with
the Neo-Classical modern name of Greece (HellasÑcalling it instead by its Russian name
gretsia). So it is unlikely that this usage is borrowed from Standard Greek; it should rather be
taken on face value as an extant Pontic colloquialism, predating the displacement of Pontians to
Greece (although Fotiadis did spend some time as a journalist in Athens, and would have known
Standard Greek.) The play was written in 1907, and the Pontians were displaced in 1922.
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(138b) Ap\ o´ da, p\ h ua nti doy par�de
apHu Da, pHi Ta ndi Du paraDe
Sure, ∅  IÕll give you money! (sarcastic) (Costakis 1986:III 83)

Outside Pontic and Tsakonian, the construction is attested throughout main-
stream Greek, with the distinction between controlled and uncontrolled pu Ta-
adjuncts as established in ¤3.8.1.

(139a) Rªje ra as &s&hmouki�rtisth ponÕ na phq thg k¿rhm moy trimyuu¿mmath.
rekse ra aSùimoTkiartisti po nùa pis tiN gorim mu trimiTùomùati.
Get lost, ugly-face; that you would call my daughter small-eyed! (HDMS 995:9;
Nicosia, Cyprus; Uncontrolled)103

(139b) De i�, poy ua dÃsvmen Õq t½l�fi to margarit�ri
De ia, pu Ta Dosomen s t alafi to marÄaritari
Look, as if we will give the pearl to the deer! (Dieterich 461; Kardamena, Kos,
Dodecanese; Controlled)

(139c) Mpa! De bareiªsai poy ua to p�reiq. DiÃje th
ba! De variese pu Ta to paris. Diokse ti
Bah! Why would you bother taking it (ÔArenÕt you bored, that you will take itÕ).
Drive her away. (MinB 435; Pisidonda, Zante, Heptanesa; Uncontrolled)104

(139d) P�ei loip¿n o (g)ªroq stox xroysaf¿ se mian ebdom�(da), lªei: ÑÇ(D)Ãtse moy top
petein¿È, lªei: ÑÇF´(g)Õ ap¿ gia, pali¿(g)ere, poy ua soy (d)Ãkv petein¿È.
pai lipon o eros stox xrusafo se mian evDoma, lei: Òotse mu top petino,Ó lei: Òfi apo
Äia, palioere, pu Ta su oko petino.Ó
So the old man goes to the goldsmith in a week, and he says: ÒGive me the
rooster.Ó He says, ÒGet out of here, you old coot; as if I will give you a rooster!Ó
(Sofos 47; Kasos, Dodecanese; Controlled)

(139e) Me blªpÕ me ta sk¿rda, a, me lªei, ta mis� ua me dÃk̂Õq. Lªv, mpr�bo poy ua se dÃkv
ta mis�.
me vlep me ta skorDa, a, me lei, ta misa Ta me Docs. leo, mbravo pu Ta se Doko ta
misa.
He sees me with the garlic, ÔAh!Õ, says he, ÔyouÕll give me half.Õ I say (to myself),
Ôas if (Ôbravo thatÕ) IÕm going to give you half!Õ (HDMS 756:14; Marmara;
Controlled)

A volitive origin can be postulated for the construction to explain its irrealis-
hood. Other than the spectacular level of its invective, the following example is
of interest in that it supports such a volitive origin. The example uses the verb
Telo ÔwantÕ rather than Ta; yet it behaves as an (uncontrolable) pu Ta-adjunct,
rather than an irrealis bare pu-adjunct, in two crucial ways: (a)Êthe speaker ad-
mits the truth of the pu-clause, and expresses contempt for it, rather than
denying it as in an irrealis bare pu-adjunct; (b)Êwhereas irrealis pu-adjuncts in-
volve the quotative denial of facts (¤3.8.2), this clause involves the ridicule of an
event, just as with a pu Ta-irrealis.

103po nùaÊ< pu enùaÊ< pu Tenùa is the Cypriot equivalent of pu Ta.
104Though this example is uncontrolled, it comes across as a discouragement to carry out an ac-
tion, rather than a belittling of an action. De variese is an idiomatic expression; but similar data
suggests that, while controlled pu Ta and bare pu are anti-factive, both factive and anti-factive
readings are available for uncontrolled pu Ta; this is a topic I have not yet explored thoroughly.
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(140a) MvrÕ uªatro, mvrÕ tom�ri toy kerat�, mvrÕ adrefog�mh, �ei sto di »�tano, �ei sth
l¼gnh, poy uªleiq na moy fªrhq projene âi¿ gi»a ton adrªfoyli»� soy.
mor Teatro, mor tomari tu kerata, mor aDrefoÄami, ai sto Djatano, ai sti liÄni, pu
Telis na mu feris prokseøo Æa ton aDrefu´a su.
You laughing-stock, you cuckold hide, you brother-fucker, go to hell, go to
perdition, who would matchmake your big lug of a brother! (HDMS 1017:165;
Paidemeno/Flesias, Messenia, Peloponnese)

The pu Telis-clause in (140a) is not much removed from a straightforward rela-
tive clause, and is glossed accordingly. This shows all the more clearly that the
pu Telis-clause here is an embryonic version of the pu Ta-irrealis clauses consid-
ered above, and admits of the same pragmatics and structure (follows an invec-
tive, is tenuously connected to its antecedent, matches the uncontrolled-pu Ta
semantics.)

A similar volitive may be discerned in the following: while Tena (>ÊTa) was
certainly still extant as a future marker in xixÊAD Cyclades, Te na is closer to the
volitive origins of the future than Ta, and the clause can be read as a volitive
relative clause just as easily as another uncontrolled pu Ta-clause.

(140b) Gkrhmn¼sÕ ap¿ ÕdÃ retekli�rh pal�¿ere poy uen� deipnüs�q to basili»�!
grimnis apo Do retekliari palioere pu Tena Dipnisis to vasi´a!
Get lost, you dirty old man dressed in rags, who would invite the king to
dinner! (Analects 60; Naxos, Cyclades)

The volitive account is the only clear way to understand why the irrealis pu-
clause in this construction appears in the future tense (pu TaÊ+ PERFS: who
willÉ), rather than the conditional (pu TaÊ+ IMPFP: who wouldÉ)105 Initially,
there would have been uncontrolled volitive relative clauses like (140a) and
(140b). These volitives, conventionalised after invectives, would have expressed
the speakerÕs contempt for the non-speaker action, highlighting their intention-
ality (Ôwho wants toÉÕ) in doing so. The volitives were generalised to first-
person actions, or actions in any case under the speakerÕs control. The con-
trolled pu Ta/pu Telo na implicature discussed in ¤3.8.1 then took over: a
speaker would not want to do an action she is denigrating; so the action must
not have happened.

The second-person volitive thus became a first-person irrealis, without mean-
while switching grammatical mood from realis to conditional: the tense of the
two expressions was not differentiated between Telis na PERFS Ôyou want toÉÕ

105In fact, when the characteristic combination of invective and pu Ta IMPFP occurs, the re-
sulting clause is not interpreted as an irrealis pu Ta clause at all (refusal to carry out controlled
event; belittling of occurring uncontrolled event); it is instead equvalent to the bare pu irrealis
adjunct, which denies a fact:
(140c) giat¼ alliÃq o gi¿kaq moy, e¼nai glªpeiq beber¼noq o fvstüraq, dgi�oyle par to keio

poy ua Õfine st�la.
Äiati alios o Äiokas me, ine Älepis beverinos o fostiras, DÄiaule par to kio pu Ta
fine stala.
because otherwise my darling sonÑheÕs a drunkard, you see, that genius; the
devil take him if heÕd leave a single drop. (HDMS 787:325; Ithaca, Heptanesa;
Uncontrolled)
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and something like iTela na IMPFP ÔI would want toÕ, as the two were considered
members of the same paradigm. Somewhere along the line, the volitive Telis na
in the expression was conflated with the future marker Telis naÊ> Ta; this was
possible as the volitive component of the construction became effacedÑthanks
to the non-volitive controlled cases. The underlying volitivity of the construction
also explains why it selects for volitional actions as its argument, as opposed to
the facts selected by the bare-pu construction.

The development would have been helped along by cases where an exclama-
tion is followed by a pu Ta-circumstance or relative clause with indefinite rather
than irrealis denotation. Such constructions are similar and would have rein-
forced the emerging pattern. Thus, the following example is not an irrealis pu
Ta-adjunct, but an indefinite free relative:

(141) Prªpei na potisto´ oi plat�neq. Na kopo´ ta xªri »a apo´ a k¿ch plat�neq, ap¿ dv
kai k�tv!
prepi na potistu i platanes. na kopu ta xerja apu a kopsi platanes, apo Do ke kato!
The plane trees must be watered. May his hands be cut who will cut plane
trees from now on! (HDMS 1224:254; Amalo, Icaria, Central Aegean)

The free relative refers to some undesirable eventuality; the pu Ta-event is un-
controlled (it is a third-party action the speaker is not necessarily in a position
to prevent.) Yet the pu Ta-clause really does have irrealis, future denotation,
whereas an uncontrolled pu Ta-irrealis adjunct would express contempt for an
event that has already happened. So in (141) Ta really does have future refer-
ence, whereas in (140a) it is volitive and factive. (141) does not follow the estab-
lished modality for pu Ta-adjuncts. Still, it is an easy step from undesirable
eventuality (141) to undesired event (140a), with both introduced by a voli-
tive/future expression like Te na. This conflation enabled pu Ta-clauses to be
used with a denotation that has nothing to do with the future, but is very much
irrealis.

7.8.2.ÊIrrealis bare pu
Irrealis bare pu-exclamations are attested in a number of Greek dialects; they
are quite frequently coupled with the modal particle more, a marker of social
closeness and impatience:

(142a) «Andeq, mvrª, poy Õtan h gyna¼ka moy! H gyna¼ka moy k�uiti sthg go´ban gi fa¼n³ei.
andes, more, pu tan i Äineka mu! i Äineka mu kaTiti stiÄ Äuvan gi feni.
As if (ÔGo on, thatÕ) that was my wife (being publically humiliated)! My wife is
sitting at the loom weaving. (MousT 244; Livisi)

(142b) SÃpa poy e¼xin par�shma oy mpamp�q s!
sopa pu ixin parasima u babas s!
As if (ÔBe silent, thatÕ) your father had medals! (Kontonatsiou 254; Karpasi,
Lemnos, Northern Aegean)

(142c) Kalª de, po{ureyka gv tom monakrib¿m moy gi»a thf ftvxok¿rhn thq!
kale De, pu Trefka Äo tom monakrivom mu Æa tif ftoxokorin tis!
Can it be that (ÔWhy look, thatÕ) I have brought up my one and dear son to
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marry this womanÕs poor penniless daughter? (DawkD 298; Astypalaea,
Dodecanese)

(142d) ÑÇJªreiq po´ Õton o a(d)erf¿q soy tsi üleipe mni�n ebdom�(da); Floyrgi� epü(g)e
tsi üfere.È Lªei: ÑÇ«Ante, mvrª, po´ Õfere floyrgi� o kak¿moiroq! Tsai po´ Õto na
ta brei ta floyrgi�;È
Òkseris Èpu ton o aerfos su tsi ilipe mnian evDoma? flurÄia epie tsi ifere.Ó lei: Òande,
more, pu fere flurÄia o kakomiros! tse Èpu to na ta vri ta flurÄia?Ó
ÒDo you know where your brother was away to for a week? He went and got
gold coins.Ó He says: ÒAs if the poor man got gold coins! And where would he
find such coins?Ó (Sofos 51; Kasos, Dodecanese)

(142e) N� to moy lªei ayt¿ poy e¼nai eke¼ sth mªsh e¼nai stamat¿xorto. P�ce mvrª poy
e¼nai stamat¿xorto. Da de gatªv egÃ moy lªei;
Èna to mu lei afto pu ine eki sti mesi ine stamatoxorto. papse more pu ine
stamatoxorto. da De gateo eÄo mu lei?
ÒThere it is,Ó he says to me, Òthat thing there in the middle is Ôstop-grassÕ.Ó ÒAs
if (ÔBe silent, thatÕ) thatÕs Ôstop-grassÕ!Ó ÒWhy, donÕt I know?Ó he tells me.
(HDMS 1281:166; Anticythera)

The examples I have gathered are Eastern Greek (Lemnos lying just outside the
ti/ida isogloss.) However, since the construction is in productive use in CSMG,
which does not have any Eastern Greek antecedents, I believe it was in use
throughout mainstream Greek, and that its absence in my Western Greek
corpus is accidental.106

As discussed with realis bare exclamatories, irrealis bare pu is quotative; but
in its dependence on an imprecative matrix, it is like pu Ta. The construction
thus appears to originate in a contamination of the two.

7.9.ÊDefinite article + pu
The instances of to pu in Greek I am aware of are almost all drawn from folk
song, and may be considered metri causa:

(144a) Ti na se k�mv, mad�ma moy xrysü moy,/ ¿poy de uelüsane oi d¼gnvmoi gono¼ moy;/ To
poy me fyl�ane kai mÕ e¼xa kodom�tsa,/ na mh yr¼sv kai se di»v sta m�ti »a;
ti na se kamo, madama mu xrisi mu,/ Èopu De Telisane i DiÄnomi Äoni mu?/ to pu
me filaane ke m ixa kodomatsa,/ na mi iriso ke se Djo sta matja?

106pu being anti-factive here, and factive in all other contexts, can lead to some real ambiguities.
For instance, superficially, (143) is identical to (142b); one would assume it meant ÔBe silent,
you! As if the priestÕs wife is blind!Õ
(143) SÃpa, toy lªei kaÝmªne, poy h papad¼a e¼nai strabü.

sopa, tu lei kaimene, pu i papaDia ine stravi.
Be silent, he said, poor man; for the priestÕs wife is blind. (MinB 513; Belousi,
Zante, Heptanesa)

As it turns out from context, however, the speaker does believe the priestÕs wife to be blind
(although in fact she is just pretending), and pu here is a quite factive justification for the excla-
mation. So while in CSMG the pu-adjunct to a sopa-matrix is conventionally irrealis (so that the
interpretation given of (143) is not possible in CSMG), this is not universally the case amongst
Greek dialects; and (143) exploits the Justify-pu usage, which in this instance gives the diametri-
cally opposite interpretation to CSMG. Context appears to be have been judged adequate in
most Greek dialects to resolve any attendant difficulties with ambiguity between these polar op-
posite meanings; and the restriction of their distribution through conventionalisation has per-
formed the same function in CSMG.
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What am I to do with you, my lady, my golden one, when my two-faced parents
were unwilling? Who kept watch over me and held me close to them, lest I turn
around and look you in the eye. (HDMS 756:258; Marmara)

(144b) «Hruin kir¿q to poy ua xoyristo´mi/ ªla �ntra mÕ na l´soymi toyn ¿rkoy.
irTin kiros to pu Ta xuristumi/ ela adra m na lisumi tun orku.
The time has come that we must part; come, husband, let us dissolve our
oaths. (HDMS 1066:84; Galatini, Kozani, Macedonia)

(144c) Kah 9mªnoi xr¿noi kai kairo¼ to poy Õste perasmªnoi,/ t�xa den egyr¼zÿate ta ma´ra
ne âi�ta p¼s&v,/ ta neâi�ta kai th lebenti»� kai to zarifil¼kiÉ
kajmeni xroni ke keri to pu ste perasmeni,/ taxa Den eÄiriz&ate ta mavra øata pis&o,/
ta øata ke ti levedja ke to zarifilikiÉ
Alas, times and seasons that are past, why wonÕt you return poor youth to us,
youth, bravery, and graceÉ (HDMS 701:71; Divritsa (Achaea?), Peloponnese)

(144d) De me bara¼noyn ta flvri�, de me stene´Õ h fo´sta,/ monÕ me bara¼nei to paid¼, to
poy e¼mai gkastrvmªnh.
De me varenun ta floria, De me stenev i fusta,/ mon me vareni to peDi, to pu ime
gastromeni.
ItÕs not the gold coins that are heavy on me, itÕs not my dress that is tight on
me,/ rather it is the child that I am pregnant with, weighing down on me.
(HDMS 907:150; Lalas, Elis, Peloponnese)

While to pu is apparently a metrical convenience, the choice of determiner is
rule-bound: pu is always preceded by a neuter singular definite article, whatever
the referent of the pu-clause may be.107 Now, when complementisers take a de-
terminer in Greek, that determiner is to: to na and to oti are both extant in
CSMG, and to pos was in extensive use in EMG. Furthermore, folksong fre-
quently prefixes to before direct and indirect interrogativesÑwhat Tzartzanos
(1991 [1946, 1963] ¤126) calls ÒpleonasticÓ usage of the definite article, a con-
vention ungrammatical as far as I can tell in any dialect prose. It seems to pu
was formed by analogy with these sundry embedded clause markers, and then
applied indiscriminately to all instances of pu in the folksong genre.

On occasion, one also finds the definite article before other functions of pu; in
the following, for instance, pu is arguably causal:

(144e) Fªre moy glyk¿ kras¼, na brªjv th labvmati�, to poy Õmai labvmªnoq
fere mu Äliko krasi, na vrekso ti lavomatia (FEM), to (NEUT) pu me lavomenos
Bring me sweet wine, to moisten my wound, for I am wounded. (Tz ¤126;
Passow)

Exceptions to the folksong genre restriction on to pu are scarce, and still suggest
aping of folk song style, rather than spontaneous diction:

(145a) Me to´ta symfvn�ei to poy diaba¼nei/ to uiamast¿ to f�ntasma mprost� maq
me tuta simfonai to pu Diaveni/ to Tiamasto to fadasma brosta mas
Well may it sort that this portentous figure/ Comes arm�d through our watch
(TheotH 29)

107Thus, in (144a), the pu-relative clause has a plural animate referent, yet i pu (MASC.PL.NOM)
is not used; in (144b), the pu-relative clause has a masculine singular nominative referent, yet o
pu (MASC.SG.NOM) is not used.
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(145b) ÇSyfor�È ªkraje o Artªmiq? Çto poy uªlv den to mporÃÈ.
ÒsiforaÓ ekrakse o artemis; Òto pu Telo Den to boro.Ó
ÒWhat a disaster!Ó Artemis exclaimed; ÒWhat I want, I cannot do.Ó (TheotC
102)

(145c) Ta blªpeiq, Eytymi�; To a¼ma ner¿ de g¼netai? ta poy ek�man ta adªrfia soy, ta
k�nei kai to´toq.
ta vlepis, eftimia? to ema nero De Äinete; ta pu ekaman ta aDerfia su, ta kani ke
tutos.
See, Euthymia? BloodÕs thicker than water; what (PL) your brothers did, heÕs
now doing too. (TheotC 166)

(145a) accords with the judgement reported in ¤3.9, that some Greek speakers
accept to pu-subject complements, by analogy with to oti. Even though there are
many instances in which the factivity of pu (which renders any definite deter-
miner redundant) is overridden by analogy, I can only report that I have sighted
no such complements in my dialect corpus, nor in in the corpus of Hellas-L
from November 1996 to January 1998. This analogical development is thus ex-
tremely infrequent, and seems restricted to only some speakersÕ CSMG; it pre-
sumably has the status of an exploratory construction.

to pu can also represent a portmanteau between the two relativisers to and pu
(as already seen in 145b, 145c):

(146a) KÕ ek�texe ta poy Õprepe na k�mei
k ekatexe ta pu prepe na kami
And he knew the (NEUT.PL) REL he had to do
And he knew what he had to do (Cretan folk song; heard October 1995,
transmitted on Sitia local radio.)

(146b) MÕ an melet� toyq Axaio´q sta b�sana na tsÕ ªxei/ me ta xar¼smata pol´, ta poy Õxei
kai katªxei
m an meleta tus axeus sta vasana na ts exi/ me ta xarismata poli, ta pu xi ke katexi
But if she intends to keep the Achaeans in torment, with her many graces that
she has and possessesÉ (Psyhoundakis 19; Western Crete)

(146c) Ki oydª mhno´n mant�to/ ¿rnia ta poy peto´n poll� ston ülio ap¿ k�tv.
ki uDe minun madato/ ornia ta pu petun pola ston ilio apo kato.
Nor do the many birds that fly beneath the sun give any portent.
(Psyhoundakis 21; Western Crete)

In this case, both to and pu have referents, and so to is not invariant; in the ex-
amples above, it is plural.

When pu acts as a headless relativiser and an indirect object, it is usually pre-
ceded by the prepositionÊ+ article combination s to Ôto theÕ, rather than se alone:

(147a) Ol¼q stom poy le¼pei poy toyq g�moyq toy.
olis stom pu lipi pu tus Äamus tu.
Woe to him that is absent from his own wedding. (Yannakou 116; Rhodes,
Dodecanese)
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This may ultimately be a reanalysis of another formation. There are many ex-
clamations followed by clitics, which may be in apposition with puÐfree-rela-
tives (¤7.2.3):

(147b) O Uei»¿q syxxvrªs� thn apo{nÕ h ait¼a thq ejor¼aq moy.
o Tjos sixùoresi tin apu n i etia tis eksorias mu.
May God pardon the woman (ÔherÕ) who was the cause of my banishment.
(DawkD 409; Astypalaea, Dodecanese)

The clitic may then have been reanalysed as a definite article, to which se could
then be prefixed. s to cannot be a clitic pronoun; Greek uses the genitive or ac-
cusative clitic, tu/to, as an indirect object instead, as can be seen in the fol-
lowing:

(36d) Allo¼mon¿ toy poy pnigü sth prÃth dagkvni�
alimono tu pu pniÄi sti proti Dagonia
Woe to him who chokes at the first bite (HDMS 524:132; Aegina, Old
Athenian)

Whatever the reason, oblique free relative pu in general takes the article. The
motivation for this, even if it did result from a reanalysis of another formation,
is unclear. I would speculate that, since indefiniteness, low animacy and oblique
case are all correlated in their respective hierarchies, an indefinite oblique free
relative would have been associated with inanimates, and the article inserted as
a reminder of animacy, even though it is semantically inappropriate. However,
cases like these are extremely infrequent in modern dialects, and a proper ex-
planation must await a detailed examination of EMG instances of this construc-
tion. One fact that may well be relevant is the tendency of pu overall in Greek
not to be the object of a preposition; with *se pu unacceptable, s to pu provides
enough of a buffer to counter this tendency.108

In all, the definite articleÊ+ pu combination is a marginal feature of Greek, for
the most part analysable as one of three developments independent of any no-
tion of definiteness: metrical convenience (by analogy to other articles pre-

108I should finally note that one sees with monotonous frequency in publications of folk songs
and proverbs the spelling o poy of opu as a free relative, which would imply that opu had in fact
been reanalysed as article (MASC.NOM.SG)Ê+ pu:
(148a) O po{nai kalorr¼zikoq genn� kiÕ o petein¿q toy.

o pu ne kalorizikos Äena ki o petinos tu.
He who is luckyÑeven his rooster lays eggs. (Yannakou 186; Rhodes,
Dodecanese)

(148b) O  poy Õxei ro´xa aq ta fore¼, ki �rmata aq basta¼nei
o pu xi ruxa as ta fori, ki armata as vasteni
He who has clothes, let him wear them, and arms, let him carry them (HDMS
787:495; Ithaca, Heptanesa)

(148c) O  poy pein� gia nÕ arxont´nh, m¿no h pe¼na toy pomªnei
o pu pina Äia n arxondini, mono i pina tu pomeni
He who starves to become rich is left only with hunger (HDMS 859:146;
Fourni, Central Aegean)

But there is no evidence that such a reanalysis has in fact taken place outside the minds of the
nineteenth-century Greek scholars who first transcribed such texts.
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ceding subordinators), conflation with the relativiser to, and the article as a
buffer between prepositions and the free relative pu. That pu-clauses do not in
general take on a definite marker in Greek, though other complementisers rou-
tinely do or did so, confirms the conclusion of contemporary Greek linguists
that the factivity of pu blocks such an eventuality; the violations of factivity ob-
served in foregoing discussion do not seem to have been extensive enough to af-
fect this conclusion.109

7.10.ÊÒToo-hard basketÓ
There remain a few cases of pu in my corpus where it is not immediately obvious
what function pu has. I give these cases here, along with my best guess as to
their nature.

Twice in the Pharasa corpus, pu precedes a verb and is glossed as olo ke Ôall
the timeÕ by the editor, Theodoridou. The problem is murky, since in both cases
the pu-clause could be analysed as a relative clause, rather than a matrix; fur-
thermore, the Pharasiot predicate is in both cases followed by the progressive
auxiliary dZe kame Ôand sitÊ= keep doingÕ, which Theodoridou glosses separately
(ke kaTome (sinexos) Ôand I sit (=continuously)Õ):

(149a) gia to kor¼tsi poy fobe¼tai dzai kla¼Õ dzai k�Õtai ki, pÕ Õa po¼dz� mo to f¼di, dzai
toyq dill¼kÕ Õa po¼dz�;
Äia to koritsi pu fovite dZe kle dZe kate kHi, p a pidZi mo to fiDi, dZe tus dilik a
pidZi?
all� to kor¼tsi ¿lo kai fob�tai kai kla¼ei kai k�uetai (synexÃq), ti ua k�m� (pÃq
ua züs�) me to f¼di, kai ti symb¼vsi ua k�m�;
ala to koritsi olo ke fovate ke klei ke kaTete (sinexos), ti Ta kami (Èpos Ta zisi) me
to fiDi, ke ti simviosi Ta kami?
But the girl keeps being afraid and cries and sits (all the time); what is she to
do with the snake, and what sort of a life will they have together?/ But the girl
who is afraid and cries all the time, what is she to do with the snake, and what
sort of life will they have together? (TheodB 312)

(149b) o tat�q toy dzÕ h m�Õ toy, poy nano´sante dzai kauo´sante, na Õo´me pÕ Õa xa nÕ ta
po¼koyn;
o tatas tu dZ i ma tu, pu nanusade dZe kaTusade, na ume p a xa n ta pikun?
o patªraq toy kiÕ h m�na toy ¿lo kai noi�zontan (eskªptonto) kai kauo´ntan, na
do´me ti ua ton k�mnane;
o pateras tu ki i mana tu olo ke niazodan (eskeptodo) ke kaTudan, na Dume ti Ta
ton kamnane?
his father and mother kept thinking and sat (=Êall the time); letÕs see, what will
they do with him?/ his father and mother, who were concerned all the timeÑ
letÕs see, what will they do with him? (TheodB 320)

A development of pu which took it into the field of aspect marking would be
prodigious; a development of Turkish bu ÔthisÕ (which appears in TheodA 246 as
pu) in this direction would be no less surprising. Since the texts already have a
progressive marker in ke kaTome, the simplest explanation here is misleading

109I exclude from consideration the CSMG connective me to pu Ôwith the thatÊ= as soon asÕ; its
use of the determiner is odd by Greek standards, and there is overwhelming evidence for it
being an Albanian calque (Nicholas 1998b).
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glossing on the part of Theodoridou, who glossed the progressive twice, once lit-
erally (ke kaTodan Ôand satÕ) and once semantically (olo ke Ôall the timeÕ), while
failing to gloss the relativiser.

Another puzzling instance of pu arises in TheodoridouÕs corpus:

(149c) V tat�, so xa�ri soy, Õpª me ta mªnÕ to d�rdi soy? Õgv poy na se bg�lv apido´ Õq ton
talas�.
o tata, so xairi su, pe me ta men to dardi su; Äo pu na se vgalo apiDu s ton tHalaSa.
Patªra, na Õx�q kal¿, peq moy to mªna ayt¿ to b�san¿ soy. EgÃ, mh se noi�zei, ua se
bg�lv apÕ aytü th stenaxÃria.
patera, na xis kalo, pes mu to mena afto to vasano su. eÄo, mi se niazi, Ta se vÄalo
ap afti ti stenaxoria.
Oh father, for your own good, tell me your trouble; I, donÕt you worry, will
get you out of your sorrow./ Oh father, for your own good, tell me your trouble;
I, who will get you out of your sorrow. (TheodA 250)

Again, TheodoridouÕs gloss is clear: pu means ÔdonÕt worryÕ; again, however, it is
not clear how pu could have come to this meaning, and the most plausible inter-
pretation for pu is as a relativiser, a circumstance connective, or a zero-copula
cleft.

The following is classed in the HDIC as an instance of pu from Macedonia:

(150a) Xaraü xalb�n, i¿ma xalb�n; Ne boy.
xarai xalvan, ioma xalvan? ne bu.
Halva for breakfast, halva for lunch? Impossible. (HDMS 967:61; Siatista,
Kozani, Macedonia)

This looks strange as a development of pu, and negative ne is not a native Greek
word.110 One would suspect Turkish ne ÔnorÕ, which is extant in Northern Greek
(ne bu is Turkish for Ônor thisÕ); but the likeliest interpretation, given the prove-
nance of (150a), is that this is a loan from Macedonian Slavonic meaning Ôit is
not, no wayÕ, equivalent to Turkish olmak Ôit is notÕ and CSMG De Äinete Ôit does
not happenÕ (with which (150a) is glossed.)111

In the following, Èopu indicates not location, but manner:

(150b) E¼ni k¿kkinoy apÕ tÕ bhgü. Ike¼ pirn� toy nir¿ b�ftoyni oi pªtriq ike¼ ¿poy ÕnÕ ta n´xia
sÕ.
ini kokinu ap t biÄi. iki pirna tu niro vaftuni i petris iki Èopu n ta nixia s.
It (the water) is red from the spring. The water passes through there; the rocks
are dyed (red) there like your nails. (HDMS 1035:32; Melivia, Larisa, Thessaly)

Although the headed relativiser pu can indicate manner, for the headless Èopu
the transition from ÔwhereÕ to ÔasÕ is without equal in Modern GreekÑalthough it
is reminiscent of some developments in Ancient Greek dialects. Since the

110There is the native Greek word ne ÔyesÕ, but the context here is clearly negative.
111It must be said that the Slavonic grammars I have access to do not give close enough equiva-
lents: the Standard Macedonian Slavonic for Ôit isnÕtÕ, Ôit wasnÕtÕ and ÔwouldnÕtÕ are, respectively,
ne e, ne beße/bi/bide, and ne bi. Bulgarian has ne ßte b∑de Ôit will not beÕ, but this seems removed
from ne bu. Still, one cannot rule out Slavonic influence before a look at the Slavonic dialects of
the particular regionÑinformation I currently do not have access to.
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Northern Greek for ÔasÕ is opusÊ< Èopos, it is likeliest that this is in fact not the
lexeme Èopu, but a phonological variant of opos.

Pellegrini (1970 [1880]:211) lists a meaning for pu in Calabrian Italiot which it
does not have elsewhere in Greek: an epistemic clitic meaning ÔperhapsÕ (Òper
avventura, mai forseÓ). He gives the following examples in his dictionary:

(151a) An ec�no pu den �rchete
an etSino pu den erxete
Se mai quello non viene
If perchance he does not come

(151b) An ec�ni pu sÕarot�si
an etSini pu s arotisi
Se mai essi tÕinterrogano
If perchance they ask you

Such an epistemic function has as little to do with CSMG pu as the putative as-
pectual meaning for pu discussed in relation to Pharasiot above. However, it
matches precisely the Classical usage of pou ÔsomewhereÕ as an epistemic clitic.
If PellegriniÕs testimony is reliable, then this can be explained as a continuation
of that pou, and is independent of the developments of pu from ho@pou consid-
ered in this study.

Three of the five instances in TNC which its concordance characterises as Ònot
clearly definableÓ fall into this category (TNC 287.13, 287.13, 324.29). All three
involve the same structure, IF S/HE pu VERB. This points to another possible
derivation of the construction: the construction etSino pu Ôhe thatÕ became over-
generalised from a relative clause head to a nominal, possibly for metrical con-
venience, in a particular song, and then became entrenched as a feature of Cala-
brian songÑparticularly as all three TNC examples are from song, and TNC
287.13 is almost identical to (151b) (tSe, an etSini pu na s arotisi). The restricted
distribution of the formation leads one to suspect the latter.

One more use of pu/Èpu akin to Ancient pou arises in Gellini and Trikala of
Corinthia: to pu is used to mean ÔsomewhereÕ:

(151c) epügainai to po´ ts &ai ton e¼dai brost� moy ts&Õ ejan�cane
epiÄene to Èpu ts&e ton iDe brosta mu ts& eksanapsane
He was going somewhere and he saw him in front of me and they started
fighting again (HDMS 420; Gellini, Corinthia, Peloponnese)

But whereas Italiot is known to be a relic area, not only is Corinthia in the lin-
guistically innovative Peloponnese, but it is also a region heavily populated by
Arvanitika-speakers. This feature is thus suspect as an Albanism, although
Arvanitika does not conflate Ôwhere?Õ and ÔsomewhereÕ. In any case, Ôthe whereÕ
as an expression for ÔsomewhereÕ is a plausible generalisation of determinerÊ+
interrogative expressions so widespread in Greek folksong.
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7.11.ÊSummary of deviations
The foregoing survey points out the various deviations of Greek dialectsÑmostly
outliers, but frequently enough mainstream dialects as wellÑfrom the distribu-
tion of pu sketched in ¤3. By way of introduction into the next chapterÕs syn-
thesis, I outline the findings made in this chapter, in table form:

Function Deviation Region112

Headless Locative pu alongside Èopu C(w)E(c)MPT
Simple Relativiser Survival of to CE(d)MP [E(ck)LT]
Pseudo-Relativiser Locative only C [P]
eki pu Absent [C(w)]

Univerbated C(p)
Indefinite C(p)
Headed C(p)
No secondary meanings C
No suddenness CE(c)I(a)

etsi pu Absent CIPT(ns)
Temporal E

arte pu General Temporal I(a)
Headless Relativiser Survival C(w)P [ETW]
Clefts Absent C

Widespread in frequency E(c)
Widespread syntactically E(c)
Zero-copula E(c)

Complements Preposed pu W(t,Corfu)
Auxiliary formation E(Lesbos)

Causal Absent CP
Separable W(t)

Circumstance Absent Justify-pu C
Result Correlative required S

Absent C [P]
Contrast Absent CT
Temporal Widespread E(c)T

Frequently Preposed E(c)I(a)TW(Messenia,Othoni)
Irrealis C(pu)E(a, Cythera, Tsesmes)I(c)
Non-Punctual C(p)E(a)I(a)W(Othoni)

Subjunctive Marker Free relative AE
Indefinite Collocations EL
pu = pu na E(a, Chios)I(c)

Intensional Relativisers Absent T? [C(p)]
Potential Results Absent CI(a?)P [M]
Optatives Absent P [C]

112The following abbreviations are used:
A: Old Athenian
C: Cappadocian (p: Pharasa; s: Silli; u: Ulaga�; w: Western Cappadocia);
E: Eastern Greek (a: Apiranthos; c: Cyprus; d: Dodecanese; k: Crete)
I: Italiot (a: Apulian; c: Calabrian);
L: Livisi;
M: Mariupolitan
P: Pontic;
S: CSMG
T: Tsakonian (n: Northern; p: Propontis; s: Southern);
W: Western Greek (e: Epirus; h: Heptanesa; m: Macedonia; p: Peloponnese; r: Roumeli; s:
Thessaly; t: Thrace)
Entries in square brackets represent partial exceptionsÑe.g. stylistically marked.
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Innovative collocations E(ck)P
Exclamatories Non-Cleft CP [EW(m)]

Interrogative Non-Cleft I(a) [I(c)]
No Introductory Interrog. ET [W]

Irrealis pu Ta Absent CI

Table 23. Diatopy of functional deviations of pu

Forty features are enumerated in the foregoing table; Cappadocian is the area
with the most frequent deviations, with 21 instances, followed by Eastern Greek
with 19Ñ17, if one collapses the three features for the Cypriot cleft. The other
outliers count as follows: Pontic 11, Italiot 10, Tsakonian 9. There are only 7 in-
stances of Western Greek deviations, and even these are mostly regionally lim-
ited (Thrace, OthoniÐCorfu, Messenia).

Grosso modo, this confirms our picture of Cappadocian as the most archaic
and isolated of Greek dialects, with Tsakonian too long in contact with main-
stream Greek to be appreciably autonomous. It also confirms that Eastern
Greek is much more heterogeneous than Western Greek, undertaking several
independent developments which have undermined the factivity of pu and its
other characteristic traitsÑtraits which have been substantially restored in
Western Greek. With the fragmentary attestation of Greek dialects, one should
not place too much store on such figures, of course;113 and the account that
arises from this survey is one of divergent and often quite complex develop-
ments.

The deviations have been outlined here; in the following and concluding
chapter, I discuss the unifying factors in the distribution of pu, and how they
have been actuated.

113Not to mention that these forty traits do not constitute independent variables, and partial at-
testations have been weighted the same as full attestations. These counts are meant to be merely
indicative, and I am not attempting to set up a ÔgrammaticostatisticsÕ of pu.
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In the foregoing, I have detailed at some length the developments pu has under-
gone in the sundry dialects of Modern Greek, as well as its Ancient antecedents.
This has been done as a survey, so that many disparate elements have been
brought up at various points. In the following, I attempt to integrate these ele-
ments into a diachronic narrative (a ÔBook of the generation of puÕ) which draws
together the major developments in the Modern diatopic variants of Greek.
Some of the possible diachronic links between different functions of pu have al-
ready been discussed; in the following, I draw these and other threads together,
to give a coherent and encompassing account. This is not the definitive narrative
of pu, as three crucial groups of evidence (Early Modern Greek, other Balkan
languages, and the distribution of pu in collocation) are missing from this
exposition.1 A diachronic story can still be told on the basis of diatopic data,
however; and the regional range of this data is unlikely to be matched in the
EMG data, which appears to be predominantly of Eastern Greek provenance.

Having assembled a narrative for the development of pu as much as current
evidence allows, I then proceed to a critique of the claims on the diachrony of pu
in PapadopoulouÕs (1994a) dissertation, which is the most cogent presentation
of the localist hypothesis with regard to pu. My dissertation has unearthed a
wealth of data unavailable to either Papadopoulou or Christidis (1986) before
her, and it is valuable to outline how this new knowledge forces us to revise ear-
lier conclusions on the development of pu. I conclude by outlining some of the
consequences of my findings for grammaticalisation theory in general.

8.1.ÊThe diachronic story

B¼bloq genªsevq |Ihso  Xristo  yðo  Dayeçd yðo 
|Abra�m. |Abra�m ¨gªnnhsen t¯n |Isa�k, |Isa�k dâ
¨gªnnhsen t¯n |IakÃb, |Iak×b dâ ¨gªnnhsen t¯n |Io´dan
kaç toåq ½delfoåq a»to É
The Book of the generation of Jesus Christ, the son
of David, the son of Abraham. Abraham begat
Isaac; and Isaac begat Jacob; and Jacob begat
Judas and his brethrenÉ
(NT Mt I 1Ð2)

In the remote beginning, ho@pou was a stationary locative relativiser, inno-
vated in Proto-Ionic (¤5.1.4). This means that, in its begetting, ho@pou was un-

1I have already completed a draft study on the Balkan languages and pu (Nicholas 1998a) and on
pu in collocation (Nicholas 1998b). I am yet to do any substantial work on Early Modern Greek.
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characteristic of grammaticalisation in two ways. First, it started life as a func-
tion word, and not a content word. Grammaticalisation focusses on content
words, and the manner in which they become part of the grammar as function
words. So ho@pou is atypical as the starting point of a grammaticalisation: it is
not a movement from the concrete to the abstract, but from the already gram-
matical to the more grammatical (and more abstract).2 This means that any
claim of metaphoricity in the development is tenuous: even if the concrete
arguably aids in the conceptualisation of the abstract, ho@pou is abstract to start
with, and unlikelier to be conscripted as an aid in conceptualisation.

The other complication with ho@pou is that it started life entirely as an analog-
ical formation.3 Grammaticalisation theory is of no use to us in accounting for
the origins of the form (Joseph 1997).

ho@pou wends its way in Classical Greek (¤5.1.5), expanding to an adjunct
marker introducing causes, circumstances, and times. These meanings originate
from the locative, and constitute separate developments from the subsequent
development of pu. Other developments take place amongst the Ancient Greek
dialects; in particular, the Cretan ho@paùi develops into an irrealis purposive,
through its formal merger with the instrumental (¤5.1.4).

The development of real interest to us, although we have little direct evidence
of it, is the generalisation of ho@pou from a locative relativiser to a general
oblique relativiser in Late Middle Greek (¤5.2.2); this development is remi-
niscent of French dont Ôoblique relativiserÕÊ< Latin de unde ÔwhenceÕ. This gen-
eralisation, itself typologically plausible, continued on until around 500ÊAD,
when ho@pou started being used as a general relativiser (¤5.2.2).

The relativiser function of ho@pou, rather than its locative origin, is what in-
forms its subsequent distribution. As argued repeatedly in this work (¤5.1.6,
¤7Ñand recapitulated in the next section), the localist opposition set up by
Christidis between na and pu is illusory, and there is nothing inherently localist
about the factivity of most pu-functions. Ample counterevidence to a localist fac-
tivity of pu is given by other, non-locative relativisersÑboth outside Greek, and
Pontic ndo (¤B.2)Ñwhich have a similarly factive range of functions to pu.

Furthermore, the conscription of a locative for factive purposes is such a
schematic metaphorical transfer, divorced from both real-language metonymy
and plausible straightforward metaphoric conceptualisations, that it would ne-
cessitate a deliberate, problem-solving approach to expressing factivity. One
should be sceptical about such problem-solving as an end in itself in language;

2Of course, this is a development we know Kury¬owicz (1965) to have admitted in his definition
of grammaticalisation. Most recent work on grammaticalisation, however, has concentrated on
the movement from the concrete to the abstractÑparticularly with regard to metaphoricist ac-
counts. The conclusions drawn from such studies do not necessarily apply to ho@pouÊ> pu.
3I have had the misfortune at dinner parties to explain my thesis topic to Greek-speakers, only
to be asked with bemusement ÒSo, what, do you investigate where each letter of poy came from,
or something?Ó As it turns out, we do know where each phoneme of ho@pou (>Êpu) came fromÑ
and each phoneme is analogical in origin.
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the deliberateness of such a metaphorical leap is belied by the linguistic evi-
dence, which suggests a piecemeal accretion of factive functionality, and by the
frequent excursions of pu outside the realm of factivity. To be sure, these excur-
sions are isolated phenomena, without any forethought of problem-solving or
preserving factivity; but there is no reason to think any of the other reanalyses
and analogical extensions pu has undergone were any more foreplanned.

All developments of pu follow from the relativiser without any need to appeal
to localist effects; the only exception to this is the discourse connective
(¤7.5), which is phonologically closer to the locative Èopu than the relativiser pu,
and for which the localist metaphor SPACEÊ> DISCOURSE makes sense. Even with
this construction, one cannot rule out the influence of functions of pu, such as
the resultative and the relativiser.4

The locative ho@pou itself, the parent of pu, survives in Greek as Èopu (¤7.1). In
archaic dialects, it has undergone the same apocope as the relativiser, and ap-
pears as pu (alongside Èopu). In Italiot, the development is phonologically reg-
ular; in Tsakonian and the Anatolian outliers (including Cypriot), it indicates
rather that there has been a merger of the locative and the relativiser. If this is
an archaic feature, then it points to a time when the locative and the relativiser
were still felt to be variants of the same word, and thus precedes a definite
phonological split between the two.

EMG opu had a free relativiser function alongside its bounded relativiser
function (¤7.2.3). The locative etymon ho@pou is both a free and a bounded rela-
tiviser; there is no reason to doubt that this duality was carried on directly from
the locative to the relativiser. The free relativiser is thus the twin of the bounded
relativiser opu. opu became the animate free relative of EMG, in complementary
distribution (±animacy) to the other EMG free and bounded relativiser, to; this
development was entirely a result of paradigmatic opposition with to, and did
not inhere in the etymology of opu or its diachrony. Grammaticalisation theory
may set out to annul the absolutism of the Saussurean dichotomy between syn-
chrony and diachrony; yet the Saussurean persective is still valuable in our dia-
chronic account. Saussure regards diachrony as a succession of synchronies,
and some of the diachrony of pu can only be explained in terms of synchronic
oppositions, rather than as diachronic processes running in isolation. Meaning
inheres in the etymology of a form only to some extent, and the paradigm re-
mains a potent source of meaning for the grammaticalising form.

As the twin of the bounded relativiser, the free relativiser contributed much of
its own semantics to the development of opu; this makes its elimination in
mainstream Greek dialects at the hands of opios a disruptive turnÑas if the core
of the prototype diagram has been torn out. There are several contemporary
constructions which bear the imprint of the erstwhile free relative: the relic

4There are also occasional instances where pu forms a discourse connective in collocation with
verbs of saying (Nicholas 1998b), and whose reanalysis involves nothing more complex than the
severing of a relative clause from its matrix.
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form Èopu fiÄi fiÄi Ôwhoever flees, fleesÕ, optative and exclamatory free relative
constructions. In addition, the free relative is fertile ground for opu to be fol-
lowed by PERFS tense (¤7.6), and to enter domains of indefinite, if not irrealis
meaning. And pu-constructions comparable to the free relative continue to use
PERFS in Greek dialects. With the free relative gone, it is much more difficult
(though not impossible) for pu-constructions to take PERFS and enter irrealis
semantic domains. The near-absolute factivity of pu in CSMG may well be an
artefact of the survival of the factive bounded relativiser at the expense of its in-
definite free counterpart.

Sundry other functions are closely related to the relativiser, and may be con-
sidered derived from it. Discourse collocations (Nicholas 1998b) are merely
conventionalised relative clauses. The pseudo-relativiser (¤7.2.2) follows
from the ability of the general relativiser to relativise demonstrative adverbs,
and corresponds to demonstrativeÐcorrelative adverb pairs. It includes the
special case of the locative eki pu; this form may be older than the relativiser,
since pu functions as a locative correlative, and it is entrenched enough in the
language to have acquired temporal and contrast meaningsÑemulated by the
manner connective etsi pu, which has also acquired temporal meaning. Pseudo-
relatives are restricted in Anatolian Greek, but fully-fledged in all other dialects.

The cleft (¤7.2.4) is another feature derived from the relativiser, through top-
ical dislocation; it is universally used outside Cappadocian, and in Cypriot has
undergone prodigious development, being used much more frequently than in
other dialects, admitting a wider range of constituents, and occasionally mani-
festing zero-copula clefts.5

The exclamatory cleft (¤7.7.5) is presumably derived from the cleft by ana-
logy: both emphasise a constituent through dislocation. There is no copula in
the exclamatory, and the zero-copula cleft of Cypriot has not been as
widespread as the cleft exclamatory, which has diffused as an areal feature into
(or from) Albanian. Furthermore, the two constructions do not extract the same
kinds of constituent. It is implausible that the cleft exclamatory is a reanalysis of
the normal cleft in some way; pu has rather been applied to it from the normal
cleft as a dislocation marker; the absence of the cleft exclamatory in Anatolian
Greek shows it to be a relatively recent innovation.

As an adjunct connective (¤7.4), pu can be derived from relative clauses
uniformly.6 Relative clauses in Greek can contain resumptive pronouns (and
even on occasion, for emphasis, resumptive full noun phrases), and thus can
appear syntactically autonomous, without the relative gap which would preclude
their grammaticality as clausal adjuncts. The reanalysis to clausal adjuncts is
thus quite plausible. pu covers the gamut of factive adjuncts, and there is fre-

5A particular instance of the cleft, the quÕest-ce queÐcollocation (inda m bu Ôwhat is it thatÕ), has
become succesful to the point of univerbation over the restricted area of southern South-Eastern
Greek (Nicholas in prep.)
6This is is not to preclude other concurrent pathways; e.g. from optative free relatives to Justify-
pu.
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quently ambiguity between the various functions. But the extent to which it is
used, and to which the adjunct is autonomous of any putative head or (as a
consequence) its linear ordering varies from dialect to dialect, and from fun-
ction to function. Thus, it is barely used at all as a concessive, while it is pro-
sperous as a resultative; it is frequently preposed as a temporal in Tsakonian,
but only rarely in CSMG; and it is absent as a resultative in Anatolian Greek.
There is also some semantic diversification: pu as a temporal, for example, is
non-punctual in Othoni, Apiranthos, and Apulia.

This lack of uniformity suggests that, while speaking of pu as an underspeci-
fied factive connective is attractive synchronically, and allows for synchronic
ambiguities, it is not informative diachronically or diatopically. The connective
has prospered to different extents in different paradigms, with analogical level-
ling tidying things up to only a limited extent, and it seems to have been routed
in the literary language by an increased requirement for semantic explicitnessÑ
the only pu-connective surviving in CSMG, the resultative, is explicitly signalled
textually by a correlative.

As a complementiser (¤6), pu has at least three independent origins in the
paradigm. After EMOTIVES, the pu-complement is causal in nature, and presum-
ably resulted from a reanalysis of causal-pu; the distinction between internal
and external cause that arises with emotives (Timosa pu efiÄes, Äiati mu ixes pi
pos De Ta fiÄis ÔI was angry that  you left, because you had told me you
wouldnÕtÕ) profitted from the difference in scope between pu and Äiati, and the
advanced grammaticalisation pu had already undergone. After PERCEPTION pre-
dicates, pu-complements are direct, and almost always involve object raising;
the reanalysis here is clearly one involving relativisation (iDa to Äiani pu erxotan
ÔI saw John who was comingÕÊ→ ÕI saw ∅  John comingÕ). After Timame Ôre-
memberÕ, pu is strongly temporal: Timame pu erxomun kaTe pasxa ÔI remember
how I used to come each EasterÕ involves the recollection of an event rather
than a fact, but events are entities situated in time, and the Greek can be glossed
as ÔI remember [the time] when I used to come each EasterÕ.

At this point, it is instructive to digress into a comparison with the develop-
ment of Biblical Hebrew Õasher. Giv�n (1991 [1988]) identifies three relativ-
iserÊ> complementiser pathways for this particle. These are each considered as
syntactic blends of the relativiser and complementiser, and susceptible to re-
analysis:

We call these intermediates ÔblendsÕ for cogent reasons: In each case, an interme-
diate syntactic pattern exists that may be interpreted as coding either one con-
textÑrelative clauseÑor the otherÑverb complement. In other words, the two
variant contexts areÑsemantically or pragmaticallyÑso close that the syntactic
ÔblendÕ structure may aptly receive either interpretation.
Putative syntactic blends of this type are created, presumably, via analogic exten-
sion of one form to a new functional context that is sufficiently similar to the
formÕs original context. [É] One may consider our Ôsyntactic blendsÕÑor Ôinter-
mediatesÕÑanalogical bridges that span otherwise unbridgeable gaps between
functionally-dissimilar points along a change continuum. In this case, the initial
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functional gap between the prototype REL-clause and the prototype V-complement
is by itself substantial. (Giv�n 1991 [1988]:287Ð288)

The pathways Giv�n identifies are:
I.ÊThe accusative-propositional blend, used in perception and cognition

verbs. In this blend, a relativisation describing the object nominal is reanalysed
as a clausal complement.

(1a) hA�b~ãrÏx �æ£Ñ�lAHûrÍy rrrr���� Õ Õ ÕÕHHHHÏÏÏÏ''''    KhA�b ûnÚùxÂnÏ' r�åHÜ' �hAvArAh �£yi'Or £�ÕKta'

'aTem rO'îm hA-rAvA 'áHer 'ánahnû B-Ah 'áHer yürûHAlami
?atem roù?iùm haùraùÀaù ?a_Ser ?a_nahnuù baùh ?a_Ser j«ruùSaùlami
you seeing/3P the-evil REL we in-it SUB Jerusalem
hárEbA
ha_reùBa
ruined/FS
you see the misfortune we are in that Jerusalem is destroyed
You see the trouble we are in, how Jerusalem lies in ruins (BH Neh II 17)7

The equivalence with Greek direct perception raised complements is obvious
(iDa to Äiani pu erxotan ÔI saw John who was comingÕÊ→ ÕI saw John coming/I
saw John that he was comingÕ). In Hebrew the development has proceeded fur-
ther. Examples such as (1a) involve an accusative blend with the parataxis of an
object nominal and an object clause. But Hebrew can also have a dummy nom-
inal and object clause (1b); an accusative marker, empty nominal and object
clause (1c), and finally the object clause on its own.

(1b) rýOm'El �§JídübÂv h�ÆHOm-te' At�³yiû³c rrrr����Æ Æ ÆÆHHHHÏÏÏÏ''''    rrrrAAAA¯ ¯ ¯¯bbbbAAAAJ J JJddddaaaahhhh----tttteeee'''' �'Ãn-rAbÌz

zkár-nA 'eT- haDAbAr 'áHer ciwwîTA
zxa_rnaù ?et hadaùBaùr ?a_Ser s³iwùiùtaù
remember/IMP-IMP ACC the-saying SUB order/PERF/2MS
'eT-moHë vabDü-kA le-'mOr
?et moSe ÀaBd«xaù le?moùr
ACC-Moses slave-your to-say
remember (the thing) that you have ordered your servant Moses:É
Remember the word which thou didst command thy servant Moses,
sayingÉ (BH Neh I 8)

(1c) �¥ûs-£Ây y�Em-te' hÄMwhüy Hy=Çb²wh-rrrreeeeHHHHÏÏÏÏ''''    ttttEEEE� � ��''''    ûnÍvOÂmÒH

HAmavnû 'ET'áHer- hôbîH y(ü)hw(A)h 'eT-mEy
SaùmaÀnuù ?eùt ?a_Ser hoùBiùS jhwh ?et meùj
hear/PERF/1P ACC-SUB dry/PERF/3MS YHWH ACC-water/of
yam- sûp
jam suù¸
sea/of Suf
weÕve heard that God had dried up the waters of the Red Sea
For we have heard how the Lord dried up the water of the Red Sea (BH Jos
IIÊ10)

7Giv�n cites Hebrew in Modern Israeli pronunciation; I have used Biblical Hebrew translitera-
tion.
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So Hebrew gradually empties the object nominal of its content, until the clause
is left on its own. This has not occurred in Greek: pu has not displaced pos as a
general perception or cognitive complementiser, and is largely restricted to Ôac-
cusative-blendÕ contexts, as Giv�n would term them, with the nominal object
present. The emptying of the nominal object/relativisation head is highly char-
acteristic of the relativiserÊ> complementiser transition (cf. the Germanic de-
monstrative-complementiser: I know that: he wentÊ> I know that he went);
yet it happens not to figure in Greek, which has avoided emptying its object in
the perception context, and whose other complementiser instances appear not
to derive directly from relativisation. The development of Greek thus diverges
from a near-universal of complementiser development.

Hebrew uses Õasher more widely in this context than Greek uses pu, and since
both originate as locative relativisers, this demonstrates that the CSMG limits
on the distribution of complementiser-pu are contingent.

II.ÊThe purpose-subjunctive blend, used with Action verbs.

(2) ȳÇnÌbÖl �hÃLHi' xJq�ÇÞt-'¾Èl rrrr���� Õ Õ ÕÕHHHHÏÏÏÏ''''    ¦år¡ñ'Ah £Çya�mAHah y�EhÈl'�Åw yYEh×lÎ' �hÃwhy½ÞKb �§Ïv~y�ÖLbøHa'Íw

y¯ÇnÏvÂnJüb½ah �tOwnJübÇm

wü-'aHBîvá-kA Ba-yhw(A)h 'élOhEy ha-HHAmayim
w« ?aSbiùÀa_xaù ba jhwh ?e_loùheùj ha Sùaùmajim
and-swear/IMPF/1s-you in-YHWH God/of the heavens
wE'lohEy hA'Arec 'áHer l'O- Tiqqax 'iHHA
weù ?loheùj haù?aùres³ ?a_Ser l?où tiqùað ?iSùaù
and-God/of earth SUB NEG take/IMPF/2MS wife
libnî mibbnôT haKünavánî
livniù mivùnoùt hak«naÀa_niù
for-son-my from-daughters/of the Canaanites
and I enjoin you in the name of YHWH God of the heavensÉ that you should
not take a wife for my son from the daughters of the Canaanites
and I will make you swear by the LORD, the God of heaven and of the earth,
that you will not take a wife for my son from the daughters of the Canaanites
(BH Gen XXIV 3)

This pattern involves the irrealis use of Õasher as a purposive or deliberative
marker; the purposive in particular is reanalysed as an irrealis complement
(Ôyou swear in order not to take a wifeÕÊ> Ôyou swear not to take a wifeÕ). This
is of course exactly how na became a complementiser in Middle Greek. This
pathway has not prospered in Greek for pu, however: it requires pu to do irrealis
work, and the only way this can happen in Greek normally is in the collocation
pu na. Yet pu na has not become a complementiser; its terrain is already covered
by na alone. This restriction on pu na is, as the counterexample of Hebrew
shows, a contingent resultÑcaused by the fact that na had grammaticalised as a
modal marker rather earlier than pu, so that it could not be displaced by pu as a
complementiser, but was rather adjoined to it.

III.ÊThe because-factive blend, used with Emotive verbs: this involves the
reanalysis of causal adjuncts to causal complements of emotives. This change
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has apparently taken place twice in Hebrew, with she recapitulating the earlier
locative-turned-complementiser ki.

(3a) �£ox~ÙKmiW �£yÇh×lÎ'oh yyyy� ��� J J JJ i i iikkkk ûxo®mÙWFîÞw °

wayyiWmAxù Kî hA'élOhîm WimmxAm
wa jùiþmaùðuù kiù haù ?e_loùhiùm þimùðaùm
and-rejoice/IMPF/3MP SUB the-God gladden/PERF/3MS-them
and they were happy that/because God has gladdened them
and rejoiced, for God had made them rejoice (BH Neh XII 43)

(3b) £�àdo'ol ûFn�Õx~yÇFna'ZåHHHH    Hem¡ßKHah tahZÞLt lYÔm~Av y�ÇnÏ'~ÆH y�ilomÏv-loJk-te' �yÇnÏ' y½Öt'�EnoWÌw

y¾ßrÏxa' h�ÆyÌhCÇy�eH

wüWAnE'Tî 'ánî 'eT-Kol- vámAl-î Heánî vAmEl
w« þaùneù?tiù ?a_niù ?et kol Àa_maùliù Se a_niù Àaùmeùl
and-hate/PERF/1S I ACC-all work-my REL-I doing/MS
TahaT haHHAmeH HE'annîxe-nnû lA'ADAm
tahat haSùaùmeS Seù Àanùiùðenùu laù?aùdaùm
under heaven REL-leave/IMPF/1S-it to-man
Heyyihyë 'axárAy
Sejùihje ?aða_raùj
REL-live/IMPF/3MS after-me
and I hated all the toil that I toiled under the sun that/because I will leave (it)
to some man who would come after me
I hated all my toil in which I had toiled under the sun, seeing that I must
leave it to the man who will come after me (BH Eccl II 18)

This is the same as Greek Emotive-pu, and Giv�n postulates that Òthe new mor-
phology is eventually transmitted to the complements of other factive verbs in
the cognition-utterance paradigmÓ (p.Ê297).

Just as posited for Modern Greek, Hebrew admits multiple causation in the
penetration of its relativiser into the complementiser paradigm;8 and just as for
Greek, analogy is seen as doing much of the work of spreading the relativiser
through the paradigm. Indeed, because of its subjunctive use (II), ÕasherÊ> she
spreads much more succesfully in Late Biblical Hebrew than pu does anywhere
in Greek.

There is another kind of perception pu-complement; whereas direct percep-
tion typically involves a distinct nominal referent, and results from a reanalysis
of a relative clause, evidential perception, which also uses pu, does not. We
could derive it from the same analogical generalisation as with semi-factives;
but there is a parallel between cognitive perception-pu and another pu-cate-
goryÑdeictic collocations like Èna pu Ôbehold thatÉ; look!Õ (Nicholas 1998a). The
two classes are tantamount in function: they foreground a claim, and they do so
by presenting it to an addressee. Evidential perception-pu does this by inviting
the addresee, either by jussive or interrogative, to perceive (ÔseeÕ) the claim.

8It is increasingly being admitted that linguistic change can admit multiple causation (Harris &
Campbell 1995:53); so the claim made here for the origin of complementiser-pu should no
longer be surprising.
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Deictic particles do this by inviting the addressee to notice the claim, without
any more explicit specification of modality. The two classes are close enough in
function that their wording can coincide: compare the (somewhat infrequent)
imperative evidential perception verb Des, preceded by the hortative Äia (4a),
with the Eastern Greek deictic particle Äiae, derived from the same collocation
Äia Des:

(4a) Gia des poy  ua prepei twra na kanoyme kai syzhthsh gia na peisoyme

kosmo pws o Hgeths htan trelos kai palabos.

Gia deq poy ua prªpei tÃra na k�noyme kai syzüthsh gia na pe¼soyme k¿smo pvq o
Hgªthq ütan trel¿q kai palab¿q.
Äia Des pu Ta prepi tora na kanume ke sizitisi Äia na pisume kosmo pos o iÄetis
itan trelos ke palavos.
Look, ∅  (ÔDo see thatÕ) now we have to have a discussion to convince people
that ÔThe LeaderÕ (=ÊHellas-L personality Dimitris Samaras) was a fool and a
madman! (Leonidas Irakliotis, Re: Gia tov Kara0eodwrn ; Hellas-L, 1996Ð11Ð
10)

(4b) Gia Õe kynüi to Õkama eto´tht thn hmªra.
Äia e kinii to kama etutit tin imera.
See what a hunt I had today! (Mih-Nou 102; Elymbos, Karpathos, Dodecanese)

Given this equivalence, it is likely that one form is an extension of the other. The
question is, which form came first. Since deictic particles do behave as predi-
cates, taking direct objects, and the deictic particles are so close to perception, it
may be that they were counted as perception predicates at the start, and that
evidential perception-pu and deictic-pu arose simultaneously. Yet it is also pos-
sible that deictic-pu came first (by analogy to some other collocation), and that
evidential perception arose by analogy in turn.

Once pu gained a stronghold in the complementiser paradigm through these
reanalyses, the rest was analogical levelling. Analogy brought pu to the other
semi-factives in Standard Greek; and the semantic differentiation between pu-
and oti-complementsÑso elusive to track down, I suggest, precisely because it
was cobbled together after the event, as a sort of exaptation9Ñdraws on the fac-
tivity of pu in its functions so far, and the eventhood of pu as a temporal connec-
tive. This was not a preordained development for pu; nor was it an endpoint. A
large number of dialects have independently followed the cross-linguistic pat-
tern of generalising pu  to all realis contexts, primarily down the Evaluation
Modality axis, but secondarily also across the Information Modality axis.
Furthermore, as the inconsistencies between various instances of Thracian show
(¤6.1), this analogical generalisation occurred very much piecemeal, and as lex-
ical diffusion. Most of these dialects also have the slightly older complementiser
pos, and it seems that Constantinopolitan at least retains an Evaluation
Modality-based differentiation between the two complementisers, although in
that dialect pos is marked as dubitative, rather than pu marked as factive.

9i.e. the reuse of obsolete morphological or syntactic material left over in the language for novel
linguistic purposes (Lass 1990).
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It is doubtful that Standard Greek is somehow more privileged than e.g.
Thracian in restricting pu to factives; the restriction of a similar relativiser-
turned-complementiser (s &to) in Serbian and Macedonian Slavonic to true fac-
tive (emotive) contexts may be somehow causally related to mainstream Greek
factivity, given that all the regions where pu has expanded lie outside the Greek
mainland.10 The distribution of the Standard Albanian relativiser-turned-com-
plementiser (q�) is even closer to that of Standard Greek; indeed, it appears it is
used more widely than pu, although I have not been able in my preliminary re-
search to identify clear trends. This may also be relevant to mainstream Greek
complementiser factivity; the prospect is certainly worth exploring.11

Normally pu is factive, and when an irrealis meaning is to be introduced by a
pu clause, the subjunctive marker na is interpolated (¤7.7), with pu na ar-
guably fusing into a novel linguistic sign. This does not occur indiscriminately,
for all possible irrealis adjuncts, but only for those which already have an estab-
lished factive pu-version: it is the existence of pu-functions that drives the emer-
gence of pu na-functions. Thus, pu na introduces irrealis relative clausesÑin-
tensional, purposive, or optative; irrealis concessives; irrealis resultatives; and
optative clauses. The last have attained a very advanced stage of grammaticali-
sation, being often quite autonomous of any putative matrix, and introducing
matrix clauses. (The reason for its semantic restriction to imprecation is not
clear.) Here too there is some degree of categorial fluidity; resultatives can be
ambiguous with optatives, for instance.

In the entire process, pu has frequently acquired irrealis (¤7.6.4) meaning on
its own. Examples include irrealis temporals (merging into conditionals) in
Ulaga�, Calabria, Cythera, Apiranthos, and Tsesmes; irrealis san pu ÔlikeÊ= as ifÕ
in several outliers (Nicholas 1998b); a possibly one-off use of pu as an optative
marker in Italiot; and the irrealis imprecative pu Ta- and pu-constructions. Of
these, pu Ta is apparently volitive in origin; bare pu is probably a extension of
the former from future (formerly volitive) to non-future contexts, although
Justify-pu may also have contributed to it.

Furthermore, although the free relative pu is long gone, the analogy between
free and bounded relativisation means that pu-collocations with indefinite deno-
tation (Ôwhenever, as soon as, asÕ) are frequently treated as free relatives them-
selves, and have subjunctive modality (PERFS) as a result. Again by analogy with
free relatives, intensional relative clausesÑwhich also have indefinite denota-

10This claim is admittedly somewhat tenuous for Corfu and Tsakonia; the former is likelier to
have been influenced by Albanian if any Balkan language, and I have ruled out Slavonic influ-
ence on the complementation paradigm of the latter (¤6.2).
11Arvanitika, which uses the more archaic relativiser-turned-complementiser ��, is of no use in
this question: as far as I can tell from my Arvanitika corpus, complementiser-�� is distributed
identically to mainstream Greek pu.
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tionÑcan appear with PERFS without an interceding na; this is another blow to
the factivity of pu, and results from purely analogical phenomena.12

Competitor forms to pu are present in Cappadocian, Pontic, and Italiot
(¤B); in Pontic in particular, the competitor ndo has developed to overlap and
overtake the functional range of pu, and this makes suspect any localist claims
about puÑalthough it is true that overall pu is more factive as a complementiser
than ndo (not that a textual frequency of 0.08ä makes pu much of a presence
in the Pontic complementiser paradigm.)
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Figure 1. Developments in functionality of pu

While the foregoing account isolates distinct functions, two interrelated pro-
cesses lead to the synchronic situation, whereby functions are difficult to distin-

12pu also engenders a plethora of collocations, discussed in detail in Nicholas (1998a). For the
most part, these are connectives, although in two instances (Apulian steo pu and Lesbian exo pu,
covered in this work), pu moves from a complementiser to aspect marking. The collocations are
of two types. The first is diffuse, and involves pu in several functions, including relativiser
(discourse connectives), adjunct connective (VERB pu VERB), and cleft marker (quÕest-ce queÐ
collocation). The second involves pu as a nominaliser, a straightforward extension of its comple-
mentiser role. This includes prepositional collocations, and as an extension from these, redun-
dant-pu collocations, where pu is extended from following grammemes with nominal scope to
following grammemes with clausal scope. One prepositional collocation whose development has
been prodigious is ospu, along with the other ÔuntilÕ-collocations; its success and wide diffusion
may parallel that of eki pu, in that pu in both can be considered locative, and may thus predate
the relativiser. Some collocations also display demonstrable language contact influenceÑpartic-
ularly me to pu Ôas soon asÕ, where to pu (a marginal construction in Greek) calques the Albanian
participle.
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guish, and one can properly speak of underspecification in the semantics of pu.
Contamination between various functions leads to one function informing the
semantic particulars of another; for instance, much of the semantics of causal-
or discourse connective-pu may be explained by reference to temporal- or emo-
tive-pu and resultative- or relativiser-pu, respectively. Analogical levelling,
and more generally actualisation (Harris & Campbell 1995:77) smooths out
the semantic discrepancies between semantically close classes of pu, forming out
of them unified semantic domains; we have already seen it at work in the com-
plementation paradigm.

These processes are the aftermath of the reanalyses bringing the various func-
tions into being; they obtain because, while each reanalysis may be distinct, they
all relate to the same grammeme, and restore a notion of linguistic system to
that grammeme. These regularities, along with the common inheritance of per-
sistence, are what synchronic analysis tries to capture in identifying underlying
semantic commonalities; yet they are not causally primary, and should not be
considered such in a diachronic account.

The role of these processes, nonetheless, is paramount in establishing how
little of pu in Greek is non-factive. As FigureÊ1 (repeated here) shows, there are
in fact two characteristic features of Greek pu, which have been preserved in the
vast majority of its function: its factivity, and its headedness or semantic subor-
dination. These constraintsÑcharacteristic of the relativiser, it should be noted,
and not of locative ho@pouÑare rarely violated in Greek; any violation seems to
need to involve a semantically salient class of expressions. This is the reason, I
would suggest, why optatives and imprecatives are the only such violations en-
trenched in CSMG.13

8.2.ÊPrevious accounts

LifeÕs just a bunch of stuff that happens.
ÑHomer J. Simpson.

PapadopoulouÕs (1994a; 1994b) account of the grammaticalisation of Greek
complementation continues the research effort mapped out by Christidis (1986)
in tracing the pu/na opposition through their etymology and a localist approach
to their semantics. PapadopoulouÕs work is the only substantial piece on the dia-
chrony of pu conceived of within a modern linguistic framework; that is why it
deserves scrutiny in light of the findings made in this research.14

13My thanks to my colleague Leslie Layne for asking me the right question on what was distin-
ctive about irrealis pu-exclamatories.
14ChristidisÕ (1983; 1986) account came first, but is programmatic, and its implications are fully
mapped out only by Papadopoulou. Christidis (1983) mentions localism as an afterthought in
the conclusion of his paper, and Christidis (1986) dedicates only one page to diachrony, his
major claim being that pu is a definite clause nominaliser. As to diachrony, Christidis does little
more than point out the localist etymologies for na and pu, and claim that such etymologies are
consistent with current grammaticalisation theory. Christidis does not even mention metaphor;
it is Papadopoulou who has attempted to fully elaborate the notions of metaphor involved.
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The major thrust of PapadopoulouÕs contention is sound: the changeover
from Ancient to Modern Greek is caused by a general typological shift from OV
to VO, engendering a shift from synthetic to analytic morphology. As part of this
shift, the ancient infinitive and participle were supplanted as indices of com-
plementation by na and pu. The particles na and pu have a chain of meanings
which can be tied together by appeal to their diachrony, and can be encom-
passed within a prototype relation, set out according to diachronic develop-
ment, and the core of which can shift in timeÑas has happened e.g. with the
French subjunctive (Winters 1989).

My major disagreement with Papadopoulou is as to how this transition hap-
pened. Papadopoulou takes a metaphoricist approach to the development of pu,
as a complementiser in particular. The complementiser-pu, she maintains, is an
instance of the metaphor DISCOURSE-IS-SPACE, and the Modern Greek comple-
mentation paradigm is localist overall: na derives from a directional, and en-
codes dynamic situations, while pu derives from a stationary, and encodes static
situations. (This claim has already been made in those terms by Christidis
(1986).) Papadopoulou considers this an instance of Lakoffian conceptual
metaphor:

As associative mechanism underlying grammaticalization, metaphor can thus ac-
count for such polysemies, that may be the synchronic manifestation of diachronic
overlaps of grammaticalization stages. For instance, the polysemy of the Modern
Greek relative pronoun and factive complementizer, pou, arose from the meta-
phorical interpretation (SPACE-AS-DISCOURSE) of physical stasis as pragmatic/
textual presupposition, the latter perceived as both relative function and presuppo-
sitional complementation. (Papadopoulou 1994a:23)

This implies that the stationary locative ho@pou was conscripted to do factive
work in Greek, by virtue of the stationary/factive analogy.

This approach is redolent of Ôgrammaticalistion as problem solvingÕ, an ap-
proach I have already expressed disagreement with (¤2.4.3). It sits uneasily with
the data: if ho@pou was conscripted explicitly to do factive work, and factivity is
the core of the pu-prototype, then why is pu non-factive so frequently in Greek
dialects? Admittedly, prototype cores do shift in time, as Winters finds; but
what sort of shift trajectory can account for what has happened in these dia-
lects? It seems more straightforward to analyse the career of pu as incidental re-
analyses all the way; most of them preserve factivity through persistence, and
synchronically factivity certainly encompasses most of the meanings of pu, but
this prototypical meaning cannot be more than an epiphenomenon, and concep-
tual metaphor cannot be invoked as a causal factor in itself.

Besides, the certain instances of SPACE-IS-DISCOURSE in language are hardly
opaque or complex; being conceptual metaphors, they are by definition easy
and appealing to grasp. The commonality in most languages of discourse deixis
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and spatial deixis (I say thisÊ~ I eat this) is trivial.15 The fact that deictics en-
gender relativisers and complementisers is likewise no surprise, although it
seems much more secure to invoke it for Homeric Greek (with its underdevel-
oped complementation schemeÑsee Monteil (1963) for details) than Modern
Greek, as Papadopoulou (1994a:200, 206) attempts to. An instance of SPACE-IS-
DISCOURSE involving ho@pou is readily available: it is the discourse connective
opu. But there is no evidence that this connective engendered the complemen-
tiser. There is definitely no evidence that

this polysemy [of pu] is interpreted as a case of divergence, whereby the source
relative locative o@pou, develops on the one hand as a relative, on the other, as a fac-
tive complementizer, its static inferences becoming conventionalized as presup-
positionality. (Papadopoulou 1994a:246)

There is phonological evidence for discourse connective opuÊ< locative Èopu; but
none for the complementiser. There is no salient reanalysis of a locative that
could give a complementiser, except for the very specific case of perception
complements: ÔI saw him where he stoodÊ> I saw him standingÕ; cf. Serbo-
Croatian gde (Dmitriev 1964). Even the nature of the proposed metaphor is
problematic: while SPACE-IS-DISCOURSE is straightforward as a conceptual
metaphor, the same cannot be said for ÔI remember where you cameÕÊ= ÔI recall
that you cameÕ, or ÔI was happy where he cameÕÊ= ÔI was glad he cameÕ, with
ÔwhereÕ selected explicitly to mark givenness: this is schematic and abstract, not
at all like what conceptual metaphors usually are. The account I have given, with
the relativiser as the driving force behind the factivity of pu, is much more
satisfactory; in admitting the pervasive role of analogy, it also allows for the fact
that, in so many dialects, complementiser-pu is not factive.

Furthermore, the complementary localist distribution appealed to by Chris-
tidis and Papadopoulou for pu and na is false: there is nothing localist about the
development of h"ÛnaÊ> na, which can be explained entirely in terms of its dia-
chronically first salient function, as a purposive, rather than its ultimate etymo-
logy, either as a directional (as has been erroneously postulated), or an instru-
mental (as appears to have actually been the case). This conclusion also holds
for pu: the majority of its functions have little to do with its ultimate etymology
as a stationary locative, but a lot to do with its diachronically first salient fun-
ction, as a relativiser.

This is a significant, though hardly surprising conclusion for grammaticalisa-
tion theory. Persistence does occur, and grammemes do have a diachronically
inherited meaning, additional to the structuralist meaning they acquire through

15It would be interesting to see whether it constitutes a universal; the artificial language Lojban
(Cowan 1997) is the only counterexample I know of (proximal spatial deictic ti , proximal dis-
course deictics di’e  (cataphoric) di’u  (anaphoric)).
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functional opposition.16 Yet persistence is not an exercise in etymology: the
meanings and grammatical functions that persist are themselves a product of
structural opposition and paradigm. And the functions ho@pou acquired as a
relativiser, or h"Ûna as a purposive, are much more salient in their further devel-
opment than their original meaningsÑbecause it was as a relativiser and pur-
posive that these particles became significant grammatical markers to begin
with. The parallel development of non-locative relativisers in Italiot and Ana-
tolian Greek (and of course other languages, like Romance que) supports this
conclusion.17

A second problem area is the way Papadopoulou addresses the continuity
between the Ancient and Modern complementation paradigms. It is quite clear
that the ancient participle and modern pu have a lot in common: both cover the
same three major functionsÑcomplements, noun adjuncts, clausal adjuncts;
both are factive in the complementation paradigm; both are (in the Giv�nian
(1973) sense) time-stable and relatively static, rather than dynamic. Indeed, in
my research I have unearthed further evidence of the close relation between pu
and the participle: pu calques the Albanian participle in the me to pu construc-
tion (Nicholas 1998b), the Italian participle in the Italiot steo pu VERB construc-
tion (¤6.7), and the equivalent relativiser to/tu/ndo calques the Turkic personal
participle in Anatolian Greek (¤6.3). The identity between the participle and pu-
clauses was indeed pointed out in the very first Modern Greek grammar:

Thus our common tongue, not seeking out other ornaments in this respect, natu-
rally analyses all the participles of the old Greeks with the indicative verb of the
tense the participle has, and with Èopu, which is either a subordinating article, or an
indeclinable relative nominal, which is used in each gender and tense and person;
so that this participle ho gra@pHon Ôthe (one) writingÕ you analyse thus: Èopu Ärafi
Ôthat writesÕ (Sofianos 1977 [1544]:244)

16In fact, while Papadopoulou (1994a:29) claims persistence ÒcontradictsÓ the structural tenet of
meaning through functional opposition, I would say it supplements it: there are certainly in-
stances in Greek where pu and na still acquire meaning through paradigmatic opposition.
17One might profitably compare this to Giv�nÕs (1991 [1988]) account of the development of
ÕasherÊ> she in Hebrew, mentioned above. This relativiser, like pu, ended up also as a comple-
mentiser and adjunct connective; like pu, it also appears to be a locative in origin (<ÊÕathar
ÔplaceÕ). Indeed, the development of pu and Õasher is remarkably similar. However, nowhere in
his account does Giv�n appeal to a localist view of Õasher. (Nor is it clear how it could, given that
Õasher marks inter alia purposives.) His programmatic statement against wide-ranging analo-
gies can indeed be considered also a condemnation of too wide-ranging a metaphoricist ap-
proach to grammaticalisation:

But it also suggests that analogy in diachronic syntax most likely operates across
relatively narrow inferential gaps, where either the structural or functional simi-
larity between two constructions or their functional contexts is relatively concrete
and transparent. This is not to suggest that the human mind is incapable of far-out
metaphoric leaps, complex multi-step inferences, or poetic flights of fancy, orÑ
more relevant in this caseÑrecognizing highly abstract similarities. Diachronic
change, however, is the cumulative product of the averaged-out behavior of an en-
tire population in a relatively concrete speech-processing domain. During such a
process, the creative or abstract inferential fancy of the few exceptional minds
tends to be cancelled out, while more prototypical similarity judgements tend to be
transmitted. (Giv�n 1991 [1988])
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Now, Papadopoulou introduces in her thesis a notion of what she terms func-
tion sustenance:

A primary assumption implicit throughout this thesis is that a given function does
not disappear in language but only changes linguistic coding, or gains its own in-
dependent coding from previously being subsumed under the coding of another
function. An exclusively diachronic account, for instance, of the presuppositional
complementizer, pou, would attribute its factive function to its static locative
source, ho@pou. It would not, however, explain why the factive/non-factive contrast
came to be coded in Modern Greek, unlike in many other (Indo-European) lan-
guages. More importantly, it would obscure the continuity that exists between the
various stages of a language if it were understood as acting on its own. Abstraction
to the overall complementation system suggests that the particular feature
[±presuppositional] was either preserved in a different coding, or was promoted to
a category in its own right, from the periphery of another paradigm. (Papado-
poulou 1994a:6Ð7)

The implication here is that Modern Greek has a factive complementiser in pu
because Ancient Greek had a factive complementiser in the participle. But as a
general claim, function sustenance is either vacuous or untenable. Any language
can rephrase erstwhile grammatical distinctions. For example, Greek lost its
dual number, but can still express duality with numerals. But if grammatical
coding is at issue, the dual is an obvious disproof of any notion of function sus-
tenance: the fact that Ancient Greek had a factive complementiser does not ne-
cessitate that Modern Greek have one.

Indeed, Modern Greek calquing participles from three unrelated neigh-
bouring languages with a pu-clause suggests that the affinity between the An-
cient participle and Modern pu is fortuitous; after all, no-one would suggest a
connection between complementiser-pu and the English participle used as a
complementiser. I should note that Papadopoulou does not explicitly claim di-
rect continuity between the two; she speaks of ÒanalogyÓ (Papadopoulou
1994a:230) and Òfunctional parallelÓ (Papadopoulou 1994a:248). But for such a
functional parallel to translate to real continuity, one must postulate a stage of
the language in which both the supplementary participle and complementiser-
pu were extant.

The supplementary participle has survived in Tsakonian and Calabrian Italiot,
but seems to have already been dying out in mainstream Greek by viÊAD, and I
am not aware of any use of it in our EMG texts. The EMG situation seems better
mirrored by Silliot and Mariupolitan: there was a gap between the supplemen-
tary participle dying out, and complementiser-pu being introduced (no earlier,
according to my preliminary invesitgation, than xivÊAD), during which time
there was only one realis complementiser, oti. With a gap of up to eight cen-
turies, one cannot sensibly speak of function sustenance; the affinity of partici-
ples and relative clauses is real, but is a fact about language, rather than Greek
specifically. The semantic discrepancies between the participle and puÑthe use
of the former in non-factive contexts like predicates of effort, the avoidance by
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the latter of manner adjuncts, and so onÑunderline that these are independent
developments.18

ChristidisÕ and PapadopoulouÕs accounts attempt to impose some order on the
heterogeny of pu in Greek by invoking grammaticalisation. There are certainly
trends to be observed, and grammaticalisation theory does shed light on the de-
velopment. Yet there is also a lot of fortuitous development, which sidesteps the
neat rules they attempt to circumscribe pu with. There is factivity, there is sta-
tivity; yet ultimately, each reanalysis of pu occurs on its own, and is liable to
break out of these frameworks. Diachrony is a blinder beast than these linguists
give it credit for.

8.3.ÊConsequences for grammaticalisation theory

Well, youÕre entitled to your opinionÑand every-
bodyÕs entitled to my opinion!

ÑJerry Lawler, wrestler and
World Wrestling Federation commentator.

The account given in this research is a case study of a particular grammaticali-
sation in a particular language. It is an atypical grammaticalisation in several
respects: it represents ÔlateÕ grammaticalisation in moving from the already
grammatical to the more grammatical; it involves a form of analogical origin;
there are limits on how far the grammaticalisation has progressed in the lan-
guage; and the grammaticalisation has been subject to interference through
language contact. Yet some observations may be made, at least at an impres-
sionistic level, on how this account illuminates the more global concerns of
grammaticalisation theory.

The primary lesson to arise out of this account, as summarised in ¤8.2 but al-
luded to throughout, is the danger in metaphoricist views of grammaticalisa-
tion. Metaphor has its place as a causal factor in grammaticalisation, particu-
larly in its Lakoffian guise, involving basic conceptual metaphors. Yet for much
of grammaticalisation, HeineÕs conclusion (stated in somewhat different terms
by Giv�n above) holds: metaphor is a macrolevel, epiphenomenal result of
minor, metonymic changes on the microlevel. Furthermore, where metaphor
may be demonstrated to have had direct involvement in forming a grammatical-
ising form, that metaphor is of a straightforward, conceptual kind, rather than a
more abstract, deliberate analogical transfer.

This is certainly the case for the grammaticalisation investigated here. The
impetus for postulating a special, localist metaphor as the driving factor behind
pu was the marked semantics of complementiser-pu in CSMG; yet as further in-
vestigation shows, the CSMG distribution of complementiser-pu is in no way
privileged as an evolutionary endpoint. The broad semantic cohesiveness of pu

18Although I have not had the scope to give extensive detail, I would contend the parallels be-
tween Ancient hoùs and Modern pu are even more compelling; yet hoùs barely survived into
Middle Greek.
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in Greek as a factive connective is a result of a conspiracy (to use a term beloved
of functionalists) between persistence, analogical levelling, and contamination.
Yet it is not a necessary result (as it would be, were grammaticalisation prob-
lem-solving and the semantics of pu a foreplanned, deliberate result). And quite
frequently, local exceptions arise to the overall factivity, or other characteristic
properties of pu; these belie any such necessityÑas does the fact that in no less
than seven independent dialects, complementiser-pu ranges far beyond that
characteristic factive semantic domain which led researchers to postulate lo-
calism.

Language change does not seem from the evidence here to be foreplanned; it
is serendipitous, and haphazard. Yet KiparskyÕs19 well-known dictum Òlanguages
practice therapy, not prophylaxisÓ holds for our data: language has mechanisms
to impose order onto the chaos resulting from this haphazardness, and simplify
the underlying linguistic system so that it can be more easily acquired. The
mechanism is analogical levelling; as it turns out, levelling is intrinsic to analog-
ical extension, as Harris & Campbell (1995:101) postulate:

the process of extension is systematic, and the environment into which a rule may
be extended is restricted by the nature of the rule in the particular language.
Observed extensions generalize to a natural class based on categories already rele-
vant to the sphere in which the rule applied before it was extended.

So whenever analogical extension occurs, it creates semantically cohesive do-
mains (Ônatural classesÕ), which pre-existed in the grammar, but which none-
theless impose an increased orderliness on the semantics of the extending
morpheme.

As a process removing rule exceptions, analogical levelling is of great impor-
tance in the history of linguistic forms, and this is something often under-
emphasised in linguistic accounts. Out of reanalysis and analogy, reanalysis is
more glamorous, in a sense: it involves linguistic creativity; it brings into being
novel entities. Analogy, by contrast, is housekeeping; it propagates, but does not
innovate. Yet the relative preponderance of the various elements of a gram-
matical paradigm is determined by the extent of analogical spread each element
undergoes. Reanalysis determines functionality; analogy determines distri-
bution.

The motivations for analogy vary as well; they can include contamination, the
exploitation of salient linguistic categories in analogical extension, and the ac-
comodation of novel signs in the paradigm. They also include extrasystemic
motivations for simplification. A notion alluded to in both the present research
and my research on pu-collocations (Nicholas 1998b), but which for the time
being I must leave stated at an informal level, is that pu is overall more Ôwell-be-
havedÕ in Western Greek than in Eastern Greek: it is more frequently factive,
more compositional in collocation, and less semantically diverse. This matches

19See Harris & Campbell (1995:28) on the bibliography of the dictum.
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the overall morphology of the two dialects, and a reason for the phenomenon
suggests itself in the plurilingualism of the Greek mainland, compared to the
monolingualism of the Greek islands. A region with extensive language contact
has significant motivation towards making its linguistic systems more perspica-
cious and regular.

This hypothesis has been independently suggested by Tomic @ (1992), com-
paring Macedonian Slavonic and Serbo-Croatian; it motivates sweeping analog-
ical levellings in the language, removing exceptions to overall tendencies in the
distribution of particles, and it makes the language more analyticalÑand com-
positionalÑin how it uses those particles. If this is true, then the fact that CSMG
pu is relatively uniform semantically is not, in fact, the historical inevitability it
is implied to be. Quite the opposite: it is a result of extralinguistic factors, and
the piecemeal divergent developments of pu in Eastern Greek and the outlier
dialects represent a more ÔnaturalÕ set of developments.

But even when such analogical levelling takes effect in a language, its effects
are not as far-reaching as one might think. The result of analogical levelling,
putatively, is semantic underspecification: analogy generalises from a heterog-
eny of meanings of a particle, to a single all-encompassing, semantically vague
meaning. On face value, this has happened to pu as a realis adjunct connective.
In tracing the semantic transitions pu has undergone, we have seen that this
synchronic reality cannot also be a diachronic reality. It is implausible for a
grammeme to lose all its salient semantic features at once; the grammeme must
acquire distinct well-defined meanings, to be generalised over by analogical lev-
elling. Yet even at the synchronic level, linguistic practice does not catch up uni-
formly to this levelling.

Realis concessive-pu (¤7.4.5) is a good illustration of this: concession is a
meaning that should be encompassed by the underspecification of adjunct-pu.
Concessive-pu sentences are acceptable, as are their ke pu-counterpart, fol-
lowing the normal focussing of concessives in Greek. Yet ke pu is simply not a
significant linguistic sign, compared to other realis concessives. In this instance,
there are good reasons for this, to do with the narrow semantic niche ke pu must
occupy by virtue of its compositionality (¤3.4.5). Elsewhere amongst adjunct-pu
functions, the reasons are not as obvious; yet dialects vary greatly in the extent
to which they take up pu as a connectiveÑparticularly with temporals (¤7.4).

And the generalisations set up by analogical levelling may also be violated by
subsequent accretions. Irrealis pu- and pu Ta-exclamatories in CSMG are a good
illustration of this. These formations probably constitute a recent development,
subsequent to the analogical levellings that generated the semantics of pu as we
know it. Yet the semantics of these exclamatories is motivated by a completely
different set of principles to the normal factivity of pu: we can trace the implica-
tures involved (quite clearly, in the case of controlled and uncontrolled pu Ta),
and they have been followed through to the point of semanticisation. Unlike the
sundry Eastern Greek irrealis pu-instances, the irrealis exclamatories are a
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novel exception to the factivity of pu, an accretion within a linguistic system in
which all previous exceptions seem to have been long effaced. Any sweeping
semantic generalisation applying to a linguistic form can be violated by the in-
troduction of an exception. In this, grammaticalisation does not differ from any
other linguistic system in being subject to perturbation: there is no endpoint in
linguistic evolution which cannot be disrupted, and trigger evolution anew.20

One more facet of grammaticalisation obvious in this research, but which has
not attracted much attention in the literature, is that grammaticalisations beget
more grammaticalisations.21 There are several instances in this body of re-
searchÑwithout even considering the collocations in Nicholas (1998b)Ñwhere
pu, as a grammaticalised sign, becomes involved in collocation with other signs,
giving rise to novel linguistic signs which themselves embark on the familiar
path of grammaticalisation. The pseudo-relative eki pu, univerbated to tSapu in
Pharasiot (¤7.2.2), is only one such instance. This is not a surprising quality: the
more grammatical a sign becomes, the more it is subject to grammatical collo-
cation, of which new grammaticalisations are an inevitable consequence. It is,
however, an interesting counterpart to cyclicity in grammaticalisation (¤2.3).

There are some large-looming questions in grammaticalisation theory which I
do not address here, and must await future elaboration. One is the issue of uni-
directionality, and how it is realised. Clearly unidirectionality is not an after-
the-fact clean-up as would be characteristic of analogical levelling; it inheres in
the reanalysis processÑso insights about analogy are not of help here. Uni-
directionality has not been an important issue in this context; TraugottÕs (1982)
semantic tendencies do not seem to apply well to a grammaticalisation as ab-
stract as this. So this research does not offer significant evidence towards one or
the other view of the actuation of unidirectionality.

The other issue this research does not offer significant input on is that of the
historical pragmatics of grammaticalisation: the way in which metonymic se-
mantic change is realised through the semanticisation of implicature. Irrealis-pu
Ta exclamatories offer a neat case study of such semanticisation; yet the account
of semantic transitions given above, while outlining the broad pathways, does
not give such specifics. I do not believe such an account is impossible; but I do
not feel confident about giving it without first attempting a proper investigation
of EMG data. At any rate, a full account of the mechanisms of diachronic impli-
cature is still some way in the future.

There is clearly work yet to be done on the grammaticalisation of pu; the in-
terim report given here does at least show the range and pertinence of the data
such an account involves.

20For some enlightening examples on the development of paradigms, their disruption and ana-
logical therapy, see Hopper & Traugott (1993:150Ð156).
21This is, however, akin to both LehmannÕs (1995 [1982]) paradigmaticisation, and CraigÕs
(1991 [1988]) polygrammaticalisation.



APPENDIX A.ÊHISTORY & DIATOPY OF

GREEK

Greek is an Indo-European language with a long history of textual attestation.
All the same, the avoidance of the vernacular for most of the past two millenia
by the learned classes has made the attestation of the language people actually
spoke patchy for significant stretches of that time. In the following section, I
give a brief history of Greek, from antiquity until modern times. Then, I review
the various dialects of Modern Greek (¤A.2), and the Balkan Sprachbund as a
factor influencing the development of Modern Greek (¤A.3). Finally, I discuss
the lacunae in the coverage of my dialect corpus (¤A.4).

A.1.ÊA brief history of Greek
Ancient Greek1 extends from the first attested texts to around 300ÊB C; the
Greeks themselves arrived in the area some time in the second milleniumÊBC,
and there is a significant non-Greek substratum in the language which has been
argued (Palmer 1980) to have been Anatolian Indo-European. The language was
characterised by a great dialectal heterogeneity. There are four dialect groups
recognised for Ancient Greek: Arcado-Cypriot (including the archaic dialects
spoken in Arcadia and Cyprus), Aeolic (including Lesbian, Boeotian, and
Thessalian; Aeolic is frequently conflated with Arcado-Cypriot, and termed
Central Greek or Achaean), West Greek (consisting of Doric and North-
Western Greek), and Attic-Ionic (consisting of Ionic proper, and Attic, the dia-
lect of Athens, closely related to Ionic).

The earliest Greek texts are the Mycenaean texts, written in Linear B script
around 1400ÊBC. The language of these texts is closest to Arcado-Cypriot, and
the consensus is that Arcadian was a relic dialect, encircled by Doric-speaking
settlers in the Peloponnese. The Linear B texts are almost exclusively state-
ments of accounts, and do not have a rich textual content; nevertheless, al-
though Mycenaean Greek is not Proto-Greek (there is ample internal evidence
that the dialects had already diverged by that time), some of the reconstructed
features of Proto-Greek can be seen at work in the texts.2

1For a good summary of the history of Ancient Greek, see Palmer (1980), on which this discus-
sion is largely based.
2Notably the transition from ProtoÐIndo-European /j/ to Ancient Greek /h/, and of ProtoÐ
Indo-European /kWi/ to Attic-Ionic /ti/. For example, the Classical subordinator ho@ti turns up in
Mycenaean as jo-kwi.
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Figure 28. Filiation of historical variants of Greek. Thin lines indicate a minor contribution to
koineisation.

Homeric Greek is the language of the Greek Epics, the Iliad and the Odyssey;
these date from late viiiÊBC and early viiÊBC, respectively. Homeric Greek is a lit-
erary koine composed of various dialects. The language used is basically Ionic,
but it is built on a very long history of epic poetry, probably dating back to
Mycenaean times. As a result of the oral transmission of the poems, there is a
significant Aeolic component to Homeric language, and a smaller Arcado-
Cypriot component (which may simply be proto-Achaean, and thus old Aeolic.)
Homeric Greek is thus highly heterogeneous, and unlikely to reflect a spoken
vernacular; as Palmer (1980:87Ð88) puts it,

one suggestion may be ruled out at once: the notion that such a mixed dialect rep-
resents the spoken language of any historical Greek communityÉ It is hard to
imagine a living dialect which possessed three different genitive forms, such as
-oio, -oo, oy or so many different forms of the personal pronouns as Òmmeq/ïmeÁq
[a@mmes/heme"ßs: ÔweÕ], {mmeq/æmeÁq [u@mmes/hume"ßs: you.PL], etc.

The Homeric text also displays hypercorrections, misreadings of obsolescent
dialect forms, and artificial forms. Nevertheless, its antiquity and length make it
a very important witness of Greek.
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Homeric Greek is of interest with respect to pu because it shows two other
relativisers being reanalysed into complementisers (and somewhat later
(Rijksbaron 1976) temporal and causal connectives), in a manner parallel to
ho@pou; these are hoùs (originally Ôthe way in whichÕ), and ho@ti, which (as oti) has
survived into CSMG as a high-register complementiser, and whose temporal
and causal function is still active in dialect (originally, ÔwhateverÕ) (¤5.3).

Subsequent literature was produced in the local dialects; as different genres
originated in different parts of the Greek world, different dialects became asso-
ciated with them, although the influence of Homeric Greek is always appre-
ciable. Lyric poetry, for example, most famously associated with Sappho, was
written in SapphoÕs native Aeolic; choral poetry, developed by the Dorians, was
written in Doric.3 However, the best preserved and best known works of Ancient
GreekÑthose to which the label ÔClassical GreekÕ properly appliesÑare written
in the dialect of Athens, Attic. The language of the orators and comedies is
closest to Attic proper; the language of the tragedies is Attic coloured by
Homeric, while the language of Classical prose eliminates some Attic phonolog-
ical features in favour of their General Ionic equivalents. This is the variant of
Ancient Greek which has drawn the most scholarly attention.

A major linguistic break in the history of Greek was the formation of Hel-
lenistic Koine4 Greek in late ivÊBC5Ñtriggerred by AthensÕ political dominance,
and accelerated by the new political realities after the campaigns of Philip II of
Macedon and his son Alexander the Great. Koine was mainly based on Attic, but
had significant admixture from Ionic, and some elements of Doric. Koine Greek
had pretty much displaced all dialects of Ancient Greek by iÊBC (see Bubenik
(1993) for a comprehensive account of the process, drawn from epigraphic evi-
dence.) Doric experienced a revival in inscriptions in Sparta up to iiÊAD (where it
is called Neo-Laconian), with varying degrees of success, but researchers have
concluded the revival was largely artificial (Panayiotou 1993). Koine is the form
of Greek ancestral to all dialects of Modern Greek, with the exception of Tsa-
konian; it is the language of the Septuagint (the Greek translation of the Jewish
Scriptures), the Christian Scriptures and early Christian works, a few literary
works (notably Epictetus), and the Egyptian papyri.

From iÊAD onward, Greek writers rebelled against the diffuseness they per-
ceived in literary Koine, and by iiÊAD a thorough-going program of AtticismÑ
emulating the Attic dialect of classical literatureÑwas established. This was the

3Although by the time of the Athenian tragedians, the Doric of the choruses had become quite
superficial; Palmer (1980:132) speaks of the Òessentially conventional and decorative nature of
the literary Doricisms.Ó
4To forestall confusion: koine refers to any linguistic variant formed out of dialect merger
(koineisation); it is named after the Hellenistic Greek instance (ÔcommonÕ), which is here capi-
talised as Koine.
5The authoritative English-language account of the history of Greek from Koine onwards is
Browning (1983); see also Tonnet (1995 [1993]) and Triandafyllidis (1981 [1938]), and more re-
cently Horrocks (1997).
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beginning of the phenomenon in Greek broadly described as ÔdiglossiaÕ.6 High
literature was written in Atticist Greek (frequently hypercorrect in its pursuit of
the non-colloquial), and when Christianity became a state religion in ivÊAD, the
official church came to use Atticist Greek too. Technical prose and official
writing was done in Literary (or High) Koine (also called FachprosaÑSpecialist
Prose). Low Koine was an approximation of the spoken language (although ev-
eryone who wrote did try, somehow or other, to ÔcorrectÕ their language); it is
found in the papyri (which peter out by viiiÊAD), and in some of the less preten-
tious ecclesiastical works.7

Historians of Greek (for instance Jannaris 1897) typically split this period as
follows:

Hellenistic Greek 300ÊBCÐ150ÊBC
Roman Greek 150ÊBCÐ300ÊAD
Transitional Greek 300ÊADÐ600ÊAD
Byzantine or Early Mediaeval Greek 600ÊADÐ1100ÊAD

The onset of Modern Greek is dated at 1100, when literary production in the
vernacular commences. But all four periods form part of the one continuum; no
major linguistic catastrophes occured at 150ÊBC or 300ÊAD, and the language
continued developing until, by viiÊAD, it had acquired most of the features of
Modern Greek. It is also clear (see discussion in Browning 1983) that the deci-
sive break between Hellenistic Koine and Modern Greek occurred not at 1100
but in the Greek Dark Ages (650Ð850)Ña period marked by Arab and Slav inva-
sions and religious internecine strife (the Iconoclasm controversy). Indeed, the
Protobulgarian inscriptions (viiiÊAD) (Bes &evliev 1963) are already in essence
Modern Greek. Since however extensive texts only appear after 1100ÊAD, I follow
this date as the starting point for Modern Greek.8

The language spoken between 300ÊBC and 1100ÊA D is usually called Hel-
lenistic, Late, Post-Classical, or Koine, although ÔHellenisticÕ properly applies
only to the pre-Roman period, ÔLateÕ and ÔPost-ClassicalÕ do not clearly distin-
guish this period from Modern Greek, and Hellenistic Koine is neither the first
nor the last Greek koineised language variant. For that reason, I use the term
Middle Greek in this work, by analogy to Middle English, Middle Persian, etc.

6While ÔdiglossiaÕ is a convenient cover term to use for the radical social or intellectual stratifi-
cation of language characteristic of Greek, frequently there are not two but three distinct identi-
fiable variants (as was the case in Roman Greek and Middle Byzantium), or the variants formed
a continuum (Puristic/Standard Demotic/Dialect, Puristic/ÔMixedÕ/Demotic). So I use the term
ÔdiglossiaÕ with a degree of looseness, to refer to an n-way social stratification of language.
7Of particular importance are the Apophthegmata Patrum (Sayings of the Desert Fathers)
(~480), MalalasÕ Chronographia (525Ð550), and the writings of Leontius of Neapolis (~650).
8ÒWe are very much worse placed to trace the evolution of the Greek language than during the
period of the Roman empire. It is for this reason, amongst others, that the period of political
breakdown and demographic change is not considered on its own, but as part of a longer period,
during the second half of which we are better off for evidence. But it must be remembered that
many of the changes which are first attested in the second half of the period probably occurred
during its turbulent first half.Ó (Browning 1983:55)
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The term has already been used (mainly in German, as Mittlegriechisch), to
refer to Greek spoken in the Middle Ages (500Ð1500ÊAD); I use the designation
Mediaeval Greek, when it is necessary to lump together Late Middle (Byzantine
in JannarisÕ taxonomyÑ600Ð1000) and Early Modern Greek (1000Ð1500).

The linguistic features of Modern Greek not realised by the onset of the Dark
Ages were realised during the ensuing upheaval. In this time, the loss in educa-
tional opportunities meant that little Atticist prose was written. This did not
mean that prose started being written in the vernacular; it was rather written in
High Koine, which by this time differed enough from the spoken language that
it had to be learnt at school (Browning 1978).9

In xÊAD, the Byzantine empire experienced a renaissance of learning under the
Macedonian and Comnenan dynasties. Atticism returned reinforced, as written
by authors such as Anna Comnena and Michael Psellus.10 The period studiously
avoids the vernacular; its scholars can hardly be begrudged for this, since they
were busy reconstructing Classical learning, and the first surviving manuscripts
of most Classical Greek works date from this period. At the end of this period,
the first experiments in vernacular literature were made;11 the language used in
these poems is macaronic, but identifiably Modern Greek.

In 1204, the Byzantine Empire fell to the soldiers of the Fourth Crusade, and
French and Italian started exerting an appreciable effect on the spoken lan-
guage. The dissolution of the cultural institutions of Byzantium and the model
of Western literature allowed vernacular writing in Greek to proceed.12 These
form the bulk of our EMG texts. From xvÊAD up to xviiÊAD, there is a steady
stream of vernacular text, particularly in Western-held territoriesÑRhodes,
Cyprus, Crete, Corfu. The literature written in these areas is in the local dialect.
Prose from the now Turkish-occupied mainland is less plentiful; all through this
time, the learned wrote in Atticist Greek, and the advocates of the vernacular
were few and far between.

The history of Greek since the establishment of the Modern Greek state in
1833 is tied up with the phenomena of koineisation and diglossia; CSMG has a

9The works of the period which admit the most elements of the spoken language include
Constantine VII PorphyrogenitusÕ works (~950), as well as the Proto-Bulgarian inscriptions
(viiiÐixÊAD) (Beßevliev 1963; 1971), which are arguably our first Modern Greek texts.
10Indeed, many Lives of Saints were translated at this time from Low Koine into a more accept-
able idiom by Symeon Metaphrastes (ÔThe TranslatorÕ), and the originals discarded.
11Michael GlykasÕ Prison Verses (1158/1159), the Ptochoprodromos cycle (1170s?), possibly a
vernacular version of the Epic of Digenes Akrites, and the scattered quatrains written by the
Turco-Persian poet Mevl�n� Rumi and his son Sultan Veled (xiiiÊAD). By vernacular, I mean
displaying substantial modernisms in grammar unparalleled in the literary Greek hitherto used.
12Major vernacular texts written during this time include the vernacular romances (Beaton
1996), the Assizes of Cyprus (~1250)Ña legal code heavily influenced by Old French, the
Chronicle of Morea (1370s/1388), and the Cypriot-dialect Chronicle of Makhairas (~1432).
There is also a wide variety of mainly moral or didactic poetry whose date is uncertain, but
which can be traced to xivÐxvÊAD.
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significant Puristic13 component, and is a dialect koine based mainly on Pelo-
ponnesian.

A.2.ÊA dialect survey of Modern Greek
At the turn of the century,14 a great variety of Greek dialects was spoken in Italy,
the Balkans, and Asia Minor (see Map 5.) Most of these dialects are now either
dead or moribund: population exchanges, increased mobility, compulsory mili-
tary service, massive urbanisation, universal education and the mass media
have combined to restrict dialects to the rural elderly, although some dialect
colouring persists in regional variants of CSMG. The only current exceptions to
this trend are Cypriot, and to a much lesser extent Cretan; yet even in these
areas, CSMG is in widespread use.15 Contossopoulos (1985 [1981]:87), a spe-
cialist on Cretan, is candid in discussing the relevance of dialect to the wider
Greek community:

Especially concerning Crete, I do not believe dialectological public lectures are
possible any more. The topic has been done to death andÑwhy fool ourselvesÑ
perhaps by now, in speaking of dialects, we offer any audience not consisting only
of specialist linguists something of a linguistic illusion, so to speak. We are
speaking of bygone matters. The more elderly have a clearer image of the phe-
nomena the dialectologist speaker will go through. But the younger will ask them-
selves: ÔWere such things really ever spoken in our region?Õ The villagers amongst
them will wonder: ÔIs that nonsense what scholars spend their time on?Õ Some
younger people with Ôliterary interestsÕ or something of the sort will perhaps make
a note of some grammatical phenomenon or some peculiar local word (as a lin-
guistic curio) to present in their written, or even their oral discourse as a Ôspecial
effectÕ, within the framework of a more general Ôreturn to rootsÕ, a cultural ÔretroÕ.

Contossopoulos concludes his paper by declaring:

the time for the description of dialects and dialect phenomena is over. The dialects
are extinguished or are being extinguished, and dialect phenomena are now diffi-
cult to follow. The time has come to research what has remained of the dialects,
why, and how. (Contossopoulos 1985 [1981]:92)

With one or two exceptions, all Modern dialects are descended from Middle
Greek Koine. The date at which the dialects diverged from Koine is not certain.
Dialect-coloured texts exist from xiiiÊAD, but dialect does not feature regularly in
Greek texts until xvÊAD (Cypriot and Cretan). For the more archaic dialects
(Cypriot, Cretan, Pontic, Cappadocian), Browning (1983:130Ð131) considers the
Saracen invasions of Byzantium (viÐixÊAD) a likely starting-point for divergence.

13Puristic (katharevousa) is a neo-classical linguistic variant of Greek, based on older Greek
(mostly Hellenistic); it was the official language of the Greek state until the 1970s, and was in-
tended to spearhead the revival of Ancient Greek. The vernacular, in opposition to Puristic, was
called Demotic.
14Notwithstanding the fact that this work is itself written at the turn of a century, I use Ôturn of
the centuryÕ to refer to the period around 1900.
15Dialect death is slightly retarded in the Greek diaspora, where the pressure to conform to a
standardised Greek is attenuatedÑbut in a context where the eventual death of the language it-
self is assured.
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There is evidence for characteristic dialectal phenomena dating back to viÊAD

(Babiniotis 1976; Delopoulos 1983 [1978]; Dieterich 1970 [1898]; Macharadse
1980).
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The exceptions to the descent of Modern dialects from Middle Greek Koine are
Tsakonian, and to a lesser extent Italiot. Tsakonian is closer to the ancient Doric
dialect than to Hellenistic Koine in its phonology, morphology, and vocabulary;
its syntax, however (especially in the latter part of xxÊAD) is much closer overall
to the standard language. There is enduring controversy on the extent to which
Italiot preserves features of Doric; the likeliest interpretation is that it is de-
scended from a Doric-coloured regional variant of Koine, although it did not be-
come isolated from the remainder of the Greek-speaking world until xiÊAD, when
Southern Italy was lost by the Byzantine Empire to the Normans.

A distinction is made in Greek dialectology between three classes of dialects:
those not mutually intelligible with CSMG, those mutually intelligible, and an
intermediate class. Greek dialectologists prefer to restrict the term dialect to the
first and third class, terming variants mutually intelligible with SMG idioms.
Following practice in English, the term dialect is retained throughout here to
refer to regional variants of a language; those forms not mutually intelligible
with Greek are termed outlier dialects.16

In the following, I briefly sketch the most important Greek dialects. In exam-
ining the distribution of pu in Modern Greek, I investigate all dialects on which I
have data; this sketch is intended to help situate that data within a diatopic
context.

A.2.1.ÊDialects not mutually intelligible with CSMG
There are four variants of Greek not mutually intelligible with CSMG, and they
are termed dialects rather than distinct languages for cultural rather than lin-

16This designation was used by Triandafyllidis (par�mera idiÃmata) (1981 [1938]:69), who
applied it however to refer only to the geographically peripheral dialectsÑi.e. Pontic, Cappa-
docian, and Italiot, but not Tsakonian.
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guistic reasons. Tsakonian is very much sui generis. The other three were or
are spoken outside the contiguous Greek-speaking sphere, and display extensive
language contact alongside their archaisms: Calabrian and Apulian Italiot,
in Southern Italy, and Pontic and Cappadocian in northern and central
Turkey.

Tsakonian

Tsakonian (Costakis 1951; Costakis 1986; Haralambopoulos 1980; Pernot
1934) is the most archaic Modern Greek dialect; non-Greek linguists usually
refer to it as a distinct language. Tsakonian was identified very early as not
mutually intelligible with SMG; Gerlach wrote to Martin Crusius in 1578:

and almost all the differences [between Greek dialects] are in pronunciation and a
few words. And all of them, from whichever region, understand each other, except
for the Ionians who inhabit the PeloponneseÉ These are called in the vernacular
Tsakonians (cited in Triandafyllidis 1981 [1938]:428).

¬
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Tsakonian has three subdialects (see Map 6). The dialect as spoken in the
Peloponnese is subdivided into Northern, spoken in the villages of Kastanitsa
and Sitena, and Southern, spoken by the remaining villages in Tsakonia in the
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Eastern Peloponnese; there is also Propontis Tsakonian, spoken by Tsa-
konians who migrated to the villages Vatika and Havoutsi on the Sea of Mar-
mara (=ÊPropontis) some time between xii and xviiiÊAD,17 and heavily influenced
by the more mainstream Thracian dialect of Greek. All Tsakonian speakers are
now bilingual with CSMG; it is doubtful that the language is currently spoken by
any more than 300 people. Tsakonian has a radically different phonetic and
phonological system to CSMG, and its morphology has evolved quite indepen-
dently of Modern Greek.

Tsakonian appears to be descended from the ancient Doric dialect, whereas
all other Greek dialects are descended from Hellenistic Koine, which was largely
Attic-Ionic.18 Fixing a date on the divergence of Tsakonian from Standard Greek
is problematic. If we postulate that Tsakonian is directly descended from Doric,
without any Koine admixture, the divergence should be dated at the break-off of
Doric from Proto-GreekÑsome time in the second millenium BC. But this is un-
reasonable: at every turn, Tsakonian displays evidence of close contact with the
Greek mainstream. Phonologically, the split must be dated at around 800; the
grammatical data is ambivalent, as SMG innovations are present in Tsakonian,
but several innovations made before viÊAD are absent in the language.19

The historical endpoint for the divergence of Tsakonian from Standard Greek
seems to be the Slavic invasions of the Peloponnese in viiiÊAD. Tsakonians were
frequently conscripted in the Byzantine army, and were known of in Constan-
tinople.20

17Vatika had a population of 323 in 1913, and Havoutsi 171 in 1922 (Costakis 1979:30); since
1922, this population was resettled in Greece, and the dialect has now died out.
18There was some doubt about the Doric parentage earlier this century; the filiation of Tsa-
konian is no longer disputed. Nonetheless, the influence of Standard Greek on Tsakonian is
pervasive, and the possibility of earlier non-Hellenic influence on the morphology has not been
conclusively refutedÑalthough there is no substantial evidence for it in the lexicon.
19For further discussion, see Nicholas & Sidwell (1997). The discussion in that paper is couched
in terms of lexicostatistics, using the Swadesh-100 list. The Swadesh-100 and 200 lists are lists
of core content-word vocabulary (Gudschinsky 1956), through which linguistic divergence has
been attempted to be quantified in lexicostatistics. Lexicostatistics remains controversial, par-
ticularly in its use to also date divergence (glottochronology); however, it is useful as at least an
indicative quantification.
In terms of the Swadesh-100 list, Southern Tsakonian has 70% of basic vocabulary cognate with
CSMG, but at least 8 of the 70 cognates are recent, phonologically unassimilated loans from
CSMG. If the glottochronological constant of 86% retention per millenium of the Swadesh-100
list were assumed to be valid (which it generally is not nowadays), this would give a separation
date between Tsakonian and SMG of 400±400ÊAD (90% confidence interval).
20The first explicit allusion we have to Tsakonian not being intelligible by Standard Greek
speakers comes in the fifteenth century satire MazarisÕ Sojourn in Hades (Barry, Share,
Smithies & Westerink 1975:65): ÒI thought I would myself turn into a barbarian, just like the La-
conians have become barbarians, and are now called TsakoniansÓÑalthough as Pernot
(1934:240) points out, the words Mazaris quotes as ÔbarbaricÕ are actually Maniot (see below).
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Cappadocian

Cappadocian (Dawkins 1916) is a cover-term for dialects spoken in central
Asia Minor (Cappadocia) until the 1922Ð24 population exchanges between
Greece and Turkey. They constituted Greek-speaking islands within an increas-
ingly Turkish-speaking area, and were themselves significantly affected by
TurkishÑto the point where some villages had borrowed vowel harmony and
numerals from Turkish, and used substantially Turkish syntax. DawkinsÕ
(1916:198) statement ÒTurkish has replaced the Greek spirit: the body has re-
mained Greek, but the soul has become TurkishÓ is widely quoted in the litera-
ture as an epigrammatic description of language death.21 Cappadocian was re-
treating not only before Turkish, but also before Standard Greek (in its Con-
stantinopolitan guise), making inroads into the region both through trade and
education; Dawkins (1916:3) reports that the local dialect of the town of Sinasos,
described in the 1890s, had already yielded to Standard Greek, and Standard
Greek was also advancing in Silli.
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Dawkins records three groups of Greek dialects in the Turkish hinterland:
Western Cappadocian (some twenty villages, to the south of Kayseri) (Cos-
takis 1964; Fosteris 1952; Fosteris & Kesisoglou 1960; Kesisoglou 1951; Mavro-

21The TurkishÐGreek admixture of Cappadocian has attracted attention in language contact
studies because of the typological disparity of the two languagesÑand because an Indo-
European language is involed. MorosiÕs 1874 statement on Italiot, that Òthe matter is Greek, but
by now the spirit is ItalianÓ (cited in Taibbi & Caracausi 1959:lxxxii), is presumably independent
of DawkinsÕ.
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halyvidis & Kesisoglou 1960), the villages around Pharasa [Farasü] to the east
of Cappadocia (Anastasiadis 1975; Andriotis 1948), and the village of Silli
[Sille], near Konya, to its west (Costakis 1968). Of these, Pharasa was least sub-
ject to Turkish influence, while Cappadocian proper was subject to it the most.
According to Contossopoulos (1994), all these dialects have recently died out
with the last of the first generation of refugees from Asia Minor.

Cappadocian had been isolated from mainstream Greek (with the exception of
Pontic to its north) since viiiÊAD, with the Arab conquest of Cilicia to its south
(Anastasiadis 1975:154), and even more so after the eleventh century, with the
arrival of the Turks (Anastasiadis 1976:3). Dawkins (1916) suspects that Pharasa
was originally a Pontic mining colony; its similarities with Pontic are ap-
preciable. In several ways, the dialect of Silli is closer to SMG than the Cappa-
docian dialects proper; for example, it has a reflex of the future particle Ta (se),
absent in Italiot, Western Cappadocian and much of the Pontus, and the recent
Passive PERFP suffix -ka, again absent in Italiot, Cappadocian, and the Pontus
(Dawkins 1940:13). For this reason, Dawkins considers Silliot a remnant of a
WestÐAsia-Minor Early Modern vernacular, related to Mariupolitan (see
below). The xiiiÊAD Greek poems of Mevl�n� el-Jalal Rumi and Sultan Veled
have been argued to bear traces of Cappadocian; the father and son Turco-
Persian poets lived in Konya, near Silli.

Pontic

Pontic (Athanasiadis 1977; Dawkins 1931; Dawkins 1937; Drettas 1997;
Ikonomidis 1958 [1940]; Papadopoulos 1955b; Papadopoulos 1961) refers to
Greek dialects formerly spoken on the southern shores of the Black Sea
(ÔPontusÕ); it is still spoken there, around Ophis [Of], by the Muslim Pontians
not subject to the 1922 population exchanges (Mackridge 1987). Pontic was
spoken in isolated pockets in the western part of the Pontus, from Inepolis
[Inebolu] to Oinoe [�nye], and in a continuous region from Oinoe to Ophis. It
was also spoken in Pontian mining colonies further inland (as seen, Pharasa has
been considered an erstwhile mining colony), and in isolated pockets near the
Caucasus, such as Batumi and Kars.

Pontic is also spoken on the northern shores of the Black Sea, in southern
Russia, Abkhazia, Georgia, and the Ukraine, particularly around Rostov-na-
Donu (Semenov 1935); the Pontic speakers are known to have emigrated from
Asia Minor in xviii and xixÊAD (Dawkins 1937:17Ð18). Many of the Northern
Pontic speakers were resettled during Stalinist rule to Kazakhstan; following the
collapse of the Soviet Union, they are resettling in Greece. Their variant of
Pontic has not yet been studied extensively. Drettas (1997) gives a count of
some 300,000 Pontic speakers in total.
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Pontic is usually also taken as including Mariupolitan (Karpozilos 1985;
Zhuravliova 1993),22 now spoken around the town of Mariupol (Zhdanov) in the
Donets region of the southern Ukraine, and originally spoken in the Crimea,
from where the Greeks moved in 1778.23 Contossopoulos (1994:10) calls it Òa
mixed idiom with Pontic and northern Greek elementsÓ, and the relationship to
Northern Greek has been emphasised by Russian and Ukrainian researchers.
However, Dawkins (1937) rejects this classification; he believes it is a continua-
tion of the Greek spoken by ancient colonists to the northern Pontus, and con-

22Outside the Soviet Union, Mariupol Greek is the name given to the dialect; the autonym of the
Ukrainian Greeks is rumei ÔRomansÕ (the pre-Enlightenment autonym of Greeks generally), and
Soviet/CIS linguists refer to the dialect as Crimeo-Rumeic or Tavrorumeic (Zhuravliova
1993:562).
23In fact, one of the Mariupolitan villages bears the name of Yalta, indicating that its famous
namesake on the southern tip of the Crimea was formerly Greek. (A village immediately to the
south of the Crimean Yalta bears the unmistakably Greek name of Livadiya, ÔMeadowsÕ.)
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siders it to resemble the dialect of Silli more than any other. Mariupolitan and
Silliot have an important role in helping reconstitute the linguistic picture of
pre-Ottoman Asia Minor; the Greek spoken in western Turkey (Bithynia, Ionia)
does not help to this end, as it seems to have resulted from latter-day migra-
tions from Greece (Dawkins 1916:5, 37).

Pontic has been divided into three dialect groups by Triandafyllidis (1981
[1938]:290). Oinountiac24 was spoken in the western, non-contiguous part of
the Pontus, from Inepolis to Oinoe. Dawkins (1931:391) reports that Standard
(Constantinopolitan) Greek had prevailed in Sinope [Sinop] by the end of
xixÊAD, and was making inroads in all the big coastal towns. Dawkins does not
even mention Inepolis as a Pontic-speaking town, and in his grammar of Pontic,
Papadopoulos (1955b) was only able to find songs, rather than prose, from the
town; furthermore, the Inepolitan texts are the only text sample he does not feel
it necessary to gloss into CMSG.25

Trapezuntiac was spoken on the eastern shore of the Pontus, from Kera-
sunta [Giresun] to Ophis, and is named after the main city of the area, Trebi-
zond (Trapezunta) [Trebzon]. Chaldiot was spoken in the Chaldia region,
south of the eastern shore, and including Argyroupolis [G�m�sühane; Kanin in
Pontic] and its surrounding villages, as well as the southern mining colonies and
the coastal town of Kotyora [Ordu in Turkish and Pontic]. Dawkins (1931) con-
siders Chaldiot Òmay be taken as the type, as being that of the most compact
Greek-speaking population.Ó Pharasiot is closely related to Chaldiot; Dawkins
(1937) established that the printed Pontic of Rostov is also Chaldiot.

Papadopoulos (1955b) limits himself to a two-way distinction between Oin-
ountiac and TrapezuntiacÐChaldiot. In the context of the questions asked in this
work, this is the most salient dialect split in Pontic, given that Oinountiac tends
to pattern more closely with mainstream Greek; I refer to these two variants as
Western and Eastern Pontic.26 As Papadopoulos (1953:90) points out, Òthe
speakers of this idiom constitute almost nine tenths of Pontic Hellenism, and
the most numerous of those were the inhabitants of ChaldiaÓ. In other words,
Chaldiot was the Pontic norm, and responsible for much of the Pontian
colonisation to other regionsÑincluding Trapezuntiac and Oinuntiac-speaking
areas.27 Oinountiac, by contrast, was peripheral, and subject to SMG influence;
Ophis and Sourmena are archaic in some key aspects.

24The autonym is Niotika, which Triandafyllidis (1981 [1938]:653) preferred in his errata.
25In my corpus, I only have prose texts from Upper Amisos (the old town) and Oinoe.
26In addition, Papadopoulos groups the variants of Trebizond itself and the Chaldiot hinterland
together as a single idiom (i.e. he groups Trebizond with Chaldiot, rather than the other coastal
towns to its east (Ophis, Sourmena [S�rmene]) or west (Kerasunta, Tripolis [Tirebolu]).)
As Drettas (1997:21) points out, Eastern Pontic is encompassed by the mediaeval Empire of
Trebizond.
27For example, according to Papadopoulos, only the old town of Amisos (Upper Amisos/
Kadik�y) spoke an Oinountiac dialect; the countryside around it spoke Chaldiot, and the new
town had Greek-speakers from throughout Asia Minor.
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Pontians have displayed great cultural resilience since their resettlement in
Greece, and there exists a Pontic-dialect press and theatre (Lampsidis 1952);
but although Pontians still constitute a well-defined ethnic group within Greece,
the dialect there is nearly extinct there in communicative use, and its contem-
porary usage is mostly emblematic, rather than functional.

Pontic has a high level of lexical influence from Turkish;28 it has many mor-
phological features either archaic or innovatory compared to CSMG. Pontic was
not as isolated from the Greek mainstream as Cappadocian: the cut-off date for
contact with the mainstream is probably closer to the fourteenth century,29 Pon-
ticisms already show up in church deeds dating from xiiiÊAD (Lampsidis 1952),
and Pontic was already being described as a distinct form of Greek in the 1510s
(Dawkins 1937:16).

Dawkins (1916) records the existence of a number of other indigenous Greek-
speaking areas in Asia Minor. This includes:

¥ a number of villages between the Pontus and Cappadocia, in the
region of Nikopolis (ªebinkarahisar).30 The language spoken here
is reported to have been intermediate between Pontic and Cappa-
docian; regrettably, no substantial work has been done on the dia-
lect, despite remarks on its significance by Hatzidakis and Daw-
kins.31 We do know that the linguist Papadopoulos (a native of Ar-
gyroupolis) did not find it intelligible (Papadopoulos 1953:85).

¥ G�lde in Lydia (whose dialect had become extinct by the late nine-
teenth century.)

¥ Livisi (Kaya) with its colony Makri (Fethiye), on the southwestern
coastÑwhich Dawkins considers an Anatolian dialect like Cappa-
docian, although Contossopoulos (1994) considers it an idiosyn-

28In addition, there is syntacti influence: Nicholas Contossopoulos, a Greek dialectologist of
Turkish-speaking Christian descent, has observed to me that the syntax of Pontic is very similar
to that the first generation of Turkish-speaking Christians who learned Greek.
29See, however, Dawkins (1931:398):

A glance at the map will show us that a great wedge was driven by the Seljuq in-
roads of the eleventh century between the Greeks of the east and those of the
western parts of Asia Minor. The Cappadocian dialects lie at the eastern fringe of
this Seljuq empire; Silli is close to its capital [Konya]. The Seljuqs, that is, did
nothing to break up the linguistic unity of Cappadocia and Pontos, but a great deal
to separate these from anything further west; and first of all from the kind of Greek
of which the dialect of Silli was the only example surviving to our own day. The
separation of Pontos from the area of the Cappadocian dialects must be put down
to later events; to the Ottoman and other Turkish tribes who overran all Asia
Minor in the thirteenth century.

One should note, however, that traffic between the Greek Trebizond Empire and Constantinople
continued during the Seljuk period by sea; this may well have delayed the linguistic separation
of the Pontus from the Greek mainstream, compared to Cappadocia.
30In the town of ªebinkarahisar itself, the Christians spoke Turkish (Dawkins 1931:391).
31The Centre for Asia Minor Studies (Kªntron MikrasiatikÃn SpoydÃn) in Athens has a small
manuscript grammar and text collection (Merlier 1974:225), which I have not sighted. Some
four thousand words of the dialect are in my text corpus.
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cratic semi-northern dialect (see below), and which also has clear
affinities with South-Eastern Greek.

Italiot

Italiot (Karanastasis 1991; Rohlfs 1950; 1962; 1964; 1974) is spoken in
southern Calabria and Apulia, in the region of Salento, by at most 20,000
speakers; it is mostly spoken by the elderly, and is fast dying out, at least in
Calabria.32 The origins of Italiot33 have been the subject of much controversy; as
a consequence, there is a much greater nonÐGreek-language literature on these
than on any other dialect of Modern Greek. The current consensus is that Italiot
is a continuation of a Doric-coloured local variant of Hellenistic Koine, which
became cut off from the Greek mainstream with the Norman conquest of the
eleventh century.34

Italiot heavily borrows function words as well as content words from the local
Italian dialects, Calabrese and Salentino; morphologically, the dialect is very
conservative. The most telling evidence for the isolation of Italiot is the absence
of grammaticalisations in Early Modern Greek such as Ta.

The dialect is of considerable diachronic interestÑas is also the case with
Pontic and CappadocianÑbecause of its longstanding isolation from Balkan
Greek. If a feature of Modern Greek is absent from the most archaic Modern
Greek dialects, it can be safely dated as arising after the eleventh century. This is
the case with the future particle Ta, which first appears in its grammaticalised
form (< Telo na ÔI want toÕ) in the fifteenth century; it is absent from some
Cappadocian and Pontic dialects, and from Italiot (where the grammaticalisa-
tion has not progressed beyond an optional volitive future in teÕ na.)

If, on the other hand, the feature is present in Italiot, it was probably present,
or at least incipient, in eleventh-century Greek. Furthermore, there is a much
smaller chance that it resulted from language contact in the Balkans. (The Slavs
are known not to have arrived in the Balkans before the sixth century, although
the Albanians are probably indigenous to the region.) It also seems that there
has been no contact between the Greek- and Albanian-speaking populations of
Southern Italy, the Albanians (Arber�sh) settling far from the Greek-speaking
regions. So Italiot is a de-Balkanised Greek.

32Rohlfs (1950) estimates 2,200 speakers in Calabria and 16,000 speakers in Apulia. One may
reasonably expect these figures to have dropped drastically in the generation since. Katso-
yannou (1994:552) reports that in Calabria the village of Gallician� Òis today the only one for
which the notion of a linguistic community remains valid, and where I met the youngest Greek-
speakers of the region (now between 25 and 30 years old).Ó
33Italiot is used here as a succinct designation distinct from ÔItalianÕ. Greek linguists tend to use
katvitalik� (ellhnik�) (Southern Italian (Greek)), while the autonyms are Greko (Calabrian)
and Griko (Apulian).
34There is limitedÑand not incontrovertibleÑlinguistic evidence of migration from Greece in
the twelfth and/or fifteenth centuries (Karanastasis 1978).
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Map 9. Italiot (Salentine, Calabrian)

A.2.2.ÊDialects barely mutually intelligible with CSMG

Cypriot

Cypriot (Contossopoulos 1969Ð1970; Loukas 1979 [1865Ð1898]; Menardos
1969; Newton 1972a) is spoken in Cyprus. It is the healthiest of Modern Greek
dialects, for geographical and political reasons; literature and songs are still
being written in Cypriot, and Cypriot dialect retains a role in public life (Pavlou
1996). However, both CSMG and Puristic have a significant presence;35 the cur-
rent linguistic situation in Cyprus is comparable to the diglossic status of
Schwyzerdeutsch versus High German.36

35Significantly, Cyprus has not experienced the backlash against and removal of Puristic Greek
from public life; Cypriots do not feel CSMG is ÔtheirÕ language.
36See Hristodoulou (1973) for a somewhat tendentious summary of the situation.
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Cypriot is grouped together with the dialects of the Dodecanese and nearby is-
lands as a South-Eastern dialect; Dawkins (1921) has also claimed the dialect is
related to Pontic and Cappadocian. There are phonological differences between
various parts of Cyprus (Newton 1972a), now disappearing following the evac-
uation of the Northern Cyprus Greeks after the 1974 Turkish invasion, and the
steady spread of CSMG.

Cypriot has a long history of textual attestation, dating back to the translations
of the French Laws (Assizes) of the Kingdom of Cyprus (~1250). Cypriot
deviates significantly from CSMG in all linguistic domains; Vassiliou (1995), for
example, has claimed that Cypriot is a VSO language, as opposed to CSMG,
which is SVO.37

Cretan

Cretan (Contossopoulos 1988; Kafkalas 1992; Pangalos 1955) is spoken in
Crete, and until recently by the Muslim Cretans who resettled in Turkey this
century. There is still some limited literary production in Cretan, and Cretan
parochialism ensures the distinctiveness of the Cretan variant of CSMG; but al-
though dialect death has been delayed relative to the rest of the Greek state
(Contossopoulos 1985 [1981]), the dialect itself is now fast dying out.38 As
ContossopoulosÕ (1988) atlas vividly illustrates, there are many lexical diver-
gences within Crete, radiating out for the most part from the four main cities of
the island, Hania [Canea], Rethymno, Iraklio [Candia/Kastro], and Sitia
(Lasithi prefecture).

The differences between Cretan and CSMG are less pronounced than for
Cypriot (for which mutual intelligibility is much less), but are appreciable, and
extend to syntax as well as lexicon and morphology.39

A.2.3.ÊDialects mutually intelligible with CSMG
The remaining dialects of Greek are mutually intelligible with CSMG, and differ
from it mostly phonologically, and to a lesser extent morphologically; it is for
this reason, it seems, that earlier scholars like Crusius and Portius could speak
of a common Greek language, without a supraregional variant necessarily being
in place.

Dialectal differentiation in Greek occurred because of both historical and geo-
graphical factors. For instance, the survival of Tsakonian and Maniot was due to
the relative inaccessibility of the regions, and that of Old Athenian due to the
isolation of its speakers from the rest of the Greek-speaking world by the sur-
rounding Albanian-speaking population. On the other hand, the distinction be-

37Newton (1972a:110) reports 84% cognates on the Swadesh-200 list, and there are 93% cog-
nates on the Swadesh-100 list.
38See Contossopoulos (1970) for documentation of the dialect death process.
39Lexicostatistically Cretan is much closer to SMG than, say, Tsakonian: the Swadesh-100 list
gives 93% common vocabulary, as with Cypriot. The distance between Cretan and CSMG is thus
comparable to that between Ukrainian and Byelorussian.
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tween Heptanesian and Peloponnesian (such as it is) is largely due to the long-
standing Venetian presence in the Heptanesa. Mainstream Modern Greek dia-
lects have been classed into five groups by Newton (1972c), on the basis of the
phonological phenomena detailed in TableÊ24: Peloponnesian-Heptanesian,
Northern, Old Athenian, Cretan, and South-Eastern.

Phonological Feature Pel Nth O.Ath Cret S.E.
Deletion and raising of unstressed vowels Ð + Ð Ð Ð
Stressed [i] does not become glide before vowel Ð Ð + Ð Ð
Reflex of /y/ is [u] Ð Ð + Ð Ð
Velars have (palato)alveolar, not palatal allophones Ð Ð + + +
/Ä/-epenthesis in -evo verbs Ð Ð + + +
Gemination Ð Ð Ð Ð +
/v, D, Ä/ lost intervocalically Ð Ð Ð Ð +
Retention of word-final /n/ Ð Ð Ð Ð +
Manner dissimiliation (eg. /vÄ/ > [vg]) Ð Ð Ð Ð +

Table 24. Mainstream Modern Greek Dialect Groups (after Newton 1972c)

1.ÊPeloponnesian-Heptanesian (Contossopoulos 1976 [1975]; 1985a). This
dialect group includes the Peloponnese and the Heptanesa.40 These dialects are
considered to have provided the basis for SMG:

Peloponnesian and Ionian dialects have played a crucial role in the evolution of
what Greek scholars nowadays term the Ômodern Greek common languageÕ, h
neoellhnikü koinü, so that Peloponnesian dialects in particular differ only mar-
ginally from Ôeducated AthenianÕ. Doubtless because of this, PeloponnesianÐIonian
has received disappointingly little attention from Greek scholars and apparently
none whatever from foreigners. (Newton 1972c:14)

As is clear from TableÊ24, a significant reason why these dialects became the
basis for CSMG is that they are phonologically conservativeÑwithout being so
conservative as to retain features abandoned by all other mainstream Greek dia-
lects, as was the case with Old Athenian. They are in a sense the phonological
Ôlowest common denominatorÕ of Greek dialects.

It is because Peloponnesian and Heptanesian have formed the basis of CSMG,
and do not differ greatly from it, that these dialects have received the least at-
tention from Greek dialectologists.41 Dialect studies suffer as a consequence; for

40I use the term Heptanesian, rather than Ionian as in Newton (1972c), in order to avoid confu-
sion between the Ionian islands and Ionia (central western coastal Turkey). ÔHeptanesaÕ means
Ôseven islandsÕ, but as used here it refers to six: Corfu [Kerkira], Paxi, Lefkada, Ithaca, Cephal-
lonia, and Zante [Zakinthos]. The seventh island is Cythera; while historically it groups with the
other islands, in that it remained under Venetian rule for an extended period, geographically
and linguistically it is intermediate between the Heptanesa, the Peloponnese, and Crete.
Lefkada displays northern Greek vowel reduction, which has been explained (HDMS 540;
Ioannis Poulos, 1933) as a borrowing from adjacent Roumeli, where the Lefkadites held their
pastures. Following Contossopoulos, I exclude the island of Lefkada from this group, although
TriandafyllidisÕ (1981 [1938]) isogloss includes it. There has not been an extensive enough study
to determine whether Lefkada linguistically patterns with Roumeli or the Heptanesa overall.
41ContossopoulosÕ (1994) bibliography lists only three works on the Peloponnese: KoukoulesÕ
1908 study on the dialect of northeast Laconia, LitsasÕ 1968 study on the phonetics of TrifylliaÑ
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example, a crucial deviation of Corfiot from SMG in the usage of pu as a com-
plementiser (¤6.8) is ignored in all works on Heptanesian, and is explicitly
mentioned only in a parenthetical remark in PernotÕs (1934) grammar of
Tsakonian.

Map 10. Mainstream Modern Greek Dialect Groups

The major difference between Heptanesian and Peloponnesian lies in language
contact; while the Peloponnese was under Turkish rule for some four centuries,
and was extensively settled by Albanians in xvÊAD, the Heptanesa spent minimal
time under Turkish rule, and were ruled by Venice or local Italian nobles more
or less continuously from xii to xviiiÊAD. As a result, Heptanesian does not dis-
play the Turkish lexical influence displayed by the other mainstream Greek dia-
lects, but commensurately displays much greater lexical influence from Italian.
There are some differences in phonology and morphology, but they are
relatively minor. There is no evidence of Albanian or Slavonic influence on
HeptanesianÑnotwithstanding the fact that Corfu lies only 10Êkm from the
Albanian coast.

2.ÊNorthern Greek. Northern dialects are distinctive in that they drop high
unstressed vowels and raise mid unstressed vowels. They are spoken north of

and ContossopoulosÕ (1976 [1975]) own call for more research on Peloponnesian (cf. thirteen
works in his bibliography on the Dodecanese.) For the Heptanesa, he mentions only SalvanosÕ
1916 brief sketch of the dialect of Argyrades in Corfu (little more than a glossary), and HitirisÕ
1987 Corfiot Glossary (which has some grammatical notes.)
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38¡N, in general terms42 (see isogloss, MapÊ11). Northern EpirusÑthat is to say,
southern Albania, where a Greek minority remains, speaks a southern dialect;
links with Apulia (H�eg 1924) and Mani (Vayacacos 1983 [1978]) have been
suggested, but the provenance of the dialect remains obscure.

Newton (1972c:14) notes that Northern dialects have contributed minimally
to Standard Greek, and that minority languages spoken in northern Greece
(Aroumin, Macedonian Slavonic, Turkish) yield to standard Greek, and not
Northern Greek. He further notes that the dialect of Salonica (the major city of
northern Greece) differs from Athenian only in vocabulary and morphology (in
particular, the northern use of the accusative rather than the genitive for indi-
rect objects: see Map 12)Ñnot in phonology.

Map 11. Northern, Southern, and Semi-Northern dialects, and Albanian-speaking zone in
Central Greece (after Triandafyllidis (1981 [1938]:81) and Contossopoulos (1983Ð1984:163).)

Some northern dialects drop high unstressed vowels, but do not raise mid un-
stressed vowels; this group includes Eastern Thrace, Mykonos, and Skyros
(Newton 1972:182; Contossopoulos 1994:109). Greek linguists class these dia-
lects as Semi-Northern.

42Specifically: in the mainland north of Attica (including Western Thrace, Bithynia, and Eastern
Rumelia); northern Euboea; the islands of the north Aegean (Imbros, Tenedos, Lesbos, Lemnos,
Samothrace, Thasos, Northern Sporades), part of the Cyclades (northern Andros, Tinos); and
Samos (resettled from the north in 1560 (Andriotis 1933:351).)
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Morphologically, the Northern dialects are fairly homogeneous; the main
differentiation between them, according to Contossopoulos (pers. comm.), is
verb endingsÑwhose heterogeneity amongst Greek dialects is prodigious
(Newton 1972b; Newton 1975).

The dialect of Constantinople [Iústanbul] is a special case within the Northern
Greek dialect group. Contossopoulos (1994) does not even consider Constan-
tinopolitan a variant distinct from SMG; it has the northern use of accusative
instead of genitive for clitic indirect objects (which also turns up frequently in
early Modern texts), but deviates from northern dialects in having a southern
(standard Greek) unstressed vowel system.

3.ÊOld Athenian (Mertzios 1964; Thumb 1891). This dialect group includes
the old dialect of Athens (now extinct), the dialect of the island of Aegina near
Athens (recently extinct), the town of Megara in Attica, and the villages around
Kymi in central Euboea. These regions were Greek-speaking islands in a largely
Albanian-speaking region (see Map 11). Old Athenian is characterised by
phonological archaismsÑwhich gained it the distinction of being singled out as
the Ômost barbaricÕ of all Greek dialects by several Byzantine and Renaissance
Greek scholars.43 In particular, it has [u] rather than [i] as the reflex of Ancient
/y/; this is a phonological change known to have taken place in Greek by xÊAD,
when a provincial priest is recorded to have been mocked for his modernising
pronunciation of /y/ in Constantinople (Browning 1983:57). Furthermore,
ÔunderlyingÕ stressed /i/ fails to become an unstressed glide before a vowel:
thus, the reflex of Ancient /peÈdia/ in Old Athenian is /peÈDia/, whereas in the
rest of the mainstream Greek-speaking world (with the exception of Zante) it is
/peÈDja/ or a reflex of /peÈDja/ (e.g. /peÈDÆa/ or /peTÈca/).

However, the Albanian populations which cut Old Athenian off from Pelopon-
nesian and Northern Greek are known to have arrived in the region only in
xvÊAD, whereas /y/Ê> [i] dates from xÊAD. At present, we do not know how to
explain the archaism of Old Athenian during those five centuries.44

Newton includes the dialect of Mani [Maina] (Mirambel 1929) in the southern
Peloponnese with Old Athenian, since they share a number of phonological fea-
tures; Minas (1990), on the other hand, argues for a kinship between this and
the other archaic dialect of the Peloponnese, Tsakonian. Cythera, to the south of
Mani, is intermediate between Cretan and Old Athenian: it does not form glides,
but it has [i] as the reflex of Ancient /y/, and it has palatoalveolar allophones of
velars (like Cretan.)

43These include Michael Acominatus, Theodore Zygomalas, and Symeon Cabasilas. An example
of ZygomalasÕ comments: ÒAnd what is worst, were you ever to hear the once most wise
Athenians, you would be filled with tears; for just as once they had in abundance the pure and
genuine language of the Greeks, so now the barbaric language has spread and is heard above all
[By his examples, Zygomalas is clearly talking about old Athenian, not Albanian] [É] The most
barbaric dialect is now that of Athens [É] When we hear them, we understand somewhat what
they say [É] and we cannot but laugh listening to them.Ó (cited in Thavoris 1971:16Ð17)
44Slavic incursions are a possibility which I am not aware has been explored yet.
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4.ÊCretan. Cretan proper has already been discussed; Newton (1972c) con-
siders most of the Cyclades, and the island of Icaria, to speak a dialect close
enough to Cretan that he considers them together. (Other linguists class Icaria
as a South-Eastern dialect.) The Cretan influence on the Cyclades can be ac-
counted for both by geographical proximity and colonisation; indeed, the village
of Apiranthos in Naxos (whose dialect has been extensively studiedÑZevgolis
1956) is originally a Cretan colony, and this is strongly reflected in the local dia-
lect. According to Contossopoulos (1994:46), Patmos in the Dodecanese resem-
bles Eastern Cretan, and was probably resettled from there.

The local dialect died out in the Cyclades very early: in 1918Ð1919, Voyatzidis
(1923:150) could find no speakers whose dialect was unaffected by SMG in
Tinos and Mykonos, and only one in Andros and two in Syros. This is because
the Cyclades were included in the original Greek state. Indeed, it was the fact
that pure SMG, with no local linguistic features, was spoken in Ermoupolis (a
city in Syros established by refugees during the Greek War of Independence)
that led Voyatzidis (1922) to conclude that SMG was a dialect koine in origin.

5.ÊSouth-Eastern Greek. Apart from Cypriot (already discussed), this
group includes dialects spoken in Chios, the Dodecanese, Amorgos in the Cyc-
lades and the islands between Amorgos and Naxos (Schinoussa, Iraklia), and
formerly in Ionia (south-western Turkey). The features Newton (in his phono-
logically-oriented work) gives to distinguish between the groups are given in
Table 24; overall, South-Eastern Greek is phonologically archaic.

Greek dialects fall into a number of isoglosses; while outlier dialects can be fit
into at least some of these isoglosses, they are usually left out of such consid-
eration. Traditionally (after Hatzidakis), the most important isogloss is that dis-
tinguishing between northern and southern dialects; northern dialects have
only three vowels in unstressed position, while southern dialects (and CSMG)
retain all five. But the importance of this isogloss is more psychological than
linguistic: it affects virtually every word of the language, while the effects of
other isoglosses are much scarcer textually. Overall, however, the linguistic dif-
ference between Northern and Peloponnesian-Heptanesian is slight. Three
major isoglosses distinguishing between Greek dialectsÑreduced vowel system,
accusative versus genitive indirect objects, and ida versus ti for ÔwhatÕÑare given
in MapsÊ11 and 12.

The dialect division invoked most frequently in this work has been formulated
by Contossopoulos (1983Ð1984), whoÑfollowing on from suggestions by earlier
linguists like Dawkins and NewtonÑhas argued that the most important
isogloss is that of the word for Ôwhat?Õ: ti is used on the Greek mainland and the
Heptanesa, while ida45 is used in the Aegean islands (including Crete and
Cyprus, but excluding the northernmost Aegean islands), the Pontus, and Old
Athenian. This dialect split largely corresponds to the main cultural division
amongst Greeks, between mainlanders (steriÃteq) and islanders (nhsiÃteq), re-

45For more on the derivation of ida, see Nicholas (in prep.)
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flected in such features as dress (kilts versus breeches), music (clarinet or
recorder versus lyra [knee-fiddle]), and song (blank verse versus rhymed cou-
plets). Since ÔIslanderÕ is somewhat vague in its designation, I use Trianda-
fyllidisÕ terms Western and Eastern GreekÑtaking the opportunity to group
Old Athenian and Cretan with South-Eastern Greek, and clearing up their in-
consistent grouping by Triandafyllidis as Western dialects.

se
su

se

su

ti
ida

ti
ida

se
su

ti

ida

Albanian

Map 12. Characteristic isoglosses of Greek: genitive (su) vs. accusative (se) for dative, and ida vs.
ti for ÔwhatÕ (after Triandafyllidis (1981 [1938]:81) and Contossopoulos (1983Ð1984:164).)

As Contossopoulos argues, the split also correlates (roughly) with other linguis-
tic features, such as lexical diversity (Contossopoulos 1983), clitic positioning,
/Ä/-epenthesis in -evo verbs, and palatoalveolar allophones. Furthermore, while
Peloponnesian-Heptanesian is phonologically relatively more archaic than ei-
ther Northern or Eastern Greek (although South-Eastern Greek retains gemina-
tion), in other respects Eastern Greek is typically more archaic, particularly with
regards to verb morphology and lexicon.46

46Cf. Dawkins (1940:13): ÒIt is odd that it is exactly in this most archaic region [Eastern Greek,
and South-Eastern Greek in particular] that the language shows the most widely reaching pho-
netic changes, changes so striking that the words are often unrecognizable until one knows the
rules of the game.Ó
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A.3.ÊThe Balkan Sprachbund
The Balkan Sprachbund is the first instance of extensive areal linguistic contact
to have been documented (Sandfeld 1930),47 which has made it well-known in
general linguistics. It includes as core members:

¥ AlbanianÑthe southern Tosk dialect to a greater extent than the
northern Geg dialect. Tosk, on which contemporary standard
Albanian is based, also includes the variants Arber�sh, spoken in
Southern Italy, and Arvanitika, spoken in Greece. The Arva-
nites48 emigrated to central Greece in xivÐxvÊAD; Albanian was
spoken in a coherent zone in Central Greece,49 and also in scat-
tered settlements in Western Greece.50

The Arber�sh emigrated to Italy from Albania51 and later on
Greece, in xvÐxviiiÊA D, although there were already Albanian-
speakers in Southern Italy in 1272 (�abej 1994 [1976]:85). Ar-
ber�sh is now spoken by some 200,000 people; unlike Italiot
Greek, it is not spoken in a small number of enclaves, but is scat-
tered throughout the southern half of Italy.

¥ Bulgarian, the standard variant of which is based on the dialect
of the Varna-Ta(rnovo region, in the countryÕs northeast.

¥ Macedonian Slavonic (often grouped together with Bulgarian
by linguists as the dialect chain Bulgaro-Macedonian.) Stan-
dard Macedonian is based on the dialect of the area of Veles,
Prilep, and Bitola, in the regionÕs west; the last of these is some
15Êkm from the present-day Greek border (although closer to
60Êkm from the Slavonic/Greek linguistic boundary). Thus, Stan-
dard Bulgarian and Standard Macedonian Slavonic represent op-
posing ends of the Bulgaro-Macedonian linguistic continuum.

¥ Eastern RomanceÑincluding Romanian (Daco-Romanian),
spoken in Romania; Megleno-Romanian, spoken on the border
between Greece and the Republic of Macedonia; Istro-

47For a history of Balkan linguistics, see Schaller (1975:37Ð48). Although such nineteenth-cen-
tury linguists as Schleicher and Miklosich had already noticed the affinity of the Balkan lan-
guages, SandfeldÕs is the first systematic study.
48The Albanian-speakers of central Greece are usually named in the linguistic literature by their
Greek name, Arvanites, and their language Arvanitika. Their autonym is Arb�ror, and their
name for their language, Arb�risht.
49Boeotia, Attica, Southern Euboea, Northern Andros, Corinthia, Argolis.
50Epirus, Aetolia & Acarnania, Achaea, Elis and Laconia.
51According to �abej (1994 [1976]:90), ÒItalian Albanian represents an early stage of Tosk,
leading back to dispersal at the end of the Middle Ages. [É] This linguistic branch, detached
some centuries ago from the common trunk of the language [É] presents common phonetic,
morphological, syntactic and lexical traits with, on the one hand, the Albanian of Greek, sepa-
rated in an even more remote period, and on the other with the language of the older authors of
Northern Albania, in xvi and xviiÊAD [É] In its constituent traits, Italian Albanian, like Greek
Albanian, belongs to Southern Tosk, or rather South-Western Tosk, and in an ethnolinguistic
sense to the dialects of Lab�ria [extreme southern Albania] and �am�ria [Greek Thesprotia] in
the broad sense of those terms.Ó
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Romanian, spoken in Dalmatia; and Aroumin or Macedo-
Romanian, spoken in the southern Balkans, including Greece).52

Serbo-Croatian is considered a peripheral member of the Sprachbund, al-
though the ¡tokavian53 dialects, and the southeastern (Torlak) ¡tokavian dia-
lects in particular,54 are more closely involved in it.

The relative status of Greek in the Sprachbund has been subject to debate.
Schaller (1975:37) argues it belongs in the Ôsecond degreeÕ of Balkan languages
with Serbo-Croatian, but Feuillet (1986:22) rejects this (Greek contains nine of
the eleven ÔfundamentalÕ Balkanisms by his count, while Serbo-Croatian con-
tains only two), and includes Greek as a core member.55

The similarity between the grammatical systems of the Balkan languages is
striking, and the Sprachbund must be considered as a causal factor in the dia-
chrony of any language spoken in the areaÑincluding Greek. Constraints of
scope (and my lack of fluency in Albanian, Macedonian, Bulgarian, Rumanian
and Serbo-Croatian)56 force me to omit this component of the research. But as
shown by investigations I have conducted (Nicholas 1998a), the story of pu is
closely bound to that of its Balkan counterparts, particularly Serbian and
Macedonian Slavonic ßto and Bulgarian deto. The difficulty lies in identifying

52The nationalistically-motivated debate on whether the speakers of Aroumin are Ôlatinised
HellenesÕ (linguistically assimilated by the Romans) or settlers from Romania has yet to be re-
solved satisfactorily (Lazarou 1986 [1976]). The question of whether Daco-Romanian and the
other Romanian language variants consitute the same language or not has similarly political
ramifications; in this study, they are considered separate languages.
Aroumin or Armuni is the autonym of Aroumin-speakers; as an ethnicity, they are known in the
wider literature by their Greek name, Vlachs. The Aroumins of Serbia are called Cincars;
Macedo-Romanians is a Romanian appellation. Winnifrith (1987:7) estimates there to be
50,000 Aroumin-speakers, of which 30,000 live in Greece. At the turn of the century, as
Winnifrith discusses, their numbers must have been closer to half a million.
53¡tokavian is one of the three major dialects of Serbo-Croatian; these dialects are named after
the word for ÔwhatÕ in each dialectÑßto, ≈a, and kaj. ¡tokavian is spoken in Serbia, Bosnia-
Herzegovina, and eastern Croatia; it includes both standard Serbian (Ekavian) and standard
Croatian (Jekavian)Ñthe two are distinguished by their reflex of Old Church Slavonic •. (A third
variant, Ikavian (spoken in Bosnia and Dalmatia) does not have literary status.) £akavian and
Kajkavian are spoken in western Croatia; Kajkavian is a transitional form approaching
Slovenian, while £akavian is geographically restricted to Istria and Dalmatia.
54Torlak Serbo-Croatian is spoken in southern Serbia and the northernmost part of the Republic
of Macedonia. The question of whether Torlak is part of Serbo-Croatian at all, as opposed to the
Bulgaro-Macedonian dialect continuum, has nationalist ramificationsÑas do so many other
such questions in the Balkans. For an overview of the issue, see Birnbaum (1966).
55The role of Romany (Gypsy) has not been considered in any work on Balkan linguistics; for my
own part, I can only take on face value HatzisavvidisÕ (1993:589) comment that ÒIn syntax there
are no particular influences from Greek to observeÓÑi.e. Greek and Romany syntax do not
display such syntactic similarities as to evidence extensive language contact, either uni- or bi-di-
rectionally. Indeed, such lexical influence as Romany has exerted on Greek has been mediated
from marginal sociolectsÑurban slang and homosexual cant (kaliarda); the low prestige of
Romany-speakers in Greece is sufficient explanation of this.
56As Andriotis & Kourmoulis (1968:21) point out, the Balkanological work on particular lan-
guages tends not to be done by native-speaker linguists (Òthose who are by definition the most
qualified to attempt itÓ), for political reasons. To be fair, AndriotisÕ (1992 [1960]) own contribu-
tion to Macedonian Slavonic linguistics is not innocent of nationalist preoccupations.
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the origin of Balkanisms. Substratum accounts, alluding to hypothetical fea-
tures of extinct and largely unattested ancient languages such as Thracian or
Illyrian, are occasionally made; since they cannot be disconfirmed, however,
they are judged by most scholars to be unscientific, and are rejected.

The influence of Greek, as the prestige language of the region in the Middle
Ages,57 must have been considerable, and both Sandfeld and Greek linguists
such as Andriotis attribute most Balkanisms to Greek influence. For some Bal-
kanisms, such as infinitive loss, a Greek origin is widely accepted, due to mor-
phological evidence (Joseph 1981). But Greek does not share all Balkanisms;
and Feuillet (1986:26) thinks it unlikely that Greek could have exerted such a
profound influence without completely wiping out the other Balkan languages.58

The same holds for the earlier dominion of Latin, with the proviso that the Slavs
did not arrive in the region until Greek had started displacing Latin as the
administrative language of the Byzantine Empire. And indeed, Latin did come
close to Ôwiping outÕ Albanian, whose modern vocabulary is substantially Ro-
mance.

The fact that Bulgaro-Macedonian, geographically at the centre of the
Sprachbund, is the one language group to possess all the fundamental Balkan-
isms lends support to a Ômelting-potÕ or adstratal theory, whereby the Balkan
languages converged; the role of bilinguals would have been decisive in this re-
spect, just as it is known to have been decisive in other Sprachbunds.59 So a
non-Greek origin is entirely possible for some Balkanisms shared by Greek.

The time frame at which Balkanisms arose is not clear, even if one rules out
the substrate theory. There was extensive Slavic settlement in the Greek penin-
sula in viÐviii A D; yet Old Church Slavonic, known to have been the Slavonic
dialect spoken near Salonica in ix AD, does not display many Balkanisms.
Although Balkanisms need not have all arisen at the same time (Sandfeld
1930:215), it seems probable that most arose between xÊAD and xv AD, by which
time all Balkan languages are attested in their modern forms, and the modern
ethnic distribution of the Balkans was established. Significant Albanian,
Bulgaro-Macedonian and Aroumin-speaking (Vlach) populations coexisted with
Greek speakers on the Greek mainland until this century; the Bulgaro-
Macedonian and Vlach populations were concentrated in Northern Greece, but

57In addition, Greek was the prestige language of Romania during Ottoman rule; it was the lan-
guage of the ruling class, which was Phanariot (aristocratic Greeks from Istanbul).
58Sandfeld (1930:178) found it improbable that a language with the prestige of Greek could have
been influenced by Òa barbarian language unsupported by any political authority.Ó Galton
(1981:255) mischievously comments that Òif one looks more closely at the Greek history of the
era [ixÊAD]Ñnamely, when the Empire was besieged by enemies along almost the full extent of
its frontiers, and while oriental-inspired Iconoclasm [religious dispute] had not yet been si-
lencedÑone must come to the conclusion that the Byzantine Ôpolitical authorityÕ had more
pressing business to take care of than the preservation of the infinitiveÓ.
59There are also other contacts worth noting; in particular, there is significant affinity between
Albanian and Romanian, strongly suggesting erstwhile cohabitation (Rosetti 1968:33; Sandfeld
1930:145).
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the Albanian-speaking zone, as discussed, was in the centre of the Greek penin-
sula.60

The importance of non-standard dialects in contact linguistics is crucial, as is
the fact that language contact is implemented by bilinguals. These factors have
not been traditionally given due attention in studies of Balkan linguistics, as
Joseph (1992b:130) notes, discussing an early attempt to attribute features of
Bulgarian to Rumanian influence although there is no evidence Rumanian was a
prestige language to Bulgarian-speakers:

One general consequence of accounts such as WeigandÕs and others like it has been
an overemphasis on comparisons of standard languages rather than regional dia-
lects, even though the contact between individuals, in certain parts of the Balkans
at least, more typically involved nonstandard dialects.

A.4.ÊFurther dialect scope
There are some regions of the Greek-speaking world underrepresented in my
corpus; for future researchers, I outline where the lacunae felt the most are sit-
uated. The dialects of Greek are now dead or moribund, so to remedy such la-
cunae, it is more profitable to look in past recorded text, than to collect new text
at this dateÑparticularly when syntactic phenomena of the type considered in
this work are amongst the first to perish in linguistic standardisation. In most
instances, the past text is probably already available. Time restrictions meant
that I limited my research time in Athens to the Centre for the Compilation of
the Historical Dictionary of Modern Greek (Kªntron Synt�jevq toy Istoriko´
Lejiko´ thq Nªaq Ellhniküq), which is the main dialectological clearing-house of
Greek; but there are certainly plentiful dialect texts to be had in the Centre for
Folklore Research (Kªntron Ere´nhq Laograf¼aq) at the Academy of Athens, the
Foklore Libraries (Spoydastüria Laograf¼aq) of Athens University and Aristotle
University (Salonica), and the Centre for Asia Minor Studies (Kªntron Mikrasia-
tikÃn SpoydÃn) in Athens.

Outlier dialects have been treated well by researchers, precisely because they
are outliers: for all but one, I have had all the text and grammatical information
I could need, although I would have liked the extent of coverage of Apulian in
my corpus to have been closer to that for Calabrian,61 and it is regrettable that
not all villages of Cappadocia are represented by published grammarsÑa gap

60Arvanitika and Aroumin are now dying out. (For a detailed account of the linguistic attrition
Arvanitika is undergoing, see Tsitspis (1981).) The Bulgarian population of Greece was subjected
to population exchanges with the Greek minority in Bulgaria. (The distinction between Bul-
garians and ÔSlavophone HellenesÕ was necessarily dictated by the borders resulting from the
Balkan Wars: thus, the Kukus & (Kilkis) Slavs were expelled, while the Lerin (Florina) Slavs re-
mained in place.) The Greek minority in Albania likewise remains in situ. For obvious reasons,
the use of Macedonian Slavonic was not looked upon favourably in post-war Greece; up to
100,000 speakers remain (estimates vary and are unreliable), but Macedonian Slavonic, too, is
now subject to linguistic attrition.  (It is perhaps indicative that Christos Sidiropoulos, a promi-
nent activist for Macedonian minority rights in Greece, is reported not to be fluent in Macedo-
nian Slavonic.)
61I obtained a copy of Morosi (1870) in October 1998Ñtoo late for inclusion in my survey.
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particularly acute for Delmeso. Here and there, there are gaps which can no
longer be filled: the coverage for Nikopolis is slight, villages in Calabria like
Cardeto and Amendolea ceased speaking Greek early this century; relative to
the other outliers, Tsakonian is underrepresented. The major gap in outlier dia-
lects, however, is Mariupolitan, severely underrepresented in both my corpus
and my bibliography. Although the dialect is now dying out, this is a gap that
something can still be done about, with the extensive corpus of Õ30s literary
Mariupolitan (resumed in the Õ80s), and the texts recorded by Ukrainian lin-
guists from the Õ50s on. I have not had access to this text for this research.62

Coverage of mainstream Greek is far better with Eastern than Western
GreekÑfor the simple reason that Western Greek, being the group that includes
CMSG, has been seen as less interesting linguistically. Indeed, the indifference
of Greek linguists until fairly recently towards recording texts63 or syntax (or for
that matter what traditional grammar counted as syntaxÑwhich includes the
present subject matter) has made the linguist concerned with such matters far
more grateful to the Greek folklorist, who has rendered a great service in consis-
tently recording the language of texts accurately. As the examples used in this
study show, the mainstay of my corpus has been the mainstay of the folkloristÕs:
folktales.

Folklore studies do not place as great a premium on geographical coverage as
does dialectology; and while HDMS coverage is broad, there are still regional
gaps. This has been reflected in my coverage. I have needed much more
Macedonian material than I have had access to, particularly from the area con-
necting Central Macedonia to Eastern ThraceÑDrama, Kavalla, Thasos, and the
Western Thracian littoral.64 Considering the vitality of Cretan and Cypriot, I
have found surprisingly little material in those dialects, although I doubt I have
missed any major features. Old Athenian is terra incognita, and I regret I have
been unable to locate a copy of Mariana KambouroglouÕs Param´uia (ÔFairy
TalesÕ, 1912), in which some Old Athenian colouring might have still been ex-
tant.65 And I would have welcomed information from the other western edge of

62Rather late in the piece (August 1998), I have gained access to two recent anthologies of
Mariupolitan poetry and prose (Kiryakov 1988; Kiryakov 1989). This has been too late for me to
integrate into my research, particularly as no translation of the Mariupolitan has been provided,
my reading knowledge of Pontic is of only limited help in deciphering the text, and I do not yet
have access to either a grammar or a dictionary (if such exists!) of the dialect.
Cultural exchanges between Greece and Mariupol have started in the Õ90s, and the Greek gov-
ernment has announced plans to send Standard Greek teachers to the region. The prospect of
Mariupolitan yielding to Standard Greek instead of Tatar, Russian or Ukrainian is no comfort to
the linguist.
63Most of the manuscripts at the Historical Dictionary archives are glossaries; with a few com-
mendable exceptions (such as ManesisÕ work on Marmara and ZevgolisÕ on Apiranthos), exten-
sive transcribed discourse does not appear, and extensive texts do not appear routinely in
manuscripts until the Õ60s.
64I did not have the opportunity to use the folkloric resources available in Salonica.
65Panagis SkouzesÕ memoirs are of interest, since he was an Athenian native before Athens was
settled as the capital of the Greek state. I have the text, but have not had time to go through it
for this study.
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Thracian, Imbros, Tenedos, and the Dardanelles; HDMS 280 was compiled in
Gallipoli, but does not have enough text to say much about complementation,
and Greek linguists have not had ready access to Imbros and Tenedos since the
islands were incorporated into the Republic of Turkey. The ethnic Greek popu-
lations of the islands are now dying out.

There are two major mainstream dialects I have minimal information on. One
is Maniot; MirambelÕs (1929) grammar stops at morphology, and I have not
found extensive texts in the dialect.66 BlankenÕs (1951) grammar of Corsican
Maniot (now extinct) is somewhat better, although I have not had access to its
texts volume.

The other, on which my knowledge is minimal, and which is not covered by
any HDMS material, may also be Maniot: this is the dialect of Northern
EpirusÑor to use less irredentist terminology, the language of the ethnic Greeks
of modern southern Albania, around Himara (Himar�).67 What we do know
about Northern Epirot is that it is a southern dialectÑfar north of the reduced
unstressed vowel system isoglossÑwith archaic disyllabic -Èea.68 This, plus the
fact that a variant of Albanian linguistically contiguous with Tosk was spoken
south of Northern Epirus, in Thesprotia (�am�ria), means Northern Epirot
cannot be indigenous to the region. There is a local tradition that Himara was
colonised from Mani (Dendias 1926:75); Vayacacos (1983 [1978]), a Maniot lin-
guist who has collected some data from Himariots in Corfu, does not rule out
this possibility.69

Without any texts, I cannot make any judgement myself; for now, I know
nothing of Northern Epirot syntax, and cannot say how it fits into the diatopic
account given.70

66Too late for this survey, I have obtained a copy of Kassis (1983), a collection of Maniot folk-
tales.
67Anagnostopoulos (1925) also mentions as southern idioms the Greek spoken in Argyrokasto
(Gjirokast�r) and Delvino (Delvin�) in Southern Albania, the Dryinopolis (Buliarata) district (?),
Pogoni (near Delvinaki, Ioannina, Greece; presumably, modern Pogoniani, a mere 2Êkm from
the present-day Albanian border), and Paramythia (Thesprotia, Greece). The reason for the use
of southern vocalism in these regions is no clearer than that for Himara. Anagnostopoulos
claims that the Himariot dialect, like Maniot, was Òmore conservative and purer, spoken by
populations which lived in virtual autonomy during Turkish rule, particularly because of the na-
ture and geography of their regions, and that the dialects in questions, particularly that of
Himara, separated from their surrounding dialects and underwent slower evolution than them,
preserving a more archaic and more faithful picture of the mediaeval Greek vernacular.Ó Why
Himara or Argyrokastro would have been significantly more archaic than any number of
mountains in Northern Greece (not counting those where Aroumin is spoken!) is not clear.
68Vayacacos (1983 [1978]:9) reports that the two villages next to Himara still speaking Greek,
Drymades and Palasa, speak a semi-northern dialect; he attributes this to influence from ad-
joining northern Greek dialects.
69H�eg (1924:293), the only linguistic analysis of the dialect I have found, proposes that Himara
was colonised by Apulian Italiots after the Turkish raid on Otranto in 1480Ña position vigor-
ously refuted by Dendias (1926), who establishes that Otranto has never been a Greek town.
70It may soon be too late to gather dialectal data from the region: not only has the ethnic Greek
minority looked to GreeceÑand Standard GreekÑfor much of recent history, but the current
economic dependence of Southern Albania on Greece, driving Tosk, Northern Epirot (ethnic
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Greek) and Farshariot (Albanian Vlach) alike to learn CSMG, is confounding the linguistic
layout of the region even further.



APPENDIX B.ÊOTHER WORDS

In mainstream Greek, the reign of pu is absolute; no other particle competes
with it as a relativiser, and it is the only particle of its kind to extend into the
complement and adjunct sphere, as a factive element. In peripheral dialects of
Greek, however, there are words with equivalent functions which are of
different origin. In order to establish how unique the developments of pu have
beenÑparticularly as a factiveÑit is useful to see the extent to which they have
been duplicated by non-pu  relativisers. There are two such relativisers
considered here: to/tu/ndo in Cappadocian and Pontic, and Italiot ti.1

At the end of the chapter, those allolexes of pu in Greek dialects whose rela-
tion to pu is not in dispute are also discussed; this is not directly relevant to the
semantics-oriented investigation attempted in this thesis, but it is an opportune
survey of the various realisations of the lexeme, which has not been hitherto at-
tempted.

B.1.ÊCappadocian
Cappadocian stands out as a variant of Greek in which pu is mostly absent;
however, there are tantalising traces of ho@pou in the dialect.

In Western Cappadocia, the normal relativiser is the neuter definite article
and EMG relativiser to, inflecting for number. In Pharasa, the relativiser is tu,
the masculine/neuter genitive singular of to; it does not inflect for number. In
Silli, the relativiser is kjat, with variants tSjat and kat.

In none of these dialects is a reflex of ho@pou prominent as a relativiser. The
xiiiÊAD Greek verses of the Turco-Persian Sufi poets Mevl�n� Jal�l ed-din Rumi
and Sultan Veled, written in Konya near Silli, are thus perplexing. These iso-
lated verses and poems are written in vernacular Greek (slightly obscured by the
vocalism of the Arabic alphabet, and faulty textual transmission), and it is fair
to conclude (Burgui�re & Mantran 1952:80), that they reflect proto-Cappa-
docian. Yet these texts feature abundant evidence of pu as a relativiser, both
headless and headed:

(1a) (xiiiÊAD)
Dã g�á  Dk,.â  ,,,,....â     Dã kfã  �sá .cã  ,.
pw ²ipsah biniy, puw puwny laliy.
Poy dic� p¼nei, poy pone¼ lale¼.

1There is also the issue of the provenance of two relativisers very similar to pu: Tsakonian pHi
and Pontic pi. A detailed discussion of these is beyond the scope of this work; my conclusion
from the data available to me is that the traditional derivation of Tsakonian pHi from the
Classical locative pe^ùi is correct, making pHi a near-cognate of pu (Nicholas 1998f). On the other
hand, Pontic pi is likely to be a portmanteau of pu and the free relative pios (Nicholas 1998d).
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pu Dipsa pini, pu poni lali.
Celui qui a soif boit, celui qui suffre parle.
Who thirsts, drinks; who aches, speaks out. (Rumi Fo 173v)

(1b) (xiiiÊAD)

,gdt Dldk Sgde ,j ,,,,ffff K,kd; h| ,sdlk Dsdh Ssl ,,,,ffff K,kd; h
Ãkynwn pw mss Ãysy nmysy/ Ãkynwn pw tw ßyls nymy fylw.
Eke¼non poy mise¼q es´, na misÃ. Eke¼non poy to uªleiq, na mh filÃ.
ekinon pu misis esi, na miso. ekinon pu to Telis, na mi filo.
Celui que tu hais, il faut que je ha�sse; celui que tu veux pour toi, je ne dois
point lÕembrasser.
Him whom you hate, I should hate. Him whom you desire, I should not love.
(Valed Gazal 885)

There are two possible explanations here:
¥ The Greek spoken in xiiiÊAD in Konya was still in sufficient contact

with the outside Greek world that the use of pu as a relativiser was
present there, but did not become transmitted to the Cappadocian
hinterland. The problem with this is that Silli is just 10Êkm from
Konya, but its modern dialect does not use pu as a relativiser at all.
Its relativiser kjat is however an innovation restricted to that town.

¥ pu was part of Cappadocian as a relativiser, but was subsequently
displaced by to.

The second alternative is likeliest, and the evidence from Cappadocian proper
supports it.

In Silli, there are only two survivals of opu in the dialect. The first is the collo-
cation ospu ÔuntilÕ, which occurs four times in DawkinsÕ corpus, and two more in
ArhelaosÕ (Nicholas 1998b). The extensive presence of this form in these texts
indicates either surreptitious influence from Standard GreekÑwhich is not im-
possible, but needs special pleadingÑor an early extensive grammaticalisation
of pu, in line with the rest of Greek, which progressed no further in the dialect.
The Sufi Greek verses seem to confirm the latter alternative. The other trace of
pu, the pseudo-relative eki pu, turns up in texts collected by Costakis in 1968,
and is suspect, as Dawkins records the Silliot form of ÔthereÕ as ki, not eki.2 So
outside ospu, all usages of pu seem to have been displaced by kjat.

2kjat took over not only the relativiser function of pu, but possibly also adjuncts, such as the fol-
lowing temporal example:
(2) Sÿy ki »at na n′�q zen³g¼n′hq, mh p�q ¿c&i, Ôko moy ne,Õ ma, Ôko maq inoy,Õ pe, ki Se¿q se soy ta

afüs&�.
Si kjat na øis zeNgiøis, mi pis otSi, Ôko mu ne,Õ ma, Ôko mas inu,Õ pe, ki seos se su ta
afiSi.
When you become rich say not, ÔIt is my ownÕ, but say, ÔThey are our ownÕ,
and God will leave it to you. (Dawk 292)

There is some difficulty with this example, as Costakis (1968:168) records kja, kjan as meaning
ÔwhenÕ in SilliotÑa word unrecorded by Dawkins. Dawkins may have misheard kja as kjat; alter-
natively, this may be the relic of a native pseudo-relative (kja tREL; cf. CSMG eki pu), kja being
an alternative form of ki ÔthereÕ. In that case, kja t Ôthose thatÕ and kja t Ôthere thatÕ would have
undergone merger. So the relativiser is not the only possible origin for temporal kjat.
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In Western Cappadocia, the Silliot survivals of opu are absent: there are no in-
stances of ospu, and the unique pseudo-relatives eDo pu Ôhere, whereÕ in Silata
and eki pu Ôthere, whereÕ in Delmeso are hardly evidence of a productive pseudo-
relative class, since pu can be considered locative here rather than a distinct
pseudo-relative (¤7.2.2).3 However, Western Cappadocian has extensive sur-
vivals of opu and pu as relativisers and adjunct connectives.

The most prominent of these in textual frequency is the use of op to introduce
adjunctsÑprimarily temporals; there are 51 instances of this op in the corpus.
All these instances originate in a single village, Ulaga�. This means that the
textual frequency of this op, distributed amongst some 9,000 words, is around
6äÑa count exceeding by far even the Tsakonian count of 1.8ä for temporal
pHi (¤7.4.6), itself extreme by the standards of CSMG.

There are four things one can say about Ulaga� op:
1 Its phonetic shape (op rather than pu, in a dialect where unstressed initial

vowels drop out just as in CSMG) suggests strongly that it is derived from
Èopu, rather than pu; that is, it reflects the Ancient Greek transition of the
locative ho@pou to a temporal, rather than the Modern transition of a rela-
tiviser to a temporal (although one cannot rule out a Cappadocian Èopu rela-
tiviserÑsee below). The development seems to have been anticipated in the
Turco-Persian poets, though in the form pu rather than opu:

(3) (xiiiÊAD)

Sãg¦á  Shá l ,,,,.... Shlá ,.H Sdã tá d vd Djã
tiy yryfayis ÃðpwmÃas pw mÃas kÃalis?
Ti gyre´eiq ap¿ maq, poy maq kale¼q;
ti Äirevis apo mas, pu mas kalis?
que cherches-tu de nous, toi qui nous appelles?
 What you do want from us, you who call us?/when you call us? (Valed
Reb�bn�me)

2 op is a grammaticalisation which has proceeded much further in temporal
specialisation than anywhere else in Greek: there is no question that op is the
dominant Ulaga� temporal connective.

3 op is an highly restricted grammaticalisation areally.4 This is characteristic of
Cappadocian: the dialect presents a prodigious array of temporal expres-

3Costakis (1964:58) records eki pu for Anakou with the same temporal meaning as in CSMG;
this may be simply a loan from CSMG.
4There is a temporal instance of pu recorded for Misti:
(4) «Akoysa ¼na, jªbalan ªna c¿foq apÕ morm¿rÕ, ªtrvhªn doy. Poy toy trÃei, p a

r�nÕsa, ªna c¿foyq.
akusa ina, ksevalan ena psofos ap mormor, etroien du. pu tu troi, pia ransa, ena
psofus.
«Akoysa mian ´aina, ªbgale ªna ptÃma to´rkoy ap¿ to mnüma kai to Õtrvge. Eke¼
poy to ÕtrvgeÑpüga kai eko¼tajaÑütan ªna to´rkiko ptÃma.
akusa mian iena, ebÄale ena ptoma turku apo to mnima ke to troÄe. eki pu to
troÄeÑpiÄa ki ekitaksaÑitan ena turkiko ptoma.
I heard a hyena, it had dug up the corpse of a Turk from its grave and was
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sions, of which the only one universally used in the region was os, used in the
meaning ÔwhenÕ as well as its Standard Greek meaning ÔuntilÕ (<Êhe@oùs). The
twenty-six temporal forms attested for Western Cappadocian can be grouped
under eight etyma5Ñand this from a sample of fourteen villages, and a popu-
lation in 1923 of 37,650 (Anastasiadis 1976:19). So op is only one of a wide
range of grammaticalisations conscripted in Western Cappadocian to express
the temporal connective.

4 There is some generalisation of temporal op to other domains in Ulaga�, just
as with Ancient ho@pou and Modern pu; aside from temporal adjuncts (5a), op
introduces causals (5bÑthe example is still close to a temporal) and con-
trasts/circumstances (5c).

(5a) ÒLak,Ó op le, din do kiri»�q? ÒL«@k,Ó op le, din do ler¿.
Òlak,Ó op le, din do kirjas; Òlµk,Ó op le, din do lero.
When she says, ÒLak!Ó he gives her meat; when she says, ÒLyk!Ó he gives her
water. (Dawk 372)

(5b) It¿ do fsÿax ªdekªn do na doylªcÿ  to sÿapqal ««q. Op den do m�xe to sÿapqal ««q, rte
p¼sv.
ito do fSax edeken do na dulepS to Sapqalµq. op den do maxe to Sapqalµq, irte
piso.
He put the boy to work at hat-making. Since he failed to learn hat-making, he
came back. (Dawk 364)

(5c) mer�m on do gi»aban¼ opÕ ütomai ªkreceq me, na se p�rv.
meram on do javani op itome ekrepses me, na se paro.
Since, though I was a wild-man/wild-man that I was, you asked for me, I will
marry you. (Ulaga� 142)

These usages are not alien to CSMG; unlike CSMG, however, op has spread even
further: it can also introduce manner adjuncts (5d), and conditionals (5e); and
introducing a negated clause, it can indicate anteriority (5f).

(5d) ªna s &ªi opÕ de lalse do kor¼ts &Õ, ªpese do strÃs &i tÕ koimüe.
ena Sei op de lalse do koritS, epese do stroSi t kimie.
Without saying a word to the girl (Ôwhen he didnÕt say a thing to the girlÕ), he
lay on his bed and went to sleep. (Ulaga� 136)

(5e) Kal� op den da metr�q, me m�q.
kala op den da metras, me mis.
If you do not count them exactly, do not go in. (Dawk 364)

(5f) opÕ den do ªpe.
op den do epe.
Before he said it (ÔWhen/While he didnÕt say itÕ) (Ulaga� 92)

eating it. As it was eating itÑI went and lookedÑthe corpse of a Turk. (HDMS
887:141)

The late date of the example (1967) makes it suspect as a CSMG loan; then again, Misti was one
of the villages with the least access to the outside world according to Dawkins, and it is also the
village immediately to the north of Ulaga�. So (4) is probably another instance of Ulaga� op.
5hoùs, ho@te ÔwhenÕ, meta$ to@ Ôwith NOMÕ, ho@pou ÔwhereÕ, po@te Ôwhen?Õ, to@ ÔRELÕ, ha@ma (?) ho@te
Ôsimultaneous whenÕ, ho@son Ôas muchÕ, and on (unknown etymology).
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These developments are the clearest indication that Ulaga� op has evolved inde-
pendently of CSMG pu: the factive restriction has been broken, and the manner
interpretation latent in (5d), while reminiscent of the ancient participle, is like-
wise alien to CSMG pu. In fact, the conditional reading is reminiscent of the de-
velopment of Ancient Cretan ho@paùi, another locative which came to carry irre-
alis meanings such as the purposive (¤5.1.4). The reanalysis involved, TEMPORAL

SEQUENCEÊ> CONDITIONAL CONTINGENCY, has not developed in CSMG pu; it is
nonetheless a cross-linguistic commonplace (cf. e.g. German wenn).

This development strengthens the hypothesis that op is derived from tem-
poral ho@pou rather than a relativiser; factivity is more strongly entrenched in
relativisation than in the locative, which can introduce an irrealis without na
(ÔwhereverÕ; Classical ho@pou (a@n)Ê+ subjunctive, Modern Èopu Dis (PERFS), vs. pu
na Dis).6 The data from Misti, however (4), which features pu, contradicts such a
conclusion, as does the Sufi data. Since Misti and Ulaga� are adjacent, it is like-
liest that Ulaga� op was reanalysed in Misti as pu.

The other adjunct class introduced by a cognate of pu in Cappadocian are op-
tative clauses. There are two types here: ep na is attested for Delmeso (6a), and
op na for Aravani (6b):

(6a) Ep na lª jÿ� m�na maq kai bab� maq.
ep na lekSi mana mas ke vava mas.
May our mother and father howl like dogs (if we will endure this!) (Dawk
318)

(6b) To Õmo Õnai, opÕ na mh ªn-ne.
to mo ne, op na mi enùe.
ItÕs mineÑwould that it were not! (AravanFK 116)

In (6b), as with the CSMG pu na optative, the op na-clause predicate echoes its
matrix (¤7.7.4). Now, the Delmeso texts are greatly affected by Constantino-
politan, and the Aravani instances were collected in the Õ50s; Aravani was also
subject to Standard Greek education before the population exchanges. Never-
theless, these expressions do not look like Standard Greek of recent importation
into Cappadocian: the optative marker appears as op7 rather than pu, although
the expression is derived from an optative relativiser, and is not in any way loca-
tive. So op na cannot be derived from either SMG Èopu (which is only locative),
or the SMG optative marker pu na.

This means that, at some time in the past, Cappadocian must have had a rela-
tiviser Èopu, widespread enough to have become lexicalised in optative expres-
sions. This relativiser may have been distinct from the locative Èopu which gave

6However, there are occasional instances in mainstream Greek dialects of irrealis pu (¤7.6.4).
7The ep of Delmeso is not a regular development from pu; it probably reflects a univerbation of a
preceding interjection like e or ei onto the (o)pu na collocation. e survives in Pharasa as an inter-
jection preceding xajde (CSMG ade), Ôgo on!Õ This development, again independent of SMG, con-
firms that ep na is not a recent importation from Standard GreekÑalthough it must be said that
e pu na is a quite frequent collocation in mainstream Greek dialects.
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rise to the Ulaga� connectives, as the latter do not display the factivity charac-
teristic of the relativiser.

There are traces in recorded Cappadocian of such a relativiser, which cannot
be attributed to Constantinopolitan influence. The corpus has ten instances of
Èopu as a general or intensional (Èopu na) relativiser, three instances of pu as a
relativiser, and two of Èopu and one of pu as a headless relativiser. The instances
of pu occur in Malakopi, whose inhabitants travelled often to Constantinople,
and which had a flourishing Greek school; Phloita, the village immediately to its
west; and Sinasos, the main town of the area, whose dialect was being fast dis-
placed by Constantinopolitan. So its presence might be attributed to Constan-
tinopolitan influence, even if the pu-clause is quite Cappadocian in preceding its
referent:

(7a) Poy e¼pa si ta l¿gi »a, bo¼kiq ta m¼;
pu ipa si ta loÆa, bikis ta mi?
The words that I have told you, have you done them?
Have you done as I told you? (Dawk 404; Malakopi)

(7b) poy oikon¿mhsa tÕ ale´rÕ, vq to kaloka¼rÕ pªrasa
pu ikonomisa t alevr, os to kaloker perasa
with the flour that I had saved up, I made it until summer (HDMS 812:134;
Phloita)

The instances of Èopu, on the other hand, point to an indigenous relativiser. Èopu
seems not to have been used as a relativiser in Modern Greek at all; opuREL is
unstressed throughout EMG, and indeed some of the first instances of pu, with
the initial vowel dropped, occur in proto-Silliot, the Turco-Persian Sufi verses.
In Late Modern Greek, unstressed opu itself is archaic, and seems to be confined
to metrical and written Greek, and a few dialects like Heptanesian (¤B.4.3). So
the use of Èopu in instances like (7c) (if we can rely on the linguistsÕ use of accen-
tuation) does not point back to Standard Greek.

(7c) Et¿ to kor¼c& ªna for�q �som bap� t k«@recen ªna fist�n, ¿poy na ªkh bo´la ta
�stra son oyran¿n ¿poy e¼ndai, kai ªna �lo fist�n, ¿poy na ªkh sh u�lassa ¿poy
e¼ndai o´la ta c�ri »a.
eto to koritS ena foras asom bapa t kµrepsen ena fistan, Èopu na eX vula ta astra
son uranon Èopu inde, ke ena alo fistan, Èopu na eX si Talasa Èopu inde ula ta psarja.
This girl once asked her father for a skirt, which should have on it all the
stars which are in the sky, and another skirt which should have all the fish
that are in the sea. (Dawk 444; Silata)

The crucial piece of evidence comes in (7d), the headless use of Èopu in Anakou.

(7d) «Opoy e¼ŝen ta �ntre toyne eke¼, po´lhs�n ta.
Èopu iSen ta andre tune eki, pulisan ta.
Ceux qui avaient leurs hommes, ceuxÑl� ont vendu (leurs biens).
Whoever had their husbands there (in Constantinople), they sold their ani-
mals there. (Anakou 84)
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The text was collected in 1964, and by that stage the speakers had undergone
significant exposure to CSMG. Yet all evidence indicates that (o)pu had died out
as a productive free relative in SMG by xviiÊAD, and in most dialects (Pontic
being the salient exception) is no longer used outside proverbs (¤7.2.3). So there
is no way (7d) could be anything but genuine Cappadocian.8 According to
Mavrohalyvidis & Kesisoglou (1960:57), op is also used as a headless relativiser
in Axo; and there are a couple of instances from Misti, and Delmeso:

(7e) Poy to e¼xen kont¿, peg�zÕ t pap�, dieb�zÕ to
pu to ixen kondo, peÄaz t papa, Dievaz to
ayt¿q poy ton e¼xe pr¿sfataÑpeuamªnonÑphga¼nei ton pap� kai ton diab�zei (ton
nekr¿n sto mnüma)
aftos pu ton ixe prosfataÑpeTamenonÑpiÄeni ton papa kai ton diavazei (ton
nekron sto mnima)
Whoever had (their relative) recently (dead) would take the priest to read him
(a blessing at his grave). (HDMS 887:196; Misti)

(7f) opo´ mªnei soy X�roy to pagtzª �llo bgals¼di den ªxei.
opu meni su xaru to paÄdze alo vÄalsiDi Den exi.
He who stays in DeathÕs garden can no longer find an exit. (Lagarde 17;
Delmeso)

Just as with temporals, the use of Èopu as a relativiser is areally restricted: it is
only attested in Dawkins, in Silata and Potamia. Malakopi, where pu was at-
tested, and Anakou are in the same general region. That region, Northwest
Cappadocia, is the area subject to the least Turkish influence according to
Dawkins (1916:209), and likeliest to reflect older Cappadocian better; the vil-
lages of Axo and Misti (where headless op is attested) are on the border of
Northwest Cappadocia and the more strongly Turkicised Southwest Cappa-
docia, which includes the villages of Ulaga� and Aravani.9

The fact that Èopu is present in a cogent, conservative linguistic area seems to
confirm that Èopu was formerly in extensive use as a relativiser, and became dis-
placed, particularly in the Turkicised Southwest, by toÑan extant alternative to
opu in EMG, given the advantage over Èopu by its affinity to the Turkish personal
participle (¤6.3).

8It must be said that Èopu is not used much as a free relative in these texts (it is absent in
DawkinsÕ corpus, though present in his glossary, notwithstanding that Costakis (1964:44) de-
scribes its use in Anakou as ÒfrequentÓ); the usual Cappadocian free relative is otis.
9Of the Cappadocian villages, Dawkins believes Delmeso reflects old Cappadocian best,
notwithstanding that it lies in Southwest Cappadocia; its conservatism groups it with the
Northwest. (Delmeso was relatively isolated, and had a minimal Turkish population. Amongst
the villages to its north, Potamia was subject too strongly to Constantinopolitan influence to
represent Old Cappadocian according to Dawkins, and Silata, Malakopi and Anakou were too
Turkicised.) No available prose texts from Delmeso feature Èopu as a relativiser; but we do not
have any published texts collected from refugees from Delmeso in Greek (unlike the other
Cappadocian villages), so our data sample is reduced, and we do have instances of opu in folk-
songs collected from the village:
(7g) ªplynan ta spau¼tza tvn opo´ san farmakvmªna.

eplinan ta spaTidza ton opu san farmakomena.
They washed their swords which were envenomed. (Lagarde 17)
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The data from Pharasa broadly corroborates the results from Western Cap-
padocia. Èopu is used once in the corpus as a headless relative (Dawk 534); and
corresponding to Ulaga� op, aÈpu10 is in wide use as a temporal connective. One
difference is that, unlike Western Cappadocian, Pharasiot does not seem to use
a pu na-optative at allÑeven when it is preceded by a nominal referent, which in
mainstream Greek would call for an optative relative clause:

(7h) at¿ p�li, na Õin� toy deb¿boy, ªftasen en stªroy, tzÕ ªfaga en stªroy meÝb�de.
ato pali, na ini tu Devovu, eftasen en steru, dz efaÄa en steru meivaDe.
ma ki aytü, poy na p�� sto di�bolo, vr¼mase pio ´stera, ki ªfaga pio stern�
karpo´q.
ma ki afti, pu na pai sto Diavolo, orimase pio istera, ki efaÄa pio sterna karpus.
But it (the cornel bush)Ñmay it be the devilÕsÑripened later, and I ate its fruits
later. (TheodA 248)11

Another way in which Pharasa differs from Western Cappadocian is that tu does
more pu-like work than Western Cappadocian to: it is used in locatives, pseudo-
relatives, and collocations. All these are consistent with tu being a relativiser,
and need not be explained through an especial appeal to pu.

SILLI NORTHWEST
CAPPADOCIA

SOUTHWEST
CAPPADOCIA

PHARASA

kjat

pseudo-rel.?

ospu ÔuntilÕ

pseudo-rel.

op naoptative

pseudo-rel.

ep naoptative

to to tu

temporal
causal
circumstance
manner
conditional

Ulaga�

relativiser;
headless 
relativiser

headless rel.
temporal

Figure 29. Cappadocian paradigms

Indeed, in place of Silliot ospu ÔuntilÕ, which seemed to point back to an EMG
survival, Pharasiot uses s os tu na Ôto until NOM FUTÕ and s (t)u na Ôto NOM FUTÕ,
of which the latter seems to be a local innovation,12 while the former may be a

10Presumably unstressed apu, given the conventions of Greek orthography.
11However, Anastasiadis (1976:252) does give instances of Pharasiot optative relative clauses,
with the echoic structure characteristic of CSMG pu na-optatives: tu na mi irtHen, irtHen pali
Ôwould that he hadnÕt, heÕs come againÕ.
12Anastasiadis (1976:244) derives su na from os na Ôuntil IRRÕ; this is implausible, first because it
does not account for those instances where the expression appears in its full form s tu na, and
second because of the form s os tu na, which survives in frequent use, and which preserves os
intact. Phonologically, AnastasiadisÕ derivation is also weak.
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calque of ospu (s os corresponds to prepositional ÔuntilÕ). It seems that in
Pharasa, tu has gone slightly further in functionally displacing pu than in
Western Cappadocian.

One can conclude that opu was extant in Old Cappadocian; all that remain of
it are relic forms, and an infrequent productive relativiser in the more conserva-
tive Northwest Cappadocian. opu has been displaced by kjat in Silli, and to/tu in
Western Cappadocia and Pharasa.

To some extent, kjat and tu do work associated with pu outside its relativiser
function; this proves that these functions are not particularly bound to the form
pu, but are universally subject to expression by relativisers. This point is made
more convincingly with Pontic ndo.

B.2.ÊPontic: ndo
The most frequently used relativiser in Pontic is based on the EMG relativiser
to/ndo,13 also present in Cappadocian.14 The career of ndo in Pontic, a relativiser
of non-locative origin, is quite similar to that of pu, and is an important coun-
terexample to the localist view that the semantics of pu inheres in its locativity.

In Western Cappadocian, and even in Pharasiot, to/tu does not make substan-
tial steps beyond being a relativiser and complementiser; it enters into only a
few collocations, and does not introduce adjuncts other than in calques of the
Turkish personal participle. Pontic ndo is much more prominent as a connec-
tive. The collocations as ndo Ôfrom thatÊ= because, after, whenÕ and amon ndo
Ôlike thatÊ= like, whenÕ, which are probably Turkisms, are discussed in more de-
tail in ¤6.4.

Other such collocations include many of the discourse collocations associated
with pu in CSMG. The pu-collocations are not discussed here (Nicholas 1998b);
but they are the exclusive domain of pu in most Greek dialects, and their use
with ndo in Pontic is of interest. The list includes:

¥ to leuneÊ= CSMG pu lene Ôas they sayÕ (8a).

(8a) KoyÝlioâykl¼n �sÿtriâoq sa fa¼netai, komüthn to lªoyne, p¿lemoq ªni.
kui´uklin aStrjos sa fenete, komitin to leune, polemos eni.
When a tailed star appears, a comet as they call it, there will be war. (Vamvak
74; Oinoe)

13Pontic early on acquired a quÕest-ce queÐcollocation (Nicholas in prep.) for Ôwhat?Õ, ndoÊ<
/nto/Ê< ti eni to Ôwhat is.it thatÕ. This form underwent merger with the relativiser to, which as a
result appears most frequently not as to, but as ndoÑparticularly in Eastern Pontic. (Papado-
poulos (1955b:68) analyses this rather as a metanalysis of to (-n to), but admits the parallel with
Èndo must have played a part.) Just as with pu vs. Èpu in CSMG, the two forms seem to be dis-
tinguished by sentential stress, with the relativiser unstressedÑas is implied in PapadopoulosÕ
(1938:244) orthographic guide, which uses the acute for the interrogative (nt¿), but the grave for
the relativiser (nt¯) (accentuation associated in Ancient Greek with clitics.)
Synchronically, the two relativisers to and ndo are semantically equivalent, and their distribu-
tion is primarily conditioned phonologically (Drettas 1997:351).
14Pontic has a striking diversity of bounded relativisers compared to other Greek dialects
(Drettas 1997:347): pu, pi, ndo, to, pios, tinan, tinos.
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¥ o loÄos ndo fer Ôwhich the word bringsÊ= so to speakÕ (8b; the
CSMG equivalent pu lei o loÄos, also extant in Pontic (8c), refers to
proverbial wisdom).

(8b) An Katü efªnth, o l¿goq nto fªrÕ ªlegon fªron me na ke¼mai th Katü thn gar n, es´
nto ua epo¼neq;
an kati efendi, o loÄos ndo fer eleÄon feron me na kime ti kati tin Äarin, esi Èndo Ta
epines?
If, my Lord Judge, I were to say, so to speak, Ôbring me the judgeÕs wife to
sleep withÕ, what would you do? (Momogeri 57; Paipurt)

(8c) Eke¼nÕ thn Ãran edªken kai d´o sil� -da-q thn gyna¼kan atÕ pÕ e¼xen aten e¼kosÕ xr¿na- kÕ
elal�sÿeyen aten, mÕ astr�ftÕq kai bront�q ap�nÕ atÕq poy lª â â ââei ki o l¿goq.
ekin tin oran eDeken ke Dio silQDQs tin Äinekan at p ixen aten ikos xronQ k
elalaSeven aten, m astrafts ke vrondas apan ats pu lej ki o loÄos.
At that time he also slapped twice his wife, whom he had for twenty years and
carressedÑÔdo not cast lightning and thunder on herÕ as the saying goes.
(KandilF 115; Chaldia)

¥ ndo leÄo seÊ= CSMG pu su leo Ôthat I am telling you!Õ (8dÑthe ex-
pression is preposed here, whereas in CSMG it is obligatorily
postposed).

(8d) EgÃ nto lªgv se, ag¼kon nÝªt e¼xa, adakªsÕ Õki ua ªrxoymÕ.
eÄo ndo leÄo se, aÄikon niet ixa, aDakes ki Ta erxum.
IÕm telling you, I had such an intent; I was not going to come here. (FotD
252)

¥ ndo les esiÊ= CSMG pu les Ôthat you sayÕ; significantly, this is not
used in its CSMG meaning as a discourse transition marker (Ôany-
wayÕ), but as an evidential distancer Ôso you sayÕ, marking the
sentence as desirable, but unrealised (8e, 8f).

(8e) E, ma´roi palaio¼ basili�donteq pÕ epªmnete, ntÕ ªgenezne. «Ontan eke¼nÕ, izbin¼te
zabirazªnia, ªklanan, o k¿smon ¿len etr¿mazen. Mªta, o basilªaq nto leq es´ a�kon
f¿beroq ua ªnÕ.
e, mavri palei vasiliaDondes p epemnete, nd eÄenezne. ondan ekin, izvinite
zavirazenia, eklanan, o kosmon olen etromazen. meta, o vasileas ndo les esi aikon
foveros Ta en.
Oh, you good old-fashioned kings, where are you now, what has become of you?
When they (pardon the expression) farted, the whole world trembled. Now, a
king is supposed to be as terrible as that. (FotD 294)

(8f) Mªta o d� -skalon, nto leq es´, ªnan j�Ý ua timo´n aton kai ua sae´nÕ aton.
meta o DQskalon, ndo les esi, enan ksai Ta timun aton ke Ta saevn aton.
Now a teacher, supposedly, would be honoured and respected just a little.
(FotD 276)

This meaning is impossible in CSMG with pu les; for this meaning
CSMG instead uses the parenthetical verb lei Ôs/he saysÕ (cf. Early
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Modern English quotha.)15 The Pontic collocation also includes
the 2.SG pronoun, lending an emphasis to the interlocutor absent
in CSMG pu les; presumably this has the effect of stressing that
the 1.SG speaker is distanced from the truth of the utterance (Ôso
you sayÕ).16 This distancing is even more evident in (8g), in which
there is a real interlocutor the speaker dissociates himself from:

(8g) P¿padia, o pop�q to leq es´ ta ej münaq m¼an prªpÕ nÕ all�zÕ.
popaDia, o popas to les esi ta eks minas mian prep n alaz.
ÔPriestÕs wife, the priest, as YOU say, in six months once should change.ÕÊ=
Wife, the way you would have it, a priest should change his clothes only
once every six months. (Melan 232; Chaldia)

That these collocations are fixed expressions is confirmed by the fact that, un-
like normal ndo-relative clauses, these collocations cannot be preposed before
their referent (Drettas 1997:356).17 There is no reason to think that these dis-
course collocations were calqued into Pontic from CSMG, instead of innovated
locally. Not only do they use a relativiser different from that in CSMG (with the
exception of (8c)), but there are small tell-tale semantic differences between the
Pontic and CSMG equivalentsÑparticularly in the case of ndo les esi.

The list of ndo-collocations in Pontic does not end with discourse collocations.
Another such collocation is paSkim ndo Ôperhaps; is it the case thatÕ, corre-
sponding to CSMG mipos; the form paSkim appears far more frequently in the
corpus in collocation with ndo than alone or in the variants paSki and paSkin to.
Papadopoulos (1955b:120) analyses paSkin to as the original variant, derived
from the collocation bas ke ine to Ôperhaps also is.it thatÉ?Ê= might it just be the
case thatÉ?Õ.18 This construction is thus parallel to the quÕest-ce que-collocation
of ndoÊ< ti eni to Ôwhat is.it thatÉ?Õ; in this case, ndo clearly acts as a nominaliser,
introducing the clausal subject of the copula.

A similar univerbation arises in the conditional expression an en ke to Ôif it.is
(the case) also thatÕ, where an en ke, used in EMG, is already extant in Pontic as
a conditional. Its used is exemplified by Papadopoulos (1955b:169) in utterances
like an en ke to Dis m ato Ôif you give me itÕ, and the folk song verses in (9):19

15This may be a Turkism on the part of Pontic: the equivalent Turkish quotative diye (extant in
Cappadocian as deÄi) is participial, and the equivalence of pu-clauses and participles in calques
is a frequent phenomenon in Greek.
16This also occurs with other discourse collocations based on les, such as les ke Ôyou say andÊ= as
ifÕ (10a).
17Drettas explicitly says Òthere are fixed expressions where the preceding possibility (preposing)
does not apply, as is the case when /to-/ joins the verb ÔsayÕ after a preceding nominal whose
definition it stresses. e.g. eÈkÑÈintane spiÈlQxanta to-ÈleÄomen Ôthere grew there cave-thorns, as
we call themÕ.Ó
18bas ke itself (< min pas ke ÔdonÕt go andÕ) is extant in CSMG. Papadopoulos (1929:30) declines
to comment on where the variant paSkim comes from; I suspect an analogy with its synonym
ÄiamÊ< Äia na mi Ôso that it may notÕ.
19Papadopoulos derives the construction from a reanalysis of utterances like an en to les
aliTinon Ôif is what you.say trueÊ= if what you say is trueÕ and an en ke les aliTina Ôif it.is and
you.say trulyÊ= if you speak trulyÕ. In its univerbated form, however, ndo again clearly acts as a
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(9) an ªnÕ kai to nik�q mÕ es´, ªparÕ thn c&h mÕ kai dªba,/ ki an ªnÕ kai to nikÃ sÕ egÃ, ua
pa¼rv kai to ma´ro sÕ.
an en ke to nikas m esi, epar tin pSi m ke Deva,/ ki an en ke to niko s eÄo, Ta pero
ke to mavro s.
if it turns out that you defeat me, take my soul and go; and if it turns out
that I defeat you, I will take your black steed, too.

The redundant collocation oson ndo Ôhow.much thatÕ is parallel to the oso pu col-
location found in various mainstream Greek dialects, and is discussed further in
Nicholas (1998b). ndo is also used redundantly in collocation with manaxon
ÔonlyÕ (10a; cf. CSMG mono pu, and counterexample (10b), where ndo is absent);
andZQk ÔonlyÕÊ< Turkish ancak [andZak] Ôbut, only, howeverÕ (10c); and after the
demonstrative particle xa Ôbehold!Õ (10d; cf. CSMG Èna pu).

(10a) Eke¼ne pa �mon Õkodªspaina etol�neyen tÕ osp¼tÕn atÕ, leq es´ kai p�nta metÕ eke¼non
ªton, manax¿n ntoy ÕkÕ ekal�tzÿeyen.
ekine pa amon koDespena etolaneven t ospitn at, les esi ke panda met ekinon eton,
manaxon ndu k ekaladZeven.
And she wandered around his house like the house mistress, as if she had al-
ways been with him; the only thing was, she would not speak. (FostB 181;
Imera)

(10b) O gªron at¿teq ÕkÕ epªtajen man�xon aq shn xar�n atÕ.
o Äeron atotes k epetaksen manaxon as sin xaran at.
Then the old man all but jumped for joy. (Akoglous 1953:287; Kotyora)
(CSMG: o Äeros tote mono pu Den petakse ap ti xara tu.)

(10c) «Antza-k ntÕ ejªrÕne nt¿ ªnÕ zi�lopnaq na eyt�gÕne.
andzQk nd ekserne Èndo en zialopnas na eftaÄne.
They only know how to act jealous. (FotD 269)

(10d) Xa nto ªrueq kai Õq sÕ osp¼tÕn emoyn.
xa ndo erTes ke s s ospitn emun.
N�, poy ürueq kai sto sp¼ti maq.
Èna, pu irTes ke sto spiti mas.
See, you have finally come to our house. (FotM 479)

Finally, ndo is used in prepositional collocations: ekson ndo Ôoutside thatÊ= ex-
cept that, besidesÕ (11a; cf. SMG ekson pu), anava ndo Ôwithout thatÊ= except that,
besidesÕ (11b; CSMG has no comparable *xoris pu, but it does have xoria pu
Ôapart thatÊ= besidesÕ), as soÊ< as to Ôfrom thatÊ= because (causal, temporal)Õ
(11c), and Äia to Ôfor thatÊ= becauseÕ (11d, with Äia to in apposition with the
prepositional phrase Äia tin emorfaDan ats Ôfor her beautyÕ; 11e, where Äia to is on
its own) (no parallel in CSMG, although EMG does have the equivalent Diato.)

(11a) At¿sÕ nomato¼ ªruan kÕ edªban kÕ ej¿n nto Õki �ftÕne me ker¼n, ybr¼zÕne me kªla
atos nomati erTan k eDevan k ekson ndo ki aftne me kerin, ivrizne me kela
So many people have come and gone, and besides not lighting a candle for me,
they also curse me (Nymf 173; Santa)

nominaliser, and does not have its own external nominal referent; the analogy with paSkim ndo
is obvious.
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(11b) O gªron, �naya nto ÕkÕ e¼den kal¿n aq sh n´fen atÕ, ªkoyen kai th kosm¼Õ ta l¿gia kai
efo�ton na kalatzÿe´Õ a-ten.
o Äeron, anava ndo k iDen kalon as si nifen at, ekuen ke ti kosmi ta loÄia ke
efoaton na kaladZev Qten.
Apart from not seeing any good come of his daughter-in-law, the old man also
heard people gossipping, and he was afraid to talk to her. (Papad 171; Stavrin)

(11c) aso-kH-eÈporesen na-eÄaÈnturevenaten | aÈtos eÈperen to-SeÈrul ke anaÈxapara Èesiren
ta-ÄaÈnatQ
NÕayant pas pu (litt.: du moment quÕil nÕa pas pu) la convaincre, il saisit la
poign�e, lui, et il tira subitement le soufflet.
Since he was not able to convince her, he took the handle and suddenly pulled
the bellows. (Papad 171; Stavrin)

(11d) Ta kor¼t zÿa - th xvr¼Õ eke¼noy epaxoyle´tan aten gia thn emorf�dan atÕq kai ta
prokommªna ta doyle¼aq atÕq kai gia to ÕkÕ epªren �ntraq atÕq gyna¼kan apopªsÕ aq
so xvr¼on erx¼nesan p�nta na kathgoro´n aten.
ta koridZQ ti xori ekinu epaxuleftan aten Äia tin emorfaDan ats ke ta prokomena ta
Dulias ats ke Äia to k eperen andras ats Äinekan apopes as so xorion erxinesan
panda na katiÄorun aten.
The girls of that village envied her for her beauty and her orderly housework,
and because (Ôfor the fact thatÕ) her husband did not marry a woman from the
village, they started continually badmouthing her. (KandilF 125; Chaldia)

(11e) H Sof¼a el�ggecen aq so parau´rÉ giaÉ toÉ epolªmesen o Laz�ragaqÉ (Sivp )
i sofia elaNgepsen as so paraTirÉ ÄiaÉ toÉ epolemesen o lazaraÄasÉ (siopi)
Sophia jumped out the windowÉ becauseÉ Lazaragas attempted toÉ (Silence)
(FotD 327)

All these collocations display the Pontic equivalent of the Greek tendency to
affix pu to as many connectives as possible. This is a native phenomenon inde-
pendent of Turkicisation: it occurs to Turkish loans like andZQk, although there
is no obvious motivation in Turkish to explain the insertion of the nominaliser.
Pontic also adjoins pu to its connectives, but much more infrequently: outside
pseudo-relatives (in which ndo does not feature), there are just a couple of pre-
positional collocations, which are discussed with other dialect forms under the
appropriate rubrics in Nicholas (1998b).

ndo and pu also compete in introducing adjuncts on their own. Neither par-
ticle is particularly widespread in Pontic in this function; yet pu by no means en-
joys a monopoly, and ndo can be found introducing:

¥ concessives; the clitic pa ÔalsoÕ is equivalent in function to CSMG
ke Ôand, alsoÕ in marking the ndo-clause as concessive (cf. CSMG ke
puÑ¤7.4.5);

(12a) Aq tÕ ep�tesan pod�rÕ ol¼gon, to ÕkÕ euªlÕnen atª pa, esªgken ka to kif�lÕ kÕ
erx¼nesen
as t epatesan poDar oliÄon, to k eTelnen ate pa, eseNgen ka to kifal k erxinesen
When they put their foot down, though he didnÕt want to, he bowed his head
and started his story (Akoglous 1950:202; Kotyora)

¥ exclamatory cleft sentences; all instances in the Pontic corpus, like
(12b) and (12c), have nominal heads, follow deprecatory expres-
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sions, and have the predicate Ôthat you have becomeÕÑconstituting
thus a much more restricted genre of exclamatories than in
CSMG; the productive exclamatory in Pontic, as discussed in
¤7.7.5, is not cleft;

(12b) Stramp¼gÕ apadakªsÕ, e¼dvlon tÕ ªnoysÕne, e¼pen aton, aq ªtrvgan a ta foru�kaq
kai mÕ e´rhkeq a!
strambiÄ apaDakes, iDolon t enusne, ipen aton, as etroÄan a ta forTakas ke m
evrikes a!
ÒGet the hell out of here, fool that you have become,Ó he said to him, Òwould
that the frogs did eat him and that you hadnÕt found him!Ó (Akoglous 1954:287;
Kotyora)

(12c) Skyll¼a, peinasmªnÕ, klªftÕ, pasÿ i�k ntÕ egªnesne!
skilia, pinasmen, kleft, paSiak nd eÄenesne!
Curs, starving wretches, theives, vagabonds that you have become! (FotD
308)

¥ normal cleft sentences;

(12d) Po´ ua p�v ÕkÕ ejªrv kai nt¿ ªnÕ nto ua fªrv ÕkÕ ejªrv, a�kon doyle¼an pa g¼netai!
Èpu Ta pao k eksero ke Èndo en ndo Ta fero k eksero, aikon Dulian pa Äinete!
Where I will go I do not know, and what it is that I will bring back I do not
knowÑcan such a deed be done? (KandilE 100; Chaldia)

¥ temporal adjunctsÑalthough ndo in (12e) can also be analysed as a
nominaliser, Ôthe event that I kissÕ;

(12e) Desp¿th, e¼pen o pop�q, m¼an nto filÃ thn popad¼an Õki âall�zÕ ato Õq sÕ es¿n thn
eparx¼an.
Despoti, ipen o popas, mian ndo filo tin popaDian c alaz ato s s eson tin eparxian.
ÒBishop,Ó the priest said, ÒI would not change one [time] when I kiss my wife
for your whole see.Ó (KandilE 120; Chaldia)

(12f) ÕS sh xamailªten nto ep�tesen kai �rkon ªrpajen ªfaen aten.
s si xameleten ndo epatesen ke arkon erpaksen efaen aten.
As soon as she stepped into the mill, the bear seized her and ate her.
(Athanasiadis 1949:199; Santa)

¥ circumstantial adjuncts;

(12g) ÕKÕ egroikÃ nt¿ kerd¼zeten nto tyra_nn¼zete me;
k eÄriko Èndo kerDizeten ndo tirQnizete me?
I do not understand what you gain by tormenting me. (FotD 326)

¥ causal adjuncts;

(12h) «As &kemon seir�n ekrem¼en, o kaÝmªnon! Ki ¿lon, nto ªton to x&ªrÕn atÕ anoixt¿n kÕ
eboüuanen ton ªnan kai ton �llon!
aSkemon siran ekremien, o kaimenon! ki olon, ndo eton to Sern at anixton k
evoiTanen ton enan ke ton alon!
He is quite fallen in his standing, the poor man! And itÕs all because his hand
was open and he would help one person after another! (FotM 457)
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A note should also be made of the collocation ndo X ke ndo Y enan eton Ôthat X
and that Y were oneÊ= X and Y happened (almost) simultaneouslyÕ, which relies
on the capacity of ndo to nominalise (Ôthe event that X and the event that Y were
oneÕ):

(12i) «Agoyron ÕkÕ ªxv Õq sÕ osp¼tÕ, na mon�zv se ÕkÕ eporÃ, tÕ e¼pen kai tÕ esªben apªsÕ kai
tÕ esp�ltsen ap�nÕ atÕ thn p¿rtan ªnan ªton.
aÄuron k exo s s ospit, na monazo se k eporo, t ipen ke t eseven apes ke t espaltsen
apan at tin portan enan eton.
ÒI donÕt have a boy in the house; I cannot lodge youÓ; in a thrice she said this,
went inside, and locked the door behind her (Ôthat she spoke and that she
went inside and that she locked the door behind her were oneÕ). (Tsaousis
1946:210; Hopsha)

The range of functions of ndo overlaps substantially with that of CSMG pu; it
certainly outstrips the range for Pontic pu, used in temporals, circumstances,
contrasts, and clefts, but not (from the available evidence) in causals, exclama-
tories, concessives, and only in a limited way in prepositional and discourse
collocations. This highlights another point made repeatedly in this research:
CSMG pu and Pontic ndo have attained their current functional range by virtue
not of their etymology, but of their core function as relativisersÑthe only fea-
ture the two have in common.

Likewise, the reason pu has not become as widespread in Pontic as it has in
CSMG lies not in any features of the word in isolation, but in how it is integrated
into its paradigm. pu happens to be a less successful relativiser in Pontic than
ndo; it follows that it would also be a less successful connective and collocation
formant. Why pu should be less successful is not as obvious; in his analysis,
Drettas (1997:354) finds that pu is more frequently used with animate referents,
while ndo is more frequently used with inanimates, and clausal referents in par-
ticular. This distinction (which in EMG certainly held for free relatives) would
make ndo more successful in the types of usage considered here, as its reference
is clausal and abstract rather than nominal and animate.20

The status of Mariupolitan, a dialect related to Pontic, should also be outlined.
In Mariupolitan, both tu < to and pu are in productive use, as both bounded and
free relatives. Although the text sample is much too small for significant statis-
tical results, AbrM uses one instance each of tu (13a) and pu (13b) as free rela-
tives (although this example may instead represent a causal pu), and four in-

20A note should also be made on Pontic locative adverbs. In contrast to other Modern Greek
dialects, there is a proliferation of these. Besides Èopu and its variant Èupu, there is oTen ÔwhereÕÊ<
ho@tHen ÔwhenceÕ (ÔwhenceÕ is now expressed by prefixing apo ÔfromÕ: apoTen), poTen (from the in-
terrogative correlative of ho@tHen), umbanÊ< ho@pou a@n ÔwhereverÕ, umbu (portmanteau of umban and
opu), and imban, formed by analogy with indan ÔwhateverÕ (Papadopoulos 1955b:103Ð4). (This is
not to consider the plethora of directional and spatial affixes used to form Pontic locative ad-
verbs.) But this proliferation has not affected the subsequent development of pu in Pontic, and
none of these locatives have undergone functional spread to any other paradigms of Pontic, un-
like ndo. This is yet another argument against a narrowly localist view of such developments: a
locative like umban is not especially privileged to develop further as a connective.
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stances of tu (13c) as bounded relatives against one of pu (13dÑwhich might re-
flect a locative instead). In the cleft construction, AbrM uses only tu, three times
(13e).

(13a) Tmazum ttttuuuu trogum tu mismer ti peftit kana ora
tmazum tu troÄum ti mismer ti peftit kana ora
We prepare to eat (Ôwhat we eatÕ) at noon and you may rest for an hour
(AbrM 11)

(13b) Na vals futija, na tun kaps, ppppuuuu itun styßimenus.
na vals futija, na tun kaps, pu itun stöSimenus.
To make a fire, to burn him, the pledged one (Ôwho was pledged/because he
was pledgedÕ). (AbrM 32)

(13c) Ato ttttuuuu styßsis tu xurban, na tu pajs indun ora.
ato tu stöSsis tu xurban, na tu pajs indun ora.
The burnt offering ∅ you agreed upon, it is time to carry it out. (AbrM 30)

(13d) Tu dΩinem kako fuviro, ppppuuuu vraz apso silitra
tu dZinem kako fuviro, pu vraz apso silitra
Hell is an evil, terrible place, which boils hot [as pitch] (?where it boils)
(AbrM 61)

(13e) Vaj, ty orima en ttttuuuu dranu, uelu na tu aksisu.
vaj, tö orima en tu dranu, Telu na tu aksisu.
Alas, what a vision do I see (Ôwhat vision is it that I seeÕ), I [do not] want to
acknowledge it. (AbrM 37)

So the evidence that pu is used in Mariupolitan as a relativiser is weak; even if it
is, it clearly has not displaced tu as the main relativiser.

B.3.ÊItaliot
In Apulian Italiot, which is generally closer to mainstream Greek than Cala-
brian, pu is the only form used as the relativiser.21 In the majority of Greek dia-
lects, any competition played out between relativisers involves pu and to. Al-
though to is used as a relativiser in Mediaeval Italiot (Nicholas 1998e), there is
no discernible trace of it in the modern dialect. The indigenous competition to
pu in Calabrian Italiot is instead given by ti.

As Rohlfs (1950:120) states, ti as a relativiser is unknown in Apulia; this
finding is borne out by the corpus. There are seeming exceptions in (14a) and
(14b), but these could well be resultatives instead. Rather than ti, Apulian uses
the Southern Italian relativiser and complementiser ka (14c):22

(14a) Emirizi eci tÕariani/ mi mmentascini chlori/ ti se kani olo na iani/ ce su nifti ti
fsichi.
emirizi etSi t ariani/ mi mùetaSini xlori/ ti se kani olo na iani/ tSe su nifti ti fsixi.
L� olezza lÕorigano/ insieme col verde mentastro/ che tutto ti risana/ e ti
ripare il cuore.

21Cassoni (1990 [1937]:64) says explicitly that the relativiser Òis always expressed by pu.Ó
22The usual Salentine relativiser is in fact ci; but ca, which is etymologically causal (>Êquia), is
also in use as a relativiser throughout southern Italy (Rohlfs 1949Ð1954:II 233Ð234).
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There the oregano smells, together with the green mint, that (so that they?)
make you healthy all over, and open up your soul. (Lefons 1959:4; Calimera,
Apulia)

(14b) «Vrha gkennhmªnh san tser�si/ ti soy gkyal¼zei o mo´so san asümi.
oria genùimeni san tserasi/ ti su gializi o muso san asimi.
Beauty born like a cherry, whose (such that your?) face shines like silver.
(Lampikis 32; Calimera, Apulia)

(14c) to spidi ca ep�lisa
to spidi ka epulisa
das Haus, welches ich verkauft habe
the house that I have sold (Rohlfs 1950:120; Martano, Apulia)

There are even instances where, consistent with the propensity of Greek towards
double-barrelled complementisers, ka is adjoined to pu redundantly:

(14d) mu s�zune jel�si ec�ni pu en ec�rune ti �xo sti card�amu ce possi l�mera es�
m�vale c�ttin em�ra pu ca ecanonist�somma.
mu sozune jelasi etSini pu en epserune ti exo sti kardia mu tSe posùi lumera esu mo
vale tSi tùin emera pu ka ekanonistisomùa.
üuela me gel�sei eke¼noi poy den hjªroyne, ti ªxv sthn kardi� moy kai p¿sh fvti�
es´ mÏbaleq eke¼nh thn hmªra poy antamvuükame.
iTela me Äelasi ekini pu Den ikserune, ti exo stin karDia mu ke posi fotia esi mo
vales ekini tin imera pu adamoTikame.
I could be deceived by those who know not what I have in my heart and how
much fire you placed in it the day that we met. (Thumb 286; Calimera, Apulia)

The domain of relativiser-ti is Calabrian. The relativiser is widely used; indeed,
Rohlfs (1950:120) did not record pu at all for Calabrian Italiot. Although he ac-
knowledges that pu is present in texts recorded by Morosi (1870) in Roccaforte
and Rochudi, Rohlfs states that he has not himself observed such usage (Ònicht
best�tigtÓ). Rohlfs (1977:97) revised this judgement in the light of Taibbi &
Caracausi (1959:lxxvi); from the data they collected, these scholars restrict the
relativiser ti to the region of Bova, ti being Òsecondary and relatively rareÓ
(p.Êlxxviii) in the dialects of Rochudi and Condofuri. RohlfsÕ (1950:15) schedule
of visits to the region shows that Rohlfs spent most of his time in Bova and its
colony, Bova Marina; so it is no surprise that he did not observe pu in Calabria.

This resultÑthat Bova uses ti as a relativiser, and the other Calabrian villages
use puÑis confirmed by the other corpora used. For example, the first of the
four DGC conversations, in which all the native Italiot participants are from
Chorio di Rochudi, features pu 75 times in the relativiser role, and ti 17. The
fourth conversation, by contrast, takes place in Bova Marina, and the primary
subject of the interview is from Bova. In this dialogue, ti occurs as a relativiser
55 times, while pu occurs just 6 timesÑnone of which is uttered by a native of
Bova. Similarly, in the TNC corpus, there are no instances of ti as a relativiser
recorded at all for Roccaforte (Vuni) (texts from which constitute half the entire
corpus)Ñalthough conversely, pu is recorded for Bova. The following additional
text counts (proportions of pu to ti as relativisers) can be provided:
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Chorio di Rochudi (HDMS 924) 5:0
Rochudi (HDMS 924) 0:10
Rochudi (TNC) 21:6
Gallician� (HDMS 924) 3:2
Gallician� (Falcone) 15:0
Condofuri (TNC) 2:12

As may be seen from MapÊ13, ti occupies the southern part of the region, while
the villages north of BovaÐCondofuri use pu.23

¥  Chorio di Rochudi
¥ RochudiChorio di Roccaforte ¥

¥ Roccaforte

¥ Gallician�

¥ Condofuri
¥ Bova

¥ Amendol�a

pu

ti

Map 13. Calabrian Italiot villages. Lines indicate civic dependency.

Bova was the regional capital, and until 1940 the seat of the local bishopric;
therefore if ti was an innovation, it would be well-positioned to radiate outwards
from there, and this would explain why Rochudi might have picked up the form
(if HDMS 924 can be trusted), through contact with the prestigious centre.
Somewhat puzzling is why Gallician� resisted the importationÑparticularly
since it is a hamlet of Condofuri, which has ti. As Falcone (p.Ê152) reports, there
is a lively local rivalry between Gallician� and Condofuri, with the Gaddhi-
cianoti adamant that Gallician� was settled by the Greeks before CondofuriÑ
much to the amusement of the Kondohurioti. Gallician� may thus have resisted
the importation as a conscious differentiation from their neighbour.

So a story can be constructed explaining ti as the relative newcomer. If on the
other hand ti is an archaism, it is hard to see why pu would not have made in-
roads in Bova, when the form would have been imported to the region through
its Byzantine contacts (an independent innovation is unlikely), and given that
Bova as the capital would have been a natural dissemenation point. That pu is
likely to be the older form is also corroborated by the data from TrincheraÕs col-
lection of Mediaeval Southern Italian texts: pu is present in these texts as a rela-
tiviser (Nicholas 1998e), but ti is not. So the evidence suggests ti as a relativiser
is an innovation.

23KaranastasisÕ result from Rochudi (HDMS 924) seems to have been an aberration, contra-
dicted by the data from both TNC and the adjoining hamlet of Chorio di Rochudi. Karanastasis
elicited only one text at Rochudi, so his data may be idiolectal.
Data from Amendol�a, further south than Bova, would have been helpful in establishing a geo-
graphically cogent picture here; regrettably, as Rohlfs reports (1950:13), the village was depopu-
lated in the early part of the century. It is similarly regrettable that we have no data from those
villages to the west and north of the contemporary region, where Italiot died out between xviÊAD
and xixÊAD.
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In this light, one can consider the etymology of ti. The relativiser has three
possible etyma, discussed in Rohlfs (1964:Îti (als Relativpronomen)). It could
be (a)Êa reflex of ho@ti, particularly as a relativiser (neuter of ho@stis); (b)Êa reflex of
the ancient interrogative t"Ûs Ôwho?Õ, used sporadically in Middle Greek as a rela-
tiviser (so Kapsomenos (1953:334); his etymology is more plausible than RohlfsÕ
(1950:119) indeclinable t"Û Ôwhat?Õ); or (c)Êa calque of Calabrese ca (both ca and ti
mean ÔwhatÕ; implicit in RohlfsÕ 1950 proposal is such a calque).

Although ti is for the most part indeclinable (15a), just like pu, there is one in-
stance where an allomorph appears: after the preposition ma ÔwithÕ, ti appears
as tino (15b). Since t"Ûnos, t"Ûna are the genitive and accusative of t"Ûs (and tinos the
only allomorph of t"Ûs that survives in CSMG), this makes the t"Ûs etymology
likelyÑat least for the relativiser function.

(15a) o andra ti ivra
o andra ti ivra
der Mann welchen ich gesehen habe
the man whom I saw (Rohlfs 1950:120; Bova, Calabria)

(15b) o �ndra me t�no epl�tezze
o andra me tino eplatetsùe
der Mann, mit dem du gesprochen hast
the man with whom you spoke (Rohlfs 1950:120; Bova, Calabria)

On the other hand, ti is also used as a complementiser in both Apulian and
Calabrian Italiot; in that function, there is little doubt it is derived from ho@ti. So
it seems oti and tis have undergone merger in Calabrian Italiot, forming ti; this
seems more reasonable than Taibbi & CaracausiÕs (1959:lxxviiÐlxxviii) claim
that the complementiser and causal usages of ti rule out tiÊ< t"Ûs.

A t"Ûs etymology would support ti being the older form, and pu the innovation.
If we trust its geographical diffusion, and reject ti being older, the likeliest ex-
planation would then be that relativiser-ti is indeed a calque from Italian, as
Rohlfs originally posited, with the tino form a transferral from the interrogative
Ôwhat?ÕÑfor which the accusative tino is still extant (Rohlfs 1950:118). A bor-
rowing from Italian is just as likely to diffuse outwards from the regional centre,
where contact with Italian speakers was more intense.24

Taibbi & Caracausi (1959:lxxvii) conclude that the two relativisers ti and pu
are in free variation in Calabrian Italiot, since they alternate in song variants.
This is certainly true of those villages where both ti and pu are in useÑall the
villages, it would seem, but Roccaforte. This point is illustrated in the following
example:

(15c) CARMELA: Ec�ni pu �chai, ec�nnai te massar�e, ca po den �chai
SALVINO: Ce ec�ni ti den �chai?
CARMELA: Cini pu den ichan, itan giardin�ri

24The use of a single form for both relativiser and complementiser is also characteristic of
Calabrese ca; the merger between tiREL and tiCOMP, however, is held to be accidental in the litera-
ture (Rohlfs 1964:Îti (als Relativpronomen)), and not an imitation of ca.
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karmela: etSini pu ixai, ekanùai te masùarie, ka po den ixai
salvino: tSe etSini ti den ixai?
karmela: tSini pu den ixan, itan dZardinari
CARMELA: Quelli che ne avevano, facevano raccolta di grano, come non ne
avevano?
SALVINO: E quelli che non ne avevano?
CARMELA: Quelli che non ne avevano, erano coloni
CARMELA: Those who owned property harvested wheat; how would they not
own it?
SALVINO: And those who didnÕt own any?
CARMELA: Those who didnÕt own any were tenant farmers. (DGC 18; Chorio di
Rochudi, Calabria)

As a relativiser, it is to be expected that ti undergoes expansion to other func-
tions in the footsteps of pu. This occurs not only in Southern Calabrian, but
Northern Calabrian, even though the main relativiser there is pu. For instance,
following its relativiser use, ti is also used as a locative relativiser instead of pu,
in Rochudi:25

(15d) Teq �fhka k @ai kond¿fera Õq te sx¿le, ti e¼xe ek@e¼noi, ti üs-sa f-f´gonda an da sp¼ti»a
tes afika tSe kondofera s te sxole, ti ixe etSini, ti isùa fùiÄonda an da spitja
Teq afüsa kÕ eg´risa sta sxole¼a, ¿poy üsan eke¼noi, poy e¼xan f´gei ap¿ ta sp¼tia
tes afisa k eÄirisa sta sxolia, Èopu isan ekini, pu ixan fiÄi apo ta spitia
I left them and returned to the schools, where there were those who had fled
their houses (HDMS 924:56; Rochudi, Calabria)

ti also features in pseudo-relatives:

(15e) den ito scundu ode ti arte �chome tossa pr�mata
den ito skundu ode ti arte exome tosùa pramata
non era come qui che adesso abbiamo tante cose
It wasnÕt like here where we now have so many things (DGC 218; Bova,
Calabria)

The forms pu and ti also compete in forming collocations in Italiot. This in-
cludes Apulia, in which ti is only extant as a complementiser. There does not
seem to be any complementary distribution involved: both are used after the
same formant in forming temporals (dopu ti/pu ÔafterÕ, calquing Italian dopo
che; apoi ti/pu ÔafterÕ (cf. Italian poich�ÊÕsinceÕ < poi ÔafterÕÊ+ ch� ÔthatÕ); satùi/
sambu ÔwhenÕÊ< sanÊ+ ti/pu), and sundry other collocations (e.g. Èna pu Ôbehold
thatÕ in Apulia, but ekùo ti in Calabria (DGC 40).) However, ti but not pu turns up
in the concessive me olo ti (or me olo ka) Ôwith all thatÊ= althoughÕ (cf. CSMG m
olo pu, molonoti) (Rohlfs 1977:208).

There is also competition for adjuncts: ti as well as pu is resultative, although
it is less frequent in that function (Taibbi & Caracausi 1959:lxxxvi):

(16a) ‹e, san esp�ndettse �lo, m�a meg�li karist�a �rte sÕ e©�ndo pa�si; t�sso ti e©�no
ax&x&�roe n�Õx&i bis�ño.
tSe, san espendetùse olo, mia megali karistia irte s etSindo paisi; tosùo ti etSino

25The transition RELATIVISERÊ> LOCATIVE for ti is, of course, the reverse of LOCATIVEÊ> RELA-
TIVISER for pu.
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aCùeroe na Ci bisoøo.
E, dopo chÕegli ebbe speso ogni cosa, una grave carestia venne in quel paese;
tal chÕegli cominci� ad aver bisogno.
And after he spent everything, a great famine befell that country; so much so,
that he found himself needy. (TNC 429.3; Bova, Calabria)

(16b) ‹e ©ino pai ©e b�gliase/ ridze Õs pa mmer�a/ tosso Õti vo Õi kkard�a-mmu/ oli
rridze vast�.
tSe tSino pai tSe be´iase/ ridze s pa mùerea/ tosùo ti vo i kùardia mùu/ oli rùidze vasto.
E quello butt�/ radici in ogni parte/ tanto che io il mio cuore/ lo porto tutto
radici.
And it went and sprouted roots in all directions, so much so that I bear my
heart full of roots. (Palumbo 48; Calimera, Apulia)

And ti is used as a causal connective in Italiot (Rohlfs 1964:Îti ÔweilÕ) (17a), as
well as introducing contrasts (17b), circumstances (17c), and concessives (17d).

(17a) Ev�, ipe Cigala, en �rcome ja macada, ti st�o ce travud�, cÕ embel� trav�dia.
evo, ipe tSigala, en erkome dZa makada, ti steo tSe travudo, tS embelo travudia.
ÇEgÃ,È e¼pe to Tzitz¼ki, Çden to koyn�v ap¿ dv, giat¼ k�uomai kai tragoydÃ, kai
skorp�v trago´diaÈ.
ÒeÄo,Ó ipe to dzidziki, ÒDen to kunao apo Do, Äiati kaTome ke traÄuDo, ke skorpao
traÄuDia.Ó
ÒI,Ó said the cicada, Òam not moving from here, because I keep singing and
scattering songs.Ó (Dizikirikis 15; Apulia)

(17b) Oi Õti kui Vlora, Vrizia oi Vlog�a,/ ev� to n�ma-tti Õe tteÕ nna po.
oi ti kui vlora, vrizia oi vlogia,/ evo to noma tùi e tùe nùa po.
O si chiama Vlora o Vrizia o Vlog�a,/ io il suo nome non voglio dire.
O what though her name is Vlora or Vrizia or Vlogia, I do not want to reveal
her name. (Palumbo 17; Calimera, Apulia)

(17c) eh�rtasa? to pa66ali pu isso! ti me e∆e s tin gal�mittÔa!
ehortasa? to paêùali pu isùo! ti me eDe s tin galamitùHa.
Mi son saziata? Il babbione che sei, ch� mi leg� alla nepitella!
Me, full? What a fool you are! For she tied me to the calamint shrub. (Falcone
162; Gallician�, Calabria)

(17d) Ma to crea ci�la, eeh, ci�la na peth�naine; na sp�sciun ena, en to sp�zai, ci�la
ti epeth�nai
ma to krea tSiola, e, tSiola na peTenaine; na spaSun ena, en to spatsai, tSiola ti
epeTenai
Ma la carne anche, eh, anche se morivano; ad ammazzare un animale, non lo
ammazzavano neanche se morivano
But they also had meat, eh, if it died; butcher an animal they would not, even
though it was dying. (DGC 34; Chorio di Rochudi, Calabria)

The Apulian data is of interest here: it has nothing much to do with ti as a rela-
tiviser (ti not being a relativiser in Apulian at any stage, as far as we know), but
everything to do with what ho@ti was already doing in EMGÑacting as a causal
and circumstance connective. So the Calabrian data does not prove that the
relativiser ti underlies these functions: it could have been independently inher-
ited from ho@ti.

The competition in Calabrian Italiot between ti and pu is remarked upon by
Taibbi & Caracausi (1959:lxxvii):
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The hypothesis that the definite relative pronoun ti had the same origin as the
complementiser ti, namely ho@ti, and was a competitor form to pu, is confirmed by
the study of subordination syntax. As will be seen, complementisers pu and ti,
alone or in combination, introduce declarative, causal, consecutive and temporal
propositions, often alternating in use without any difference either in function or in
meaning.

Indeed, ti and pu competeÑin both Apulian and Calabrian, as it turns out, al-
though more intensely in the latter. And it is also true that there is often no dis-
cernable difference between the two; a good example of this are the redundant
lexicalisations of Apulian, satùi puÊ< san ti pu ÔwhenÕ and sambu tiÊ< san pu ti
ÔwhenÕ (Nicholas 1998b). However, ho@ti is a potential etymology for ti, and much
of the functionality of ti can be explained in terms of ho@ti rather than in terms of
the relativiser ti. (The exception lies only in straightforward reanalyses such as
locative ti (15d).) This means that, in arguing that the functional spread of pu
inheres in it being a relativiser rather than a locative, Italiot ti is not as instruc-
tive as Pontic ndo.

B.4.ÊAllomorphs of pu
A note should also be made about the phonological realisation of pu in dialects.
One allomorph of pu is p; this is seen in Northern Greek, where unstressed high
vowels are deleted. This development is entirely predictable, and need not de-
tain us any further. The other three allomorphs discussed here are po, ap(u),
and (È)opu.

B.4.1.Êpo
The most frequently seen allomorph of pu across dialects is po (Andriotis 1951).
This involves the phonological process /u#e/Ê> /o/, which affects only cliticsÑ
namely, the clitic pronouns mu, su, tu, and pu.

The distribution of this phenomenon presents quite a conundrum; AndriotisÕ
list of where it is attested is so extensive, it would be easier to list the places
where it is not attested. In addition, the extent of the spread of the pheno-
menonÑthe number of words ending in -u it affectsÑvaries from place to place.
AndriotisÕ results, to which I add my own findings from HDMS data, may be
summarised as follows:
¥ Universal, including word-internally: Early Modern Greek, which at-

tests such forms as akueÊ> ako Ôheard, was calledÕ and lueseÊ> lose Ôyou batheÕ
(Andriotis 1951:3). No modern dialect has followed suit with such develop-
ments.

¥ Universal across word boundaries: Apiranthos, Naxos. The dialect of
this West Cretan colony in the Cyclades is highly idiosyncratic, and in the
three centuries it has been cut off from Crete, it has undertaken several auto-
nomous developments. This is the case with /u#e/Ê> /o/: while the process is
extant in West Cretan, Apiranthos has generalised it to all contexts, whether
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they involve function or content words; e.g. /mia kilia tu vuDiu epirame/ Ôwe
took an ox bellyÕÊ> mia kilia tu vuDiopirame.

¥ u ÔnotÕ: Tsakonian: *u eni ÔNEG isÕÊ> oøi.
¥ mu, su, tu, pu, Èpu: Macedonia: Meleniko; Chios.
¥ mu, su, tu, pu:

Italiot (in which the form goteÊ< akuete Ôyou.PL hearÕ points
to the generalisation noted for EMG).

Maniot and Corsican Maniot.
Northern Greek.26

Heptanesa: Ithaca.
Peloponnese: Arcadia, Messenia, Achaea (Kalavrita,

HDMS 900:313), Elis (Andritsena, HDICÑÒL.A.X.
1546:1Ó (?), Marathea, HDMS 997:223).

Eastern Greek: Cyclades: Kimolos, Tinos (HDMS 361:
193); Cyprus, Lesbos and Lemnos, Chios (Laograf¼a
17:29), Dodecanese: Castellorizo, Rhodes; Crete: Sfakia
(southwestern Crete), Arhanes (central Crete: HDMS
850:22).

The regions where the process doesnÕt seem to take place are: Eastern Crete, at
least some of the Heptanesa and the Dodecanese, Thrace, and the outliers
Pontus and Cappadocia. This is a rather small number of places, particularly
given that the process is also absent in CSMG. Certainly in many of the places
cited, the process is not obligatorily realised (as Andriotis commented); but a
resolution of the problem raised here is beyond the scope of this research, and
would require considerable textual resources.

At any rate, the process occurs in regions whose Greek is grosso modo archaic
(Italiot, South-Eastern Greek, Tsakonian, Maniot), and this fits with the exten-
sive presence of the process in EMG: older dialects made the innovation, which
seems to have been undone (an easy reanalysis) in the more innovative main-
land and Eastern CreteÑincluding those dialects on which CSMG is based: at
least some Peloponnesian dialects, Heptanesian, and Constantinopolitan.

The process is interesting in that it classes pu as a clitic, together with clitic
pronouns. Yet being a phonological clitic in Greek confers no special status: any
unstressed function word is a candidate for being a clitic, and the word involved
need not even be monosyllabic (unstressed opoÊ< opu and apoÊ< apu appears in
texts alongside poÊ< pu).

There are some dialects in which pu is realised as po, without the following
word having an initial e, overt or underlying (as with the dropped unstressed

26Epirus, Thessaly, Samos, Skopelos, Roumeli (Phthiotis, HDMS 1088:162; Aetolia & Acar-
nania, HDMS 792:50, 1244:52), Macedonia (Chalcidica, HDMS 1200:289; Kozani, HDMS
1087:51; Grevena, HDMS 1082:184; Salonica, HDMS 1164: 202; Serres, HDMS 1168:103;
Imathia, HDMS 955: 53), Eastern Rumelia (Sozopolis, HDMS 725B:200; Kavakli, HDMS
960:381; Kozaka, Varna, HDMS 952: 67); Bithynia (Moudiana, HDMS 725A:57).
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augment.)27 Of the eight HDMS examples, one is attested in Macedonia, one in
Eastern Thrace, one in Eastern Rumelia, one in Bithynia, two in Apiranthos,
one in Andros in the Cyclades, and one in the Peloponnese (Karya, Corinthia).28

Certainly in Apiranthos, and quite possibly in the other regions as well, the
/u#e/Ê> /o/ process holds, and this may be a local reanalysis of /pu/ [po] to
/po/Ñparticularly in Apiranthos, where /u#e/ is so pervasive. Macedonia,
Thrace, Eastern Roumelia, Bithynia and Andros all speak Northern Greek, and a
hypercorrection of pu to po is also not out of the question,29 particularly since
the examples from Andros, Bithynia, and Thrace have southern vocalism, so
that the speakers are trying to speak standard Greek. As for Karya, the presence
there of apu (19a) demonstrates contact with adjacent Northern Greek-speaking
Roumeli; po there may be a borrowed hypercorrection.

27To explain: past tenses in Greek of verbs whose stem starts with a consonant are preceded by
the augment e-. In EMG, this e was dropped if unstressed; so pHilo^ù ~ fiÈlo ÔI kissÕ has the past
tense epH"Ûleùson in Classical Greek, and eÈfilisa in EMG, but Èfilisa in CSMG. In some dialects, the
surface form is filisa, but underlyingly the form is still efilisa, so that relativisations like po
filisaÊ< pu (e)filisa turn up.
28The process is very peculiar, and may not attract attention when the relevant entry for pu is
eventually compiled in the Historical Dictionary; so I give the examples below:
(18a) kiÕ amÕ po leq

ki am po les
so, anyway (HDMS 1140:42; Doxato, Drama, Macedonia)

(18b) Toy basilª to paid¼ ta Õxase po thn e¼de, ap¿ ker¼ �nurvpoq
tu vasile to peDi ta xase po tin iDe, apo keri anTropos
The kingÕs son was stunned to see her, turned from wax into a human (HDMS
725A:218; Metres, Eastern Thrace)

(18c) ÕKei sta ki »¿ski»a Õpo koim�mi kai kanªnan de foyb�mi
ki sta cosca po kimami ke kanenan De fuvami
Down at the pavillons where I sleep and fear nobody (HDMS 960:381;
Kavakli, Eastern Rumelia)

(18d) Afªnth moy «Ah Gi�nnh Pros¿drome/ sy Õsai po baft¼zeiq ton K´ri »¿n maq
afedi mu ai Äiani prosoDrome/ si se po vaftizis ton kirjon mas
My Lord Saint John the Forerunner, Õtis you that baptises Our Lord. (HDIC:
Mikrasiatik� Xronik� 6:217; Pistikohoria, Bithynia)

(18e) kai pon üsoy uyatªra/ na petÃ me ton aªra
ke po n isu Tiatera/ na peto me ton aera
and would that you were a daughter, I would fly with the wind (HDMS
508:158; Apiranthos, Naxos, Cyclades)

(18f) V Panagi� moy, kai po mÕ ªpairneq!
o panaÄia mu, ke po m epernes!
Oh Our Lady, would that you would take me away! (HDMS 571:410;
Apiranthos, Naxos, Cyclades)

(18g) ªspase h svlüna po p�ei o atm¿q
espase i solina po pai o atmos
the pipe that the steam goes through has broken (HDMS 870:44; Korthi,
Andros, Cyclades)

(18h) Sth stro´gka po armªgane, armªgane ta g¼dia
sti struga po armeÄane, armeÄane ta ÄiDia
In the pen where they milked, they milked the goats (HDMS 420: Karya,
Corinthia, Peloponnese)

29In Northern Greek, unstressed o goes to u, so the hypercorrection of (CSMG) unstressed u  to o
is not unheard of.
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B.4.2.Êapu
pu also has the variant apu or ap (Northern Greek) in many dialects of Greek.
The development has been discussed in some detail by Tzartzanos with respect
to Thessalian:

apu, ap. The word pu (Èopu, opu), which in the vernacular serves as a relative pro-
noun or as a temporal connective or in similar such functions, is pronounced apu
or ap (and pu), and never as opu or Èopu. [É] The word has thus coincided phoneti-
cally with the preposition apu, ap ÔfromÕ.30 [É] This coinciding and the develop-
ment of a before pu (Èopu, opu) was motivated, we believe, by the preposition aÈpo.
Being preclitic, and thus mostly unstressed [É], aÈpo became apu,31 and
undergoing aphaeresis of the initial a, especially whenever preceded by another a,
it then became Õpu [É]. And since that pu also has the forms apu and pu, these were
also taken on by pu (=ÊÈopu, opu). (Tzartzanos 1989 [1909]:59Ð60)

So in short, apo ÔfromÕ developed synchronic variants, one of which was *[pu]
and the other [apu]; these variants came to be used for both apo and pu. The ar-
gument is tempting, particularly since something similar took place in South-
Eastern Greek (where the form pu ÔfromÕ, hypothetical for Thessalian, is extant.)
And as a perusal of HDIC data shows, this ambiguity of [pu] ÔfromÕ and [pu]
ÔRELÕ can trap the unwary; there are no less than 11 instances amongst the 819
indexcards for pu which are actually instances of ÔfromÕ, collected from Mace-
donia, Thessaly, Cretan, and South-Eastern Greek.32 But the difference in syn-
tactic scope of apo and pu is considerable, so that the two are impossible to con-
flate in general. So while it is possible that opuÊ> apu by analogy with apo in
Northern Greek, and apoÊ> pu by analogy with opu in South-Eastern Greek, the
conflation Tzartzanos speaks of is not a plausible manner for this to have taken
place.

The number of dialects apu is attested for is, as with po, so large that it is
easier to describe where it is not attested. Based on HDIC data, apu is attested
throughout the northern mainlandÑRoumeli (including Euboea), Thessaly
(including the adjoining Northern Sporades islandsÑSkiathos, Skopelos, and
AlonnisosÑbut excluding Skyros), Epirus, Macedonia, and Thrace (including all
of Western Thrace, Samothrace, Eastern Thrace, and Eastern Rumelia). It is
also attested in the broader region of Crete: Crete itself, the southern Cyclades
islands of Kimolos (not in HDICÑHDMS 829:13) and Anaphe, and the neigh-
bouring islands of Cythera and Anticythera. And it is attested throughout South-
Eastern Greek: Cyprus, Icaria, Chios, and the Dodecanesian islands of Kar-
pathos and KasosÑnear CreteÑand Kos).

30This did not happen in Cretan (where ÔfromÕ is apo), but it did happen in South-Eastern
Greek, where ÔfromÕ is puÊ< apo.
31Recall that oÊ> u is regular for unstressed o in Northern Greek.
32All of these instances are dissimilar enough from CSMG that the confusion is understandable;
for example, the Macedonian use of pu ti Ôfrom whatÊ= whyÕ (HDMS 1154:58), or the Karpathos
clause pu pot eksenitefTi Ôsince [the time] when he migratedÕ (HDMS 286:26), whichÑconfus-
ingly for a CSMG-speakerÑuses the interrogative pote instead of the connective otan for a tem-
poral adjunct.
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Where apu is not attested is: the outlier dialects of GreekÑproving it to be a
recent innovation; the Heptanesa; the northern Aegean islands of Lesbos,
Lemnos, Skyros, and Samos (which was colonised by Northern Greek speakers
some 500 years ago); most of the Cyclades and at least some of the Dodecanese;
and most of the Peloponnese. The northern Aegean islands and the Cyclades are
a geographically cogent region, but they do not have much in common histori-
cally. The Dodecanese seem to have been caught in a tussle between the newer
form apu and the older opu, attested not only in Nisyros, but Kos, which also
features apu; an unnumbered Constantinopolitan Philological Society manu-
script cited in HDIC states explicitly that the island of Tilos has Òapu and more
rarely opuÓ. The Peloponnese and Heptanesa, finally, do group together
linguistically, and are in the same dialect group as CSMG; this is why apu is ab-
sent in CSMG.

Map 14. Distribution of apu. Dark grey are regions where apu is not attested; light grey are
regions in parts of which apu is attested.

In fact, apu is attested for three places in the Peloponnese:

(19a) Allo¼ toy apo´ den ªxei an´xia na jystü!
ali tu apu Den exi anixia na ksisti!
Woe to him who has no nails to scratch himself with! (HDMS 429:14; Karya,
Corinthia)
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(19b) Apo´ leq epügame Õq ta pr¿bata kai tÕ armªjame
apu les epiÄame s ta provata ke t armeksame
So, we went to the sheep and milked them (HDMS 587:116; Pappoulia,
Messenia)

(19c) O Tzabelioli�q gnvr¼zei o´la ta s\ ´rmata apo´ kateba¼noyn oi lago¼ sa bga¼noyn
s\ th bos&kü kai de toy j\efe´gei o´te ªnaq
o dzaveliolas Änorizi ula ta sHirmata apu katevenun i laÄi sa vÄenun sHti vos&ki ke
De tu ksHefevÄi ute enas
Tzaveliolias knows all the paths hares come down on as they go out to pasture,
and not one gets away from him (HDMS 622:1; Pylia, Messenia)

Of these, (19b) and (19c) are both from the region of Pylia, in the mountains a
few kilometres inland from the Mycenaean coastal town of Pylos. More signifi-
cantly, Pylos in turn is a few kilometres north of the Venetian ports of Modon
(Methoni) and Coron (Koroni); Pappoulia is 21Êkm NNE of Modon. In contrast
to the rest of the Peloponnese, which came under French rule before being re-
taken by the Byzantines, and was Turkish from xvÊAD, Coron and Modon re-
mained under Venetian rule until the Ottoman conquest in xviÊAD. One would
expect therefore that the inhabitants of the region around Coron and Modon
kept contact with the inhabitants of the other Venetian dependenciesÑincluding
the Heptanesa and Crete. Evidence of such contact is given by the use in Paide-
meno/Flesias (11Êkm north of Pappoulia) of the GEN.FEM.SG article tsi (HDMS
1017:24)Ñassociated with the Venetian possessions of the Heptanesa and Crete,
but not with the Peloponnese. So apu is another word that could have travelled
with the Venetians to Pylia.33

As for (19a), Karya is 13Êkm inland from the northern Peloponnesian coast,
across from the Roumeliot port of Galaxidi; so an importation from Roumeli is
likeliest here. So the presence of apu in the Peloponnese is only marginal.

B.4.3.ÊÈopu/opu
The final allomorphs are the original forms of the word, Èopu and unstressed
opu. opu is widespread in Greek in proverbs and folksongs as a free relativeÑ
consistent with it being an archaism. It also turns up in much earlier vernacular
writing, possibly as a ÔcorrectionÕ; in MarkiyannisÕ Memoirs, for instance, pu ac-
counts for a mere 14 out of the 1610 instances of Èopu/opu/pu.

opu is occasionally found in productive useÑparticularly in Epirus, the Hepta-
nesa, and Thrace. These are areas on the geographical periphery of Greece, and
the retention of opu may correlate with a tendency not to drop initial unstressed
vowels in generalÑan innovation which took place in EMG. I do not currently
have the resources to explore this possibility.

Infrequently, pu materialises in its original, locative form, Èopu. Many of these
instances are either in proverbs (20a) or folksong (20b)Ñor both, proverbs

33Nicholas Contossopoulos (pers. comm.) has discerned Heptanesian influence on the dialects
of both Messenia and Elis to its north, although I have not found any mention of this in his pub-
lished works.
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being frequently metrical (20c). They can thus be dismissed as fossilised forms,
or metrical conveniences.

(20a) «Opoy de f�ei ueri¿, de ueriªbgei
Èopu De fai Terio, De TerievÄi
Whoever does not eat a monster, does not become a monster himself (HDMS
1184:26; Nisyros, Dodecanese)

(20b) Ag�li»a, trªllh, to pai� n-na mh nto r¼jhq ¿jv/ k &ai k&e¼noq ¿poy to Õkame de Õne¼nai sa
Õnesªna
aÄa´a, trelùi, to pein na mi ndo riksis okso/ ts&e ts&inos Èopu to kame De nine sa
nesena
Go slowly, you madwoman, with the child, watch you donÕt throw it out; and the
one who made it is not like you (HDMS 1054:17; Kefalos, Kos, Dodecanese)

(20c) «Opoy pein� cvmi� uvre¼ ki ¿poy dic� phg�dia
Èopu pina psomia Tori ki Èopu Dipsa piÄaDia
Whoever is hungry sees loaves of bread, and whoever is thirstyÑwells
(HDMS 1187:20; Meligalas, Messenia, Peloponnese)

In a few instances, Èopu is a relativiser in productive use. The following are iso-
lated instances in their respective regions, and should be regarded as flukesÑif
not mistranscriptions:

(21a) e¼nai �n ³urvpoi ¿poy deu ua f�ne staf´li kau¿loy!
ine anTropi Èopu DeT Ta fane stafili kaTolu!
There are people who will not eat any grapes at all! (HDMS 340:276; Kimolos,
Cyclades)

(21b) «Opoy p�rÕ ki f´g&Õ h sk´lla, ike¼no, ua gªnÿÕ pi»o kal¿.
Èopu par ki fiz& i skila, ikino, Ta Äeø pjo kalo.
Whichever one the bitch takes and leaves will turn out to be the best. (HDMS
925:194: Sykaminea, Larisa, Thessaly)

(21c) Ef�a maq thf fraz-z¿la, ¿poy na f�si th spagi»�
efaa mas tif frazùola, Èopu na fasi ti spaÆa
They ate our loaf of breadÑmay they eat their entrails! (HDMS 1224:57:
Profitis Ilias, Icaria, Central Aegean)

(21d) opo{de pvq üpi »ase to m�rmaron ¿poy r¼xnan oi pi»o mprost� dy9o toy s´ntrofoi me
d´nam¼n toq pollün.
opu De pos ipjase to marmaron Èopu rixnan i pjo mbrosta Djo tu sindrofi me
Dinamin tos polùin.
for he had seen how he had caught the marble slab which the two foremost of
his comrades were using all their strength to pitch. (DawkD 138; Asfendiou,
Kos, Dodecanese)

(21e) S´rÕ na fªrÕq ta gki»o´mi»a na p�rÕq to g�la. «Opoy ªfye ayt¿q, egÃ ta ¼di»a ke¼no to
br�dÕ de nta püga.
sir na fers ta ïumja na pars to Äala. Èopu efie aftos, eÄo ta iDja kino to vraD De nta
piÄa.
ÒGo get the skins so you can pick up the milk.Ó After he left, that evening I did
not take the goats over. (HDMS 756:7; Marmara)
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Outside these, there are two places where Èopu seems to be extant as a produc-
tive relativiser. One is CorfuÑincluding the Diapontii Islands (Othoni, Eri-
koussa, Mathraki) to its northwest:

(22a) Ayt¿ k�ue ¿poy tÕ armªme to plªnome kal� me afr¼ ap¿ g�la kai me l�di me
xamomüli
afto kaTe Èopu t armeme to plenome kala me afri apo Äala ke me laDi me xamomili
Every time we milk it, we wash it well with milk foam and camomile oil
(HDMS 806:241; Afioni, Corfu)

(22b) petyxa¼noyne kai k�ti kots�req poy ¿poy tsi f�ei de tÕq alhsmon�ei
petixenune ke kati kotsares pu Èopu tsi fai De ts alismonai
and they find some flatfish that whoever eats them will never forget them
(HDMS 841:121: Erikoussa)

(22c) «Otan m�uane oi g& aderfªq thq ¿poy eprob�toyne to basil¿poylo, th b�lane oi g&
aderfªq thq aoyk�toy ap¿ to goylok¿gino
otan maTane i z& aDerfes tis Èopu eprovatune to vasilopulo, ti valane i z& aDerfes tis
aukatu apo to ÄulokoÄino
When her sisters found out that the prince was walking, they put her under-
neath the stone basket (HDMS 805A:77: Othoni)

Corfu, and the Diapontii islands in particular, are on the northwest edge of the
Greek-speaking world, although since their dialect is unexceptional by Hepta-
nesian standards, this archaism is somewhat surprising. The other such region
is the recently extinct dialect of the Maniot colony in Corsica (Blanken 1951:
165), where Èopu appears to have been in free variation with pu; BlankenÕs obser-
vation is confirmed by (22d), collected in 1965.

(22d) H g &yna¼ka ¿poy den ªx&ei �ra na k�nh p�ei sto per¼pato
i z&ineka Èopu Den es&i ara na kani pai sto peripato
A woman who has nothing else to do goes for a stroll (HDMS 861:132: Cargese,
Corsica)

The colony was founded in late xviiÊAD. Because of a lack of data (notwith-
standing an entire grammar (Mirambel 1929) being written on the dialect!), I
cannot tell whether the Maniot the colonists left behind has Èopu; but Mani is
known to be a linguistically conservative areaÑretaining inter alia uÊ< Ancient y,
which in most modern dialects has gone to i instead. So such an archaism in
Maniot is not surprising; it is certainly less surprising here than in Corfu.

B.5.ÊConclusion
Amongst Greek dialects, pu has undergone competition with to in Anatolian
Greek, and ti in Italiot. In both instances, the competitors have made significant
inroads against pu; in Cappadocian in particular, pu is marginalised in the
northwest, and almost entirely absent in the southwest, but for the idiosyncratic
development of Ulaga� op.

The success of to in Anatolian Greek, and ti in Calabrian Italiot, seems to be a
language contact phenomenon. Although to is a native Greek relativisation
strategy, it also acts as a calque of the Turkish personal participle, being more
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strongly a nominalisation than pu. Similarly, although ti in Italiot has a good
Hellenic pedigree in ho@ti, its particular success in Calabrian, and around the
capital of Bova in particular, points to a calque from Calabrese ca. Since pu is so
universal in use amongst Greek dialects, it is not surprising that any exceptions
to this universality necessitate intensive external language contact, such as has
taken place in both Italy and Asia Minor.

Apart from explaining the failure of pu to take over its paradigm in these re-
gions, the foregoing account has also contributed a potent counterargument to a
localist account of pu. These calqued forms have native Greek antecedents,
which have nothing to do with locality. Being both calques and non-locatives,
therefore, they have nothing to do with pu in their development. Yet particularly
in Pontic, they recapitulate the functional expansion of pu. This shows that the
functional range of pu need not be explained by localist etymology, if these non-
locatives attain the same distribution. The similarity of their functional range is
to be sought in their original functional similarityÑwhich is relativisation. It is
the fact that pu is primarily a relativiser, rather than originally a locative, which
explains its present distribution.

I have also surveyed the realisation of pu in the various dialects of Greek. The
distribution of po and apu is so wide that their absence in CSMG is puzzling.
Both are absent in the more innovatory dialects on which CSMG is basedÑ
Peloponnesian (at least Eastern Peloponnesian for po, and all but Venetian Pylia
for apu), and Heptanesian. Both are present in the more archaic mainstream
Greek dialects. This suggests that in both cases, the alternative form was re-
moved as a linguistic simplificationÑpotentially such was characteristic of
Western Greek in general.

The archaic allomorphs opu/Èopu, finally, survive in fossilised expressions
throughout Greek, and in geographically marginal dialects: Epirus, Thrace,
Corfu, Corsica. The geographically marginal status of these dialects is consistent
with them retaining the archaic form.



APPENDIX C.ÊTEXT COUNTS

C.1.ÊMakriyannis corpus (1829Ð1851)
There are 143,000 words in MakriyannisÕ Memoirs.

Function Memoirs, First
period (1829Ð
1840?)

Memoirs,
Second Period
(1844-1851)

Total

Locative 92 (0.9) 26 (0.6) 118 (0.8)
Indefinite locative 6 2 8
Definite locative 86 24 110
Relativiser (including temporal
and manner)

683 (6.8) 358 (8.6) 1041 (7.3)

Generalising relative 1 (0.0) 1 (0.0) 2 (0.0)
Pseudo-relative 75 (0.7) 28 (0.7) 103 (0.7)
eki Ôthere; just asÕ 48 11 59
tora ÔnowÕ 13 11 24
eDo ÔhereÕ 7 1 8
tote ÔthenÕ 5 4 9
aftu ÔthereÕ 1 0 1
epses Ôlast nightÕ 1 0 1
tiutos Ôin this wayÕ 0 1 1
Cleft 6 2 8
Complement 51 (0.5) 21 (0.5) 72 (0.5)
CSMG-Obligatory 18 (0.2) 9 (0.2) 27 (0.2)
PREDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE
REACTIONS1

16/10/0 (62%) 7/7/1 (47%) 23/17/1 (56%)

milo apelpismena ÔspeakÑdespairing
thatÉÕ

0/0/0 0/0/1 0/0/1

pareksiÄo Ôbe offendedÕ 0/0/0 0/1/0 0/0/0
exo doksa Ôhave gloryÕ 0/0/0 0/1/0 0/1/0
efkaristirion Ôvote of thanksÕ 0/0/0 0/1/0 0/1/0
aDiko Ôblame; do an injusticeÕ 0/0/0 0/1/0 0/1/0
anapavome Ôrest; be contentÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/1/0
kleo ÔcryÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/1/0
anaTemato ÔcurseÕ 0/2/0 0/0/0 0/2/0
xerome Ôbe happyÕ 0/2/0 0/0/0 0/2/0
pikrenome Ôbe embitteredÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/1/0
pariÄorieme Ôbe consoledÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/1/0
exo Äinati Ôbear a grudgeÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/1/0
evÄe ÔbravoÕ 1/0/0 0/0/0 1/0/0
siNxoro ÔforgiveÕ 4/0/0 0/0/0 4/0/0
Doksazo ton Teon Ôthank GodÕ 1/0/0 4/0/0 5/0/0
aÄanakto Ôbecome indignantÕ 1/0/0 0/1/0 1/1/0
tixeros ÔluckyÕ 1/0/0 0/0/0 1/0/0
katalipume Ôbe very sorryÕ 0/1/0 0/1/0 0/2/0
lipume Ôbe sorryÕ 2/0/0 0/1/0 2/1/0

1pu counts are followed by counts for oti and pos.
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efxaristo ÔthankÕ 1/0/0 0/0/0 1/0/0
keÄete i psixi mu Ômy soul burns; I
am despondentÕ

1/0/0 0/0/0 1/0/0

tiro ÔcareÕ 1/0/0 0/0/0 1/0/0
exo Dikion Ôbe rightÕ 1/0/0 0/0/0 1/0/0
perno efxaristisin Ôtake pleasureÕ 1/0/0 0/0/0 1/0/0
perifanevome Ôtake prideÕ 1/0/0 0/0/0 1/0/0
kano siÄri Ôbe annoyedÕ 0/0/0 1/0/0 1/0/0
siNxerome ÔcongratulateÕ 0/0/0 1/0/0 1/0/0
efxaristieme Ôbe pleasedÕ 0/0/0 1/0/0 1/0/0
PREDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE
APPRAISALS

2/2/0 (50%) 2/2/0 (50%) 4/4/0 (50%)

meli Ôbe of concernÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/1/0
ine Distixia Ôbe a misfortuneÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/0/0
krima Ôbe a pityÕ 1/0/0 0/0/0 1/0/0
kakofenete ÔdispleaseÕ 1/0/0 0/0/0 1/0/0
to kako ine Ôthe bad thing isÕ 0/0/0 0/1/0 0/1/0
to kalo ine Ôthe good thing isÕ 0/0/0 1/0/0 1/0/0
i sotiria ine Ôthe salvation isÕ 0/0/0 1/1/0 1/1/0
CSMG-Optional 28 (0.3) 9 (0.2) 37 (0.3)
PREDETERMINED TRUTH
LINGUISTIC

0/1/0 (0%) 0/0/0 (0%) 0/1/0 (0%)

omoloÄo ÔadmitÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/1/0
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE
COGNITIVE

15/18/1 (44%) 6/13/0 (31%) 21/31/1 (40%)

DixnoÊÕshowÕ 0/2/0 0/1/0 0/3/0
akuo ÔhearÕ 0/1/1 0/0/0 0/1/1
vlepo ÔseeÕ 15/15/0 6/12/0 21/27/0
PREDETERMINED TRUTH
COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL

13/61/2 (17%) 3/22/1 (11%) 16/83/3 (16%)

STATIC 6/12/1 (32%) 2/10/0 (17%) 8/22/1 (26%)
DiaDinete Ôbe rumouredÕ 0/0/0 0/1/0 0/1/0
exo proterima Ôhave an advantageÕ 0/0/0 0/1/0 0/1/0
ine aliTino Ôbe trueÕ 1/1/0 0/1/0 1/2/0
ine Änosto Ôit is knownÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/1/0
ksero ÔknowÕ 3/8/1 2/3/0 5/11/1
Änorizo ÔknowÕ 1/1/0 0/1/0 1/2/0
Timume ÔrememberÕ 1/1/0 0/3/0 1/4/0

KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN 7/49/1 (12%) 1/12/1 (7%) 8/61/2 (11%)
vrisko ÔfindÕ 1/0/0 0/0/1 1/0/1
apoDixno ÔproveÕ 0/1/0 0/3/0 0/4/0
katalaveno ÔunderstandÕ 0/3/0 0/1/0 0/4/0
maTeno Ôlearn; be informedÕ 6/45/1 1/8/0 7/53/1
PREDETERMINED PHYSICAL
OCCURRENCE NOMINAL

0/0/0 (0%) 1/0/0 (100%) 1/0/0 (100%)

etio ÔcauseÕ 0/0/0 1/0/0 1/0/0
CSMG-Unacceptable 5 (0.1) 3 (0.1) 8 (0.1)
DETERMINED ACTION LINGUISTIC 0/3/0 (0%) 0/4/0 (0%) 0/7/0 (0%)
Dino iposxesi Ômake a promiseÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/1/0
iposxome ÔpromiseÕ 0/2/0 0/4/0 0/6/0
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH
LINGUISTIC

5/147/8 (3%) 1/80/3 (1%) 6/227/11 (2%)

ksiÄume ÔexplainÕ 0/0/1 0/0/0 0/0/1
omilies Ôspeeches; negotiationsÕ 0/0/0 0/0/1 0/0/1
piano Ôstart [discussing]Õ 0/0/1 0/0/0 0/0/1
reTizo Ôprovoke by sayingÕ 0/0/0 0/1/0 0/1/0
katiÄoro ÔaccuseÕ 0/0/0 0/1/0 0/1/0
protino ÔproposeÕ 0/0/0 0/1/0 0/1/0
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ferno loÄo ÔdiscussÕ 0/0/0 0/1/0 0/1/0
Ärama Ôa letterÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/1/0
stelno Ôsend [word]Õ 0/1/0 0/1/0 0/2/0
anafero ÔreportÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/1/0
vÄazo Ôreveal; let it be known; allegeÕ 0/3/0 0/0/0 0/3/0
Dino to loÄo tis timis mu Ôgive my
word of honourÕ

0/0/0 0/1/0 0/1/0

Dino eNgiisi Ôgive a guaranteeÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/1/0
Dino eNÄrafos Ôput in writingÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/0/0
kuvediazo Ôtalk; chatterÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/1/0
malono Ôberate; scoldÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/1/0
paraponieme ÔcomplainÕ 0/2/0 0/0/0 0/2/0
erxete iDisi Ônews comesÕ 0/2/0 0/0/0 0/2/0
sxeDio Ôa planÕ 0/1/0 0/1/0 0/2/0
DiataÄi Ôan orderÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/1/0
paragelno Ôsend word; orderÕ 0/5/0 0/2/0 0/7/0
kano orko Ômake an oath; vowÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/1/0
orkizome Ôvow; swearÕ 0/3/1 0/2/0 0/5/1
simfonia ÔagreementÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/1/0
Ärafo ÔwriteÕ 0/9/0 0/2/0 0/11/0
apado ÔanswerÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/0/0
ine apadisi Ôbe the answerÕ 0/0/0 0/1/0 0/1/0
akuÄete Ôit is heard; it is rumouredÕ 0/0/0 0/2/0 0/2/0
vazo ston tipo Ôput in the press; pub-
lishÕ

0/0/0 0/3/0 0/3/0

apokrinome ÊÕanswer; respondÕ 0/4/0 0/1/0 0/5/0
milo ÔspeakÕ 1/3/0 0/2/0 1/5/0
leÄo ÔsayÕ 4/104/5 1/58/2 5/162/7
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH
COGNITIVE

0/10/0 (0%) 0/5/1 (0%) 0/15/1 (0%)

Teoro ÔconsiderÕ 0/0/0 0/0/1 0/0/1
apofasizo ÔdecideÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/1/0
ipopsiazome ÔsuspectÕ 0/2/0 0/0/0 0/2/0
padixeno ÔsuspectÕ 0/4/0 0/1/0 0/5/0
ipopsia ÔsuspicionÕ 0/3/0 0/2/0 0/5/0
siloÄizome Ôfigure; thinkÕ 0/0/0 0/2/0 0/2/0
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH
COGNITIVE

0/5/0 (0%) 1/11/0 (8%) 1/16/0 (6%)

fenete Ôseem; be apparentÕ 0/4/0 0/4/0 0/8/0
stoxazome Ôponder; thinkÕ 0/1/0 0/5/0 0/6/0
fadazome ÔimagineÕ 0/0/0 1/2/0 1/2/0
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED
TRUTH LINGUISTIC

0/9/0 (0%) 0/6/0 (0%) 0/15/0 (0%)

Teatrizo Ôaccuse theatricallyÕ 0/0/0 0/1/0 0/1/0
kano ÔpretendÕ 0/2/0 0/3/0 0/5/0
Äelo Ôdeceive; trick into believingÕ 0/1/0 0/1/0 0/2/0
episorevo katiÄories Ôheap accusa-
tions onÕ

0/1/0 0/0/0 0/1/0

kakosideno ÔbadmouthÕ 0/0/0 0/1/0 0/1/0
sikofado ÔcalumnyÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0 0/1/0
leo psema Ôtell lies; lieÕ 0/2/0 0/0/0 0/2/0
profasi Ôan excuseÕ 0/2/0 0/0/0 0/2/0
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED
TRUTH COGNITIVE

0/0/0 (0%) 0/2/0 (0%) 0/2/0 (0%)

vlepo is ton ipno mu ÔdreamÕ 0/0/0 0/2/0 0/2/0
UNDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE
REACTION

0/8/0 (0%) 1/2/0 (33%) 1/10/0 (9%)

elpizo ÔhopeÕ 0/8/0 1/2/0 1/10/0
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Adjunct 117 (1.2) 51 (1.2) 168 (1.2)
Temporal 12 16 28
Causal 48 13 61
Contrast 20 9 29
Result 9 6 15
Circumstance 25 7 32
Conditional 1 0 1
Exclamatory 2 0 2
Discoursal Collocations 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)
Collocations 35 (0.3) 21 (0.5) 56 (0.4)
oriste Ôthere you goÕ 1 0 1
kata Ôaccording toÕ 4 1 5
san Ôlike theÉ [that]Õ 2 0 2
oxi Ônot thatÕ 1 0 1
istera ÔafterÕ 2 1 3
eftis ÔimmediatelyÕ 8 1 9
eks etias ÔbecauseÕ 2 0 2
kaTos Ôas, according to howÕ 0 1 1
apanu Ôabove; just asÕ 3 0 3
m olon Ôwith all; althoughÕ 4 10 14
oso ÔuntilÕ 8 7 15
pu + na 8 (0.0) 2 (0.0) 10 (0.0)
Optatives 2 0 2
Other pu na constructions 6 2 8
ÔShit on itÕ construction 1 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 1 (0.0)
Ambiguous 23 (0.2) 7 (0.2) 30 (0.2)
Locative/Adjunct 1 3 4
Complement/Adjunct 3 0 3
Locative/Relative 2 0 2
Adjunct/Adjunct 1 0 1
Adjunct/Relative 13 2 15
Complement/Relative 3 2 5
TOTAL 1092 (10.8) 518 (12.3) 1610 (11.3)

C.2.ÊTahtsis: The Third Wedding (1963)
The Third Wedding is approximately 118,000 words long.

Function Total
Locative 21 (0.2)
Indefinite locative Èopu 12
Definite locative pu 9
Relativiser (including temporal and manner) 833 (7.1)
Generalising relative 2 (0.0)
Pseudo-relative 32 (0.3)
eki Ôthere; just asÕ 13
tora ÔnowÕ 15
simera ÔtodayÕ 1
tote ÔthenÕ 1
kapu ÔsomewhereÕ 1
proxtes Ôthe other dayÕ 1
Cleft 1
Complement 80 (0.7)
CSMG-Obligatory 72 (0.6)
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 51/2/2 (93%)2

aÄonia ÔanxietyÕ 0/0/1

2pu counts are followed by counts for oti and pos.
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exo tin ikanopiisi Ôhave the satisfactionÕ 0/1/0
fteo Ôbe responsible; be XÕs faultÕ 4/0/0
Doksazo to Teo Ôthank GodÕ 6/0/0
siNxoro ÔforgiveÕ 4/0/0
memfome ÔreproachÕ 0/1/0
enTusiasmeni ÔenthusedÕ 1/0/0
metaniono ÔregretÕ 3/0/0
to exo parapono Ôhave a bone to pick with X; be annoyedÕ 2/0/0
drepome Ôbe ashamedÕ 1/0/0
lisazo Ôbe enragedÕ 1/0/0
xerome/exo xara Ôbe happyÕ 5/0/0
Äelo ÔlaughÕ 2/0/0
ase Ônever mind; let aloneÕ 6/0/0
pikrenome Ôbe embitteredÕ 1/0/0
furkizome Ôbe vexedÕ 1/0/0
fero vareos/krato kakia/mnisikakia Ôbear a grudgeÕ 3/0/0
kleo ÔcryÕ 1/0/0
apariÄoritos ÔunconsolableÕ 1/0/0
exo Dikio Ôbe rightÕ 1/0/1
esTanome/exo tipsis Ôfeel guiltyÕ 2/0/0
esTanome enoxos Ôfeel guiltyÕ 1/0/0
aporo Ôwonder; be perplexedÕ 1/0/0
efxaristimeni ÔpleasedÕ 1/0/0
ime Timomeni Ôbe angryÕ 1/0/0
efxaristo ÔthankÕ 1/0/0
prosvalome Ôbe insultedÕ 1/0/0
evloÄo ÔblessÕ 1/0/0
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS 20/7/2 (69%)
iparxi elpiDa Ôthere is hopeÕ 0/0/1
ine paraDokso Ôbe oddÕ 0/1/0
ine komikotaton Ôit is most amusingÕ 0/1/0
to xirotero ine Ôthe worst part wasÕ 0/4/1
ine kaimos Ôbe a sorrowÕ 1/0/0
aDiko ÔunfairÕ 1/0/0
ine astio ÔitÕs funnyÕ 1/0/0
ftani ÔitÕs enoughÕ 3/0/0
ofeli Ôbe useful; be of benefitÕ 2/0/0
kani kaki ediposi Ômake a bad impressionÕ 1/0/0
ine krima Ôbe a pityÕ 1/0/0
kala/kalitera/pali kala Ôjust as wellÕ 3/0/0
eftixos ÔfortunatelyÕ 1/0/0
enoxli ÔdisturbÕ 1/0/0
ine efxis erÄo Ôbe a blessingÕ 2/0/0
ine eftixima Ôbe a good fortuneÕ 1/0/0
kani kalo Ôdo one goodÕ 1/0/0
stixizi ÔcostÕ 1/0/0
pefti poli Ôbe a bit too much for someoneÕ 0/1/0
CSMG-Optional 8 (0.1)
PREDETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 0/2/5 (0%)
martiro Ôconfess; betray; give awayÕ 0/0/1
paraDexome ÔadmitÕ 0/2/4
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE COGNITIVE 4/27/28 (7%)
Dixno ÔshowÕ 0/2/1
vlepo ÔseeÕ 2/21/23
akuo ÔhearÕ 2/4/4
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL 4/140/102 (1.6%)

STATIC 4/99/61 (2.4%)
simfono/simfonos Ôagree/be in agreementÕ 0/5/0
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enoite Ôit goes without sayingÕ 0/3/0
ine sfalma Ôbe an errorÕ 0/1/0
ine elatoma Ôbe a faultÕ 0/1/0
exo tis plates Ôhave someoneÕs back (= support)Õ 0/1/0
exo to kako Ôhave a faultÕ 0/1/0
exo pleonektima Ôhave an advantageÕ 0/1/0
ine eboDio Ôbe an impedimentÕ 0/1/0
ine to apotelesma Ôbe the resultÕ 0/1/0
ine xaraktiristiko Ôbe typical ofÕ 0/1/0
ine ÄeÄonos Ôbe a factÕ 0/2/0
ine veveo Ôbe certainÕ (appraisal) 0/1/0
ine aliTia Ôbe trueÕ 0/10/3
ÄiÄnosko ÔknowÕ 0/1/0
Änorizo ÔknowÕ 0/1/0
ksero ÔknowÕ 0/60/52
Timame ÔrememberÕ 3/1/1
ksexno ÔforgetÕ 1/3/3
siÄuri Ôbe sureÕ (reaction) 0/0/1
vevei Ôbe certainÕ (reaction) 0/4/1

KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION 0 /41/41 (0%)
apoDiksi/apoDikniete Ôproof/is provenÕ 0/0/3
perno xabari Ôrealise; get wind thatÕ 0/1/1
maTeno Ôlearn; be informedÕ 0/12/7
xonevo Ôrealise; digestÕ 0/0/5
katalaveno ÔunderstandÕ 0/20/20
vrisko ÔfindÕ 0/0/4
anaÄnorizo ÔrecogniseÕ 0/3/1
apokripto ÔrevealÕ 0/1/0
anakalipto ÔdiscoverÕ 0/4/0
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE PHYSICAL NOMINAL (0/4/0) (0%)
loÄos Ôreason thatÕ 0/4/0
CSMG-Unacceptable 0 (0.0)
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE PHYSICAL VERBAL 0/5/0 (0%)
kano ÔcauseÕ (appraisal) 0/4/0
petixeno ÔsucceedÕ (appraisal) 0/1/0
DETERMINED ACTION LINGUISTIC 0/3/5 (0%)
iposxome ÔpromiseÕ 0/2/1
apilo ÔthreatenÕ 0/1/4
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED ACTION LINGUISTIC 0/0/21 (0%)
prospiume ÔpretendÕ 0/0/1
kano ÔpretendÕ (reaction) 0/0/20
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 0/79/113 (0%)
eNgiome ÔguaranteeÕ 0/0/1
kokorevome ÔgloatÕ 0/0/1
kano noima Ôgesture; beckonÕ 0/0/1
veveono ÔassureÕ 0/1/2
piTo ÔconvinceÕ 0/1/0
kiriÄma Ôsermon; moralisingÕ 0/0/2
arxizo ti faÄura Ôstart whiningÕ 0/0/1
paraponume ÔcomplainÕ 0/0/3
Ärafo ÔwriteÕ 0/0/2
enoo ÔI meanÕ 0/0/2
DikeoloÄia ÔexcuseÕ 0/0/1
profasi ÔexcuseÕ 0/0/1
kovo to kefali mu Ôguarantee; [lit.] IÕll [even] cut my head offÕ 0/0/1
anaNgelo ÔannounceÕ 0/1/0
Dino to loÄo mu Ôgive my wordÕ 0/1/0
apado Ôrespond, answerÕ 0/2/0
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tonizo Ôstress, emphasiseÕ 0/1/0
ipenisome ÔinsinuateÕ 0/1/0
koroiDevo Ômock; cheatÕ 0/1/0
orkizome Ôswear; vowÕ 0/2/7
eksiÄo ÔexplainÕ 0/1/1
apofenome ÔassertÕ 0/1/0
kataTeto/kataTesi Ôtestify/testimonyÕ 0/2/0
katiÄoria/katiÄoro Ôaccusation/accuseÕ 0/5/0
DiaDiDo Ôspread a rumourÕ 0/1/0
epimeno ÔinsistÕ 0/1/1
griniazo ÔgrumbleÕ 0/3/3
leo ÔsayÕ 0/54/83
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/21/16 (0%)
mirizome Ôsmell; suspectÕ 0/0/1
siloÄizome Ôponder; considerÕ 0/1/1
piTome Ôbe convincedÕ 0/0/1
esTanome ÔfeelÕ 0/0/1
leo mesa mu Ôsay to myselfÕ 0/0/1
exo to loÄo su ÔI have your wordÕ 0/0/1
vÄazo apo to mialo Ôget it out of my mindÕ 0/0/1
simeni ÔmeansÕ 0/0/2
Ta pi ÔmeansÕ 0/1/2
Teoro ÔconsiderÕ 0/3/0
veveonome Ômake sureÕ 0/1/0
efxaristo sinesTima Ôpleasant feelingÕ 0/1/0
siberasma ÔconclusionÕ 0/2/0
enDiksi Ôindication, clueÕ 0/1/0
adilipsi Ôperception, notionÕ 0/1/0
sinesTima Ôemotion, notionÕ 0/1/1
skepsi ÔthoughtÕ 0/2/2
iDea ÔideaÕ 0/7/2
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE 0/4/2 (0%)
fovame Ôbe afraid; fearÕ 0/4/2
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/54/90 (0%)
ime tis Änomis/exo Änomi Ôbe of the opinion thatÕ 0/2/3
pernai apo to mialo Ôto occur to oneÕ 0/2/1
ime me/exo tin ediposi Ôto have the impression thatÕ 0/5/6
fenete Ôseems; appearsÕ 0/5/21
loÄariazo Ôfigure, reckon; estimateÕ 0/1/0
fadazome ÊÕimagineÕ 0/5/6
Taro Ôthink, reckonÕ 0/0/1
nomizo ÔthinkÕ 0/14/38
skeftome ÔthinkÕ 0/14/13
ipoTeto supposeÕ 0/3/3
pistevo ÔbelieveÕ 0/3/7
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 0/3/0 (0%)
leo psemata ÔlieÕ 0/1/0
leoÉ taxa Ôsay (untruthfully)Õ 0/1/0
arnume ÔdenyÕ 0/1/0
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/4/3 (0%)
psevDesTisi ÔillusionÕ 0/0/2
exo esfalmeni ediposi Ôhave a mistaken impressionÕ 0/1/0
Den exo iDea Ôhave no ideaÕ 0/3/1
UNDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE REACTION 0/4/6 (0%)
elpizo ÔhopeÕ 0/4/6
PREDETERMINED FUTURE TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/0/4 (0%)
DiesTanome ÔfeelÕ 0/0/1
proiDopio ÔforewarnÕ 0/0/1
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provlepo ÔpredictÕ 0/0/2
STRONG DETERMINED FUTURE TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/3/0 (0%)
perimeno ÔexpectÕ 0/2/0
exo proesTima Ôhave a presentimentÕ 0/1/0
Adjunct 66 (0.6)
Temporal 2
Causal 8
Contrast 1
Result Realis 26
Circumstance 15
Bare Exclamatory 3
ade Exclamaory 1
Cleft Exclamatory 12
Discoursal collocations 19 (0.2)
pu lei o loÄos Ôas the saying goesÕ 8
pu les ÔanywayÕ 6
pu lene Ôas they sayÕ 1
eDo pu ta leme ÔadmittedlyÕ 4
Collocations 44 (0.4)
Èopu na ne Ôany time nowÕ 4
mono pu ÔonlyÕ 4
mono X pu Den Y Ôthe only thing he/she/it didnÕt Y is XÕ 1
m olo Ôalthough 22
par olo ÔdespiteÕ 9
apano Ôjust asÕ 2
san Ôlike the X s/he isÕ 2
pu + na 21 (0.2)
Optative 20
Other pu na constructions 1
ÔShit on itÕ construction 0 (0.0)
Ambiguous 28 (0.2)
Adjunct/Relative 26
Complement/Relative 2
TOTAL 1147 (9.7)

C.3.ÊConstantinopolitan corpus

C.3.1.ÊPsichari: My Voyage (1888)
The work contains about 65,000 words. pu occurs 1390 times. The counts are as
follows:

Function Total (1888) Total (1905)
Locative
Indefinite locative (Èopu)
Definite locative (pu) 39
Relativiser 717 (11.1)
Relativiser (including temporal and manner) 695
Cleft relativiser 22
Pseudo-relative 46 (0.7)
eki Ôthere; just asÕ 20
tora ÔnowÕ 22
etsi ÔthusÕ 1
simera ÔtodayÕ 1
totes ÔthenÕ 1
eDo ÔhereÕ 1
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Complement 447 (6.8) 79 (1.2)
CSMG-Obligatory 46 (0.7) 47 (0.7)
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 3 28/0 (100%) 29/0 (100%)
fuskono Ôbe puffedÕ 1/0 1/0
xerome Ôbe happyÕ 8/0 8/0
lipume Ôbe sadÕ 1/0 1/0
katafrono Ôtreat with contemptÕ 1/0 1/0
evÄe Ôbravo!Õ 1/0 1/0
Doksa si o Teos Ôthank GodÕ 1/0 1/0
Dakrizun ta matia Ôshed tearsÕ 1/0 1/0
xara ÔjoyÕ 2/0 2/0
kolakevome Ôbe flatteredÕ 2/0 1/0
perifanevome Ôbe proudÕ 3/0 3/0
Timono Ôget angryÕ 1/0 1/0
kleo ÔcryÕ 2/0 2/0
fteo Ôbe responsible; be XÕs faultÕ 1/0 1/0
exo Dikio Ôbe justified toÕ 1/0 1/0
anoitos ÔfoolishÕ 1/0 1/0
aporo Ôbe surprisedÕ 1/0 1/0
perifrono ÔdisparageÕ 2/0
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS 18/0 (100%) 18/0 (100%)
ofelo Ôbe useful; be of benefitÕ 1/0 1/0
krimas Ôpity!Õ 4/0 4/0
kala Ôjust as wellÕ 5/0 5/0
ine perierÄo Ôbe peculiarÕ 1/0 1/0
ine to kako Ôbe the problem; be the bad pointÕ 3/0 3/0
ine nostimo Ôbe cute; be noteworthyÕ 1/0 1/0
meli Ôcare; be of interestÕ 1/0 1/0
ftani ÔitÕs enoughÕ 1/0 1/0
ine timoria Ôbe a punishmentÕ 1/0 1/0
CSMG-Optional 166 (2.5) 22 (0.3)
PREDETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 1/0 (100%) 0/1 (100%)
paraDexome ÔadmitÕ 1/0 0/1
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE COGNITIVE 85/7 (92%) 9/77 (10%)
Dixno ÔshowÕ 23/3 0/22
vlepo ÔseeÕ 53/3 8/46
prosexo ÔnoticeÕ 1/0 1/0
exo akusta Ôheard ofÕ 5/0 0/4
akuo ÔhearÕ 0/1 0/2
paratiro ÔnoticeÕ 3/0 0/3
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL 76/5 (94%) 10/70 (12%)

STATIC 51/0 (100%) 9/41 (18%)
ksero ÔknowÕ 24/0 0/22
ksexno ÔforgetÕ 10/0 0/11
ine i aliTia Ôbe the truthÕ 4/0 3/1
Timume ÔrememberÕ 5/0 1/4
ine Diafora Ôbe the differenceÕ 2/0 2/0
veveo ÔcertainÕ 1/0 0/1
vevea ÔcertainlyÕ 1/0 0/1
enoite Ôit is obviousÕ 1/0 1/0
enoo ÔI meanÕ 1/0 0/1
vale Ôalso consider that...Õ 2/0 2/0

KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN 25/5 (83%) 1/29 (3%)
katalaveno Ôunderstand; realiseÕ 16/3 0/19
maTeno Ôlearn; be informedÕ 6/1 0/7
vÄeni Ôthe conclusion is; (lit.) it emergesÕ 1/0 1/0

3Psichari eschews oti in his text.
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apoDixno ÔproveÕ 2/1 0/3
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE PHYSICAL
NOMINAL

4/0 (100%) 3/0 (100%)

ine loÄos Ôbe the reason thatÕ 1/0 1/0
loÄos ÔreasonÕ 3/0 2/0
CSMG-Unacceptable 235 (3.6) 10 (0.2)
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE PHYSICAL VERBAL 1/0 (100%) 1/0 (100%)
katorTono Ômanage to bring about; accomplishÕ 1/0 1/0
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED ACTION
LINGUISTIC

0/4 (0%) 0/4 (0%)

kano ÔpretendÕ 0/3 0/3
kamonome ÔpretendÕ 0/1 0/1
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 120/19 (86%) 7/133 (5%)
leo ÔsayÕ 95/17 0/117
katapiTo ÔconvinceÕ 1/0 0/1
fonazo ÔshoutÕ 12/1 0/9
Ärafo ÔwriteÕ 5/0 4/1
paraponieme ÔcomplainÕ 3/0 3/0
orkos ÔoathÕ 1/0 0/1
DiDasko ÔteachÕ 1/1 0/2
veveono ÔassureÕ 2/0 0/2
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 24/5 (83%) 2/24 (7%)
siloÄiume/siloÄizome ÔponderÕ 4/2 0/6
Diavazo ÔreadÕ 1/0
mu erxete Ôoccur to meÕ 0/1
perna apo to mialo Ôoccur to meÕ 0/1 0/1
simeni ÔmeansÕ 2/0 1/1
Ta pi/pai na pi/Telo na po ÔmeansÕ 10/0 1/8
exo ipopsia Ôhave a suspicionÕ 1/0 0/1
ine Änosto Ôbe well-known thatÕ 1/0 0/1
sibereno ÔconcludeÕ 1/0 0/1
apofasizo ÔdecideÕ 2/1 0/3
mirizome Ôsuspect; (lit.) smellÕ 1/0 0/1
ksetazo Ôinvestigate; considerÕ 1/0 0/1
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 87/75 (53%) 0/157 (0%)
fenete Ôseems; appearsÕ 21/22 0/42
nomizo ÔthinkÕ 26/24 0/50
pistevo ÔbelieveÕ 12/2 0/14
nioTo ÔfeelÕ 4/3 0/7
Taro ÔreckonÕ 9/10 0/17
ipoTeto ÔsuspectÕ 1/0 0/1
leo ÔthinkÕ 3/7 0/8
miazi Ôlooks like; seemsÕ 1/2 0/3
loÄariazo ÔconsiderÕ 5/2 0/7
fadazome ÔimagineÕ 5/3 0/8
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED TRUTH
COGNITIVE

1/0 (100%) 0/1 (0%)

sofizome Ôcome up with the theory that (negative
characterisation)Õ

1/0 0/1

STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE
REACTION

1/0 (100%) 0/1 (0%)

fovos ÔfearÕ 1/0 0/1
UNDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE REACTION 1/0 (100%) 0/1 (0%)
elpizo ÔhopeÕ 1/0 0/1
Adjunct 44 (0.6)
Temporal 4
Result 15 (10 with correl.)
Circumstance 4
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Causal (ine pu ÔitÕs becauseÕ) 2
Cleft Exclamatory 19
Discoursal collocations 0
Collocations 75 (1.2)
ti ÔwhatÕ (indirect question) 16
san pu Ôjust asÕ 38
san _ pu Ôlike the X s/he isÕ 1
[ospu ÔuntilÕ 14]
Èna Ôbehold!Õ 10
ela Ôyet (concessive)Õ 1
ama ÔwhenÕ 2
isia isia Ôon the contraryÕ 2
[m olon oti 3]
mono Ôonly becauseÕ 4
para Ôrather thanÕ 1
pu + na 0 (0)
Ambiguous 22 (0.4)
Adjunct/Relative 14
Complement/Relative 8
TOTAL 1390 (21.3)

C.3.2.ÊPsichari: Historical & Linguistic Questions (1886)
There are approximately 25,000 words in Historical & Linguistic Questions.

Function Total
Locative 10
Indefinite locative (Èopu) 4
Definite locative (pu) 6
Relativiser 270
pu 254
pu na (Intensional) 16
Pseudo-relative 20
eki Ôthere; just asÕ 14
tora ÔnowÕ 4
simera ÔtodayÕ 2
Cleft 11
Complement 228
CSMG-Obligatory 11
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 3/0 (100%)
perifanevome Ôbe proudÕ 1/0
lipume Ôbe sadÕ 2/0
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS 8/0 (100%)
timi ÔhonourÕ 1/0
ftani Ôbe enoughÕ 3/0
perierÄo ÔpeculiarÕ 2/0
exi na kami Ôhas to doÊ= matterÕ 1/0
exi na pi Ôhas to sayÊ= matterÕ 1/0
CSMG-Optional 107
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE COGNITIVE 46/2 (96%)
Dixno ÔshowÕ 7/1
paratiro ÔobserveÕ 7/0
vlepo ÔseeÕ 31/0
kito ÔlookÕ 1/0
akuo ÔhearÕ 0/1
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL 53/2 (96%)

STATIC 31/0 (100%)
ksero ÔknowÕ 16/0
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ksexno ÔforgetÕ 6/0
Timume ÔrememberÕ 2/0
veveo ÔcertainÕ (inanimate) 2/0
aliTia ÔtrueÕ 4/0
Änosto ÔknownÕ 1/0

KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN 22/2 (92%)
apoDixno ÔproveÕ 3/1
maTeno Ôlearn, find outÕ 4/0
katalaveno Ôunderstand, realiseÕ 9/1
PREDETERMINED OCCURRENCE PHYSICAL NOMINAL 2/0 (100%)
loÄos ÔreasonÕ 2/0
SUBJECT 6/0 (100%)
CSMG-Unacceptable 110
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 52/4 (93%)
loÄos ÔdiscussionÕ 1/0
leo ÔsayÕ 45/4
maTeno ÔteachÕ 2/0
DiDasko ÔteachÕ 1/0
Ärafo ÔwriteÕ 1/0
veveono ÔassureÕ 1/0
katiÄoro ÔaccuseÕ 1/0
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 21/1 (95%)
sibereno ÔconcludeÕ 3/0
siloÄizome ÔponderÕ 2/0
simfono ÔagreeÕ 2/0
stoxazome ÔcogitateÕ 1/0
veveos ÔcertainÕ (animate) 5/0
veveonome Ôbe assuredÕ 1/0
simeni ÔmeansÕ 1/0
Ta pi ÔmeansÕ 6/1
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 34/9 (79%)
Taro ÔreckonÕ 5/2
pistevo ÔbelieveÕ 6/3
leo ÔthinkÕ 1/0
fenome ÔseemÕ 6/0
ipoTeto ÔsupposeÕ 1/0
nomizo ÔthinkÕ 11/4
fadazome ÔimagineÕ 4/0
UNDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 1/0 (100%)
piTano ÔpossibleÕ 1/0
UNDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE 2/0 (100%)
elpiDa Ôhope (n.)Õ 1/0
elpizo Ôhope (v.)Õ 1/0
Adjunct 8
Result: Realis 6
Causal (mono pu Ôonly thatÕ) 1
Cleft Exclamatory 1
Collocations 42
para ÔthanÕ 4
san pu Ôjust asÕ 28
mia fora pu ÔonceÕ 1
vale Ôconsider alsoÕ 1
ospu ÔuntilÕ 5
Èna Ôbehold!Õ 2
pu lene Ôas they sayÕ 1
(molonoti ÔalthoughÕ) 7
Ambiguous 0
TOTAL 589 (24)
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C.3.3.ÊCavafy: Collected Poems (1896Ð1933)

Function Total
Locative 29
Indefinite locative (Èopu) 22
Definite locative (pu) 7
Relativiser 224
pu 218
pu na (Intensional) 4
opu 2
Pseudo-relative 16
eki Ôthere; just asÕ 2
tora ÔnowÕ 4
etsi ÔthusÕ 3
toso Ôso muchÕ 2
Deksia Ôto the rightÕ 1
eDo ÔhereÕ 4
Complement 80
CSMG-Obligatory 17
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 15/0/0 (100%)
epanapavome Ôfeel at easeÕ 1/0/0
efrenome ÔrejoiceÕ 1/0/0
kaimos ÔsorrowÕ 2/0/0
sinxizome Ôbe upsetÕ 2/0/0
ikanopiisi ÔsatisfactionÕ 1/0/0
xara ÔjoyÕ 1/0/0
kafxieme ÔboastÕ 3/0/0
xerome Ôbe gladÕ 1/0/0
simfora ÔdisasterÕ 1/0/0
pernome Ôbe proudÕ 1/0/0
eksimno Ôsing praisesÕ 1/0/0
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS 3/0/0 (100%)
teriazo Ôbe fittingÕ 1/0/0
ftani Ôbe enoughÕ 1/0/0
ine usioDes Ôbe essentialÕ 1/0/0
CSMG-Optional 26
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE COGNITIVE 4/0/0 (100%)
Dixno ÔshowÕ 2/0/0
vlepo ÔseeÕ 1/0/0
akuo ÔhearÕ 1/0/0
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL 19/1/3 (83%)

STATIC 14/1/1 (88%)
ksero ÔknowÕ 3/1/1
ksexno ÔforgetÕ 3/0/0
Timame ÔrememberÕ 3/0/0
enoite Ôbe obviousÕ 1/0/0
aÄnoo Ôbe unawareÕ 1/0/0
vazo sti mnimi Ôplace in memoryÕ 1/0/0
fanero ÔobviousÕ 1/0/0
Änorizo ÔknowÕ 1/0/0

KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN 5/0/2 (71%)
apoDiknio ÔproveÕ 0/0/1
maTeno Ôlearn, find outÕ 1/0/0
katalaveno Ôunderstand, realiseÕ 0/0/1
adilamvanome ÔrealiseÕ 1/0/0
SUBJECT 3/0/0 (100%)
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CSMG-Unacceptable 36
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 6/2/9 (35%)
apado ÔanswerÕ 0/0/1
leo ÔsayÕ 3/0/8
Diloo ÔindicateÕ 1/0/0
piTo ÔconvinceÕ 1/0/0
vÄazo Ôgive out [a rumour]Õ 0/0/1
epimeno ÔinsistÕ 0/1/0
loÄos ÔwordÕ 0/1/0
DiaDiDo Ôspread a rumourÕ 1/0/0
ksefonizo ÔshoutÕ 0/0/1
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 6/0/1 (86%)
veveos ÔcertainÕ (animate) 1/0/0
miazi aliTia Ôseem trueÕ 1/0/0
skeptome Ôthink aboutÕ 4/0/0
frono Ôbe of the opinionÕ 0/0/1
STRONG ASSERTIVE FUTURE TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/0/1 (0%)
provlepo ÔforeseeÕ 0/0/1
STRONG ASSERTIVE FUTURE TRUTH LINGUISTIC 1/0/0 (100%)
omnio ÔvowÕ 1/0/0
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 17/0/4 (81%)
Taro ÔreckonÕ 1/0/2
Dixno Ôshow signs, seemÕ 1/0/0
nioTo ÔfeelÕ 5/0/1
fenome ÔseemÕ 2/0/1
loÄariazo ÔreckonÕ 1/0/0
ipopsiazome ÔsuspectÕ 1/0/0
nomizo ÔthinkÕ 3/0/0
esTanome ÔfeelÕ 2/0/0
fadazome ÔimagineÕ 1/0/0
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 2/0/2 (50%)
Äelieme Ôfool oneselfÕ 0/0/1
planome Ôdeceive oneselfÕ 2/0/0
amfivolia ÔdoubtÕ 0/0/1
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 2/0/0 (100%)
fliaro ÔbabbleÕ 1/0/0
pseftia ÔlieÕ 1/0/0
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED ACTION LINGUISTIC 2/0/0 (100%)
kano ÔpretendÕ 1/0/0
prospiume ÔpretendÕ 1/0/0
Adjunct 11
Result: Realis 6 (all with correlative)
Result: Irrealis 2
Causal (ine pu ÔitÕs becauseÕ) 1
Bare Exclamatory 1
Optative 1
Collocations 34
ti ÔwhatÕ 8
san pu Ôjust asÕ 2
kaTos pu Ôjust asÕ 3
oso Ôas much asÕ 1
os pu ÔuntilÕ 3
Èna Ôbehold!Õ 1
iDu Ôbehold!Õ 1
kata Ôaccording toÕ 2
otan ÔwhenÕ 3
oso ÔwhileÕ 1
m olo pu ÔalthoughÕ 7
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meta ÔafterÕ 2
Ambiguous 3
Adjunct/Relative 2
Complement/Relative 1
TOTAL 397

C.4.ÊCorfiot corpus

C.4.1.ÊTheotokis: Honour and Money4 (1912)
There are approximately 20,000 words in Honour and Money.

Narration Dialogue Total
Complement
CSMG-Obligatory 3 9 12
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 3/0 (100%) 7/0 (100%) 10/0 (100%)
efxaristieme Ôbe pleasedÕ 1/0 0/0 1/0
beni Ôto matterÕ 0/0 1/0 1/0
skiazome ÔworryÕ 0/0 1/0 1/0
aDiafori ÔindifferentÕ 1/0 0/0 1/0
krimas ÔpityÕ 0/0 1/0 1/0
xtipo to kefali mu Ôregret; (lit.) strike my headÕ 0/0 1/0 1/0
xerome Ôbe happyÕ 1/0 0/0 1/0
fteo Ôbe at faultÕ 0/0 1/0 1/0
spolaiti Ôgood for you!Õ 0/0 1/0 1/0
Tiamazo ÔmarvelÕ 0/0 1/0 1/0
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS 0/0 2/1 (67%) 2/1 (67%)
ftano Ôbe enoughÕ 0/0 0/1 0/1
kako ÔbadÕ 0/0 1/0 1/0
kala Ôjust as wellÕ 0/0 1/0 1/0
CSMG-Optional 2 8 10
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE COGNITIVE 1/8 (11%) 2/0 (100%) 3/8 (27%)
Dixno ÔshowÕ 0/2 0/0 0/2
vlepo ÔseeÕ 1/5 2/0 3/5
Äriko ÔfeelÕ 0/1 0/0 0/1
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL 1/14 (7%) 6/2 (75%) 7/16 (30%)

STATIC 0/4 (0%) 4/2 (66%) 4/6 (40%)
ksero ÔknowÕ 0/3 4/2 4/5
ine aliTia Ôbe trueÕ 0/1 0/0 0/1

KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN 1/10 (9%) 2/0 (100%) 3/10 (23%)
katalaveno Ôunderstand, realiseÕ 1/8 2/0 3/8
maTeno Ôlearn, find outÕ 0/2 0/0 0/2
CSMG-Unacceptable 0 13 13
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 0/7 (100%) 11/7 (61%) 11/14 (44%)
parapono ÔcomplaintÕ 0/0 0/2 0/2
leo ÔsayÕ 0/7 9/3 9/10
akuÄete Ôto be rumouredÕ 0/0 1/0 1/0
kirixno Ôpreach, proclaimÕ 0/0 1/0 0/0
milo ÔspeakÕ 0/0 0/2 0/2
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/6 (0%) 1/2 (33%) 1/8 (11%)
iDea ÔnotionÕ 0/3 0/0 0/3
siloÄizome ÔconsiderÕ 0/3 0/0 0/3
stoxazome ÔponderÕ 0/0 1/0 1/0
skeftome ÔcogitateÕ 0/0 0/2 0/2
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/12 (0%) 0/0 0/12 (0%)
fadazome ÔimagineÕ 0/5 0/0 0/5

4There are no instances of oti as a complementiser in TheotokisÕ texts.
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fenome ÔseemÕ 0/4 0/0 0/4
kazome ÔthinkÕ 0/1 0/0 0/0
nomizo Ôthink 0/2 0/0 0/2
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED ACTION
LINGUISTIC

0/2 (0%) 1/0 (100%) 1/2 (33%)

kano ÔpretendÕ 0/2 1/0 1/2
UNDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE 0/1 (0%) 0/0 0/1 (0%)
elpiDa Ôhope (n.)Õ 0/1 0/0 0/1

C.4.2.ÊTheotokis: Hamlet (1916)

Complement 43
CSMG-Obligatory 17
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 16/1 (94%)
fxaristo ÔthankÕ 1/0
frixto ÔhorrificÕ 1/0
oreo ÔniceÕ 1/0
xara ÔjoyÕ 3/0
farmakomenos ÔembitteredÕ 0/1
krima ÔpityÕ 1/0
ftixismenos ÔhappyÕ 2/0
lipi ÔsadnessÕ 2/0
lipieme Ôbe sadÕ 2/0
anafti astenia Ôan illness breaks outÕ 1/0
aksiokatakritos ÔcontemptibleÕ 1/0
Tiamazo ÔmarvelÕ 1/0
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS 1/0 (100%)
lipiro ÔsadÕ 1/0
CSMG-Optional 17
PREDETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 1/0 (100%)
omoloÄo ÔadmitÕ 1/0
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE COGNITIVE 5/10 (33%)
Dixno ÔshowÕ 0/4
vlepo ÔseeÕ 4/2
kitazo ÔlookÕ 1/0
akuo ÔhearÕ 0/4
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL 8/13 (38%)

STATIC 6/9 (40%)
ksero ÔknowÕ 2/8
exo sto nu Ôbear in mindÕ 1/0
vevea ÔcertainlyÕ 1/0
ine aliTia Ôbe trueÕ 2/0
Änorizo ÔknowÕ 0/1

KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN 2/4 (33%)
vrisko ÔfindÕ 0/1
apoDiksi ÔproofÕ 0/1
maTeno Ôlearn, find outÕ 2/2
SUBJECT 3/0 (100%)
CSMG-Unacceptable 9
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 2/36 (5%)
kinoloÄite Ôbe announcedÕ 0/1
leo ÔsayÕ 2/28
oniDos Ôshame, reproachÕ 0/1
fenome ÔclaimÕ 0/1
alifi ÔointmentÕ 0/1
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fonazo ÔshoutÕ 0/1
Diloo ÔindicateÕ 0/1
DiDasko ÔteachÕ 0/1
Telo na po Ômean to sayÕ 0/1
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 1/14 (7%)
siloÄizome ÔponderÕ 0/1
vazo sto nu Ôput in mind, considerÕ 0/2
Ta pi ÔmeansÕ 1/0
exi na pi ÔmeansÕ 0/2
ipopsiazome ÔsuspectÕ 0/1
veveos ÔcertainÕ (animate) 0/1
stiximatizo ÔbetÕ 0/1
stoxazome ÔponderÕ 0/3
apadisi ÔresponseÕ 0/1
simfono ÔagreeÕ 0/1
skeftome ÔcogitateÕ 0/1
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 5/20 (20%)
Taro ÔreckonÕ 0/1
pistevo ÔbelieveÕ 4/7
leo ÔthinkÕ 0/3
fenome ÔseemÕ 0/3
kazome ÔthinkÕ 0/1
nomizo Ôthink 1/5
STRONG DETERMINED  FUTURE TRUTH LINGUISTIC 0/3 (0%)
profitevo ÔprophesyÕ 0/1
orkizome ÔswearÕ 0/1
loÄo ÔpromiseÕ 0/1
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED ACTION LINGUISTIC 0/2 (0%)
kamonome ÔpretendÕ 0/1
kano ÔpretendÕ 0/1
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE 1/1 (50%)
fovos Ôfear (n.)Õ 1/1
UNDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE 0/3 (0%)
elpiDa Ôhope (n.)Õ 0/1
elpizo Ôhope (v.)Õ 0/2

C.5.ÊTsakonian corpus
Forms are given by their citation form in Costakis (1986), which is usually the
Propontis Tsakonian form closest to CSMG. There are about 19,000 words of
Peloponnesian Tsakonian, and 12,000 of Propontis Tsakonian in the corpus of
folk texts used, consisting of CostD, CostF, CostG, CostO, CostS, Har, Makris,
Pernot, and Scutt.

Function Peloponnesian Propontis
Locative
Definite locative (pHi) 8 6
Relativiser 117 64
Relativiser pHi 113 43
Relativiser pu 0 21
Relativiser opHi 3 0
Headless relative 1 0
Pseudo-relative 38 22
tþia ÔthereÕ 0 12
DaDa ÔnowÕ 0 1
etsapera ÔthereÕ 0 3
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opa ÔthereÕ 27 1
opapera ÔthereÕ 0 1
kia ÔthereÕ 0 2
opatanu ÔthereÕ 1 0
trana ÔthusÕ 0 1
tote ÔthenÕ 9 1
oÄi ÔhereÕ 1 0
Cleft 2 0
Complement 51 53
CSMG-Obligatory 6 6
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS5 4/0 (100%) 5/0 (100%)
xara ÔjoyÕ 1/0 1/0
efxaristo ÔthankÕ 0/0 1/0
lipomne Ôbe sadÕ 0/0 1/0
Älendo ÔcelebrateÕ 1/0 0/0
penevÄo ÔpraiseÕ 1/0 0/0
Doksa si o Teos Ôthank GodÕ 0/0 2/0
sevÄomene ÔrespectÕ 1/0 0/0
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS 2/0 (100%) 1/0 (100%)
kakopariu ÔdisappointÕ 1/0 0/0
krimas Ôpity!Õ 0/0 1/0
eftixos ÔfortunatelyÕ 1/0 0/0
CSMG-Optional 11 31
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE COGNITIVE 7/3 (70%) 20/1 (95%)
kitazo ÔlookÕ 1/0 0/0
Toro ÔseeÕ 0/0 12/0
vrisko ÔfindÕ 0/0 2/0
oru ÔseeÕ 4/2 0/0
akuo ÔhearÕ 0/0 6/1
øiu ÔhearÕ 2/1 0/0
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL 4/5 (44%) 11/1 (92%)

STATIC 4/0 (100%) 6/1 (86%)
ksero ÔknowÕ 3/0 5/1
Änorizo ÔknowÕ 1/0 1/0

KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN 0/5 (0%) 5/0 (100%)
arikHu iDisi ÔrealiseÕ 0/1 0/0
katalaveno Ôunderstand; realiseÕ 0/2 0/0
aÄnando ÔrealiseÕ 0/0 3/0
maTeno Ôlearn; be informedÕ 0/1 1/0
xambari ÔnewsÕ 0/0 1/0
iDisi ÔnewsÕ 0/1 0/0
CSMG-Unacceptable 1 12
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 1/21 (5%) 6/2 (75%)
lalo ÔsayÕ 1/19 6/1
musio ÔsayÕ 0/0 0/1
fonazo ÔshoutÕ 0/1 0/0
tileÄrafo ÔtelegraphÕ 0/1 0/0
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/1 (0%) 0/0
siÄure ÔcertainÕ 0/1 0/0
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/5 (0%) 6/0 (100%)
nomizo ÔthinkÕ 0/3 1/0
pistevÄo ÔbelieveÕ 0/1 0/0
Taro ÔreckonÕ 0/0 3/0
lalo ÔthinkÕ 0/1 0/0
miazo Ôlooks like; seemsÕ 0/0 2/0

5Tsakonian does not have a pos equivalent.
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Adjunct 50 26
Temporal 35 18
Contrast 0 2
Circumstance 11 4
Causal 3 1
Cleft Exclamatory 0 1
Optative 1 0
Discoursal collocations 10 0
os au pHi Ôwhy donÕt you say thatÕ 1 0
pH iø aunde Ôas they sayÕ 2 0
pH es au Ôthat you sayÕ 7 0
Collocations 14 9
to kale pHi øi m ei Teu Ôfor your own goodÕ 1 0
mono ÔonlyÕ (cleft) 1 0
kata pHi Ôaccording to howÕ 0 2
kaTa pHi Ôaccording to howÕ 0 1
os pHi ÔuntilÕ 4 2
Èna Ôbehold!Õ 2 2
psa pHi Ôwhere? thatÊ= whereÕ 0 1
lale Ôsay! thatÊ= ?Õ 1 0
isa ÔuntilÕ 0 1
taxa ÔsupposedlyÕ 1 0
VERB pHi VERB 1 0
san ÔlikeÕ 1 0
istera ÔafterÕ 1 0
oka tþe pHi Ôhere and thereÕ 1 0
Ambiguous 3 0
Adjunct/Relative 3 0
TOTAL 293 (15) 180 (15)

C.6.ÊCappadocian corpus
There are approximately 93,000 words of Cappadocian in the corpus of folk
texts used, consisting of 6,000 words of Silliot (Arhelaos, Dawk, Silli), 45,000
words of Western Cappadocian (Anakou, AravanF, AravanFK, Arhelaos, Axos,
Dawk, Lagarde, Ulaga�), and 46,000 words of Pharasiot (Dawk, DawkBoy,
Gr�goire, Lagarde, LoucLouc, TheodA, TheodB, TheodC). Only non-quotative
complementisers are counted.

C.6.1.ÊSilli

Function Total
Relativiser
kjat 3
∅ 1
Free Relative
to 2
Pseudo-relative
eki pu Ôthere thatÕ 2
Complement6

CSMG-Obligatory
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 3
sevindo Ôbe pleasedÕ 2
Sukurleizo ÔthankÕ 1

6All complementisers listed are instances of otSi.
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CSMG-Optional
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE COGNITIVE 12
jukuÄu ÔhearÕ 2
Toro ÔseeÕ 8
trano ÔseeÕ 2
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL 5

ACQUIRED 5
Äriko ÔunderstandÕ 3
maseøisku ÔlearnÕ 2
CSMG-Unacceptable
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 6
lalo ÔsayÕ 6
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 2
irea ÔnotionÕ 2
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 3
apandexo ÔexpectÕ 3
Adjunct
Temporal kjat 1
Collocations
ospu ÔuntilÕ 6
(op t Ôfrom the fact thatÊ= becauseÕ) 2

C.6.2.ÊWestern Cappadocia

Function Dawk Other
Locative
Èopu 3 8
pu 3 3
Relativiser
to 28 65
∅ 1 1
Èopu 6 2
pu 1 2
Generalising Relative
to 1
Èopu 2
Free Relative
to 5 14
Èopu 2
pu 1
Pseudo-relative
eki pu Ôthere thatÕ 2
eDo pu Ôhere thatÕ 1
Cleft
ta 1
Complement7

CSMG-Obligatory
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS
qµsqanizo Ôbe jealousÕ 0/1/0/0/0
xerazome Ôbe gladÕ 1/0/0/0/0
CSMG-Optional
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE COGNITIVE
akuÄo ÔhearÕ 0/0/1/0/0 0/2/0/1/1
trano ÔseeÕ 1/13/35/8/0 0/5/4/7/0
xoro ÔseeÕ 0/0/3/0/0 2/0/1/0/0

7Complementisers are counted in the following order: to/ke/∅ /ki/dei/(Èopu/na).
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PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL
STATIC

ksevro ÔknowÕ 3/1/0/0/0
aqµli ÔmemoryÕ 1/0/0/0/0

ACQUIRED
aNgladizo Ôunderstand, realiseÕ 0/0/0/2/0 5/1/0/0/0
maxeno ÔlearnÕ 3/0/0/0/0/1/0 2/0/0/0/0
bilindiZme ÔrecogniseÕ 1/0/0/0/0
xabar ÔnewsÕ 1/0/0/0/0
CSMG-Unacceptable
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC
leÄo ÔsayÕ 1/0/1/2/0 2/1/3/0/0
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
sanizo Ôbelieve, supposeÕ 0/0/1/0/0 0/0/1/0/0
Taro ÔthinkÕ 0/0/0/0/1
inandizo ÔbelieveÕ 0/0/0/0/0/3/0 0/0/0/0/0/0/1
sypelendiZme ÔsuspectÕ 0/0/1/0/1
apandexo ÔexpectÕ 0/0/1/0/0/0/1
Adjunct
Temporal op 26 19
Manner op 1
Contrast op 1
Conditional op 2
Causal op 1
Result op 1
Temporal pu 1 2
Optative op na 2
Optative ep na 2
Collocations
(to naÉ topo Ôthe place that FUTÊ= instead ofÕ) 1 5
(to na Ôinstead ofÕ) 2 1
(ap to Ôfrom the fact thatÊ= becauseÕ) 2 12

C.6.3.ÊPharasa

Function Dawk Other
Locative
aÈpu 1 2
pu 1
tu 1 1
Relativiser
tu 49 137
∅ 1 2
pu 1 2
Free Relative
tu 7 67
ap 1
Èopu 1
pu 1
Generalising relative
tu na 4
Pseudo-relative
dZa pu Ôthere whereÕ 1 26
dZes tu Ôas thatÊ= whenÕ 1
atSi pu Ôthere whereÕ 1
aDa tu Ôhere whereÕ 1
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atSi tu Ôthere whereÕ 1
Complement8

CSMG-Obligatory
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS
anapai i kardia ÔoneÕs heart is at restÕ 0/0/1/0/0
Äariezo ÔmockÕ 0/0/1/0/0
efksoTam to TeÄo Ôthank GodÕ 1/0/0/0/0
pusmani ÔregretÕ 1/0/0/0/0
CSMG-Optional
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE COGNITIVE
akuÄo ÔhearÕ 0/1/1/0/0 0/0/0/1/0
Ärevo ÔlookÕ 0/4/17/0/3 0/4/11/0/0
iDa ÔseeÕ 0/0/0/0/5 2/2/0/3/1
vrisko ÔfindÕ 0/0/0/0/1
Toro ÔseeÕ 0/1/0/30/3
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL

STATIC
katexo ÔknowÕ 3/1/0/0/0
Änorizo ÔknowÕ 1/0/0/0/0

ACQUIRED
Äriko ÔunderstandÕ 3/0/1/0/0
nanosti ÔrealiseÕ 0/0/1/0/0
SUBJECT 4/0/0/0/0
CSMG-Unacceptable
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC
Ärafo ÔwriteÕ 0/0/1/0/0
leÄo ÔsayÕ 0/1/0/2/1 1/3/0/11/4
STRONG DETERMINED FUTURE TRUTH LINGUISTIC
amasia ÔoathÕ 1/0/0/0/0
omazo ÔswearÕ 0/0/1/0/0
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
s to nun pesu Ärepo Ôthink; see in oneÕs mindÕ 0/0/1/0/0
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
apandexo ÔexpectÕ 0/1/1/0/0
NON-ASSERTIVE TRUTH LINGUISTIC
axili ÔtrickÕ 0/0/1/0/0
Adjunct
Temporal apu 19
Temporal pu 1
Circumstance pu 1
Temporal tu 2 1
Discourse Collocations
tu les ÔanywayÕ 1
Collocations
sopu Ôwhile, wheneverÕ 4
(sos tu na Ôuntil; so thatÕ) 3 23
(s tu na Ôuntil; rather thanÕ) 32
(as to Ôfrom the fact thatÊ= becauseÕ) 8

8Complementisers are counted in the following order: tu/∅ /ki/di/diÉ ki. Complementiser counts
do not include instances where ∅  marks Indeterminate complements.
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C.7.ÊLivisi corpus
The following are complementation counts for MousT (about 56,000 words).

Complement9 121
CSMG-Obligatory 28
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 28/0/0/0/0 (100%)
kleu ÔcryÕ 3/0/0/0/0
drepumi Ôbe ashamedÕ 1/0/0/0/0
furkizumi Ôbe annoyedÕ 1/0/0/0/0
kamarono ÔadmireÕ 2/0/0/0/0
fteu Ôbe at faultÕ 1/0/0/0/0
lipami Ôbe sadÕ 2/0/0/0/0
xuli ÔsadnessÕ 3/0/0/0/0
kamos ÔsorrowÕ 2/0/0/0/0
aresu ÔlikeÕ 1/0/0/0/0
ifkaristimenos ÔpleasedÕ 1/0/0/0/0
ifxaristo ÔthankÕ 1/0/0/0/0
xara ÔjoyÕ 2/0/0/0/0
xerumi Ôbe gladÕ 1/0/0/0/0
Tamazu ÔmarvelÕ 1/0/0/0/0
Doksazu duT Tion Ôthank GodÕ 1/0/0/0/0
vazu tis fones Ôstart shouting; be enragedÕ 1/0/0/0/0
paraksinevÄumi Ôbe bemusedÕ 1/0/0/0/0
Timos ÔangerÕ 1/0/0/0/0
ixtipjumi Ôhit oneself; be angry at oneselfÕ 1/0/0/0/0
xuljume Ôbe sadÕ 1/0/0/0/0
CSMG-Optional 72
PREDETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 1/0/1/0/0 (50%)
kjumuloÄjumi ÔconfessÕ 1/0/0/0/0
moluo ÔadmitÕ 0/0/1/0/0
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE COGNITIVE 38/3/4/52/0 (84%)
Turo ÔseeÕ10 28/3/2/31/0
vlepu ÔseeÕ 0/0/0/6/0
kitazu ÔlookÕ 0/0/0/3/0
trano ÔlookÕ 0/0/0/3/0
vrisku ÔfindÕ 0/0/0/6/0
akuu ÔhearÕ 10/0/2/3/0
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL 29/10/4/0/0 (67%)

STATIC 17/0/1/0/0 (94%)
kseru ÔknowÕ 10/0/0/0/0
erxete is ton nun Ôcome to mind; recallÕ 3/0/0/0/0
fenumi Ôbe apparentÕ 1/0/1/0/0
aTùimami ÔrememberÕ 2/0/0/0/0
Änurizu ÔknowÕ 1/0/0/0/0

KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN 13/10/3/0/0 (50%)
katalavenu Ôrealise, understandÕ 7/8/2/0/0
Änurizumi ÔrecogniseÕ 2/0/0/0/0
iparusiazumi ÔappearÕ 1/0/0/0/0
faneronu ÔrevealÕ 2/0/0/0/0
maTenu Ôlearn, find outÕ 1/2/1/0/0

9Complementisers are ordered as pu/oti/pos/ke/∅/ (na). Since ke appears in complementary dis-
tribution with na rather than pu or oti/pos in Modern Greek, the percentages of pu for each com-
plement category are calculated with respect to oti/pos alone.
10The perfect morpheme iDa/Do has been counted with Toro rather than vlepo. Quotative oti has
been excluded.
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PREDETERMINED OCCURRENCE PHYSICAL 3/0/0/0/0 (100%)
etia ÔcauseÕ 3/0/0/0/0
CSMG-Unacceptable 21
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 14/16/29/1/2 (24%)
kiundizu Ôtell a storyÕ 0/1/0/0/0
leu ÔsayÕ 14/12/29/0/2
eniron ÔdreamÕ 0/1/0/0/0
Ärafu ÔwriteÕ 0/1/0/0/0
fanenu sÕhoutÕ 0/0/0/1/0
iksakuiti Ôbe heard, be rumouredÕ 0/1/0/0/0
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 1/0/1/1/0 (50%)
skevÄumi ÔponderÕ 1/0/0/0/0
Dialuizumi ÔconsiderÕ 0/0/0/1/0
simaDi ÔsignÕ 0/0/1/0/0
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 3/2/7/6/0/1 (25%)
Taro ÔreckonÕ 1/1/1/5/0
pistevu ÔbelieveÕ 1/1/1/0/0/1
nioTu ÔfeelÕ 1/0/2/0/0
leu ÔthinkÕ 0/0/1/0/0
istimaru ÔreckonÕ 0/0/0/1/0
nomizu Ôthink 0/0/2/0/0
STRONG DETERMINED  FUTURE TRUTH LINGUISTIC 2/2/1/0/0 (40%)
fuirizu ÔthreatenÕ 0/1/0/0/0
monùu ÔswearÕ 1/1/1/0/0
orkos ÔoathÕ 1/0/0/0/0
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED ACTION LINGUISTIC 0/0/2/0/0 (0%)
plano ÔdeceiveÕ 0/0/1/0/0
kanu ÔpretendÕ 0/0/1/0/0
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE 1/1/0/0/0 (50%)
fuvami Ôfear (v.)Õ 1/1/0/0/0

C.8.ÊPontic corpus
The following texts were used as samples of Pontic; they are outlined according
to regional provenance, along with approximate word counts in thousands of
words. The folk text corpus includes all Pontic prose published in the first
twenty issues (1928Ð1955) of the journal Arxe¼on P¿ntoy (Archeion Pontou).
¥ Literary Pontic (Chaldiot): FotD (16), FotM (16). Although Fotiadis wrote his

plays in Akhaltsikhe in Southern Georgia, and spent some time in Athens, I
group his language with Chaldiot (Fotiadis was born in Kromni of Chaldia).

¥ Miscellaneous Pontic (no regional attribution given): Parot (16).
¥ Oinuntiac (21): Amisos (6: Valav 1; Valavanis (1928) 2; Valavanis (1934) 3);

Inepolis (1: Ikonomidis (1958 [1940]) 0.4; Alexiadis (1949) 0.5); Oinoe (14:
Siviridis (1938) 3; Vamvak 9; Vamvakidis (1939) 2).

¥ Trapezuntiac (14): Kerasunta (3: Papadopoulos (1955) 1; Valav 2); Trebizond
(10: Ikonomidis (1958 [1940]) 0.2; Ioannidis (1949) 0.3; Ioanndis (1951) 0.7;
Parh 9); Tripolis (1: Ikonomidis 1958 [1940]) 0.3; Akoglous (1951) 1).

¥ Ophitic (13): Rizeon (Ikonomidis (1958 [1940]) 0.4); Sourmena (DawkSO 7);
Ophis (DawkSO 5; Parh 0.3).

¥ Nikopolis (4): Ikonomidis (1958 [1940]) 0.1; Hatziliadis (1954) 1.5; Ioakim-
idis (1958) 0.2; Lagarde 0.2; Nikop 2.5.
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¥ Chaldiot (100): Unspecified (29: Ikonomidis (1958 [1940]) 0.5; KandilA 0.1;
KandilB 2; KandilC 0.3; KandilE 10; KandilF 6; Melan 9; Melanofrydis
(1938) 1); Ak Dagù Maden (Momogeri 0.5); Argyroupolis (8: Ikonomidis
(1923) 0.1; KandilD 0.7; Valav 7) Bugùa Madeni (Fosteris (1959) 2); Hopsha
(6: Tsaousis (1946) 2; Tsaousis (1950) 4); Imera (15: Dawkins (1923) 0.4;
FostA 6; FostB 4; FostC 5); Kotyora (14: Ikonomidis (1958 [1940]) 0.5;
Akoglous (1950) 3; Akoglous (1951) 1; Akoglous (1952) 3; Akoglous (1953) 3;
Akoglous (1954) 2.5); Kromni (Parh 0.7); Matsouka (Momogeri 0.5); Paipurt
(Momogeri 1); Santa (14: Athanasiadis (1928) 1.5; Athanasiadis (1948) 2;
Athanasiadis (1949) 1; Nymf 7; Nymfopoulos (1949) 1; Nymfopoulos
(1951)Ê1); Stavrin (11: Momogeri 0.5; Papad 8; Papadopoulos (1949) 1;
Papadopoulos (1951) 2).

There are thus 200,000 words of Pontic in the corpus, of which 132,000 are
Chaldiot. The attestation of the other variants of Pontic is far lesser.

Oinuntiac Trapezunt. Ophitic
Locative
pu 3 1
Relativiser
ndo 37 15 28
p (pu or pi) 1 4
pu 30 2 1
op 5
Free Relative
ndo 3 6 5
p 1
pu 12
Generalising Relative
pu na 3
Cleft
ndo 1
Pseudo-Relative
eki pu ÔthereÕ 1
Complement11

CSMG-Obligatory
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 1/0/0 0/5/0 4/0/0
puSmanevo ÔregretÕ 1/0/0
pusmani ÔregretÕ 1/0/0
kiskanQn ÔenvyÕ 0/1/0
xara ÔjoyÕ 0/1/0
SaSevo Ôbe stunnedÕ 0/2/0
tiraniume Ôbe sadÕ 0/1/0
krima Ôa pityÕ 1/0/0
Doksazo to Teo Ôthank GodÕ 1/0/0
efxaristo ÔthankÕ 1/0/0
CSMG-Optional
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE COGNITIVE 2/13/18 0/15/16 3/2/14
trano ÔseeÕ 1/0/11 0/0/2
tero ÔseeÕ 0/7/8 1/0/11
akuo ÔhearÕ 1/2/0 0/1/1
akusta Ôheard ofÕ 0/1/0

11Complementisers are counted in the following order: ndo/pos/∅ /pu/ke/oti/pos oti/na.
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Toro ÔseeÕ 0/6/4
vlepo ÔseeÕ 0/4/2 0/8/5 2/1/2/0/2
vrisko ÔfindÕ 0/0/1 0/0/1
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL 1/6/0 1/18/0 10/0/5

STATIC 0/3/0 1/1/0 4/0/0
eksero ÔknowÕ 0/3/0 1/1/0 1/0/0
eTimume ÔrememberÕ 1/0/0
Änorizo ÔknowÕ 2/0/0

KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN 1/3/0 0/17/0 6/0/5
Änorizo ÔrecogniseÕ 0/3/0
Äriko Ôunderstand, realiseÕ 1/1/0 0/10/0 3/0/4
maTeno Ôlearn, find outÕ 0/4/0 2/0/1/1
noo ÔrealiseÕ 1/0/0
eÄnaevo ÔrealiseÕ 0/2/0
CSMG-Unacceptable
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 0/6/2 0/10/0 0/0/1
leÄo ÔsayÕ 0/6/2/0/0/

1/1
0/9/0 0/0/1

ekseNgo telal Ôsend a town crier outÕ 0/1/0
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/0/0 0/2/0 1/0/0
perno miroDia Ôget wind thatÕ 0/0/0/0/0/1
DiDo son nun Ôoccur to oneÕ 1/0/0
noo ÔcogitateÕ 0/2/0
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/1/5 0/2/3 0/0/6
Taro Ôthink 0/1/5 0/2/3 0/0/6
DETERMINED FUTURE TRUTH LINGUISTIC 2/1/0 0/1/0 0/0/0
orkizome ÔswearÕ 0/1/0
orkos ÔoathÕ 0/1/0
omnasma ÔoathÕ 2/0/0
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED ACTION
LINGUISTIC

0/0/0 0/0/0 0/0/0

pio ÔpretendÕ 0/0/0/0/0/1
DETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE 0/0/1 0/1/0 0/0/2
fovume ÔfearÕ 0/0/1 0/1/0 0/0/2
Adjuncts
Temporal pu 1
Resultative pu 1
Collocations
san pu ÔlikeÕ 1
isame pu na ÔuntilÕ 1
kata pu Ôaccording to howÕ 1
ospota ÔuntilÕ 1

Unspecified Fotiadis. Chald.Misc
Locative
pu 14
pu (headless) 1 1
Relativiser
ndo 61 70 122
p (pu or pi) 2 66
pi 20 16
pu 2 28 39
Free Relative
ndo 66 40 33
p (pu or pi) 4 7
pi 137 8
pu 1 16 3
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Generalising Relative
pu na
Cleft
ndo 1 1 5
p 1
pi 1
pu 3 3
Pseudo-Relative
atora ÔnowÕ 2
eki pi Ôthere; whenÕ 1
eki pu Ôthere; whenÕ 2 6
epeki pu Ôjust thereÕ 1
(e)keka pu Ôdown thereÕ 2
Complement
CSMG-Obligatory
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 0/0/0 2/3/0 12/8/0
palalos ÔmadÕ 0/0/0/1
exparame Ôbe surprisedÕ 0/1/0
xolQSkome Ôbe angryÕ 0/1/0
Tamazo ÔmarvelÕ 1/4/0
tirQniume Ôbe sadÕ 2/0/0
xerome Ôbe gladÕ 1/0/0 4/0/0/1
puSmanevo ÔregretÕ 1/0/0
krima Ôa pityÕ 0/2/0
pona i kardia mu Ômy heart achesÕ 0/1/0
efxaristieme Ôbe pleasedÕ 2/0/0
stenoxorian ÔsadnessÕ 0/1/0
puÄalevome Ôbe boredÕ 1/0/0
pikrQskume Ôbe bitterÕ 2/0/0
spazo Ôbe lividÕ 0/1/0
fteo Ôbe at faultÕ 0/0/0/1
anaTeman Ôdamn!Õ 0/0/0/1 0/0/0/1
nasan Ôbravo!Õ 0/0/0/2
pika ÔsadnessÕ 0/0/0/1
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS 1/0/0 12/0/0 3/2/0
aksizo Ôbe worthwhileÕ 1/0/0
ftano Ôbe enoughÕ 7/0/0
kanite Ôbe enoughÕ 2/0/0 2/0/0
kala Ôjust as wellÕ 1/0/0 1/0/0
kalion ÔbetterÕ 1/0/0
erxete varin Ôbe resented; (lit.) comes heavyÕ 0/1/0
amartia Ôbe a sinÕ 1/0/0
aÄnon ÔstrangeÕ 0/1/0
CSMG-Optional
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE COGNITIVE 0/0/0 2/2/13 6/9/72
tero ÔseeÕ 1/0/8 0/3/57
vlepo ÔseeÕ 0/2/1 5/5/14/0/1
akuo ÔhearÕ 1/0/4 1/1/1/0/1
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL 0/1/0 14/10/7 24/7/7

STATIC 0/0/0 9/8/3 13/3/2
Änorizo ÔknowÕ 2/0/0
eksero ÔknowÕ 8/8/3 10/3/2/1
exo xambar Ôbe awareÕ 1/0/0
anaspalo ÔforgetÕ 1/0/0

KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN 0/1/0 5/2/4 11/4/5
fanerizo ÔrevealÕ 1/0/0
Änorizome ÔrecogniseÕ 1/0/0
Äriko Ôunderstand, realiseÕ 0/1/0 2/2/2 6/2/5/0/0/1
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maTeno Ôlearn, find outÕ 3/0/2 3/2/0
SUBJECT/NOMINALISATION 2/0/0
PREDETERMINED PHYSICAL OCCURRENCE 0/0/0 0/0/0 0/0/0
etios ÔculpritÕ 0/0/0/1
CSMG-Unacceptable
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 0/0/1 7/3/16 2/9/4
katiÄoro ÔaccuseÕ 0/0/0/1
leÄo ÔsayÕ 0/0/1 5/3/16 2/8/4/0/1
diu ka ÔprotestÕ 0/1/0
paraponiume ÔcomplainÕ 1/0/0
kurfefkume ÔboastÕ 1/0/0
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/0/0 2/1/8 0/1/1
erxete son nun Ôcome to mindÕ 0/1/0
loÄariazo ÔconsiderÕ 1/0/1
oroma ÔdreamÕ 1/0/0
pai na ipi ÔmeansÕ 0/0/6
nunizo Ôcogitate, considerÕ 0/1/1/0/1 0/0/1
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 1/2/13 2/1/43 1/10/19
emevo ÔbelieveÕ 1/0/1
pistevo ÔbelieveÕ 1/0/0 0/1/0
fenome ÔappearÕ 1/0/0
fenete ÔseemÕ 0/0/1
parerxete ÔseemÕ 1/0/0
saevo ÔreckonÕ 0/0/1
leÄo ÔthinkÕ 0/0/1
nomizo ÔthinkÕ 0/0/0/0/0/1
Taro Ôthink 0/2/13 0/1/41/0/2 0/9/17/1/4
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED TRUTH
COGNITIVE

0/0/0 1/0/0 0/0/0

Sufian ÔdoubtÕ 1/0/0
DETERMINED FUTURE TRUTH LINGUISTIC 0/0/0 1/0/0 0/0/1
orkiskume ÔswearÕ 1/0/0 0/0/1
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED ACTION
LINGUISTIC

0/0/0 1/1/0 0/0/0

profasizome Ômake an excuseÕ 1/0/0
ftano ÔpretendÕ 0/1/0
kombono ÔdeceiveÕ 0/0/0/0/0/1
DETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE 0/0/0 0/0/10 0/0/2
foÄume ÔfearÕ 0/0/0/1 0/0/10 0/0/2
Adjuncts
Circumstance pu 1 4
Contrast pu 1
Temporal pu (na)/pi 1 2
Circumstance ndo 2
Temporal ndo 1
Exclamatory ndo 5
Causal ndo 2 1
Discourse Collocations
pu lei o loÄos Ôas the saying goesÕ 1
ndo les esi ÔsupposedlyÕ 2 1
ndo leÄo se ÔIÕm telling youÕ 1
ndo fer o loÄos Ôso to speakÕ 3
Collocations
pun ke na (optative) 3
ospu ÔuntilÕ 3
Irrealis pu (?) 1 1
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Imera Kotyora. Santa
Locative
pu 1
Relativiser
ndo 38 26 17
p (pu or pi) 8 9 13
pi 1
pu 8 1 11
Free Relative
ndo 23 6 3
p (pu or pi) 3 1 1
pi 2
pu 7 1
Pseudo-Relative
eki pu Ôthere; just asÕ 2 1
Cleft
ndo 1
Complement
CSMG-Obligatory
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 3/1/0 0/1/0 2/2/0
Doksazo to Teo Ôthank GodÕ 0/0/0/1
fliome Ôbe sadÕ 0/1/0
kleo ÔweepÕ 1/0/0
puSimanevo ÔregretÕ 1/0/0
Tamazo ÔmarvelÕ 0/1/0 0/1/0
tiranieme Ôbe sadÕ 2/0/0
to kako mu ÔresentmentÕ 0/1/0
xerome Ôbe gladÕ 1/0/0
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS 0/0/0 1/0/0 1/0/0
kanite Ôbe enoughÕ 1/0/0
kriman Ôa pityÕ 1/0/0
CSMG-Optional
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE COGNITIVE 1/13/27 1/0/23 1/3/8
tero ÔseeÕ 1/7/26/0/1 0/0/18 1/0/7/0/1
akuo ÔhearÕ 0/1/0 0/0/0/0/1
vlepo ÔseeÕ 0/5/1 1/0/4 0/3/1/1
dio son otin Ôbe heard; (lit.) strike oneÕs ear 0/0/1
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL 13/9/2 14/0/1 13/1/0

STATIC 4/3/0 6/0/0 5/0/0
afino Ôlet aloneÕ 1/0/0
anaspalo ÔforgetÕ 1/0/0 1/0/0
Änorizo ÔknowÕ 1/0/0
eksero ÔknowÕ 4/3/0 2/0/0 3/0/0
fenome Ôbe obviousÕ 2/0/0

KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN 9/6/2 8/0/1 8/1/0
aÄnaevo ÔrealiseÕ 4/0/0
Äriko Ôunderstand, realiseÕ 8/6/2 8/1/0
DiDo Änorimian ÔrevealÕ 1/0/0
xapar Ônews; realisationÕ 2/0/0
vÄeno so meitan Ôbecome public knowledgeÕ 1/0/0
maTeno Ôlearn, find outÕ 0/0/1
maTenome Ôto be found out aboutÕ 1/0/0
SUBJECT 2/0/0
PREDETERMINED OCCURRENCE PHYSICAL 1/0/0 0/0/0 0/0/0
etia ÔcauseÕ 1/0/0
CSMG-Unacceptable
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 2/8/1 1/0/0 0/1/1
katiÄoro ÔaccuseÕ 0/1/0
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leÄo ÔsayÕ 2/7/1 1/0/0 0/0/1
ipopsiazome ÔsuspectÕ 0/1/0
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/0/1 0/0/2 1/0/1
nun ÔopinionÕ 0/0/1
dio son nu Ôcome to mindÕ 0/0/1
DavQn son nun Ôoccur to one 1/0/1
nunizo ÔcogitateÕ 0/0/1
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 1/1/29 0/0/4 0/1/7
pistevo ÔbelieveÕ 0/0/0/0/0/0

/0/1
inanevo ÔbelieveÕ 1/0/0
fenome ÔseemÕ 0/1/0
leÄo ÔthinkÕ 0/0/1/0/3
Taro Ôthink 0/0/28 0/0/4/0/1 0/1/7
DETERMINED FUTURE TRUTH LINGUISTIC 0/4/0 3/0/0 0/0/0
omnio ÔswearÕ 0/1/0 1/0/0
orkon ÔoathÕ 1/0/0
DiDo to loÄo mu ÔpromiseÕ 0/1/0 1/0/0
foverizo ÔthreatenÕ 0/2/0
NON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED ACTION
LINGUISTIC

1/2/0 1/0/0 0/0/0

Ärafo psemata Ôwrite liesÕ 0/1/0
pio ÔpretendÕ 1/1/0 1/0/0
DETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE 0/0/10 0/0/0 0/0/0
foame ÔfearÕ 0/0/10
Adjuncts
Concessive ndo 1
Temporal ndo 1
Exclamatory ndo 1
Collocations
ospi ÔuntilÕ 1
ospota ÔuntilÕ 3

Stavrin Nikopolis
Relativiser
ndo 28 8
p (pu or pi) 2
pu 16
Free Relative
ndo 4 6
pi 1
pu 1
Pseudo-Relative
eki pu Ôthere; just asÕ 1
Complement
CSMG-Obligatory
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS 2/0/0
tiranieme Ôbe sadÕ 1/0/0
piSmanevo ÔregretÕ 1/0/0
metanoo ÔregretÕ 1/0/0
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS 1/0/0
fenete varin Ôbe resented; (lit.) seem heavyÕ 1/0/0
kala Ôjust as wellÕ 0/0/0/1
CSMG-Optional
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE COGNITIVE 0/2/11
tero ÔseeÕ 0/0/10 0/0/4/0/2
vlepo ÔseeÕ 0/1/1 0/0/1/0/1
akuo ÔhearÕ 0/1/0
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PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 3/4/0
KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN 3/4/0

Äriko Ôunderstand, realiseÕ 0/1/0 1/0/1/0/1
maTeno Ôlearn, find outÕ 2/3/0
CSMG-Unacceptable
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC 0/4/1
veveono ÔassureÕ 0/1/0
leÄo ÔsayÕ 0/2/1 0/0/3
Äomizo son kosmon ÔrumourÕ 0/1/0
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/0/0
ipopsia ÔsuspicionÕ 0/0/0/0/0/0

/0/1
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE 0/1/7
pstevo ÔbelieveÕ 1/0/0
loÄariazo ÔreckonÕ 0/0/1
fenome ÔseemÕ 0/0/1
leÄo ÔthinkÕ 0/1/0 0/0/3
Taro Ôthink 0/0/5 0/0/3
UNDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE 0/1/0
elpiDa Ôhope (n.)Õ 0/1/0
Collocations
ospu ÔuntilÕ 1

C.9.ÊItaliot corpus
The following texts were used as corpora for Italiot:
¥ Apulian: Dizikirikis (0.5), HellSI (1), HDMS 924 (1), RohlfsGRU (1),

Lampikis (2), Lefons (1959; 0.4), Palumbo (20; PalumboÕs translations into
Italiot were not included.)

¥ Calabrian: DGC (23), Falcone (2), HDMS 924 (2), HellSI (0.2), RohlfsGRU
(1), TNC (76).

There are thus in all some 26,000 words of Apulian Italiot in the corpus, and
some 104,000 words in the Calabrian corpus. For the TNC counts, I have relied
on the published concordance, which however does not exhaustively list in-
stances; this is why counts for TNC are frequently given Ôat leastÕ-values.

Palumbo Other Apulian
Locative
pu (headless) 5 5
epu (headless) 1
pu (headed) 3 3
Relativiser
pu 190 68
ti 2
ka 7
Generalising Relativiser
pu na 2
Free Relative
pu (exi puÉ Ôthere are those whoÉÕ) 2
Pseudo-Relative
tote pu Ôthen thatÕ 1
tora pu Ônow thatÕ 1
arte pu Ônow thatÕ 11 2
eki pu Ôthere; just as; whereasÕ 20 8
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Cleft
pu 10
Complement12

CSMG-Obligatory
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS
xerome Ôbe gladÕ 2/3
ntrepome Ôbe ashamedÕ 0/1
lipi mu Ômy sorrow!Ê= how sorry I am!Õ 1/0
finùo Ôleave aloneÕ 0/1
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS
kano kala Ôdo wellÕ 1/0
kalobùie Ôbe pleasingÕ 2/0
fela Ôbe of benefitÕ 0/1
gwenùi Ôbe importantÕ 0/3
etSùitei Ôbe importantÕ 0/3
kani Ôbe enoughÕ 0/3
aresi ÔlikeÕ 1/0
vari ÔvexÕ 0/1
CSMG-Optional
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE COGNITIVE
vlepo ÔseeÕ 1/0/1/0/0/1
igùwona ÔsenseÕ 1/0
toro ÔseeÕ 0/7 0/1
vrisko ÔfindÕ 0/1
akuo ÔhearÕ 0/2 0/0/1
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE

STATIC
ine alitia Ôbe trueÕ 1/0/2
gùwaêùi a tùi tSùofali Ôget it out of oneÕs headÕ 0/1
nùorizo ÔknowÕ 0/2
fsero ÔknowÕ 0/5 0/1

KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN
nùoo ÔrealiseÕ 0/3
difto ÔshowÕ 0/2
klino ÔhideÕ 0/1
maseno Ôlearn, find outÕ 0/0/1
PREDETERMINED OCCURRENCE PHYSICAL NOMINAL
diïùio ÔreasonÕ 0/1
CSMG-Unacceptable
PREDETERMINED ACTION PHYSICAL
ftano ÔmanageÕ 2/0
PREDETERMINED OCCURRENCE PHYSICAL VERBAL
vresùi ÔhappenÕ 1/0
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC
ïestimao ÔcurseÕ 0/1
grafo ÔwriteÕ 0/1
leo ÔsayÕ 0/46/0/1 1/6/5/1
kamo simai Ôgive a signÕ 0/1
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
vazo sti tSefali Ôget it in oneÕs headÕ 0/2
meleto ÔconsiderÕ 0/1
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
penseo ÔthinkÕ 0/2
krato ÔbelieveÕ 0/13
fenome ÔseemÕ 0/15
leo ÔthinkÕ 0/1

12Counts are given as pu/ti/ka/pos/na/ke.
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pisteo ÔbelieveÕ 0/13/0/0/1
NON-ASSERTIVE TRUTH LINGUISTIC
kamo ÔpretendÕ 0/3 0/1
DETERMINED FUTURE TRUTH LINGUISTIC
dino lùo ÔpromiseÕ 0/1
DETERMINED FUTURE TRUTH COGNITIVE
meno ÔexpectÕ 0/2
DETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE
fùarizome Ôfear (v.)Õ 0/1
foo Ôfear (n.)Õ 0/3
Adjunct
Causal pu 2
Circumstance pu 2 1
Resultative pu (with correlative) 9
Resultative pu (without correlative) 7
Optative pu na 2 1
Exclamatory pu 1 5
Exclamatory without pu 4 3
Temporal pu 8 3
Temporal pu (exiÉ pu Ôit has beenÉ sinceÕ) 1 3
Discourse Collocations
pu lei Ôas is saidÕ 1
Collocations
Èna pu Ôbehold! thatÕ 2
Èna X pu Ôbehold X thatÕ 1
otikane pu ÔwhoeverÕ 1
sambu ÔwhenÕ 5
sa pùu Ôas ifÕ 5
satùi pu ÔwhenÕ 27
motùi pu ÔwhenÕ 1
tapùu ÔwhenÕ 19 6
(se)kundu pu Ôaccording to, asÕ 913 1
tosùo pu ÔwhenÕ 1
osa pu Ôhowever manyÕ 1
sù o pu ÔuntilÕ 1
ospu ÔuntilÕ 3
ros (o)pu Ôuntil; so thatÕ 1 1

TNC14 DGCÊ115

Locative
pu (headless) 7 9
pu (headed) 3
Relativiser
pu 75
ti 17
Free Relative
pu (exi puÉ Ôthere are those whoÉÕ) 3
ti 5
Pseudo-Relative
tote pu Ôthen thatÕ 1
exte pu Ôyesterday thatÕ 1
simero pu Ôtoday thatÕ 2

13Cf. 22 instances with (se)kundu alone introducing a clause.
14Detailed counts are available only for non-relativiser usages of pu from this corpusÕ con-
cordance.
15Detailed counts have only been prepared for the first dialogue (pp.Ê14Ð60; 5)
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arte ti Ônow thatÕ 1
arte pu Ônow thatÕ 1
ekiapanu pu Ôup there whereÕ 1
abukatu pu Ôdown there whereÕ 1
(eki)abukatu ti Ôdown there whereÕ 1
eki pu Ôthere; just as; whereasÕ > 1 8
Cleft
pu 4
ti 2
Complement16

CSMG-Obligatory
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS
kamonda ÔlaughÕ 1/0
ringratsio ÔthankÕ 0/2
invidia ÔenvyÕ 1/0
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS
kani kalo Ôdo wellÕ 1
kani meravila Ôdo marvellously wellÕ 1
CSMG-Optional
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE COGNITIVE
vrisko ÔseeÕ 3 0/4
kanuno ÔlookÕ 1
Toro ÔseeÕ 1 0/2
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE

STATIC
bertu ÔvirtueÕ (apposition) 2
fatùo ÔfactÕ 2
prama ÔfactÕ 0/1
sinerkete ÔrememberÕ 0/1
tSerto ÔcertainlyÕ 0/1
tSero ÔknowÕ 0/2

KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN
kapitevùio ÔrealiseÕ 0/3
CSMG-Unacceptable
PREDETERMINED OCCURRENCE PHYSICAL VERBAL
ine to solito Ôbe usualÕ 1
sutSedo ÔhappenÕ 0/1
irte Ôit cameÊ= it happenedÕ >Ê7
kapitevùio ÔhappenÕ 1/0
staTi ÔhappenÕ 1/0
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC
leo ÔsayÕ 0/13
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
tSerta ÔcertainÕ 0/0/1
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
etSepeame ÔbelieveÕ 0/1
fenome ÔseemÕ 1 0/1
pisteo ÔbelieveÕ 0/1
NON-ASSERTIVE TRUTH COGNITIVE
ene spemata Ôbe untrueÕ 0/1
NON-ASSERTIVE TRUTH LINGUISTIC
kano finta ÔpretendÕ 0/1
DETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE
eSiatsùomo Ôfear (v.)Õ 0/1
Adjunct
Causal pu > 4 1

16Counts are given as pu/ti/ka/pos/na/ke.
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Circumstance pu > 3
Contrast pu 3
Concessive pu 1
Resultative pu (with correlative) > 11 1
Resultative pu na (with correlative) 4
Resultative pu (without correlative) > 15
Resultative pu na (without correlative) 2
Optative pu na 11
Optative pu (+ÊPERFS) 1
Exclamatory pu 4
Temporal pu 10 1
Temporal pu (exiÉ pu Ôit has beenÉ sinceÕ) 1 1
Collocations
ekùo pu Ôbehold! thatÕ 1
sirma pu Ôas soon asÕ 1
an e pu Ôif it is thatÊ= ifÕ 1
san e/ito pu Ôwhen it is/was thatÕ > 5 7
alùura pu ÔwhenÕ 1
sekundu pu Ôas, according to whatÕ 2
armenu pu Ôat leastÕ 1
dopùu pu ÔafterÕ > 6
mentre pu ÔwhileÕ 1 1
imbetSi pu ÔwhileÕ 1
posùo pu ÔuntilÕ 1
tosùo pu ÔuntilÕ 1
prita pu na ÔbeforeÕ 2 1
sino pu ÔuntilÕ 1
fino pu ÔuntilÕ > 11 7
ÔDifficultÕ 5

Other Calabrian
Locative
pu (headless) 7
pu (headed) 5
Relativiser
pu 24
ti 13
Free Relative
pi na 3
ti na 1
Pseudo-Relative
arte ti Ônow thatÕ 1
Complement
CSMG-Obligatory
CSMG-Optional
PREDETERMINED OCCURENCE COGNITIVE
vrisko ÔseeÕ 0/1
kano ÔlookÕ 0/1
xoro ÔseeÕ 1/4/0/1
akuo ÔhearÕ 0/1
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE

STATIC
tSero ÔknowÕ 0/1
CSMG-Unacceptable
STRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC
martiria ÔtestimonyÕ 0/1
leo ÔsayÕ 0/7
kamo simai Ôgive a signÕ
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WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
penseo ÔthinkÕ 0/1
pistegùo ÔbelieveÕ 0/1
NON-ASSERTIVE TRUTH LINGUISTIC
kano ÔpretendÕ 0/1
DETERMINED FUTURE TRUTH LINGUISTIC
monùo ÔswearÕ 0/1
DETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE
Sùastizo Ôfear (v.)Õ 0/1
Adjunct
Resultative pu (with correlative) 2
Exclamatory pu 4
Temporal pu (exiÉ pu Ôit has beenÉ sinceÕ) 1
Collocations
pukja ti ÔsinceÕ 1



APPENDIX D.ÊTEXTS

The following texts have been cited in this work, with abbreviations as given.
For Ancient and Middle Greek, the standard abbreviations are used, according
to LiddellÐScottÐJones (1940) (Classical canon) and Lampe (1961) (Patristic/
Early Byzantine); where the two conflict, LSJ is given priority. Exceptionally,
Aeschylus, Euripides and Sophocles are given as Aesch, Dem, Eur and Soph,
rather than A, D, E and S. The New Testament is cited with the NT prefix, but
with LampeÕs abbreviations of individual books rather than LiddellÐScottÐ
JonesÕ. The abbreviations for Early Modern and Modern Greek works are my
own; I have resisted the temptation to follow Psichari and Jannaris in adopting
Latinate abbreviations for the EMG canon.

Where the texts appear in the bibliography of KriarasÕ (1969Ð1993), the bib-
liographic number given there is quoted after the reference as Knnnn; the
reader is referred to that work for further bibliographic details. The datings of
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